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Gabriel de S. Aubin's UAcademie Parliculi&re:—
[a] The picture of the Doucet collection, on
panel (17 x 27 cm.) (Possession of Mr.

Mortimer Schiff ) ;
[b] The picture on canvas

(25 X 31 cm.) (Private collection in Paris) .

Early Furniture—XV :

—

I— [a] Oak cradle, second half of 15th century,

English (Collection of H.M. the King);

[b] Oak bed, i6th century (Property of Miss

Constance Maris)

II— [c, d] Oak bed, about 1500 (Saffron

Walden Museum)
Biographical notes on Aim^e Duvivier :

—

Portrait of a young man, perhaps the Marquis

d'Acqueville, ascribed to Aimee Duvivier.

(Property of Messrs. Ehrich, New York)

"Credo" Tapestries {concluded):—
III—Tapestry formerly in the Cathedral,

Toledo ; present owner unkown .

IV

—

[d, e] Fragments from the castle of

Evora, Portugal. (Property of M. Fernand
Schutz, Paris)

V— [f] Detail of a fragment in the Vatican in

1855 ;
present owner unknown ; [g] Detail

of a Spanish tapestry (the late Mr. J.
Pier-

pont Morgan's collection) ;
[h] Detail from

Konrad Dickmut's " Erklarung der zvvolff

Artikel des christenlichen Glaubens ", Ulm
1485 . . . : . . . .

Sung and Yiian wares in a New York Exhibi-

tion :

—

Pieces in Mr. S. T. Peters's collection :

—

[a] a sitting hen, soft Chiin ware; [b, c]

Vases, soft Chiin ware ;
[d] Tz'u Chou vases;

[e] Chiin or Kuan wares . . . .

A Late Gothic poet of line {to he continued)

:

—
I—Frescoes in the Misericordia, Figline ; [a]

The Crucifixion ivith saints
;
[b] The Annun-

ciation ; [c] The Coronation . . . .

281

286

289

292

306

3"

314

317

320

II—[d] Detail from The Coronation (Figline);

[e] Madonna and Child ivilh saints ; by
Lorenzo Monaco (The UlTizi) ; [fJ Madonna
and Child icilh angels ; bas-relief by Vittorio

Ghiberti (V. and A. Museum) ; [o] SS. Mary
Magdalen and Laurence presenting a client,

wing of a triptych (Provinzial-Museum,

Bonn); [h] Madonna and Child (Mr. J.

G. Johnson's collection, Philadelphia,

U.S.A.) ; [j] Madonna and Child (Museum,
Helsingfors) ; [k] Madonna and Child (Mr.

Piatt's collection. New York

The Art of pottery in England :

—

I—Fourteenth-century reddish buff pottery,

with slight green glaze
;

[a] Roof-ornament

(?), 13} in. high (Art Museum, Nottingham)
;

[b] Bottle found at Old Sarum, io| in. high

(Society of Antiquaries)
;

[c] Figure of a

girl holding a large fish, excavated at

Worcester, 1893, 7 in. high (Mr. C. W.
Dyson Perrins's Collection) ....

I[_[d] Platter, reddish ware, marked with

white, decorated with orange, brown and

red slips, yellowish glaze, Staffordshire,

about 1680, diam. 18J in. (Mr. C. J.
Lomax's

collection); [e] Punch-kettle, salt glaze

enamelled in brilliant polychrome, green

handles and spout, 7| in. high, about 1750

(Hon. Mrs. Whateley's Collection) .

A Portrait called " Henry, Prince of Wales, by

Isaac Oliver " :

—

I_[a] Portrait probably of Charles, Prince of

Wales (Mr. Godfrey Williams's collection,

S. Donat's Castle)

II— [b] Prince Charles in Garter robes
;

[c]

Henry, Prince of Wales as Knight of the Bath ;

by Marcus Geeraerts (Viscount Dillon's

collection, Ditchley)
;

[d] Prince Henry or

perhaps Prince Charles ivith a friend

(Hampton Court)

Ill— [e] Prince Charles riding, engraving by

Renold Elstracke ;
(f) Queen Anne of

Denmark riding, engraving by Simon de

Pas

328

331

325 The Hands of Madame Bas

334

341

343

346

361
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SOME PICTURES BY EL GRECO
BY ROGER FRY

«?>~v

N spite "i the iarjjtj ho<ivnf Rl Greco*
w ...

. the tirst to call attention to

.j,alar qualities of this long
he is lamentably ill-repiesented

.. It is, therefore, of some
'Ur remarkable works by the

-.1)1 in London in the possession

irris, of the Spanish Art Gallery.

;em, by the courtesy of the owner, are

: . ! . I ; oduced.
The two others are a Saiitf Thomas, an earlier

inch lb a V. y uiileieni propor-

uons of the . , .,, , ihe same subject in

the Convent of San Pablo Eremitano at Toledo.
Nothing is more characteristic of El Greco than

IS constant repetitions and recensions of his own
works, and this frequently at long i

time, and in the case of each of these !

other versions more or less similar occur.

The Pcniieuce o/S. PeU'- '^'^'-
-^ vi- ;

: :^ peculiarly

iiteresting from this . he picture

,o which ;* ' ' .. ,., the coUec-
an of t; .:Ian, at Toledo,

in Mr. r' .. iiavc the whole figure

of S. Pe;. ive, through the mouth
of which we see the deserted tomb guarded by an
angel and the Magdalen walking away from it.

Here the two subjects are treated with almost
' qualemn' ' '' ' ' " 'ndan's
nlvthf 'ioai in

large a space, is reduced to a mere
^farques de la Vega Inclan's piciui^ i- ^-^-. •-•j

Sen or Cossio to the second period of El Greco's
career (1594-1604). There can, I think, be no
doubt that Mr. Harris's picture is the earlier version

of the two, and might be put down to the begin-

ning of the second period or even to the end of

the first. The later version, as almost always with
El Greco, shows a greater concentration and a

more complete unification of the design. In the

picture here reproduced there is a tendency for the

two nv>tives to conjpete with e;ich other, and to

.ivide thf design into two separat'.- pictures, while
11 the Marques de la Vega Inclan's version the

-cene of the tomb becomes a mere accessory so

nat the main motive predoir- '- ^ntii-ely. At
.he same time the relation of t! to the over-

langing ruef of the cave has been dightly and
>licitour>ly changed. In this process of condensa-

, however, many passages of extraordinary
^?.ve been sacrificed; in particular thecutting

the figure from full to half length h.is

uiipii(.a the sacrifice of the magnificent design of

falling draperies, the kev leather

^, and the

-cd, every sin;

in quality. The head of th-

masterly in its design and ;.. :

,

the only defect being, as it sc;

more detailed and precise in han :;

of the picture, demanding ahnost ..

sing of the attention ! requirt..;

Indeed, it would aL -m as :

head of S. Peter belonged to an earlier period
of El Greco's cireer than the rest. I do not
suggest that this is actual iy the case because such
viiversitic- ol manner often appear in a single

vork by the master ; but it is at least clear that

whilst the head of S. Peter is reminiscent of earlier

work (even of his Italian training), the whole of

the distance was painted in a manner already

prophetical of his latest and fullest development.
The Crucifixion [PLATE I], again, is one of

ariants, of which the nearest is that in

ch of S. Nicholas at Toledo, though
ivir, Harris's is much the larger and more
important of the two. Like the picture at Toledo,
it belongs to El Greco's latest period (1604-1614).
It is indeed a superb example of El Greco's art,

when in the course of a long life he had completely
purified it of all extraneous elements. There is

here nothing that is merely explanatory and
descriptive ; every stroke of the minutely executed
painting tends to build up, out of an immense
complexity of forms, a single vividly apprehended

'v. In the Christ, for in- erything is

dinated tc- the nerfect n- ni a single

All the

•i emphatic
and shade tend to the same result,

.......,.; I,., vivid realisation of the interplay of

lines of direction, and the significant sequence of

planes. The movement is emphasised and upheld
by the astonisiiing design of the skv with its

sudden breaks of luminous whi? a deep
blue gloom. And as so fr,.., in El
Greco's work, the strange vision of his adopted
city of Toledo appears b' " • '

' 'en and
intensify the tragic spleii :eption.

In this, as in all his i ;iro

tends to break dowr 1 ca-

tion of i no
lon<.^er : . , ..... „,:in<'

I direct and

en
ire

isre

-v^.- .t:;:.iia.il, onlaci iJiiii SuMiC C-JUlUMci

The BvrunqtO!) Uauazink, No. 1:27. Vul. XXiV.—Ojtobfr, 191J, .\
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SOME PICTURES BY EL GRECO
BY ROGER FRY

N spite of the large body of El Greco's

works which has survived, and in spite

of the fact that English travellers in

Spain were the first to call attention to

the singular qualities of this long
neglected genius, he is lamentably ill-represented

in English collections. It is, therefore, of some
interest to learn that four remarkable works by the

master are at present in London in the possession

of Mr. Lionel Harris, of the Spanish Art Gallery.

Two of them, by the courtesy of the owner, are

here reproduced.
The two others are a Saint Thoiiuis, an earlier

version of the picture in the Provincial Museum
of Toledo, and a Christ taking Leave of the I'irgin,

which is a variant, with slightly different propor-

tions of the background, of the same subject in

the Convent of San Pablo Eremitano at Toledo.
Nothing is more characteristic of El Greco than

his constant repetitions and recensions of his own
works, and this frequently at long intervals of

time, and in the case of each of these four pictures

other versions more or less similar occur.

The Penitence ofS. Peter [Plate II] is peculiarly

interesting from this point of view. The picture

to which it has the closest likeness is in the collec-

tion of the Marques de la Vega Inclan, at Toledo.

In Mr. Harris's version we have the whole figure

of S. Peter seated in a cave, through the mouth
of which we see the deserted tomb guarded by an
angel and the Magdalen walking away from it.

Here the two subjects are treated with almost
equal emphasis. In the Marques de la Vega Inclan's

only the upper half of the figure (almost identical in

pose) is seen, while the secondary motive of the tomb
and the Magdalen, which in our picture occupy so

large a space, is reduced to a mere accessory. The
Marques de la Vega Inclan's picture is given by
Senor Cossio to the second period of El Greco's

career (1594-1604). There can, I think, be no
doubt that Mr. Harris's picture is the earlier version

of the two, and might be put down to the begin-

ning of the second period or even to the end of

the first. The later version, as almost always with
El Greco, shows a greater concentration and a

more complete unification of the design. In the

picture here reproduced there is a tendency for the

two motives to compete with each other, and to

divide the design into two separate pictures, while
in the Marques de la Vega Inclan's version the

scene of the tomb becomes a mere accessory so

that the main motive predominates entirely. At
the same time the relation of the figure to the over-

hanging roof of the cave has been slightly and
felicitously changed. In this process of condensa-
tion, however, many passages of extraordinary

beauty have been sacrificed ; in particular thecutting

down of the figure from full to half length has
implied the sacrifice of the magnificent design of

falling draperies, the keys with their great leather

thong, and the splendidly designed tree trunk.

Indeed, every single part of this S. Peter is superb
in quality. The head of the S. Peter taken by itself is

masterly in its design and in its nervous execution,

the only defect being, as it seems to me, that it is

more detailed and precise in handling than the rest

of the picture, demanding almost a different focus-

sing of the attention from that required elsewhere.

Indeed, it would almost seem as though the

head of S. Peter belonged to an earlier period
of El Greco's career than the rest. I do not
suggest that this is actually the case because such
diversities of manner often appear in a single

work by the master ; but it is at least clear that

whilst the head of S. Peter is reminiscent of earlier

work (even of his Italian training), the whole of

the distance was painted in a manner already
prophetical of his latest and fullest development.

The Crucifixion [Plate I], again, is one of

several variants, of which the nearest is that in

the church of S. Nicholas at Toledo, though
Mr. Harris's is much the larger and more
important of the two. Like the picture at Toledo,
it belongs to El Greco's latest period (1604-1614).
It is indeed a superb example of El Greco's art,

when in the course of a long life he had completely
purified it of all extraneous elements. There is

here nothing that is merely explanatory and
descriptive ; every stroke of the minutely executed
paintmg tends to build up, out of an immense
complexity of forms, a single vividly apprehended
unity. In the Christ, for instance, everything is

subordinated to the perfect realisation of a single

rhythm pervading the whole figure. All the

outlines of the form, all the minute emphatic
notes of light and shade tend to the same result,

namely : the vivid realisation of the interplay of

lines of direction, and the significant sequence of

planes. The movement is emphasised and upheld
by the astonishing design of the sky with its

sudden breaks of luminous whites upon a deep
blue gloom. And as so frequently in EI
Greco's work, the strange vision of his adopted
city of Toledo appears beneath, to heighten and
intensify the tragic splendour of the conception.
In this, as in all his latest works, the chiaroscuro
tends to break down through the very intensitica-

tion of its contrasts into something that has no
longer the effect of light and shade as defining

form, into something which becomes a direct and
vivid evocation of lines of stress.

Both of these pictures illustrate the extra-

ordinary nature of El Greco's genius—his strange-

ness and isolation in the history of renaissance

and modern art. It would scarcely be too much
to say, indeed, that his is the most isolated figure

in the whole history of European art. The mere
fact that for some centuries he was regarded, on

Thb Burungton Magazine, Nu. i;?. Vul. XXlV.-O.lobcr, 1913. A



Some Pictures by El Greco

the evidence of his pictures, as a madman, and is

only now, after more than 300 years, beginning to

be clearly understood, is a proof of his unique

situation. And yet, in spite of his isolation as an

artist, he was not only extremely receptive of the

ideas of his time and of his adopted country

—

so that no one has expressed the Spanish temper

more profoundly—but he even took over many of

the formulae of artistic expression current in his

day.

It is this contrast between what was native to

his genius and what he absorbed, more or less

consciously, from his surroundings, that makes

his pictures so often puzzling and difficult to

understand. Thus the ideas that seem to have

been presented to El Greco's consciousness, the

ideas which formed the nucleus of his designs,

were taken from the fervent and exaggerated

religiosity of i6th and 17th-century Spain. This

morbid and over-emphatic religious fervour took

on, in its extreme abandonment of feeling, an

expression which strikes us as rhetorical and

unconvincing. In the S. Peter, for instance,

the clasped hands, the upturned eyes, and

the drawn mouth, are all commonplaces of

17th-century pictorial rhetoric, are all such as

might occur in the works of the Italian Academics
of the time. The angel on the tomb is, regarded

as illustration, frankly melodramatic. In fact, in

all that concerns the dramatic elements of the

painting, there is nothing to distinguish this from

"hundreds of examples of later renaissance art. In

the figure of the Magdcden alone, even as regards

its descriptive aspect, El Greco has thrown aside

the formula; of his day, and has created a figure

entirely foreign to his time, a figure which has the

undemonstrative and concentrated force of some
primitive artist. It is a figure which one might

rather expect to see in a work by Signorelli than

among any of El Greco's contemporaries.

But when we pass from illustration to design,

from the associated ideas which the figures and

their poses, in actual life, suggest to us, to that

which the forms regarded in themselves and in

their mutual relations, arouses in us, we pass into a

world as far removed as possible from that of later

renaissance art. The principle of El Greco's

design has its analogy only in very early art, or

in the work of those artists of to-day who have

sought their inspiration in El Greco's own works.

We can never know how far it was conscious or

unconscious on El Greco's part, but it is quite

evident that the whole trend of his development

lay in the direction of discarding all elements that

had merely illustrative and secondary value. He
seems to have realised with advancing years more
and more clearly wherein the peculiar power
of pictorial art lay, to have seen that its greatest

effect upon the imagination is produced by the

interplay of planes and the balance of directions.

A very curious instance of this occurs in the paint-

ing of the tomb in The PcnUciicc of S. Peter.

Regarded as mere representation this becomes
illogical and absurd. For the line of direction at

one angle of the tomb breaks through the actual

shape of the tomb and is carried down, as it were,

into the ground ; as though the direction of stress

could only be given by prolonging the line into the

surrounding space. No less remarkable is the

evidence both here and elsewhere that light and

shade is used quite arbitrarily with a view to the

emphasis of such lines as seemed to him most
expressive of movement. In the head of the Christ

in Tlie Cnicifi.xiou a similar carrying through of a

line of movement may be observed.

Such are the ideas which dominate the most
recent developments of modern art. El Greco's

principles of emphasis and distortion are the basis

of most modern researches into the nature of

expressive form, and it must always remain to us

something of a marvel that the pupil of Tintoretto

and the forerunner of Velazquez should have had

the power alone and unaided to attain such a

profound sense of abstract form.

AN ELIZABETHAN PORTRAIT
BY LIONEL GUST

FTER a long subservience in rotation

to the Italian schools, the primitives,

P^lemish, German, Italian, or French,
'to the 18th-century British School,

^or to the French school of the igtli

century, the minds of amateurs and of dealers

have begun to consider the attractions of the
Cinquecento. Even the much-despised costume
portraits of the Elizabethan period have been
discovered to be of considerable interest both
from the artistic and the historical point of view.

Before long we may expect the dernier cri of

suobisiiie in art to be the possession of a Marcus
Gheevaerts or a Paul Van Somer instead of a

Hogarth or a Romney.
So little is known as yet about the pictures of

the Elizabethan age, that any attempt to sort

them out and group them according to artists is

practically tilling virgin soil.

An instance is given here of a portrait which

is decidedly of some interest, although the

style is exaggerated and affected, as the costume

and accessories somewhat overshadow the actual

personality of the sitter.

4
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Some Pictures by El Greco

the evidence of his pictures, as a madman, and is

only now, after more than 300 years, beginning to

be clearly understood, is a proof of his unique

situation. And yet, in spite of his isolation as an

artist, he was not only extremely receptive of the

ideas of his time and of his adopted country

—

so that no one has expressed the Spanish temper

more profoundly—but he even took over many of

the formulae of artistic expression current in his

day.

It is this contrast between what was native to

his genius and what he absorbed, more or less

consciously, from his surroundings, that makes
his pictures so often puzzling and difficult to

understand. Thus the ideas that seem to have
been presented to El Greco's consciousness, the

ideas which formed the nucleus of his designs,

were taken from the fervent and exaggerated

religiosity of i6th and 17th-century Spain. This

morbid and over-emphatic religious fervour took

on, in its extreme abandonment of feeling, an
expression which strikes us as rhetorical and
unconvincing. In the S. Peter, for instance,

the clasped hands, the upturned eyes, and
the drawn mouth, are all commonplaces of

17th-century pictorial rhetoric, are all such as

might occur in the works of the Italian Academics
of the time. The angel on the tomb is, regarded

as illustration, frankly melodramatic. In

all that concerns the dramatic elements

painting, there is nothing to distinguish t

hundreds of examples of later renaissance

the figure of the Magdalen alone, even as

its descriptive aspect, El Greco has throv

the formulae of his day, and has created

entirely foreign to his time, a figure which
undemonstrative and concentrated force 1

primitive artist. It is a figure which oni

rather expect to see in a work by Signore

among any of El Greco's contemporaries.

But when we pass from illustration to aesign,

from the associated ideas which the figures and

their poses, in actual life, suggest to us, to that

which the forms regarded in themselves and in

their mutual relations, arouses in us, we pass into a

world as far removed as possible from that of later

renaissance art. The principle of El Greco's

design has its analogy only in very early art, or

in the work of those artists of to-day who have
sought their inspiration in El Greco's own works.

We can never know how far it was conscious or

unconscious on El Greco's part, but it is quite

evident that the whole trend of his development
lay in the direction of discarding all elements that

had merely illustrative and secondary value. He
seems to have realised with advancing years more
and more clearly wherein the peculiar power
of pictorial art lay, to have seen that its greatest

effect upon the imagination is produced by the

interplay of planes and the balance of directions.

A very curious instance of this occurs in the paint-

ing of the tomb in The Penitence of S. Peter.

Regarded as mere representation this becomes
illogical and absurd. For the line of direction at

one angle of the tomb breaks through the actual

shape of the tomb and is carried down, as it were,

into the ground ; as though the direction of stress

could only be given by prolonging the line into the

surrounding space. No less remarkable is the

evidencf^ hnth Vif»i-o ^^a «!--— 1 ,1 . < •

the power alone and unaided to attain such a

profound sense of abstract form.

AN ELIZABETHAN PORTRAIT
BY LIONEL GUST

I

FTER a long subservience in rotation

to the Italian schools, the primitives,

Flemish, German, Italian, or French,
to the 18th-century British School,

^or to the French school of the 19th

century, tlie minds of amateurs and of dealers

have begun to consider the attractions of the

Cinquecento. Even the much-despised costume
portraits of the Elizabethan period have been
discovered to be of considerable interest both
from the artistic and the historical point of view.

Before long we may expect the dernier cri of

snohisine in art to be the possession of a Marcus
Gheevaerts or a Paul Van Somer instead of a

Hogarth or a Romney.
So little is known as yet about the pictures of

the Elizabethan age, that any attempt to sort

them out and group them according to artists is

practically tilling virgin soil.

An instance is given here of a portrait which
is decidedly of some interest, although the

style is exaggerated and affected, as the costume
and accessories somewhat overshadow the actual

personality of the sitter.
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An Elizabethan Tortrait

At one of the big portrait sales at Christie's some
ten years ago or so, there appeared on the walls a
full-length portrait of a young man clothed
entirely in silver and white, with a helmet to which
was affixed a panache of imitation silver feathers
thickly studded with jewels ; the picture bore an
inscription in cursive letters Aiiuindo c fidaiido
Iroppo soiio ro:'/;(rt/o, a conceit familiar to an age of

artificial literary expression, as well as somewhat
obscure symbolism. The portrait, which excited
some attention, was purchased by Mr. Henry
Harris, of Bedford Square, in whose possession
it has remained ever since.

By a curious chance the early history of this

portrait can be stated without doubt. In the
inventory of pictures belonging to John, Lord
Lumley, at Lumley Castle, drawn up by his

steward and begun in 1590, there is included
among the full-length portraits "The Statuarie

of Robte, Earle of Sussex, Anno 1593." This
portrait was not one of those sold after the death
of John, Lord Lumley in 1609, but remained
at Lumley Castle until 1785,
A writer in the " Literary Cabinet ", about that

date, describing the pictures at Lumley Castle,

mentions this portrait as in the " Little Dining
Room".

Thomas Ratcliffc, earl of Sussex, full length in white
armour and gold breeches, a staff in his right hand, his left

resting on a sword. Helmet with an enormous plume on a
table : inscribed amaiulo e fidando troppo sou rninato.

The identity of this portrait with that belonging
to Mr. Henry Harris is incontestable. At the sale

of the Earl of Scarbrough's effects at Lumley
Castle in August, 1785, this portrait was included
in the fourth day's sale.

32. Whole-length portrait of Radcliff, Earl of Susse.x, in

armour. lo.io.o.—Terry.

The subject of this interesting portrait is stated

quite correctly in the Luinley Castle inventory of

1 590 onward. Robert Ratcliffe, Viscount Fitzwalter,

born about 1569, wms the only son of Henry, fourth

Earl of Sussex, whom he succeeded as fifth Earl of

Sussex in 1593, the same year as that in which this

portrait was painted. He was subsequently a well-

known figure at the courts of Elizabeth, James I

and Charles I, and died in 1629. The portrait

represents him at the age of twenty-four, by which
age he had evidently experienced the vicissitudes

of love and life in a true Shakespearean sense.

Like his slightly junior contemporary, Henry
Wriothesley, third Earl of Southampton, Sussex
was a patron of poets and men of letters. In 1592
Robert Greene issued the " Euphues Shadows ", by
Thomas Lodge, with a dedicatory epistle to Lord
Fitzwalter, and in the same year published a

romance of his own, entitled " Philomela—The
Lady Fitzwater's Nightingale". In 1598 George
Chapman prefixed to his famous translation of

Homer's " Iliad" a sonnet to the Earl of Sussex.

This portrait of the Earl of Sussex is peculiar in

itself, and seems to be different in character to

those by Marcus Gheevaerts, who had so large a
share of royal and fashionable patronage at this

date. It has more the look of an English painte.

of the period. For this reason it has been sug-
gested that it may have been painted by the famous
limner, Nicholas Hilliard, of whom an account
appeared in the first number of the Walpole
Society's publications. In sentiment and symbol-
ism there is an affinity between this portrait of

the Earl of Sussex and that of the young man in

the large miniature painting from the Salting col-

lection, now in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
There is also an affinity to another well-known large

miniature-painting, the portrait of George Clifford,

third Earl of Cumberland, K.G., which belongs to

the Duke of Buccleuch, and has been reproduced
more than once, and again to another group, the
limning of the three brothers Browne, at Burghley
House.
The points of resemblance, however, are Eliza-

bethan and not artistic. There is no evidence to

show that Nicholas Hilliard, who was a goldsmith
and seal engraver by profession, ever departed as a

painter from the dimensions of a limning. The
portrait of the Earl of Sussex has more affinity to

the paintings by Marcus Gheevaerts than to the

limnings by Hilliard and Isaac Oliver.

It is possible to find Elizabethan portraits of a

similar scantling which are evidently the work of

the same hand as the Earl of Sussex. These
portraits, painted about 1593-5, appear to illus-

trate a group of young courtiers, the centre of

whom was the ill-fated Earl of Essex. There is

in fact at Woburn Abbey a large whole-length
portrait of the Earl of Essex, in white and silver,

which may be the prototype of the whole series. At
Welbeck Abbey there is a whole-length portrait of

Henry 'Wriothesley, third Earl of Southampton,
who was only about four years junior in age to the

F-arl of Sussex, and who would have been twenty in

1593, an age borne out by the portrait at Welbeck.
Like Sussex, Southampton was a patron of poets

and men of letters, and has in his own case gained
immortality by his patronage of Shakespeare. A
reproduction of this portrait is given in Mr.
Fairfax Murray's Catalogue of the pictures at Wel-
beck Abbey, and also in the illustrated edition of

Sir Sidney Lee's " Life of William Shakespeare ".

Another painting which may be safely classed

with these, is the curious whole-length portrait of

Captain Thomas Lee, painted in 1594, and now at

DitchleyPark in the possession of Viscount Dillon.

A reproduction of this singular portrait is given in

the printed catalogue of the Ditchley pictures. In

close affinity to these portraits is the whole-length

portrait of a young man leaning on a halberd,

which was lent by the late Countess Cowper from
Panshanger to the exhibition of Old Masters at

the Grafton Galleries in 191 1, and it is reproduced



An Elizabethan Portrait

in tlie admirable illustrated edition of the cata-

logue of this exhibition as Plate xxxvi. This

appears to bean Elizabethan portrait, though by a

different hand. It is thought worth while to

bring these notes together in order to assist the

classification of the portraits of the later Eliza-

CHOTSCHO
BY LAURENCE BINYON

'HAT an astonishing collection it

,
would appear, if all the treasures of

.art and antiquity which have been
jrecovered from oblivion during the
' past hundred years were brought

together in one place ! Most people hardly

realize what an amount of first-hand knowledge
of ancient art has been revealed to us of which
our great-grandfathers, and even our grandfathers,

knew nothing. Egypt, Assyria, Greece : of the

antique art and civilization of these and other

nations how much that was unsuspected has been,

and still is being, brought to light I Now it is the

turn of Eastern Asia. Since 1897 a number of

expeditions, English, German, French, Russian
and Japanese, have been busy in Turkistan, and
have brought back to Europe stores of paintings,

sculptures, and manuscripts, the full value and
importance of which cannot yet be estimated. If

works of really great art are few among them, still

this mass of material combines to illuminate

whole phases of the history of early Buddhist art;

it discloses the remains of civilizations whose
existence had been ignored, and it helps us toward
a better knowledge both of Indian art and of the

art of one of the great creative periods of the

world, the T'ang period of China.
Of these missions, which have explored so many

sites on what was formerly the great highway of

communication, bordering the desert, between
India and China, that which was undertaken by
Dr. von Le Coq in 1904, following up the mission
of Professor Griinwedel, is one of the most
important in its results, as visitors to the Ethno-
graphical Museum at Berlin have realized. The
work in which Dr. von Le Coq has published the

discoveries of his expedition is now before us;'
and before giving some account of it I must first

pay a tribute to the truly magnificent manner in

which it has been produced, all the more praise-

worthy in view of the moderate price. The port-

folio measures about 24 in. by 20 in., so that the

scale of reproduction is really adequate. There
are seventy-five plates, of which no less than
forty-five are in colour, and these last are among

' CUotscho. Facsimile-Wiedergaben der Wichtigeren Fiinde
der ersten Kuniglich Preussischen Expedition nach Turfan.
Herausgegeben von A. von Le Coq. Berlin (Dietrich Reimer).
1913-
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bethan period, prior to the later or better known
developments in the Tacobean era under Paul van
Somer and Daniel Mytens. Mr. Henry Harris's

portrait of the Earl of Sussex, having an undoubted
pedigree from its date of painting, affords a good
starting-point for such researches.

the most successful colour-reproductions that have
been made in Europe. The editor has written a

brief account of his journey and a full description

of the sites explored, as well as of each object

reproduced.
Chotscho, the city of the Turfan oasis from

which these remains were recovered, appears to

have flourished from about the 5th to the middle
of the 9th century, when it was destroyed by
Kirghizzes; It enjoyed a sort of rehabilitation

after this, but the Mohammedan conquests finally

extinguished it. It was a strongly fortified town,
containing little but monasteries, temples, stupas,

and tombs. We do not know precisely who the

inhabitants of Turfan were, but some of them
certainly belonged to the Indo-European stock,

having blue eyes and ruddy complexions. Dr.

von Le Coq lays some stress on the fact that they

got their art and their culture from the west and
south-west, and not from the east—from India

and Persia, rather than from China, though
possibly— I write with deference to so high an
authority—he underrates what Chinese element

is to be found in the art of the country. As
in all the recently explored sites of these regions,

Buddhism was a dominant influence. Accord-
ing to Dr. von Le Coq, the religion came to

Turfan not only by way of Bactria and Gandhara,
but also direct from India. But a peculiar interest

of Chotscho lies in the relics of Nestorian

Christianity, which began to be influential about
the 7th century, and the much more important

relics of Manichaeism. In the 8th and 9th centuries

the city was possessed by the branch of the Turkish
race called Uigurs. About the middle of the 8th

century the king turned Manichaean, and doubt-
less drew many of the Buddhist population with

him. To IManichaeism would be due the Persian

influence shown especially in the fashions of

clothes, textiles and horse-trappings. Mani himself

may have visited these regions, and one of the

most interesting of the discoveries is the fragment
of a wall-painting representing apparently Mani
and his disciples [Plate I, a]. Outlined with a

flowing brush on awhite ground, the figures of this

fresco are disposed in a rhythmical system of lines

which to my eyes betrays a strong affinity with

early Chinese art ; and I cannot see how this paint-

ing can be related to any Byzantine tradition, as
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Chotscho

has been suggested. The teacher himself is a

majestic figure (unfortunately only the bust is

preserved), drawn on a much larger scale than the

white-robed men and women, priests or initiates,

who stand near him in reverent altitude, with

hands folded in their full sleeves. One or two
figures of the laity at the broken edge of the fresco

are seen in coloured garments. Even more curious

are the pages (Plate 5) from a manuscript book of

Manichaean ritual (a book which was bound, in

Western fashion) having miniature paintings beside

the text. On one page we see rows of scribes in

tall white caps writing [Plate II, c]. Some appear

to have a pen in either hand, which Dr. von Le
Coq attributes to an oversight of the painter, but

probably the second " pen " is a knife or an

instrument for holding the paper straight, just as

we see in pictures of mediaeval scribes in Europe.
Nowherethe figuresare conceived in modelling, not

outline ; this and the drawing of the flowering trees

under which theysit, as well as the bunched folds of

the dresses, point clearly to vestiges of Western,
probably Byzantine, tradition. On the other hand,
the second page reproduced, with its three seated

figures, one holding a lute, is almost entirely Asiatic

in design. These pages may count as the earliest

examples known of Persian miniature-painting

—

or of what was to become that art—and are there-

fore of the greatest interest as a document. But
the remarkable feature of the art found in Turfan
is the great variety of styles it presents. What are

we to make of the fragment of a fresco found in

a Christian temple (Plate 7), presumably of Christian

origin? It seems to illustrate some story. A teacher,

beardless, but with close-curling hair, and wearing
a short mantle over a long robe, holds a kind of

censer, and seems to address two men and a

woman, who stand as if abashed before him,
each with a spray of leaves in one hand. Above
the figures the breaking of the fresco has left only
the fore-legs of a stamping horse. Not only the

story, but the style of the lightly sketched painting
and the costumes are enigmatical. The figure of

the teacher reminds us of nothing Asiatic at all
;

it seems to belong to some lingering school of late

classical art
; yet the other figures do not wholly

confirm this impression, and the woman especially,

with her tall, slender figure, reminds one of early

Chinese paintings and friezes. Compare the
Chinese painting of a lady kneeling (Plate 44).
In total contrast with such art, the Bodhisattva
on Plate 13, strongly outlined and vigorously
coloured, strikingly recalls the art of Ajanta. The
most imposing of the remains are the series of

great frescoes on a red ground, reproduced on
Plates 17 to 29, which have been set up on the
walls of the museum at Berlin. In each of these
" Pranidhi " or Adoration scenes is a great central

figure of Buddha with smaller figures— Lokapi'ilas,

Brahmans, monks, warriors, and devotees—on

either side. These frescoes are strongly Indian

in character, with a local modification, and though

not of the finest type of Buddhist art, are of the

highest ethnographical interest, showing vivid

portraiture of various racial types of Central and
Eastern Asia, some of which may be paralleled in

photographs taken to-day.

I have no space to write of more than a few of

the paintings (not to speak of sculpture, textiles,

etc.), and can only mention one or two others of

special interest. Plate 10 shows us a wall-painting

of somewhat archaic, provincial style, in tones of

purplish grey and dull blue [Plate II, d]. This

is unlike anything else in the series. Unique again

is the portrait of three Uigur princes (Plate 12)

with elaborate large floral design. Some have
thought this Chinese ; but to me it appears to have

only a slight connexion with true Chinese art and
to belong rather to some middle-Asiatic tradition

[Plate I, b]. On Plate 40 is given the Hariti

with children, about which M. Foucher has

written so charming an essay under the title of

"I^a Madone Bouddhique". It is a great pity that

this attractive picture is so damaged. I note that

the lozenge-pattern on the dress reappears in the

beautiful 8th-century Japanese painting of Kichijo

in the Yakushiji Temple. The same pattern is also

found on dresses in the most interesting fragments

of secular paintings reproduced by Griinwedel in

his work '^ on the earlier expedition to Turfan (figs.

665 and 666). We must equally regret the damage
done to the waU-paintings illustrating some story

of a child carried off by a phoenix, reproduced on
Plate 15. The fragments suggest designs of vigour

and beauty, with that instinctive feeling for motion
and play of rhythmical line which seems to belong

to the special genius of the art of the F"urther East,

in spite of the manifest Indian element. The
headless but fine statue (Plate 53) seems to be

of almost pure Gandhara style.

Who were the artists who made these Turfan
paintings and sculptures ? Of what races, of what
schools ? Were they foreigners or natives ?

Could we answer these questions with certainty

we should indeed have precious clues in our hands.

Professor Hirth in his well-known essay " Ueber
Fremde Einfiiisse in der Chinesischen Kunst

"

cites a Chinese work published in 1365 A.D., which
particularized the technique of the painters of

Turfan ; and we cannot doubt that in the earlier

and more flourishing period, to which the remains

now at Berlin belong, a local school was active

and vigorous. But we must remember that

Turfan in the 8th and 9th centuries was on the

high road of communication between the east

and west of the continent ; and we know from
Chinese records what a constant ebb and flow

there was of people from the western regions to

-AUbinUlliistiscIic KuUsliitlcn in CluncsiiLh-Tuikistini. Berlin,

1912.
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and from China, and wlial interest the diversity

of types and custumes aroused among the

Chinese. Even in Japan we know what a varied

assortment of things, sliowing forms and patterns

belonging to different parts of Asia, was con-

tained in the collection of furniture preserved

since the 8th century in the " Shosoin ".

Much more should we expect a mixture of

elements here in Turkistan. But in the question

of what is called "influences" we must distinguish.

We may find all sorts of features, such as motives

of decoration, subject-matter, etc., in one art which

are borrowed from another art. Yet the art which

borrows may be far more original than the one

which lends. In Asiatic art of this period we find

many and diverse floating elements derived from

India, Persia, and Greece. Buddhism served to

gather together these mixed ingredients, but it

was in China alone that these were fused into an

art inspired by creative design, from which great

masterpieces could flower. The art of schools

like that of Turfan we should expect to have

fundamental affinities with that of China, and I

should conjecture that this native style, uninflu-

enced by Buddhism, appears in the " Mani " fresco,

as also in the paintings reproduced by Grlin-

wedel, to which reference has already been made.
But it does not follow that the Buddhist paintings

were not produced by the same school. We

know from Chinese and Japanese art that painters

will paint Buddhist subjects in the accepted
Buddhist style (impregnated from first to last with
Indian character), but when painting secular

subjects use a quite difterent manner. So it may
have been in Turfan, It is possible, of course,

that Indian painters may have worked there, since

there were thousands of Indian monks living in

China at the time, or passing to and fro, and
among them were doubtless painters. Yet it-

seems much more likely that the great series of

Pranidhi scenes, for instance, with their por-
traiture of local types, was the work of Turfan
artists.

I feel that only a series of reviews by a number
of special students could do justice to the

manifold interests of this fascinating work. Of
the religious, linguistic, and ethnographical
questions involved I am quite incompetent to

speak ; and it is with diffidence that I ofter these

few notes on the art of Turfan, seeing that so
much study has yet to be done before we can
arrive at anything like sure conclusions. Mean-
while we owe a great debt to Dr. von Le Coq for

publishing, in so splendid a manner, these rich

materials for study.

[The illustrations are from photographs by the

kind permission of the publisher, Dietrich

Reimer.]

OXFORD
BY REV. A. C. HEADLAM, D.

*E have to thank the enterprise of

Messrs. Batsford and the energy of

Mr. Aymer Vallance for an attractive

jand well-produced book on the old
" Dlleges of Oxford.' The publishers

have been lavish in their illustrations and the

general appearance of the work is excellent. The
letterpress shows abundant signs of careful

research, and Mr. Vallance exhibits a genuine love

and enthusiasm for what he admires.

There are certain features of the volume which
demand particular praise. The series of historical

illustrations and drawings is remarkably good.
To take an example, we have in relation to New
College, a view by Chandler in 1463, a view by
Bereblock in 1566, the view from the west, by
David Loggan, in 1675, the approach from the

west, drawn by E. Nattes in 1804, and another of

the same date from the north-east ; w-e have two
views of the garden, one about 1730 and one in

the 19th century ; we have a number of drawings
of detail by Pugin, Buckler and others, and we
have two excellent full-page photographs re-

' The Old Colleges c] Oxford : their Architectural History
illustrated and described. By Aymer Vallance, Oriel College,
M.A. B. T. Batbford. ^4 4s. net.
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D.
produced in collotype. There is a similar wealth

of illustrations about every other college. The
work provides, therefore, for all who love Oxford
(and who does not?) an admirable history and
memorial of the place.

Mr. Vallance, too, exhibits other merits. He has
an able article on the development of the college.

As long as he is dealing with Gothic, his criticisins

are often just and informing, and he understands
the meaning of what he is describing. A particu-

lar merit lies in the interest he displays in the

specimens of various forms of craftsmanships in

which Oxford is particularly rich. We have said

quite enough to show the value of the work.

But it must be clearly recognized that it has very

definite liinitations. It will not be able to claim

to be the standard work in the future of the

architecture of the Colleges. There are no plans

given showing the work of different periods; there

are few or no original drawings. We do not feel

that there are many signs of original architectural

research. But above all Mr. Vallance has limita-

tions which entirely prevent him from being an
adequate historian of Oxford Colleges or Oxford
architecture, for his sympathies are entirely limited

to Gothic, and no one with such limitations can
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understand what Oxford is. For the beauty of

Oxford arises not fronr its Gothic alone, but from
the harmonious blending of tiie work of many
periods and styles. The view from any distant

hill of the city has as its central feature the spire

of S. Mary's and the dome of the RadclifTe, and it

is the contrast and the harmony of these two
superb examples of different styles of architecture

which make the unique beauty of the scene. And
this blending of different styles is only symbolical

of what the history of Oxford means. The
architectural heritage which combines the work of

so many centuries, from the old tower of S.

Michael's and the remains of S. P'rideswide's Abbey
to the new buildings of Magdalen and the science

laboratories in the parks, is paralleled by the life

of Oxford, which has preserved memories and
traditions of the Aliddle Ages and is ever harmoniz-
ing them with modern thought. But Mr. Vallance

seems to be a medizevalist in thought and ni

architecture, and to him half of life and of art is

wanting.
An illustration mav be taken from his remarks

about All Souls College :

—

It is true Nicholas Hawksmoor's new buildings at All

Souls' were subsequent, not being finished until 1756, but
they oi^er such an abject misrepresentation of all that is

noblest and best in mediiEval architecture, that they could
have excited nothing but disgust, nor have acted otherwise
than as a warning at all hazards to eschew Gothic in the
future.

And again :

—

The north court, to make way for which the ancient
cloister had to be demolished, was designed by Hawksmoor.
An admirer has described its style as ' the mixed Gothic",
and not inaptly, if thereby is understood a hopeless mis-
conception and confusion as to the barest rudiments of

mediaeval architecture. It is, in fact, a puerile caricature
of the kind that only brings the noble name of Gothic
into contempt. The whole of the north side is occupied
by the Codrington Library, 200 ft. long. It was begun
3rd May, 1715, but not finished until 1756. The authors of

this bizarre building, with its " Grecian " interior, imagined
themselves to be reproducing, muiatis lUHtaiulis, the college
chapel. The travesty is consummated by an ante-library
to match the ante-chapel.

It is difficult to imagine a more prejudiced or

unintelligent criticism than this. Apart from the
turrets, which are not entirely successful, the large

quadrangle of All Souls is one of the best-pro-

portioned buildings in Oxford, and the Codrington
Library one of the finest rooms in the country.
The architect of the i8th century did not imagine
that he was reproducing the College Chapel, but
he built in the fashion of the day, and with all

the constructional skill at his command, a building
admirably fitted to the purpose for which it was
designed. But he had to adapt it to the existing

buildings, and he has shown consummate skill in

making the new work harmonize with the old.

The architectural view is completed by the spire

of S. Mary's, the Radclilfe Library, and the old
schools lining the fourth side of the quadrangle,
each in its way a typical example of the period
when it was built, and the general effect

marked by the harmony of difference makes one

of the finest building groups in the world. The
restorers and enlargers of All Souls have shown
remarkable discretion. They have preserved for

us the front quadrangle unspoilt and the fabric of

the chapel. It is obvious from old illustrations

that the hall and cloisters were insignificant and
unworthy of the rest. It was natural to substitute

new buildings for them, while all that was best in

the old college was preserved. The i8th century

in fact continued the tradition of the college and
added the best that it could to that tradition.

And the architectural tradition corresponded to

a new ideal. Dr. Clarke, whom Mr. Vallance speaks

of so disparagingly, wished to make the college the

home of all learning. Its members had helped in

the foundation of the Royal Society, and the

mediaeval ideal of the college was to be extended

and strengthened by a conception of the college

ideal very much in advance of much which the

Oxford reformer of the 19th century had con-

ceived.

Nothing of this does Mr. Vallance realize, and
it must be recognized that his conception of Oxford

is as one-sided as would be the work of a writer on
Florence who saw no beauty in the Pitti Palace

and took no interest in the work of Michelangelo.

We agree with Mr. Vallance in his admiration for

the work of William of Wykeham and the develop-

ment of Oxford Perpendicular ; but there is a

beauty too in the meadow-buildings of Magdalen,

in the Chapel of Trinity, in the Kadcliffe, the

Sheldonian, the library of Christ Church. It is

the unifying of all together that makes the beauty

of Oxford.
Oxford is one of the beautiful cities of the world.

I have seen the view of Cairo from the citadel, of

Damascus from the slopes of Lebanon, of Con-
stantinople as you approach it by sea, of Rome
from San Pietro in Montorio and Florence from
Fiesole, and always as I go back to Oxford the

sight of its domes and spires rising in the misty

atmosphere of the river-valley, with its rich green

setting, seen from Headington or Wytham or the

slopes of the Foxcombe Hill, seems to me equal to

any of those great views where nature and art have

united together to build up a scene enshrining all

that is most lofty in human aspirations. Oxford

is a priceless possession for the country, and we
may be pardoned if we attempt for a few moments
to analyse the cause of its beauty and to consider

how it may best be preserved.

And first its surroundings. Newman in his

"Sketches of University History" tells a well-

known story of a conversation he once had in a

coach with an academical luminary who we
believe may be identified with Coplestone the great

Provost of Oriel. This is his narrative :

—

I recollect a conversation I once had on this very subject

with a very emiiieut ra.ui. I waa a youth of eighteen, and

17
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was leaving my university for the Long Vacation, when I

found myself in company in a public conveyance with a

middle-aged person, whose face was strange to me.

However, it was the great academical luminary of the day,

whom afterwards I knew very well. Luckily for me, I

did not suspect it, and luckily, too, it was a fancy of his, as

his friends knew, to make himself on easy terms especially

with stage-coach companions. So, what with my flipp.ancy

and his condescension, I managed to hear many things

which were novel to me at the time, and one point which

he was strong upon, and was evidently fond of urging, was

the material pomp and circumstance which should environ

a great seat of learning. He considered it was worth the

consideration of the Government whether O.xford sliould not

stand in a domain of its own. An ample range, say four

miles in diameter, should be turned into wood and meadow,
and the University should be approached on all sides by a

magnificent park, with fine trees in groups and groves and

avenues, and with glimpses and views of the fair city, as

the traveller drew near it. There is nothing surely absurd

in the idea, though it would cost a round sum to re.alize it.

What has a better claim to the purest and fairest posses-

sions of nature than the seat of wisdom ? So thought my
coach companion ; and he did but express the tradition of

ages and the instinct of mankind.

I suppose any O.xford i-esident who reads this

sighs for what miglit have been. All along the

Ifflev road, in S. Clements and Cowley, mean and
ill-built houses have spread. The north of Oxford

has become a home of villa residences ;
the long

line of houses is creeping along the Seven Bridges

Road. Hincksey and Headington Hill and Fo.x-

combe Hill have become suburbs. Something has

been done to preserve open space. The parks and
the College cricket grounds liave saved the valley

of the Cherwell. Private enterprise has secured

the top of Shotover. But always the building is

spreading, and wherever land is available houses

good or bad spring up. We long for the park with

its great avenues and vistas stretching for miles in

every direction. That is not possible now ; we
cannot keep out railways and houses. But may
we not plead for what is possible ? Why should
not the University and the City unite in promoting
a great town-planning scheme for Oxford and its

surroundings? A little forethought, united action,

a wise and well-devised scheme, houses placed

where they will not injure the view and built with

some regard to their appearance, open spaces left,

coal-yards and other unsightly adjuncts well

shielded—all this is possible ; it means the employ-
ment of wisdom and not wealth ; it might easily

be made a commercial success. Is there no one
wise or energetic enough to promote such a

scheme ?—the Colleges and local landowners might
co-operate. By preserving much of the space open
they could continually enhance the value of the

buildings, and travellers who approached Oxford
by rail or road might be spared the ugly surround-
ings which spoil one of the most beautiful of

cities.

There is one feature in the arrangement of Oxford
and of other old cities that adds much to its beauty
and is often forgotten. A mediaeval city was con-
fined within walls. .The result of that was that it

could not waste space unnecessarily on streets.

18

The traffic demanded a broad way to the principal

gates. The life of the Italian cities or the require-

ments of the market necessitated one or more
squares or piazzas ; but the great number of

streets were narrow. It is the contrast between
the great piazza of the Italian city with its array of

public buildings and the narrow approaches with

their picturesque vistas that create so much of their

beauty. At Oxford it is the great unbroken sweep
of the High Street with the narrow lanes running
into it that is so effective. There has been no
greater outrage on taste perpetrated in Oxford than

the construction of King Edward Street with its

lodging-houses in the worst style of conventional

architecture breaking the line of the street ; and
the architects who have built some of the more
modern buildings in the High have not apparently

realized that theyshould preserve the continuity of

its line untouched and adapt their facade to the

gentle curve of the street. We have too many
straight lines in modern buildings. No really

beautiful building should have its lines perfectly

straight, and certainly no building in Oxford.

And then there is the problem of style. It is one
of the greatest difficulty, because we do not want
Oxford to be a museum of Gothic, nor to be filled

with dull imitations of the past, but to be a living

organism always creating new intellectual move-
ments and enshrining its ideals in harmonious
buildings. The old city has to be continuously

readapted to newer needs, and we want a reverential

conservatism combined with a boldness of creative

power. Modern Oxford has made some serious

mistakes, but it has not always failed. When first

I went up to Oxford the controversy over Magdalen
Bridge was being fought. I remember the old

bridge, and I have no hesitation in saying that the

new and broader bridge is an improvement. There
was the controversy over the spire of S. Mary's, in

which the president of Corpus was the protagonist.

There can be no doubt that the vigorous discussion

that was aroused was not useless, and the final

result has been a spire which is more beautiful

than what it has replaced ; and I cannot help feeling

that the rather dilapidated mediaeval statues are

better preserved in a museum than left in a some-
what dangerous position on the spire. There have

been some good modern buildings, many passable,

some bad. What is needed is primary reverence,

self-restraint, knowledge and a syinpathy with the

spirit of the place. A building should first of all

be adapted as well as is possible to the purpose

for which it is built, and its construction should

be sound and good. But what of its style ? We
agree with Mr. Valiance as to the failure of the

resuscitation of the Early English, and the intro-

duction of anything so e.xotic as Venetian or

French Gothic. We do not want to imitate but

to catch the tradition and adapt it to the needs of

a newer generation. For college rooms there
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Oxford
can be no doubt (hat the Gothic tradition may be
used, but we want an architect to work on it as

a hving style with creative force. For churches
and colleges the same tradition is the best, but is

it equally right for libraries and laboratories ?

'the Renaissance and Palladian tradition is also a

sound tradition. It was never a mere imitation

of classical types, but a translation of classical

principles to modern needs. The muUioned
window which suits a college room is singularly

out of place in a laboratory, and none of the

finest libraries are Gothic. Merton is an interest-

ing historical monument and the Bodleian is a

building of most picturesque beauty. No one
would wish to alter either now ; but if a new
hbrary were to be built it should not be in that

style. The Taylor buildings are far more suited

for a library and museum than are the group of

buildings in the park.

We have wandered somewhat from our text,

but all that has been written has been inspired

by Mr. Vallance's writing. Like him, we love

Oxford, love its mediaeval traditions, love its

picturesque contrasts. But to us there is some-
thing more : there is the continuous creative life

which must be always trying to express itself.

We could wish that it should do so in harmony
with its traditions, and we could wish that the

University and the colleges and the city should
show wisdom and reverence, public spirit and
wise co-operation in guarding the inheritance

with which they have been entrusted. The time
has come for a great and far-reaching scheme for

dealing with the city of Oxford, the valleys of the

Isis and the Cherwell, and the woods and hills

that surround them. As year by year our favourite

haunts and walks are seized on by the builder we
feel some restraint and control is necessary. We
can no longer have the home of the scholar
gipsy in its old-world simplicity. The picturesque

cottages by the canal are gone, and an ugly ware-
house has taken their place. The inhabitants of

Iffley must have their coal wharf. These things

must be. We cannot prevent them. But order
and system and wise planning can be introduced.
The married tutor must have his home, and the

professor will want to live on the slope of the

hills, but let roads and houses and gardens be
wisely planned. The workmen's dwellings may
be a garden suburb ; the engineering laboratory

need not be placed in the middle of the University

Park, and a wise and thoughtful architect can
learn in reverence the spirit of Oxford tradition.

Let public funds and private munificence combine
to preserve and adorn and create a new setting

for the historic Oxford and its past.

THREE ELIZABETHAN GLASSES
BY BERNARD RACKHAM

'NE of the most interesting pieces in
' the glass collection of the British

Museum is a short-stemmed goblet

bearing the date 1586 and the words
' IN : GOD :IS : AL: MI : TRVST"

engraved with a diamond round the bowl
[Plate, a]. The glass is figured and briefly

described by the late Mr. A. Hartshorne in his

work on "Old English Glasses".' The bowl is of

semi-ovoid form, encircled by two fillets applied

in relief and each bordered by two threads of

opaque white; the ends of the fillets are not drawn
out m trailing points overlapping one another, as

is usually the case with glasses decorated in this

manner, but are neatly broken off with square
ends. The band between the fillets is occupied
by the lettering, forming a girdle round the middle
of the bowl. Engraved at regular intervals above
this are the date 1586 and, twice over, the initials

G S united by a knotted cord, separated by three

panels incurved at the ends and filled with leafy

scrollwork in which the influence of the Near East
is apparent. The lower part of the bowl is

engraved with "false gadroons". A short stem
with a gilt reeded knop between two collars

connects the bowl with the foot, which is also

* Plate 37.

engraved with formal ornament. The material of

the goblet is of a pale amber-coloured tinge, flecked

with small bubbles and striations. The surface

has an almost oily smoothness to the touch.

Mr. Hartshorne speaks of this glass as probably
the only survivor of its kind, but since the publica-

tion of his book three pieces of similar character

have come to light. One is mentioned by
Mr. Edward Dillon - as having been broken in

pieces a few years ago in a saleroom ; it was dated

1584. Two others, dated respectively 1580 and
158 1, have lately come into the possession of

Mr. Wilfred Buckley.

The earlier of these [Plate, c] was sold at

Christie's in 1891 in the collection of Mr. Edward
Hailstone of Walton Hall, in the catalogue of which
it was included under the heading of Venetian
glass and stated to have been a present from
Lady Georgina Smythe to Horace Walpole. It

is smaller than the British Museum goblet, and
differs from it also in the widely flaring shape of

the bowl ; it is similar to it in the colour and
quality of the material and in the construction of

the knopped stem and foot, though the former is

without gilding and the latter unengraved. The
principal decoration of the bowl is formed by the

* GU\%s^ p. 309.
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Three Elizabethan Glasses

initials A F corded together, repeated, and the date

1580, set at equal intervals from one another with

arabesque foliage between, similar in character to

that on the glass already described. These motives
are separated by a narrow band of meander pattern

from a row of leafy ornaments placed at some
distance below the rim of the glass.

The goblet of 1581 [Plate, b] differs from the

other two in the colour of the materia! ; this is of

a pale greenish-blue tone, but otherwise similar in

character. In form it is composed of a deep
straight-sided bowl, rounded at the base, resting

on a high stem with a large reeded bulb in the

middle between smaller knops. In the motives
of its engraved decoration this goblet is the most
interesting of the three. The bowl is divided,

above a row of " false gadroons" encircling its

base, into two wide zones edged by bands of

meander. The upper zone is occupied by a

hunting-scene, in which are a unicorn, a stag,

and two hounds with a tree between each. The
lower zone is divided into three compartments,
having between them a spray of foliage of the type
common to all these glasses. The compartments
are filled respectively with the inscriptions

"lOHN "DIER , ,,
f
„ ,

IO\E "
I c 8 I

" ^ arras ot France and

England quarterly as borne by Queen Elizabeth.
The foot of the goblet is also engraved with
gadroons placed obliquely.

It remains now to discuss the origin of these
glasses and the significance of their decoration.
The latter point may be dealt with first. Mr.
Hartshorne justly remarks that the pious words
on the goblet described by him are not unusual
on works of this period, the age of Puritanism. A
parallel may be found in the inscriptions on
the so-called metropolitan slip-decorated earthen-
ware of the middle of the following century. He
goes on to suggest that the initials may be those of
two betrothed persons, basing his interpretation
on the knot uniting the letters. This is, perhaps,
to press too far the significance of this feature in

the design. In monuments of the Elizabethan
period such interlacements are commonly em-
ployed to link the initials of a name, while in the
case of a betrothal the full initials of both names,
and not those of the Christian names or surnames
alone, might be expected to be introduced. Nor
must too much stress be laid on the occurrence of
the royal arms on one of the glasses in an age
when the tide of nationalism flowed strongly in

this country. The name " lOXE "
is odd, and is

perhaps a curtailment of Jones, such as may occur
in the work of any epigraphist too unskilled or too
careless to cut his lettering to fit the space at his
disposal. On the other hand the right rendering
of the inscription may be to read "DIER" not
as signifying the vocation of the owner of the
cup, but rather as the surname of its joint owners,
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named by baptism John and Joan (Jone) respec-

tively.

As regards provenance, the interestingquestion to

decide is whether these glasses were made in

England or abroad. That they were engraved in

this countrv seems certain
;
quite apart from the

content of the inscriptions, the character of letter-

ing and ornament, of a type commonly occurring
in the arts of the Elizabethan period, is such as to

warrant this assumption. That the engraved
decoration was intended at the time when the

glasses were blown is a conclusion suggested by
the applied fillets on the British Museum goblet,

which seem as of set purpose to divide the surface

of the bowl into zones suitably proportioned for

the engraved designs. Further positive evidence

of English origin is wanting, unless it be the

fact of the glasses having all been found in

England.
We must, however, consider in what part of the

Continent they might have been made. Amongst
glass of the period authenticated as German,
Netherlandish, or Spanish their like is not to

be found. It is amongst Venetian glasses that

their technical qualities are most nearly approached,
but if Venice was actually their place of origin, it

is strange indeed, in view of the large quantity of

16th-century Venetian glass in every variety pre-

served in collections, that glasses showing the

same peculiarities of' form and the same imper-

fections of material should not have come to light

in Italy or elsewhere on the Continent." The
evidence therefore seems to be wholly in favour

of England as their country of origin.

If England, then, was in all probability the land

in which the glasses were made, it is certain that

they were not fashioned by English hands. A
comparison of their refined and satisfymg forms
with the homely efforts of English glass blowers

a century later is enough to dispel all doubts
upon this point. It remains, therefore, if possible,

to settle the identity of the immigrant glass-

blower to whom they are due. The newly
published glasses throw no fresh light upon this

question, but they do not in any way invalidate

the theory of Mr. Hartshorne with regard to their

better-known companion. His suggestion is that

this glass is the work of Jacomo Verzelini, the

fugitive Venetian glass-blower who obtained a

patent from Queen Elizabeth on the 15th Decem-
ber, 1575, for making drinking-glasses, " suche as

be accustomablie made in the towne of Morano".
The scanty facts known about the life of Verzelini,

or Jacob Vessaline, as he is named in Stow's
" Chronicles ", are fully set forth by Mr. Hartshorne

^ The near^-st analogy among Venetian glasses known to the

writer is offered by a vase with elaborate h.indles in the Victoria
and Albert Museum, of sapphire- blue glass of fine quality,

which is decorated with diamond-point engraving of panelled
ornament somewhat similar in ch.iracter to th.\t on the glasses

under consideration.
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Three Elizabethan Glasses

and need only be briefly recapitulated here. He
was naturalized as an Englishman in 1576. He
appears to have set up his furnaces first in London,
in the hall of the Crutched Friars at Aldgate. At

a later date he seems to have been established in

the south-western part of Surrey, a district in

which there was already an extensive local glass-

industry, that is, if it is right to associate with

Verzelini the complaints raised in the year 1586 by

the inhabitants of Guildford and neighbouring

places against a glasshouse erected by an Italian in

those parts. In 1589 he is referred to again by

two applicants for a patent, named Miller and

Scott, as "one Jacob a stranger dwelling in the

Crutched Friars", maker of "all manner of

counterfayt Venyse drinkinge glasses ". He died

on the 20th January, 1606, and a monumental
brass remains to this day marking the place of his

burial in the church of Downe, Kent, a place

better known in more recent times as the home of

Charles Darwin.
The association of the glasses under review with

Verzelini is of course conjectural, but when we
reflect that the character of the glasses, their sub-

stance, form, and decoration are just such as

would be expected in the productions of a Venetian

working in England with local materials, and that

Verzelini was, so far as is known, the only Italian

glass-blower settled in England during the period

covered by the dates upon them, it must be

admitted that Mr. Hartshorne's is a very plausible

suggestion.

A NEW VENETIAN PRIMITIVE IN THE GALLERIES OF
THE ACCADEMIA
BY GINO FOGOLARI

because
lection.

, LARGE Madonna, evidently in the

style of the Venetian school of the 14th

century, has recently been purchased

by the Royal Galleries of the Academy
in Venice, and deserves notice if only

it is now the oldest picture in this col-

It is painted on a very thick and heavy

panel and all of one piece, 1.59 m- high by 1.07 m.

broad, supported at the back by two strong stays,

and set in a massive frame of which on the outer-

most fillet is carved the characteristic Venetian

double-dentil pattern. The frame is painted in

the same black, red and gold tones which are

conspicuous in the picture. The great figure of

the Madonna enthroned, holding her Infant seated

on a rainbow within an opaque vescica, with

rays emanating from behind his body, fills the

whole panel. The Child's right hand is raised

in benediction, and his left hand holds a rose.

Two diminutive donors kneel on the gospel side,

at the Virgin's feet.

In the 14th century it was customary for

wealthy Venetian noble'men to place altar-pieces

in churches and schools, as ex-votos. The
central figure was sometimes carved in high relief,

while the donors were simply painted on the flat
;

as, for instance, in the well-known altar-piece dating

from 1310 in San Donate at Murano. Old Vene-

tian authors tell us also of a picture hanging above

a confession in San Giorgio,^ having " the shape of

an ancona", in which appears a S. Peter Martyr on

a gold ground with the abbot Bartholomew (1338-

1358) kneeling at his feet ; and of another picture,

originally placed in the passage leading from the

church of SanGregorio into the adjoining cloister,

where S. Gregory was represented seated against

'Laudadeo Testi, Sfoik ddla fitlura vcnaiivui, i, Bergamo,

1909, rp. 150, 160, 164.

a gold background, with the abbot Jacometto

(11384) kneeling near him.

The newly acquired panel reminds us at first

sight of a large lunette once above the tomb of the

Doge Francesco Dandolo (1329-1339) and now in

the sacristy of the Madonna della Salute ; but a

careful examination enables us to assume that our

picture belongs to a more advanced artistic stage.

The Virgin's face is here less hard, and more

roundly outlined ; and if the holy mother does not

yet smile as she will under Lorenzo Veneziano's

brush, she is related in style to the figures painted

by that artist.

The two angels, holding up the red silk flowered

curtain behind the Virgin, though Byzantine in

type, are so quick and lively in movement that

they recall rather the art of a Coronation of the

Virgin (No. 227) in the Brera Gallery at Milan.

This was originally the central panel of an altar-

piece formerly belonging to the church of Santa

Chiara, in Venice, in many tiers and compartments

representing scenes from the life of Christ, and

the legend of S. Francis, together with several

prophets. Much ink has been expended over this

altar-piece. I will only say that in my opinion

it is certainly not by Lorenzo Veneziano, but by

an artist who may perhaps have been assisted by

some other painter, and was himself still under the

influence of Byzantine iconography and its hieratic

formalism. The tones which he employed were

not soft and rosy, but grey, accentuated by very

light local tints. I do not mean to imply that the

recently purchased Madonna is to be attributed to

the same hand as the polyptych of which a part

is in the Brera and a part in Venice, but only to

indicate the family likeness existing between the

two productions.

The new Madonna is the best preserved of all
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the early piclures in the Venetian Galleries; it

really looks like a plate of old shimmering gold,

somewhat tarnished by age, and covered with

a sort of vitreous enamel, obtained through

numerous various glazes and skilfully decocted

varnishes ; no less precious than gold are the

bright red of the gown, the blue of the mantle,

the golden-yellow of the Infant's tunic, and the

green of the angels' albs.

It must have been the ex-voto of a very

important and wealthy personage. As regards

the camaiirum, the little white coif tied under

the man's chin, it might perhaps be supposed

that the donor was a Doge of Venice; but

he does not wear either the Doge's cap or

the broad ermine collar with gilded buttons;

and he does not wear a red mantle as the

Doge used when not in state, but a brown one.

Moreover in a mosaic of the 13th century above

one of the doors of Saint Mark's, representing the

funeral of the Saint, we find several figures

wearing the little white cap ; and in some ancient

miniatures are magistrates wearing a cap, which if

not precisely a camaiirnm is very near one ; so I

think that in the first half of the 14th century the

close-fitting white cap had not yet become a

peculiarity of the Doge as it did later, and that our

donor was simply one of the most eminent men
of the republic, while his wife in her bright red

dress was no doubt a noble gentlewoman but

not the wife of the prince. Although of very small

size, the two figures bear a strongly marked

personal character, and their minute features

express a sincere religious rapture, a proof that

the gift of portraiture was already prominent

among very early Venetian painters. Since tlie

panel bears no inscription, it is as yet impossible

to identify the two donors.

The picture is said to come from an old Greek

Scuola in Venice; but the letters MP 9V, now
partly obliterated, above the Virgin, are the only

evidence for this assertion ; and we are bound to

remember that Greek letters are very common on
old Venetian panels—so common, indeed, that

their presence is in itself no indication of an

especially Greek provenance.

MEDIEVAL AND LATER ENGRAVED GEMS IN THE BRITISH

MUSEUM—II

BY O. M. DALTON
HE cameos described in the present

article form two groups, the first

consisting of portraits, the second of

classical and ideal heads, both of the

periodof the Renaissance. The greater

number of portraits produced in the 15th and i6th

centuries represent, as indeed is natural, royal or

princely personages, and it is a matter for regret

that among those which have found their way
into the national collection portraits of English

sovereigns are few and of such inferior merit that

none of them are included among the gems illus-

trated in the accompanying Plate.'

The small female head cut in outline [Plate, d]

is a work of singular delicacy, and one of the few
stones in Sir Hans Sloane's collection which can

be placed in the highest class. An English origin

is less probable than a French ;
and as the date is

not far from the year 1500, the gem should perhaps

be ascribed to a native engraver working at the

French Court before the importation of Italians by
Francis I ; the feeling is not that of Italy but of

' Members of the royal family represented in the collection

are Queen Elizabeth, Charles I, Elizabeth of Bohemia, George
III and George IV. There are two portraits of Philip II of

Spain. The deliciency in the museum series is redeemed by
several remarkable portraits in the royal collection at Windsor,
described a good many years ago by Mr. Drury Fortnura
(Archxologici, XLV, p. 16). Especially worthy of remark are the

Henry VIII and the young Edward VI, the Philip II and the

Elizabeth, which last ranlcs with the fine portrait at Vienna.
The Victoria and Albert Museum possesses a most interesting

three-quarter figure of this queen.
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Northern Europe. The dark stratum of the onyx has

been used with admirable effect in the veil, accentuat-

ing the purity of the profile beyond, which has a

suggestion of nun-like tranquillity not infrequent

in feminine portraits of the late 15th or early

16th ccnturv. Theidentity of the lady is unknown.
The next two gems to be considered [Plate,

M & q] are very inferior in attraction, but interest-

ing as being, perhaps, of rather earlier date. They
are cut in high relief in chalcedony, and as the

translucency of the stone is unfavourable to

photography are here reproduced from casts.

They should probably be assigned to the transition

between the middle ages and the revival, but it is

difficult to be sure in what locality they were

executed. All that can be said is that like the last

example they too were in all likelihood produced

north of the Alps. The frankly ugly but lifelike

male head [q] has features which at first sight

connect it with late-classical art ;
- but the

deliberate effort after expressiveness inclines the

balance in favour of the later period, to which the

female head certainly belongs.

In the next gem, the Rene of Anjou [Plate, c],

we have an identified portrait, a strong and
realistic work, convincing, and full of character.

The king is represented as already advanced in

years, wearing a hat with upturned brim, below

which is visible either a lining or a closely fitting

-For instance, the kind of love-lock on the forehead, which
occurs, for example, in Grceco-Roraan heads of Cupid.
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Medieval and Later Engraved Gems in the British Museum
cap. The portrait must have been executed during

the last live years of Rene's hfe (1475-1480). The
engraver has not been unsuccessful in rendering

the amiable nature of a man at once chivalrous

and facile, capable of heroism in affronting danger,

but not possessing the tenacity to vanquish per-

sistent evil fortune. If we compare this head

with the medals by Laurana and Pietro da

Milano,' we shall respect the performance of the

artist, who at this comparatively early period of

his art produced a likeness as powerful as this.

He is even less of an idealist than Pietro da

Milano, and the king's good-natured un-

distinguished face appears without the smallest

flattery ; the cameo is a skilful piece of characteriza-

tion and must be regarded as an important

document in the history of engraving upon hard

stones. It is tempting to consider it as a self-

portrait of a prince known to have essayed his

skill in various arts. But former estimates of

Rene's achievement as artist have undergone

revision; and though he is still allowed a certain

capacity with the brush, there seems to be no
evidence that he could ever engrave an onyx well

enough to produce such a head as this. Many
pictures and miniatures formerly assigned to him
are now either known or conjectured to be the work
of artists in his employ ;^ the most conspicuous in-

stance is the triptych known as The Burning Bnsli,

in the Cathedral of Aix, since ascribed to Nicolas

Froment of Avignon. As we learn from the royal

accounts that at least two engravers of gems

—

Thomas Peigne, or Pigne, and Jehan Castel—were

employed at Rene's court, it seems reasonable to

ascribe the cameo to one or other of them, perhaps

to the former, who is mentioned most frequently.

M. Babelon has remarked that in Tlie Bnrnino

Bnsli cameos adorn the armour or the dress of

persons represented, while a gem is held by the

Child Jesus.^ These facts would be almost

enough to prove an interest in engraved gems in

the south of France during the second half of the

15th century, even were there no record of gem-
engravers attached to the court.

The curious head once in the Hertz collection

[Plate, b], in an enamelled gold mount of the

17th century, has been regarded as a portrait of

Lorenzo the Magnificent, but the attribution can

hardly be maintained. The prognathous face

rising from the bull neck is not that of Lorenzo
;

but its idiosyncrasies are so strongly marked that

it should some day be identified. One would con-

^Cf. A. Heiss, Ucilaillain tie la Rcnaisiaiicc : Liiiirana, pi.

IV aiid V.
* E. Chmelarz in Jnhibnch dcr Kiiiisllu'sloi inluu Sainiiiliii:-

gtii rfi-s altciliBchstcii Kaiieibauscs, xi, i8qo, p. 121.
^ The Burning Bush is a triptych having in the central part

a bush of flaming roses, amidst which are the Virgin and Child.

O 1 the left leaf kneels Rene with SS. Maurice, Anthony and
Mary Magdalen, on the right Jeanne de Laval attended by
SS. John the Evangelist, Agnes and Nicholas (H. Bouchot,
L't-'xposition dcs fiimitif'i fraucais, pi. 48-9).

jecture that it was engraved quite at the end of

the 15th century.

The crowned bust with the long flowing beard

[Plate, a], another Sloane gem, has close

analogies with portraits of George Castriota

;

commonly known as Scanderbeg.^ It has a

sufficiently close resemblance to the early print in

the British Museum ' and to the portrait forming

the frontispiece of Barletius's " Histoi7" Mo justify

a conjectural ascription." It may possibly be a

contemporary work, but perhaps it is more likely

to have been executed at the close of the 15th

century, when Scanderbeg's fame was still alive in

Europe. In any case it must be assigned to an

able Italian artist ; the face has much individuality,

and suggests a character at once astute, determined,

and gifted with a sense of humour.
A conjecture may also be hazarded with regard to

the onyx portrait head [Plate, f] representing

a young man with his hair bound in a fillet.

Though the likeness is not perfect, this gem may
be intended for Sigismund Malatesta ; the attribu-

tion is almost justified by comparison with Matteo

de' Pasti's medals and the reliefs in the Tempio at

Rimini. It must, however, be admitted that in the

gem the contour of the nose is less accentuated,

while the lower part of the face is not so strong as

it is in these examples; we may perhaps assume

that the cameo was executed at an earlier period in

life. Though it is far from possessing the charm of

Mr. Rosenheim's smaller portrait head of the young
Giangaleazzo Sforza, exhibited at the Burlington

Fine Arts Club last summer, the gem is of much
merit despite the fact that in many points, especially

the monotonous treatment of the hair, the work
is of a somewhat perfunctory nature.

The strong head from the Marlborough collec-

tion [Plate, o] has generally been described as a

head of Phocion, and attributed to Alessandro

Cesati (il Grechetto). The first statement appears

to be more than doubtful, and the second certainly

incorrect. The head of Phocion, which Vasari

gives to Cesati, and praises in enthusiastic terms,

seems to have been a gem formerly in the collec-

tion of Baron Stosch.'" Be that as it may, it is

impossible to connect the present cameo with

Cesati, because it presents no analogy to his style

as known to us from his medals. The subject is

perhaps more likely to have been a contemporary of

the artist, whoever he may have been, than a Greek

«He was born in 1404, son of John, Pi ince of Albania, and was
given as a hostage to Aniurath II, who brought him up in his

own faith. After his father's death in 1432, he deserted to

the Christians, seized Albania, and renounced Islam, ultimately

succeeding in establihhing his position and dying in 1467.

'British Museum. Catalogue of Early Italian Engravings,

by A. M. Hind, Section A, i.

"Marinus Barletius, Historia do vita ct gcstis ScandcrUgi
Ej'ivolarum Priiicipis, Rome, 1501 or 1510.

"The suggestion is due to Mr. G. F. Hill.
i» The Stosch gem was inscribed ; 'ifiKIfiXOC and

riTPrOTEAHS ElluIEI : but the inscriptions need not be

necessarily regarded as contemporary with the portrait,
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or Roman, but the original of this reaHstic portrait

has yet to be found. Plate, e shows Alfonso II

of Este, engraved in a hard but not ineffective

style, the different colours of the stone being

skilfully used to render the face, hair and costume.

The familiar features of Francis I of France"

appear in [n], with those of his consort Eleonora of

Portugal (?) [p], the two portraits being cut on op-

posite sides of the same stone. This double cameo

was in the collection of Lord Carlisle, and is a work

of great merit, the strongly-marked types of the

king and queen being rendered with sympathy and

comprehension. If not by Matteo dal Nassaro,

the Milanese engraver to whom Francis extended

his patronage, it should be assigned to one of his

pupils. Or there may have been collaboration, the

master finishing the heads and leaving the rest to

the pupil ; the treatment of the queen's arm is

ungraceful and is not what we should e.xpect from

an artist of Matteo's capacity.

The remaining cameos represent classical or

ideal types. We may notice in the first place the

female head from the Sloane Collection [Plate, h]

a North Italian work, and not far removed in date

from the Sigismund Malatesta beside it. The
face has a certain fascination from the half-cynical

smile and the contemplative expression ; but the

mouth is large and the forehead is abnormally

high, while the contour of the whole is too

square to be altogether pleasing. The Omphale

" This gem, with others in the collection, was reproduced in

Mr. Cyril Davenport's work on Cameos,

[Plate, j] possesses real charm, and is one of the

most attractive Renaissance cameos in the col-

lection. It is unfortunate that so fine a head

should have been damaged by the breaking away
of the ground, the fracture disfiguring the tip

of the nose. The Medusa [Plate, g] and the

Diana [Plate, k], both in early enamelled gold

mounts, compare unfavourably with the Omphale,

though the workmanship is delicate and more
highly finished. They are somewhat conventional,

aiid lack the suggestion of frank and vigorous

youth which lends the last-named such attraction.

The shell cameo [Plate, l], likewise of the i6th

century, derives interest less from its intrinsic

merit than from the fact that its type is one which

seems to have been very popular in the Renaissance,

the two figures, back to back, representing a

Roman Emperor and his consort. The British

Museum has another example, and there is a third

in the royal collection at Windsor. The work is

framed in a contemporary enamelled gold mount,

the back of which opens on a hinge, and may
have contained a miniature. Shell cameos of this

period, in the production of which France was

especially distinguished, are well represented in

the collection, though most of the examples were

not intended for mounting as jewels, A whole

series with saints and sacred persons executed in

an admirable style adorn a cup and cover forming

part of the Waddesdon Bequest, and bear a close

resernblance to examples in the Cabinet des

Medailles at Paris.

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF A POLYPTYCH BY SIGNORELLI

BY TANCRED BORENIUS
;;AS.\RI states that Signorelli painted

*for the chapel of S. Christopher in the

/church of Sant' Agostino at Siena an

jaltar-piece containing some figures of

ksaints on either side of a carved figure

of S. Christopher.' The date of this polyptych

(1498) is known through Tizio,- and there exists

an elaborate description of it, made towards the

middle of the i8th century, by the Abate Galgano

Bicchi and mentioning also a predella and a

central compartment which are not noticed by

Vasari.^ The polyptych was subsequently dis-

membered at a period not to be accurately

determined but prior in any case to 1759, when
Pecci-* refers to "la Cappella dei Bichi in cui cva

gill una Statua di S. Cristofano, scolpita da jacomo

' Vasari, ht Vile, ed. Sansoni, Vol. lii, pP- 6S7, etc.

= Tizio, ///.s/oiia- Stiiciiscs, MS., as quoted in Vasari, ii/. cit.,

Vol. Ill, p. 688, n.l.

"This description is to te found in a WS. belonging in iSyg

to the Conte Scipione Bicchi Borgheseof Siena ; it is publibhed

in R. Vischer's Lucn Sigiionlli mid die ilcUicniselic ReiuiifSciiice

(Leipzig, 1879), pp. 243, elc.

*Pecci (G. A.), Riilirllo dclk cose fiii uolnbili dclla Citia di

Siena (Siena, 1759), p. 66.
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della Fonte", adding that a picture by Niccolo

Franchini has been substituted for the statue.^

It has long been recognized that the side-

compartments of this altar-piece are identical with

two pictures in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum at

Berlin (Nos. 79 and 79A) representing, one, SS.

Catherine of Siena, Mary Magdalen and Jerome,

the other, SS. Augustine, Anthony of Padua and

Catherine of Alexandria. The other parts of

this polyptych have been supposed to be missing,

and the suggestion has even been made— first,

I believe, in" the German edition of Crowe and
Cavalcaselle's "History of Painting in Italy "^

—

that they were destroyed in a fire, supposed to have

occurred in Sant' Agostino in 1655. This suggestion

—which is still repeated in the last edition of the

Berlin Catalogue—lacks, however, every foundation,

for it was not the church of Sant' Agostino at Siena,

but that of San Francesco which was ravaged by

5 The inferences drawn by the late ProL von Fabriczy (in

v.4 lie, Vol. X, pp. 222, etc.) concerning the date when the

polyptych was dismembered are incorrect. Compare K.

Barpagli-Petrucci, in Riissegtui d'aiic seiicsc, Vol. ui, pp. 85, etc.

" Gesckichte dcr Italicnischcn Ualcrei, Vol. iv, p. 16, n. 50.
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fire in 1655, and the polyptych was, moreover,

intact when seen by Bicchi in the i8th century.

As a matter of fact, it can be estabhshed with

certainty that all the pictures of the predella are

still extant, and there is much to be said for the

view that two fragments of the central compartment

have come down to us.' Since the date of the

paintings with which I propose to deal has not

otherwrse been ascertained, an additional interest

attaches to these identifications, beyond their aiding

us to reconstruct mentally the Sant' Agostino

altar-piece.

Concerning the central compartment of the

polyptych, Bicchi writes :

—

Neir Arco di mezzo, che e maggiore clegli allri due ;

poiche e alto braccia 3 e d. 6 et in larghezza e biaccia i

d. 15, vie in dentro posta in lontananz.i, e alia misura di

d. 23 di braccio, una tavola dipenta con figure la di cui

copia si riporta nel quarto Disegno di questa Cappella ' alia

facciata come ancora verr.a riferito in proseguimento di

questa presents Descrittione, cioche se ne puo dire, per

quello, che s'e trovato. , . . Nell' arco di mezzo . . . nel

quale vi e scritto esser collocata la statua di S. Cristofano,

vi sono nel di fronte di detto sito dipente a colori in tavola

piii Kigure, le quali ancorche con certezzi di sapere, non si

possa conoscere qual cosa debbano signiticare, ad ogni

niodo coir osservarvisi rappresentate—figure nude, ed

altre, parte in atto di spogliarsi, ed alcune di vestiisi vicino

ad un fiume ivi dimostrato, si viene a comprendere, che tal

dipintura o allusiva alia protessione esercitata di S. Cristo-

fano di Passatore d'Acqua di Fiume ;
poiche quelli che

trovansi in tal occasione, senzaalcuno che gli passi all' altra

riva, soglionsi levar di dosso le vesti per passare, e rivestirsi

allorche sono passati. E cosi tutto cio pare che assai bene
s' esprima, et accordi con quello, che e stampato nel leggen-

dario de' Santi nel di 25 Luglio. . . . E perche le dette

Figure sono in molto stima, e vien detto dagli Intendenti di

pittura esser di buona maniera, e ben dipe ite, se ne fa qui

per tal motivo particolar copia, mentre che la statua di

S. Cristofano coll' impedire la total veduta, non lassa

conoscere la dispositione, et il Disegno. . . .

Now there are in the collection of Sir Frederick

Cook at Richmond two very fine works by Signorelli

the provenance of which has been the subject of

much speculation. One represents two men
undressing on the bank of a river, the other a

naked man and a woman carrying a child, also

standing on the bank of a river.' These are

obviously fragments of a larger composition, and
the usual assumption has been that this was a

Baptism of Christ. To this Mr. Fry has justly

remarked'" that since these figures would have

occurred in the middle distance of such a picture,

this would have been of a very large size, and some
record of its existence would probably have been
preserved. It seems, indeed, much more natural to

connect these fragments with the above-quoted
record of a panel with representations of nude
figures by a river, serving as a kind of stage back-

ground for the statue of S. Christopher. The
circumstance that each of these panels presents

' As for the statue of S. Christopher, Prof, von Fabriczy has

suggested (loc. c/t.) that it may be identical with one in the

Louvre (No. 464).
'As stated by Prof. Vischer, none of the drawings mentioned

by Bicchi are any more to be found in the MS.
"Reproduced in The BiiiUiiglon Mii^a.iiic, Vol. .\X, p. 73.
i»y6(,/.,

p. 72.

a group extremely well composed in itself was

also remarked by Mr. Fry, and that fact receives

a natural explanation if we consider that the

groups would have appeared as almost inde-

pendent compositions on each side of the statue

of S, Christopher. The two pillar-like male

figures at each end would, however, have pre-

served a certain architectural unity in the

composition of the whole panel. Most probably

there was in the middle nothing but a stretch of

landscape, and this would even make it easier to

understand how the two groups came to be

separated from each other. I am not quite sure as

to the equivalent of the measure of height, "23 d.",

given by Bicchi, but arguing ex niialogia it seems,

as a matter of fact, to be about four inches shorter

than that of the Richmond panels, which measure

27 by 16J in. (68.5 by 42.5 cm.). But where every-

thing else agrees so well, it seems permissible to

suppose an error of measurement or transcription.

This is, however, a hypothesis—likely, perhaps,

but, after all, open to discussion. When we come

to the predella, we find ourselves on perfectly safe

ground. This is how Bicchi describes the first

compartment of the predella :—

•

Nel priino spartimento dalla parte dell' Evangelio, che e

contrasegnato con la lettera A copiato nel detto quinto

Disegno ... la longhezza del quale spartimento e di

braccia i. d. 12^ . , . si vede ivi dimostrato il Salvatore posto

a Mensa alls Nozze di Cana in G.alilea," dove si vede

anco a tavola la Santissima Vergine sua Madre nel primo

luogo, venendo 1' ultimo il Salvatore, a cagione forse, come
si puo credere, di far vedere la Madialena, che li e in atto

di podi nella testa la mano destra, ritenendo con la smistra

il vaso del BaUamo, dietro alia quite vi e una figura con

ambe le mani incrociate, essendo alia destra, e fuori della

Tavola pii; Figure di Scrib;, e Farisei, che fanno diversi

cenui cm le mani, dimostrando tra di loro discorrere contro

r atto pietoso della Maddalena, e contro di Cristo.

It will be seen that this is The Feast in the House

of Simon [Plate, a], now in the National Gallery

of Ireland (No. 266),'- described with perfect

accuracy, the terms "right" and "left" being

employed in the sense of the heraldic " dexter
"

and " sinister".

Of the second compartment Bicchi writes :—
La copia che in d. Face. 6 vero Quinto Disegno si vede

contrasegnata con la lettera B e viene in d. foglio esposta

nel mezzo, come anco appunto nel mezzo del gradmo si

scorge rOnginale quale e maggiore nella sua larghezza de'

i due che ha ai lati, essendo in tu to brae* i e d. 23, con le

figure che in esso si dimostrano in lontananza sopra il

M^oiite Calvario con le tre Croci, dove Cristo N™ Sig'» e i

Ladroni furono crocifissi. Ma in mezzo di questo Gradmo

VI si vede sua dolcissima M.\dre, che mostrando di svenirsi

per il dolore, vien sostenuta dalle Mane, essendovi pm
discoste, eta man destra altre figure di pietose femnime m
sembianzi di compassionare la Glonosa Vergme. Dalla

p.arte poi sinistra, dove si vede il Salvatore mezzo in braccio

" As seen from the context, " le Nozze di Cana " is obviously

a slip • the subject is, of course, the feast in the house of Simon.

The artist has followed the accounts of S. Matthew (xxvi, 0, etc.)

and S. Mark (XIV, 3, etc.), according to which Mary anointed

the head of Christ, whereas pictorial representation generally

has drawn its inspiration from the Gospel of S.John (xu, i, etc.),

according to which Mary anointed the feet of Christ.

!; Size as given in the catalogue of the Signorelli Exhibition at

the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 27 by 89 cm. (io§ by 35J in.).
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alia Madie si scoige un sepolcro, dentro del quale par die

fissi le pupille una Femmina, rappresentata forse per .Santa

Maria Maddalena, dietro alia quale, ma in buona distanza si

vendono piii figure in lontananza di Campagna, nella quale

appariscono piii tempij, e diversi alberi coloritivi a cap-

priccio del Pittore.

This is, no doubt, the magnificent Pidh in the

collection of Sir John Stirling-Maxwell at Pollock

House, Pollockshaws [Plate, b].'-= Golgotha in

the distance, the grieving women, the dead Christ

in the arms of the fainting Virgin, the tomb and

the Magdalen follow upon each other exactly in

the order given by Bicchi ; and it is very remark-

able that, if proper account is not taken of the per-

spective, the glance of the Magdalen may actually

seem directed into the tomb, as it did to Bicchi,

The two men to the right of the Magdalen are not

accurately described by Bicchi, who speaks of
" several figures behind the Magdalen, at a good
distance " ; but his style is all through a mixture

of carelessness and accurac}', and there is one
horseman in the distance to the right, where the
" numerous temples " noticed by Bicchi also appear.

Finally, we have the following description of the

third compartment of the predella :

—

1' Size as given in the above-mentioned catalogue : 30 by

119 cm. [\\l by 46? in.).

La copia che e fatta in d. Facciata e sta ivi controsegnata

con la lettera C. depende essa pure dal terzo disegno come
dcpendono quelle, che si sono dimostrate nel Quarto e nel

Quinto che viene ad essers dalla Parte dell' Epistola, in cui

vien rappresentato il Martirio di S. Caterina Vergine, e

Martire in questa forma: Si vede dalla parte destra sedere

sopra un Trono il Tiranno assistito da piii Ministri, e Soldati,

ed in lontananza un Paesetto, dove si scorgono diversi Soldati

a Cavallo, e ritornando al primo presso della pittura vien

rappresentado il Manigoldo, che doppo haver troncato la

Testa alia Santa, sta in atto di ripporre nel fodero il ferro.

La Testa della Santa Vergine e Mirtire Caterina e sostenuta

dalle mani di uno de' soldati che sono appressoil Carnefice,

e doppo di essi, e quasi in nuovo spartimento si dimostra il

Miracolo delle Ruote spezzate dall' Angelo disceso dal Cielo,

con diverse figure atterrate per lo spavento, e con altre, che

stanno in modo di cadere.

A comparison with Ihc Maiiyrdoin of S.

Catherine [Pl.\te, c] in the collection of Mr,

E. Stanley, of Quantock Lodge, Bridgewater,

will show a perfect concordance with the above

description.

Many identifications of old pictures which no-

body thinks of contesting are based on evidence

which, leg illy speaking, hardly could be described

as binding. It seems curious that when once

pictures are as unambiguously described as those

of this predella by Signorelli, they should have so

long remained unidentified.

NOTES ON ITALIAN MEDALS—XV
BY G. F. HILL

HE seven bronze medals described in

these notes have been placed at my
disposal for publication by the kind-

ness of their owner, Mr. T. Whitcombe
Greene. They are for the most part

unpubhslicd and all, to some degree, interesting as

puzzles.

I. Reverse of a Medal.
This tantalizing piece [Plate, a] measures

64 mm. Though a mere wreck, it is the wreck of

a fine design. Dating from about 1500, it has a

suggestion of the Mantuan School of that period
;

it is, at any rate. North Italian. Of the inscription,

the only letters that are certainly legible are AMO
at the beginning and CONSTANT at the end.

The rest is so obscure that it would only be futile

to record guesses at the reading. The fourth

letter, it may however be said, looks more like a B
than the R that we should expect. A female

figure, wearing tunic and mantle, is seated in a two-

wheeled car drawn by doves, who are guided by a

winged putto. Facing her, on a higher level, is

another putto (perhaps also winged) who stands

with his left hand above his head ; beside him is

his quiver. Altogether a pretty design, but to me
quite enigmatic ; for the lady in the chariot does

not seem to be meant for Venus, as one would

at first sight suppose. One is reminded of Ben
Jonson's verses :

—

• For previous arlicles see Vol. x.xui, p. 17 and note.
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See the chariot at hand here of Love,
Wherein my lady rideth !

E.ich that draws is a swan or a dove,

And well the car Love guiJeth.

2. Unknow.m Woman.
I can make no conjecture about the person who

is represented in the little one-sided cast medal

here illustrated [Plate, g]. It measures 37 mm.
The lady wears a bag-like coif on the back of her

head (a peculiar headdress which I have not yet

noticed on any other medal) and her features,

which are full of character, belong to a woman of

about forty years. The piece may perhaps be

dated to the first quarter of the i6th century.

3. Ottaviano Pallavicixi.
OCTAVIANVS • PAL • /ETAT • ANNI •

XXXIII. Bust of Ottaviano to r., bearded, wear-

ing gown over doublet. No reverse, Comma-
shaped stops. Cast. Diameter 54 mm. [Plate, c].

This medal appears to date from about 1525-

1530, though it may possibly be later. I have

ventured on expanding the surname as above,

but am bound to confess that there are other

names beginning with Pal. which might put in a

claim. Unfortunately also, supposing that the

man is a Pallavicino, we are still some distance

from identifying him. For in Litta's tables I find

no less than six members of the family with the

baptismal name Ottaviano. Of these, the one

who occupies the most space, the son of Palla-

vicino Pallavicini, is first mentioned in 1499, and
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went to Rome in 15 12, summoned by the Pope
for irregular conduct. His answers were confined

to the words " papa si, papa no ", and most of

Litta's account is concerned witii this absurd

interview with the Pope.' I confess to no
certainty that this eloquent orator is the person

represented rather than any of his five namesakes.

4. Ottavio Farnese. By Pastorino.

•OCTAVIVS- -FARNESIVS- Bust of Ot-

tavio Farnese to r., with short hair, wearing

mantle over cuirass ; engraved on the truncation,
• P* Inscription between two plain rules

;
pearled

border on raised band. Cast. Oval, with plain

back, concave, 36x31 mm. [Plate, e].

This is a companion to the little medal of

Ottavio's wife, Margherita d'Austria, which is in

the Bargello at Florence.'- Both are treated in

exactly the same way. There is also in the

Bargello a puzzling little oval medal which looks

like one of the same group. ^ It bears the inscrip-

tion -MAD-ARTEMITIA-V- SENESE- This

inscription, however, looks as if it had been chased

and altered, or as if the original inscription had
been entirely removed and this placed in its stead.

There is a superficial resemblance between the

portrait of " Artemitia " and that of Margherita

d'Austria ; but Pastorino is a superficial artist,

and the resemblance is hardly close enough to

warrant our supposing that an original portrait

of the Duchess has been converted into one of

the Sienese lady.

Another medal of Ottavio by Pastorino is dated

1552, and one of Margherita 1557.* This was
also doubtless made about the same time ; the

granitura or pearled border comes in on
Pastorino's medals, as I have shown elsewhere,*

in 1551, so that it is not likely to be before that

date.

5. GlULIO DELLA ROVERE, CARDINAL OF URBL\0.
Armand's description ''' of this medal is defec-

tive, and it seems worth while to reproduce Mr.
Greene's pretty specimen.

Ohv. IVLIVS CAR VRBI (slipped trefoils as

stops) ; bust, youthful, wearing flat berretta and
mozzetta.

Rev. A*eiTON EAP. On the left, a female

figure in a long tunic reclining ; beside her, a

griffon, with reverted head ; from the right ap-

1 Litta, tav. XXI : Oltaviano is first mentioned in 1499,

when he was included in the infeudatioii of Borgo San
Donnino. He may have been an infant at that time, I suppose.

0;her persons of the same two names will be found in Litta's

tables VI (son of Babilano, who died 153 1 ; aUo mentioned

1546) ; XVI (son of Scipione, who is mentioned in 1546) ; XVII
(son of Gianmanfredo who was also living in 1547) ; XIX (son

ot Ercole, son of Brunoro who died 1520) ; XIX (natural son

oi Giannantonio who is first mentioned 1470 and was living

1520 ; his brothers died about 1544 and 1557).

'^Supino, No. 335, tav. .\.\xviii,

^Supino, No. 330, tav. x.K.xviii.

* Armand I, 196, 46, 47.
' Burlington Magazine, Sept , 1906, pp. 408 f.

6 III, 254, S.

proaches a young man wearing a short tunic and
mantle, and apparently scattering seed into her
right hand.

Cast. Diameter 39 mm. [Plate, b]
; 39 mm. is

also the measurement given by Armand for the

Vienna specimen. An ill-preserved lead cast in

the British Museum measures 40*5 mm.
I can make no guess at the artist, nor interpret

the part played by the griffon in the allegory of

"perennial spring" on the reverse. Giulio was
made Cardinal of S. Pietro ad Vincula in 1547,
and became bishop of Vicenza in 1560 and arch-

bishop of Ravenna in 1565. He is very young
on the medal, which was probably made about
the date first mentioned, when he was only fifteen

years old. On Pastorino's medal of 1559' he
has a beard, and indeed looks much older than
his age.

6. NiccoLO Madruzzo. By Antonio Abondio.
In a joint article on Antonio Abondio and the

medallist A. A.", by the late Mr. Max Rosenheim
and myself, there was some discussion of the

reverse type of the battle of the gods and giants

(DISCITE IVSTITIAM MONITl) which is

sometimes found attached to the portrait by
Abondio of Niccolo Madruzzo. We there stated,

somewhat too decidedly, as I think my col-

laborator would have been the first to recognize

had he been spared, that the reverse was originally

made by Abondio for the obverse, and was not
merely a cast of the reverse of Charles the Fifth's

medal by Leone Leoni attached to Abondio's
portrait by a later craftsman. I still believe that

the Rosenheim specimen, reverse and all, is of

Abondio's time, and may have come from his

own hand ; but in the light of Mr. Whitcombe
Green's new specimen of the medal [Plate, f],

it seems to me clear that another reverse, and not
the Gigantomachy, was originally designed for

the portrait. The obverse need not be described
again ; the elaborate reverse, however, needs a
good deal of description (as well as interpretation,

which I am unable to supply). Madruzzo, in

heroic nudity, rides on a prancing horse, before

which hovers Fortune on a sphere. He leans

backwards and holds in his right hand cords, the

other ends of which are held by seven women
who follow his career. Two dogs appear to be
worrying his horse's heels. Above, the half

figure of the Almighty appears in a cloud, and a
second cloud bursts in hail upon Madruzzo.
Landscape with trees, buildings, distant moun-
tains. The inscription PER • TOT • DISCRI-
ML\A • RERVM. is in the exergue. The whole is

surrounded by the usual pearled border which, it

should be noticed, leaves exactly the same margin
to the edge of the medal as on the obverse

;

whereas on the Rosenheim specimen there is

' Heiss, Lcs Midailleurs, Florence, II, pi, xiv, 13.
' Burl. Mag., Dec , 1907, pp. 141 ff

.
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less margin on the reveise than on the obverse.

The diameter is 76 mm.
In style and details of workmanship there is

absolute harmony between the two sides of this

medal, and we now have the original and com-

plete work by Antonio Abondio.

Detailed research into the events of Madruzzo's

life might explain the meaning of the allegory,

but from the few books on the subject which

seem to be accessible to the student in London I

can glean little information." Niccolo di Giangau-

denzio Madruzzo was originally destined for the

church, and indeed held a canonry at Trent,

which he resigned in 1529. In 1540 he was

invested with the vicariates of Avio, Brentonico,

Ala and Mori. In 1547, though he had not

drawn the sword before, Charles V appointed

him to a command over German troops which

had been led by his brother Eriprando, just dead.

He also commanded the guard of the Council of

Trent in the same year. He greatly distinguished

himself in the German wars ;
and in 1554 he led

two thousand Germans on the side of Cosimo

de' Medici in the Sienese campaign. About the

same time he was governor of Favia. In 1564 he

went as imperial commissary to Monferrat, to

reconcile the people of Casale with the Gonzaga.

In his last years he fell on evil days, owing to his

support of his son Lodovico's claims against the

Archduke Ferdinand. He died in 1570.

Litta gives his opinion that the medal was made

in 1540, because it was in that year that Madruzzo

was invested with the four vicariates of which

two are expressly mentioned on the medal. But

that argument would only hold if we knew that

» See especially the references in Litta, Uadruzzi, Tav. 11.

EARLY FURNITURE—XII

BY AYMER VALLANCE
LINEN-FOLD PANELS
» y-^ ft'i'B

HAVE already had occasion several

Rtwl K^Btimes in these papers incidentally to

mention linen-fold panels. It seems

^fitting, then, at the pi-esent juncture to

Idevote a little space to the consideration

that favourite feature of late mediaival wood-

work.
In order to appreciate the place of linen-panel-

ling in early furniture one has to forget the modern
restricted sense of the term " movables" as used at

the present day, and to realize that in old times

wall-wainscoting was not regarded among
permanent fixtures, but that it was as portable and

as alienable as objects like chests or cupboards,

beds or chairs. Such being the case, linen-panel-

ling constitutes a widespread and important factor

in early furniture.

There is little enough ground for imagining that

he resigned these possessions at a later date.

Further, since Madruzzo is represented in armour,

the portrait must be later than 1547, when he

became a soldier. On the other hand it can

hardly be later than 1566, by which time the

artist was leaving, or had already left, Italy for

Austria. Madruzzo is of mature age, for his

forehead is wrinkled, though he is still evidently

very vigorous. One may without much risk date

the medal between 1560 and 1565. The reverse

seems to imply some turn of misfortune ; if it

refers actually to the cloud that darkened his last

days, it must come quite at the end of Abondio's

Italian period. Possibly the artist visited Castel

Madruzzo on his way to Austria.

7. Reverse of a medal. 1582.

VGXI DRITTO ASVORIVERCIO. Abound
standing to 1., with head reverted ; below,

MDLXXXII. Borderof large pearls on raised band.

Comma-shaped stops. Cast 56 mm. [Plate, d].

The border is in the style introduced by

Pastorino in the 'fifties. It became popular, and
was used on many medals which cannot be attri-

buted to him. He seldom troubled himself to

design a reverse, and I do not suppose that this

can with any show of reason be assigned to him.

In fact it has a rude vigour which is foreign to the

amiable and facile Sienese artist. It is probably

the work of some Florentine who amused himself

by designing a reverse ; the inscription (" every

obverse has its reverse"'") seems to suggest that

per contra this reverse was not designed for any

particular obverse.

1° Or possibly ''every obverse (should be united) to its

reverse"—a good motto for a medallist, though expressed in a

somewhat inverted form

!

the device of the linen-panel was derived at the

outset from any conscious attempt to imitate

drapery-folds. As a matter of fact it was evolved

simply and solely from the exigencies of joinery

construction. Take a given quantity of wood
planks, which it is desired to set up on end and to fix

together vertically so as to fashion a connected run

of wainscoting : an easy and obvious way to

effect this is to groove the edges of every alternate

plank, and to thin the edges of the other ones to

fit into the grooves of the first lot—the stiles.

This done—suppose the thinning of the edges to

extend from almost the middle of the plank—its

axial line presents a strip in relief, which, to borrow
from the phraseology of classic architecture, may
be called an arris. And if the same thinning be

repeated also at the extremities, to make them fit

into a rail along the top and bottom, it is clear

that a rudimentary linen-fold pattern has been
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arrived at by a perfectly simple and straightforward

process of carpentry. Such is the genesis of the

linen-panel ; and such is virtually the primitive

type in which it appears, for example, in the west

door of Milton Church by Sittingbourne, Kent, or

in the domestic panel-work of Wilsley House and
the "Barracks", both at Cranbrook in the same
county.
The precise date of the earliest occurrence of

the linen-panel cannot be determined ; but it is

found as an established ornamental motif by the

middle of the 15th century (perhaps first in

northern France) and remained in current use

down to the close of the i6th century, or even

later. For at any rate the first fifty years of its

career, it continued to be an abstract ornament

:

but the accidental resemblance to the folds of

drapery having once been noticed, the idea was
eagerly seized upon and elaborated with charac-

teristic exaggeration. The single arris of the

original plain panel first became multiplied into

three, four, five or even more arrises. But this

was not enough. Folds to simulate the appearance

of a textile spread out and turned over on itself,

were added in increasing complexity as time went
on ; a further imitative feature being sometimes
introduced in the shape of an incised or punched
pattern along the upper and lower edges to suggest

an embroidered border, or the selvedge of a textile.

But from the purest to the most debased stage of

the linen-fold pattern, its one invariable feature is

the central arris ; while the treatment of the

extremities admits of almost endless variation.

The greatest licence in this regard was indulged

in by German and Flemish woodcarvers. Some-
times these fantastic elaborations take the form

of conventional flowers, fruits or foliage, beyond
the extremities of the folds. Very rarely indeed

is any extraneous object allowed to intrude itself

upon the surface of the folds themselves. Thus
the north door of the church of S. Mildred at

Canterbury is altogether exceptional, for there the

uppermost row of linen-panels has a Tudor
rose in the middle of each, whilst others

have a superimposed shield [Plate, d]. These
specimens are thickly coated with paint, but

the detail, with five arrises, is nevertheless

unmistakably clear. A set of panels, showing
three variant forms with a single arris between
turnover folds [Plate, a, b & c] is now made
up into stalhvork in the chancel of Tisbury

Church, Wiltshire. The most striking is one of

the narrower ones (9 in. wide) with a peculiarly

short arris [c]. The third panel [b] is i\\ in. wide,

and all three are i ft. 2\ in. high, sight measure.

The framed panels [e], with a frieze of renaissance

character, appear to be of about the year 1525.

They no doubt belonged to a hall-screen or some
other partition in a situation where they might be

seen on both surfaces, for the stiles at the back
are finished with carefully executed mouldings.

The second and the lowest tiers of panels show the

linen-pattern with fanciful leaf-like ornament at

the extremities, while the third tier from the top

comprises panels of one arris flanked by a some-
what involved series of turnover folds. The panels

are uniformly 8J in. wide, their height varying

from 19 to igi in. The total height of the com-
bined frame of panels is 7 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. i in.

This example is the property of Mr. F. Clements
Harper, to whom thanks are due for his permission

to reproduce it.

THE SYMBOLISM OF CERTAIN CATACOMB FRESCOES—

I

BY ETHEL ROSS BARKER
'HE earliest examples of Christian

art in Rome—the frescoes of the

Catacombs— faithfully reflect some-
thing of the complex mind of that

cosmopolitan and, in some respects,

syncretistic community. A dispassionate examina-
tion of their artistic form and of their inner mean-
ing reveals some characteristics of the primitive

Christian rather unlike the popular conception of

him.
The first fact that we seem to discern in the ex-

amination of the forms—literary, artistic, liturgical,

doctrinal—in which the spiritual conceptions of

Christianity clothed themselves, is the continuity

of development, a spiritual evolution, from pre-

Christian to Christian thought.

So far as artistic style goes, the Catacomb frescoes

are Hellenistic ; there is scarcely one which would
arrest the eye as remarkable if found on the walls

of a house in Alexandria or Pompeii. It is true

that the ideas here depicted are very different.

The few purely decorative subjects are discreetly

selected : sun, moon and river god are seen, and
man's toil through the four seasons ; doves and
peacocks flutter among foliage ; Cupids and
Psyches play among the flowers ; shepherds and
fishermen carry out their work in exquisite little

pastoral scenes. One of the most beautiful examples

of such decoration is of the ist century, in the noble

Catacomb on the Via Ardeatina, the property of

Flavia Domitilla, the niece of Domitian. I cannot
forbear noting that last year some more graves

were discovered here, and they have been identified,

with very little doubt, as those of Narcissus and
others mentioned in S. Paul's Epistle to the Romans.

This Hellenism in style is found equally in Jewish
and Christian subjects, among which there is

scarcely one that cannot be connected with a
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similar pagan representation. To mention a few

only : the ark of Noah recalls the chest in which
Danae crossed the sea with the infant Perseus

;
Jonah

reclines under his gourd in the pose of graceful

abandonment seen in the drunken fauns beloved

of Hellenistic art ; his whale recalls the friendly

dolphin of Arion ; while the risen Lazarus comes
out of a classic tomb, quite unlike any Christian

sepulchre of the period.

But this Hellenism penetrates deeper than mere
form, for in the earliest days the Christian adopted

for his own and, as we shall see later, interpreted

in his own sense, the figure of Hermes bearing

the sheep on his shoulders [Hermes Kriophoros)

[Figure i] ; that of Orpheus with his lyre ; and, in

all probability, the fish symbol and the dove, from
Syria and India.

In this connexion we may note, in passing, how
the persistent semi-paganism of the new converts

after the Peace of the Church (A.D. 313) is reflected,

in a temporary pagan reaction, in certain Catacomb
frescoes. S. Augustine says :

—

Look how many Christians are half heathen ; they have
joined us with their bodies, but never with their heart and
soul.'

Just at this period we find in the Catacombs a

perceptible increase of purely secular subjects in

the form of delightful little genre pictures : flower-

sellers, charioteers, wine-sellers, bakers. More
remarkable are the rare mythological representa-

tions, different in spirit from the Orpheus and
other pagan symbols of the early converts. In a

strange syncretistic picture of the judgrnent after

death a woman (Vibia) appears before the

tribunal of Pluto (Dispater) and Proserpine
(Aeracura). She is introduced by Mercury,
the messenger, and Alcestis, while opposite

stand the three " divine Fates" The conception,
composition and execution are classic, and the

names over each person leave no doubt as to the

meaning of the picture. The story is continued
in the adjoining fresco. Vibia is " introduced " by
"a good angel" into the gardens of paradise,

where, in proper Christian fashion, she is partaking,

all in the same picture, of the celestial banquet in

the company of those who have been "judged in

the judgment of the good ".

To return to the more primitive pagan-Christian
symbolism. These slight manifestations of the link

in form, and sometimes in subject, with pre-

Christian thought, bear witness, I think, to a deeper
identity ; that of religious consciousness. In some
sense. Paganism was the matrix out of which the

jewel of Christianity developed. There is after all

a great similarity in religious experience ; and we
find that man's conception of his relation to some
power above himself has ever tended to crystallize

itself into a belief in some divine sacrifice in which
man shares,— materially and spiritually—by some

' Serm. 2 in Migne, Palivlogia Latina, t. 38, col. 423.

4+

sort of communion, to approach which he must
purify himself and by which he obtains immor-
tality. Symbolizing and expressing these concep-
tions, we find universally a form of baptism or puri-

fication by water, some drama of a divine sacrifice,

some form of communion-meal. These symbolic
acts are then carried out by rites expressive of

man's emotions— dance, procession, music, lights,

and so on. At all periods the original conception,

symbol and ritual are of necessity inadequate, and
further liable to all manner of distortions.

These universal beliefs were embodied in the

worship of Osiris, Mithras, and the rest, at the

moment when Christianity dawned on the world.

To the primitive Christian convert it must have
seemed that his old faiths were not overthrown,
but realized and fulfilled. As of old he was
baptized ; was given, as one new-born, the sym-
bolic milk and honey of the neophyte ;

' took

part, year by year, in the divine Passion and
Resurrection ; and was admitted to Communion
by means of the " Hostiani purant, Hostiaui

sanctani, Hosfiaiu iiiiinaculatain"—the pure, holy,

and immaculate Host ".—words found to-day in

the Canon of the Roman Mass, and already

ancient in the 4th century. " Et antiquum docu-

lucntum novo cedat rititi " rightly explains his

attitude; and the Neoplatonic philosopher who
knew the uncreated and creative Word

—

In prin-

cipio crat verbuni—had little difficulty in accepting

the Christian message; et verbuni caro factum est.

The learned Justin says ;
—

'

All that philosophers or legislators at any time declared or

discovered aright, they accomplished according to their

portion of discovery and contemplation of the Word.

Justin (martyred about 166) was much occupied

by questions of comparative religion, and while he
was wont, as were the other Fathers, to ascribe the

numerous errors in paganism to the agency of

demons, yet he, Clement of Alexandria (2nd

century), and other writers all hold that Orpheus,
the Sibyls, the Greek philosophers, had received

some measure of the revelation of God. So it

is that, at the very dawn of Christianity, we find

depicted on graves of martyr, kinsman, or friend,

the Good Shepherd, Orpheus, the fish, the dove
... all sacred symbols in pagan worship. These
symbols, however, were interpreted in terms of

Christian thought. A recognition of this simple

fact would prevent some of the wild comparisons
drawn between Christianity and paganism.
While so much is uncertain, we are here at

least on sure ground ; and I think we may say

that all scholars who have an intimate knowledge
of the catacomb frescoes are in agreement as to

their meaning, with the exception of a few
subjects. As Mgr. Wilperf and others have

pointed out, the significance of these paintings

- Epist. Barnabas, 6 ; see later.

^ Apol. II in Migne's Patrolo^ia GnTca, t. 6, col. 459.
* Vie Maleicicn dcr Katakombcn Roms.
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The Symbolism of Certain Catacomb Frescoes

to the primitive Christian consciousness is

revealed to us in a mass of contemporary litera-

lure—patristic writings, epigraphy, liturgy, and
Acts of the Martyrs. In dealing with this large

subject we will briefly summarize the results

obtained, in a classification of the subject matter

of the frescoes, and note what further light is

thrown by them on the mentality of the primitive

Christian. We will then discuss in detail certain

of the frescoes, as an illustration of the method of

investigation, and as a justification of the state-

ments made in the classification.

We may first remind the reader that the Cata-

combs which we are considering, about thirty in

number, lie within a limit of three miles from the

Aurelian wall, all along the roads which radiate

from Rome to the farthest cities of the empire.

The comparatively small portions excavated have

yielded many hundred frescoes of the first four

centuries (during which period the catacombs
were used as a place of burial) ; and a few of the

subsequent four centuries, when they were a

place of pilgrimage. It is with the earlier

frescoes only we are concerned here.

The style of representation, as well as the primi-

tive method of interpretation, is symbolic, allusive,

allegorical. As an example : the two miracles of

the feeding of the multitudes are alluded to under
the symbol of seven (occasionally eight or ten)

baskets of bread ; sometimes the figure of Christ

touches one of the baskets with a long rod. Thus
these frescoes reveal the mind of the primitive

Christian, which delighted in symbolism and
allegory.

If we exclude a very few subjects at present

unexplained, or apparently unimportant, and
those decorative and genre pictures referred to

above, the remaining frescoes give us, at a very

rough estimation, something like fifty subjects

repeatedly represented. As regards the dating

we may note, in passing, that three of these

subjects [Plate, b]—Noah in the ark, Daniel

in the lions' den, the Good Shepherd—appear
among the few ist-century frescoes remain-

ing. Most of the familiar symbols—Orpheus,
the fish, the anchor, the dove, the orante

—appear very early in the 2nd century ; and by
the end of the 3rd we have examples of nearly

every known fresco. This period, well illustrated

too in the literature, is the high-water mark of

primitive Christian art. A very large number of

frescoes, but only a few new subjects, belong to

the 4th century. The frescoes do not represent a

number of disconnected incidents chosen at

random, but fall into three definite groups—each
being an exposition of some aspect of Christian

doctrine. These subjects continually appear
arranged in a cycle of perhaps half a dozen
selected symbols on some single grave or chapel,

and the Christian could read olT, in those col-

located symbols, rightly interpreted, the main
articles of his faith. These groups consist of:

—

I. Those frescoes dealing with the Life of the
Departed. These form the vast majority, as

might be expected in a place of the dead, and depict

every phase of their existence. In addition to the

frescoes to be discussed later, we may place in this

group the primitive dove, the anchor, the palm
and that oft-repeated woman's (rarely a man's)

figure with suppliant hands—the oranic—which
probably represents the soul [aniiiia, feminine]

of the departed (occurring 153 times).

II. Those frescoes representing OUR Lord,
either more or less realistically, or symbolically.

Some of these are very beautiful, but the number
is surprisingly few. Among them are repre

sented :—Orpheus, who is a symbol of our Lord
and the Incarnation (see later). This doctrine is

expressed more realistically in frescoes of the Birth

in the Stable (one only), the Adoration of the Magi
(one being of the early 2nd century) and the

Madonna and the Child. (The significance of
one of these so-called Madonnas is, I think, very

dubious.) Further, there are represented the

actual Baptism of our Lord (from early 2nd century)

(4 times), and various miracles of healing, nearly

every one of these interpreted in a sacramental

sense (see later). There is a doubtful Crowning
with Thorns, and a Denial of S. Peter. Our Lord
is represented (over 100 times) as the Good
Shepherd (from the ist century). Chiefly in the

more literal and practical 4th century He is

depicted as teacher and law-giver among apostles,

or evangelists: also as judging the dead, and
rewarding the martyrs. Connected with this

Christological group are the sixteen representations,

so classic in execution, of Adam and Eve, symbols
of that Fallot Man (" O felix Culpa") which
caused the Incarnation.

III. The frescoes of the SACRAMENTAL group
(from 2nd century) represent, directly, or usually

symbolically, the sacraments of the Eucharist and
Baptism. Among the eucharistic frescoes may be

placed, with certainty, several of those representing

banquets [Pl.^te, aJ. A few of those banquet
scenes represent, not the Eucharist, but the celestial

banquet in Paradise; a few the love-feast (the

agape) ; but the subject bristles with difficulties.

Other eucharistic symbols are the Sacrifice

of Abraham (22 times), and the Changing of

water into wine at Cana of Galilee. But the

favourite sacramental types are the fish symbol
(see later), occurring, either as a type of baptism

or of the Eucharist, very many times ; the

miracles of the multiplication of the loaves

and fishes ; and the meal after the Resurrection

by Lake Tiberias (see later). Other types of

Baptism are Noah in the Ark (also a type

of deliverance from peril (32) ; Moses striking

the rock : (also, as we see in the liturgies, a
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type of "deliverance from peril" and "refresh-
ment for the soul of the departed " (68) ; the
Healing of the Blind Man (7) (see later) ; and the
Paralytic at the Pool of Bethesda {15). The actual

incident of Baptism is represented in that of our
Lord (4), and of a Catechumen (4) (from 2nd
century).

It would be difficult to find any other subject in

the Catacombs : for the numerous apparently
historical incidents taken from those books which
became later the Canon of the Scriptures (includ-
ing Apocrypha, which, of course, is still retained
in the Catholic Bible), are all to be interpreted
either in a sacramental sense, or as a symbol for

the departing soul of the deliverance God ever
brought to His servants (see later).

These frescoes are at one with the very earliest

literature in revealing the minds of these first

Christians as much preoccupied with doctrinal
questions. The spirit, too, which in a place of
burial repeatedly represented the Sacraments,
must have held those Sacraments as the heart
and soul of their faith. This last fact we
might have already foreseen when we consider the
relations of Christianity to paganism to which we
have referred above. It is difficult to imagine that
the Jew, with his sacrificial system, and the Gentile
with his need (as revealed in his religions) of a
sacramental system, could have been satisfied by a
faith which was not based on sacramentalism.

It has been remarked by some writers that in the
Catacombs there are no representations of the
ecclesiastical hierarchy. To refer to one among
a hundred proofs that such a hierarchy existed
from Apostolic days, we need only refer the reader
to iheTciichiiigof flic Apostles^ oi the very beginning
of the 2nd century for minute details thereon.
In the Catacombs themselves we find numerous
inscriptions of bishops, priests, deacons, sub-
deacons, readers, exorcists, clerks (iiotarii) and
sextons {fossorcs)S' After all, we do not depict on
the graves of our dead, portraits of archbishop,
bishop or parish priest—nor even ordination, nor
the marriage rites.

Proceeding to the second part of our discussion,
it remains now to justify these statements by an
examination of a few fresco subjects in the light

of the literature contemporary with them, as an
illustration of method, and so give a mere indica-
tion—a hint—of ail that might be said on each
subject. First let us consider the origin and
significance of the Shepherd bearing (he Sheep
(of the ist century and later). This youth-
ful Good Shepherd with the lamb across his

shoulders [Figure i] ispurely Hellenistic in artistic

conception
; its ancestry can be traced at least as

far back as the archaic figure of Hermes bearing a
sheep — Hermes the producer of fruitfulness in

^ The Didachc. ed. Gibson.
' Marucchi, Epi^rafia ciistiana.
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the flocks. There is a gulf fixed between that idea
and the Christian interpretation " I am the good
Shepherd". There is scarcely an early Christian
writer who has not meditated on this symbol, but
the words of the ancient prayer for the dead in the
Gelasian Sacrament' are surely inspired by the
actual fresco, " Be merciful to him . . . Show
Thyself to him the Good Shepherd and bear him
on Thy shoulders ". This Shepherd bearing the
sheep, and often carrying a Pan's pipe and standing
between two
other sheep in

a little pastoral

picture is closely

related to the

subject of the

Shepherd with
pipe or pastoral

s t a ff in his
hands guarding
his flock — a
figure fruitful in

symbolism. One
interpretation
out of many is

found in the

authentic "Acts
of Polycarp"
(2nd century),

in which our
Lord is de-

scribed as "the Shepherd of the Catholic Church
all over the world ". This aspect of the Good
Shepherd is emphasized by the rolls of parch-

ment often depicted in His hand or at His side :

"Jesus Christ . . . the Good Shepherd and law-giver

of the one flock ", says Clement of Alexandria (2nd
century) ; and we find Abercius, Bishop of

Hierapolis (2nd century), describing himself as "a
disciple of the Good Shepherd". (See later.)

Somewhat akin to this are the five frescoes of

Orpheus represented, as in innumerable classic

designs, in his long white robe, mantle and
Phrygian cap, and bearing his lyre. He is usually

surrounded by sheep only, but in the Domitilla

fresco (4th century) by a delightful variety of beast

and bird. Eusebius* gives the Christian inter-

pretation ; namely, that the Orpheus-Christ is a

type of the Incarnation :

—

Greek fables relate . . . that Orpheus with his lyre

tamed the wild beasts, and with the charm of his song
drew the oak-trees after him. Wherefore the all-wise and
all-harmonious Word of God J^the Logos'] , when He healed

with divers remedies the minds of men corrupted with
manifold iniquities, took in His hand a musical instrument

fashioned by His own wisdom, even His human nature,

and on it played a bewitching music ;
not, as Orpheus, to

the brutes, but to minds endowed with reason. And He
tamed alike Greeks and barbarians, and healed with the

medicine of celestial doctrine the fierce and brutal instincts

of their spirits.

' Muratori, Liturgia Romaiia jr/HS, I, p. 440, ed. 1760.

8 Z)c Laud. Constan., XIV., in Pat. Gnvc. t. 20, col. 1409.
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Eusebius is apparently only developing Clement of

Alexandria (2nd century), who calls the Logos—
the Word Incarnate—"the musician harmonizing

all things, the singer of the new song".

Again, the Fish as depicted in the Catacombs is

no longer the symbol of some oriental fish deity,

but, as we shall see, an image of Christ Himself as

revealed in Baptism and the Eucharist. As a type

of Baptism the Fish—sometimes resembling a

dolphin in form— is represented alone ; or, as in a

fresco of the Chapel of the Sacraments (2nd

century) in S. Callixtus, as being drawn by a

fisherman out of water flowing from a rock :
ni

that water is depicted the Baptism of Christ.

Let us see what the fathers have to say on this

point. First Tertullian (160-240) writes:—

^

But we, liltle fuh, are born in water according to our

Fish (IXeXN) Jesus Clirist.

Elsewhere we find :

—

Ttie elect are the celestial race of the divine Fish :
they

are the little fish born in the water which flows from that

rock which is Christ, formed in his image, drawing from

the quenchless source the knowledge of eternal wisdom.

Besides Tertullian, Cyprian, Origen (both early

third century) and others repeatedly explain

the story of Moses bringing water from the

rock as a type of Baptism ; and the subject

occurs in the Catacombs no less than sixty-

eight times. Moses himself is a type of Peter,'" as

is testified by several of the earlier fathers. More-

over, on one or two of the gilded glasses (I't'/n)

found in the Catacombs the scene of Moses strik-

ing the rock is depicted, but the word PETRUS
is inscribed over Moses. I am inclined to think

that the curious frescoes representing Our

Lord touching the water-pots with a long rod (a

symbolic representation of the miracle at Cana of

Galilee) indicates the symbolic identity of Moses-

Peter-Christ, and further that this method of

representation knits together the sacraments of

Baptism and the Eucharist in the person of Christ

:

an idea which seems to appear in the double

significance, baptismal -eucharistic, of the fish

symbol, as we shall see.

Clement of Alexandria (2nd century) refers to

the fish and other pagan symbols (all of which

we find in the Catacombs) in his directions to

Christian woinen as to what rings they may suit-

ably wear."
But let our signet rings bear a dove, or a fish, or a

ship . . . or a lyre [symbol of Orpheus] ... or an anchor

. . . and if there is a fiiherman on it, remember the

apostle (Peter) and his (spiritual) sons who are drawn forth

from the water.

And in his hymn to " Christ the Saviour" {op. oil.

Ill, 12) we read :

—

. . . Fisher of Men who are saved ; W ho dost feed

with sweet life the holy fishes saved from the perilous wave
of the sea of vice. . . .

» Dc Baptis., T, Pal. Lat.. t. :, col. 1198.
w Macarius of Egypt, Horn. 26, c. 23 in Pat. Gr., t. 34,

col. 690.
" Pad. Ill, ii, PiU. Gr., t. 8, col. 634.

To the Eucharistic idea in this hymn we will

return. Later, Paulinus, bishop of N'ola (353-43^)'

writes to bishop Delphinus as follows :—'-

I remember that I am made the son of the dolphin

(Delphinus) that I might become one of those " lishes which

pass through the paths of the sea" [Psalms]. I remem-

ber you are not only my father but my fisher [r.on pater

sed Peter]. For you have put your hook into me to draw

me forth from the deep and bitter waters of the world,

that I might be made captive unto salvation. But if I am
thy fish I should bring in my mouth the precious denarms,

shining, not with the image and supeiscription of Ccesar

but with the living and life-giving image of the eternal

King, namely, faith and trulh (fulcm veiitatis).
^

There is, I think, an identification in the writer s

mind between bishop Delphinus, the dolphin (as

a symbol of Christ), and Peter, as preeminently

the " fisher of men ". The whole passage refers to

Baptism. There is no real confusion of thought in

representing Christ as at once Fisherman and Fish.

Again Optatus of Milevis (4th century) interprets

the fish which little Tobias carried and which

healed his father Tobit of blindness, as symbolic

of Christ.'-' This explanation of the symbol of the

fish is in harmony with the earlier fathers, but it

is in contradiction to the actual story of Tobias,

who was saved by God from being devoured by a

monstrous fish : and so Tobias (represented three

times in the Catacombs) becomes one of the

innumerable types of deliverance in time of peril

which we shall consider presently. This explana-

tion of Optatus implicitly connects the fishsymbol

with Baptism, since one of the effects of Baptism

was illumination, as explained by Justin Martyr'*

—" and that washing of baptism is called illumina-

tion." Indeed, the healing of the blind man, as

related in the Gospels, was considered a symbol of

baptism by Clement of Alexandria, Ambrose and

Augustine, and the subject is found seven times

in the Catacombs. If there were any doubt about

this implicit allusion, Optatus continues :—
He is that Fish who, at baptism, by invocation is

plunged into the waters, so that that which was simply

water is called piscina from fiscis [tish]. And the name of

that Fish in Greek contains in one word a host of holy

names, for it is in Latin Jcsits Christiis Dei Filiiis Salvatoi:

Piscina, of course, is merely an old classical

word for a fishpond !

The so called Sibylline acrostic (a set of verses

in which the thirty initial letters of the lines formed,

in Latin, the words jESUS Christus Dei Filius

Salv.\tor) existed, probably as a Christian forgery,

possibly as early as the and century. The fact

that, in the Greek, this acrostic itself formed a

second acrostic, IXGYC (fish), was also early

observed. We find this play on the word in the

2nd-century Greek inscription of Autun, to be

considered' later : it becomes a commonplace in

the fathers of the 4th and 5th century. It seems

probable, but by no means proved, however, that

the symbol of the fish was adopted either as being

12 £/>. XX, Pat. Lat., t. 6r, col. 249.

13 De scltis. Donat., HI. 2, in Pat. Lat., n (./.Apocrypha,

Book of Tobit).
" .-ipol. 1, 61, in Pat. G}., t. 6, col. 422.
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a sacred pagan symbol, or on account of the

Gospel associations with fish and fishermen ; and
that the presence of the divine name discovered in

the 'isord was only an additional consecration,

and not the origin, of the symbol.

REVIEWS
Admonitions OF THE Instructress in the Palace. A Painting

by Ku K'ai-Chih in the Department of Prints and Drawings,
Britisti Museum, reproduced in coloured woodcut. Text by
Laurence Binyon, Assistant - keeper in the Department.
London : Printed by order of the Trustees of the British

Museum.

The scroll ascribed to Ku K'ai-Chih is the greatest

measure of Chinese painting in this country.
Acquired at a small price in 1903 merely as an
ancient Chinese painting, its authenticity as the
oldest known painting by a great Chinese master
has gradually been confirmed and established so

that it now takes rank as one of the most important
monuments of Chinese painting in existence.

Hitherto it has been reproduced only partially and
in black and white

; the fullest account of it being
that by Mr. Laurence Binyon in The Bnrliiiiltoii

Magazine, January, 1904. It was, therefore, a
felicitous idea on the part of the Trustees of the
British Museum to have the present admirable fac-

simile executed. In colour reproduction by means
of woodcut the Japanese are indubitably supreme,
and the Trustees have done well in confiding the
work to the Kokka Company, through whose
marvellous reproductions we in Europe gain most
of our ideas of the masterpieces of Chinese art.

The Japanese artists have accomplished this task

with their usual skill and fidelity. So fastidious,

indeed, is their connoisseur's reverence for an ancient
masterpiece that they have given to their work
almost the appearance of an original copy by some
artist of the Ming time rather than of a mere repro-

duction. They have been so careful to avoid any-
thing of the crudity of a modern reproduction, to

preserve as far as possible the patina of extreme
age that they have tended if anything to under-
state the sharpness and accent of the original. The
result is not only a remarkable record and remi-
niscence of the original, but a work which in itself

has the seductive charm of an exquisite bibelot.

The reproduction has been made, in short, in the
spirit of the great Imperial connoisseur, Ch'ien

Lung, who used to pore so reverently over Ku K'ai-

Chih's handiwork in the Lai-ch'ing pavilion, and
who "at an odd moment in summer sketched in ink

aspray of Epidendrum as an expression ofsympathy
with its profound and mysterious import". And
indeed the work itself is well fitted to arouse such
a connoisseur's reverence as that of Ch'ien Lung
and of the modern Japanese reproducer. And
herein lies the marvel of the work and the explana-
tion of the almost certainly illfounded scepticism

with which its attribution to the 4th century of our

In the next article we will discuss the fish as
a Eucharistic symbol.
[The illustrations are reproduced, by permission,

from " Le Pitture delle Catacombe Romane", by
Mgr. Guiseppe Wilpert.]

era was at first received. Who would have thought
that China had at that date arrived at this pitch of
subtlety and refinement, had already conceived the
spirit of the i8th century? But the doubts of its

authenticity being now silenced—and Mr. Binyon's
lucid and impartial statement of the case in the
text of this work leaves little room for hesitation—
we must make our conception of the development
of Chinese art fit with this surprising fact. Indeed
"i8th centuryness" seems to have been endemic in

China. Confucianism was full of it, and Taoism,
though it started with something too mystical and
passionate to accord with that principle, adapted
itself in process of time to this prevalent tone
of Chinese civilization. Only the irruption of
Buddhism for a time swept it away and gave us
the profoundly spiritual art of the Wei and T'ang
dynasties. We see then in the Ku K'ai-Chih an
art of complete self-consciousness, with a delicate,

almost ironical understanding the niceties of
manner and of the subtleties of facial and bodily
expression. It is like the work of some more
sensitive, more sophisticated Carpaccio. And yet
there comes through here and there—most definitely

in the drawing of the utensils in the toilet scene—
something of that great primitive sense of style and
form which represents the other element in Chinese
art, the element opposed to Chinoiserie and " i8th
centuryness." It was this other element which was
destined to supplant all the delicate fine-spun sophis-

tications of Ku K'ai-Chih's art and replace it, in little

more thanacentury, b)'theimpressiveand rugged in-

tensityoftheworksat Li Lung Mien. This was clearly

one of the great revolutions in the history of art,

a revolution which we may some day be able to trace

in detail. At present we can only note the great

gulf that has to be bridged between the Admonitions

of the Instrnctress, perhaps one of the latest works
of its kind, and the great imaginative work of the
6th, 7th and 8th centuries. There is much that is

difficult to explain in the art of the period pre-

ceding Ku K'ai-Chih. One would naturally infer

from an examination of the Admonitions that it was
the result of a long tradition of such exquisitely

refined illustration, and indeed some of the

figurines in black earthenware which belong even
to the pre-Han or very early Han periods show an
extraordinary likeness to the elegant court ladies

of Ku K'ai-Chih's scroll. And this would lead

us to suppose that a similar delicate art persisted

throughout the whole Han period. On the other

hand many of the figures which are attributed to
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the Han period show a rude vigour of expression
;

they have, indeed, a quasi-barbaric intensity of feel-

ing which accords ill with the supersubtlety of these

refined and attenuated forms. Are we to suppose

that there were two conflicting traditions during

the Han period, one which culminated in works

like the Ailniouitioiis of the Iiistiiictirss, the other

which was destined to rise to complete expression

during the Wei and T'ang dynasties ? But, what-

ever be our ultimate conclusions as regards this

extremely interesting period of Chinese art, the

Ailiiioniiioiis ofihc Instructress must always be taken

as a point of departure of cardinal importance.
^

R. E. F.

Greek Sculpture, ioo illustrations, with an introduction

by John Warkack. Edinburgti (Schulze).

Illustrations of well-known Greek statues

and reliefs in marble and bronze, collected simply

on account of their intrinsic beauty. In the

introduction Mr. Warrack discusses the elements

of that direct and harmonious idealistic conception

of the beautiful which finds its highest expression

in Greek sculpture of the best period. Accepting

Rodin's dictum, that this conception was only

for the cultivated few, he finds in this attitude,

and in the profound mental gulf which separates

Pagan and Christian, the reason why the Greek

ideal ceased to satisfy when life, even for cultivated

persons, was complicated by the intrusion of

hopes, fears, and ideas imbibed with Christianity.

"VkistiGalilcTc!" C. A. H.

Essays IN Fresco. By Edward McCurdy. (Chatto&Windus.)

5s. net.

Mr. McCurdy's book has nothing to do with

fresco. The introductory note on " buon fresco
"

is only there to explain, through Cennini and

Mrs. Herringham, his method in writing a very

charming series of papers on things and people of

old France and Italy. He writes of Jaufre Rudel

and defends the story of the Lady of Tripoli ; of

Caterina Cornaro in Cyprus and at Asolo ; of Creur

de Lion and other famous captives; of a Pardon in

Brittany ; and in each essay scholarship goes hand
in hand with sympathy and grace. The book is

full of a tender and glowing beauty, H. H. C.

Church and Maxor. A Study in English Economic History.

By Sidney Oldali, .\ddy, M.A. (Allen.) los. 6d. net.

This is a very readable history of the intimate

connexion between the Churcli and the life of

the people in England during the middle ages.

The writer in many instances points out the errors

made by previous writers and seems in every

case accurately to establish his contentions. The
plans of earthworks and foundations form useful

adjuncts to the text, and the few line-drawings

scattered through the volume serve the purpose of

emphasizing points to which the author wishes to

draw the attention of his readers. C. M.

Books of Reference :—(O publications tour

FACILITtR LES ETUUES D'AKT EN FRANCE. (<7) FRANCHE
CoMTE, par I'abbe Paul Brune (Dictionnaire des Artistes et

Ouviicrs d'Art de la France par Provinces, public sous la

direction d'Andre Girodie). (b) Les Artistes decorateurs
DU Bois. Repertoire alphabetique des Ebenistes.Menuisiers,

Sculpteurs, Doreurs surbois, etc., ayant travailles en France

au XVIIeet XVlIIe siecles, par Henri Vial. Adrien Marcel

et Andie Girodie, t. i", A a L. Paris (Bibliotheque d' Art,

etc.)— (2) A Century of Loan Exhibitions (1S13-1912),

by Algernon Graves. F.S A. (Algernon Graves.) /s 5s.

— (3) Dictionnaire repertoire des Peixtres dtpuis

I'antiquitii jiisqu' a nos jours. P.ir Is.abella Errera. Paris.

(Hachette et C'«.) lofrancs.— (4) The MuseumsAssoci.\tion,

Museums Directory, compiled by E. Howarth, F.R.A.S.

F.Z.S., and H. M. Platnauer, B.Sc, los., post free.—

(5) MERKEN van AMSTERDA.MSCHE GoUD- en ZlLVERSMEDEM
door Elias Voet, jr., met een plaat en 1473 Merken. 'S-

Gravenhage (M. Nijhoft) Gld. 13.—(6) La Corpor.\tion des
Peintresde Bruges. Par Charles Vanden Haute. Cour-

trai. " Flandria." isfr.— (7) Hilfsiiuch zur Kunst-
GESCHICHTE, Hciligenlegenden, Mythologie, Technische

Ausdruche, Zeittafeln. Von Paul Schubring. Zweite
vermehrteund verbesserte Autiage. Berlin. (Karl Curtius.)

3 50 .M.—(8) Welsh Painters, Engravers, Sculptors
(1S27-1Q11), arranged alphabetically, with 30 portraits, by
Rev. T. Alardy Rees. (Welsh Publishing Co.)— 19) Art
Prices Current. Vol. v. ("Fine Art Trade Journal ".) 21s.

(i) Not content with treating in this immense
series the whole body of French artists and crafts-

men according to habitat, the Bibliotheque d'Art

et d'Archeologie seems to be partially covering

the same ground from another direction by
treating some of them in independent repertories

according to species also. No biographical,

iconographical or bibliographical work— for

these volumes have all those qualities—has

ever attempted nearly so extensive a census. In

the volumes of the provincial series (a) a point of

general economic interest is indicated by the

omission of certain craftsmen after certain dates.

Smiths are omitted after 1400; cutlers, spurriers,

lorrimers and sadlers after 1500; masons ancl

stone-cutters after 1600; turners after 1700; and
bell-founders, gilders, contractors, clock-makers,

engineers, joiners, locksmiths and upholsterers

after 1800—a very liberal margin in many cases.

These dates mark broadly when sub-division of

labour had deprived these crafts of their artistic

qualities. Happily for the abbe Paul Brune,

Franche-Comte is barren of the greater arts, for

the space required by its best-known painters, the

three moderns, Courbet, ]ean-Baptiste Isabey, and
Theodore Rousseau, alone amounts to nearly 19

very closely printed pages. But Franche-comtois

families are very fertile in artistic craftsmen; the

Loisy produced in four generations seventeen gold-

smiths and engravers and one painter, and the De-
vosgesnearlyasmanyminorplasticartistsof various

sorts in wood and stone. The second work (b) is

interesting apart from its utility—because it is the

result of a rare combination of technical skill with

the historic sense. It is based on the manuscripts

of Henri Vial, an active craftsman, elaborated by

generous associates and successors. We have

lingered over these solid volumes, for the assiduous

labour of the compilers and the munificence
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of the founder of the BibHotheque d'Ait et

d'Archeologie which renders their pubhcation

possible, deserve still more detailed recognition.

—

(2)Mr. Graves's industry and activity are inexhaust-

ible. It was only the other day that we received

his "Index to Waagen's Treasures of Art", and
already we have before us a further instalment of

his work in an index to loan exhibitions during

the century 1813-1912. Possibly this will prove

one of the most interesting publications of this

invaluable series, and students, directors of

galleries, organisers of exhibitions, and most of

all, picture-dealers will highly appreciate the

industry of Mr. Algernon Graves. Some interest-

ing details can be discovered at a first glance. The
paintings by, or attributed to, Gainsborough,

which have been lent to exhibitions during this

period, occupy no less than 33 pages of this volume,

and we must expect those by Sir Joshua Reynolds

to be as numerous, or more so, in the volume
which is yet to come. Many paintings are, of

coursej'entered more than once. As the Inde.x

includes the private exhibitions at the Burlington

Fine Arts Club, certain English painters, such as

Robert Brough and C. W. Furse, occupy by
accident a larger space than many noted old

masters. This index will afford an amusing
and interesting occupation for those who are

curious enough to follow the progress of some
well-known painting throughout the century in

question. The amusement will in some cases

be tempered by the distressful thought that so

many valuable paintings should have passed to

foreign countries. It would be ungracious to look

for misprints or casual errors in a compilation of

this sort. The very few which we have noticed

on first perusal are obvious and unimportant.

(3) The publisher claims that Mme. Errera's

Repertoire is an indispensable work of reference

to all collectors, artists and amateurs of the arts,

and his claim is justified. The book is in

tabular form and contains the names of more
than 30,000 artists from the earliest times

down to 1882. Painters still living at that date

are not included. The record is arranged alpha-

betically, and opposite each name are given the

dates of the artist's birth and death, his country,

the period of his artistic activity, and—most im-

portant of all—bibliographical references to which
the inquirer may turn for further information.

The bibliography is set out in full at the beginning

of the book. It contains not only the more im-

portant definitive histories and dictionaries of Art

from the various countries, but also numerous
museum catalogues, art reviews and many other

lesser publications. Printed on thin paper and
conveniently arranged the volume is, for all the

bulk of its matter, a neat and attractive one, and
light to handle. As to the accuracy of the book,

we have tested it severely on several occasions,
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and Mme. Errera has scarcely ever failed us. We
should like, in conclusion, both to congratulate
her, and confidently to recommend her book.

—

(4) Although the above volume bears the publish-
ing date of 191 1, the Hon. Sec. of the Museums
Association who sent it to us recently assures us
that the information contained in it is up-to-date.

A concise account under common tabulated
headings is given of every museum included
in the book. Under these headings one may
learn, for instance, the details of management and
expenditure, times and terms of admission, the
nature of the collection, the exhibition space and
dimensions of the rooms, besides many other
items of information : and the tabulated headings
are applied as fully as possible to each individual
case. In addition to the museums of Great Britain
and Ireland (both national and provincial) a con-
siderable number of Indian and Colonial Institu-

tions is included. To all who have to do with
museums or are interested in them this book
should prove a most useful work of reference.

—

(5) Unfortunately few foreigners know Dutch, but
Mr. Elias Voet's monograph on the craft of the
Amsterdam Gold and Silver Smiths is set out in

such a clear and practical manner that want of
acquaintance with the language will be of little

hindrance, and the work will prove of considerable
utility to the collector and student desirous of
identifying examples from the workshops of this

centre. With commendable restraint the author
avoids elaborate descriptions of the works them-
selves, and after a brief introduction sets before us
a very complete list of the craftsmen who worked in

Amsterdam. He gives us the letters of the alphabet
in their variously shaped shields that formed the
date letters of the different years, and a lengthy list

of the house marks themselves. The illustrations of
these marks, which are reproduced from the marks
themselves, are not always as distinct as one would
wish, but, when taken in conjunction with the
alphabets, they should be of great service in identify-
ing the age and makers of plate coming from
Amsterdam workshops. He also informs us where
the examples he mentions are to be found, whether
in museums, churches, or in the possession of
guilds or private individuals. The system of
marking with a letter of the alphabet in variously
shaped shields, the maker's mark, and a town
mark, seems to have been almost identical with that
in use in our own country, and to have continued
up till the beginning of the 19th century, when the
marks were changed in conformity to those in use by
the PVench, under whose sway the Low Countries
were at that period. Judging from the number of
masters known to have worked in Amsterdam, this
town must have been a very formidable rival to
such centres of the silversmiths' industry as
Augsburg and Nuremburg, whose products were
so highly esteemed in the i6lh, 17th, and i8th
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centuries. The book concludes with a carefully

compiled list of owners and an index divided
under alphabetical and subject headings.— (6) The
importance of printing in full the registers of the

various painters' guilds in the Netherlands and else-

where can hardly be over-estimated. The facts there

recorded are the bricks and mortar of art history.

The guilds of painters were inclusive of many allied

trades— gold-beaters, glaziers, colour -grinders,

vellum-makers, mirror-makers, even saddlers —
and the Painters' Guild at Bruges was no exception

to this rule. As the registers of this guild only begin
in 1453 some of the most interesting records of

the guild before this date have not been preserved.

As it is, we have important facts about well-known
artists—Gerard David, Hans Memlinc, Petrus
Cristus, Adrian Iseribrandt, the Claeissens family,

Jan Provost, Lancelot Blondeel, Egbert and Marcus
Gheeraedts, Ambrosius Benson and others, which
have for the most part been already published by
Mr. W. H. J. Weale, and need not be extracted here.

(7) A foreigner can scarcely gauge the merits of a

popular handbook. Dr. Schubring's justifies itself

by the early necessity for a new edition. One
thing is certain ; no introduction to the history of

art would have run out of print within four years
in all the English-speaking countries put together.

To foreigners by far the best and most useful

section of the book is the short list of art terms.

Dr. Schubring defines the terms precisely, and if

we sometimes use the list inversely, we may learn

many peculiar German terms, which are not given
even in large German bi-lingual dictionaries. The
historical tables, also, are useful for reference, and
the isolated events which serve to mark time are

well selected. To the studious Gemeiite the mytho-
logical section may act as a convenient memo-
randum, but if it were written in English it

would find few memories to revive, except
perhaps in studious Scotland. Regarding the book
generally, excellent as its objective is, its basis of

selection is uncertain, particularly in the hagio-

iogical sections. When Dr. Schubring tabulates
" Monchskutten " (p. 60) he is particularly vague,
and generally misleading ;

" White, black and grey
with all their trumpery" is a correcter description
if it is not so minute. In fact, it must be con-
fessed that, in unbending to elementary instruction,

Dr. Schubring somewhat declines.—(8) A young
Welsh minister who seems to like pictures asks for

a notice of his book. He has industriously collected
many names of artists who have some remote con-
nexion with Wales, but there never has been a
Welsh school of any art and there are no signs

that there ever will be ; for—to take contemporary
instances—Burne-Jones, Mr. Havard Thomas,
Mr, Augustus and Mr. Goscombe John have no
common Welshness beyond their patronymics.
But Mr. Rees carries nationalism to excess when
he tells us under "Inigo Jones";—"Beaufort

House, Chelsea, the home of Sir Thomas More,
was designed by him". Inigo Jones may have
designed a certain house on the site once occupied
by More's, and More might have employed an
architect with a Welsh patronymic, if another
good Welshman had not cut off his head 38 years

before the architect was born.— (9) Like other

works of reference the fifth volume of " Art Prices

Current" shows considerable increase in bulk, the

volume for 1911-12 consisting of nearly 900 pages.

The well-arranged indexes make the book an easy
one for the collector or dealer to use if informa-
tion is required as to the market value of pictures,

drawings, engravings or etchings.

CATALOGUES OF PERMANENT PUBLIC
COLLECTIONS
(i) The Wallace Collectiont. Catalogue, Pictures and

Drawings with Historic.il Notes, Short Lives of the
Painters, and 266 illustrations. H.M. Stationery Office,

1913. 13th ed. IS. [326 pp.]
(2) Victoria and Albert Museum Catalogues. English

Ecclesiastical Embroideries of the 13th to the i6th century,
with 33 illustrations. H.M. Stationery Office, 1913. is.

(3) MusEE ROYAL DES Beaux-Arts d'Anvers. Catalogue
descriptif. I. Maitres anciens. Redige et public par ordre
du CoxsEiL D'AoMixisTR.iTioN' par Pol de Moxt, Con-
servateur. 2« edit, revue et completee. Jan Boucherij,
Rue Houblonnlere 22, Anvers, 1911.

(4) MustiE National de Stockholm. Notice descriptive des
Tableaux, par Georg Gothe. i= parlie. Maitres
etrangers (non Scandinaves), 3™° ed. igio. Imp. Ivar
Haeggstroii's A. B. [407 pp., 20 illus.]

(5) The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Cata-
logue of Romanesque, Gothic, and Renaissance Sculpture.
New York. 1913. [268 pp., 76 illus.]

(i) Mr. D. S. MacCoU, the Keeper of the
Wallace Collection, has re-modelled the catalogue
of the pictures and drawings in his charge, and
the new edition is a compact volume. A sketch
of the origin and growth of the collection is

followed by short biographies of the persons most
concerned in its development; the first, second,
third and fourth Marquises of Hertford, Sir

Richard and Lady Wallace, and Sir John Murray
Scott; and a large amount of information has
been added to the notes on the pictures which
err, if at all, on the side of fulness. However, the

notes are always interesting and sometimes of

great value. Many of them are derived from
sources of information outside the ordinary books
of reference; and these sources include a number
of letters concerning the purchase of pictures

written by the fourth Lord Hertford to his agent,

Mr. Mawson. A note on the famous portrait of

Mrs. Robinson by Gainsborough is particularly

valuable. Hitherto, as students of Gainsborough's
work are aware, it has been impossible to say for

certain that the portrait represented Mrs. Robin-
son, whose name has been attached to it by
modern experts, but the sitter is now identified

beyond all doubt by an entry discovered by
Mr. Lionel Cust in one of the day-books of old

Carlton House, The new catalogue bears
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evidence of most careful compilation, and in a

glance through its pages no errors have caught
the eye of the present reviewer except an obvious
misprint on page 7. But excellent as it is the
Wallace catalogue is capable of improvement in

one direction. A volume as scholarly as this is not
only a guidebook but a work of reference, and as

a work of reference to be consulted away from
the gallery it is essential that it should contain
a description, however brief, of every picture
which is not placed before the eyes in illustration.

(2) This new catalogue is an important addition
to the valuable store of information relating to the
national treasures in the Victoria and Albert
Museum. No ancient English work is more in-

teresting than embroidery, nor should claim more
attention, if only for its historical value. The
acknowledged authenticity (cf. Prof. G. Baldwin
Brown's and Mrs. A. H. Christie's recent article

in The Binliiigton Magazine) of the stole and
maniple of S. Cuthbert, made about 905, by
order of Queen ^Iflred for Fridestan, Bishop of
Winchester, is the most important fact relating to
the subject. Considering the beautiful and stately

Byzantine type of the figures and the extreme
excellence of the work technically, one would
otherwise have doubted the existence of such vest-

ments in Anglo-Saxon times. Later in date are
some beautiful fragments preserved at Worcester
and Canterbury, but until the middle of the 13th
century no complete specimens occur. The cele-
brated Syon Cope of this period has no rival either
for historical interest or for its wonderful state of
preservation. From the middle of the 14th cen-
tury onwards there is a distinct decline both in
quality and quantity. No longer is there the same
accuracy in giving to each saintly figure the proper
emblems and the full name in Lombardic charac-
ters, nor do we find the same careful rendering of
the architectural detail and animal life, in the
last of which the early workers took so much
pleasure. The heraldic devices of the Syon Cope
and other old Catholic vestments are carefully
explained, and this handbook with its admirable
illustrations is indispensable to the student either
of history or needlecraft.

(3) We congratulate M. Pol de Mont and the
Conseil d'Administration on having produced
in their revised and completed edition a truly
admirable catalogue, all the more so because
an appreciative public and a splendid collection
have enabled them to dispense with illus-
tration of the pictures. They include instead
a fair number of facsimiles of signatures, mono-
grams and insignia of all kinds, indecipherable
except with a strong glass in a favourable light
and particularly useful for reference. On pp. 190
and 194, for instance are reproductions of devices
occurring as decorative incidents in pictures,
which easily escape notice and are important notes
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in the process of research. This is a highly
intelligent form of illustration which we wish were
more general. But we regret to observe a slight

tendency on the part of the compilers—though we
hope a decreasing one—to accept undigested
evidence in ascription offered without sufficient

authority. As we have pointed out before, all un-
signed remarks in periodical publications should
be excluded from the catalogues of public collec-

tions.

(4) Among the galleries of minor importance
which have gradually been pushing their way
towards more extended recognition is that of the
National Gallery of Sweden in the Musee National at

Stockholm. Composed as a nucleus of the private

collections formed by members of the House of,

Vasa, especially the Queens Ulrica Eleanora.
Hedvig Eleanora, and Louise Ulrica, it is not sur
prising to find that the bulk of the collection
consists of small portraits of Dutch masters with a
few North German artists. The official catalogue,
however, published three years ago by Herr G.
Gothe, shows that the Stockholm collection must be
taken seriously into consideration by the student.
No less than eight paintings by Rembrandt are to
be found here, including the famous Claudius
Civilis exhorting the Batavians to resist the Romans.
The catalogue itself is satisfactory in every way.

(5) This catalogue has evidently been prepared
with the utmost care. The sculptures have been
arranged according to their different countries,

with sub-division according to periods in every
case. But it is not only in the main arrangement
that evidences of conscientious workmanship are
to be seen, for the volume contains in addition no
less than three indices—the first of the sculptors,

the second of the material in which the sculptures
are executed, the third of the subjects and persons
represented. An index is a most valuable adjunct
to a catalogue, and this particular catalogue is so
well equipped that it should be possible for an
investigator to discover readily what he is seeking,
however slight or incomplete may be the know-
ledge with which he commences the task. The
catalogue is illustrated and printed on excellent
paper, and the illustrations seem in most cases to

be properly placed immediately against their

descriptive text. This is an important point which
compilers of catalogues are apt to overlook.
But it is surely unnecessary to give elaborate
verbal descriptions of those particulars which are
already much more adequately described by being
placed before the eye in illustration. Thus it is

quite unnecessary to say of No. 87 that the subject
has short curly hair and moustache, that his head
is turned to the right, or that his doublet is

l^Littoned down the front. The picture stares one
in the face, and all these things are therefore
perfectly obvious. To reiterate them on paper is

merely waste of space.
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Ancient Russian Art in Moscow.—Xo phase

of Russian Art is more characteristic and essen-

tially national than icon-painting, but it is an art

which has ceased to grow. For these and kindred

reasons few fine examples have found their way
to Western Europe. In Russia itself the collector

of icons has hitherto been actuated by a taste

for antiquities or by religious sentiment rather

than artistic feeling. The recent Exhibition of

Ancient Russian Art in Moscow (upon which a

sketch by M, Lykiardopoulos has already appeared

in these pages, Vol. xxill, p. 94) emphasized this

fact ; it also served to demonstrate that to-day the

icons of the best periods arouse an interest that is

not only religious and antiquarian ; they also

appeal to that universal sense of beauty which

creates a bond between the most opposed and
mutually enigmatic temperaments. The descrip-

tive catalogue written by M. Mouratoff (of the

Rumyantsovsky Museum) and N. M. Chtchekotoff

as a guide to the collection of icons at the Moscow
Exhibition, is a valuable aid to the full appreciation

of their decorative charm and mystic symbolism.

M. Mouratoff's intimate knowledge of his subject

enables him to throw light on various obscure

details, and to explain certain changes of treatment,

each of which has its significance. Thus, he points

out that the so-called "Alexandrian landscape"

which appears in the backgrounds of the great

Byzantine masters—the architectural setting of

porticoes, towers, atriums open to the sky, and
miniature mountains with shelving declivities

like buttresses—was gradually abandoned by the

Slavonic painters, as in process of time they

made the art of the Byzantine and the Greek
their own. In place of the column or conven-

tionalized tree and " monumental " cone, a flat

groundwork against which the figures were boldly

silhouetted became a distinguishing and perma-
nent feature of the Russian icon. Among the

illustrations to the catalogue is a 14th-century

example, Greco-Byzantine in style, which is typical

of the period when the fresco and the icon were
closely related, both as to subject and composi-
tion, and were executed by one and the same artist.

The patron-saints of horses, Flore and Laure, are

placed on either side of a winged figure into whose
hands they appear to have given the bridle reins

of a black and a white horse stationed beneath
their feet in prancing positions. The horses are

treated in a flat, conventional way, having as back-
ground the rocky pedestal of the central figure.

The lower part of the icon is occupied by a caval-

cade in which the horses are similarly conventional

and decorative, while the attitudes of the riders are

naturalistic and vigorous. The transition of the

Greco-Byzantine manner into a breadth and sim-

plicity more sympathetic to the Slav is observable

in TIic Lord's Supper {i^th century), in which the

surface of the table is used to throw into strong

relief a group of people seated on the floor, while

an architectural ilixor is used for the figures in the

upper portion of the icon. There is often a com-
bination of naif realism and symbolism, as iri a

representation of the execution of John the Baptist.

The saint's head, bent in anticipation of the death-

blow, is reflected in the "charger" placed to receive

it. At the root of a small tree in the foreground an

axe is significantly laid. Among the earliest icons

in the collection was a Holy Virgin and Child

ascribed to an artist of the 13th century. In

M. Mouratoff's opinion, however, this fine relic of

the great primitive School of Novgorod may be

more correctly attributed to the 12th century,

which preceded a dark age of internecine strife

and social anarchy. This is, no doubt, a point

upon which connoisseurs will agree to differ, but

there can be no dispute regarding the artistic

quality of the work itself, nor can we easily over-

rate the value of an exhibition which has brought

to light so many treasures of ancient art, treasures

that have long lain perdu in the great houses

and monasteries of Russia, where they were

effectually concealed by dirt and discoloured oil

upon their surfaces, or worse still, by ignorant
" restorations." C H. W.

Restorations at Chester Cathedral.—
As is well known, the red sandstone of Chester,

picturesque though its effect may be, is almost as

perishable as the local Headington stone of

Oxford buildings. The consequence is, that the

visitor to Chester, vauntingly described in guide-

books as the most perfect mediaeval city in

England, meets with sad disillusionment when he

comes to inspect the city as it is to-day, only to

realise how much re-building and renovating its

formerly valuable structures have sustained. Mr.

J. W. Grundy, of Manchester, has issued a series

of good photographs, taken by him on the 27th

August, to illustrate the roofless ruin that was

once the monastic refectory of Chester. This

building is in a deplorable state, and the Dean and
Canons apprehend that unless its restoration be

speedily taken in hand the whole structure may
be irretrievably lost. At the same time a distinction

ought to be made between necessary repairs and
unnecessary reconstructions. Among the latter

must certainly be classed the projected work of

the refectory's east window, which is now occupied

with brick, nothing surviving of the original but

the framework of its depressed two-centred arch.

This it is proposed to fill with tracery from the

design of Mr. Gilbert Scott. But the old tracery

having entirely perished, it can only be of the most

questionable advantage to replace it by modern
work of a pattern which must of necessity be

merely conjectural. This preliminary stricture is
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not intended to underrate the importance of the

really useful work of reparation now being

carried on in other parts of the building, such

as the strengthening of the feeble foundations.

Thus, under the north-east front the loose stones

and earth of which the substructure was com-
posed are being carefully removed, and a solid

foundation of concrete being laid in their place.

Work of this kind, though not demonstrative,

must commend itself to everyone who has at

heart the preservation of the ancient monuments
of our country. The next task after securing the

foundations must be to furnish a plain, waterproof
roof over the building, as a means of preserving

the ancient ornaments which remain from further

damage by exposure to the weather, e.g., the fine

Norman doorway leading into the cloister, and
the sculptured corbels of the refectory. This done,
it would be well to sweep away the disfigurements
introduced in Dean Cotton's time, e.g., a brick

partition cutting off part of the area of the

refectory to provide a passage way. In the

progress of the present works some beautiful and
ancient features, long concealed, have already
been brought to light. Some 600 tons of earth

and stone have been removed from the cloister,

and the brickwork and other encumbrances
cleared away from an arcade constructed in the
14th century to light the steps leading to the
pulpit where the reading at meal-times in the
refectory was wont to take place. The arcade
comprises five arched lights, cusped and feathered,

which have now been made good in laccordance
with the surviving details of the original design. It

should be mentioned that the work is in the hands
of Messrs. Thompson, of Peterborough.

A. V.

The Municipal Gallery of Modern Art,
Dublin.—Sir Hugh Lane has exercised com-
mendable restraint in his dealings with the
Corporation of Dublin, but even his patience
is not unlimited, and the unfortunate reception
of his generous offer to the Municipal Gallery
of Modern Art will probably cost the city
a collection of pictures of exceptional interest and
value. To explain the present position of things
in Dublin it is necessary to go back to 1904,
when a collection of pictures by Irish painters
was seen for the first time in London. These
pictures had been brought together for the
exhibition at St. Louis, but that idea was
abandoned and by arrangement with the Cor-
poration of London the collection was exhibited
in the galleries at the Guildhall. The attention
given to the pictures in London was flattering to
Irish artists, but Sir Hugh Lane, by whom the
exhibition was organized, took the opportunity to
point out how much Irish art-students were

5.6

handicapped in their own country. " There is not ",

he said, " in Ireland one single accessible collection

or masterpiece of modern contemporary art . . .

our students are expected to work without ever
seeing or being stimulated by the sight of a Corot,

a Watts, a Whistler or a Sargent ". However,
Sir Hugh and some of those who sympathized
with him had already made plans for establishing

in Dublin a gallery in which pictures by eminent
modern painters of Irish and foreign birth could be
exhibited permanently, and a number of artists.

Whistler among them, had promised to contribute

examples of their work. In 1905 the Corporation
of Dublin voted £zf)0 a year for the maintenance
of a Municipal Gallery of Modern Art, which was
opened two or three years later at Clonmell House,
an old Georgian mansion in Harcourt Street.

About 160 works were shown at Clonmell House,
a large proportion of which were given by Sir Hugh,
who consented to act as Honorary Director of the
gallery. But the rooms in which the pictures

were hung were unfit for exhibition purposes, and
this was painfully evident to the Honorary
Director, who in addition to his original gift had
placed temporarily in Clonmell House a number of
other works, chiefly by modern foreign artists ofgreat
eminence. All these additional pictures, collec-

tively valued at between ^£60,000 and ;^7o,ooo, he
offered to present to the Corporation on condition

that a gallery should be built in which everything
could be exhibited in favourable conditions. It

was a very generous offer and it seems incredible

that there should have been any difficulties about
its acceptance, but there have been difficulties, and
of so serious a nature that Sir Hugh has been
compelled to withdraw his offer—it is to be feared

finally. Most of the trouble has been connected with
the question of a site for the gallery. The estimated
cost of the building was ;^'45,ooo, of which the

Corporation was to find ;^22,ooo and the balance was
to be raised by public subscription. A large sum
had already been promised and there seems to be
little doubt that the remainder would have been
forthcoming if an agreement had been come to

about the position of the building. Several sites

were proposed and discussed, and it was at length

settled — or apparently settled— that a bridge-

gallery should be built across the Liffey at a point

agreed upon. Mr. Edwin Lutyens, A.R.A., the

architect chosen by Sir Hugh to carry out the work,

came from London to inspect the site and made a

promising sketch of the bridge-gallery, which in his

hands would no doubt have become a very fine build-

ing. The Corporation agreed to the bridge-site in

the spring, but many influences have since been
brought to bear upon it, and after incessant postpone-
ments Sir Hugh was compelled to announce in July
that if the matter were not settled in si.x weeks his

offer would lapse. A special meeting of the

Corporation was held in September, at which the
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motion in favour of the bridge-site, agreed to on
the 17th of March, was definitely rescinded. The
consequence is that Sir Hugh Lane has now had
the group of his French pictures removed to

London. He has lent his continental pictures of
other schools to Belfast, now awakened so far

as to have voted ;^75,ooo for an Art Gallery on
a fine site, with a considerable further sum for

the maintenance of the pictures. Thus Dublin
bids fair to have thrown away definitely a most
desirable gift which Paris, Berlin or New York
would have accepted gratefully.

W. T. W.

The Layard Collection.—A year has now
elapsed since the lamented death of Lady Layard,
owing to which the valuable collection of Italian

pictures formed by the late Sir Austen Henry
Layard became by his bequest the property of
the Trustees of the National Gallery. In conse-
quence of the various legal impediments offered

by the Italian Government to the removal of
valuable paintings from Italy, some question had
from time to time been raised as to the possible

difficulties in arranging for their transport. These
had been anticipated by Sir Henry Layard himself,

and by Lady Layard, who at the time of her death
was quite satisfied that all the necessary arrange-
ments had been made so that the Italian Govern-
ment could offer no opposition, except, perhaps, in

the case of one or two paintings of more recent
acquisition than the others. In these circum-
stances it seems difficult to understand why the
Trustees of the National Gallery were met by de-
liberate obstruction to the removal of the pictures.

Those who happen to be acquainted with the
quickly varying phases of Italian domestic politics

were not likely to be surprised that fresh obstacles
should be raised on the Italian side. In view,
however, of previous agreement or arrangement, it

seems strange that the Trustees of the National
Gallery should not have been able to insist upon
their rights. Nothing could be more unsatisfactory
than the present situation, or more humiliating to
ourselves. The pictures themselves have been
removed from the Ca Cappello, and from their

frames, and have been stored for safety in the Museo
Civico at Venice. An embargo has been laid upon
their removal by the Italian Government, although
there was no question outstanding with regard to
the bulk of the collection. A carelessly worded
passage in the will of Sir Henry Layard has
opened the door for family litigation, but here
again there seems no reason why the litigation

should not be carried on in this country, and why
it need have affected the removal of the pictures
to England, had it not been for a somewhat
maladroit attempt at compromise, which has
complicated the whole situation. It is surely
time now that something should be done, and

that pictures which belong to the British nation
should not remain in durance and unseen within
the Museo Civico.

Although occasional examples of the work of
Velazquez, El Greco and others have been seen
from time to time at the loan exhibitions held at
various galleries, no representative collection of
Spanish pictures has been seen in London since
the Guildhall exhibition of twelve years ago. That
exhibition attracted more visitors to the Guildhall
than any of its predecessors, and this should be a
good omen for the success of the exhibition of
Spanish Old Masters which is to be opened immedi-
ately at the Grafton Galleries, From an artistic

standpoint it is of the first importance, and it

deserves the widest popular support, because the
National Gallery (through the National Art Collec-
tions Fund) and the Sociedad de Amigos del Arte
Espanolaof Madrid will both benefit by its proceeds.
The two hundred pictures at the Grafton Galleries
include five lent by the King from the Belgian
Room at Buckingham Palace, and eight from the
Duke of Wellington's collection at Apsley House.
Sir Frederick Cook lends more than twenty
canvases, and numbers of interesting works new to
London have been contributed by Spanish collec-
tors. The exhibition will remain open until the
end of January.

All lovers of English painting will regret to hear
that Messrs. George H. and Frederick H. Shepherd
are retiring from business. The necessities and
interests of business do not by any means always
coincide with those of the art historian. Ignorance
of the names and works of minor painters may even
give an air of confidence to some high-sounding
attribution, but at Messrs. Shepherd's gallery the
advantages of ignorance were never called in aid.

On the contrary, they addressed themselves with
admirable zeal to discovering the truth about
18th-century and 19th-century British art, and
were instrumental in rescuing from oblivion many
of the minor artists whose work habitually passed
under a few well-known names. All students owe
a debt of gratitude to their endeavours, and will

recall the unfailing courtesy with which the
Messrs. Shepherd shared the fruits of their labours
with anyone who showed genuine interest in the
subject. Indeed, students who frequented their

annual exhibitions must have often been aware
that a discussion about the authenticity of an
attribution or an attempt to name the original of a
portrait presented more attraction to the brothers
Shepherd than the appearance of a possible client.

Such a spirit is rare in commerce, and deserves
more recognition than it generally receives. Mr.
George and Mr. Frederick Shepherd will carry
with them into their retirement the good wishes
and the sincere gratitude of many amateurs.
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[Erratum.—The BiirUugton Magazine, Vol.

XXIII, p. 323, line 29 (September, 1913), /or "the
late Senor Beruete y Moret " read " Sefior Don
Aureliano de Beruete y Moret". Seiior Aureliano

de Beruete y Moret, to whom we offer our
apologies, the author of " The School of Madrid ",

is the son of the eminent critic, Aureliano de
Eeruete.—Ed.]

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF SALES IN
OCTOBER
Helbixg of Munich, in concert with A. Ram-

BALDi of Bologna, will sell at the Palazzo Balbi,

Canal Grande, Venice, from 30 September to

4 October, Comm. M. Guggenheim's large collec-

tion of antiques, with the exception of his Venetian
laces and textiles and the models used in manu-
facture, which he has presented respectively to the

Museo Civico, the Raccolta Correr, and the Royal
School of Applied Art in Venice. The sales every

day seem to begin with hardware such as ceramics,

works in metal, stone and wood, and end with

pictorial objects ranging from pictures to manu-
scripts. Carved Italian frames, of which there are

a great many, are to be sold on 30 September and

2, 3 and 4 October, furniture on i, 2 and 3 October,

and textiles on i and 3 October. From 56 pages

of notably excellent collotype illustration, variety

seems to be a feature of the collection, and the minor
arts seem to be better represented than the major,

Helbing of Munich will sell in his auction-rooms,

15 Wagmullerstr., on 7 October, a collection of

Swiss and South German window-glass, isolated

subjects generally of small size, some of which
came from Lord Sudeley's collection sold in 1911.

To judge from the catalogue, which is liberally

illustrated, there are many interesting pieces, mostly

heraldic, but also some figure subjects, among
which may be noticed four early 14th-century

fragments of French glass (No, 94-98) supposed to

have originally come from the abbey of S. Denis,

and a large early 16th-century fragment, Christ

among the Doctors (No. iii), of which the colour is

highly praised by Dr. Georg Lill, who writes an
introduction to the catalogue. The i6th century at

earliest is the period of the majority of the pieces.

A scene from the life of the hermit S. Ceroid

(No. 99) may be noticed for its naturalistic treat-

ment and successful design. A good proportion

of the Swiss glass is signed by well-known glass

artists such as J. and Ch. Murer, H. H. Engelhart,

H. J. Niischeler I & 11, and H. U. Jegli.—On the

same and two following days (7-9 October) Helbing
will also sell two collections of various antiquities,

the late Herr M. Pickert'sof Nuremberg, and Herr
Stapelberg's of Odessa, comprising especially

weapons from all over Europe and the East, Far
and Near, with ceramics, metal-work, jewellery,

wood-carving and a few pictures. There is an

expressive polychrome wooden figure of S. Barbara
(No. 270), c. 1500, apparently French, and two
interesting Lower Rhine marriage-panels (No. 381,

382), " of the first half of the i6th century ".

In addition to the two larger collections is an annex
mainly consisting of Frankenthaler porcelain.

HiERSEMAXN, the well-known antiquarian book-
seller of Leipzig (Konigstr. 29) will sell at his own
auction rooms, on 13 and 14 October, a large and
important collection of Napoleonic relics, formed
by Herr H. Buhrig of Leipzig. The collection

includes autographs, books, portraits, arms and
accoutrements, caricatures, plaquettes, busts, medals,

the ornaments called " Gold gab ich fiir Eisen ",

tobacco-boxes, pipes, porcelain, stoneware, curio-

sities, souvenirs—in fact, an immense number of

objects primarily of historic and antiquarian rather

than of artistic interest. The numerous and crowded
plates of the catalogue should attract collectors, who
will also find the full index of the places and persons

with which the objects are connected very useful.

Lepke of Berlin (Potsdamerstr. 122 a-b), begins

on 7 October a two days' sale of the collections of

Herr C. Chr. E. Meyer, Bremen, and of a certain

Graf R . . ., both apparently best supplied with
ceramics. Herr Meyer's includes also carvings and
objets d'art (i6th-i8th century), and is illustrated in

the catalogue by 18 pages reproduced in half-tone.

GrafR.'s includes German and foreign oils and water

colours, miniatures, coins and documents (17th

—

mid-igth century), costumes (iSth century). Empire
and Louis Seize furniture, works in metal, small

antiquities and prehistoric objects, and is illustrated

by 46 pages reproduced in collotype. The lots of

the two sales number 1,200, and the illustrated pages

are well filled and clearly printed. Herr Meyer's
Byzantine processional crucifix (No. 89, Taf. 16),

Limoges plaquettes. The Deposition (No. 90,

Taf 12) and The Mass of S. Gregory (No. 91,

Taf. 11), and Graf. R.'s I7th-i8th century Chinese
porcelain, illustrated and numbered in Tafeln 33-36,
with his Meissen porcelain (Taf, 37 and 39, No. 835),

attract the eye in the catalogue for diverse reasons.

Lepke will also sell on 4 November the maiolica

collection of Herr Adolf Von Beckerath. The
catalogue contains some 400 items, a large propor-

tion of which is illustrated in the 89 plates and the

woodcuts. The collection is widely known for its

high quality and general interest, but its chief

feature is the astonishing series of quattrocento

wares, no fewer than 162 pieces representing the

potteries of Florence, Faenza, Rome and Orvieto.

About the same number illustrate the cinquecento
art, but even here the preference for the earlier

types of decoration is conspicuous. It is without
doubt the most important collection of the kind
which has appeared in the sale-room, and the cata-

logue carefully prepared by Dr. von Falke, with
full descriptions, marks, and excellent illustrations,

is a scientific work of permanent value.
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FRENCH PERIODICALS
Gazettes des Beaux Arts. May, 1913.—M. Saunier writes

on the loan exhibition of the works of Louis David and his school

in the Petit Palais. Under the title "Influence seculaire de

I'Art Flamand sur I'Art Frani;ais ", M. Verhaeren dwells

upon the influence of Flemish art upon French painters

from the 14th to the middle of the 19th century, an influence,

he considers, which had a more salutary and lasting effect

upon French art than that of Italian Masters. M. Ja.mot

concludes his article on the theatre of the Champs Elysees, and

gives an account of the decorative paintings there by M. Maurice

Denis.

June.—In an article entitled " Leonard de Vinci Architecte du

Chateau de Chambord" MM. Marcel Reymon'd and Chari.es

Marcel-Reymond set forth their conviction that the original

design for this Chateau was due to Leonardo, though his project

was later modified by French architects. The recent publication

of three drawings and a plan of the building as originally pro-

jected (from F61ibien's MS., 1681) first directed the attention of

the writers to the question. The analogy between these drawings

and Leonardo's architectural sketches is striking, but they differ

widely from the work of French architects of that date.

Leonardo's greatness as an architect has been underestimated ;

the writers argue that his drawings of buildings with their

symmetrical plan of construction, his connexion with Louis XII

(to whom he submitted architectural projects which were highly

approved as early as 1506) and Francis I, together with other

facts which they bring forward, tend to confirm their theory.

The reason of the modification by French architects of the

original plan is set forth, and the presence of the immense

central staircase, which found no place in the first design, is

explained. Though out of keeping with Leonardo's plan of

Chambord, it may have been inspired by some drawing of his

for a staircase, examples of which are met with in his MSS.
The writers here make a passing allusion to the staircase at Blois,

which they incline to ascribe to Leonardo, an attribution sug-

gested some years ago by an English writer. In conclusion, a

sketch of a castle by Leonardo is reproduced (Bibliotheque de

rinstitut, MS. K. f. 116 v.) on which the master has noted down
certain measurements and dimensions, which practically agree

with those at Chambord. Mr. Berenson devotes some pages

to the disparagement of Alvise Vivarini (an artist once unduly

exalted by him), and to the recantation of his former opinion

that the Sijuta Gimtina of the Bagatti-Valsecchi collection at

Milan was by Alvise ; he now ascribes it unconditionally to

Giovanni Bellini. The series of portraits usually grouped under

the name of Alvise Vivarini have been re-examined by the writer,

who admits that to his surprise he is still able to accept them as

the work of this painter.

July.—M. DE Mely, the well-known authority on the signa-

tures of early painters, publishes some pages from his forth-

coming volume on the subject. In this extract he deals with

miniatures in which he believes that he has discovered the

signature of Fouquet, more especially with the Coronation oj

Alc.vcvuia; acquired last year for the Louvre, and with a MS.

of the Bibliotheque Nationale, " Les Heures de Laval ". M.
Saunier writes on David's portrait of the Dying Marat in the

Brussels Museum, and on two copies of this work in France

—

at Versailles, and in a private collection. M. Maeterlinxk
writes on the Maitre de Flfemalle and the early school of Ghent,

a school which has hitherto attracted far less attention than

have the primitive schools of Bruges, Brussels and Antwerp.

He denies that the Maitre de F16malle belonged to the school

of Tournai, and would identify him with Nabur Martins, one of

the most striking personalities of the school of Ghent, who died

there in 1454. The writer reproduces a fresco by him at

Ghent (Vieille Boucherie), and among other reproductions

given is that of a triptych in the Cathedral of S. Bavon by a

Ghent master of the second half of the isth century. Mr.

Seymour de Ricci gives an account of the Loan Exhibition of

medieval and renaissance art, organized for the benefit of the

French Red Cross Society, in the old Hotel Sagan, by the

Marquise de Ganay in May-June last.

August,—M. Dorbec treats ol the influence of English paint-

ing on portraiture in France between the years 1750 and 1856 ;

and M. de Mandach of painting in Savoy in the 15th century.

Among works dealt with are the frescoes in the cloisters of the

Abbey of Abondance in Haute-Savoie, executed probably be-

tvireen 1480 and 1490. The writer suggests the name of

Nicholas Robert as the possible author of these frescoes,

which constitute one of the most valuable existing docu-

ments for the history of the art of Savoy.

September, — M, Lavedan writes on two isth-centary

Limoges enamel reliquaries in the church of Brienne-sur-

Aisne, not far from Rheims, which may be classed with the

reliquary of Ambazac, and with th.at in the collection of M,

Rupin—both important examples of this branch of art. The

writer has some interesting notes on the colour scheme

in early Limoges enamels. Other articles : on the evolution of

the garden, by M, du Bus ; on Pierre Le Gros II, and French

sculptors in Rome towards the close of the 17th century, by

Mdlle, Smouse ; and, by M, Berenson, on four Bellinesque

triptychs—produced before August, 1471, for the Church of the

Carita Venice. The history of these works was first eluci-

dated by Signer Paoletti, to whom the identification of the

component parts of these triptychs was also due. M, Rosen-

thal begins a paper on " La Genese du Realisme avant 1848.

La Revue de l'Art Ancien et Moderne, April, 1913-—

Under the title " Un mysterieux Dessinateur du dfebut du

xvie siecle", Comte Durrieu (in a first article) deals with

certain illuminated MSS., once the property of, or executed for,

Frani;ois de Rochechouart (Governor of Genoa under Louis

XII, and later in the service of Francis I, died 1530), treating

more particularly of two ;
" La Chronique de Monstrelet " and

"I'Histoire Universelle ", or, to give it its proper title, "I'Ethi-

quette des Temps," by Alexandre Sauvaige—really an Italian,

Alessandro Salvage, though he wrote in French. The copy

of the "Monstrelet" was made at Genoa in 1510 ;
" I'Elhi-

quette" must have been written there between 1510 and 1511.

The two MSS. are closely connected and are illustrated, not

with miniatures proper, but with pen drawings, washed with

bistre, sometimes heightened with gold, enlivened at times with

touches of colour, many of them being of admirable quality.

The history, vicissitudes and characteristics of both these

important MSS. are carefully studied. M. Gielly concludes

his articles on the Sienese Trecentisti, and treats of Simone

Martini and Lippo Memmi, quotes a description, from a MS.

at Avignon, of Simone's lost fresco of S. George at Avignon

(an account fuller than that by Valadier which is usually cited)

considers Lippo Memmi one of the best of the innumerable

minor painters of the school of Siena, and gives a long list of

works attributable to him. Fourth and last article by M.

RoDOCANACHi On " I'Histoire des Monuments de Rome
,
in

which he treats of the Coliseum, and traces its history, the suc-

cessive barbarous spoliations to which it was subjected from the

i6th century onwards— it was practically the quarry which

supplied the city with building material—and the strange uses

to which it was put at various epochs. M, Babelon proves

convincingly, I think, that the tomb of Doiia Juana of Portugal

(daughter of Charles V), in the convent of the " Descalzas

reales," at Madrid, is by the Milanese Jacopo da Trezzo and

not, as hitherto erroneously supposed, by Pompeo Leoni.

Jacopo, though principally known as a jeweller, medallist, and

engraver of gems at the Spanish Court, was also a sculptor

of repute, and the documents of 1574-1575 connecting him

with the monument, and the character of the work itself,

confirm M. Babelon's attribution. Round the neck of the

kneeling figure of Juana is suspended a medallion portrait

of Philip fl (not Charles V as other writers state), a repro-

duction by Jacopo of one of his own cameos, of which he

is known to have produced several with portraits of Philip.

Another example is that held by the Infanta Isabella Clara

Eugenia in her portrait by Llano in the Prado,

May.

—

Comte Durrieu concludes his article on the two MSS.

of the " Monstrelet " and " I'Ethiquette des Temps ". The author

of the paintings must, he considers, have been a Flemish or

Netherlandish artist, and not an Italian as hitherto assumed. In

the picture representing the siege of M.ms by the French under

Dunois (T. Ill of the "Monstrelet"), the letter G is seen on

the trappings of Dunois's horse. This might be the initial of

the artist, and the name of the Netherlandish miniaturist,

Godefroy le Batave, naturally suggested itself, but com-

parison has forced the writer to reject this and other-

hypotheses, and this mysterious artist of the early i6th

century can for the present be designated only " Le Maiire du
' Monstrelet ' de Rochechouart ". Other articles, on the exhibi-

tion of works by David and his pupils at the Petit Palais by M.

Rosenthal, and on the Steengracht G.allery at The Hague by M.

Dacier, which, as the last record of this magnificent collection

while still intact, written only a few days before its removal to

Paris and final dispersal, is of special interest. _

June.— M, Hallays writes on Andre le Notre, the third

£enten.-iry of whose birth was celebrated in March of this
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year, on which occasion a copy of his bust by Coysevox was
placed in the Tuileries Gardens. He was for many years in

the service of Louis XIV, and designed and laid out some of

the most beautiful gardens in France, though the writer deplores

that many of his works have been so much altered that litde

remains of his original design. Chantilly gives, on the whole

perhaps, the best idea of his art, which was remarkable, and
deserves to be more carefully studied. M. PiCHON has a

sympathetic note on the beautiful half-length of the Redeemer
by Giovanni Bellini acquired for the Louvre in 191 2. M.
Dacier discusses another great collection, then on the eve of

being broken up, that of Herr von Nemes, of Budapest, which,

after having been exhibited in Munich in 191 1 and subsequently

at Dusseldorf, was finally shown in Paris prior to its dispersal.

M. Calmettes has a first article entitled " Les Serre-bijoux de
Marie-Antoinette et de Marie-Josiphine de Savoie, Comtesse

de Provence", the first-named of which was presented to Marie
Antoinette by the city of Paris in 1787.

July.—M. Marcel Reymond writes on Bernini's equestrian

statue of Louis XIV, the sketch for which (in the collection of

the late M. Aynard), shows Bernini's original design for the

statue before it was transmogrified by Girardon. M. Guiffrey
deals with David's portrait of General Milhaud, which has been
presented to the Louvre by the Marchesa Arconati Visconti

;

and Mr. Spielmann, with a picture by Velazquez which he had
the good fortune to recognize and acquire in 1912, a work once
in the collection of Louis-Philippe, into which it passed from
that of Mr. Standish. The subsequent history of the picture,

which had been lost sight of for over half a century, is traced

by its present owner. M. de Mely suggests that the unknown
master known as " Le Maitre aux Banderoles ", may be identi-

cal with an artist who signs " Martinus opifex " in a MS.
German translation of the " History of Troy" (Vienna, Alber-

tina), the date of which must be earlier than 1437. An exhibi-

tion of 18th-century art at Bordeaux is chronicled by M. de
Cadillac, and M. Bertalx treats of the remarkable loan

exhibition of mediaeval and renaissance art held in May-June
last in the former Hotel Sagan, which had been generously

placed at the disposition of the organizing committee by
M. Sehgmann.

August.—M. Kleinclausz writes on a Virgin and Child in

the collection of the late M. Aynard which he designates " La
Vierge de Lyon ", and ascribes to Claus Sluter. The work
shows no connexion with Bu'-gimdian Madonnas of the I5:h

century, but in style belongs entirely to the close of the 14th,

and shows an intimate connexion with the most celebrated

of Burgundian Madonnas—the Virgin of the portal of the

Chartreuse de Champnol. Both display the influence of

Franco-Flemish sculpture, but in the Virgin of Lyon a Dutch
character is also apparent. Sluler, it is now known, was Dutch
by origin, and his training as a sculptor probably took place in

Holland. The writer identifies the Lyon Madonna as the one
executed by Sluter for the door of the Chateau de Germolies
(the property of Marguerite of Flanders, wife of Philippe le

Hardi) in the last years of the 14th century. M. Hourticq
continues his articles entitled " Promenades au Louvre ", deal-

ing here with Hyacinthe Kigaud and family portraits by this

artist. M. AvEZOU, a member of the French school at Athens,
gives an account of the work of the school at Deles, and of the

excavations carried out there between 1909 and 1912. M. de
Foville treats of the early work of Je.iii Varin, the medallist,

who occupied a prominent position at the French Court in

1630 and later.

September.—M. Petrucci treats of the Chinese painter Tchao
Mong-fou(i254-i322),adescend;uitof the Song, who on the over-

throw of this dynasty retired into private life but in 1 286 returned to

the Court of the Yuan, where he occupied a prominent position.

The writer characterizes his work and that of his school, taking

as his point of departure certain works which are regarded as

incontestably by Tchao Mong-fou. By his contemporaries he
was rightly regarded as a great master and as the founder of

a school. M. Petrucci, however, considers that in the main his

art derives from that of earlier masters—of Wang Wei and Han
Kan ; true to the traditions of ancient China, he was antagonistic

to the new art of the Yuan and in this respect must be designated
an archaist. M. Bertaux writes on the S. John Baptist of the

Martelli family, which has now been placed in the National
Museum at Florence. The writer draws attention to the rapid
popularity of this statue ; it was faithfully imitated by Benedetto
da Maiano in 148 1 and by other Florentine sculptors. A bas-
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relief by Desiderio da Settignano in the Musee Jacquemart-
Andre (reproduced in the forthcoming volume dedicated to

M. Lemonnier by friends and pupils at the Sorbonne) is also
founded upon Donatello's statue. M. Dacier identifies the
subject of a painting by Hubert Robert as the interior of

the " Thermes de Julien " one of the most ancient buildings
in Paris. The painting (Musee de Dijon) is catalogued as the
interior of an ancient temple, while the drawing for it (Musee
de Valence) is designated " Thermes de Julien a Rome ".

M. Dacier's identification is, however, proved by reference to

other representations of this subject. Concluding article by M.
Calmettes on " Les Serres-Bijout de Marie-Antoinette et de
Marie-Josephine de Savoie, Comtesse de Provence ". The cabinet
belonging to the last-named, a chef-d'ceuvre by Riesener, was
offered to Napoleon in 1809 as a gift for Marie-Louise, but was
rejected by him for one by Jacob Desmalter. Riesener's beautiful

work, eventually acquired by George IV, is now at Windsor. It is

there held to have been formerly the property of the Comte d'Artois,

but M. Calmettes shows conclusively that it was made for the

sister of the Comtesse d'Artois, Marie-Josephine de Savoie, who
in 1774 became Madame when her husband, the Comte de
Provence, succeeded Louis XVI in the title of Monsieur. First

article by M. Magne on the journey to France of Nicolas Poussin
in 1640. After much negotiation the painter, his brother Gaspard,
and other artists, were induced by the brothers Chantelou (who
had been sent for this purpose on a special mission to Italy by
Sublet de Noyers, Secretary of State and Inspector of Buildings to

Louis XIII) to quit Rome for France. Under the title " L'Ephebe
de Sutri", M. MoRLW'i reproduces with a short note the impor-
tant bronze statue discovered by a peasantatCrognano, near Sutri,

and acquired by the Italian Government for the National Museum
in Rome.
Revue de l'Art Chretien, March-April, 1913,

—

Comte
DURRIEU writes on the MS, recently bequeathed to the Musie
Jacquemart-.Xndre, and known as 'Les Heures du Marcchal de
Boucicaut ", executed between 1396 and i4i6for Jean le Meingre,
second Marechal de Boucicaut, w.io was taken prisoner at the
battle of Agincourt and died in cap ivity in England in 1421 . In

this first article the writer gives a f jII account of the history and
pedigree of this important MS, M. de Liphardt, in "La
Collection Paul Stroganow au Musee de I'Ermitage ", reproduces
some interesting pictures, among them the Deposition by Cima,
which came originally from the Carmelite Monastery at Venice,
and appears to be the picture from which Sebastiano del Piombo
composed his Pieta in the Layard collection, and the charming
tondo of The Adoration 0/ the Infant Saviour for which the
writer upholds the old and obviously untenable attribution to

Filippino Lippi. A half-length of Christ bearing the Cross,

ascribed with Venturi to Maineri, is one of many versions ; the
original, we believe, by Solario(?) is in a private collection in

England. A footnote contains the surprising assertion that the
much-discussed portrait of Alberto Pio da Carpi in the Mond
collection is " un Bartolomeo Veneto des plus evidents ", L'Abbe
AuRiOL writes exhaustively on the vault of the Church of S.

Cecilia at Albi and the iconographical tradition. The frescoes
were executed by Italian artists for Louis d'Amboise, and
were completed in 1512. Under " Melanges ", the clock of
the Cathedral of Nevers, recently restored, is discussed by
M. Perrault Dabot. It bears no d.ite, but is worthy to

rank wiih the clocks of the Cattiedral of Strassburg (1575) and
of Lyon (1598). One of the figures in carved wood crowning
the summit is of exceptional merit. M. Bouvet deals with
six compositions representing The Martyrdom and Trinmph of
SS. Gervasins and Protasins, executed by the following artists

:

three by Philippe de Champaigne, one by Le Sueur, another
was designed by this artist and painted by his pupil, Gouss6,
and the sixth was the work of Bourdon. They were ordered in

the 17th century as models for tapestries to be woven for the
Church of S. Gervais, Paris, and hung in this church up to the
year 1787 ; their further history and vicissitudes are traced by
the writer. The tapestries, woven between 1645 and 1651 in
the " Ateliers du Louvre "—the head of which in those years
was Jean Laurent—are among the most admirable examples
produced there. One of these tapestries (that after Le Sueur's
design) has disappeared, but the remaining five, after having
been illegally sold to a dealer and recovered in consequence of

the energetic action of the Prefet de la Seine, after a lawsuit
extending over two years, are now exhibited in the Musfee
Galliera.

May-June.—Second article on " Les Heures du Marechal de
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Boucicauf ", containing a full and exhaustive description of the

miniatures, with numerous illustrations. M . Gazier writes on
" Les Livres d'Oftices de Madeleine Cochin ", a curious collec-

tion in eighteen volumes (in the possession of the writer),

containing about eleven hundred engravings, all prior to the

year 1764. The daughter of a print-seller and wife of an
excellent engraver, Madeleine Cochin also practised the art of

engraving herself with considerable success, and had every

opportunity of collecting small religious prints to adorn her

"offices '', which form an interesting contribution to the history

of Christian art in the reitin of Louis XV. Her son, Charles
Nicolas Cochin, was perhaps the most distinguished draughts-

man of the i8th century. Under " Melanges ", the Basilica of

Aquileja is discussed by M. Servieres, and a diptych of the

Annunciation in the museum at Dijon by M. Chabeuf, a work
on which many inappropriate attributions have been bestowed.

The " Chronique " at the end of this number contains interest-

ing communications from Spain, Russia and the East, including

(in this last-named section) a discussion by l'abbe Jerphanion
of an important paper by M. Theodore Schmidt, which should

have been read before the Orientalist Congress at Athens, and
was published instead in " La Revue Archeologique " under the

title "La 'Renaissance' de la peinture byzantine au -xvio

si^cle ".

July-August.—rM. Carl R. af Ugglas contributes a very interest-

ing article on Etienne de Bonneuil and the colony of French

sculptors who worked in the Cathedral of Upsala, and refers to

sculptures in other parts of Sweden which might be ascribed to

these masters or which reveal French influence. Among other

works reproduced is a beautiful Maiionua and Child from a

church in Uppland (now in the University Museuni at Upsala),

which is unquestionably French and is possibly by Etienne him-

self. The churches of Uppland have been little explored, and

the general inventory of works of art by MM. Curman and

Roosval now in course of preparation will doubtless bring to

light many treasures in Sweden hitherto unknown. M. Sanoner

continues his papers (begun in 1909) entitled " La Bible racontee

par les Artistes du Moyen Age ". M. Lefevre writes on a 15th-

century window in the Church of Notre-Dame d'Etampes, the

gift of Maitrc Jean Hue (d. 1489), which contains a curioiis and

perhaps unique detail—the fully-draped figure of Christ in the

subject of the Bnplisin, whereas, in accordance with icono-

graphical tradition, the Saviour, in the earliest examples of this

subject and down to the i8th century, was represented nude.

Under " Melanges " M. de Maxdach m.akes Dr. Toesca's standard

work, "La pittura e la miniatura nella Lombardia", the basis of

an article on painters and illuminators in Lombardy in the 14th

and early 15th centuries. M. Chappee reproduces some 15th-

century glass in the Musee S. Jean at Angers (once in the Abbey
of Loroux and later in the Church et Vernantes in the department

of Maine-et-Loire), and proves that the full-length kneeling figures

of donors are King Rene and Jeanne de Laval. The " Chronique
"

contains, among other notices, an account of the .Archasological

Congress at Moulins-Nevers and an illustrated article by M.
liosTAN'D on the E.xhibition of Religious Art at Bois-le-Duc.

Le Bulletin de l'Art Anciex et Moderne. August 9,

igi3.—Ttie acquisition by the I^ouvre of a triptych by Roger
van der Weyden (the price paid for which is considered

excessive) is chronicled, and the munificent gift to the French

nation by M. Fenaille of the Chateau de Montal—a chef-d'ceuvre

of the Renaissance, built in 1523—is referred to. M. Mesnil
questions Dr. Kern's theory (Prussian Jahrbuch, Heft i) that

the fresco of The Trinity in S. Maria Novella at Florence is in

part by Brunelleschi.

August 23.—Under " Notes et Documents '' the question of

the restoration of old pictures, which was discussed at the

International Congress of Art at Ghent, is touched upon, and
the opinion of M. Maeterlinck, Curator of the Ghent Museum,
is quoted.
The first number of the "Repertoire d'Art et d'Archtologie "

for 1913 (Fascicule 16) has appeared. The Index volume for

1912 is promised with the next number (Fasc. 17). J.
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\_Publications cannot be included here unless they have been

not preclude the fiubli.

Morris (H. S.). William T. Richards, a brief outline of his life

and art. (Lippincott, " Masterpieces of the Sea ".) 4s. 6d.

net.

A sketch by a sympathetic friend of an artist well known
in America, with illustrations of 1$ of his sea-pieces.

Filippo Baldinuccis Vita del Gio. Lorenzo Bernini, mit Ueber-

setzung und Kommenter von Alois Riegl. Wien (Schroll),

12 kr.

McCuRDY (E.). Essays in fresco. (Chatto & VVindus.) 5s. net.

.4 book of essays connected in name rather than in subject

u-ith the material arts.

Lambotte (P.). Les peintres des portraits. Bruxelles (Van

Oest, " Collection de l'Art Beige au xixo siecle "), 5 fr.

On contemporary Belgian portrait painters.

Lespin-asse (P.). L'Art fran?ais et la Suede de 1C37 a 1816.

Paris (Champion), 4 fr.

On the period of French influence, in contradistinction to

German, on the architecture of Siceden.

Speed (H.l. The Practice and Science of Drawing. (Seeley,

Service & Co., "The New Art Library"). 6s. net.

Rembrandts Handzeichnungen. Band I. Kijksprentenkabinet.

Parchim i.m. (Freise). 8 M.
Festschrift zur Feier des fiinfzigjiihrigen Bestehens der

K. AltertuiTiersammlung in Stuttgart, 1912. Stuttgart

(Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt.) 8 M.
A valuable collection of learned essays on local antiquities

and works of art, well illustrated

Venturi (A.). Storia dell' Arte Italiana. Vol. vil, La Pittura

del Quattrocento, parte 11. Con 656 incisioni in fototipogratia.

Milano (Hoepli), 28 1.

Hughes (C. E.). Early English water colour. (Methuen,
" Little Books on Art "), 2s. 6d. net.

A study which should not be neglected because of its

popular foim.

delivered before the i6th of the previous month. BrieJ notes will

cation of longer reviews.]

Hauttmaxn' (M.). Der kurbayerischeHofbaumeister. Strass-

burg (Heitz, " Studien zur Deutschen Kunstgeschichte ",

Heft 164), 22 M.
Glasgow. A sketch-book by John Nisbet. (A. & C. Black,

" Sketch Books".) is net.

12 pencil dra-wings reproduced in collotype, without te.vt.

The Canterbury tales of Geoffrey Chaucer, illustrated with 36

plates after drawings by W. R. Flint ; the te.xt of Walter

W. Skeat. Vol. 1. (P. L. Warner. "The Riccardi Press

Books ''.) £7 17s. 6d. the set of 3 vols.

Vols, a and iii arc announced to appear in the autumn.

RoucHES (G.). Inventaire des lettres et papiers manuscrits de

Gaspare, Carlo, et Ludovico Vigarani, conserves aux

archives d'etat de Modene (1634-1684). Paris (Champion,
" Collection de la Societederhistoireder.artfran(;ais"), 5fr.

Guia artistica de Sevilla : historia y descripcion de sus princi-

pales monumentos, religiosos y civiles y noticia de las

preciosidades artistico-arqueologicas que en ellos se con-

servan, por
J.

Gestoso y Perez. Obra premiada por la

Asociacion de Escritoresy Artistas de Madrid. 6"^ edicion,

ilustrada con fotograbados. Sevilla (La Guia Oficial),

3 pesetas.

An apparently popular guide-book by an enthusiastic native,

a student of local antiquities during many years.

CoLMAK, N.A. (S ). Nature's Harmonic Unity : a treatise on

its relation to proportional form, edited by C. A. Coan,

LL.B., with 302 illustrations by the author, the mathematical

analysis by the editor. (Putnam.) 12s.Od.net.

Exposition Internationale des Industries et du Travail de Turin,

1911. Groupe XIII, Classe 71 B. L'Art decoralif moderne.

Par Raymond Koechlin, rapporteur. Paris (Comite

Frangais des Expositions a I'Etranger, 42 rue du Louvre).

A report by a very highly qualified author, with 33 illustra-

tions of contemporary decorative art.
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Bonn. Provinzialmuseum. P'iihrer diirch die Mittelalterliche

und Neue Abteilnng. Bonn (F. Cohen), i M.
A full semi-official ^iiide to a very interesting, and litllc-

knowii collection, in advance of a complete catalognc.

Wedgwood, M.P. (Josiah). Staffordshire pottery and its

history. (Sampson Low, etc.) los. 6d. net.

An account of llicse wetl-I^nown works by a descendant oj

the founder, dedicated to the workmen.

Gatti (A.). La Basilica Petroniana, con appendice di docii-

menti, LXiv figure tra le pagine e iv tavole fuori testo.

Boloi.»na (Capelli). 15I. [abroad 18I.].

A learned and exhaustive treatise on the architecture of

S. Petronio, Bologna.

Kruse (J.). Die Farben Rembrandts, Stockholm (Norstedt),

35 M.
The National Gallery of Scotland. Souvenir volume by W. G.

Blaikie Murdoch. With 9 illustrations. (Moring.) is. net.

A euphuistic description and criticism of this collection,

according to schools.

ScHMiTZ (H!). Die Glasgemalde des koniglichen Kunstge-

werbemuseums in Berlin. Mit einer Einfiirung in die

Geschichte der deutschen Glasmalerei. Herausgegeben

mit Unterstiitzung der Orlopstittung. i^' Band, Text
;

2" Band, Katalog u. Tafeln. Berlin (Bard), 60 M.
An important official publication fully illustrated and very

well produced ; tlic txco volumes are in a neat case.

Gratama (G. D.). The Frans Hals Municipal Picture Gallery

at Haarlem. Haarlem (Bohn), 2.90 fr. [With 25 plates.]

A popular " souvenir" in brochure, with text by the director

of the gallery and well-printed illustrations.

Becker(E.), Malta Sotterranea, Studien zur altchristlichen und
judischenSepulkralkunst. Mit 30 Tafeln. S;rassburg(Heitz,
" Zur Kunstgeschichtes des Auslandes ", Heft loi), 20 M.

Zehn Biicher iiber Architektur des Marcus Vilruvius Pollio (vi

bis VIII Buch), iibersetzt und erliiutert von Dr. Phil. J.

Prestel, Architekt. Mit vielen vom Uebersetzer entworfenen

Tafeln. Strassburg (Heitz, "Zur Kunstgeschichte des

Auslandes", Heft 102), 8 M,
The penultimate volume of this new edition of Vilruvius;

the final volume is already announced.

Whishaw (B. and E.). Illustrated descriptive account of the

Museum of Andalusian Pottery and Lace, antique and

modern, together with notes on pre-Koman Seville and the

lost city of Tharsis. Angeles 5, Seville. (Smith, Elder), is.

Description ofa collection made by thcauthors and exhibited

in their rooms.

Beitriige zur Forschung, Studien und Mitteilungen aus dem
Antiquariat Jacques Rosenthal, Munchen, jiihrlich 4-6 mal,

Folge I, Heft i. Miinchen (Rosenthal) i Hefte, 4M ; i Folge

(4-6 Hefte), 16 M.
The first number of a periodical issued by the well-known

antiquarian bookseller, Rosenthal, containing careful descrip-

tionsof important items of his stock by scholars of repute, with

clearly printed illustrations. This should prove a periodical

of intrinsic interest^-a more convincing method of attracting

attention to fine aud valuable tvares than vendors' bare

assertions.

Catalogue of an exhibition of Chinese applied art : bronzes,

pottery, porcelains, jades, embroideries, carpets, enamels,

lacquers, etc. City of Manchester Art Gallery 1913.

Manchester (G. Falkner). [With 17 plates] 15s.

,4/; e.ucllent official catalogue of nearly goo exhibits lent by

the best-known collectors, and fully illustrated.

The Meaning of Art, its nature, role and value, by Paul Gaultier,

with a preface by E. Boutroux, Member of the Institute of

France, translated from the 3rd French edition by H. & E.

Baldwin, with 36' illustrations. (George Allen), 5s. net.

The oriiiinal work was published in 1906, and ivas crowned

by the French Academy ofMoral and Political Sciences. The

author dedicates his work to his " dear master, Henri

Bergson ".

Allen (Daphne). The Birth of the Opal, a child's fancies.

(G. Allen and Co., Ltd.). 5s.

A nicely produced ornamental volume, outside the scope of

this tnagazine.

Ghent International Exhibition, 1913. Catalogue of the British

Arts and Crafts Section. Ghent (for the Board of Trade), is.

r/i;s is the first time that a section representing British

Arls and Crafts has been organized at an international

exhibition by the Exhibitions Branch of the Board of Trade.
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GoBiN'EAU (.\rthur. Count). The Renaissance. Savonarola

—

Cesare Borgia—Julius II—Leo X.—Michael Angelo. English
edition edited by Dr. Oscar Levy. (W. Heinemann). los.

Famous Paintings selected from the world's Great Galleries and
reproduced in Colour, with descriptive notes. Vol. 11.

(Cassell&Co.). 12s.

Some French Cathedrals. (John Murray, " The Times Series ").

IS. net.

Five articles, " On French Gothic "," Bourges", "Chartres",
^' .Amiens'' and " Beaiivais'', published from "The Times"
under its auspices.

Carotti(G.). Storia deir Arte ;
VoLii", pt, ii^ , L'arte regionale

italiana iiel Medio Evo, con 553 incision!
;
pt. ma, L'Apogeo

deir arte italiana nel Medio Evo. Con 591 incisioni. Milano
(Hoepli, "Manuali Hoepli"), pt. li", lol.; pt. m". 12I.

The continuation of this very comprehensive bird's-eye view

of the history of art iswelcoine. Parts of it have already been

translated into English,
,

CooMARASWAMY (A. K.). Visvakarma : Examples of Indian
Architecture, Sculpture, Painting, Handicraft. Part v

(Luz.ic), 2s. 6d.

DysuN (A. H.). Lutterworth : the story of John Wycliffe's

Town. (Methuen), 7s. 6d. net.

Periodicals : {received regularly) Apollon ; L'Arte ; Les Arts
;

D.a3 Cicerone ; The Connoisseur ; Faenza ; Felix Ravenna ;

La Gazette des Beaux Arts, with supplement, Chronique

des Arts ; The Illustrated London News ; Die Kgl. Preus-

zischen Kunstsammlungen, with supplement, Amtliche

Berichte ;
Kokka'; Die Kunst ;

Madonna Verona ;
Monats-

hefte liir Kunstwissenschaft ; The Month ; Museum of

Fine Arts Bulletin (Boston, U.S.A.) ; Onze Kunst ; Oud
Holand, The Print Collectors' Quarterly

;
Rassegna d'Arte

;

Repertoire d'Artet d'Archfeologie ; Repertorium fiir Kunst-

wissenschaft ; Revue de I'Art, with supplement. Bulletin

de I'Art ; La Revue de I'Art Chretien ; Rivista d'Arte
;

Starye Gody ; The Studio ; Zeitschrift fiir bildende Kunst,

neue Folge.
(Received occasionally) Archive Storico Lombardo ; Arte

nostra (Treviso) ; Atti e memorie della Societa Istriana di

archeologia e storia patria (Parenzo) ; Aurea Parma ; Boletin

de la Sociedad espariola de excursiones ;
Bolletino d'arte

del Ministero della Pubblica Istruzzione
;
Journal of Indian

Art and Industry ; Madonna Verona ;
Museum (Barcelona)

;

Nuova Antologia ;
Orientalisches Archiv ; Ostasiatische

Zeitschrift; Rassegna d'Arte Umbra ; Revista de Archives,

Bibliotecas y Museos ; Velhagen und Klasing's Monatshefte,

Reports, &c.: Sixtieth annual reports to the Libraries, Museums
and Arts Committee of the City of Liverpool, for the year

ending 31 Dec, 1912 [4 illust.] ; National Arts Collections

Fund, Ninth annual report, 1912 [17 lUust.] ;
Annual report

of the Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate for the year ending

31 Dec, 1912 ; Friends of the Fitzwilliam Museum, fourth

annual report [illustrated] ; Soci^te des Amis des Musees,

Royaux de I'Etat, fondee a Bruxelles en 1907, 1907-1912.

Trade Catalogues : W. M. Voynich, 68 & 70, Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W., Cat. No. 31, An illustrated catalogue

of remarkable incunabula, many with woodcuts, and a

specimen of an unknown xylographical press
;
Gilhofer &

Ranschburg, Bognergasse 2, Wein I, Almanache, Kat. Nr.

112, Kalender and Taschenbiicher des 15, bis 19 Jahr-

hunderts, mit 28 Abbildungen im Text, also Nr. 104 [various,

illustrated] ; Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat 14 Hildegard-

str., Miinchen, Kat. Nr. 145, Zur Geschichte der Kunst

;

Joseph Baer & Co., Hochstr. 6, Frankfurt a. M., Frankfurter

Biicherfreund, II Jahrg. 1913, Kat. Nr. 2, 3 Tafl. and 3

Textbild, also Cat. No. 608, Literatura y lengua Espanola y

Portuguesa, obras raras . . . , Dialectos, Impresos del

siglo XV ;
Norstedts Nyheter, Sveriges Bokhandlare, Stock-

holm ; EUi--, 29, New Bond Street, London, W., Cat. No.

148 A Catalogue of Old and Rare Books (various)
;
Luzac

& Co., 46, Great Russell St., London, VV.C, Bibliotheca

orientalis, xii, a catalogue of Oriental MSS. with a few

reproductions of Mughal paintings; Martin Breslauer,Kur-

(iirstendamm 29, Berlin W 15, Kat. Nr. 22, Das schone

Buch im Wandel der Zeit, Autographen, mit uber 125

Nachbildungen.zum Teil in Seitengrbsse ; KarlW. Hierse-

mann, Konigstr. 29, Leipzig, Kat. Nr. 422, Architectur, Nr.

423, Architectur u. Kunstgewerbe des xi.x Jahrb., and Nr.

424, Kunstgeschichte.
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BARNABA DA MODENA
BY COMMENDATORE CORRADO RICCI

EN of science have dryly noted
that in nature even monsters corre-

spond to a law of their own, beyond
the scope of which they cannot pass.

Now I think that, in historical and
artistic criticism also, errors have their own logic,

which, besides being held up to derision as it

always is, quite as often deserves to be studied

and considered.
In the case of Barnaba da Modena, the facts

that at Cologne a Madonna and Child by him has
been assigned to Simone Martini, and at Genoa
other figures of his have been ascribed to Taddeo
Bartoli, and the further fact that at Pisa and
Perugia two small Sienese panels are ascribed to

him, prove—wrong as those ascriptions are—that

the paramount influence over Barnaba is the

Sienese.

The Infant with the round wide-open eyes is

Lorenzetti's ; the manner in which the Infant's

figure is combined with the Madonna's is Lippo
Memmi's, with whom Barnaba should be placed in

still closer connexion as regards the type of the
face and the form of the hands. Thus it was the

Sienese, with Duccio and his followers, who
carried on into the trecento that sort of striation

of the drapery with gold lines, derived from the

technique of mosaic and Byzantinate in character,

which Barnaba was perhaps the last to practise.

So it is said that Barnaba attached himself to

the Sienese manner in Pisa, but there is nothing
to authorize our maintaining that he was in Pisa

during his youth. The Madonna which he painted
for the corporation of the Pisan merchants is a
work of his maturity, as is also the other Madonna
to be seen in the Museo Civico. Neither these

nor the lost picture which used to be in S. Fran-
cesco help to prove that he was ever in Pisa in his

youth. They might very well be works done by
him in Genoa, where he had taken up his abode,
and indeed we not only know that a continuous
commercial and artistic connexion existed at that

time between Genoa and Pisa, but we find that it

is actually at Genoa that he was sought by Maestro
Giovanni di Pessino, who took him the invitation

to proceed to Pisa about some paintings for the
Campo Santo. So, although I readily admit that

he stayed in Pisa for some time, we must always
refer his sojourn there to a time when his art was
already firmly settled. We have, therefore, no
indication by which we can establish the place
where he learned and concretized his art, whether
it was Modena, or, as Crowe and Cavalcaselle
think, Genoa, or, as Venturi thinks, Pisa. We
can only say that he made himself, if not in Siena,

at least under a Sienese master.

Barnaba was the son of a certain Otonello da
Milano, settled at Modena in the first twenty years

* Translated for the author from the Italian.

THE BuRU.NGTON MAGAZINE, No. 128. Vol, XXI V.—November, 1913.

of the 14th century, and of a certain Francesca
Lercari. His birth may be fixed between 1335
and 1340. In 1364 we find him at Genoa working
as a painter. In fact, just at that date payments
were made to him for certain paintings executed
by him for the Capella Ducale and for an ancona.
Three years later, still at Genoa, he painted the

charming Madonna and Child [PLATE II, bJ, once
at Bologna, and now preserved in the museum at

Frankfurt-am-.Main, and in his signature, "Bar-
nabas de Mutina pinxit in Janua MCCCLXVII", he
carefully indicates the city where he lived and
worked, so that patrons who admire his art might
know where to find him. This was the year in which
his father died, and he was thus led to pay a visit

to Modena. But he was soon obliged to return to
Genoa. In 1369 he painted the small picture, The
Madonna and Child, signed " Barnabas de Mutina
pinxit MCCCLXVIIIl", now at Berlin, and in the
following year (1370) the one bearing the signature
"Barnabas de Mutina pinxit MCCCLXX", which
was taken from the Church of S. Domenico at
Rivoli on the suppression of the monasteries under
the French Government, and after passing through
many hands, reached the Pinacoteca of Turin
[Plate II, c]. In May of the same year (1370) he
was still in Genoa, and painted again an ancona
to be placed in the Loggia de' Banchi. The
writing or document says "reffacere "

; but " ref-

facere " does not mean with us " restaurare ", as
some have supposed, but " ridipingere ", 'paint
again", or simply "paint a new picture", "pingere
ex novo ".

Seven years of silence follow in the records
concerning him, but we must not suppose that
during that lapse of time he was not preparing for

the execution of many works, among others the
small picture, Pentecost, secured in 1895 for the
National Gallery in London (No. 1437, Cat. 19 13),

a pendant to another, The Ascension, preserved in

the Sterbini Collection in Rome. These two small
works of his are unsigned and undated, as are also
the little ancona at Modena, the Madonna and
Child, with The Crncijixion in the cusp, at Bologna.
But then there is in the Church of S. Giovanni
Battista at Alba one of his pictures of the Virgin
with the signature " Barnabas de Mutina pinxit

MCCCLXXVI". Now it is on this alone and on
the small picture formerly in S. Domenico at

Rivoli that someonethought that Barnaba" worked
in Piedmont and in Monferrato "

; this writer's

fancy had indeed run away with him.
In spite of the fact that Alba is in the part of

Piedmont nearest to Liguria, of which Genoa, of
course, was the capital, we still find the majority
of Barnaba's works in Liguria itself. A Madonna
and Child is in the Church of SS. Cosmas and
Damian in Genoa, another in the Pinacoteca of

Savona, which came from Finalborgo, and a third
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in the Chapel of S. Secondo in the Duomo of

Ventimiglia.

Let me add that every time a document appears
not relating to the family affairs and interests which
Barnaba had at Modena it shows that he was still

remaining in Genoa. Indeed, here is another
proof from the year 1380. In that year Maestro
Giovanni di Pessino da Lucca was sent to Genoa
in order to invite Barnaba to proceed to Pisa to

finish in the famous Camposanto the history of

S. Ranieri which Andrea da Firenze had begun
and left incomplete. Barnaba set out from Genoa,
but before going to Pisa took the road to Modena,
for the purpose, among other matters, of selling

a house which he owned there. He stayed in

Modena for some time, for he was still there in

October ; then he proceeded to Pisa.

But he did not paint any scene of S. Ranieri. Of
that the scenes themselves are the clearest of proofs,

for, exclusive of the three scenes by Andrea da
Firenze, all the rest are obviously the work of

Antonio Veneziano, who, indeed, as we know,
executed them between 1384 and 1385. And I

think that Barnaba had more knowledge of his

own capacity than those who had invited him.
Seeing all round him the divine monument suffused

with pale light as if it were perpetually lit by the
pure white rays of the moon

;
gazing at the power-

ful paintings which already decorated a large part

of the walls, above all The Triumph of Death, tragic

and terrifying from the menaces of the terrible deity

in the midst of the joyous life of the revellers
;

studying the ample and populous story of the elect

and the damned, the varied and singular " racconto
pittorico " of T!te Life of the Heiinits and the high
Assumption of the Virgin into heaven ; the good
Barnaba, restricted painter of timid Madonnas and
other quite modest little pictures, must have felt, as

it were, scared, and we almost hear him murmur :

" d'altri omeri soma che de' suoi." So he returned
to Genoa, where still in the year 1383, the 3rd of

November, we find the last record that we have of

him.
The litde picture [Plate I] which has now

passed into the National Gallery in London is a

work of his latest years, 1374, and in every way
his most complex and remarkable achievement. It

served D'Agincourt as a reason for noticing and
praising our painter in his "Storia dell' Arte",
where he writes :

This picture passed into my hands about the year 1785 ;

I did not then linow its provenance and I do not now know
who may be its owner.

He also gives a pretty good reproduction con-
sidering the technical methods of the time.
Crowe and Cavalcaselle again saw the picture

in the Manchester Exhibition, when it had already
become the property of Lord Wensleydale and
wrote of it thus :

In questo quadro le composizioni appariscono condotte
col metodo antiquato dei predecessori ; ma le figure,
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specialmente della Vcrgine e delle Marie, non mancano di

una certa regolarita di forme e di esprcssione, unita ad un
movimento piuttosto facile. II colorito e alquanto vago nelle

tinte e vigoroso nci toni dei colori delle vesti, the sono
scmpre lumeggiate con oro.'

The picture is divided into six compartments
;

the two at the base, long and narrow, serving

as a predella, contain half-figures of the twelve
Apostles. Of the two upper compartments, the one
on the gospel side represents the Redeemer below
a baldacchino bending to crown the Madonna,
who kneels before him. Many angels about them
play on instruments of music, carefully diversified.

Among the angels is one beating a naccliera borne
on the shoulders of another humbly kneeling.

The compartment on the epistle side contains a

Trinity treated in the usual manner. The Eternal

Father supports the crucifix over which hovers the

Holy Spirit. But Barnaba has added the symbols
of the four Evangelists, placing the heads of the

lion, ox and eagle on human half-figures, which
gives a grotesque note to the representation,

scarcely tempered by the figures of the Virgin and
S. John the Evangelist, seated rapt in prayer in the

two lower corners.

In the lower tier is represented the Crucifixion,

which departs in no way from iconographical

custom, but shows a certain animation in the figures

and a good arrangement of the groups.

Finally in the last compartment are the Virgin

and Child seated before a dorsal supported by two
little angels, both bending and directing their eyes

lowards their left. Jesus is blessing two kneeling

figures, one male and one female, perhaps husband
and wife, presented and recommended by the Arch-
angel Raphael, whose name is engraved in his

nimbus. Who can these two clients be ? The
man, wearing a voluminous cloak, seems to have
on his head the coif which the Doges wore under
their ducal corno, the woman wears a diadem.
Would they be by any chance portraits of the Doge
and Dogaressa of Genoa ? If so, thanks to the

date (1374) recorded by Barnaba, we should have
portraits of Domenico Fregoso and his wife.

The merits attributed to Barnaba da Modena,
" great diligence ", " a praiseworthy method ", " an
excellent combination of tones ", " lively and
glowing colour", seem the merits usually attri-

buted to a miniaturist, even if such qualities have
been observed in his works as " considerable

grace of form ", and occasionally " a certain power
of expression " in facility of motion. Yet all

modern critics agree in regarding him rather as a
" retardataire ".

How far removed he was indeed from his two
fellow citizens ! How far, in imagination, from
the Giovanni who frescoed populous scenes in

Bologna, and how far, in nobility and realistic

'See p. 130 of the authors' Italian edition of 1887, referred

to in the bibliography below ; the passage does not occur in the

English editions.
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penetration from his contemporary, Tomaso
Barisini, who left in Treviso paintings witnessing
to a bold enfranchisement from trecentesque
formulae. Tomaso was revolutionary and Barnaba
conservative, a gracious and interesting artist

indeed, far from deserving the abuse with which
Giovanni Rosini, without any recollection of his

work, replies to D'Agincourt. But the blame of
Rosini's injustice rests on Padre Guglielmo Delia
Valle, the editor of the "Vite" of Vasari, for

having stupidly proclaimed Barnaba's works "far
superior to Giotto's".
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Weber (Siegfried). Die Begriinder der Pieniontcscr Maler-

schule im .xv u. sti Beginn des .vvi Jaluiinnderls. Strassburg,

191 1. Pp. 2-3.

SOME CARVED CHESTS OF THE HIGH RENAISSANCE
BY FRANK JEWETT MATHER, Jr.

'HROUGHOUT the early renaissance
it had been the custom to paint furni-

ture, and especially chests, with pic-

torial designs, or to adorn them with
gilded low reliefs. Decorative sculp-

ture, indeed, through the 15th century, hardly
emancipated itself from the dominance of paint-
ing. The fuller classicism of the following
century produced a reversal of conditions.
Sculpture dominated even in the minor decora-
tive arts. Chests no longer show pictorial
designs of naive freshness, but rival Roman
sarcophagi in massiveness and in profusion of
sculptured ornament conceived after Roman im-
perial canons. In fact, the change from painting
and pictorial low-relief to more exuberant plastic
form corresponds precisely with the shifting of
the artistic centre from Venice and Florence to
Rome. There is some loss in the change. The
goldsmiths' work and furniture of the middle of
the i6th century are unquestionably overladen
with ornament. And the ornament itself tends
to fall into a heavy and stereotyped classicism.
Yet the craftsmanship is still admirable, and the
more ambitious pieces at least testify to an intense
creative vigour. Something of this overweening
mood may be read in the three fine carved chests

which have recently passed into the possession of

private collectors in New York.
These three chests formed part of Mrs. Lydig's

collection, which was dispersed at auction last

April. The purely decorative pair, one of which
is illustrated here [Plate, a], represents best the

freedom with which the high-renaissance crafts-

men handled the Roman motives. On either side

of an escutcheon, in which the dove with the olive

branch is prominent— I cannot identify the family

—

are two scrolls reversed in direction, and boldly

cut in the walnut. Behind these seem to lie rude
Constantinian modelssuchasoneseesin theLateran
baptistery. The outer scrolls centre conventionally
in a rosette ; the inner scrolls come out in two
grotesque, half-length fauns with extended arms
who serve as supporters for the heraldic shield.

The whole face of the chest is drawn in at the

bottom, and this gives salience to four nude
infant satyrs who squat at the corners. Half
mascarons come forward below the tiny cloven

feet and form the support of the chest.

Above the convex main panel is a sharply
concaved moulding of considerable width filled

with alternate honeysuckle and acanthus designs.

Such treatment of the elev.ition as a twofold
order is quite characteristic of high-renaissance
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chests. The cover, though kept rather flat, is also

in two members. The lower moulding, which
extends a couple of inches beyond the top of the

chest, is worked in an ivy leaf dentellation,

probably of Augustan inspiration, the slightly

raised central part of the coves contains merely

the familiar acanthus enriching the bevel.

Exuberant as is the ornament, it is fresh, interest-

ingly varied and ingeniously disposed. What is

most instructive to me in such a work is the

conscientious architectonic underlying the design,

by which every proportion of foot or moulding
or cover is as carefully considered as if a

monumental building were in hand. The walnut
has assumed a fine red brown which is enhanced
by a beautiful patina having the appearance of

an old bronze. Since the coat-of-arms shows no
impalement, this is presumably not a marriage-

chest. Dr. Valentiner, in his catalogue of the

Lydig collection, assigns this imposing piece to

the middle of the i6th century and to the Roman
workshop of the Tatti.

Among the many fine objects of the renais-

sance in Mrs. Lydig's collection, admittedly the

rarest was the carved wooden chest with the story

of the slaughter of the children of Niobe [Plate,
b]. The reproduction dispenses me from elabo-

rate description, but I may say that the piece

illustrates all material beauties of bronze-like

patina and residual gilding. Dr. Valentiner

catalogued it as Roman of about the middle of

the i6th century, and as probably from the shop
of the Tatti. It was bought at a great price by
Messrs. P. W, French and Company, of New
York. While it was in their hands, Mr. Samuels,
a member of the firm, noticed letters, much
obscured by old varnish, at the left end of the
cover. A careful rubbing revealed the signature,

reproduced here, considerably reduced [Figure i],

BANDINELLI. Ao. 1536—the letters ingeniously

FIGURE I

combined in ligatures. Signed chests are so rare

that the mind reacts to such a discovery with a

certain suspicion. But a careful examination of

the firmly-graved and purposeful signature puts

the theory of old or recent forgery out of the

question. We have to do with a work of that

Baccio Bandinelli who had the ill luck in his own
day to hold himself the chief rival of Michelangelo,
and the misfortune with posterity to excite the

patronizing curiosity of Vasari and the hatred of

Benvenuto Cellini. Whoever will compare the
caryatid giants—" He was too fond of doing them ",

Vasari remarks— with the marble Hercules and
Caciis of 1534 may convince himself of identity of

style between the great and the little monument,

7Q

It maybe interesting to recall the main features

of Bandinelli's troubled life. Born in 1488,
nourished upon the frescoes of Fra Filippo at

Prato, encouraged by Leonardo da Vinci, be-

friended by Michelangelo, whose bitterest detrac-

tor he soon became, formed in painting by Andrea
del Sarto, flatterer of the Medici, and scorner of

his fellow-craftsmen, Baccio Bandinelli is hardly

an amiable or admirable figure. The achieving of

his great ambition—to set his colossal Hercules

beside Michelangelo's David—brought him chiefly

mockery. This was only two years before he
carved our Niobe chest. Yet Vasari, while con-
demning the v^anity and ill-temper of the man,
admitted his inventiveness, and it is probable that

he has come in for a traditional discredit beyond
his actual demerits. It would be idle to maintain

that this vigorous relief carving of the Niobe
legend has the technical requirements of good
early renaissance work. The native tradition of

sensitive draughtsmanship in plane and contour
superbly illustrated by Donatello, whom, at Leo-
nardo's instance, Baccio devoutly studied, has

yielded to a kind of literalism based on mediocre
Roman reliefs. What is admirable in this version

of the tragedy of the Niobids is not the handling,

but a kind of daemonic sweep and energy of in-

vention. It exemplifies capitally that heritage of

power which the high renaissance transmitted to

Bernini and the great baroque sculptors.

The scene offers two episodes framed by a tree

at either end. At the left Apollo liolds the bow
tense while the horses and their smitten riders,

the seven sons of Niobe, collapse in headlong

course. The visible horses are six, but apparently

the victims, as is surely the case with the

daughters, are seven, one being represented only

by a leg, at the middle, and one to be imagined

as caught among the maddened horses. At the

middle of the chest, above a prostrate Niobid, is

the draped onrushing form of Diana with drawn
bow. Before her, two of the daughters fly in

terror. One, pierced from behind, cowers in a

graceful posture. One seated seeks to aid two
sisters who have fallen together, while at the left

Niobe herself, her bent form admirably checking

the onrush of the entire composition, leans over

and covers with arms and body the last and
youngest of her girls. Behind the episode of the

slaying of the daughters is spread a curtain, perhaps

a sign of preparation for the funeral of the sons,

possibly merely decorative.

The question immediately arises, did Bandinelli

in conceiving this classic theme have before

him ancient plastic or pictorial versions of the

story ? Did he invent it freely, or did he more or

less depend on literary authorities ? On the first

query we may give a negative answer. Karl

Bernard Stark, in his famous monograph, " Niobe
und die Niobiden ", Leipzig, 1863, collected all.
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the ancient material, both artistic and literary. All

the vases, reliefs and paintings which he reproduces

were discovered later than 1 536, and none show any
relations to Bandinelli's design. Certain eclectic

features in it are obvious. Striding Apollo suggests

the early renaissance, and may well be borrowed
from Antonio Pollaiuolo's celebrated Hercules
compositions. The figure may be compared with

the Hercules and Xcssus of Antonio in the Jarves

Collection, New Haven [The Burliiigtoii Magazine,
March, 1906]. The beautiful crouching Niobid at

the centre seems adapted from a Nereid mounted
on a hippocamp. In general, the crowding of

the forms in several vaguely distinguished planes

recalls the technique of late Roman sarcophagi.

To make the motive uniform—one of flight in a

single direction—seems Bandinelli's own inven-

tion. In the antique sarcophagi Apollo and
Diana are at the sides, and drive the victims in

toward the centre.

That Bandinelli knew the substance of some of

the classical versions of the myth, notably Ovid's

thrilling narrative ("Metamorphoses" VI, ii), may
fairly be assumed. The classical writers differ

considerably as to the number of the children

{Stark, pp. 94-5). Ovid speaks of seven pairs,

and Dante, who introduced the scene in the

famous storied pavement of Purgatory, made
this reckoning standard for Italy.

O Niohe, con che occhi dolenti :

Vedev.i io te segnata in su la strada,

Tra sctte e sette tuoi figliuoli spenti !—" Purgatorio " xii, 37.

But Bandinelli's chief motive— that Apollo slays

the sons, Diana the daughters—could not have
been drawn from Ovid. Ovid brings both deities

forward, to avenge the slight put upon their mother,
Latona, by Niobe, but describes no sei'eral

slaughter. Boccaccio, in his " De Claris Mulieri-

bus", under Niobe, attempted to rationalize the

event by saying that the children died suddenly of

pestilence. For the double slaughter by the two
offended deities, Bandinelli mubt have gone back
to one of the oldest sources, Homer, Book xxiv,
(w), 11. 602 ff. Achilles, as he surrenders the
body of Hector to Priam, offers him refreshment,
and cites the case of Niobe, to remind the be-
reaved father that others have suffered still sorer
grief. I quote Chapman's version :

In mean space let us eat.

The rich-hair'd Niobe found thoughts that made her lake her
meat ;

Though twelve dear children she saw slain, six daughters, six
young sons,

The sons incensed Apollo slew; the maids' confusions
Diana wrought, since Niobe her merits durst compare
With Great Latona's—arguing that she did only bear
Two children, and herself had twelve: for which those only

two
Slew all her twelve.

While Bandinelli distributes his story according
to the Homeric tradition, he seems also to have

drawn on the copious and picturesque version of

Ovid, The place where the sons are slain is, as

in Ovid, the exercise ground outside of Thebes.
Planus erat, lateque patens prope mcenia campus,
Asiduis pulsatus cquis.

Bandinelli does not follow in detail the varied

episodes of Ovid, but makes his selections. There
are no wrestlers, for example. Ismenos, the eldest

son, transfixed, swerves his horse in a circle.

Ccrtura flectit in orbis
Quadrupedes cursus.

The line corresponds very well with the action

of the hindmost riderless horse. After the

slaying of the sons, Niobe continues to boast

blasphemously against Latona. The daughters

approach to care for the bodies of their brothers,

and are in turn slain as the bow resounds.

Here Bandinelli has departed from his author,

partly to avoid repeating the male figures, partly

for lack of space. A sarcophagus in the Lateran
Museum, pictured in Mrs. Arthur Strong's " Roman
Sculpture ", Fl. Lxxix, represents the brothers and
sisters being killed together. A Munich sarco-

phagus (Stark, Tafel iv), divides the victims by
sex. Ovid dispatches the killing of the daughters

briefly. Bandinelli has probably used the line,

" One dies upon her sister's form ".

. . . ilia

Sorori immoritur,

and the description of Niobe trying to protect the

youngest daughter. We read :

—

" The last one remained, w-hom the mother
covered with her whole body and robes."

Ultima restabat, quam to'o corpore mater,
T.ita veste tegens. " Unam, minimanique relinque,

De multis, minimam posco, clamavit, et unam.

To compare Bandinelli's Niobe with the noted
classical examples of the theme would be interest-

ing but perhaps unfair. He surpasses the vase
painters and sarcophagus cutters as much as he
falls behind the masters of the S. Petersburg and
Albani reliefs (Stark, Tafel ill). And it is fair to

say that to expend upon a piece of furniture more
emotion and pathos than that which we find in

Bandinelli's design would have been supererogatory.

The piece breathes the somewhat operatic energy
of its times and recalls the restless inventiveness of

a still great if declining age.

The subject of Niobe is treated somewhat less

dramatically in a Roman chest in the Kaiser-

Friedrich Museum.' A poorer and damaged chest,

similar to the above, is in the Kunstgewerbe
Museum, Berlin.

-

I need not dwell upon the stately proportions of

our chest, nor upon the richness of its incidental

ornament. It may be said that everything is old

except the feet, and attention may be c.dled to the

fine masks of the angles of the frieze. At the sides

' Illustrated in Bode, Italicnische Hmistnobii. p. 77.

-Bode, of'.
cil.,p. Hi. See also a cut in Julius Lessing, Voibildcr-

hcjlc : Italicnischc TihIhii, Tafel S.
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the beautiful rinccatix are worked into human
grotesques. The ends are occupied by a seated

warrior in Phrygian cap with an escutcheon bear-

ing in cross form four crescents, I have not been

able to identify the family bearing this device,
which is conceivably merely decorative, but record
it in the chance of serving some more favoured
investigator.

TWO STILL-LIFE PICTURES BY MURILLO (?)

BY TANCRED BORENIUS
'HE Poultry Yard [Plate, a] belong-
ing to Mrs. Odell and at present on
view at the Grafton Galleries (Central

Gallery, No. 5) has hitherto been prac-

tically unknown to students. Effective

in design and richly coloured in a deep glowing
tone, it is, moreover, of considerable interest

because of the questions of style criticism which it

involves. The picture is stated to have been brought
to England from Spain at the beginning of the last

century ; and on the right-hand side of it, above the

nest with eggs, one can with tolerable certainly

make out the word " Murillo", possibly preceded by
the artist's initials. Considering how very rarely

Murillo did sign his pictures, one feels naturally

some hesitation in accepting this signature as

genuine, the more so as the subject differs so

widely from those which one is accustomed to

associate with the name of Murillo
;
yet I would

submit that the style of the picture offers

considerable evidence in support of the

authenticity of the signature. The colour-scheme
throughout recalls Murillo ; the landscape back-

ground is treated quite in his manner, and the

painting of the animals and the herbage offer

ARAGONESE PRIMITIVES
BY JOSE PIJOAN

XCEPT for the schools of Catalonia

we have very little knowledge of the

primitive schools of painting in Spain.

As we enter the museum of the Prado,
we find only some half-dozen Castile

panels of the end of the 15th century, beautiful

gilded furniture which we scarcely notice in our
haste to look at the pictures by the great masters
who came after them. As to official cognizance
it has hitherto taken very little account of anything
earlier than the first documentated artist of the

Spanish renaissance, Pedro Berruguete, parts of

whose now dispersed retablo, S. Thomas of Avila,

may, indeed, still be seen in the Prado.
But there must have been schools of painting

during the Middle Ages in the centre of the

peninsula, such as those already known to us in

Catalonia. The schools of miniature-painting

which flourished at all periods in Castile point to

the conclusion that there were also iinagiitatores,

painters of figures and of pictures also, now dis-

* Translated for the author.

unmistakable parallels to details of that nature
occurring in undisputed works of Murillo, e.g. the
Beggar Boys at Munich and the Adoration of the

Shepherds at Madrid. The Huckstress in the
Munich Gallery, formerly ascribed to Ribera,
which Dr. Mayer is inclined to class as an early
work by Murillo, offers also points of striking

resemblance to the present picture. If it is

accepted as being by Alurillo, it seems to me that

we have found the name for the much-debated
Interior ofaLarder in the collection of Sir Frfiderick

Cook at Richmond [Plate, b], now also on view at

the Grafton Galleries (No. 6). The technical treat-

ment, the system of design and the drawing of the
animals in this painting strike me as pointing
beyond mistake to the author of the signed picture.

Should the theory here advanced prove tenable,

one may, perhaps, put down an individual

impression that Murillo never did anything finer

than these two works ; for there is here no conflict

between his artistic nature, so fundamentally
commonplace, and the subject-matter ; but, being
engaged upon a perfectly unintellectual task, he
has full scope to display his indubitable gifts as a
painter.

appeared, or at any rate, unknown. And I add
" unknown " only, because a methodical exploration
of the central plateau of Spain was not begun until a
few years ago and is being carried on very slowly.
Those who have searched most in that region often
assure us that they have come upon some very
ancient picture in some terribly dilapidated church.
Only four or five years ago, for instance, the official

Commission for the excavation of Numantia dis-

covered the church of San Baudelio, near Soria,

with paintings of the 12th century, and we still

eagerly await their publication. There are also

painted churches in Galicia, and I shall show you
that there was some painting in Aragon as well,

but concerning the period of these schools and
their efforts—perhaps abortive efforts—we know
positively nothing. All we can do for the moment
is to have patience and arrange conscientiously in

groups every scrap of painting belonging to the

same period and the same country, attract the

attention of connoisseurs by presenting these in

the best reproductions possible, and wait until new
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pictures reappear to be added to the groups, and
thus enrich a family sprung from these poor begin-
ings. The provincial schools of a country like
Spain, which has always stood apart from Europe,
participating in the life of Europe, but never
amalgamating with it, may, I fear, at present
interest no one but Spaniards, and perhaps I

should present them only to Spanish students, until
the day comes when they can be displayed to the
world at large with all the environment of their
local development. At present we have nothing
but a few isolated pictures

; after further researches
we may have a whole school. Whether its spirit
were poor or rich, its forms meagre or luxuriant,
shll it will revive for us a certain corner of the past
which men have lived in and moved by their ideas,
and will reveal to us through its painters, whether
their achievement were small or great, some of the
motives of those men's sensibilities.

Geographically, Aragon is the strongly charac-
terized region wedged in between Castile and
Catalonia. It would have seemed more naturally
destined to union with Castile than with Catalonia
since It is a highland plateau and spoke no lan-
guage of its own, but a dialect of Castilian. But
the marriage of the count of Barcelona with
the daughter of the king of Aragon united those
two countries four centuries before they both
united with Castile. The double crown of
Barcelona and Aragon represented the kingdom of
Aragon, and by that name the confederation of
the two states was known in Europe during the
Middle Ages, and has made some mark in history.
But the Court spent most of the time at Barcelona,
and the princes were Catalans rather than Ara-
gonese. Thus Aragon did not flourish so luxuri-
antly in art and literature as her maritime partner
and during the Middle Ages Catalonia acted as the
instructor of Aragon. Catalan art must sometimes
have penetrated into Aragon under the patronage
of princes and bishops. Certain very significant
details are known to us in this connexion. Senor
Sampere y Miquel lately published the pictures
which Jaume Serra of Barcelona painted for the
Convent of the Holy Sepulchre in Saragosa and
the contract by which he engaged to execute them
in 1363. Later, towards the end of the 15th
century, a Catalan bishop of the see of Sara"osa
sent home for the Catalan paintings, which^'are
still preserved in the archbishop's palace there.When the kings wanted some object of art made
for Aragon, such as the ostensory in which are
preserved the corporali of Daroca (relics like the
one at Orvieto, highly venerated in Aragon), they
brought to Saragosa the Barcelona sculptor Pere
Moragues. who had also made the statues for the
royal mausoleums at Poblet, and had executed
other commissions for the Aragonese crown
But Aragon assimilated very little of this Catalan

art come up to it from the lowland maritime pro-

AragQtiese Primitives
vinces to which it was united. A strong country,
peopled by a very vigorous, noble and rude race,
perhaps it did but little painting during the Middle
Ages

; perhaps it still awaits, in the future, the day
when It will say its own word. Aragon has already
given us Goya. That, perhaps, will reveal to
foreigners something of Aragonese sensibility, for
that great man, perhaps the last great Spaniard,
was an Aragonese, and all his life preserved his
racial qualities, strength, sincerity, nobility—and
brutality.

And were there Goyas in the Middle Ages, after
their kind, in Aragon ? Certainly not, of Goya's
genius, we know that

; but there were forefathers of
his, and they painted, and we have a few of their
paintings preserved for us. I shall state here what
little I know about them; but there must be many
more. The best known, but not, as I believe, the
oldest Aragonese painting is the one in the Convent
of S. Pedro el Viejo at Huesca, a painted wooden
altar of the early 14th century. It was in the exhibi-
tion of 1909 at Saragosa, where it was photo-
graphed, and has been published. Last year the
canons attempted to sell this ancient altar, but the
Government interfered successfully, and stopped
them. The front, naturally low and long and
rectangular in shape, represents S. Peter in the
centre, with scenes from his life in compartments
on either side.

More curious both in form and painting was,
in my opinion, the picture from Si.xena which I

bought five years ago for the Museum of Barcelona,
It was formerly in Madrid at Lafora's, the dealer
in antiquities, and we paid for it 2,700 pesetas
which we had great difficulty in raising. It had
scarcely come into the museum and had not yet
been hung, when in one of those crisises through
which the progressive and excitable city of
Barcelona passes too often, it was left exposed to
ram, and deteriorated much more than it had before
The illustration published here [Plate I] is from a
photograph taken before this last disaster befell the
unfortunate painting. It shows how much
maltreated it had been before it left the convent.
All the bottom of the picture had disappeared and
the colour had come off in many places from the
white stucco which covered the wood. The panel
measures 1.85 by i.io m. The figure in the centre
IS S. Peter of Verona [S. Peter Martyr] and on
either side are scenes from his life. The central
figure is the most interesting Aragonese paintin«
of the period that I know. The face is round and
strongly designed, with the eyes turned askance.
Ihe saint looks just like one of those robust over-
grown boys that we still see on Sundays standing
about village market-places firmly planted on their
two feet, but when they walk, walking with a
childish gait. He holds the palm and the book
a dagger pierces his body and the inevitable
wound IS shown on his head. But for all
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these emblematic insignia, our youth is far

from appearing the Italian martyr whom a con-
vent in the most arid region of Spain desired

to venerate. Above, two angels issuing from two
clouds support the lowest of the three crowns
which float above the saint's head, and at the same
time regale him with incense from thuribles swung
close to his face.

The scenes on either side are interesting, both
in themselves and on account of their inscriptions

in the old Aragonese dialect in which only a few
documents remain to us. Since the last disaster

which befell the panel, the legends are now almost
illegible, but in its better condition they read
thus :—

(1) AQVI AMVESTRAN LETRAS A SAN PEDRO
(2) AQVI LO VISTEN FREIRE PREDICADOR A SA[n]

PEDRO
(3) ESTE EN'FERMO TENIA VN BIERBEN Q[ve]

DEL COMIA EL CORAZON. ACOMENDORONLO
SAN PER E ALO GVARIDO CON PALABRAS

(4) AQVI PREDICA SAN PER MARTIR A LOS EREGES
(5) AQVI HACE QVEMAR A LOS EREGES SAN PER
(6) AQVI DAN DINEROS A L[0S] EREGES PO[r]

QVE LO MATEN A SAN PEDRO
(7) AQVI MATA[n] SAN PERO E FIEREN A SV

CONPANERO
(8) AQVI SANA CIEGOS E OTROS MVCHOS . . }

The scenes add nothing new to the legendary
repertory of the Dominican martyr, given by
V^oragine and others ; but the same singular treat-

ment appears in these miniatures that we find in

the central figure. The background which was
in silver, decorated with an incised pattern, has
much darkened, and this makes reproduction all

the more difficult.

To the same school and to the same period,

perhaps the beginning of the 14th century, belongs
the palliotto or antependium of the altar of
Tamarite, which we also bought for the Museum
of Barcelona [PLATE II, b]. It had been torn
from its place in the church by a well-known
dealer in antiquities in Saragosa, who had sold it

to an e.Kceedingly intelligent collector in Madrid,
from whom we received it together with many
other fine objects. There, in the Museum of

Barcelona, its exotic singularity is evident, not
only in the ethnical type of S. Dominic to whom
the painting is dedicated, but also in the style of

the little pictures on either side of him illustrating

the Golden Legend. This truly Aragonese saint,

with the curves of the eyes, the nose and the beard
very strongly accentuated, is exactly the elder

' (i) Here they teach San Pedro lelters. (2) Here they vest
San Pedro friar preacher. (3) This sick man had a canker (.') that

ate his heart. They brought him to San Per and he healed him
with words. (4) Here San Per Martyr preaches to heretics.

(5) Here San Per has the heretics burnt. (6) Here they give
money to heretics to kill San Pedro. (7) Here they kill

San Pedro and wound his companion. (8) Here . . . cures the
blind and many others.
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brother of the martyr saint of Sixena. He holds
the rod of authority and the book of doctrine in

strangely shaped hands attached to small, improb-
able arms, hidden under his cloak. The twelve

miniatures of his legend are much more correctly

drawn. They represent in succession : (i) The
miracle of the books untouched by the flames

;

(2) SS. Peter and Paul giving the rod and the book
to " DOMINICVS"; (3) The Saint and another friar

respected by the rain which falls on either side of

them
; (4) S. " DOMINICVS " and another friar

served by angels at table; (5) An Albigensian

disputing with "DOMINICVS"
; (6) The Saint mak-

ing the devil appear to two women
; (7) The

Saint in bed, " SANCTa MARIA " bringing to him
the habit of the order of preachers

; (8) The dream
of the "papa" seeing the tottering church sup-

ported by " DOMINICVS "
; (9) The fall of the

architect; (10) His cure by "DOMINICVS ;" (11)

A cavalier (" HERlTicvs ") converted by seeing his

horse kneel
; (12) " dominicvs " refusing to break

his fast before a table served with meats offered to

him by a lady.

The background of this picture is also in silver

with incised decoration like the one at Sixena. It

measures i'94 by i*34 metres.

The third panel of this Gothic school of Aragon
as yet known is in London at the antique dealer's,

Mr. Lionel Harris [Plate II, c]. It was offered

to us for the Museum of Barcelona in 1908 by
Sr. Morales of Vittoria, who stated that he had
got it direct from a church near Tudela. He asked

a high price for it, and, since the painting possesses

less aesthetic beauty than importance for its ethno-

graphic character, we let it slip, perhaps wrongly.

It also is an antependium on a silver ground, and is

dedicated to the Virgin. It measures -90 by 171
metres.

In the centre is the figure of the patroness

seated, holding the Infant Jesus, neither of them
by any means well painted. On the gospel side

are six compartments, containing (i) The Annun-
ciation, (2) The Visitation, (3) The Nativity, (4) The

Flight into Egypt, (5) two of The Magi-Kings, (6) the

third mage, kneeling and addressing the Virgin

seated in the central panel. This accounts for the

attitude of the Infant Jesus, who is looking down-
ward. On the epistle side are six other compart-

ments : (7) The Angel appearing to the Shepherds,

(8 & 9) The Presentation, (10) the Massacre of the

Innocents, (11) a soldier in a long surcoat piercing

another Innocent with his lance, the mother

below on her knees
; (12) Jesits among the Doctors.

Above in the framework are eleven little scenes,

some of which seem to be representations of the

months. Some of them are very familiar; the man
in the hood warming himself at a fire, the man
cutting the corn, and the one killing the pig leave us

in no doubt as to their signification . Others appear

to be saints. It is not surprising that the not very
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skilful painter who produced this panel should
make mistakes and confusion in a repertoire of

emblems of which he had not much knowledge, as

he does with the scenes from the life of the Virgin.

We also bought for the museum of Barcelona
some pieces of wood bearing very interesting

paintings which had just been torn down from a
decorated ceiling in the province of Teruel. They
are a sort of Bayeux tapestry on wood [Plate, hi].

They bear no inscriptions, and so we cannot tell

what historical or romantic scene they were intended
to represent. It begins with a curious view of a war-
fleet sailing towards a castle in the midst of the

sea, perhaps intended to represent Mallorca,
which, at any rate, had been conquered a short
time before these boards were painted. Then
begins a long cavalcade, with many horses wearing
trappmgs charged with the cross of Aragon, which
also appears on the ships.

The painting is in three colours only, ochre,
red and black. The simplicity of the treatment,

the freedom of the drawing with precise strokes

of the brush, like the decoration of Hispano-
Moresque ceramics, still give us great pleasure
at the present time. Of the same genre is what
is perhaps the masterpiece of Aragonese Gothic
painting during the middle ages, the ceiling of the
cathedral of Tertuel, with an immense number of

wooden caissons decorated with cavaliers and
fantastic figures. We have there a colossal series of

decorations completely unpublished, as indeed are

also the pictures and fragments now published here.

Aragonese Primitives

Who were these painters, where were their

principal works, and where are now their other, per-

haps finer, works ? The archives of the country
churches may be able to tell us much about them,
as they have in Catalonia. They all seem to have
been miniaturists who turned to painting pic-

tures and altars, and it is curious that the only
work of this school that we know bearing the

painter's name is the work of a miniaturist ; I mean
the illustrated manuscript of the " Fueros de
Aragon " promulgated by Jaime el Conquistador
in the town of Huesca in 1246. The manuscript
is now in the library of Mr. C. W. Dyson Perrins,

at Davenham, near Malvern in England. It is a
large book, written in double columns, with many
illustrations. It seems to have been made by one
Miguel Lopez de Zandio : iste liber (istum
librum) SCRIPSIT michael lupi de QANDIO.- The
town of Zandio is in the territory of Navarre, but
on the south there is no definite demarkation
between Navarre and Aragon. The strong French
character of these illustrations and of some of the
scenes which, in tiie form of miniatures in wood,
ornament the pictures, would, then, have entered by
way of Navarre, since the passage of the Pyrenees
was closed by way of Aragon and Catalonia, for

those united provinces received new impulses
rather from Italy, with which the Catalan regions
were in close relation.

'Two miniatures of this manuscript have been published by
the New Paleographical Society, London, 1908, in Facsimiles of
Ancient Maiiiiscrifts, iv.

A DANGEROUS ARCHiEOLOGICAL METHOD-
BY SIR MARTIN CONWAY

-II

iN a former article I attempted to mark
hhe danger of trying to fix the date of a

work of art by picking out one detail

w->»>i Ki^'^^^^^ another, and finding individual

gti2-»:i8 parallels for it in all sorts of works of

a chosen period, without paying attention to the

general style of the object and its relation to the

broad artistic movement, which never halts and
never turns backward, not even when it tries to.

Professor Albert S. Cook, of Yale University, has,

as Professors Baldwin Brown and Lethaby have
recently shown in the pages of this magazine, been
seduced into what they hold to be a false conclu-
sion by the application of this very method. It is

the same 12th century that attracts Professor Cook
which attracted the writer with whom I dealt in

my previous article. Nor is this altogether a

matter of chance, for the 12th century stands at

the parting of the ways and retains almost as

many memories of the archaic past as it holds
prophecies of the Gothic culmination then so near
at hand. You can find in 12th-century works
points of analogy with the most diverse Early

Christian and Dark Age products ; if anyone
doubts it he has only to read the learned essay of

Professor Cook and verify his countless industri-

ously compiled comparisons.
Yet if you apply to Professor Cook's conclusions

the same test that I applied to the conclusions of
the previous subject of my criticism, a similar

conclusion will be forced upon you. Take a

photograph of either the Ruthwell or the Bew-
castle cross, which Professor Cook would assign

to the 1 2th century, and place it beside a photo-
graph of any undoubted work of 12th-century
decorative sculpture, they will at once be seen to

be expressive of different worlds. The ideal

behind the one is not the ideal behind the other.

I was easily able to find a fair parallel for the

Golden Altar of Milan in a 12th-century altar

something like it ; but I can find nothing of the

12th century even vaguely enough resembling
the two Anglian crosses to be worth employing
valuable space in reproducing alongside of either

of them.
Professor Baldwin Brown, while believing that
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the two crosses are much eariier than the 12th

century, hesitates to assign them to any particular

date. For me they belong to the late 7th or early

8th century and nowhere else—late 7th for choice.

After the elaborate analysis of the two professors

I am relieved from the necessity of following their

American colleague through his maze of com-
parisons, nor should I in any case have been led

to follow those "wandering fires" for reasons

already stated ; but there is one point he made
about the Bewcastle cross which requires emenda-
tion. He was mistaken in imagining that the

chequer-work on it could not belong to so early a

period as the 7th century. The Book of Durrow
has already been cited against him. Let me add
that the pattern is not rare in the 7th-century

goldsmith's work of the Anglo-Saxons and other

so-called barbarians. A famous pendant from
Sibertswold has often been published (by

Akerman, e.g)^. Another noteworthy example was
found at Sarre. The golden chalice of Chelles,

known, alas, only from an engraving, the original

having been one of the countless losses to the

world for which the infernal French Revolution is

responsible, was covered with checks. It was the

work of that remarkable goldsmith, S. Eloi, who
in using the chequer pattern was using a design

commonly current; indeed, it must always have
been much used in weaving from the beginning.

That is the worst of this method which I am
criticizing; it may let down the student who uses

it at the most unexpected moments because at

every step he is forced to prove a negative, and to

do that successfully he must possess universal

knowledge. Each detail that he selects for his

comparisons has not only to find its tiny fellow in

some work of the chosen period to which it is to

be made to belong, but proof must likewise be
forthcoming that there existed no counterpart for

it at other possible dates. Professor Cook has

not only to show that chequer work was used in

the 12th century, but he must demonstrate that it

was not used in the 7th ! Such a scheme has pit-

falls.

One important point in connexion with the

Anglian sculptures has not been mentioned in

this controversy. It is the relation between them
and the Roman sculptures of Corbridge and
thereabouts, doubtless still existing in considerable

numbers above ground in the 7th century, but
most unlikely to have carried any influence into

the 12th. I will cite a single example.

It is a relief on an upright stone which possesses

the peculiar feature of having a decorative design
carved on its sides [PLATE, a].' Professor Haver-
field, who introduced it to the Society of Antiquaries
(" Proc", XXIV, p. 269), used these words about
it :

" Particularly strange is the placing of a pattern

' We owe the use of this block to the kindness of the Society

of Antiquaries.
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on the side, which almost recalls the decoration of

Anglian crosses." When it is remembered what
a high civilization flourished in the north of

England down to the close of the Roman occupa-
tion, and how relatively rapidly this region advanced
again when the onrush of the barbarian invaders
was over, it is not so surprising after all to find

hereabouts a revival of art taking place as soon as

sufficiently settled conditions arose. It is too
frequently forgotten that one of the effects of the

barbarian invasions was to drive over to Ireland

(then a relatively rich and prosperous country) all

kinds of learned men from all parts of the Roman
Empire. In the 6th and 7th centuries Ireland was
the most civilized part of Western Europe. As soon
as circumstances permitted, civilization spread

from Ireland, and the north of England was one of

the first parts to be refreshed with this life-giving

influence. That good art should be forthcoming
in the north of England in the 7th century is not

at all surprising. The Gospels of Lindisfiirne, the

Great Ormside bowl, and the Anglian crosses

are all alike the outcome of a single school of art

of uncommon merit. The jth-century MSS. of

that school were the best in the then world ; why
not also the sculpture ?

But who, it may be asked, were the actual

masons who sculptured these and all the other

notable Anglian stones? I suggest that they were
probably craftsmen of the Ravenna school. At all

times masons have been the people most easily

moved about. Just as I myself have known an
Italian mason who worked on the Assouan dam
for a series of winters and on New York sky-

scrapers in the intervening summers, so (mutafis

undaudis) has it always been. By the nature of

his craft a mason must be ready to go where his

labour is needed. When one building is finished

he must find work on another. When building

activity comes to a standstill in one place he must
wander forth, perhaps right across Europe, to

where structures are then being called for.

The Lombard invasion of north Italy must have
put a stop to building till the time of calamity was
overpast. It is easy at Ravenna itself to observe
how the activity of the 6th century ceased in the

7th. Less and less work was there for masons to

do, and less and less incentive for them to do it

well. Quality and quantity alike fell off, till finally

there was practically nothing to be done. Of the

army of masons whose centre of activity had been
Ravenna in the 6th and at the beginning of the 7th

centuries, few can have been left, and surely none
of an enterprising disposition after say the year 675.
Where did they go to ? Some no doubt took

service in North Italy under the Lombards. But
the great majority must have wandered further

afield to where the conquering races in their new
homes—Visigoths, Franks, Burgundians, and all

the rest—were calling for new buildings to house
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their various needs. That some of these men
should have come as far as the north of England
is small matter for surprise. There is, I think,

internal evidence that such was actually the case.

Imagine an Italian mason arrived, say, at Hex-
ham in the year 675 and about to be employed
to make some work of sculpture, such as one of

these crosses. The general forms of the monu-
ment would have been decided by local custom.
The shape of the surmounting cross would be
likely to resemble the Cross of S. Cuthbert or that

from Ixworth (V. C. H. Suffolk) suitably trans-

lated into stone. The man would have brought
his own traditions of figure-sculpture with him,
but he might well have been expected or himself
desired to introduce local decorative fancies^ such
as the chequer-work, which might have been
suggested to him by plaid garments, probably then
quite common in the north, even if he did not
find the use of it well-known in the local gold-
smith's workshop. Any scribe could have drawn
for him a panel or two of interlacing, at that time
the ordinary currency of decoration. His tendrils

and birds were of course purely Ravennate derived
from Coptic, and were doubtless introduced into

the north of England by him and his companions.
It is, however, in the figure sculpture that the

Ravenna tradition is most evident. Take for

example the figure in the niche on the west face

of the Bewcastle cross [Plate, b]. Was ever
niche less like one of the 12th century? Its

absolute plainness, and the way the mouth of the

figure is made the centre of the circle which forms
the top of the niche are very different from what a

12th-century sculptor would have designed. But
here is the very same thing from Ravenna and
about contemporary with the North-English
example [Plate, c]. The Ravenna work is

less good. It was done by the unenterprising
man who stayed at home and worked for an

employer of shrinking means. The English
example was made by a man of vigorous enter-

prise in the employment of a go-ahead community.
But the two belong obviously to the same school.

In the face of this example Professor Cook's
trouble about the nimbus vanishes into thin air.

The Ravenna stone is in the museum of that city

and came from the neighbouring village of S. Pietro
in Vincoli, according to Cattaneo, though another
account ascribes it to a church in Ravenna itself.

Another fragment in the same museum may be
cited in comparison with the figured cross-shaft at

S. Andrew's, Bishop Auckland [Plate, d]. Both
are very rude work, but a glance suffices to show
how much they have in common. The sunk
nimbus and linear drapery are alike in the two.
In fact we find here continuing the traditions

introduced by Italian craftsmen into the north of

England at and about the time of Wilfred. Those
traditions, the forms developed by Irish and English
craftsmen in goldsmith's work, illumination, and
perhaps also in wood-carving, and, finally, the
influence of surviving works of Roman sculpture
and decoration—these were the three factors by
whose union the art of the Anglian sculptures was
produced and is sufficiently explained.

[Erratum.—We place

here a reproduction of

a new drawing of the

small plaque with a bird

found in the tomb of

Gisulf the Lombard
(see p. 340, Vol. XXHI).

The drawing there re-

produced, having been
made from a small and
faded photograph, was
incorrectly seen by the

draughtsman, and the

attitude of the bird altered.

—

Ed.]

AN IDEALIZED PORTRAIT OF DIANE DE POITIERS
BY L. DIMIER*

HE small picture of which we give a
reproduction here [Plate, a] has
been often noticed. It belongs to the
Earl Spencer, K.G., and forms part of
the Althorp Collection.

That It IS a French production is proved by the
inscription borne on the canvas itself, for this is

in French. It is true that this would not prevent
its coming from the Low Countries where French
is spoken, but the execution, slight and without
relief, altogether precludes it from being of the
Flemish school. The general style confirms this

exclusion, and places the work on the outskirts of
the school of Fontainebleau. For although one

' Translated for the author from the French.

cannot trace here the style of Primaticcio, there is

in the picture something of his composition,

something of his pose of the head, such as might
have been achieved by an artist of moderate
skill, who had, at the same time, been subjected

to the other influences which were then being

felt at the French Court, in addition to that of

Primaticcio, the influence of Rosso, of Lucas
Penni, and so on.

These general questions being settled, let us

try to arrive at a more detailed conclusion as to

the identity both of the painter and of the sitter.

Let us begin with the sitter.

In his "Renaissance a la Cour de France"
(Additions, p. 535) M. de Laborde, describing
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the picture, forms the opinion that it is a

portrait, but an ideahzed portrait, of Diane,

Duchess of Valentinois.' This conckision, arrived

at in 1855, seems to me to remain still established ;

all that time has done is to bring forward certain

considerations which further support it.

To begin with, the allegory is certainly that of

Diana. Despite the absence of direct attribution,

there are two facts which go to prove it. In the

first place there is the forest landscape which

forms a background to the figure; in the second,

there is the choice of the verses from the Psalms

inset in the inscription :

—

Comme le cerf bruit apres le decours des eaux, ainsi brait

mon ime apres toi, O Dieu."

The reference follows: Psalm xlii. Apart

from the curious combination of antique mytho-

logy with holy writ, the quotation is chosen in

order to be in keeping with the allegory of the

chase. Thus the personage of Diana is here

twice indicated.

The supposition that Diana, goddess of ancient

mythology, might have served to represent Diane

de Poitiers is one that is quite consistent with the

practice of artists throughout Europe from the

Renaissance to the Revolution, and in England

until the time of Lawrence. But, as regards Diane

de Poitiers, this supposition has been so often put

forward at one time or another that it is necessary

to examine it carefully.

For portraits of Diane de Poitiers are in France

what portraits of Mary Stuart are in England ; they

are always and everywhere being recognized, in

engravings, in sculptures, in all the nude or semi-

nude goddesses of the period. The famous Diana

of Anet, for example, attributed (and no doubt

falsely) to Jean Goujon, is everywhere reproduced

as a portrait of Diane de Poitiers, although as a

fact it is altogether unlike her. The excellent work

of Mr. Lionel Cust, and that of Mr. Andrew Lang

and Mr. Foster has at last put into some order the

portraits of Mary Stuart. The iconography of

Diane de Poitiers still awaits its critic. In order

to make some attempt to establish the iconography

of Lord Spencer's picture I have set out at the end

of this article some essential statements concerning

it. Five portraits of Diane, in which her age ranges

from twenty years to sixtv, will be found mentioned,

and from these it is possible not only to recognize

her at different periods of her life, but also to get

a general idea of her features, which are entirely

in keeping with the similarity claimed by our

picture.

What Laborde calls " idealized portraiture

"

was certainly practised during the 1 6th century,

1 "Est ce le portrait de Diane, de la Diane par excellence,

de la Duchesse de Valentinois ? Je le crois, mais un portrait

idealise, avec cette taille d'un embonpoint reserve et ses doigts

effiles qui etaient r6serv6s a sa beaute ".

"^ "As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth my
soul after Thee, O God".

although less than is sometimes supposed.
For instance, there is a portrait of Gabrielle

d'Estrees as Diana in the Louvre,^ described
as being a picture of Diane de Poitiers, although
the similarity of the face to that of a crayon
drawing from the Cabinet des Estampes • leaves

no doubt that it represents Gabrielle. In enamels
also, one finds Charles IXs, Henry Ills, and
Catherine of Medicis in the apparel of divinities

and with the features altered and embellished.'

The difficulty is to decide whether these alter-

ations are due to the painter's lack of skill in

seizing a likeness, or whether they are drawn
deliberately as embellishments. Here the drawing
is evidently deliberate and is certainly the cause of

the differences which have been noticed between
this picture and the acknowledged portraits of

Diane de Poitiers.

For if the general impression formed after seeing

all these portraits is compared with the actual

presentment in Lord Spencer's picture, it is diffi-

cult not to admit that there is, at any rate, a

similarity between them. If one had wished to

paint Diane de Poitiers as a Goddess of the Chase
and to embellish her for the occasion, this would
have been precisely the result. Now this resem-

blance is of prime importance here, for it adds to

the general evidence expressed in the picture

itself.

Naturally we cannot guess the date of the

portrait from its apparent age. But it is almost

certainly prior to the death of Henry II, for after

this date Diane retired from the court. This

places the date at 1559 at the latest. Further, the

contours of the face resemble most nearly the

acknowledged portraits of Diane at the time when
she was favourite. Therefore we should not set

the date further back than about 1545. An
additional factor to be considered is the style of

the cartouche, which cannot be earlier than this

date. Thus Diane must have been painted as the

fair goddess of mythology, between the age of

forty-five and sixty.*

There remains for consideration the name of the

artist. The picture came to Althorp from the

Crawfurd collection, in which it was when
described by Dibdin in his " Bibliographical and
Antiquarian Tour".^ The name of the painter

has been nowhere suggested hitherto.

However, at the back of the canvas the remnants

of an inscription signature may be read. It is as

follows : L. Ihir . . . There is a natural tempta-

tion to interpret this as proof that the work is that

of Leonard Thiry, a Fleming mentioned in the

"Comptes des Batiments du Roi ".' He worked

3 No 1013 of the catalogue.
* Portraits Monies, anc. num. 62.

'Bordery et Lachenaud,LtvH<i/(/ Limousin, Nos. 21, 33, 34, 88.

^ She was born in 1499.
' T. IV, p. 293, of the French edition.
" Published by Laborde, Vol. 1, pp, i 5 107, 133, 198, 408,
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An Idealized Portrait of Diane de Poitiers

at Fontainebleau under Rosso, was the author
of a collection of prints of the Golden Fleece and
of certain ancient fragments engraved by Ducer-
ceau, and died at Antwerp in 1550.'

No known picture of this artist remains. To
argue, therefore, from his style it would be
necessary to judge him on his prints, a very un-
certain procedure. Moreover, the picture lends

itself less than any other to this method of com-
parison, owing to the scarcity of its material, since

it is merely a simple bust of a woman and its con-
tours are very soft and undecided. All that can be
said is that the prints of Leonard Thiry reveal him
as a very faithful disciple of Rosso. But the style

of this master is only slightly apparent in Lord
Spencer's picture.

It is true that the doubt which thus arises could
not prevail against the positive fact of the signature,

if only one could be certain that the date of the

signature was authentic. But its authenticity
has not been proved.

It is not impossible that it existed at the time
when Crawfurd possessed the picture, and that he
did not notice it ; but it is more probable that lie

would have seen it. It is further possible that he
was unable to understand it, being ignorant of

Leonard Thiry. But Leonard Thiry was well
known as an engraver ; all the compilers of cata-

logues mention him. His name is written under
several drawings of vases which are to be found in

the Peiresc collection (at the Cabinet des Estampes
in Paris), which proves that he was by no means
unknown, and that it would be unlikely for an
inscription mentioning him to pass unperceived.
These attributions in the Peiresc collection do not,

however, inspire great coniidence. Even, therefore,

if the inscription on the Althorp picture was as
early as this it would merit no more credence. But
it is quite possible that it was actually later than the
time when Crawfurd possessed the picture. In
the absence of any other document it would be
unwise to trust in it. The mobt prudent course, as
far as attribution goes, is to adhere to the general
and tentative submission hitherto maintained,
namely, to place the work merely as of the school
of Fontainebleau.

Iconography of Diane de Poitiers set down
IN ORDER to further ELUCIDATE THE PRECED-
ING ARTICLE,
(i) Diane de Poitiers in 1520.

Pencil drawing. Inscription : Diane de Poiliers,
diieJuiisc de Valentiiwis.

Sheet 28 in llie Mariette album belonging to Lord
Derby.

"According to the preface of the collection of Fragments
engraved by Ducerceau.

Though not original, this portrait is very

good in quality. Only one replica is known
(Sheet 14 of the Montmor album in Aix
en Provence). The title Duchess of Valen-

tinois, which the inscription gives to Diana,
reveals the date of the inscription. She only
received the title in 1547 on the accession of

Henry II. At the period in which the portrait

shows her she was called Grand ScnccJiale as

the wife of Louis de Breze, Sire de St. Vallier,

Grand Senechal of Normandy,
(2) Diane de Poitiers in 1532.

Chateau de Chantilly, liox 14, No. 118.

Pencil drawing. A false inscription : Uadaine
Destniiipesfille.

The identity is proved, despite the false

inscription, by the name Grand Scncchak
inscribed on all the copies of this drawing
which are to be found in the albums of that

date, more particularly in that engraved by
Niel for his " Personnages fran^ais du xvi*

siecle ". It portrays Diane at the time of her
widowhood. Supposed to be the work of

Jean Clouet. The date has been determined
from the apparent age and from the costume
of the sitter.

(3) Diane de Poitiers in 1537.
Pencil drawing. Inscription : La gran Saictlialle.

Chateau de Chantilly, box xiv, No. 160.

Date determined from age and costume as

above.

Supposed to be the work of Francois Clouet.

(4) Diane de Poitiers in 1543.
Pencil drawing. False inscription : Mad"" Destanipes.
Chateau de Chantilly, box xiv, No. 227.

Despite the inscription the real identity

may be easily determined by comparing the
drawing with the previous one and with that

which follows. It represents the same person,
just so much older than the one and younger
than the other as probability would suppose.

Date determined from age and costume as

above.

The work of Francois Clouet.

(5) Diane de Poitiers in 1560 [Plate, b].
Pencil drawing. Inscription ; La dneliesse de Valen-

iiiiois.

Chateau de Chantilly, box xiv, No. 392.

This portrait is copied into many albums
of the period. It was used for the purposes
of a painting of which there are old copies at

Chantilly and Versailles : in this latter place
there is one representing the subject to the
knees.

Date determined from age and costume as
above. It represents Diana at the time of her
retreat at Anet.

The work of Francois Clouet.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE PERSIAN DOUBLE DOME
A. C. CRESWELL
NE of the most characteristic features

of Persian architecture is the sHghtly

[bulbous double dome somewhat
.similar to that of the Taj Mahfd at

lAgra, only built of brick and covered

with faience. I say slightly bulbous, because the

actual outward projection is really very slight,

this feature having been much exaggerated by tiie

various artists, Texier and Coste, for instance,

who, before the general use of photography, were

responsible for the drawings and engravings

which made Persian

architecture known
to Europe. This
slight entasis always

accompanies the

Persian double

dome, and the
double dome only,

as, in the case of

single domes, they

are considerably
lower in elevation

and taper from the

springing. This
entasis did not be-

come pronounced,
quite bulbous in

fact, till the end of

the 17th century,

and is the chief
distinctive note of

decadence in
Persian architec-
ture ; as it is in

India during and
after the reign of

Aurangzlb. In Persia, a good instance of this is

the mosque of Shah Chirah at Shiraz, and also

the mosque of Jelal-ud-din at the same place;' in

India perhaps the best-known example is the

mausoleum of Safdar Jung at Delhi, built in 1753.

It appears that this form of dome was not known
at all periods. To show when it first appears I

have drawn up the following list of Persian build-

ings dating from before the time of Timur. It

comprises all the examples, excluding Minars, to be

found described in the literature of the subject.

A.D. 755. Mitsjid-i-Juma. IsfahUn, was {ouiided at this date and
a little of the original building remains, but it was
added to under Malik Shah, c. loSo, and repaired by

Shfih Tahmasp (15J4-1576) and Shah 'Abbas (1585-

162S). The double dome over the sanctuary belongs

to the Sefavean period, (Saladin, ibid., pp. 328-335.)

A.D. 1026. Mditsokiim of Pir-i-Alamdilr, Damgluiii. A.

cylindrical tower roofed with an approximately hemi-

spherical dome. (F. Sarre, " Denkmaler Persicher

Baukunst", Plate 84,)

1054. Mausoleum Clu-liel Dnkhtaii'ui, D^iiighan. A cylindrical

tower roofed with a conical dome. (Sarre, ibid., Plate 84.)

' Illustration, Saladin, Manuel d'Aii Miisulman, p. 337-
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1156. Mausoleum of Sultan Sanjdr at Meiv [Platk, a], A
square mausoieum with a single dome, the drum of which
is buttressed at four points. (Saladin, /tfrf., Ilhis. p. 338,
also Zhukovski, " Ruins of old Merv ", Views of exterior

and interior.)

1162. Mausoleum of YTisuf-ibn-Kuiaijir, alNakhcheian. Octa-
gonal building, with octagonal pointed roof, (Illus.

Sarre, p. 9.)

1186. Mausoleum of Mumine Khattin, at Nakhchevan. Ten-
sided tower with remains of ten-sided pointed roof.

(Sarre, Plate 2.)

12th cent. Seljuk Mosque at Hamadan. P. Coste. Monuments
Modenies de la Perse. (Illus. p. 50.)

12th cent. Imamzcldeh JahjH and Tou'er, at Veicimin. Single
low octagonal, domed building, with
a low dome at the side graduated
step fashion. Fluted tower with
pointed fluted roof. (Illus. Sarre,

P- 59)
. Tash-Mcdresseli, at Akiluihr. Two
low flatfish domes. (Illus. Sarre,

p. 121.)

Sirtseheli-Medresseh, at Konia.
Hemispherical domes according to

restoration of G. Krecker in Sarre,

p. 127.

. Kara Tai Medresseh. at Konia . Hemi-
spherical domes. (Sarre, Plate 95.)

1258. Mausoleum Indji MiUiireli, at

'konia. Two approximately hemi-
spherical domes, one with lantern.

(Illus. Sarre, p. 134.)

ca. 1260. Tower at Mara-
g h a . Ten - sided

tower with remains
often-sided pointed
roof, s.iid to be the
Mausoleum of the

sister of Hulagu,
(Illus, Sarre, p. 15.)

13th cent. Mosque of
Sheikh Sef, A rdebil.

Broad pointed
dome. Illus. Sarre,

p. 39. The Mauso-
leumof theSheikh is

a cylindrical tower
witii pointed dome.

and is situated at one end of the mosque. (Sarre, Plate 47.)

13th cent. Mausoleum in the Ji/osque of Sheikh Bayezid, Bostam.

Two pointed roofs like limekilns and two low domes.
(Illus. Sarre, p. 118.)

I3lh cent. Imilmzadeh Jassary, Isfahan. Eight-sided, domed
building. (J. Dieulafoy, " La Perse". Illus. p. 315 and
Sarre, p. 75-)

13th cent. Turbehs, or saints' tombs at Amol, Sari, etc., with

pointed conical roofs.

13th cent. Meidiln Mosque in KashCin. (Sirre, p. 72, and
Dieulafoy, p. 204, illus. p. igg.)

1300. Musjid-i-Juma, Bostam. Very low domes. (Sarre, Plale

85.)

1310. Mosque Mausoleum of Shah khudabunda [FiGfUES i

& 2]. AtSultanleh, Single d ane. (Texier, " Armenia,
Persia, etc.", Vol. I, PI. 54 & 56.)

Cij. 1310. Mausoleum and Medresseh of Tsehlebi Oglu . at

Sultanleh. Eight-sided tower with pointed dome. (Illus.

Sarre, p. 23. Dieulafoy, illus. p. 97.)

1322. Musjid-Junia, Veramin. Single dome on octagonal

drum. (Illus. Sarre, p. 60
)

1330 or later. Mausoleum of Sheikh Gabriel, Ardebil. Single

dome on drum, according to restoration of B. Schultz, in

Sarre (p. 51).

Up to this point we have no example of the

bulbous double dome. The only apparent excep-

tion to this is the double dome of the shrine of

Imam Rezfi, at Meshed, sometimes stated to have
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The Origin of the Persian Double Dome
been buill by Siiri, governor of Xlshapur in 1037 ;

-

but this is incorrect, as this early dome was
destroyed by an earthquake in the 17th century
and rebuilt and gilded by Shah Suleiman in 1672.'

We now come to the time of Tiniiar. In 1371
he built the mausoleum of his sister Tchouchouk
Bika in the group of buildings known as the

Shah Zindeh [Plate, b & d] or Living Saint, so

called from the grave of Kasim ibn 'Abbas, who is

supposed to be still living, and whose shrine forms
the chief building in the group. Both these

buildings have single domes, fluted externally, but,

when we come to the Mausoleum of his wife Blhi

Khanuni [Plate, c],

commenced, accord-
ing to Schubert von
Solden* in 1399, and
finished in 1403,^ and
his own Mausoleum
known as the Gur
Amir [Plate, e]

( = the Grave of the

Amir, " the Amir

"

meaning, of course,

Timur, just as the

English people
used to speak of
Wellington as "the
Duke") we for the

first time meet with
the double dome
with slightly swelling

outline, a type of

dome which hence-
forth became a con-
stant feature in Per-
sian architecture.

The mosque-mauso- fig

leum, built at Turke-
stan over the tomb of Hazret Khodja Ahmed
Yesavi by Timur, which was commenced in 1387
and finished in 1404," has a huge dome, similar in

shape to that at Sultameh,' but the double dome
soon became general. From Samarkand it passed
to Khurasan, over which it was spread by the
Timurides then ruling at Herat. In the mosque
built at Meshed in a.d. 1418 (according to
Khanikoff) by Gawhar Shad, the wife of Shah
Rukh, the son of Timur, the dome, according to
O'Donovan,*"' has something of a bulbous shape ",

and is, I conclude, double. Later, the mosque and
mausoleum in the Musallaat Herat, built by Sultan

'C. E. Yate. Khurasan and Sishln, p. 316.
' See Chardin (edit. Langles, Vol. in, p. 228) quoted by Curzon,

Pcrsni, Vol. i, p. 157, Chardin was an eyewitness of ttie work.
* Die Baiidenktnaky von Samarkand.
'Saladin, ibid., p. 434.
" .Vlir-salih-Bektchourin, Description de la Mo^quee de Hazret,

in A. P. Khorochkine, Ilincrairesde I'Asie Centialc, pp. 247-256.
' E. Scliuyler, Tnrkistan, I, 70-73, and photograph in F. von

tchwarz, Turkestan, p. 200.
' The Mcrv Oasis, i, 497.

Hussein Mirza (a.d. 1487-1506), are, Vambery'
remarks, "an imitation of the monuments at

Samarcand ", and he adds in a footnote, " the
sepulchre particularly has much resemblance to

that of Timour". Dating midway between these
two is the Blue Mosque at Tabriz, built by Jahan
Shah (1437-68), which Te.xier states had a\louble
dome, according to Chardin and Tavernier, who
visited it in the 17th century before it was wrecked
by an earthquake. Now, although I am not quite
satisfied, from the descriptions quoted, that such
was actually the case, yet I will mention what may
prove to be a very interesting connecting link.

C. E. Yate" states

that Gawhar Shad
was the sister of Kara

.1-^,. Yfisuf Turkoman.
Now as Jahan Shah,
the builder of the
Blue Mosque, was
the son of the latter,

it follows that he was
the nephew of Gaw-
har Shad, and mav
very well have had
the dome of her
mosque at Meshed
copied in his own
mosque at Tabriz,

supposing it really

was a double bulbous
one as Texier states.

By the time of Shah
'Abbas the use of the
double dome had
become general, and
it is found in practi-

2 cally all subsequent
buildings of any pre-

tension. No explanation of the origin of this pecu-
liarity is to be found suggested in Fergusson's "His-
tory of Architecture ", nor does Russell Sturgess in

his recent " History of Architecture " (1908) make
any comment on it. The same remark applies to

Texier, who thought the double dome with entasis

was the rule in Persia with the single exception
known to him, at Sultanieh [Figures i & 2],

although when speaking of the Musjid-i-shah at

Isfahan, he says that one is led to believe it was
introduced from India by the Mongol rulers of

Persia. P. Coste in " Monuments Modernes de la

Perse" states (p. 59 and pi. 71) that it was intro-

duced during the i6th century and calls the dome
at Sultanieh the "Arab" form ! (p. 46).

A. Gosset in "Les Cupoles d'Orient et d'Occi-

dent" describes the feature without comment,
while A. Choisy in his " Histoire de I'Architecture ",

Paris, 1889, follows Coste in stating that it only
became the rule in Persia towards the end of the

^Travels in Central Asia, pp. 283-4.

^"Xorllicrn Afgtianistan, p. 31.
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The Orioin of the Persian Double Dome

1 6th century, but I have shown that it occurs

much earlier. He, Hke Texier, suggests an Indian

origin, viz. : that it was an imitation of certain

bulbous topes to be seen there. He apparently had

in mind structures such as those at Ajanta, shown

here in Figukes 3 & 4.

H CmuM OtL

FIGURE 3

Now, as Timur was in India shortly before the

building of the Bibi Khanum and Gur Amir

we must consider the possibility of this Indian

origin. In the first place, these topes are solid

structures and not ex.amples of roofing, and

the few which are bulbous, such as those shown

in Figures 3 & 4, are quite small, and not

the conspicuous and striking buildings likely

to be noticed even by a conqueror during his

meteoric flight through the country. But could

he have seen any double domes with entasis ? No,

for not one of the buildings in the following list

compiled from Fergusson's " Indian Architecture ",

Carr Stephen's "Arch?eology of Delhi", and

Fanshawe's "Delhi, Past and Present", contain

this feature.

The Mosqiii: ofKincat-iiI-IsUliit. built by Kutab-ud-din Aib.ik

in 1191-7 and added to by Shams-ud-din Altamsh (1211-36).

" The dome is curiously formed by stones projecting over

one another, all fixed by a stone on the top . . . The out-

ward appearance of the dome is conical". (Carr Stephen,

p. 41.)

Tomb of Sidtan Ghan (Xasr-ud-din MahmiJd Shah) died

1228 A.D. In 1231 Altamsh built a vaulted tomb over him.

Dome built in trabeated Hindu style as above. (Carr Stephtn,

p. 70.)

Tomb of Shams-nd-dhi Altamsh (died 1235). Fergusson

thinks the roof " was never completed if ever commenced ".

General Cunningham has " good reason to believe that it

was originally covered by an overlapping Hindu dome. A
single stone of one of the overlapping circles, with Arabic

letters on it, still remains ". Carr Stephen agrees with this

(pp. 74-75).
Tomb of Rukn-ud-din Fiivz Shall, and Mui:-iid-din

Bahiilm Sliah : built over their remains in 1240 A.D. Both
covered with small rubble masonry domes, which are part

of the restorations made by Firoz Shah Tughlak (1351.13S8).

(Tremlett, quoted by Carr Stephen, p. 76.)

The Alai Daiica:ah, or Gate of 'Ala-ud-dTn Khitji. A
" superb domed gateway" built A.H. 710 (1310). Low
dome built in horizontal courses. (Photograph, Carr

Stephen, p. 54.)

Tomb of'Ald-ud-dTn Kliilji, ci>ra 1310. Two intact and
three ruined domes remain. Early Pathan style as above.

Died 1315. (Carr Stephen, pp. S8-9.)

Jam'at k'liana Mosque, alto called the Khizri Mosque or

the llosque of Nizam-ud-din Aulia built according to Carr

Stephen by Firoz Shah Tughlak, 1353 (photograph p. 112).

Domes of stone covered with plaster ; of usual middle

Pathan form.
Lai Giimha:, is the grave of Kabir-ud-dln Aulia, built by

Sultan Muhammad Tughlak in the same style, but consider-

ably smaller than that of his father. Internally 29 ft. square.

Interior of dome of red sandstone. (Fanshawe, p. 287.)

Tomb of Ghras-nd-di'n Tughlak Shah, built 1320, dome of

marble in horizontal layers. (Fanshawe, pp. 289-291, illus.

p. 290.)

Tomb of Sheikh Sallal-iid-du', built 1353. "The dome is

in the Tughlak style, it is built of stone covered with plaster

and f.iced with re'd sandstone". (Carr Stephen, p. 121.)

JiimaMiisjidofFirozabad, built 13S4 by Firoz Shah.

This is the mosque visited by Timur, on the last days of

139S, for the purpose of devotions, on his way from carnage

and rapine in Old Delhi to carnage and rapine in Meerut

and Amballah. and a meteoric disappearance from Hindu-

stan in the manner of his appearance. (Fanshawe, p. 226)

According to Carr Stephen (p. 126) he took a model of it

home to build a

similar mosque in

his own capital. It

consists of arcades

of several rows of

arches round an
open central court.

Fanshawe (Illus-

tration p. 222)

shows the gate-

way, a square,

projecting, domed
tomb-like building,

to right of picture.

There is therefore

not a single feature

in common be-

tween this build-

ing and the Bibi

Klianum and Gur
Amir. The dome
mentioned above

is in the usual

Pathan style.

Tomb of Sasr-

ud dill Miihain-

iiied, known as

Chiragh Delhi
(the lamp of

Delhi). Died 1356.

The dome over it

was built in the

lile of the saint by

Firoz Shah in

1350. Dome over

main gateway to

enclosure was
built, according to

Stephen, in 1373-

The photograph
on page 146 shows
usual middle Pathan dome.

Miis/id Chaiira-yah-Qadam Shanf. built according to

Stephen (p. 14S) shortly after 1374. Resembles the mosques
attributed to Khan Jahan (see below).

Kalan Miisjid. Bailt 1387. Thirty small low domes
and one large pointed dome of usual Pathan style, not

FIGURE 4
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The Origin of the Persian Double Dome
hiiilt as fruc radiating do ncs, Ste^'hen remarks that

"domes, the atones of which are held together by the
wonderful adhesive qualities of the lime used in those days,
without any keystones, have been before remarked upon
and arc another characteristic of the Miihaiiiiiiedaii Indian
bnilclitiilsofthc i4tli ccntitry". (P, 154).

Kliirki yinsjid. Built circa 1380 according to Fanshawe
and in 1387 accordmg to S'ephen, Eighiy-nine small
domes of plain solid construction similar to Kalan Musjid.
(Carr Stephen, pp. 154-5.)

Bcgainf'un Miiyid. Built 13S7. Sixty-four domes on
rofif of same style as above. Finest of the mosques built

by KhfiM Jahan. (Photograph, Stephen, p. 156.)
SInine of SIu'ili Alain. Peiiod of p-iroz Shah Tughlak

(1365-1390). Domes of usual Pathan stjle as shown by
illustration in Fanshawe (p. 59).

Tomb of Firoz Shdh Tnghtak. Built according to

Fanshawe in 1580, or, accordi.^g to Syud .Ahmed Kh.an,
quoted by Stephen, in 1389. i'quare building with a dome
of the same shape as all in the buildings of Khan Jahan.
(Photograph, Stephen, p. 158.)

This list comprises all the buildinos having
domes which were standitig in the North-West of
India at the time of Timur, of which remains have
come down to us, and as the domes are practically
all of one type, they are conclusive evidence as to
the style of the period, which disposes of the
theory that the double dome with slight entasis
had an Indian origin.

(To be contiiiitcd.)

AN EARLY SPOON FOUND IN KENT
BY G. BALDWIN BROWN

HE silver spoon figured on the Plate,
No. I, is the property of Mr. Basil

Oxenden. According to information
preserved in his family, it was dug up
or ploughed up about sixty years ago

on the Hroome Park estate near Barham in Kent,
in a field adjoining the Roman thoroughfare be-
tween Dover and Canterbury, just across the road
from the well-known "Halfway" inn. It came
into the hands of the then owner of the estate, Sir
Henry Oxenden, and passed through those of the
father of the present possessor into his own. It

has every appearance of being a woi-k of early
Teutonic art, but whether it is of Anglo-Saxon
manufacture or of continental provenance is not
easy to say. There appears to be no record of any
objects found with it which might indicate a burial,

and some traveller may conceivably have lost it or
had it filched from hitn as he journeyed inland from
across the Channel. An examination of the spoon
may point to some conclusions as to its probable
date and origin.

The Plate, No. i, shows the object as a whole.
It is 7^ in. long, and the bowl measures nearly
2 in. in length by a width of i^ in. There is a dip
from the plane of the handle to that of the bowl
of 1% in. There are strengthening pieces above
and below where bowl and handle join, and the
one below has two side branches ending in fan-like
exteiisions. The stem is not a perfect cylinder,
but is in section rather a square with rounded
corners. It is banded at intervals by mouldings
such as those on turned balusters. The bowl part
with its attachments is joined on to the stem proper
by an animal's head whose open jaws embrace the
stem. At the top of the stem the finish is formed
by a recumbent quadruped with very pronounced
claws, a body striated in the vertical direction, and
a head like that at the other end of the handle.
Considerable traces of gilding remain on the object,
but a good deal has obviously been worn off by use,
which has also obliterated some details and rounded
and softened the forms.

The general shape and the details of the piece
can all be paralleled in extant works of the early
Christian centuries, but the combination of all in a
single object is a phenomenon that stands alone,
and so far as is known to the writer the spoon is

unique. The shape may be noticed first. The
drop of the bowl below the plane of the stem is of
course a classical feature, and the piece may be
compared in this respect with a Roman spoon
found in Denmark, and now in the Museum at
Copenhagen [Plate, No. 6]. The form of the
bowl, egg-shaped with the broadest part outwards,
is also classical, and is seen in a Roman bronze
spoon-bowl from Chichester in the Aluseum at
Lewes. The stem has also a classical appearance.
In these features the spoon contrasts markedly
with the ordinary type of spoon found in Anglo-
Saxon graves, especially in the South of England.
This has a stem at times ornamented in Germanic
fashion with garnet inlays, no stepping nor dip from
stem to bowl, and a bowl of circular shape with the
peculiarity not hitherto explained that it is pierced
with holes like a sugar sifter. The Plate, No. 8,
gives a good example in the museum of the Kent
Archajological Society at Maidstone.' It was
found at Sane, and is 7 in. long. Examples of the
stepped spoon have, however, been found, though
very sparingly, in Anglo-Saxon graves. No. 7
shows one in the British Museum from Hasling-
field, Cambs., where the junction of the bowl and
stem and the oval shape of the former are well seen.
No. 4 in the museum at Devizes is from the Anglo-
Saxon finds on Basset Down, Wilts, and is also
stepped, while the pointed form of the oval of the
bowl is an interesting variation. These two pieces
may of course conceivably be Roman survivals.
Less classical is the well-known spoon in the British
Museum from the excavations of 1876 at Des-
borough, Northants, No. 5 on the Plate. The
cylindrical stem here is banded like that of the
Oxenden spoon and the spatula-like termination

' Reproduced by kind permission of the Ke.it Arch.eolo 'ical
Society.
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has some nondescript incised ornament upon it.

The bowl, which is damaged, appears to have been

of a broad oval shape, or one approaching that of

the spoons with the pierced bowls. Between it

and the stem there is a flattened portion set

vertically which may reasonably be regarded as a

degenerate form of the Roman "drop". The
objects found in conjunction with the spoon

were regarded at one time as rather Romano-
British than Anglo-Saxon, but on the strength of

arguments well stated in the Victoria History

for Northants, VoL i, "Anglo-Saxon Remains",

they are now accepted as of the Anglo-Saxon

period.

In its form, then, the Oxenden spoon may be

regarded as a classical survival, but, unlike the

Devizes and Haslingfield examples, it carries

ornamentation of the most pronounced Teutonic

character. The nature of this will be seen in

Nos. 2 & 3 on the Pl.\te, which show the charac-

teristic details enlarged to about thrice the natural

size. The recumbent animal at the top of the

handle, treated as it is more or less in the round,

does not seem to have any companion in Anglo-

Saxon art, but Mr. Reginald Smith has directed

the writer's attention to a very close parallel from

Scandinavian art of the 5th century A.D., where a

very similar creature occurs as one of the orna-

mental adjuncts of the earliest of the three magni-

ficent gold necklets in the museum at Stockholm,

noticed in Dr. Bernhard Salin's "Thierorna-

mentik", p. 211 f. At a much later date the same
animal is to be recognized on a Burgundian
buckle-plate of the Daniel-with-the-lions type in

the Museum at Lausanne. The decided outlining

of the thighs of the animal occurs in the

Burgundian, the Swedish, and the Kentish

pieces, while for the vertical striation of the

body we may find a parallel in the treatment

of the wolf suckling the Roman twins on some
early Anglo-Saxon "sceat" coins. A small

but extremely important feature occurs in con-

nexion with the strengthening (or decorative) ribs

at the junction of bowl and stem. The upper

one at its extremity near the animal's head, the

central limb of the lower one at both ends, termi-

nate in what is unmistakably the so-called " horse's

head" that finishes the foot of the cruciform

fibulae of the 5th century, the chief home of which

is Scandinavia, though they occur commonly
enough in our own country. Such horses' heads

occur also, in forms strikingly like those on the

spoon, on some objects in the famous Nydam find

of about the 4lh century, in Schleswig. The other

end of the upper rib within the howl, and the ter-

minals of the two side branches of the lowtr rib, as

seen in No. 2 on the Plate, spread out into a fan-

like form with radiating striations. This resembles

the tail ends of certain serpent-like creatures that

occur in Anglo-Saxon art, as for example, carved

in stone, on the jambs of the western doorway of

the porch at Monkwearmouth and round the

early Saxon sundial at PIscomb.

We find accordingly that there is nothing Ln the

form and details of the piece that cannot be

paralleled in work of the late Roman or early

Teutonic periods. Which of the elements now
passed in review should be held specially signifi-

cant of date and provenance is a question that

may now be briefly discussed. The obviously

Roman derivation of the shape is of course in

favour of an early date. So too is the natural-

istically treated quadruped, that possesses in

compact form the anatomical structure which in

later animal ornament is broken up into wildest

disarray. A more signiticant feature, however, is

the " horse's head ", especially in view of its early

appearance in the Nydam finds. If the piece be of

Anglo-Saxon fabrication this would almost neces-

sarily locate it early, at any rate not later than

500 A.D., for when used in our own country on
the feet of cruciform fibulje this feature in the 6th

century takes to itself certain additions and embel-

lishments, and would hardly be represented in the

simple form in which we find it on the spoon. If

the piece be Scandinavian in origin the horse's

head would, as we have seen, suggest a still earlier

date. Granted the spoon were of native make,

the use of the horse's head would be somewhat
against a Kentish provenance, for the fibula; where

the feature occurs belong rather to the northern

parts of our island than to the south. They have

been found, however, in Kent, though most likely

as imported articles, and four specimens came to

light in the cemetery at Bifrons, four or five miles

from where the spoon was exhumed. The tech-

nique of the piece, cast-work with chasing carried

out with no great degree of finish, agrees with what

is found on other good objects of metalwork of the

period, such as the "saucer" brooches.

We are now long past the days when any object

of special interest or excellence found in this

country was always supposed to have come
from abroad, and it is recognized that Anglo-

Saxon craftsmanship, both as regards design and

execution, was quite on a level with the best

that the Continent had to show. There is

nothing against the native origin of the piece,

save the fact that no parallel to it can be pro-

duced from our Anglo-Saxon cemeteries. It

may, as we have seen, have been imported, but it

must be remembered that if it be of continental

provenance every indication points to Scandinavia

as its place of origin, and the importation of

Scandinavian wares by way of the Straits of Dover,

instead of by the Wash or the Humber, would be

decidedly abnormal. In the meantime, till more
light can be thrown on the interesting discovery,

it may quite reasonably he regarded as Anglo-Saxon

work, say, of the last half of the 5th century A.D.
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THE SYMBOLISM OF CERTAIN CATACOMB FRESCOES-
BY ETHEL ROSS BARKER

AVING shown in a preceding article

1 (October) that tlie tish of the Catacombs
[is a symbol of Christ in Baptism, we
will now discuss the cases in which it is

la symbol of Christ in the Eucharist.

I have already noted in Clement of Alexandria
a eucharistic interpretation of the fish symbol.
In the Crypt of S. Lucina (2nd century) in S.

Callixtus the fish, in this aspect, is represented in

conjunction with a basket containing bread and a

bottle of wine, /. e., Christ, typified as a fish, is

received under the form of bread and wine.
" Nothing can be richer than one who carries

the Body of Christ in a basket made of twigs,

and the Blood of Christ in a vessel of glass" says

S.Jerome.' Elsewhere the fish and bread appear,

undergoing consecration on a tripod table ; and
the fish always appears on the table, together with

the bread (and usually the wine), at the scenesdepict-
ing the Eucharistic feast. Numerous passages in

patristic literature give this Eucharistic interpreta-

tion to the gospel story of the feeding of the

multitudes, and to others—an interpretation further

supported by a fresco depicting an altar-table with
seven baskets of bread. One or two passages
may be quoted. An anonymous writer in the 4th

or 5th century," after referring to the miracles

wrought by Tobias (see p. 49, October), con-
tinues:

—

-II

These miracles of healing were wrought by the great Fishi

Christ, by His passion . . . From Himself He satisfied His
disciples on the seashore, offering Himself as the Fish to the
whole world [here follows the acrostical interpretation of

the word]. By the healing flesh of the Fish that was slain

and cooked we are daily enlightened and fed ( Piscis in. sua
passiotic ilicoctns, ciijiis ex iiitciionbus rcnicdiis qiiotiilic

illiiniinainnr ct fasciiniir).

So S. Augustine, commenting on the same in-

cident in the Gospel, says:—"The Fish which was
cooked is Christ who suffered (phcis assiis, Christiis

est passiis). He is that bread which came down
from Heaven "." The same thought is found in

Origen (3rd century),^ and in S. Ambrose.^
In the interpretation of the various forms of the

fish symbol we have seen how closely linked is

the baptismal and eucharistic idea. In the actual

practice of the Church, Communion followed im-
mediately on Baptism. The following Greek in-

scription in verse ^ of the 2nd century from Autun,
in S. France, referred to above, illustrates this point

;

it shows, also, the primitive custom of taking the
bread into the hands,' and further plainly shows
the eucharistic significance of the fish. The
initial letters of this five-lined inscription form, as

I have said, the word IXOYt ' :

' Ep. ati Rnsti^uni, 125, in Pat. I.at., t. 22, col. 1085.
'^Pat. Lat., t. 51, col. 816.

"Ill Joan, trad., 123, in Pal. Pa/., t. 38, col. 19CG.
^Coinni. in Mattli., I, 25, in Ptil. (,iii\ ., t. 13, col. 902.
'• l)c Virgin., 111,1, in Pal. Lai., t. 16, col. 210.
'' Monnin. Ecclci. liling., i, No. 2826.

'bee later Vision of S. Pcipiina.

Celestial race of the divine Fish [/.[., newly-baptizcdl
fortify thy heart since thou hast received while among
mortals the immortal spring of divine waters [baptism] . . ;

take this honeyed food of the Saviour of the Saints ; eat,

drink, taking the fish into thy hands.

It would seem as if the "honey" is an allusion

to the milk and honey, the food of newborn child

and neophyte, referred to in Barnabas (see p. 44,
October). Again, in the hymn of Clement of

Alexandria, quoted above (p. 49, October), Christ

is called the heavenly milk which flows from the

sweet breasts of the mystic bride—the Church

—

an idea we find again in the newly-discovered
Odes of Solomon of the 2nd century":

On their faces I [Chri;.t] set my seal ; I fashioned their

members ; my own breasts I prepared for them that they
might drink my holy milk and live thereby.

Milk is again referred to in the beautiful Vision

in which S. Perpetua sees an altar with pastoral

staff and pail of milk and the shepherd milking his

flock, with a pail of milk in his hand. The signi-

ficance appears, in some cases at least, to be
eucharistic. The subject requires further elucida-

tion, but the immediate importance of these refer-

ences is the light they throw on frescoes in the

Catacombs which correspond to the Vision of

Perpetua, and would be inexplicable without this

litei"ary commentary.
Whatever be the reading, translation and origin

of that much-discussed Inscription of Abercius,
priest of Hierapolis in Phr^-gia, of the second cen-
tury, it is worth quoting here for its references to

the symbols under discussion. That it is Christian,

and not pagan, is the latest conclusion of nearly

every scholar. The curious may consult three

columns of bibliography in Cabrol's " Dictionnaire
d'archeologie."

. . . My name is Abercius. I am a disciple of the holy
Shepherd who feeds his flock on the mountains and in

the plains, whose eyes are great and see everywhere. He
taught me the words of truth (lilUra- liilcUs), and sent me
to Rome . , . The faith w.as everywhere my leader

; every-
where it gave me food, a great, a pure fish from the
fountain, caught by a pure virgin. She gives it to her
friends to be eaten without ceasing, and an excellent wine
which she gives, mixed with bread.

This appears to be the earliest instance of the

identification of the Virgin with the Church, in her

office of administering the Sacrament to her

children.

In considering, as a whole, these examples—and
many others could be brought forward — of

methods of interpretation, one caiuTot but be struck

by the universality of the conceptions we have
been discussing. For example, the sacramental
Fish symbol has the same interpretation from the

far East (Phrygia) to S. France (Autun), and from
Milan (S. Ambrose), passing by Kome and Xola
down to Carthage and Alexandri.i.

It was in such terms, then, that the primitive

Christian conceived of his spiritual life on earth.

Let me conclude with his visit)n ol lile hereafter,

'Ed. Kuulel Han is.
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Ths Symbolism of Certain Catacomb Frescoes

tlie whole drama of the hfe of the departed as it

appeared to him depicted in the frescoes ; and in-

terpreted in the inscriptions, in patristic writings,

and in prayers already ancient when they were col-

lected together into the earliest liturgical books we
possess.

First the soul fares forth on a perilous journey,

yet with confidence that God will succour her, as

He has ever succoured those in distress, and bring

her to the final resurrection . So we have depicted

Noah in the ark (who also is a type of baptism)

(33 times), Job (11), Susannah and the elders,

Tobias (3), the whole cycle of the Jonah story

(from 2nd cent. 57 times), and finally as special

types of the resurrection, Jonah and the whale,

Daniel in the lions' den {39 times), the Three
Children in the furnace (from 2nd cent. 17 times)

the raising of Lazarus (53) and Elijah in the chariot.

For a commentary on these frescoes we may
take the following extracts from the Pseudo-
Cyprianic prayeis, written in the time of the

persecutions' :

—

As Thou wast with Tobi.is so deign to be with me ; and
as Thou didst show mercy to the three children in the fiery

furnace, and to Daniel, so do Thou to us Thy servants. As
Thou didst raise the dead, give light to the blind . . . heal

the lepers, so grant I hy servants, &c. . . . Hear me as Thou
didst he.ir Daniel in the den of lions . . . and Susannah in

the hands of the elders . . . Thecla . . . Paul . . .

Peter . . . Deign to deliver me from fire and everlasting

punishment.

The ensuing judgment of the soul is depicted

in the syncretistic picture of Vibia described above

(p. 44, October). There are several other and more
orthodox examples in which the soul, frequently

represented with hands uplifted in prayer—"the

oraiiie"—appears before the tribunal of Christ, ad
irihiiiial Christi, as we read in a fragmentary epitaph

of the Catacomb of S. Agnes. As the local martyrs

—

Laurence, Sixlus, Peter and Marcellinus, Crescen-

tianus—are invoked by the living in innumerable

inscriptions and graffiti of the Catacombs, so at the

judgment seat the departed soul is seen supported

by two or more saints, " advocates with God and
Christ ", as we read in the Catacomb of S. Cyriaca.

An inscription of Vercelli might have been written

as a commentary on several of the frescoes :
" Oh

happy man, who deserved to be led by two

martyrs along a good way to the Lord and to win

rest ". A similar type of fresco is found in the

Catacombs of Syracuse : over the figure at the

tribunal is written MARCIA, over one of the saints

PETER, and the word PAUL has probably been

obliterated over the second.

Alter the judgment, the soul proceeds on her

way. In a fresco in Domitilla we see the departed

soul of Veneranda being led into Paradise by the

martyred Petronella as, in the later 4th-century

syncretistic fresco, Vibia was led by the "good

angel ".

" Cv/nin/<i opciii,i.ii. Hjrtel, in : Appendix 144.

Grant that the soul of Thy servant may be received by
angels of light . . . May he attain a place of refreshment,
light and peace . . . Receive him into Thy kingdom, grant
him to share in the eternal joy of the saints.'"

Such is the ancient prayer of the Church for

the dead, and these petitions are echoed on many
a grave :

Pray, Holy Spirits of the dead, that Verecundius may
make a safe voyage—Mayst thou live in God—At Peace

—

In Christ with the saints—Holy Saints remember IMary

—

May the spirits of all the s.nnts receive thee in peace

—

Receive among you, O Sain's, your brother and worthy
servant Tullius Anatolius Artemius—May Theodulus be
admiited to the celestial banquet (ii^Ji'/'f).

As the inartyrs interceded for living and dead,

so the prayers of the living could assist the departed.

Vigils were held and the Eucharist celebrated on
the anniversary, at least, of the death. TertuUian *'

tells how a certain widow "prayed for the soul of

her husband, and besought for him a place of

refreshment and a share in the first resurrec-

tion (?) ; and every year on the day of his death

she had the sacrifice offered for him". An
example of this primitive faith in the efficacy of

prayers for the dead is found in one of the visions

seen by S. Perpetua while awaiting martyrdom in

an African dungeon, and recorded in her authentic

Acts ^2nd century) which are in the main auto-

biographical. Her brother, Dinocrates, had died

of cancer in the face at the age of seven. She
writes :

I saw Dinocrates coming forth from a place of darkness

... his face was sad, pale, disfigured by the wound he h.ad

when he died ... in the place was a well {pistiiui) full of

water whose edge was too hii;h for the child to reach. I

awoke, and knew that my brother suffered. But I hoped
my prayer would relieve his suffering, so I did not cease to

pray for him d.uly. . . . And one day the place that I had
seen full of darkness was full of light. And 1 saw Dino-

crates cleansed in body, well clolhed, healed, refreshed.

The edge of the well had become lower . . . and the child

drank freely. . . . Then I awoke and knew that my brother

had left the place of suffering lor a dwelhng of joy.

Often are the souls of the departed (symbolized

once under the form of two stags " As the hart

pants . .
.

") represented as drinking water

—

usually flowing from a rock.

In the eucharistic offering for the dead, in the

prayers of the living for the dead, and in the

intercession of saints for the living we have com-
pletely depicted alike in fresco, inscription and
liturgy the priinitive faith in the "Communion of

Saints".

The early painters of the catacombs loved to

paint the gardens of paradise, fresh with fountains

where strange birds flutter among the leaves of the

trees, and where the departed, crowned with

garlands, share in the celestial banquet, served by
" Love " and " Peace "—" Agape " and " Irene "

—

and "dwell with Christ and the Saints". It was

such visions that haunted the minds of the martyrs

as they lay, racked and tortured in foul dungeons,

preparing to face the beasts or fire or sword.

^"Sacr. Gi'hts. in Muratori, Lit. Rom. IV/., u.

" Dc Monogjvi. .\, in I'lit. Lai. t. 2, col. 942.
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The Symbolism of Certain Catacomb Frescoes

So Marianus ' sees a meadow with green woods
and crystal clear water, and a figure of dazzling
brightness who offers him and his companion the
purple girdle of martyrdom. " O happy sleep ",

says IMarianus, " the body is in prison but the spirit

sees God ". Montanus '' sees a country bathed in

white light and themselves in white robes. Saturus,
the companion of Perpetua, dreams of a garden
with all sorts of flowers where the leaves of the trees

murmur perpetually. His martyred friends come
out to greet him, and amid cries of Holy, Holy,
Holy, he is led by angels into an infinite light.

The vision of Perpetua herself, mounting by the
ladder of martyrdom to God, to abide in Paradise,
explains another otherwise incomprehensible
fresco :

I ^.iw a brazen bdderof marvellous leni;th, for it reached
to heaven and was very narrow, so that one only could
mount at a time. On the steps of the ladder were aU
kinds of iron instruments . . . which might tear the flesh.

At the foot of the ladder was crouched an enormous
dragon . . . who lay in wait for those who mounted the
ladder and terrified tht-m to prevent them from mounting.

Mounting "in the name of Jesus Christ" she
crushes the dragon. Then :

I found an immense garden, and in the mid:t a man with
white hair '•* clothed as a shepherd : he was s ated an i busy
in milking his ewes. Around him were many thousands in

white robes. The shepherd called me and gave me a piece
of curdled milk : I joined my hands to receive it and I ate
it while all those present said Amen.

^^ Passion of Jacobus and Marianus.
'^ Passion of Montanns and Lucius.
" ty Apocalypse, I, 14.

The last lines describe, as we have seen, the
primitive method of receiving Communion.

In the liturgies, agani, we find prayers illustrating

every phase of the life of the departed as depicted
in the frescoes. The primitive attitude of mind,
often embodied in the actual primitive words, is

found in the Roman rite of to-day, both in portions
of the Canon of the Mass, in the various Masses for

the dead with the familiar refrain, " Grant him.
Lord, eternal rest, and may perpetual light shine
on him . . . with Thy saints for ever," and in the
office for the Commendation of the Soul [of the
dying]. In all we find actual quotations from
the pseudo-Cyprianic prayers (earlier than the
4th century). The isolated fragments quoted
below give no conception of the beauty of the
whole (which may be found at the end of the
Breviary), but just indicate the line of thought :

Go forth, Ctiristian soul . . . may the shining company
of the angels rush forth to thee . . . and the triumphant
army of white-robed martyrs come to meet thee . . . may
Jesus Christ loving and joyful appear to thee . . . may
Christ who deigned to die for thee deliver thee from eternal
death. May Christ the Son of the living God establish thee
in the pleasant green places of His paradise, and may the
True Shepherd know thee among His sheep . . . deliver
the soul of Thy servant as Thou didst deliver Enoch and
Elijah . . . Noah from the flood . . . Abraham . . .

Job . . . Lot . . . Moses . . . Daniel in the lions' den,
the three children in the fiery furnace, Susannah fr^im false
charges , , . David . . . Peter . . . Paul . . . the virgin
Thecla Thy martyr . . . Receive Thy servant into Thy
kingdom . . . May Peter . , . receive him and Paul . . .

assist him . . . may all the saints and elect of God intercede
for him.

1 WO EARLY CHINESE STATUES

it IS

HE wonderful growth of sculpture in

the early middle ages under the in-

fluence of the Buddhist religion in the
Far East was first brought home to us
by the temple treasures of Japan. But

only in quite recent years that the Chinese
sources from which the Japanese artists drew their

inspiration have been revealed. The large statues,

some of them life size, in stone and even in glazed
pottery at the exhibition of Buddhist art held in

June at the Musee Cernuschi weie a revelation to
the general public. Only those who have followed
the gradual unfolding of the artistic wealth of
ancient China were in any way prepared for the
stately mien and classic beauty of the splendid
sculptures asseinbled in the Chinese rooms of
this exhibition. To them the Gr.eco-Buddhist
influence apparent on the tomb decoration of the
Northern Wei (386-532 A.D.) which was illustrated

by M. Chavannes, and the skilful carving of the
small sculptured stones of 6th-century date which
have come from China during the last few years
already foreshadowed the disclosure of a larger
and maturer art.

The two statues illustrated in the l'L.-\TES were

conspicuous among many admirable examples of
early Chinese sculpture at the Musee Cernuschi
and they now adorn a small exhibition of Oriental
art at 19 Rue de la Baume, Paris. They are both
stone sculptures (about 1.25 rnetres high) of the
Bodhisattva Kuan-yin, gracefully posed on lotus
pedestals. Alike in the attitude of the slender
figure, in the treatment of the drapery (so modern
in some of its details as to be of interest to the
Parisian modiste), in the representation of the hair
with overlapping locks, and in the pigmentation of
the robes (still visible in traces of red, yellow and
gold), they are clearly of the same period and of
the same school. The beautiful compassionate
faces too are very similar, and the heads difter little

except in the finish of the head-dress.
It is early as yet to speak with certainty of the

dates of these masterpieces, but they seem to
belong to the already mature art of the T'ang
dynasty (618-906 A.D.). The marble torso of a
similar figure in the Boston Museum, U.S.A., is

illustrated in the official guide and assigned to the
8th century, a dating which meets with general
acceptance. It is in fact (he period of the finest
Lung Men sculptures. Naturally there is not too
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Two Early Chinese Statues

much said of the provenance of these early statues

and sculptured stones, but the grottoes of Yun
Kang and Lung Men are usually named in this

connexion. It would indeed be interesting to

know exactly what has been passing at these

shrines of late ; but it is fairly certain that the
clever French dealers have charmed away a
number of lovely stone figures and that many
empty niches will confront the pilgrim of the
future.

REVIEWS
Byzantine Churches in Constantinople, their History and

Architecture. By A. van Millingen, M.A., D.D., assisted

by R. Traquaik, A.R.I. B.A. ; W. S. Geokge, A.R.C.A.; and
A. E. Henderson, F S.A. With maps, plans & illustrations,

(Macmillan & Co.) 31s. 6d. net.

The present volume is a sequel to the same
author's " Byzantine Constantinople : The Walls

of the City, and adjoining Historical Sites", a

work which treated of the city mainly as the

capital and bulwark of the Eastern Empire. The
ecclesiastical aspect of New Rome is now dealt

with, though unhappily a mere fraction is all

that survives of the number of churches which
once filled and adorned the city. So terrible,

indeed, has been the destruction that " in most

cases even the sites on which" the churches
" stood cannot be identified. . . . Scarcely a score

of the old churches of the city are left. . . . all,

with one exception, converted into mosques and
sadly altered ". Moreover, in the nature of things
" no continuous records of any of these churches

exist". After an introductory chapter on Byzantine

architecture from the pen of Mr. Traquair, a

description of each church follows in the chrono-

logical order of foundation. In contradistinction

to Mr. L. March Phillips—who, in " The Works
of Man" (191 1), strangely and illogically, seeing

that S. Sophia is an entire negation of trabeate con-

struction, claims it as the culminating achievement

of Grecian architecture, Mr. Traquair sums up the

matter thus: "There is nothing in either the

planning or the construction of S. Sophia which
cannot be derived from the buildings of the

Roman Imperial period, with the exception of the

pendentive, a feature which had to be evolved

before the dome could be used with freedom on

any building plan on a square. The great brick-

concrete vaulted construction is that of the

Roman baths, and with this is united a system of

decoration founded on the classic models, but

showing no trace of the Greek beam tradition

which had ruled in Rome. S. Sophia, then, may
be regarded as the culminating point of one great

Roman-Byzantine school, of which the art of

classic Rome shows the rise and the later Byzan-

tine art the decline. This view ", he concludes,
" is in accord with history, for Constantinople was

New Rome, and here, if anywhere, we should

expect to find preserved the traditions of old

Rome ". All this is true as far as it goes, but it

omits to take account of the Oriental element

which was certainly present in the building con-

structed by the two Asiatics, Athemius of Tralles

and Isodore of Miletus. The absence of any
description of this church of churches is note-

worthy ; but the author considers that the omis-
sion secures the advantage that " the churches
actually studied will not be overshadowed by the

grandeur of the great church ". Ample literature,

moreover, exists concerning S. Sophia, as in "the
writings of Salzenberg, Lethaby, and Swainson,
and especially in the splendid and exhaustive

monograph of Mr. E. M. Antoniadi ". Professor

van Millingen excuses himself on the ground that

any further attempt on his part to deal with

S. Sophia would be superfluous. He concludes
in the hopeful strain encouraged by the great

increase of facilities afforded to students of

antiquity since the introduction of constitutional

government. At the same time it must be borne
in mind that there is no time to lose. How
perishable are the precious monuments of the past

may be gauged from the fact that of all the

churches " described by Paspates in his ' Byzan-
tine Studies

',
published as recently only as

1877, nine have either entirely disappeared or

lost more of their original features" in the interval.

In the researches involved in the preparation

of the volume use has been made of every

possible source of information. For instance,

the most touching verses composed by the poet

Philes in memory of the refounding of the

Church of the Theotokos Pammakaristos by the

Protostrator Glabas, and sculptured on the walls of

the building, though since almost obliterated,

having fortunately been preserved among the

writings of the poet, are given in full, with a

translation, in Professor van Millingen's pages.

The numerous maps and plans add special value

to this monumental work, which concludes with a

bibliography of authorities consulted, a list of

emperors and the dates of their reigns, and an
ample index. A. V.

Lelv AND the Stuart Portrait Painters. A studyof English

portraiture before and after Vandyck. By C. H. Collins
BAKKU.vvith 240 reproductions after the original pictures.

2 vols. (Lee Warner.) ^^6 6s.

This book has been awaited with much interest

and some curiosity. It was known that Mr. Collins

Baker, whose obiter ilicta have been already familiar

to readers of Tlic Biirlinglon Magazine, had been

engaged for some years on a serious study of por-

trait painting during the century which covers

almost exactly the period of the Stuart dynasty in

England. As an artistic period this century is
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dominated by the brilliant and enliglitened appre-
ciation of the fine arts shown by Charles I, but as

a matter of fact Mr. Collins Baker is able to leave

this period very much aside, and find material for

two large volumes without the help of Charles I

or of Sir Anthony Van Dyck. Portrait painting

has ever been the art most appreciated in

England— the most appreciated and yet the most
neglected. It came under the Tudor monarchs
to bs part of the democratic progress in

English Society. Portraits ceased to be the privi-

lege and the plaything of princes and nobles, or a

special mark of distinction, but laid themselves open
to any person who could or cared to spend money
on them. The wealthy tradesmen, who founded
most of our aristocratic families, not only spent
their wealth on thespace and comfort of their homes
in the towns and in the country, but handed down
their counterfeit presentments on panel or canvas
in the principal meeting room of their house, as

well as in marble or alabaster in their parish church.
The love of home and the pride of family combined
to make that specially English class, the gentry in

contrast to the nobility, who had for so long
possessed the governing power. The yeoman
blossomed into the squire, the merchant into the

alderman, or mayor, the younger son, who had
to live by his wits, into the successful lawyer, and
in nearly every instance the consuming desire was
to found a family. From such a beginning came
the custom of family portraits, with something of

the Roman respect for ancestry, without any of the

fictitious honour paid to ancestors in the Far East.

Where there is a demand there is sure to be a
supply, and portraits form the line of least resis-

tance by which an artist can earn a living. There
is nothing so rare or so admirable as a really first-

class portrait, which as a rule takes its front place
as a work of art apart from its mere merits as a
portrait. There is nothing so common, so easily

acquired, so easily understood by the many, as the
ordinary mediocre family portrait. Here therefore
was, and still is, a fruitful field for second and third-

class work. The English race is perhaps by nature
the most uncritical, the most easily pleased, of any
civilized nation. Complete belief in one's own
judgment, selfish content with an adequate return
for the money expended, and the satisfaction of
being in the fashion for the time being, tend to

produce a state of cheerful complacency which
unluckily does not always survive when the
complacent individual has ceased to be. Family
portraits have been some of the worst sufferers by
our national weakness, however essential they
may be deemed as furniture of an English home,
even of those imitations of English homes which
have sprung up in other countries. It is with
family portraits, therefore—and under this head
should be classed portraits which form part
of the domestic furniture in colleges, town halls

and other public buildings, and even in royal

palaces—that this book deals for the greater part.

The portrait cVappardt, the state portraits of kings

and queens, form a class apart. Mr. Collins Baker
has confined his present work to the 17th century,

though he seems to promise a similar study of the

portrait-painters in England during the i6th

century. It is characteristic that Mr. Collins

Baker takes as his eponymous hero Lely, and not
Van Dyck. The story, however, really begins in

the i6th century. Those who are curious in the

seams and linings of national history might be
interested in making some calculation as to the

effect of religious persecution upon the arts and
industries of England. There are two great dates

in the history of English industrial progress ; one
was that of the Alvan persecution in the Nether-
lands in 1568, which drove the flower of the

Dutch and Flemish artisans to take refuge in

England. The other, a century later, was the

Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, which drove
out the Huguenots from France into England,
much to the profit of our own country. It is w'ith

refugees of the reformed religion that the history

of Stuart portrait painting begins. Most people
are familiar with the class of portrait of men and
women, sometimes at whole length, sometimes
on smaller scales, which with contented ignor-

ance have been usually, and are even still,

classified as by Federigo Zuccaro. It is not
too much to say that not a single one among
innumerable portraits in country houses attributed

to Zuccaro can either in style or for reasons of

place and date be attributed to that painter.

These portraits were really the work of a small
band of Netherlandish artists, for the most part

refugees, together with one or two artists of native

birth, who resided then in London. Chief among
these was Marcus Geeraerts (Gheeraerts or Gheer-
aedts), a native of Bruges, who was brought over
by his father during the Alvan persecution. The
younger Geeraerts, better known as Marc Garrord,
was clearly the principal and most fashion-

able portrait-painter in London. There are a

sufficient number of portraits signed and dated
by him to enable us to classify a certain class of

painting by Geeraerts, to which his own self-

portrait, engraved by Hollar, also acts as guide.

Marc Geeraerts was one of a group, headed also

by his near relative, John De Critz, the king's

serjeant-painter, the founder of a family of artists,

about which Mr. Collins Baker gives some new
information, especially concerning the portrait of

Oliver De Critz and other well-known paintings

in theAshmolean Museum at Oxford. From this

group seem to spring certain well-known artists,

such as Isaac Oliver and Cornelius Johnson.
Cornelius Johnson (or by family Jansen \-an

Ceulen), is at last admitted to be a painter of

exclusively English training and receives adequate
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and sympathetic treatment by Mr. Collins Biker.

To deal with him properly would require the

space of a whole article in itself, and we must

content ourselves with saying that for information

concerning this talented and sympathetic painter

recourse must be had, at all events for the present,

to this book. James I and his queen do not seem to

have been partial to the artists working in London :

at all events they preferred the imported Antwerp

painter, Paulus Van Somer, a good representative

of that school, from which came such painters as

A. Blyenberg, and Justus Suttermans. To Van

Somer there rose a rival in Daniel Mytens from

The Hague, an offshoot of the school of Ravesteyn

and Miereveldt in Holland. English families of

this date are seldom without a portrait attributed to

Van Somer or Mytens, although in many cases the

real painter was probably one of the local London

school, even a native-born artist such as Gilbert

Jackson. Portrait-painting had become a trade,

and De Critz, Peake and other painters could

supply portraits to order as fast as they could

be made. To this cause may be attributed the

plethora of panel portraits of varying, but usually

second-class, merit, many of them familiar by

frequent repetition. With this period Mr. Collins

Baker deals successfully for the first time since

Horace Walpole edited the manuscript collections

left by George Vertue, to whose memory Mr.

Collins Baker has dedicated his book. Two
events produced a cataclysm in the small world

of London portrait-painters : first, the arrival of

Van Dyck, who altered the fashion and trend

of portrait-painting once and for all, so far as the

Jacobean painters were concerned. With him

and his school Mr. Collins Baker has not for the

present concerned himself. Then came the Civil

War, which paralysed the trade in luxuries and

trod the fine arts under the heavy foot of puritan-

ism. This naturally produced a reaction, of which

Sir Peter Lely, the real hero of Mr. Collins Baker's

book, is the best example. It is so much the

custom -)f modern critics, especially amateurs, to

speak sneeringly of painters like Sir Godfrey

Kneller and Sir Peter Lely, that it is refreshing

to find a writer who is not afraid to stand up

and assert that both these painters had genuine

claims to be considered great artists. Lely was

trained in a good school, that of Haarlem,

where the somewhat second-rate Frans Pietersz

de Grebber seems to have taught better than

he painted. Of this school was Frans Hals, but

there is little relationship between Hals and Lely,

while the all-pervading influence of Van Dyck

with the reflected traditions of Rubens seem to have

affected Lely more than the rather narrow outlook

of the Haarlem school with its mythology, its still

life, its cabarets and guardroom scenes, which were

as much to the fore as its excellent portraiture. In

1641 Van Dyck was at the end of his career. He

intended to return to Antwerp to take the place of

Kubens, but this intention had been broken off by

his hope to obtain an important commission in

Paris, similar to that which had been given to

Rubens before. Disappointed in this and broken

in health Van Dyck returned to England to fulfil

his last commission for Charles I, the portraits of

the King's daughter Mary with the young prnce
of Orange. The wedding of these children took

place in London in May, 1641. In the train of

the boy prince came Peter Lely, possibly, as Vertue

noted, at the instance of the painter Geldorp, or

more probably sent over by the prince and princess

of Orange on their own account. Van Dyck died

in the following December. If Lely entered his

studio as an assistant, like Hauneman, it could

only have been for a few weeks, but it is difficult

to dissociate some of his early work from that of

Van Dyck. Perhaps he was employed by Geldorp

to complete Van Dyck's unfinished pictures,

probably he and Geldorp had a share in that loot-

ing of Van Dyck's studio of which Lady Van Dyck
complained to Charles II. It would seem, at

all events, as if some of Van Dyck's properties

came into Lely's possession. At all events,

he seems to have settled down to a quiet practice

in London, while Dobson was roughing and

roistering it with the Cavaliers at Oxford, until his

premature death left the field open without a serious

rival to Lely. From this point we must refer our

readers to Mr. Collins Baker's book, in which all

that was known about " Mr. Lilly ", his pupils, his

imitators, such as John Greenhill and Mary Beale,

is set forth for the first time in a connected form.

Lely was not without his rivals and competitors

—

John Michael Wright, Jacob Huysmans and others,

including French importations under the rule of

the Duchess of Portsmouth. Sir Godfrey Kneller

introduced a new strain, that of the north, the

chillier atmosphere of North Germany, Sweden,

and Denmark, which countries had now begun to

play a part in the history of England, culminating

in the elevation of an ultra-German prince to the

throne in the person of George I. In this com-
pany Kneller without difficulty took first place.

Rembrandt and Carlo Maratti had some share in

forming his style, but when Kneller came to

England and was introduced to royal favour

through the Duke of Monmouth, he at once started

to rival Lely on his own ground. Mr. Collins

Baker is perhaps the first to explain the astounding

position so quickly acquired by Kneller as the

painter of English society. Whereas Lely's

technical development is ordered and consistent,

Kneller's is as variable as that of Reynolds and

Hoppner in later days. Kneller was a painter of

moods, who could paint with most exquisite finish

one day, and a hard or coarse surface another ; he

could be supremely interesting, or entirely dull. A
reallv good Kneller portrait is a thing to enjoy and
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study, but a dull one, even if it bear his full

signature, is chiefly useful as a piece of furniture.

It is strange, however, how portraits by Leiy,

KnelJer, even Michael Dahl, seem to illustrate

the life of the period, the national character. So
imbued with the English spirit do the foreign

pamters become, Van Dyck himself, Lely, Kneller,

Dahl, that when for instance Kneller is called upon
to paint foreign celebrities, such as Peter the Great
or the archduke Charles, he cannot help painting

them as Englishmen, and even in his famous
portrait of the converted Chinese, now at Buck-
ingham Palace, Kneller has depicted an English
missionary rather than a wily oriental. We
cannot, however, say more at present about
Mr. Collins Baker's valuable work. It would be
easy to pick holes in it, find misprints or mis-
quotations, suggest errors of construction or inter-

pretation, or add to his facts and hsts. He has
had many arid tracts to explore, and for this

courage we must give him full credit. He has
added new interest to one of our most prized
national possessions, our family portraits. The
fact that the book is printed and published for the

Medici Society speaks for itself, that it is admirably
printed and well illustrated. L. C.

The Technique of Painting. By C. MoreauVauthier.
(Heinemann.) los. 6d. net.

Painters are still so far from absolute security

in the choice and employment of their materials

that no new book on the subject can be hastily

dismissed. In M. Moreau-Vauthier's volume
the coloured illustrations inspire pleasant expecta-

tions of novelty. His text does not, perhaps, quite

fulfil those expectations. To those familiar with
Eastlake, and more recent chemical inquirers in

this country, M. Moreau-Vauthier's notes on the
technique of the Old Masters will seem slight and
fragmentary, although by his pleasant discursive-

ness he makes his subject far less unattractive

than it sometimes becomes. He may thus appeal
to those who do not care to probe very deeply into

the chemistry of varnishes and vehicles, especially

since some of his illustrations from well-known
pictures in the Louvre provide an object-lesson

that is easily learned. Here we have space for
commenting upon no more than two of his
recommendations. The first of these is the sub-
stitution of cadmium red for mercuric vermilion.
Vermilion is a colour which no painter who has a
smattering of chemistry can use without disquiet.

Its known habit of changing into its allotropic

form, the black sulphide ; the risk of using it in

oil with that most convenient of pigments, flake

white; and its loss of hue if mixed overmuch on
the palette, are perils which only the splendour
of its colour entices us to face. Cadmium red has
hitherto been too orange in tint to be a sub-
stitute, but our author illustrates a new variety

which, if time proves its permanence, should

eviews

certainly take the place of mercuric red on the
artist's palette. This red, I find, is made by
Messrs. Lefranc, as is the wax solution invented
by M. Jehn which our author also recommends
as a substitute for the resinous varnishes at

present in use. One hasty trial, however, has not
convinced me that, at least for a fairly smooth
impasto, the fragile mastic will be quickly
superseded, as it can be removed and renewed so
easily and gives a more brilliant surface than
M. Jehn's "Ceronis". If M. Moreau-Vauthier
had explained how his wax can be simplv, safely
and completely extracted from the interstices of a
roughly loaded canvas, its claims could have been
better assessed. It is curious to find in a book
where so much attention is paid to the chemistry
of pigments that the translator perpetuates the
fatal confusion between I'ert eiiieraitde and vtit

vcyonise when rendered literally into English.

C.
J. H.

Die KiRCHEN Gotlands. Ein Beilrag zur Mittelalterlichen
Kunstgeschichte Schwedens von Johnny Hoosval. Stotkholra
(Norstedt), 17 kroner.

Modern German books on architecture are
usually admirable : this book, written in German
by a Swedish author, is among the best of them.
The small island of Gotland, which we know of
already in England from the work of Major
Heales and T. Francis Bumpus, lies in a position
in the Baltic which in the Middle Ages seems to

have been a junction of many trade-routes. The
results were great wealth to the inhabitants, which
found an outlet in the erection of a multitude of
churches in a very small area and the introduction
of various influences from the architecture of
other countries. The author lays considerable
stress on these and discovers Burgundian, Rhenish,
and even Byzantine tendencies in the hundred or
more churches he describes, though to the casual
observer their homogeneity is almost monotonous.
The chief characteristic and the most interesting

feature common to all the churches is their treat-

ment of doorways. This is probably well known,
but the author's explanation of the "scalloped"
arch which is the foundation of them all should
be noted. He suggests that a church door,
endeavouring to express at the same time invita-

tion and refuge— two opposite functions—
generally took the form in Europe of a small arch
within a large arch with recessed planes in between

;

but in Gotland, where the stone was chalk and a
flat treatment essential, the same two ideas were as
successfully expressed by a single arch with a line

running in and out round it. Taking this and
the window treatment as guides, all the churches
are classified into ten or eleven types, according to

the variations of these two features, and the first

or analytical part of the book concludes with a

chronological chart deduced from these. The
second, synthetic, part describes the churches in
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great detail and in historical order with special

references to the very striking and abundant

sculptures; and nearly every stone in the island

has been photographed, which saves the necessity

of lengthy verbal description. Such is the excellent

treatment of a subject which, though interesting in

itself, is really only a side issue in architectural

development. A. S. G. B.

Metalwork and Enamelling. A practical treatise on gold

and silversmith's work and their allied crafts. By Herbert
Maryox. (Chapman & Hall.) 7s. 6d. net.

There is a great amount of very solid, and to

the metalworker very profitable, reading in Mr.

Maryon's book. The ground covered is very

wide, and includes such a number of subjects or

branches of metalwork that no one worker would
be likely to practise all—so that the book becomes
encyclopaedic. Nevertheless the author, who writes

as a craftsman whose work is his life and his life

his work, succeeds in every page in not only

maintaining his own enthusiasm, but what is better

in communicating it. Possibly some of the

workshop recipes and directions may have been

gleaned from other handbooks, though literature

on this subject is not plentiful. But even so

when these have been considered critically and
endorsed by a craftsman of our own time and
generation, and added to in the light of later

experience, an author has done good service in

putting such information into its proper place

and order, where a worker who may be in diffi-

culties can readily get at it. Whilst remarking as

above on the varieties of metalwork touched upon,

one misses any reference to ornamental forged

iron—though at the same time we should quite

agree that the infinite possibilities of this art

necessitate not a section but a whole book to

itself. It is to be hoped that Mr. Maryon's book
will find a place on the bookshelf of every art

school, studio and workshop where artists and
craftsmen interested in metalwork may be gathered

together or are busily engaged on work that will

leave its impress on the artistic history of our

time. N. D.
Highways AND Byways in Somerset. By Edward Hutton.

VVith illustrations by Nelly Erichsen, (Macmillan.) 5s.net.

The author of this itinerary has rambled to some
purpose all through Somersetshire, and he presents

us with a delightful account of his wanderings,

written in graceful and easy style. There is not

a place of note, however " far from the madding
crowd ", which he has not visited. His elegies,

indeed, remind one of Gray in prose. When
musing o'er the ruins of the past, as in Glaston-

bury or elsewhere, he has many laments upon the

glories of a bygone age, as he tells so well the

history which lies in the stones, and calls up the

life-stories of men who helped in the making
of England. Or, surveying the wide landscapes

from Quantocks or Mendips heights, he pictures

the lake-dwellers and the river drift men.

or the cave men, of early geological ages. The
radiance of beautiful scenery shines through the

charming descriptions. As we read not only do we
seem to live with the heroes of town and village, of

great churches and beautiful manors, but we
breathe the Western air, and are caught up into

the spirit and glamour of the Western land. Both
those who know and those who want to know
this lovely county of the setting sun should read

these inspiring pages. And all through, to help

us, are the pretty sketches of Miss Nelly Erichsen,

which merit high praise. She too has caught the

charm of Somerset, and its artistic builders, and its

wonderful traditions. P. S.

The Story of a Hiua Craftsman. By Rokujiuyen, With
Hokusai's illustrations. Translated by F. V. Dickins, C.B,
(Gowans& Gray.) los. 6d. net.

This is a fascinating story of love and adven-
ture and marvellous craftsmanship, written about
A.D. 1808 by a Japanese man of letters at the

request (or command) of his friend Hokusai, who
doubtless wanted a good subject for illustration.

It concerns largely the wonderful things, tele-

scopic houses, moving horses, flying cranes, fold-

ing bridges and the like, made by Suminawa
(Master Inkcord), a worker in wood from the

mountainous and forest-clad region of Hida,

whence all the great Japanese wood-carvers come.
Mr. Dickins's translation is full of spirit and his

notes add to the book's value as a commentary on
life in the days of Old Japan. The illustrations

by Hokusai are printed in reduced facsimile from
the copy of the book in the possession of the

translator. There are many of them, and they

show all the master's vitality, choiceness and
imagination. Indeed, this is in every way a very

attractive book.
The Chapels Royal. By the Yen. Archdeacon Sinclair,

D.D. With illustrations from drawings by L. Weirtek,
R.B.A. (Nash.) 20-;. net.

It would be difficult, perhaps, to find anyone
better qualified than the late Archdeacon of S,

Paul's to write a guide book to the Chapels Royal
of Great Britain and Ireland, and the result is a

conscientious and careful compilation. Of Mr.
Weirter's fifteen illustrations it may be said that

they differ in merit ; the Private Chapel at

Buckingham Palace and the German Chapel
Royal ^t Marlborough House obviously giving the

artist less opportunity of displaying his talent than

in the case of such buildings as S. George's Chapel
at Windsor and Henry VH's Chapel at West-
minster. The silhouette of S. Margaret's Chapel,

Edinburgh Castle (p. 233), is not worthy of a place

in this otherwise dignified and well produced
volume. C. M.
L'Eglise Abbatiale de Westminster et ses Tombeaux,

notice historique et archeologique. Par Padl Biver,
avec une introduction par W. R. Lethaby. Paris (D. A.
Longuet), s £r.

The author, though a foreigner, has an excellent

knowledge of our language, and has moreover
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had better facilities than fall to the lot of most
Englishmen for making close and personal ac-

quaintance with his subject. He has had the

advantage of staying for a time as guest in the

Deanery in the days of Dean Armitage-Robinson,
than whom perhaps no man living loves the

Abbey more dearly nor has studied it with more
careful understanding. M. Biver, trained hmiself

in archreology under M. Lefevre-Pontalis, has a

rare gift of discernment, wiiich enables him at a

glance to detect subtle differences of style, notes
of this individual hand or peculiarities of that

particular school, which are wont to escape the

eye of English antiquaries of experience, to say

nothing of the ordinary untrained visitor. M.
Biver's volume, then, is no ordinary guide com-
piled from existing English works, but is the pro-

duction of a writer who has studied his subject at

first hand. Otherwise Professor Lethaby would
not have given it his imprimatur nor contributed

a commendatory preface. The historic notice

occupies i8 pages, the description of the buildings

57 pages and the account of the tombs 80 pages.

In enumerating the monuments by Le Sueur
(viz., I, Ludovic Stuart and Duchess—possibly,

but not certainly, the work of the master ; 2, Lady
Cottington, bust

; 3, George Villiers and Duchess
;

and 4, Sir Thomas Richardson, signed by the

sculptor and dated 1635), M. Biver falls into

the common mistake of attributing the Charles I

and Queen Mary at S. John's College, Oxford, to

the Florentine, Francesco Fanelli ; whereas, like

the Charles I and the James I in Winchester
Cathedral and the splendid equestrian statue of

Charles I at Charing Cross, both are well authen-
ticated works by Hubert Le Sueur. M. Biver's

volume is illustrated by 10 text illustrations
; 36

collotype plates (many of them from photographs
by the author himself, others from the excellent

series by Mr. D. Weller) and two plans. The
first of these is architectural, showing the several

parts of the building ; the second is a key plan,

showing the position of the different tombs and
monuments described. The work comprises
ample indices and a bibliography. A. V.

Greek Refinements. Studies in temperamental architecture.
By W.H. Goodyear, M.A. Yale (University Press). /210s.

A Gothic wooden doorway is usually dotted
over with bolt-heads, and an architect as a rule
instructs the carpenter to fix these bolts by eye
and not by measurement, so as to avoid a
mechanical accuracy which is aesthetically un-
pleasing. A certain type of Tudor arch often
used for wide fire-places, if the underside is cut
truly as a straight line, will appear to sag, so that
it is best to give the line a slight upward bend,
whereby the sagging effect is neutralized. These
are examples of two different kinds of deviation
from exact regularity, the first being arrived at by
intentional calling in of the aid of chance, the

second by a calculated and exact bending of what
appears to be a straight line. The " Refinements

"

which Mr. Goodyear sets out in the ancient

buildings which have been closely exainined by
himself or other competent observers are of these

two kinds, and they ought to be carefully distin-

guished from one another. Certain bendings of

lines were apparently made in order to correct

optical deficiencies and make the said lines actually

seem straight. Other bendings were intended

merely to produce an agreeable effect, though
not to correct optical illusions. Of the latter

kind is the entasis of columns. The existence

of these refinements has now been generally

recognized for many years, largely thanks to

the expositions of the late Mr. Penrose. Mr.
Goodyear has examined all that has been
written on the subject and shows to whom the

honour of first recognition is due. He has also

brought together a multitude of admirable photo-

graphs to demonstrate his points. It must be

admitted that he is inclined to carry his thesis

to extremes and to see intentional refinements

everywhere ; but the fact that such refinements

have been proved to exist in ancient Egyptian as

well as Greek and even Roman buildings is

not yet universally recognized. The restoration

of the capitals of the Pantheon of course

destroys the authority of that building as a

witness to Mr. Goodyear's argument. We
understand that this volume is to be followed by
others concerning mediaeval buildings in which
our author has discovered like refinements. For
some of these he has made out a prima facie case.

Even if his enthusiasm carries him sometimes too

far, it is easy for scepticism to fail in going nearly

far enough. We await with interest further

instalments of this persevering student's results

and deductions. W. M. C.

EuTHEX. By A. W. KiXGLAKE. With designs by Frank
Brangsvyn. (Sampson Low, Marston & Co.) 12s, 6d. net.

A VERY handsome edition of a book that must
always be a favourite. The designs by Mr.
Brangwyn include a cover, end-papers, a title-

page, a large number of chapter-headings in pen-

and-ink, and twelve mounted plates in colour.

Of these all but five are reproduced from known
pictures by Mr. Brangwyn, ainong them the

Eastern Mitsic in the collection of Sir Alfred East,

the Turkish Cemetery, and the Turkish Fishennen,

now in the Prague Gallery. All are, of course,

rich in colour and powerful in conception, and
the reproductions seem to me, on the whole, very

good. The only complaint possible is that one or

two of the plates {e.g., Tlie Cafe and Tlie Cayiivan)

look their best at a distance at which it is not usual

to hold a book. The pen-drawings are by Mr.
Brangwyn in his most selective and reticent mo-
ments, and are in some cases exquisite. Mrs. S. L.

Bensusan contributes an introduction. H. H.C.
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ZuM DisKOBOL DES Myron. Von Bruno Schroder. Stras-

biirg (Htitz, " Studien zur Kunstgcschichte des Auslandes",

Heft 105), 5 M.

This learned German pamphlet forms a notable

addition to the numerous scientific treatises on

Greek athletes. Dr. Schroder has collected all the

references in art and literature to the hurling of

the diskos and maintains that a large number of

vase-paintings and bronzes illustrate a different

method of throwing from the one represented by

the discobolos of Myron. The two suggested

varieties correspond roughly to underhand and

round-arm bowling at cricket. Dr. Schroder

differs in this from the most recent English

investigator, Mr. E. N. Gardiner, who explains the

differences by individual variation in the manner

of throwing. Both assert that their conclusions

are substantiated by the independent witness of

modern athletes, and it is impossible to judge the

rival claims without the presence of a practising

model. More important for the history of art is

Dr. Schroder's advocacy of a new reconstruction

of Myron's discobolos. He would discard the

evidence for the position of the left foot,

with the toes turned nails downward, given in

the three older replicas of this statue, in favour

of a reconstruction based on the large toe that

belonged to the best replica of all found at Castel

Porziano in 1907. From a vestige of the plinth

attached to this toe the ball of the foot is seen to

have rested on the ground, certainly a more natural

attitude than the familiar one of the older copies.

But as two types of gem exist, one agreeing with

Dr. Schroder's reconstruction and the other with

the discobolos as we have always known it, he is

driven to suppose that Myron himself would have

made the more rational and beautiful, whereas the

other arose from faulty copying. All the copyists,

in fact, were wrong except the maker of the Castel

Porziano replica and his gem-copier. • It would

be interesting to see a plaster reconstruction

according to Schroder combining all the modifica-

tions advocated. His illustrations form a corpus

of discoboloi. A. C.

The Floral Symbolism of the Great Masters. By Eliza-

beth Haig. With 20 (ull-page plates. (Kegan Paul.) 6s. net.

This book shows accurate observation of plant-

form, diligent research, and an independent taste

for a certain type of poetic representation, but it is

written in an assertive and unconvincing manner.

This is a pity ; however, the fault is counteracted by
a modest preface, which should not therefore be

overlooked. Mrs. Haig's observation may be
accepted as accurate, but not her deductions, until

they have been more judicially corroborated.

With certain evident exceptions symbolism has

been grafted on to plants by seekers for similes

since the decorative use of plant-form in Christian

art. The illustrations are well chosen ; most of

them are of pictures not often reproduced, and
they elucidate the text aptly. Though the book
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cannot be confidently recommended for its in-

struction, it is suggestive, which is what the

author probably most wished it to be, and it will

increase many readers' interest and pleasure in

works of art. T. L. F.

Problems in Periclean Buildings. By G. W. Elderkin.
(Princeton Monographs in Art and Archaeology, U) Prince-

ton (University Press), 7s. 6d. net.

This rather expensive slip of a book contains

matter of considerable interest, comprised in four

essays. The first endeavours to account for

various features in the Propylfea, some caused by

changes of plan consequent on the conservative

obstruction of religious bodies in possession of

neighbouring sites. The second proposes an in-

genious and probable-seeming explanation of the

design of the Caryatid Porch, which is stated to

be "a bold translation into marble of the

Arrephoroi and the disc-covered chest they carried

upon their heads to the joint temple of Athena

and Erechtheus", The remaining essays deal

with the Erechtheum, {a) as built, (6) as planned,

and these contain the most substantial part of the

work. The author proposes a new solution for

the internal plan of the joint temple, as built, and

there is much to be said in favour of his conten-

tion, the main point of which is that the western

half was divided in two, not by a N.S. wall, but by

one running E.W. This division would explain

many obscurities, and would make Pausanias's

description intelligible. The book, however, is

difficult to read because the illustrative plans are

so ill-accommodated with names. The text bristles

with points of the compass, which are not indicated

on the plans, and, to make matters worse, those are

placed, one with the N, on the left, the other with

the N. at the bottom, and no hint to guide the

reader in either case. The other photographs are

likewise difficult of comprehension and insuffi-

ciently explained. Moreover, for 7s. 6d., more

photographs should have been given. As it is,

a reader must refer to other books before he can

completely grasp the meaning of this writer. Still

it is worth the trouble, for Prof. Elderkin's conten-

tions have much in their favour, and are valuable

contributions towards the solution of some impor-

tant and difficult problems M. C.

Ox THE Truth of Decorative Art. By Lionel de Fonseka.

(Greening.) 2S. 6d.

This is an interesting and suggestive little essay m
aesthetics, written by a Sinhalese for the people of

Ceylon in the hope of checking the inroads upon

Sinhalese art of Western influence. In the form of

a dialogue between an Oriental and an Occidental

it sets out (with rather more justice, perhaps, to

the former's than to the hitter's point of view) the

divergence between the two theories of art. " You ",

says the Oriental, "are always frying to express

yourselves. We never do—neither in art nor in

life. You aim at expression and fail. We airn at

repression and succeed—and incidentally achieve
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expression as well ". The moral of it all is the

need of selection and of the willing subservience to

convention—qualities in which Western art is not

so deficient, perhaps, as this Oriental implies. But
the author's aim is rather to point out a fundamental
difference in the two attitudes towards art and life

;

and this he succeeds in doingpretty justly, so far as

the average Occidental is concerned. H. H. C,

Art et Esthetiqle. (i) Greuze. Par Louis Hautecour.
(2) Titian. Par Henky Cako-Delvaille. {3) Velasquez.
P.ir Aman-Jean. Paris (Felix Alcaiii) 3.50 fr. [each].

These volumes are 8vo, and each has 24 full-page

illustrations in half tone and about 140 pages of

text. Others in preparation are on Pisanello,

Hokusai, David, Tintoret, Holbein and Poussin.

M. Aman-Jean sets a higher standard with the
" Velasquez " than is likely to be sustained

throughout the series. More than half of his book
is an enquiry into the origins from which the

peculiar art of Velazquez may be said to be derived,

and the circumstances which helped to form it

;

and though he tells us that his (the author's) treat-

ment of the subject is like Goya's Mannequin
tossed in a blanket, the result is quite as illuminat-

ing, in its abundant variety of happy ideas and.

phrases, as are the cold facts of Senor Beruete
Besides being an admirable critical study, it is a

fascinating book to read. M. Caro-Delvaille, in

the " Titian ", devotes most of his space to critical

notes on the more important pictures of the

master, but in his concluding chapter he points

out how great a heritage he bequeathed to his

successors, and how far they are tending nowadays
to stray from the road he cleared for them. As
the patriarchs of old, he says, inspired whole races

with their blood, so Titian, the most prolific of

painters, influenced all succeeding artists with his

genius. The moderns, he complains, are brought
up like orphans, without apprenticeship or

tradition, and are apt to be lost in anarchy, pride

and ignorance ; and he would have them look to

Titian as the master best adapted to the needs of the

present generation inasmuch as his intuitive force

was always restrained by dignity and conscience.

The " Greuze " is naturally less interesting, but is

a good example of what a monograph ought to be
for a series of this sort. R. D.
Les Peinthes de Portkaits. Par P. Lambotte. Brussels

(Van Oest, " Collection de I'Art Beige au xix'' Siccle"), 5 fr.

Belgium since it became a united nation, or at all

events a union of races under one flag, is naturally

anxious to vindicate for itself a definite position

in the history of the fine arts. Fifty or sixty

years is, however, a short time in which to plant

or expect to enjoy the fruit of a genuine national

school. M. Lambotte makes a gallant attempt to

establish a Belgian school of portraiture, but even
he is bound to confess that the earliest and most
interesting of these portrait painters, F.

J.
Navez,

was practically a French artist under the influence

of David and Ingres, while another, Simonau, was

similarly overburdened by the example of Sir

Thomas Lawrence. Up to quite a recent date

Belgian painters looked to Paris for their inspira-

tion, and M. Lambotte again acknowledges the

great influence on then exercised by Fanlin Latour.

Curiously enough, he does not allude even in-

cidentally to Winterhalter, although the Belgian

court was so much under that painter's fascination.

Surely Lievin De Winne and other painters found it

necessary to be at all events in the fashion.

Belgium now has some original artists, such as

Fernand Khnopff, but I can hardly agree with
M. Lambotte in regarding the portrait painters of

to-day as part of an unbroken chain dating back
to Van Eyck. L. C.

Church Bells of England. By H. B. Walters, M.A.
Illustrated by 170 Photographs and Drawings. (Frowde.)
7s. 6d. net.

A GLANCE through this fascinating volume brings

home to the reader the countless acts of vandalism
which have occurred in this country in connexion
with bells and church buildings. The old cam-
panile in the close at Salisbury " which was
scandalously destroyed by the barbarian Wyatt in

1789 " is unfortunately only one instance of many.
Bells, towers and inscriptions from the earliest

ages are illustrated lavishly throughout the book,

and the well-compiled bibliography and indexes

are models of what such a work should contain.

On page 323 the author unnecessarily introduces

an expression of his own religious views, which is

a pity in a work of this kind. C. M.
Two Guide Books: — (i) Provinzialmuseum in Bonn.

Fiihrer durch die mittelalterliche und neue Abteilung. Bonn
(F. Cohen), 1 M. [34 plates.]— (2) GuiA Artistica dk
Sevilla. . . . Par J. Gkstoso y Perez. Obra premiada por
la Asociaciun de Escritores y Artistas de Madrid. 6''> edicion,

ilustrada con fotograbados. Sevilla (La Giiia Oficial),

3 pesetas.

(r) The museum at Bonn deserves to be more
visited than it is. The excellent new building

contains a collection of pictures recently much
enriched by the deposit on loan of the VVesendonk
collection and of many others, including some
Italian primitives, that were formerly in the

University. The gallery is especially rich in

Flemish pictures of the i6th century (Scorel,

Mostaert, Vredeman de Vries), while the earlier

masters (R. van der Weyden, Bouts, Geertgen tot

Sint Jans) and some later painters of the same
country (Patinier, Bruegel, Bosch) are represented

by good school pieces. Among other treasures

of the gallery are the pictures by Moretto and
Zurbaran in the Wesendonk collection, and many
Dutch pictures of merit. A complete catalogue of

the pictures, illustrated, is to appear in a few months.
The recently issued guide, written by Dr. Walter
Cohen, is a model publication of its class. An
instructive introduction to the study of each school

of painting is followed by practical notes on the

principal pictures of the group that the museum
contains. The first portion of the guide, dealing
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with pottery, sculpture and metalwork, amounts

to a brief history of these arts on the I.ower

Rhine, the region from which the contents of the

collection have mainly been gathered. The guide

is well illustrated with a selection of the principal

pictures and objects of art in the museum, and

contains a useful list of the photographs that are

obtainable. C. D.

(2) Seiior Gestoso needs no introduction here
;

his "Sevilla Monumental y Artistica " and his

" Historia de los barros vidriados Sevillanos" have

long been well known, and his dictionary of artists

and artificers at Seville from the 13th to the i8th

century is a standard work of reference. To say

that the " Guide " is based upon these works is a

sufficient recommendation, and all that is most
noteworthy in Seville and its immediate neigh-

bourhood, from Roman times to the i8th century,

is dealt with more or less fully. The chronological

arrangement and division of the book into epochs,

and the classification of buildings according to

the periods of their production would be admir-

able in an historical or archaeological treatise, but

such a plan is neither suitable nor practical in a

guide-book, and the visitor, to whom a " Guide "

is addressed, will be seriously hampered by the

lack of a proper index. The inde.K so-called is

merely a table of contents. The illustrations are

few and poor in quality, and the custom of inter-

leaving a serious book of this kind with advertise-

ments and full-page illustrations of hotels and

cafes is most undesirable. But beyond these few

defects, which can be easily remedied in a future

edition, the book may be warmly commended.
The numerous editions show that it has been of

enduring usefulness. F. C.

NOTES
Mr. Herbert Horxe's New Discoveries.—

In the September number of the " I-^assegna

d'Arte", Mr. Home publishes what must un-

questionably be termed one of the most important

discoveries made during recent years in the study

of Italian art. Mr. Home's article acquaints

us with no less than four hitherto unknown
pictures by Botticelli, now in the collection of

Mr. John G. Johnson of Philadelphia. The
panels are clearly parts of one predella and

represent a number of scenes from the life of S.

Mary Magdalen, viz., her conversion, the feast in

the house of Simon, the Xoli me taugcre, and (in

one panel) the saint doing penance, and her last

Coinmunion. From the fact that this predella

illustrates the legend of the Magdalen it seems

practically certain that it originally belonged to

the altar-piece painted by Botticelli for the high

altar of the church of the Augustine nuns of S.

Elisabetta e S. Maria Maddalena delle Convertite

at Florence. This altar-piece is mentioned by a

great number of writers, including the Epitomist of

the Codice Petrei, the Anonimo Gaddiano and

Vasari ; but no description is ever given of it, and

it disappeared, as Mr. Home is now able to prove,

between 1802 and 1808 from the church of the

Convertite. Already in his book on Botticelli,

Mr. Home pointed out that the patron saints

of the Convertite being SS. Elizabeth, Mary
Magdalen and Augustine, one would expect

them to have been represented in this altar-

piece. Even supposing all of these to have

been represented in the principal panel, it would

be nothing extraordinary to find the predella

devoted to the Magdalen only, who was held in

particular veneration by the nuns of this convent.

The inclusion of the rarely-depicted scene of the
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conversion is a further link connecting this predella

with the Convertite altar-piece. Even judging

merely froin the reproductions, one has little

difficultv in accepting Mr. Home's verdict that

this is "the finest predella by Botticelli that has

been preserved, his great and original powers of

dramatic expression being most strikingly evi-

denced, especially in the Conversion and the Feast

of Simon, which, indeed, in a large measure anti-

cipates the art of Leonardo. Chronologically, Mr,

Home would place this predella some time after

the earliest Adoration of the Magi (of about 1468)

in the National Gallery (No. 592), with which it,

however, still shares some elements of style derived

from Filippo Lippi ; and the affinity of the figure

of Christ in the Xoli nic iaiigerc to the Judith in

the Uffizi leads Mr. Home to date the present

pictures about 1470-72. It may be noted in passing

that when the large Pentecost from the school of

Botticelli, now in the Cook collection (painted

about 1500-1510), was in the market, it was stated

in a pamphlet,' in which the picture was offered

for sale, that it was identical with the Convertite

altar-piece ; but owing to the nature of the publica-

tion in which this statement was made, it has never

been possible to accept it without qualification,

and Mr. Home's discovery may be said altogether

to disprove it. Apart from their artistic merit, the

predella pictures now under discussion are also of

interest because of offering a s:iie point de refere for

the study of the earlier production of Botticelli's

hottega, which, as Mr. Home points out, has been

unaccountably neglected by critics. It will be

good news to many that Mr. Home hopes, on

' Lii iliiCiiii ihllo Spirilo Saiilo sopiii gli dtosloli coiigrcgati con

M.iria \'cigi lie iicl CeiuKolo, eic. Bologna: Tipografia Cenerelli,

1872, 7 fip,, 8vo.
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another occasion, to discuss this very interesting

subject. T. B.

The authorities at the Victoria and Albert

Museum have recently made arrangements for a

series of free evening lectures on various subjects

to be given at the Museum. Tiie object of these

lectures is to furtiier the cause of technical edu-

cation and by so doing to help, at the same time, to

make the Museum itself more generally useful.

The first experimental course of six lectures—on
the technical processes of the textile art— is now
nearly concluded. The names of the lecturers,

Mr. Luther Hooper (on weaving), Mr. Lindsay (on

printed fabrics) and Miss Pesel (on embroidery
stitches) inspire confidence, and it is to be hoped
that they have been able to attract sufficiently large

audiences to make the Museum authorities feel

justified in continuing this useful work. A lecture,

of a more informal nature, was also recently given

at the Museum by Mr. A.
J.

B. VVace, of the

British School at Athens, on " The Textiles of the

Greek Islands". Mr. VVace will deal further with
this interesting subject in these pages in the near

future. Another new departure at the Victoria

and Albert Museum is the provisional appointment
for six months of an official guide, whose services

will be free and who will, twice daily, at 12 o'clock

and at 3 o'clock, conduct parties of visitors to

various departments of the Museum.

Dr. A. P.Laurie, the Principal of Heriot-Watt
College, will lecture at Burlington House as Pro-

fessor of Chemistry in the Royal Academy, at

4 p.m. on the dates and on the subjects following :

17th November, The Study of Brushwork by means
of Photomicrographs : 19th, Modern Pigments :

their proper selection and use; 21st, Methods of

Wall Painting
;
4th December, Media, Oils, Var-

nishes, Tempera
;
3rd, The Theory of Colour and

its application to Painting
;
5th, The Chemistry of

Building Materials—Stone, Mortar, Cements, Con-
crete, Stone Preservation. Professor Laurie's

studies on photomicrography applied to the

examination of brushwork are already known to

readers of this NLigazine [see Vol. xxili, p. 72] ;

his lecture will be illustrated by lantern slides taken
from the pictures of old and modern painters.

strong influence exercised over him by Japan, and
the esteem in which his paintings were held on the

continent. Election to the Academy exercised

a not unprecedented tendency to restrict the area
of his sympathy, and the originality and inspiration

of his p.iintings consequently tended to decrease,

although his technical achievement was not
impaired.

The death of Sir Frederick Eaton, Secretary to

the Royal Academy of Arts, is an important event.

An official of forty years' standing is likely to

wield great influence over any department by virtue

of his years and experience, and during so long a
period the ideas of even the most fervent reformer
show an almost invariable tendency to fossilize.

It is not surprising, therefore, that Sir Frederick
Eaton has usually been held responsible for many
of the shortcomings of the Koyal Academy. It has
been felt that so long as he held control no reform
could be carried out at Burlington House. Now
that this period of loyal devotion to what the
late secretary considered to be the interests of the
Royal Academy has come to an honourable close,

it maybe hoped that the Academicians will choose
for their new secretary a man not entirely out of

sympathy with new schools of thought. A body
comprising distinguished artists of the modern
school cannot afford in the 20th century to
continue so retardatory as the Royal Academy has
corporally been under the late regime. All State
Academies are too much hampered by traditions

and too much built upon vested interests, ever to
be in the forefront of progress, but it is a misfor-
tune for a country when the institution held up to

it for guidance in the Fine Arts either wraps itself

up in its own merits and regards the public as a
mere purchasing factor, or adopts an attitude of
active hostility to any artistic movement which
may savour of novelty or advance. Entrenched
as it is in popular favour, the power of the Royal
Academy to strengthen the benign influence of
the arts might be almost unlimited. For the past
generation, at all events, it has been looked upon
as a stumbling-block to progress. A new departure
would be welcome, and, if the new secretary is to
wield the same influence that Sir Frederick Eaton
did, the choice will be awaited with curiosity, not
to say anxiety.

The death of Sir Alfred East will be deeply re-

gretted by a large circle of friends on account of
his charming and sympathetic personality. Dur-
ing the first part of his career he bade fair to become
one of the leading landscape painters of his day.
His receptive mind and his earnest search for
actuality led him to discoveries in the art of
countries other than his own, as may be seen by the

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF AUG-
TIONS IN NOVEMBER
Lepke (i22a-b, Potsdamerstr., Berlin) will sell

(6 Nov.) over 100 lots of i6th to 18th-century silver

vessels and bibelots, cups, goblets, tankards, flagons,

snuff-boxes, miniatures, jewellery, renaissance
watches, mostly German, with some Romanesque
bronze bowls. Taf. 7, lot 80, a 12th-century
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enamelled Limoges bowl, 24 cm. in diameter,

seems particularly noteworthy.

SOTHEBY (Wellington St., Strand) have four

more or less interesting sales this month and a fifth

on I Dec. They will sell (6 and 7 Nov.) Chinese

paintings on glass, silver, porcelain, furniture,

tapestries, etc. Of the Chinese paintings it is

difficult to form an opinion from the illustrations,

but Sir John Gorst's handsome Georgian silver is

offered, and lots belonging to an unnamed clergy-

man include a Charles ll porringer, Elizabethan

apostle spoons (S. Andrew and 8. Matthew), and
some twenty other early spoons.

Butters (Trinity Buildings, Hanley, Stoke-on-

Trent) will sell (11-12 Nov.) the contents, at the late

Mr. M. L. Solon's house. No. i, The Villas, Stoke-

on-Trent. The catalogue was prepared by Mr.
Solon himself and includes over 70 specimens of

his own pcifc-siir-patc, with the mantelpiece of his

studio decorated with 34 plaques by hmi in sgrafito.

There is also fine furniture, porcelain, and other

objects collected by the deceased.

Two large sales of coins, classic and English,

begin on 17 Nov. Dr. Hirsch, 17 Arcisstr.,

Munich, will sell Greek, Roman and Byzantine
coins from the collections of Baron Friedrich von
Schennis and two anonymous collectors. The
catalogue does not state clearly how many days the

sale of the 1572 lots will take
; 39 pages, as full as

they can be of clear reproductions in collotype,

illustrate the greater part of the lots. The specimens
appear to be in excellent condition. The catalogue,

priced at M. 2, or illustrated, at M. 20, is worth
purchasing as a book of reference.

Sotheby's sale of the first portion of Mr. Carlyon-
Britton's collection lasts from 17-21 Nov. It com-
prises the owner's English series, to be sold as

follows: 17th, British, Romano-British, Anglo-
Saxon (Tremisses and Sceattas); i8th, Anglo-
Saxon (Styca series and pennies), Northumbria,
Mercia, Kent and East Anglia ; 19th, do., VVessex

and Sole monarchies ; 20th, Sole monarchies
(continued) ; 21st, Harold II—William II. The
catalogue is, within its scope, equally interesting

with Dr. Hirsch's, and the 20 pages of excellent

reproductions illustrate the 783 lots even more pro-

fusely in proportion to their number ; illustrated

copies are for sale at 2s. 6d.—a moderate price.

The Anderson Auction Company (Madison
Avenue at Fortieth St., New York) will sell

(17-21 Nov.) at their Galleries in New York the

second part of theremarkable Napoleonic collection

belonging to Mr. William
J.

Latta. There is a

large number of autographs of various people pro-

minent in the Revolution and Napoleonic times,

among which may be noted an interesting letter

from Charlotte Corday ; these and an extensive col-

lection of portraits, prints and caricatures are the

chief items in the catalogue. The most striking

point about the portraits of the Emperor that are

here reproduced is the dissimilarity between them.

Catalogues may be obtained in this country from
Quarilch, 11 Grafton St., where commissions will

also be accepted ; a criterion that the sale is

important.

SOTHEBV will sell (24-26 Nov.) a varied assort-

ment of books, both ancient and modern, belonging

to Lady Brooke. A first edition of Holinshed's

Chronicles, stated to be in perfect condition, and
four earlv-i6th-century Paternosters in English,

are notable items in the catalogue. The same firm

will also sell (27 and 28 Nov.) a considerable collec-

tion of Japanese colour-prints. Many of these

would appear to be quite characteristically charm-

ing, especially Nos. 171, 226, 228, 261 and 263, but

without coloured reproductions it is, of course,

impossible to form a true estimate.

Two sales which have been much talked of will

be held on i December. Sotheby will sell the well-

known collection of Greek and Etruscan antiquities

belonging to Signor Marcioni of Orvieto, found in

the famous tombs, consisting of more than 100

lots, chiefly of ware, which is classified into buc-

chero, the early black ware, coloured pottery, and

vessels with black figures. There are also a few

bronzes and glass objects. Two pages illustrate

eight of the vessels, four amphora with figures in

black, two stamnoi and a kelebe with figures in

red, all in very good condition ; and a very curiously

shaped vessel found at Canossa, of light red

clay, with a lid and four double handles, out of

which project four hollow movable spouts in the

shape of birds' heads and necks, not unlike gar-

goyles sloped upwards. More illustrations of

purely Etruscan ware would have been welcome.

Glendinnixg (7 Argyle St., Oxford Circus)

will sell (1-6 and 8 Dec.) the first portion of an

immense collection of Japanese works of art, mostly

of small size, belonging to Mr. W. L. Behrens of

Manchester. The catalogue enumerates some

1850 lots : 43 advanced pages of illustration enable

attention to be drawn here to a few of the apparently

more remarkable pieces. No. 155, carvings in wood
of Oiwa and her lover ; 208, a bone figure probably

of Buddha, under Christian influence
; 948 and 950,

black lacquer boxes with cranes in relief; 983, 998

and 1018, small kogos ; 1260, five cases in dull grey

silver lacquer with a Rakan making a rosary, in high

relief ; 1381, two cases in wood, with the story of

Kioyu and Sofu relieved with gold ; 1671, Kvvan-

non, of painted wood ; 1681, Kanshitsu figure of

Kwannon ; 1735, Jiuichimen Kwannon, natural

wood, with gilt^ brass ornaments, in a triptych with

painted doors ; 1726, Amithaba, gold lacquered, in

a shrine ; 1746, bust of a man, wood with ivory

head; 1736, Senji Kwannon with the thousand

arms,' natural wood, black patina, in a shrine

carved within and with an inlaid door ; 1797,

ancient Lamaistic banner of Avalokitervara ; 1833,

ivory head of Roman type.
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GERMAN PERIODICALS
JaURBUCH DER KoN'IGLICH PRKUSZISCHEN' KUN'STSAMMLUN'GEN.

Heft II. 1913.

—

Dr. Bode reproduces a female portrait acquired
by the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum from the J. E. Taylor collection
in July, igi2, which he ascribes to Fra Filippo Lippi, and regards
as the earliest single portrait by a Florentine artist at present
known, dating it c. 1440. Dr. Voss has a brief note on a silver-

point drawing at Leipzijj, which he illustrates and ascribes to

the Housebook Master. Its resemblance to a drawing of a
similar subject at Berlin—the celebrated Lichcs/'anr—is striking

;

both were probably produced about the same date

—

i.e., in the
eighth decade of the 15th century. A drawing by Parrasio
Micheli in the Print Room at Berlin is reproduced by Freiherr
vox H.ADEi.N ; he identifies it as the study for a picture painted
by Parrasio for the Sala del Collegio in the Ducal Palace, Venice,
which perished in the lire of 1574, The sheet has drawings on
both sides, and on the obverse in 16th-century writing is the
name " parasio ", written, the writer thinks, by a former owner.
This clue led Herr von Hadeln to identify the author of the
drawing, and enabled him to prove that it is not by Tintoretto,
as formerly assumed. The greater part of this Helt is devoted
to an exhaustive article by Dr. Wui.ff entitled " Giovanni
d'Antonio di Banco und die Anfiinge der Renaissance Plastik

in Florenz ". To this master he ascribes tlie following ; The
marble statue of A7;;^ Ditviil acquired by the Kaiser-Friedrich
Museum in 1903, but hitherto unnamed and never before pub-
lished ; Tin' Annnudation of the Museo dell' Opera (of the
Cathedral, Florence); the -iii^cl PUiyiii^^a S////),i;V(/ liistinincnt

in the Hargello, and other works. Much space is devoted
to the discussion of the I'oiia dclla Mntuioila (Cathedral) and
to the share in it of Nanni di Banco and of his father, Antonio.

Heft III.— Holbein's p:iintings (1517-1519I on the facade of the
" Hertensteinhaus ", Lucerne, are discussed by Dr. Schmid. A
modern house (erected 1825) now stands on the site of that

building, but prior to its destruction the most important of the
paintings were copied. A fragment of fresco from the facade
and the remains of a painting from the interior are still preserved
at Lucerne, and some drawings for the frescoes are in the Basle
Museum. By the aid of all these and of certain written records
the writer attempts an elaborate reconstruction of the building
and its pictorial decoration. Herr von der G.vbele.vtz pub-
lishes a triptych of the school of Thuringia of r. 1400 in the
museum at Weimar ; it shows a close connexion with the School
of Cologne, and is interesting also for the subject of the central
panel—the hunted unicorn taking refuge in the lap of the Virgin.
The writer treats of the many curious medi:ev.il legends con-
cerning the unicorn and its mystical significance and symbolism.
Dr. Bock publishes and ascribes to Diirer two drawings in the
Print Room at Berlin. One he considers to be of 1518-1519,
the other of a later period. Freiherr vox Hadeln discusses
drawings of Titian's earlier period—that is to say, from c. 1511 ;

among those reproduced and less generally known is what the
writer designates a study for the S. Scbasluiii of the altar-piece
in SS. Nazaro e Celso at Brescia, recently discovered among
Netherlandish drawings in the Staedel Institute at Frankfurt,
and dated by him 1520 at latest. Careful examination leads
him to the conclusion that an anonymous Venetian woodcut
(formerly ascribed to Boldrini) preserves to us the composition
of Titian's paintmg of 1531, Aiuiica Giitti fiirsciilcd to the
Madonna by S. Maik, which was fully described by Sanuto and
perished by fire in 1574. In the woodcut the Doge is errone-
ously called Francesco Donato. A drawing in the Uffizi is

identified as a preparatory sketch for the S. Bernardino who
stood beside the M.idonna in this picture. Two pen drawings
(Paris and H.rarlem) are regarded as by the master, and a
drawing at Oxford is ascribed to Francesco Vecellio (is it not
more nearly related to Calislo Piazza :), and claimed to be the
drawing for an altar-piece by this artist at Berlin, but none of
these three attributions are convincing. A useful disquisition
follows on Titian's methods in drawing, which, when he works
with the pen, are those of the wood engraver. The woodcut
of Pietro Aretino, the frontispiece to the rare edition of Aretino's
Letters (1538)—evidently from a drawing by Titian—is repro-
duced ; its resemblance to the painted portrait once in the Chigi
collection is striking. The portrait of Ariosto in the 1532 edition
of the " Orlando Furioso " is also from a drawing by the master.

Beiheft zum dreiunddreiszigsten Band, 1913.—This volume
contains a further instalment of Dr. Frey's valuable contributions
to the history of the building of S. Peter's, Rome (continued
from Vol. .\xxi), a storehouse of highly important information
based upon documents in the Archives of the " Fabbrica ".

The appendix contains a second series of " Ricordi Artistici
''

(begun in Vol. xxx), principally documents concerning archi-
tects and sculptors.

Amtliche Berichte aus dex K. Kuxstsammlungen, 1913.
No. 7.—The gift to the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum of a S. Chris-
topher by Elsheimer is chronicled by Dr. Bode, who regards it

as a masterpiece by this artist. Dr. Sch.afer writes an instruc-
tive note on additions to the Egyptian section, works of art of
the period of Amenophis IV {c. 1375 B.C.).

No. 8.—Dr. Weber refers to the acquisition of .an importint
Hittite bronze bearing a close resemblance to the celebrated
relief of Boghazkoi. This last has been wrongly supposed to
represent a king of Chatti, but the writer believes that both the
Berlin bronze and the relief represent a sun god.
No. 9.—An Umbrian Madonna, which after having been for

years on loan at Breslau has now returned to the Berlin Gallery,
is discussed by Dr. Fischel, who inclines to ascribe it to
Pintoricchio. Other notes, on an engraved gem with the head
of the Olympi.m Zeus, and on a Brandenburg Penny of the
time of King Wenceslaus.
No. 10.—Dr. P'RiEDL.i.NDER Writes on the ^gidius-Meisfer,

whose " ceuvre " has been considerably increased by his
researches. A picture by this master presented to the Gallery
in 1Q12 is reproduced. Dr. von Falke discusses a Madonna
and Child (painted glass) acquired this year for the Kunst-
gewerbe Museum, which he ascribes to Hans Wild, the best
S. German glass painter of the close of the 15th century.

No. II.—.\dditions to the papyrus collection of the Egyptian
section are commented on by Dr. Plaumanx, and Dr,
BuRCHARD contributes a useful note on the exhibition of Pieter
Bruegel's drawings in the Print Room.
No. 12,—The acquisition of plastic works is referred to by

Dr. Bode, among (hem : a Tondo of the Madonna and Chad
belonging to a group of works produced by Florentine artists
between 1410 and 1450 ; German medallion portraits in box-
wood, and a larger portrait in pearwood of a certain Pancraz
Kaemmerer,_ which the writer inclines to ascribe to Hans
Schwarz. The life-size lion from Knidos which has recently
been added to the Archxological Museum is reproduced by
Dr. Schroder.

Xo. 13.—Dr. Wixkler writes on a Book of Hours in the
Print Room, a very remarkable example of Spanish miniature
painting of the second half of the 15th century. The writer
identifies the Hours of the Virgin in Mr. Dyson Perrins's collec-
tion as parts of the same volume, though it remains a fragment,
the calendar and other pages still missing. Among bequests to
the museums and acquisitions are two Roman balances (steel-
yards) one of which, said to have been found in the Tiber, is

inscribed with the names of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus
and can therefore be accurately d.itcd ; and some early specimens
of Islamic glass. The technique in the colour-prints of Pierre
Michel Alix (1762-1817) is dealt with in a short note. Special
reference is made to a rare example, the portrait of a Sieveking ;

the proof of two impressions of this portrait in the possession of
one of the family affords a clear insight into the artist's methods
and technique.

Repertorium fl'r Kunstwissexschaft. Band xxxvi. Neue
Folge Band i. Heft i & 2. Published May 3, 1913.—This
number has been long delayed owing to the illness of the editor,
and now appears in a new form and as the first of a new series.
The character of this admirable periodical is not to be altered,
but illustrations are to be admitted, a very welcome innovation.
It opens with a long article by Dr. Sackur entitled " Des
Vitruvius Basilika in Fanum und die neue Ausgabe der decern
libri de Architectura". Dr Poppelreuter proposes a new ex-
planation of the subject of Titian's Amor sacro c Amor {rofano
which he would interpret as Saf'f'ho and the Naiad as related by
Ovid(" Heroides," 15) ; he finds a remarkable agreement between
the poetic description of the incident and the details of the picture.
The fact is rec.dled that in 1497 a beautiful illustrated edition of
Ovid's "Metamorphoses'' w.is published in Venice by Zoane
Rosso and LucantonioZonta, the illustrations being evidently by
the same hand as those of the " Hypnerotomachia Poliphii",
which came from the Aldine Press in 1499 ; the work o( these
anonymous illustrators must cert.iinly have appealed to the
younger generation of painters in Venice, among whom was
Titian ;

m.iny interesting points are raised in the course of this
article. Dr. Gi'.mbei. publishes documentary contributions to
a biography of Vcit Stosz, According to a record discovered
by the writer the artist was sent to Prague in 1460 as the be.irer
of a gift from the city of Niiremburg to Johanna von Rozmital,
the wife of the King of Bohemia. Other documents bearinjj
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upon his work at Nuremberg between 1487 and 1506 are referred

to. Dr. L.\n-ge gives an account of the discovery of

Grunewald's Madonna at Stuppach near Mergenlheim. which

he claims to have been the tirbt to identify authoritatively. His

aim— to purchase the picture for the Stuttgart Gallery—was

frustrated by the premature and unauthorized publication of the

altar-piece by those who appear to have pirated his discovery.

Dr. Wustmann has a brief note on the 15th-century family of

artists at Frankfurt, the Fyol, and upholds the theory of Dr.

Simon as to the frequent occurrence of the pansy (Violai in their

pictures being an allusion to their family name (Fyol). Dr.

Von Maxteuffel sums up the most important results achieved

in three recent publications on mediaeval painting in North Italy.

Heft 3.—Dr. Gumbel continues his contributions to a bio-

graphy of Stosz. The claims of Frankfurt, Ravensburg, and

Dinkelsbiihl as his place of origin are discussed, and though no

definite conclusion is arrived at the claims of Dinkelsbiihl

seem on the whole the strongest. \n an appendix mention is

made of a painter Hanns von Dinkelsbiihl, whose name occurs

there and at Nuremberg, between 1444 and 1455. Other articles

on Greco and Spanish mysticism by Dr. Stkin-bart, on Peter

Fliitner by Dr. Braun, and on Diirer's representations of Adam
in the engraving of 1504 and in the painting of 1507.

MoN.wsHEFTE fCr Kunstwissenschaft. Heft 5. May,

1913.—Dr. E. Rosenthal attempts a purely critical appreciation

of ttie early woodcuts of Ulm. The tao great examples of book

illustration there, between 1470 and 1480, are the Boccaccio

(1473) and the .-Esop (r. 1476), which form the point of departure

for all study of the subject but are not by the same hand ;

as a connecting link between the two, the writer cites the

illustrations to Rodericus Zamorensi^'s "Der Spiegel des mensch-

lichen Lebens "
; the date of the German edition printed by

Zainer of Nuremberg is believed by Dr. Rosenthal to be 1475,

and the woodcuts he contends were produced at Ulm. With
the Housebook Master neither the masters of the Boccaccio nor

of the Zamorensis show the slightest connexion ; the master of

the -Esop is allied to him in some particulars, but the likeness

is not consistent throughout, and in landscape the two artists

differ widely. The style of the three masters of the Ulm wood-
cuts is specifically Swabian ; closely allied to them are a number
of drawings in a codex at Munich which show no connexion

with the work of the Housebook Master, considerations which

are not without importance for the much debated question of the

origin of that artist. Book illustration at Ulm in the last thirty

years of the 15th century is, in the opinion of the writer, a

chapter of local art development. Dr. Rintelen h.as an article

entitled " Dante iiber Cimabue "
,
principally an amplification of

a lecture delivered by him before the Berlin "Kunstgeschichtliche

Gesellschaft " in November, 1911, in which he replies to criti-

cisms of this lecture and of his book on Giotto, by Prof. Dvorak.

Third article by Dr. Deneke on Renaissance sculpture at

Magdeburg ; the work of Christof Dehne (early 17th century)

and his followers is treated. DR. Karl Simon contributes some
notes on Hans Hesse, one of the early painters of Frankfurt.

Heft 6. June.—In an article entitled "Zur Kenntniss der

Gotischen Plastik in Westfalen " Dr. HARTLAra dwells upon
some important examples of Weslphalian sculpture : the beau-

tiful tabernacle in the church of S. John at Osnabriick
;
the

cycle of statues in the choir of the same church—executed at

different periods and unequal in merit—the best among them
being, perhaps, the work of the master who produced the

tabernacle ; the much-damaged but interesting series of statues

in the church of S. Mary the Virgin, also at Osnabruck, which
show a decided connexion with the series in the Rathaus at

Bremen, and other works. Dr. Mitius identifies the subject

of Diirer's well-known pen drawing of 1510 usually designated

Vas Kirehdorf (Bonn:it Collection, Bayonne ;
Lippmann, 355)

as HeroldsbeVg, a place two hours to the north of Niiremberg.

The reasons for this identification set forth by the writer are

of great interest, and appear conclusive. Dr. Markus has an

article on Anton Mengs and the adventurer Giacomo Casanova

which heenti:les"Ein Beitrag zur Mengsschen Charakteristik ".

Heft 7. July.—Dr. Winkler, who writes the article on

Gerard David in Thieme & Becker's Kiinstlerlexikon, contributes

a useful note on paintings and drawings by this artist not

mentioned by Bodenhausen and Valentiner, and on the master's

relation to the Bruges miniature-painting of his day. The
drawings reproduced are : a S. Barbara, discovered by Sir

Martin Conway and now in the Staedel Institute, and three heads

which appeared under the name of H. van der Goesat the Endris

sale. Vienna. Respecting three other drawings, discovered
by the same connoisseur {Biirliiigtoii Magazine, xill, 155-7),

the writer can offer no information beyond the fact that one was
in the Lanna collection. Touching on the question as to whether
Gerard David was a miniaturist he inclines to the belief that four
be.iutiful miniatures in the Breviary of Isabella of Spain, which
could not have been produced later than 1497, may be by him,
though he is unable to accept his authorship for the two
miniatures of the Bruges Academy, Tlie Preaching of S. John and
The Baptism of Clinst. The history of miniature painting in

Bruges at this period has received but scant attention, and,
with the exception of the writings of Durrieu, Destrees and
Kammerer, no attempt at a critical grouping and classification

of the exceptionally abundant material has yet been made.
M. Grunewald has a sugijestive article entitled :

" Die Stim-
mung in der venezianischen Malerei." A useful definition of

the word " Stimmung", for which we possess no satisfactory

equivalent, is given. The writer treats first of Giorgione, that

prince of " Stimmungsmaler ", and then of those earlier and
later Venetian masters whose work is capable of evoking this

particular condition of mind principally through the magical
charm of their colour and chiaroscuro. Dr. Mayer has an
interesting note on portraits of Spanish Infantas of the i6th

century and makes some additions to those published by Mme.
Roblot-Delondre in her recent volume on portraits of princesses

of the House of Austria. Dr. Mayer reproduces two admirable
portraits of Isabella of Valois and the Infanta Isabella Clara
Eugenia, both in the Descalzas Reales at Madrid, and his

announcement that he proposes shortly to deal fully with
the treasures of this historic convent—usually so inaccessible

but where Moreno the Madrid photographer was last year
permitted to work— .viil be welcome intelligence to all students

of Spanish art. Dr. Lohmeyer treats of Baroque architects

at Zweibriicken and thinks it probable that the palace there

was erected by a Swedish architect J. Erichson Sundahl in 1720.

Christian Hautt, who was employed for many years at the

Court there and died in 1806, may be regarded as the last repre-

sentative of the Baroque at Zweibriicken.
Heft 8. August.

—

i5r. Thode reproduces clay models ascribed
to Michelangelo from the collection of the late Prof. H.ihnel now
the property of his heirs in Dresden. Among these models the

writer recognizes some genuine and important studies by the

master. They were once the property of Paul von Praun (1548-

1616), a collector who lived at Bologna. Dr. Thode gives an
annotated list of all these objects, which include models for the

statues in the Medici Chapel and for other known statues, studies

from the antique, etc. Dr. Schinnerer writes on the art of

Wolfgang Katzenheimer, the most important painter at Bamberg
in the 15th century. A drawing of S. Peter (British Museum) is

ascribed to his workshop and regarded as ttie cartoon {e, 1500)
for a figure of this saint in one of the windows in the choir of

S. Sebald, Niiremberg. As one of the few original cartoons for

painted glass of this date which have survived, it is of consider-

able importance. Katzenheimer is not traceable after 1508, when
twoother painters, Paul Lautensackand Hans Wolff, seem to have
taken his place. In " Diirers Kupferstich ' Die wunderbare Sau
von Landser ' im Elsass", Dr. Major deals with this engraving
(Bartsch 95) and with a Basle woodcut of 1496 of the mon-
strosity here published for the first time. The latter is by one
of the illustrators of Sebastian Brant's " Narrenschiff '', who may
have been sent to Landser to make a drawing of the animal, and
the writer conjectures that either this draughtsman or Brant
himself may have sent the woodcut and a drawing of the creature

to Diirer, who from them made his own engraving. In any
case it affords proof of the connexion existing between Diirer

and Brant as early as the last decade of the 15th century.

Dr. Jantzen treats of Hendrik Acrtsand his influence on archi-

tectural painting in the Netherlands in the 17th century.

Heft 9. September.— Dr. Curt Habicht's article "Zur
Gotischen Malerei Hildesheims " deals with a subject which in

spite of the good work done by Lichtwark and Goldschniidt is

still very little known. The altar-pieces illustrated (Hanover
and Hildesheim) are considered to have been produced in a
Hildesheim workshop, though the influence of Cologne and
Westphalia (which, judging from the illustrations, is strong) is

admitted. In " Raumstellung und Architecturwiedergabe bei

Donatello", Dr. Zucker studies an important question which
has been touched upon by recent writers on Donatello, and
examines the master's works from this point of view, assigning

the priority to Donatello over Ghiberti in this particular. The
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methods of other contemporaries and followers are also referred
to—Michelozzo, Agostino di Duccio, and Bertoldo, while the
work of Filarete, who occupies a comparatively isolated position
among early Renaissance sculptors, is also touched upon. Dr.
Meier contributes an article on 15th-century plastic art at Mainz,
and Dr. Firmenich-Richartz publishes a passage from the
Diaries of Sulpiz Boisseree which makes it doubtful whether
the well-known fragments of an altar-piece at Frankfurt (by
Robert Campin ?) actually came from the Abbey of Flemalle.
According to their former owner— an ecclesiastic of Lieges
(referred to by Boisseree)—they came from the Abbey of Falin,
near Sedan. In any case the notice is worthy of attention, and
local research, as the writer observes, might throw more light

upon this matter. The provenance from Flemalle rests only on
the authority of Passavant.

Heft 10. October.—Among the best articles in a disappointing
number are Dr. Liefm.wn's inquiry into the origin of the
adaptation of female figures as Caryatides—the earliest known
those at Delphi (6th century B.C.), the most perfect those of the
Erechtheion at Athens—and Dr. Pl.wiscig's studies on Venetian
sculpture in the 14th century. Some late Italian pictures of the
Messinger Collection, Munich, are reproduced by Dr. Ozzoi.a,
and an unnecessary amount of space has been assigned to
Dr L. Justi for his polemical discussion of Lionello Venturi's
" Giorgione ".

Der Cicerone. Heft 9. 1913.— Dr. I.ii,iEN'FEr,D gives an
account of the Steengracht Collection, and Dr. Follak writes
a brief appreciation of the late Miss Henrietta Hertz, who died
in Rome in April l.ist. Before her death she had the satisfaction
of seeing the library which she had founded—the " Biblioteca
Hertziana"— in working order, and this, together with the
building in which it is housed, the Palazzo Zuccari, her home
for over thirty years, she left to the Kaiser Wilhelin Society.
The writer expresses the hope that her choice collection of
pictures, which she bequeathed to the city of Rome, may be
permitted to remain in the rooms where they hung in her life-

time, and that this part of the Palazzo Zuccari may eventually
become a museum, somewhat on the lines of the Museo Poldi
at Milan.

No. 10.—This number is devoted to a well-illustrated article
on the Nemes Collection by Dr. Bierman'N.
No. II.—Dr. Kutter gives an account of the Peltzer Collec-

tion at Cologne, which contains, among many other interesting
pictures, the very attractive portrait of a woman by the Severins
Meister, and the family group—perhaps the artist J. van Ceulen
with his wife and child—by Adriaen Hannemann, certainly one
of the best works of this painter who here closely approaches
Van Dyck. Dr. Bo.mbe touches on recent important discoveries
at Florence in the Old Sacristy of S. Lorenzo and in the
Baptistery. Dr. Scherer, in an interesting article proves that
the so-called " Lauensteiner Glaser " were not produced in
Hesse, as erroneously .assumed, but in the glassworks existing
in the i8th century at Lauenstein in Hanoverian territory. In
purity and transparency the glass produced there approximates
to the finest specimens of English glass. The writer states the
reason of this and gives the probable explanation of the marks,
a lioQ rampant often accompanied by the letter C, which was
incorrectly regarded as a crescent.

No. 12.— New acquisitions in the Bivarian National Museum
are chronicled by Dr. Kaulinger ; they include a S. St-b,isluiii

by Riemenschneider of his later period, a Madonna in the
manner of Michael Pacher, a Malcr Dolcrosd of r. 1480—

a

Bavarian (Bamberg) work of great importance—bronzes, bo.f-

wood carvings, and many excellent examples of ceramic art.

In an article entitled " Die Pfuscherei in Nymphenburg" Dr.
HoEMANN writes at some length on the so-called "Hans'' or
" Winkelmaler"— j.c, painters who decorated white china and
objects rejected as imperfect by the china manufactory ; they
woiked on their own account, and sold their wares inde-
pendently, to the detriment of the 18th-century china factories.
Such painters were either dismissed workmen, employes who
worked in secret at their own homes, or amateurs, but occa-
sionally good artists were numbered among their ranks, and in
this case the identification of their works is of importance. The
article contains much curious information ; a number of marks
of the "Hausmaler " of Nymphenburg china are reproduced,
and some obscure points .are elucidated.

No. 13.—Dr. Kiesedieter reproduces specimens of Erfurt
faience, and Dr. Baumeister a bronze votive tablet engraved
with a Pictii with saints and kneeling donors. It was presented

in 1433 by the Duchess Isabella of Burgundy to the Carthusian
Monastery at Basle ; its bearing on the early history of engraving
is therefore of importance, taking into consideration the date and
provenance. Dr. Bomde touches on recent discoveries and
restorations in Florence.

No. 14.

—

Dr. Weisz reproduces a copy by H.ans Baldung
(Xiirembcrg, Germanischcs Museum) of a lost Madonna by
Mabuse which the writer conjectures may once have formed a
diptych with the panel in the National Gallery, the Man Holding
ii Kosary. A replica of the Mabuse Madonna, with a different

b.ackground, is in the Prado at M.idrid.

No. 15.

—

Dr. Leisching reproduces some specimens from the
Porcelain Room formerly in the Dubsky Pal.ace, Briinn, and
acquired in 1912 for the Museum fiir Kunst u. Industrie, Vienna.
The room is a unique specimen of the early period of the Vienna
china manufactory (founded 1719). A marriage plate with a
painting of the Judgment ul Solomon (Kestncr Museum, Hanover)
after an engraving by Meister E. S., is discussed by Dr. V. C.
Haisicht, who dates it c. 1460.

No. 16.

—

Dr. RiESEiiiETER contributes supplementary notes to

Dr. Zimmerniann's discussion of Dresden faience (191 1, Heft 6)
and reproduces marks of the Horisch period (1770-80). Dr.
BuMBE summarizes the history of the Brera and its collections in

the last hundred years and Dr. Schmid discusses the rc-arrange-
nieiit of the Kunstgewerbe-Museum at Frankfurt.

No. 17.

—

Dr. Frkise draws attention to an example, the third
now known, of Rembrandt having copied a picture by his master
Lastmann. The writer in his monograph of the last-named artist

expressed the opinion that Rembrandt's drawing of Josffli and
His Bietlin-n (Vienna) nii.ght have been copied from a picture
by Lastmann which is known to have been executed in 1612 but
disappeared after the fnian Pauw sale at The Hague in 1779.
The reappearance, in a private collection in London, of this lost
picture has absolutely confirmed the writer's surmise, as proved
by the reproductions of both compositions which accompany the
article.

No. 18.—New acquisitions by the Gallery and Ceramic Museum
at Erfurt are chronicled by Dr. Redslob.

No. 19.—Dr. Bombe has an interesting illustrated article On
the drawings of Baroccio and dwells upon the contributions to
our knowledge of this artist made by Dr. Filippo di Pietro in his
recent volume on Baroccio's drawings in the Uffizi. Dr. Schmiu
discusses Herr von Beckerath's admirable collection of Italian
maiolica which is to be sold by Lepke (Berlin) on Nov. 4 and 5.
The catalogue by Herr von Faike forms a valuable contribution
to the study of this branch of art. Dr. P'rELNER has a brief note
on the Tiepolo exhibition in the Galerie Heincmann at Municli,
which also contains a few examples by S. Ricci, Marieschi,
Caiualctto and Guardi.

No. 20.—An account is given of the new museum to be opened
at Cologne on October 25, dedicated to the art of the Far East—
the first independent museum of the kind ever before inaugurated
in Europe. The writer. Dr. Adolf Fischer, has devoted many
years of his life to the study of Oriental art, and the collections
which he formed during a lengthened residence in Eastern Asia
are of the greatest importance ; he ceded them to Cologne in

1909 on condition that a suitable building for their reception
should be erected. This has now been completed and the
arrangement of the collections, which the founder intends further
to develop and increase, appears to be in every w.ay .admirable.
Dk. Bo.mbe contributes notes on discoveries in Italy and on the
restoration of various buildings, and a writer who signs " F."
discusses the Spanish Exhibition at the Grafton Galleries.

Stedien' r:ND Skizzex zur Gem.Xldekun'de. Herausgegcbcn
von Dr. Theodor Frimmee. I Liefcrung. March, 1913.—The
editor here inaugurates what may prove a useful periodical de-
signed to deal almost exclusively with painting and its history, in
contradistinction to other art magazines which cover a wider
range of subject. Many well-known writers have promised their
collaboration, but the opening number appears to be entirely by
the editor. It contains, amon.g other articles, a note on a passage
in Hyacintlic Rigaud's account book—the two portraits there
referred to arc in the Liechtenstein Gallery—and on a Vciiiis in

the collection of Prof. Kru'sek by Pietro Liheri. A curious AHoiiy
in tlic Garden by Figino, reproduced and referred to in a note (jii

the Matvansky Collection at Vienna, is to be more fully dealt with
later.

II.—T'ndcr " Notizcn " reference is made to two portraits
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(rcprocUiced) alliibutecl to Vcl.izquez at Wurzburg and some
information is given concerning ttie provenance of tlic new
Elslieimer at Berlin.

Ill—Contains a long illiistrafccl article on the Peltzer Collection,

Cologne, and a note hy DR. P.vui. Drey on Meister \V. S., " Mit

deni Maltescr kreuz." The writer adds a seventh to pictures

already known by this 16th-century painter, by whom there arc

d.Ued works at Nancy, Vienna and Kolmar. The picture here

reproduced is in the possession of a dealer at Munich and is

dated 1533- F-

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
[PiiliUciilioii!:, tliL pi ice of ~d'hi':h shoiihl nlduiys hi sliiUtl. caiuwt

of the previous month. Brief notes will not

SriEl.M.AN-N (M. II.). The Angels appenring to the Shephenis, by
Vela/quez. A critical study. (Medici Society.) 2s.6d.net.

M.\cWniRTER, R,.\. (John). Sketclies from nature, with an
introduction by Mrs. MacWhirter and a portrait by Sir Hubert
von Herkomer. (Cassell.) 6s. net.

A nieely pioihieeil selection of stiulies and sketches, in

pencil ivul uhjter colour, nnule mostly in Scothinil, S-du'l-jer-

tiind iiml Itiilv.

Smith (S. C. U.unf.s), M,A. Greek Art and National Life.

With 7 photogravures and many other illustrations. (Nisbet.)

7s. 6d. net.

ScHi.EGEl, (L. DK). Andrea Solario. Con illnstrazioni e tavole

fuore teste. Milan (.\Uieri & Lacroi.'i). 3L.

FoREl-(.\.). Voyage au.\' Paysdes Sculpteurs Romans. Croquis

de route .'i Iraversla France. Ilhistrt' par Enimeline Forel.

Tome I. Paris (Champion), Geneve (Boissnnas). 40 fr.

Royal Connnission on Historical Monuments. Vols. I and 11.

Buckinghamshire. (H.M. St.itionery Ofl'ice.) 15s. 6d. and
i6s. 6d. respectively.

Catalogue of the Exhibition of Spanish Old M.isters, 1(313-1914.

With a frontispiece and So plates. (Grafton Galleries.)

los. 6d. net.

Nelson (P.). Ancient Painted Glass in England. With 33
plates and 34 text illustrations. (Methuen. " The Antiquary's

Books"). 7<. 6d. net.

Leonardo da Vinci. The Florentine years of Leonardo and
Verrochio. VV'ith 277 illustrations, many printed in tints.

By Dr. Jens Thiis. Translated by Jessie Muir. (Jenkins.)

42s. net.

Alte Spitzen, ans Anlass der Spitzenausstellung im Stiidtischen-

kunstgewerbe-Museum zu Leipzig, 1911, herausgegeben

von Marie Schuette. Stiidtischeskunstgewerbe-.Museum.

3 Lief. Leipzig (Klinkhardt u. Biermann), 40 M.

RUTTEK(F.). The Wallace Collection. With 31 illustrations.

(Grant Richards.) 2s. net.

A pocket f^nidc-book, convenient for its pnrpose, bused

on the neir 1913 ccitnlognc.

Peers (Mrs. C. R.). In the National Gallery : a first introduc-

tion to the works of the early Italian schools as there

represented. With many illustrations. (Lee Warner.) 5s.

net.

Menschen nnd Modcn im siebzehnten Jihrhundert. Nach
Bildern und Stichen der Zeit ausgewahit und Leschildert

von Max von Boehn. Miinchen (Bruckmann), M. 6-50.

The fourth of a very iisefnt scries of hroihnres sntfi-

cicntly reconiniendcd by ilie connexion of Dr. Oskar

Fischel irith the fust three Mrts.

Lees (F.). The Art of the Great Masters, as exemplified by
drawings in the collection of Emile Wauters. With many
illustrations. (Sampson Low.) £^2 12s. 6d. net.

Vanity Fair. By W. M. Thackeray. Illustrated in colour by

Lewis Baumer. (Hodder & Stoughton ) 15s. ntt.

The Old Curiosity Shop. By Charles Dickens. Illustr.ited in

colour by Frank Reynolds, R.I. (Hodder & Stoughton.)

15s. net.

Rubaiy.-it of Omar Khayyam. Rendered into English verse by

Edward FitzGerald. Illustrated in colour and in line by

Rene Bull. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 15s.net.

Singleton (E.). Furniture, illustrated. (Chatto & Windus.)

i6s. net.

The second annu.il volume of the Walpole Society, 1912-1913.

Oxford (University Press). Issued only to subscribers.

Tliis volume is worthy of tlie udnnrahte society wliicti

issues it. As has been pointed out before, the expenses

of publication must absoib the society's funds, ami it

will be impossible for its work to continue unless it is

largely supported. The annual subscription is one

guinea, payable to the hon. treasurer, C. E. Hughes,

Esq., Stone Field, Kidbrook Grove, Blackhcath, S.E.

be included here unless they have been delivered before the i6lh

preclude tlie publication of longer rcviews.'\

WiTTE (F.). Die liturgischen Geriite und andere Werke der

Metallkunst in der Sammluiig Schniitgen in CiJln zugleich

mit einer Geschichte des liturgischen Geriites. Mit 90
Lichtdrucklafeln. Berlin (Verlag fiir Kunslwissenschaft).

M. 123. 350 numerierte Exemplare.

SL'id.x (W.). (jesterreichische Kunstschaetze mit Unterstiitzung

des K.k. Ministeriums fiir Kultus llnterricht 3 Jahrg.

Helte I, 2 & 3-4. Wien (Luwy), jiihrlig 10 Hefte. K. 60.

In Powder and Crinoline. Old fairy tales retold by Sir A.

Quiller-Couch. lUusiiated by Kay Nielsen. (Hodder &
Stoughton.) 15s. net.

Oxford. A sketch-book by Fred Richards, Cambridge. A
sketch-book by Walter M. Kelsey. (A. & C. Bbck, " Sketch

Books", edited by Martin Hardie, A.K.E.) is. net each.

Neatly produced tittle '.vliinies. Both artists should

liave omitted the Jigiires. which neither ofthem can draw.

The Fairy Book, by the author of "John Halifax, Gentleman".
With 32 illustrations in colour by Warwick Goble. (Mac-

millan.) 15s net.

The Children's Blue Bird, by Georgette Leblanc (Mme. Maurice
Maeterlinck), translated by Alexander Tcixiera de Mattos,

with illustrations by Albert Rothenstein. (Methuen.) 5s.

net.

Norton (R.D.). Painting in East and West. (Arnold.) js. net.

Visvakarma : examples of Indian architecture, sculpture, paint-

ing, handicraft, chosen by Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, D.Sc.

ist series: One hundred examples of Indian sculpture.

Part V (Luzac, for the author), 2S. 6d. A brief text will be
issued with Part viil.

Deserving the praise already given to Parts I-IV,

An Artist in Italy, written and painted by Walter Tyndale, R.I.

(Hodder & Stoughton.) 20s. net.

Ure (P. N.). Black Glaze Pottery from Rhitsona in Bceotia.

University College, Reading, Studies in History and
Arch.fology. (Milford, Oxford University Press.) 7s.6d.net.

Cniversity College, Reading, is to he highly congratu-

lated oil issliing a series of publications of this nature.

The Sonnets of William Shakespeare.

The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, rendered into English verse

by Edward FitzGerald. (P. L. Warner, " The Riccardi Press
"

booklets.) 6s. net and 5s. net respectively.

Tliese two new editions have all tlie taste and excellence

that we have come to expect from Mr. Warner's repro-

ductions. They deserve a better name than "booklets".

Vasari's Lives of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. Newly
translated by G. de Vere. With 500 plates, in lo volumes.

Vol. V (P. L. Warner), 25s, net.

Barnett(L, D,), Antiquities of India, An account of the history

and cultuieof ancient Hindustan, With numerous illustra-

tions and a map. (P, L. Warner.) 12s.6d.net.

Apulei Psyche et Cupido cura Ludovici C. Purser apud P. H.

Lee Warner. Midicea: Societatis librarium. Edition limited

to 525 copies (500 for sale). Boards, 6s. net ; limp vellum,

15s.net; 12 copies printedon vellum (10 for sale) £4 14s. 6d.

net.

The fourth of this admirable series of Latin classics.

Periodicals.—Der Cicerone, Heft 18, Sept.-Oct. : Bulletin de

I'Art, 20 Sept, 4 Oct.: La Chronique des Arts, 27 Sept,

II Oct. : The Kokka, Aug. : Studien und Skizzen zur Ge-

miildekunde, Sept.: Monatshefte liir Kunstwissensch.ift, Oct.:

La Nouvelle Revue Francjaise, I Oct.: The Month, Oct.:

L'Arte, Oct.: Town Planning Review, Oct.: Amthche

Berichte aus den Kiiniglichen Kunstsammlungen, Oct. ;

Onze Kunst, Oct. : Faenza, Oct. -Dec. : La Revue de I'Art,

10 Oct. ; Gazette des Beaux Arts, Oct. : Oud-Holland

Derde .Mlevering, 1913 : Museum (Barcelona), Num. I, 2, 3

& 4. 1913 : Boletin de la Sociedad Espanola de Excursiones,

June.
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A HITHERTO UNKNOWN VELAZQUEZ
BY A. DE BERUETE Y MORET*

HE important exhibition of Spanish

old masters now on view in London
contains various works hitherto un-

known, and affords those who, like

me, are interested in Spanish art plenty

of opportunity for comparisons which will serve as

a basis on which to complete our notes and revise

our documents illustrating the history of Spanish

painting ; and our Spanish school is gaining every

day in popular favour, more particularly in the

estimation of English critics who are always

interested in manifestations of the Spanish genius.

I do not propose to describe here the exhibition

of Spanish old masters at the Grafton Gallery. The
Press and the authoritative English critics, there

and elsewhere, liave already done so. I propose

only to concentrate attention by noticing an un-

obtrusive picture, at first sight insigniticant, but in

my opinion of singular significance, Mr. Otto Beit's

The Kitchen Maid, No. 41 in the catalogue, where
it is duly ascribed to Velazquez. It is indisputably

a genuine work by the great master, of which the

peculiar interest to us consists in its having been

unknown until now not only to the public, but also

to the critics.

As is well known, Velazquez's production was
very limited. Most of his pictures are now known
and catalogued. A few new discoveries appear

from time to time, but they are rare. On the

other hand, Velazquez's fame and the value which

his canvases have acquired in the great art market

explain why too many frequenters of it imme-
diately attribute to the master any work of his

school in any way similar to his, and think that

they have made a great discovery, and so rendered

a service to art. But in my opinion this is not

so. The series of Velazquez's works has been

studiously determined, and sifted with scrupulous

care, and before attributing to him new examples,

they must be exactly veritied by the same pro-

cesses, so that his fame may not be prejudiced

nor the study of his work obscured.

But one of these rare works of indisputable

authenticity, unknown until now, is the subject

with which we have to deal. The picture is

placed before the eyes in illustration and requires

no description. The servant-maid, whose figure is

on a scale less than life-size, seems merely about

to begin household duties. The picture, in fact,

is of the kind called " bodegones",rea\isiic scenes

without any apparent extrinsic interest, in which
the youthful artist shows the most remarkable

qualifications for the highest achievement in his

art. This class of picture corresponds with the

period which Velazquez spent with his master

and future father-in-law, Francisco Pacheco,
between 1613 and the year 1623, when he went to

the court in Madrid. Thus they are of what may
he called his Seville period, when he produced

'Translated for the autlior from the Spanish.

Tut UURUNGTON HAiiAZiXK, No. 129. Vol. .\XI V.—D:tcmbcr. 1913.

several pictures of the same type, among the
completest and finest of which two may be cited,

also in this exhibition : No. 47, Sir Frederick
Cook's An Old ]Vonian F)yiitg Eggs,^ and No. 49,
the Duke of Wellington's flie Water-carrier. The
artist was extremely young when he painted them,
since, as we have seen, they are earlier than 1623,
and Velazquez was born in 1599. Yet they are
masterpieces on account of their masterly drawing,
a quality innate in Velazquez, their sculpturesque
relief and their restraint. Nevertheless, they are

the exact antithesis in their realistic style of what
his highly cultivated master, Pacheco, rnust have
been able to teach his pupil, and Pacheco's merit
in this instance was the faculty of not distorting

the decided vocation shown by a young pupil, but
rather of fostering it and giving him facilities for

forming his own career.

Mr. Bs'ii's " bodegon" is without doubt earlier

than Sir Frederick Cook's or the Duke of Welling-
ton's ; it is less powerful and masterly, and I think
that we may regard it as several years earlier—that

is to say, as having been executed before the painter

had completed his twentieth year. It may there-

fore be regarded as a precocious work. Moreover,
it has an intimate relation with another of the

same period, always considered an original with-

out any doubt or dispute. This is also in the
exhibition. No. 45, Two Young Men seated at a
Meal. The arrangement is the same in both
pictures, the brushwork is the same, the colour is

similar, the creative imagination is identical, and
even the proportions are nearly equal. And as to

the technique, it is absolutely the same ; the touch is

the same, the colours are the same, there is the same
simplicity in grouping the figures and the objects,

and an absolute correspondence in the effects. In

these works the artist limits his art to copying as

faithfuliyas he can the lines and formsof his models,
and expressing it, in spite of his boyish method,
with astounding intensity and life. These two pic-

tures, The Kitchen Maid and Two Young Men at a
Meal, seem to fall within this first phase of the artist,

and are indeed his first pictures, at least of those

yet identified. All these qualities of unconscious
knowledge appear in them in a less cultivated

and masterly degree than in the works mentioned
before.

The condition of The Kitchen Maid is not bad.

The picture has somewhat darkened, but less so

than most of these interesting" bodegones" . Certain

apparent evidences of repainting which occur in

the girl's white cap and in some other passages are,

in my opinion, only due to the exfoliation of the

pigment. The most mutilated parts are at the

edges of the canvas and do not detract from the

work as a whole.
It is known that this kind of picture was

'Reproduced, The Burlington Magan'iie. Vol. x. p. 178 (Dec,
1906).
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A Hitherto Unknown Velazquez

affected by Velazquez during his years in Seville

simultaneously with the religious kind, at that time

the most fashionable in Spain. Among the first of

this latter kind known are the two belonging to

Mr. Laurie Frere, in one of which is represented

The Immaculate Conception and in the other

S. John the Evangelist i:Tiiing the Apocalypse. They
must both be referred to the same period as Mr.

Beit's Kitclien-Maiil, or, at any rate, to the period

immediately following it— a curious fact, in

spite of the different presentment of the same female

model, in the one case simply occupied with the

prosaic duties of a kitchen, and in the other indued

with divine attributes. Tlie Immaculate Conception,

even though its author was little of an idealist,

demonstrates that the same model served for both

figures, and her physiognomy is preserved in both

presentments.
If earlier critics have missed the importance of

these works of Velazquez's youth which, as I said

before, appear simple enough, but possess immense
vigour, I dwell upon it, for through all this sim-

plicity are visible the germs of the whole art of

Velazquez developed in his later years, and in a

certain sense also of all the great Spanish painting

of the 17th century.

Without going outside Velazquez's own pro-

ductions to enable us to watch his progress and

LA COLONNA SANTA
BY ALICE BAIRD

'HE peculiar column preserved in the

Pieta chapel of S. Peter's offers a some-
what complicated problem to archaeo-

I
logists. An Italian writer has recently

published a study of the several spiral

columns still to be seen in Italy \^ all, apparently,

similar in style and origin to the Colonna Santa,

which the author attributes to the time of Hadrian.

He endeavours to trace other links with the past,

but beyond a spiral vine-covered column from the

Ludovisi collection ^ and some small candelabra

from Pompeii,^ other monuments of the same type

are lacking. The present article is written with

the object of drawing attention to a recently

discovered example, which shows the use of these

peculiar columns in early Christian times.

The Colonna Santa [Plate, a] was enclosed

in a marble pluteus or screen, by Cardinal Orsini,

in 1438. The inscription on the screen denotes

the great sanctity of the column, its removal

from Solomon's temple, its power of expelling

evil spirits. This was probably one of the many
' Aristide Sartorio, Rassegna d'Aite. November, 1912. In

Eome. S. Peter's, eight columns ornament the balcony under
the dome, two the altar of S. Mauritius ; Trinita dei Monte,
two columns; in Naples, S. Chi.ara, two columns ; in La Cava,
S.Carlo, two columns.

* Now in Museo dalle Terme, Rome,
' Museo Nazionale, Naples,
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analyse the process followed by his develop-

inent, a comparison is sufficient between this

simple picture and another also exhibited in the

Grafton Galleries, No. 62, the Duke of Well-

ington's Portrait of a Spanish Gentleman. All the

qualities of Velazquez at the period of his maturity

appear here; present, indeed, also in the pictures

of his youth, they survive in their developed form
to this later period of his life. Here, in an example
of his synthetic art achieved, as our comparisons
show us, by force of former analyses, we can al-

ready appreciate in one of the examples of his ever

simple technique, discreet harmonies and a know-
ledge of values and tonalities. It is one of those

works apparently created spontaneously, without

showing any sign of effort, weakness or fatigue.

Such was the production of this artistic genius,

who by means of little more than a hundred works
exercised one of the greatest influences over modern
schools of painting, and astounded the world with

line and colour as perfect as they are simple and
spontaneous.

For all this kind of study and comparison the

present exhibition is highly valuable. It will

certainly serve to promote the knowledge of

Spanish pictorial art, still so little known. For
such services as these the organizers deserve our

sincerest congratulations.

columns brought by Constantine to embellish his

basilica. The " Liber Pontificalis" mentions vine-

clad columns brought from Greece.* The
Colonna Santa has an Ionic composite capital and
an ornamented plinth ; its shaft is decorated by
alternate bands of fluted spirals and vine tendrils

;

it has besides a wide spiral twist in its axis. The
column is an example of Roman baroque,

frequently imitated in mediaeval and renaissance

times.

The spiral columns probably stood in a row
across the front of the presbyterium, near the

Confessio or confes-sion of S. PeteiV and may thus

have been seen, in their original position, by the

French artist Jean Fouquet, who visited Rome
about the year 1443, and introduced these columns

into his great scene of Pompey entering the Holy
of Holies, in " Les Antiquites Judaiques " [PLATE,
13]." These columns were subsequently represented

by Raphael and Giulio Romano.'
'Spirally fluted columns were very generally used

in early Christian times, but the spiral twist of the

^ Liber Pontificalis. Silvester XVI, p. 176. Columns vitineae

quas de Graecia preduxit. See Lanciani, Pagan and Christian

Koine, p. 132.
•'' See Rohault de Fleury, La Messe, Vol. 11.

' We owe our reproduction to the courtesy of Plon-Nourit et

cie. in allowing us to reproduce a portion of their Plite 14.

' Cartoons and Vatican frescoes.
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La Colonna Santa
column was quite exceptional. Two devotional
medals of the 4tli century, found near Rome, and
published by De Rossi ^ show confessions or

sanctuaries ornamented with spirally twisted

columns [Plate, c].

But a far better example, recently come to light,

shows a typical representation of these columns.
On an ivory reliquary found at Samagher, near
Pola,^ completely covered with carved emblems
and scenes of Christian worship, we see a sanctuary
surrounded by a colonnade of spiral columns
ornamented by alternate bands of spiral flutings

and sculptured ornaments. The reliquary [Plate,
d], was found buried in the ruins of a primitive

' De Rossi, BulUtino d'archeologia Christiana, vii, p. 49.
Medals bearing Christian symbols were in common use, in
opposition to the heathen custom of wearing amulets. See Dom

.

F. Cibrol, Dictionnaire d'Aichiologic Clii c'tifiiiic. Part VI,

p. 1822.

"Now in the Museum, Pola.

church ; it is of the 4th or 5th century, and is one
of the most interesting examples of early Christian
art.'"

This representation of a sanctuary affords a
striking proof of the antiquity of this type of
column, and of its use as an ornament, particularly
applied to the sanctuary. We cannot tell whethe'r
the scene represents the confession of S. Peter, or
whether, if the traditional origin of the column
from Solomon's temple was already known," the
artist meant to portray the Holy of Holies ; at any
rate, all the doubts expressed by various writers

concerning the antiquity of the column can be set

at rest. It is satisfactory to find in the Pola
reliquary such a clear vindication of an early
origin.

i» Fully described by A. Gnirs in Atti e Mcmoric della Societa
Istriana di Archeologia, Vol. ,\xiv, Parenzo. 1908.
" The tradiiion may date from medi.-eval times.

THE PRAYER-BOOK OF A SAINT
BY MORTON BERNATH

HE charm of illustrated manuscripts
does not only consist in the artistic

sensation produced by the richly-deco-

rated and beautiful gold pages of me-
dijeval parchment books. Mr. Henry

Yates Thompson has very judiciously pointed out
in the preface to one of the sumptuous catalogues

of his wonderful manuscripts how fascinating the

intercourse with the manuscripts of the Middle
Ages is on account of all the associations of ideas

that occur to the mind when we think of the

persons for whom these beautiful books were
originally intended, and of the vicissitudes through
which they had to go during the centuries.

"Habentsua fata libelli " is a saying especially

applicable to manuscripts.

A manuscript of exceptional interest, both from
the artistic and the historical point of view, came
to light recently in Germany. It comes from the

celebrated Von Lanna Collection, and has recently

passed into the possession of a well-known Parisian

collector. Before going any further it will be well

to give a bibliographical description of the work.
It is a book of hours in Latin, consisting of 268
parchment leaves, measuring I5'5 by 11-5 cm.,
in French Gothic script in black and red, with
sixteen lines on a page. Prefixed to the text

is a calendar of twelve leaves. The parchment
binding is modern. The book belonged at one
time to the Franciscan monastery at Apt, in

Provence (Vaucluse). A careful examination of

the calendar enables us to fix the exact date of

the execution of the book. It contains, under
the 27th of September, the name of S. Elzearius,'

'About him cf. Liciitand, I'., Uii tioubadour aptcsicndcVordrc
df S, Fran(ois, xiv, s, 1875 ; Rose, E. V., Etudes hist, et rcl.

siir Ic xiii. s., Avignon, 1S42.

who was canonized in 1368, while the name of his

wife, S. Delphine, does not yet appear in the list

of saints. It is therefore clear that the book was
written between 1368 and 1372, the year in which
S. Delphine was canonized.
While the script and the ornamental part of the

manuscript show a distinctly French character,

the 22 fine miniatures, mostly occupying a full

page, have all the signs of Northern Italian Art.

The ornamented initials are of the type usually
met with in Northern French Livres d'Heures of
the period ; they have the elaborate brightly-

coloured network on a gold ground and are com-
bined with rather heavy marginal decorations,
which usually include a few " droleries " at the
bottom of the page. Some of the smaller initials,

however, have imaginary heads painted in them
;

these, again, are of Italian character. Thus it

seems that the scribe and the " enlumineur " were
both Frenchmen, while the " historieur," i.e., the
artist to whom the execution of the figure part of

the illumination was entrusted, was an Italian.'

The heterogeneous character is not at all surpris-

ing in a manuscript of Provengal origin. It is a
well-known fact that the popes attracted a large

number of Italian artists, and among them several

painters and miniators" of the first rank to their

residence in Avignon. And it may be regarded as
certainthat our manuscript was executed in Avignon
and not in the unimportant Apt. In fact, it very
closely resembles some of the miniatures still pre-

°0n the difference of "enlumineur ", whose work usually
only consisted in the execution of the ornamental p irt in the
illuminated manuscript, and the " historieur ", see Count P.
Diirrieu's treatise in Comptcs rcndus dc Vacad. d, iiiscr. et B.
Li'tties, 1910.

' On the m'niators of Avignon in general see the excellent
study by L. H. Labande in Gaz. d. B.-.Arts, 1907.
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served in Avignonese manuscripts which were un-

doubtedly painted bv miniators active in that town,

hke the Rcgistre du 'clavaire de I'evechc, illummated

by the woman artist Marie. They show a less

evident kinship with the miniatures of Ludolphe

le Chartreux/ who was probably a Frenchman,

while I suspect that Marie was of Italian ongm.

The large miniatures vary in size : 65 by 68 to

94 by 67 mm. They usually occupy a full page,

and show—with the exception of f. 80 verso-

black grounds diapered in gold. The icono-

graphical arrangement of the subjects is rather

interesting, so that it may be well to give

here a list of the scenes represented. F. 22

verso : Meeting of the Virgin with S. Joseph in

the presence of S. Elizabeth; f. 34 recto:

Birth of Christ; f. 38 v.: The Annunciation to

the Shepherds; f. 42 r. : The Presentation in the

Temple; f. 46 r. ; Christ among the Doctors;

f. 53 r. : The Coronation of the Virgin, with portrait

of a kneeling woman on the margin to the right

;

f. 80V. : Christ Enthroned ivithin the Mandorla,

with the symbols of the evangelists in the four

corners and the portrait of the same kneeling

woman, in the left margin [Plate, a] ;
f. 97 r.

:

Mortuary Mass for a Bishop; f. 174 v. : The Agony

in the Garden; i. 186 r. : The Mocking of Christ;

f. 191 r. : The Scourging of Christ ; f. 1941"- : Christ

Carrying the Cross ; f. 198 v. : The Eccehomo, Christ

stript, standing before the Cross, with a ladder

leaning against it and a child seated on the ladder,

holding a hammer (an exceedingly rare incident 1)
'

;

f. 201 r.: Crucifixion; f. 205 r. : Entombment of

Christ (remarkable for the numerous assistants-

twelve persons—in a scene that usually has no

more than four or five figures) ;
f. 209 r. : The

Deposition (curiously, this scene is placed after the

Entombment) ; f. 242 r. : The Annunciation (this

scene is as a rule placed at the beginning of Livres

d'heures; iconographically it is highly mterest-

inc, and I do not know of another work of

art" in which this highly popular subject is re-

presented in a similar way : the Virgin is

seated in a small cottage, reading, with her

back towards the Angel, who is approaching on

the left through the air ; above there is a trinity of

bearded heads which seems to be speaking with

the Angel) ; f. 243 v. : Adoration of the Magi

;

i. 245 r. : Ascension ; f. 247 r. ; S. John on Patmos

;

f. 248 V. : The Washing of Feet ; f. 250 v. ;

Resurrection of Lazarus.

The very singular arrangement of the evangelical

scenes contained in the miniatures may have its

explanation in some local liturgical peculiarity.

Concerning the artistic qualities of these minia-

tures, they are evidently executed by a very

prominent artist. They may possibly be the work
* One miniature by him is reproduced in the article by

M. Labaude, quoted above.
. , , ^ .

n do notlindit mentioned in Male, L'nrt rcUgteux dein.nn an

Moyeii age, 1910,

of some painter of easel-pictures, for they remind us

very much of the srqall Sienese or Xorth-Italian

panel-pictures. The artist was, in the first place,

an excellent colorist. He had a predilection for

bright and varied tones, his blues and yellows are

very strong, and his reds and greens have the

brilliancy of Giovanni da Milano. The figure-

drawing of the master is not always faultless, the

heads are somewhat heavy, but, on the whole, it

is tasteful. The gold diaper-patterns on the dark

background enhance the rich effect of the

compositions.

But our manuscript has considerable historic

interest, beside the artistic qualities just discussed.

It is highly probable that it was executed for

S. Delphine, the wife of S. Elzearius, count of

Ariano and baron of Ansoy. S. Elzearius died

on the 27th of September, 1329, and was canonized

in 1368; his name occurs not only in the calendar,

but also in the litany and on f. 151 f. he is

celebrated by a commemoratio. Delphine, on the

other hand, is not mentioned anywhere in the

book. Besides placing the execution of the book

between the date of S. Elzearius's canonization,

1368, and S. Delphine's in 1372, as I have already

done, I think we may go still further and establish

its precise date. The lady, whose portrait occurs

twice in the miniatures, wears in both cases a veil

on her head—a sign that she was a tertiary of the

Order of S. Francis. Now, we know also that

S. Delphine was a tertiary of that Order. We may
presume that so soon after the canonization of

S. Elzearius, only members of his family would

have had such a special veneration for this com-

paratively little-known saint as to give him such

a prominent place in the offices as we have seen.

I do not see any reason why this prayer-book

should not have been executed for his wife,

S. Delphine. She would certainly have wished

more than any one else to have her canonized

husband included in her prayer books. If this is

the case, the lady twice portrayed in our book

would be S. Delphine, and it would be certain

that the manuscript was executed in 1368-69.

This book of hours is probably the richest monu-

ment in existence of the school of miniaturists

which worked in Avignon. None of the numerous

manuscripts still preserved in the town library of

Avignon can claim to possess a greater wealth of

figure-illustrations. N. 136 of the manuscripts of

this library, however, the Missal of Pope Clement

VII., shows in the scenes with figures the same

hand as the book of hours of S. Delphine. The

marginal decorations, however, and the purely

ornamental part of the miniatures are—contrary

to the manuscript described above — of pure

Italian character. The script also is Italian. The

miniatures of these two manuscripts are sufficient

to give our miniaturist a very honourable place in

the history of his art.
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GIOVANNI BATTISTA PIRANESI
SOME FURTHER NOTES AND A LIST OF HIS WORKS
BY ARTHUR M. HIND

HAD intended my article on the
" Carceri " of Piranesi, which appeared

in this magazine two years ago,' to be

. «,-wthe beginning of a longer study on the

i=3a master's work. But constant collec-

tion of material has helped to defeat my intention,

as it has never left me leisure to put down my
general impressions and conclusions on the whole
matter. And finding myself still no nearer the

desired end, I have decided to publish a few

notes, dry bones for the most part, which may
help collectors and students of Piranesi to a more
exact knowledge of his works.

The chief aid to the study that I offer is the list

of his works in chronological order. A careful

collation of the various editions in the British

Museum, one of the most complete collections in

existence, made some years ago, and recently

re-examined in assisting in the revision of the

heading " Piranesi " in the general catalogue of

the Museum library, has formed my chief basis.

Then, since my former article, there has appeared

an important monograph on Piranesi, by Dr. Albert

Giesecke,* which offers a considerable amount of

new material, as well as the most detailed list of

Piranesi's works that has hitherto been published.

In treating Piranesi's life he has been the first to

use a MS. of 1799 by J. G. Legrand (1743-1780)
which is preserved among the Visconti MSS. in

the Biblioth^que Nationale, Paris. It was com-
piled by Legrand on the basis of details supplied

him by Giovanni Battista's son Francesco Piranesi,

and apparently intended as an introduction

to a complete edition of his father's works
projected by Francesco on his settlement in

Pans in 1799. But the project does not seem to

have been carried into effect, and it is doubtful

whether there was any complete re-issue of the works
of Piranesi until that published by Firmin-Didot in

twenty-seven large folio volumes between 1835
and 1S39. Whether or not the brothers Francesco
and Pietro themselves printed off a complete new
issue, they at least published a new list of the plates

in their possession, a rare catalogue of which
there is a copy in the Sir John Soane Museum,
Lincoln's Inn Fields. This catalogue bears the

title " Calcographie des Piranesi freres. CEuvres
de Jean-Baptiste et de Frangois qui se vendent
chez les auteurs, a Paris rue de I'Universite, Depot
des Machines, No. 296". [Then follows the list on
eighteen pages : On p. 17 (the last with printed

text) the imprint and date : De I'lmprimerie de
Prault, rue Taranne, No. 749, a I'lmmortalite.

Ann VIII de la Republique {i.e. 1800)]. In re-

lation to the question of a new issue at this date it

'See Biirliii^lon Magazine, Vol. .MX, p. 8i (May, 191 1).

'Miister der Graphik. Bd. VI. Giovanni Battista Piranesi,

von Albert Giesecke. Mit einem Titelblatt und 63 Tafehi,

Leipzig (Klinkhardt & Lie.-raann).

should be noted that the volume numbers of this

list (the Roman numerals cited by Dr. G iesecke) are

different from those of the Catalogue of 1792. The
Catalogue of 1792, which is only known to me in the

copy in the Print Room of the British Museum (and

Dr. Giesecke does not seem to have come across

any other copy), is the most important basis, out-

side the works themselves, for the formation of

my list. Like the Paris catalogue it is in F"rench

(very bad French sometimes) and bears the title :

" Oiuvres des Chevaliers Jean Baptiste et Frani^ois

Piranesi qu'on vend separement dans la Calco-

graphie des Auteurs. Rue Felice, pres de la

Trinite (sic) des Monts vis-a-vis le corps de

garde des Avignonais. Rome MDCCXCII. Dans
I'lmprimerie Pilucchi Cracas ". Then follow

pp. 3-29 [3c]. On [30] " Reimprimatur. Si

videbitu'r Rmo Patri Magistro Sacri Palatii

Apostolici. Franc. Xaverius Passari Arch,

Larissen. ac Vicesgerens", and " Erimprimatur {sic).

Fr. Thomas Maria Mamachi Ord. Praed. Sac.

Pal. Apost. Magister ". I cite the iiiiprimaiurs

to show that there must have been earlier editions,

and the names as possible clues to the dates.

The catalogue of 1792 gives the date of publica-

tion or production of a large number of the works.

Being the earliest bibliographical authority, and

no doubt repeating the material of its earlier

editions, one is naturally inclined to confidence

in its data. But some dates given are evidently

wrong, e.g. 1758 for the Trofei di Oitaviano

Augusta, which is dated on the title-page 1753, and

the natural inference is that here we have a printer's

error, 3 and 8 being easily confused. In other

cases divergence of date by a year is immediately

explained by the fact that the catalogue constantly

cites the exact day of the papal approbatio, which

is generally in the year before publication.

The greatest problemis the dating of the " Vedute

di Roma ", the largest and best known series of

Piranesi's views, of which 135 were produced by

G. B. Piranesi (a plan of Rome of 1778 being some-

times included in the series, and also later two views

by Francesco Piranesi). The list of the 137

views in the 1792 catalogue is arranged roughly

by subject, and most later editions of the series are

found in this order. Apart from this list one has the

single sheet engraved catalogues which are found

inserted atvarious places among large collections of

the master's work. One plate was used throughout

G. B. Piranesi's life, and new entries were engraved

on the plate as the works were published. Dr.

Giesecke (p. 42) cites only four editions of this

catalogue, and reproduces one of these on his plate

60 as of about 1761 (though comparison of its

entries with published work makes it certainly

about 1771). Of this " Catalogo delle opere date

hnora alle luce da Gio. Battista Piranesi " I am
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able to refer to the following impressions, showing
eleven different states :

—

(i) Rome, Acidemia S. Luca (referred toby Giesecke). Includes
Vcdnle to No. 59. About 1760.

(2) British Museum Library, 147. i. 9. Camb. Univ. Library
(with MS. additions). F('(V;//t- to No. 60. Last entry of other

works Delia Magnificenza de' Romaiii. About 1 761.

(3) British Museum Library, Tab. 488. d. (2). Vcdiite engraved
up to 60 (with MS. additions). List entry Ltipidcs Cnpi-
tolini (Fasti Coiisularcs). About 1762.

(4) From the collection of Mr. Herbert Ba!sford (reproduced on
pi. Ill of Arthur Samuel, /'/V.iiics/). Same engraved entries

as (3) with additions of price and No. of Plates 1:1 Deli'

Eniissan'o del Lago Albano, ."ibout 1763-4.

(5) John Rylands Liijrary, Manchester. Vcdiite up to No. 63.

Other 1.1st entry Raccolla di Discgni del Gncicino. About
1764.

(6) British Museum, Print Room. Vedute engraved up to No.

65 (with MS. additions). Other last entry DfScn~/o;;« rfe//^

Antichitu di Cora. About 1764-5.

(7) Berlin, Print Room (referred to by Giesecke). Vedute up to

No. 72. About 1764-5.

(S) British Museum Library, 561. f. i (5). Vedute up to No. 84.

Other last entry Diversi Maiiieri d'oinaie i Camiiii. About
1769.

(9) Dresden, Kupferslichkabinet (reproduced by Giesecke,

pi. 60). Vedute up to No. 97. Other last entry Vasi

Candelabri. About 1771.

(10) 0.\ford, Bodleian, Gough collection, 410. f. 36. Vedute up
to No. 107, {Del Area di Ueiievci:to). Otherwise similar

to (9). About 1773.

(11) Sir John Soane Nluseum (at end of Vol. IV of Autichiia

R wane, ed. 1784). Vedute up to No. 134. The title of

No. 107 has been altered to Del Palazzo Fainese, and the

Area di Bcnevento' does notappear at all. Other last entry

Vedute 21 di tre Tenifi . . . a Pesto. About 1779.

I have merely given enough indication of the

contents of the different states to show that their

respective dates are for the most part fixed Ity

other entries beside the Vediiic, on reference to the

years of issue as given in the 1792 catalogue.

I give below a list of the Vcdiitc in the order of

the complete engraved catalogue (the Arco di

Bcnevcnio [1778] being the only plate by G. B.

Piranesi not in the Soane edition of the catalogue').

This is the order in which all the contemporary

editions were undoubtedly issued {e.g. two sets, one

incomplete in the British Museum), before Fran-

cesco classed them according to subject. It is

certainly the best order in which to keep the series,

as it shows the artist's development. The order

may not be e.xactly chronological but it is roughly

so. I have also added number and date according

to the catalogue of 1792. There are only eight

cases where one would be naturally driven to

doubt these dates, and six of these may be mere

printer's errors {i.e. 1742 for 1749, 1729 (twice) for

1749, 1775 (three times) for 1757). But the chief

problem of date arises from a consideration of the

early editions of some of these Vedute which were

published by Bouchard under the title of " Le
Magnificenze di Roma", 17.^1.

Of this rare early volume, which properly in-

cludes a selection of the other early series (see

below), I know two copies, one belonging to Mr.

Reginald Blomfield, and another to Mrs. Gilbert

Drage ; while a third in the Soane Museum has
'' See list of tlie Vedute for suggested reason.

the title page and Vedute, but is without the other

miscellaneous plates referred to on the title-page.

Counting engraved title-page and frontispiece

of the Vedute as Nos. I and 2, and keeping to our
numeration of the Vedute, each of these three

volumes contains plates i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15,

16, 17, 18, 19, 28, 29, 33, 36, 37, 38, 40, 4J, 43, 45,

46, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54 and 56. The Soane copy
has 32, 34 and 58 (not in either of the others), and
both the Soane and Blomfield copies have 59 (not

in Drage), and the Blomfield and Drage copies

have a Teinpio di Bellona (not in the Soane.)

Now, according to the catalogue of 1792, the

59th view, and several before, were produced as late

as 1760, and others included cover most c f the

years between 1748- 1760.

How is this compatible with the date 1751 onthe

title-page of " Le Magnificenze " ? Was Bouchard
wrong, or Francesco Piranesi in his catalogue of

1792 ? As to the possibilities of the date on a title-

page being incorrect, we have only to refer to the

later editions of the " Opere Varie ", shown to be

after 1757, though the date 1750 is still allowed to

pass unaltered on the printed title-page.

On the other hand, it would seem that " Le
Magnificenze" dated before 1753, when the inscrip-

tion on Vediita 34 (// Caste! dell' acqua Marcia) was
altered to Veduta dell' avaiizo del Castello as it

appeared in the " Trofei di Ottaviano Augusto",

and in all later issues of the plate and the " Vedute

di I^oma". It should be noted also that all the

Vedute in "Le Magnificenze" are in an early state

before the addition of the price, and address of

Piranesi (" Strada Felice nel Palazzo Tomati vicino

alia Trinita de' Monti"). Dr. Giesecke states

that Piranesi was at this address only from about

1760-61, but the address may be noted on the

Veduta 34 as it appeared in the "Trofei di

Ottaviano Augusto" 1753, and also on Plate ill

of Vol. II of the "Antichita Romane ", ed. 1756,

His earlier address in Rome (about 1748, and
probably before that date) was in the Corso

opposite the F~rench Academy {e.g. on the title of

"Antichita Romane de' Tempi della Repubblica",

1748, and on the four Groteschi of the " Opere
Varie").

I can onlyleave the material I have thus gathered

for future solution : I do not at the moment
feel confidence in deciding between the relative

authority of the title-page of " Le Magnificenze
"

and the catalogue of 1792. But one strong point

in favour of the 1792 catalogue dates being correct

is that the engraved catalogue, which includes the
" Della Magnificenza ed Architetturade' Romani "'

of 1761, only includes 60 Vedide, which were

produced in 1761 and the preceding years accord-

ing to the catalogue of 1792.

There is one other catalogue to which I might

refer, />., the short printed list of the opera finoia

* .\ work not to be confused with Le Magnificiuze di Roma-
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date in /;/aon p 4 of the preface of the " Antichila

Romane", 1756. This, moreover, is of value in

our argument, as giving 39 Vediitc engraved to

that date fwhether this includes title-page and

frontispiece is uncertain). Leaving aside the

evidently wrong date, 1775, for Nos. 38, 39, 40

(for which we have suggested 1757 as the easiest

interchange—for they might have been ready in

1756, though not actually published till 1757),

Nos. I—41 of the Vcdutc reach the year 1756.

If the earliest engraved catalogue contained 59
numbers it is quite likely that the views already

etched were not put down in absolute chrono-

logical order, but it seems in the highest degree

unlikely that all of those after No. 39 or 41,

which were included in the " Magnificenze ", were

engraved by 1 751.

Another small point of interest to be gathered

from a comparison of the printed catalogue in the
" Antichita " and the earliest of the engraved cata-

logues relates to the "Carceri". In 1756 this series

is priced 14 paoli ; by 1761 it is definitely stated

to contain sixteen plates, and priced at 20 paoli.

The only copies of the first edition of the "Carceri

"

that have hitherto come to notice only contain 14

plates, and I think this early price of 14 paoli

helps to support the assumption that the early

editions never contained more.

In dealing with the "Carceri" I would at once

correct an error of my former article, in which I

stated that according to the catalogue of 1792

the series was etched in 1742. I transferred this date

from the preceding entry referring to the " Opere
Varie ". Here the date is no doubt correct for

some of the plates at least, as part of the series

was published in 1743, with the title "Prima Parte

di Architetture " (the plate used in later state as

second frontispiece in the " Opere Varie ", 1750).

The only copy of this, Piranesi's first published

work, known to Dr. Giesecke is in the Biblioteca

Corsiniana, Rome, and the copy wants several

plates. Further notes about this work, and un-

described editions of the " Opere Varie " are

relegated to my list. In the case of rare editions,

as for example the first of the " Carceri " (now
known in two states, the first with " Buzard ", the

second with "Bouchard" on title-page), I have

referred to the collections in which they occur.

In judging the quality of Piranesi's etching it is

essential to see the fine early impressions. The
difference is particularly noteworthy between the

architectural plates in the " Prima Parte di Archi-

tetture" and first editions of the "Opere Varie",

and the reworked states of the same in the later

issues of the " Opere Varie ". The early states

are lighter and clearer in etching : the rebiting

may give depth of tone, but the general effect

is much more patchy and restless. The same
difference may be seen in the four small archi-

tectural plates, reproducing the four frontispieces

of the " Antichit;i Romane " with their original

dedications, in that rare volume "Lettere di Giusti-

ficazione scritte a Milord Charlemont", 1757,

which appeared rebitten in most copies of

the later edition of the "Opere Varie". In

general, Piranesi used etching more purely in his

e.uliest work, as for example in the first edition of

the " Carceri ". These early states may lack the

variety given by the added work and rebiting of the

later states, but there is a most satisfying restful-

ness of tone in the earlier states. The series of

smaller views in Vol. i of the "Antichita Romane",

1756, have a considerable portion of the same
qualities, but they have already lost something of

the freshness of the series of 1748.

Among his views, again, the purest in etching are

the small series of oblong plates, the "Antichita

Romane deTempi della Repubblica"''of 1748. One
of these, the Arco di Galiciio, has a simplicity of tone

reminiscent of Tiepolo or Canaletto, but in most

of the others Piranesi is already using double

biting to add variety and depth to his light and
shade. From the purely artistic side there is

scarcely anything more attractive in Piranesi's

work than this early series.

r^iranesi's development as an etcher may be

most comprehensively studied in the " Vedute di

Roma", extending as they do throughout his whole

life. Here, too, one may remark the purer etching

and the lighter and less varied tonal scheme of the

earlier plates. Then an increasing tendency in the

later views to stronger contrasts of light and

shade, obtained either by double biting or by the

use of the graver.

The wealth of beauty throughout Piranesi's

topographical and archaeological work' is as-

tonishing. Even in the illustration of mere details

of construction, perhaps in several compartments
on one plate and with a variety of engraved

explanations, he shows a remarkable sense of

effective composition.

I would refer to a few of the most magnificent

of his etchings in his lesser known works. The
splendid views of bridges, in particular the Pons

Mollis (XXXIX), and the Pons .-Elius (XLIV)
;

the attractive Island in the Tiber (XI), and one of

the most successful of his views of the exterior

'Issued later under the title Alcune Vcdiite di Archi
Tiionfali. Not to be confused with the Antichita Romane
of 1756 (4 volumes).
«In relation to Piranesi's illustration of antiquities, and as

some foint di depart for testing his faithfulness as an archaeolo-

gist, I would refer to two originals in the Sosne Museum re-

produced in the Vnit Candehibri. The first, a Roman lamp,

reproduced on Plate IX, is somewhat freely treated. In the

second, a sarcophagus (Plate V, on the left), Piranesi is fairly

faithful to the details of the original, only he emphasizes the

stems of the flowers in the ornament on the front, and the lid is

entirely different in ornament. The latter fact can. I think, only

be explained by the lid having been changed since Piranesi

etched the sarcophagus, as the difference of ornament is com-
plete, not a matter of careless copying. 1 am indebted for these

two references, and for constant help in relation to the volumei
under his c.ire, to Mr. Walter Spiers, of the Soane Museum.
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of the Panihcon (xxill), in his work on tlie

"Campus Martius", 1762. Then Phite vi of the

" Descrizione e Disegno dell' Emissario del Lago

Albano" (1764) for the splendour and depth of its

massing of light and shade, and Plate xxii of the

" Antichita d'Albano." 1764 {Elcvazione c prospcfto

d'liii aUra piscina a CastclGandolfo) for its wonder-

ful vista of arches, and subtle play of light and

shade. The last of these comes near to the best

plates in the Pivsim/i series in the impressiveness

of its massing and composition, while its figures

show all the characteristic life, Callotesque in its

vivid fantasy, which is chiefly remarkable by its

absence in the Pivstuni engravings. As one of the

best illustrations of Piranesi's impressive power

we reproduce [PLATE I] a plate from the "Antichita

Romane " showing the Foundations of the Mauso-
leum of Hadrian. It is one of Piranesi's largest

plates, comparable in its gigantic strength

with Plate I of the "Antichita di Cora", but

Piranesi never forces his effect by the mere
dimensions of his work. He obtains an almost

equal magnificence of effect in small plates such as

the Idcad'un atrio rcak, one of the few smaller

plates added to the later editions of the " Opere

Varie", and two small views of the Pantheon,

in the " Antichita Romane" of 1756, have an im-

pressiveness at least equal to the larger renderings

of the same subject in the " Vedute di Roma."
(To be continued.)

BYZANTINE SILKS IN LONDON MUSEUMS
BY W. R. LETHABY

I ECENT writers have assigned a domin-

Jating influence to Persian art in the

^development of the mysteriously beau-

)tiful Byzantine silk fabrics.' " Most
.authorities, as Lessing, hold that these

silks were actually produced in Persia chiefly in

the 6th century". So Mr. Dalton tells us in his

indispensable " Byzantine Art ",- and adds, " the

influence of Persia is in fact paramount". Mr.

Alan Cole, in his " European Silks ", as long ago

as 1 899 '^ published a valuable observation made
by him that a Persian sculpture (c. 620) has

indicated on the dress a pattern of circles contain-

ing dragons similar to others found on some of

the silks. He proceeded to class the patterns

as Sassanian, Egypto-Persian, and Byzantine.

Migeon* begins with Sassanian tissues and illus-

trates some which we may agree are in fact Persian,

but they must be comparatively late in date.

Diehl= follows the same fashion, so does Venturi,''

who remarks in relation to the supposed Persian

origin of the hunter type of pattern, that Herodotus
had recorded that the Persians were taught to

ride, shoot and tell the truth 1 It is one of the

purposes of this paper to show cause against the

verdict in favour of Persia. The dating of these

tissues is as yet very uncertain. A great number
of pieces, usually mere fragments, exist which
have been preserved in treasuries or found in

shrines ; but many others have now been found
in Egyptian (Coptic') graves. I wish to suggest

' Since this article was finished, I have seen the important

work by Dr. Otto von Falke {k'utisfgcschichte der Scidciiwcberei,

2 vols., Berlin, 1913). By its aid I might add much to what is

here said, and make some corrections, but the article is printed as

written.
* O. M. Dalton, By:aiitiiie Art and Arcliceology. 1911, r- 584.

'Alan Cole, Oniaiiteiit in Eiiropciiii Silks. 1899.
' G. Migeon, Les .Iris dn tissue, I9"9-

°C. Die'hl, Manuel d'Arl Byr.antiii, 1910.

'Antonio Venturi, Storia deW Arte Itahana, Vol i, 1 901.
' By Coptic I shall mean Christian Egyptian including Alex-

andrian. There are important collections of silks found in
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that the full bearing of the latter on the questions

of origin and date has hardly been appreciated.

I propose to examine some of the pieces in the

London museums and to make them the basis for

a criticism of current views.

Textiles patterned with figures, animals and

birds, were common in quite early Greek art.

In the Alexandrian age the patterning became

very ornate, and frequently a unit motive was

repeated all over the stuff. In early Christian

days scenes from the gospels were represented on

garments, as we know from the often-quoted

protest of Bishop Asterius,' while the early ivories

and gilt glasses show handsomely decorated

garments.
Nearly all the Byzantine silks have subjects

distributed in a series of circles, the borders of

which are frequently linked together by other

smaller circles ; the larger circles often contain

hunters spearing lions, and it is suggested that both

of these motives are of Persian origin. Diehl says,

"The cavaliers symmetrically disposed ... the

design in circles with palmettes between, all attest

a Persian model ". The development of repeating

patterns has not been fully worked out ; they doubt-

less first appeared in textiles. In the late Hellenistic

age "diaper" decoration was rapidly spread over

the civilized world from Palmyra to Britain, and the

centre of distribution was probably Alexandria.

In Figure i, a, b,c, I give three "diaper" patterns

from late Roman stonework in the Treves Museum,

and in d the design of the setting out of the pattern

of a mosaic floor found at Tyre.' The first three

are probably of the 4th century, and the fourth

of the 5th or 6th. The scheme of the last was

known 'in the 4th century, and it appears in

different proportions in the mosaics of Santa

Egypt, at Berlin and Brussels as well as in London. Thev need

to be treated as a class apart.

*Asterius. see Dalton. op. cit.. p. 553-

"Charles Bavet, LArl liy.antiu. 1883. fig. 6.
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Byzantine Silks in 'London Museums
Costanza, Rome. In both cases the circles con-
tain figures. It is highly probable that these end-
less patterns were derived from textiles ; a robe
decorated with a series of interlocking octagons is

shown on
one of the

3rd - cen-
tury (?)" gilt

/' glasses" in

the British

Museum.
Patterns of

type (/ are

also found
on the early

Coptic
,/ tapestries.

Now, three

or four of

the Byzan-
tine silks,
which are of

the hnest

style and are probably not later than the first

part of the 6th century, have their patterns

set out on the model of d in FIGURE i, and
the other cruder forms of "wheel patterns"

were doubtless all derived from such late classical

sources. Stuffs patterned over with circles were
represented on Coptic dyed linens, ivories, and
wall paintings of the 4th to the 6th century, and
there is every reason to suppose that it was a late

Hellenistic fashion. In regard to the origin and
dating of the Byzantine silks generally, great

weight must be allowed to the evidence provided

by the large number of specimens found in Coptic

graves. Those so found are likely to be earlier

than the 8th century, while any class not repre-

sented in these graves may be later than the 8th

century. A large number of pieces which may
be dated by means of inscriptions and other

indications as belonging to the loth century and
later are not represented amongst Egyptian finds.

The Orante.—A small circular fragment (2065)

in the Victoria and Albert Museum which was
found in an Egyptian tomb has for its subject a

saint with arms extended in prayer standing be-

tween two trees." This must be as early or earlier

than any other piece known. A similar design is

frequently found in Early Christian art from about

the 3rd century, especially on the gilt glasses, but

our silk can hardly be earlier than the 5th century

and more probably belongs to the 6th . The roundel

is only three inches across, or including the border
four inches ; the ground colour is crimson, the most
usual colour of the earliest pieces. The border

'"For Coptic parallels see Gayet (Albert), VArt Ccflc. Pari^,

1902, pp. 97 and 103. This small roundel probably terminated

a shoulder strap. There is a complete shoulder strap of this

kind at Berlin which is probably also a 6th-century piece.

has a conventional rose pattern and outside that a

narrow margin " pearled ", the spaces between the

white spots being of two or three different colours.

Both those characteristics should be specially

noticed as they recur on other pieces. The roses

in this kind of border have been called hearts, or

degraded palmettes, but if several examples are

compared it becomes plain that they are really

roses. The early linens ornamented with tapestry

work sometimes have simple open roses spotted

over the field. A small panel at the Victoria

and Albert Museum has a border of such roses
;

another has similar roses in the corners and
along the sides, other roses in profile with leaves

between ; in the British Museum is another little

panel having a border of the same kind. The roses

in profile are represented like a single heart-shaped
petal, but the leaves, the colour, and the association

with the full roses make the intention certain.

These rose patterns are specially characteristic

of late Hellenistic and early Coptic art."

The Hunter.—Amongst the designs which
have been classed as of Persian origin are those

which display hunters spearing or shooting lions.

Diehl says, "a series of examples attest the imita-

tion of Persian models ; these are the silks with
subjects from the chase. A good example is the

pal! of S. Ambrose at Milan (6th century), where in

great medallions are Persian princes shooting

arrows at lions, on a green ground". There can
hardly be any question of the Persian character of

this piece, but the date suggested for it is impossi-

ble, the style is more like mediaeval Persian than

Sassanian work. The earliest pieces usually have
a crimson ground, this is green ;

" great medal-
lions" are a sign of lateness; and the pattern in

the interspaces left by the roundels is very much
like the pattern in the Victoria and Albert Museum
fragment of The Great Griffin, which is not earlier

than the loth century ; and finally the design of

this piece is highly developed from the first

simplicity of the single hunter type.

A large number of hunting pieces have been
discovered in Coptic graves both on silks and on
linens. Asterius, who wrote at the end of the 4th

century, mentions the use of subjects from the chase

for decorating the dresses of Christians. Horsemen
subjects are found with remarkable frequency in

the remnants of Coptic painting which have been
discovered, and hunting subjects were even
selected for the mosaic decorations of churches.

The mosaics from Carthage on the N.W. staircase

of the British Museum may serve as examples."

S. George on horseback is popular in Coptic art.

At South Kensington are two fragments (No.

2,200) of a "sleeve panel " found in Egypt on which
in each of two small squares is a hunter spearing

" C/. Jules Baillel, Lcs Tapisscn'cs d'Antinoe, 1907.

'- C/. L. Cabrol, D;c7/o/(»(7/i<; d'Arclic'ologic Chrctiouic ct dc
Liturgie, I903,f&c., under "Chasse",

M H3



Byzantine Silks in London Museums

a lion" [Plate, a]. The ground is crimson, thelion

yellow, the horse and rider white with green mantle

and trappings, thedetails being put in with dark lines.

The border has a pattern of roses in profile, and

on one side of the border is a narrow pearled

margin, the spaces between the " pearls " being

yellow, green, and red ; the other margin has a

delicate guilloche pattern of classic form. This

piece is of fine early style, the drawing is good,

the scale delicate. It is evidently very closely

akin to the Oranlc design. At South Kensington

are also two pieces of fine style with similar

hunter subjects in rather small circles (559 and 560)

[Plate, b]. In one the hunter spears a lion, in the

other he shoots an arrow. These pieces are called

Byzantine, and conjecturally dated in the 8th

or 9th century. They are not said to have been

found in Egypt, but they so closely resemble the

piece just described that it would seem they must

have come from the same weaver. The hunter,

the rose border, and even the little pearled

margin with the different colours between the

spots, all are alike. Moreover, each piece is cut

down to form a square of about nine inches

which has been applied to a tunic after the Coptic

fashion. There cannot be a doubt that they came
at some time from
Egypt. Two
characteristics of

these fragments

must be specially

pointed to. The
borders of the

roundels interlace

in the way de-

scribed above
[Figure i, d\
and the spaces

between the
roundels are
occupied by re-

markable sprig

designs of which
more will be said

;

it must also be
remarked that in

these pieces of the

finest style, there

is only one hunter
FIGURE 2 in each circle."

"The larger fragment is a quarter of a sleeve piece which had

four eagles in a quatrcfoil and two hunters at each end. Com-

pare a piece (No. 770) in the same collection, and the well-known

"Zacharias" pieces. I give on the Plate a slightly restored

illustration of these interesting fragments. These sleeve pieces

were doubtless associated with other " panels " like those ne.\t

described.
" The pieces in the museum are much worn. In the drawmg

reproduced on tlie plate one of them has been skilfully restored

for me by Mr. Hopgood. By bringing together these squares

and the sleeve panels mentioned just above, also the Oraiitc disc

from a shoulder strap, we get the nearly complete decorations

of a tunic of the best quality at the best time.

FIGURE

Other pieces of inferior style at South Kensington
have two hunters and two beasts in the same circle.

The best of these, which cannot be much later than

the single hunter pieces, is almost exactly like a

piece at Cologne.'^

Both these have
in the interspaces

a small rosette

made up of the

rose pattern.
Several other
double hunter
pieces of inferior

style are known
to have been
found in Coptic
graves. Some of

these are in a

single colour
;

two, which are

very much alike, one at South Kensington and the

other at the British Museum, are gaily coloured

with much fair blue on a crimson ground. A
third piece of the same style is illustrated by
Dreger.'" Even these, degraded as they are, can

hardly be later than the 8th century. I give in

Figure 2 the sprig from the interspaces of the

fine single hunter piece at South Kensington, 559,
and in FIGURE 3 the sprig from the double hunter

piece at the British Museum. It will be seen how
inferior the latter is ; the drawing of its figures also

is crude and square, the beasts being laid down in

parallel bands. On their paws and shoulders are

round spots, a

detail which
is found again

in other pieces

which I sup-
pose to be
later. From
their style I

should date

the fine single

hunter pieces

early in the

6th century,

and the best

of the double
hunter pieces

were probably
woven in the

same century;

the type lasted long and was taken up in Persia

and even handed on to China.

The sprigs mentioned above are broken up into

parts in the existing fragments of silk. In the

Figures 2, 3 & 4 I have brought the parts

'5 Diehl, op. cit., fig. 131. Another similar piece at Berlin is

known to have been found in Egypt.

^ "^iMoriz Dreger, Kunstlerischc Entwickliing dcr Wcbcrei, &c.,

1904.

FIGURE 4
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Byzantine Silks in London Museums

FIGURE 5 FIGURE 6

together from the corners of the small square

pieces and thus restored their complete form.

From these diagrams it will be seen that they are

not palmettes of Persian origin but lilies derived

from Hellenistic art. FIGURES 5 & 6 show two

lily forms from late classical metalwork which
may be compared with

//V, , those of the silks,

^k) Figure 7 shows a lily

^ j[ sprig of exactly the same
°'^ ''W'Y^^

:

\^;^=^ ^yP^ ^^ those on the silks

(^xIk^ ji !( ^'^'- "1"^'^ cruder
:

this

^sj^^y"^ jrnV comes from a Coptic

""^T vu linen tunic at South
^^7 It Kensington. There can-

not be a doubt that these

lilies are Coptic designs.

The Virgin and Child. At South Kensington

is a fragment of silk found in Egypt having small

circles about four inches in diameter containing

figures of the Virgin and Child." The ground is

crimson, but the drawing is not of the finest style.

It is important, however, as it has some claim

to be compared with the most beautiful of all these

tissues, that discovered a few years ago in the

Sancta Sanctorum of the Vatican, which has

remarkable groups of The Aniuinciation repeated

in the intertwining circles." The design of this

subject is of the eastern type in which the Virgin

is seated and has by her side a basket of "purple",

a scheme which is followed on the Coptic dyed
linen and the Coptic embroidered roundel at South

Kensington. The borders to the roundels are

practically identical with those of the smgle hunter

pieces at South Kensington ; they interlace in the

same way, and have a similar pearled margin. The
beautiful sprig in the interspaces is like that of the

hunter piece, but a little more elaborate [FIGURE 4,

and compare with Figure 2]. The ground colour

is, I believe, crimson. With Tlic Aiuiiinciation

piece was also found another of similar style with

groups representing the Nativity. The borders of

the circles and the sprigs between were identical in

both pieces ; so much so that these parts must
have been woven from the same pattern.

These two pieces of the Sancta Sanctorum,
together with the three single hunter pieces and
the Orante fragment at South Kensington, are all

very closely allied ; they must have been produced
at one place at nearly the same time. The evidence

points to Egypt—that is, I suppose, Alexandria

—

and the fine early style suggests the 6th century.

David and the Lion.—In the remarkable
collection of silks at South Kensington are two
large fragments of a tissue which has for the

subject of its pattern a combat between a youth
and a lion.'^ Other pieces of the same or similar

" See Dalton op. cit., fig 441.

"See Dalton op. cit., fig 378.

"See Dalton, op. cit., fig. 371.

silks are at Berlin, Lyons, Nuremberg, Coire, also

in the Cluny Museum and the Sancta Sanctorum

of the Vatican. Diehl calls the subject Samson

or Hercules, and Migeon thinks it might represent

a combat in the circus. It has not, I believe, been

suggested that the subject is David and the Lion,

but if we proceed by evidence we must decide

that this is indeed the subject. The combatant's

youth is one point ; what Diehl calls the " antique

costume" indicates the shepherd ; the flower by

the lion is a hint of the field where the sheep fed.

The treatment is according to the usual formula

for David's fight with the lion (see for instance a

salver dish from Cyprus in the Pierpont Morgan
collection-"). David is here a similar youthful

figure with flying cloak and bare legs, and he

forces the lion down with his knee. David saving

the sheep was a type of Christ in the code of

Christian art ; subjects from the life of David are

well known in Coptic art, and it is almost certain

that the Cyprus dish was an Alexandrian work.

Our silk has a crimson ground ; the drawing is

a good deal like that of the hunter pieces, and it

has rose borders ; it is therefore almost certainly

Coptic. The fragment in the Sancta Sanctorum

differs in details from ours, and it may be a little

earlier than it. The arrangement of the design in

both,aseries of bands with scallopedborders, is very

remarkable. A little consideration will show that

the scallops are formed by parts of circles, and

that the design was first conceived as a series of

roundels. Then parts of the circles and the

ground were cut away and the pattern closed up

to make it richer. The subject unit is reversed

alternately, like the pattern of the later hunter

pieces ; it is also rather large in scale, and the

drawing is not so good as that of the best pieces.

For these reasons I should not date it earlier than

the second half of

the 6th century,

but it can hardly

be later than the

end of the 6th

century.

A subject of

which we have
no example may
just be mentioned
(Dalton, Fig. 377).
This has two
"idols" standing

on pillars and
bulls are being

sacrificed before

them. These
"idols" have been explained as the Dioscuri, but I

am inclined to see in them the gods of Egypt. The
passage in Hosea (xi, 2), "they sacrificed unto

Baalim and burned incense to graven images ", was

'"See Dalton, op. cit., fig. 581.

FIGURE 7
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associated with the idols who, according to the

apocryphal gospel, fell when the child Christ was

brought into Egypt. As an incident relating to

Christ in Egypt it might very well have been

chosen there. For similar Egyptian idols set on

columns see the Byzantine miniature illustrated

by Diehl, p. 589. In representations of the fall of

the idols they are shown toppling from pillars.

The borders of this piece are much like those of

some of the roundels containing tree patterns

described below.

Tree axd Sprig Patterns.—Several pieces

found in Egvpt and now at the Victoria and Albert

Museum have tree and plant patterns ;
sometimes

the plant grows from a vase, birds are in the

branches and animals bite the foliage. One of

these tree patterns is a dull orange, stags on either

side of the tree crop the foliage. Another of

greyish purple has two small figures as well as

birds. Still others are on a bright crimson ground.

One of the most remarkable pieces at South

Kensington is a piece of silk which was covered

by a continuous pattern curiously like a modern

damask [Figure 8]. The colour is a beautiful

glowing purple, and the design is little more than an

outline of darker purple. The pattern consists of

EARLY FURNITURE—XIII
BY AYMER VALLANCE
LINENFOLD PANELS—fcan/nnff^i)

:OWEVER much they may vary m
(section, and in minor detail or ac-

Icessories, all linenfold patterns must

/belong to one or other of two classes,

Iviz., they must either be self-contained

or else continuous. The distinction between the

two kinds, though not usually recognized, is a very

real one. In the case of self-contained panels the

outer fold, on either hand, consists of a roll turned
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sprigs distributed in quatrefoils and linked by little

circles in which are cruciform monograms ; the

alternate sprigs approximate to the pine-cone type.

This also was found in an Egyptian tomb and
made part of the collection of most of the pieces

from Egypt which was given to the museum
in 1900.'-' The tree pattern has usually been

accepted as a Persian characteristic, but trees and
sprigs in great variety are found on ivories and

the early Coptic linens decorated in " tapestry," as

well as on these silks which themselves can hardly

be later than the 7th century. In view of the large

mass of the evidence this point will have to be

reconsidered.

Three of the simplest tree patterns at South

Kensington, all found in Egypt, have " sprigs
"

rather than trees in circles, these sprigs are a good
deal like those which fill the interspaces of the

H!(»/tT and Annunciation types above described,

but they are more elaborate and branching

;

Figure 9 is a detail. The borders seem to be a

variation of the rose pattern

and to be very like the borders

of the pattern which has the

two idols.

Patterns lettered
ZAXAPIOV.—Several pieces al

the Victoria and Albert Museum,
one at the British Museum, and

others abroad show a horse-

man with another figure who
thrusts at him with a spear.'

By the rider is the inscription

ZAXAPIOV." All these pieces have been found

in Eg>'pt, and they may all come from the same

weaver. Some of them are still attached to a linen

tunic at South Kensington, along with circles

containing the tree pattern last described, with

which it was clearly contemporary. This horse-

man pattern is akin to the hunter type, but it is

probably later than the earliest examples of the

latter; perhaps we may date it in the 7th century.

I suppose that the inscription names a saint.

{To he continued.)

2' See Dreger, op. cit., plntc 31. '"See Dalton, op. cit., fig. 367-

over upon the surface of the others in such a way

that each set of folds, bounded by the square, be-

comes a separate and complete unit. Whereas the

continuous pattern is that in which the vertical edge,

on either hand (as when the linenfold motif

originated), is flattened out and dies away into the

stile; resulting virtually in the semblance of an

unbroken series of folds, spaced in set array and

passing behind the stiles of the framework which

holds the folds in position. Such is the more

FIGURE 9
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Early Furniture

coherent and logical form of the linenfold pattern.

It is decidedly preferable for wall surfaces or

other considerable stretches of woodwork. On
the contrary, the self-contained pattern, conveying

no suggestion of any further continuity beyond
the limits of its own circumscribed area, is

appropriate rather for slighter uses such as for

articles of movable furniture.

Both instances, however, of the linen panelling

shown in the accompanying illustrations are of

the continuous kind. Both also are otherwise

remarkable. The panels in the chest [PLATE, a]

belonging to Mr. Thomas Sutton, of Eastbourne,
are finished off above and below the ends of the

folds with Gothic cuspings, which give the orna-

ment a peculiarly architectural character. It should
be remarked that these panels are of three arrises

apiece, and that the chest, which retains its original

lock-plate, is of Flemish or Northern- French work-
manship of the late 15th century. The whole mea-
sures 5ft. gin. long by 2ft. sin. high by 2ft. 2in. deep.

The peculiarity of the linen panels which form
the door [Plate, b], belonging to Mr.

J.
D.

Phillips is that, with the sculptured buttons and
lacing cords along the top for suspension, they
are obvious and deliberate imitations of drapery
hangings. The treatment of the right and left

hand panels, in which the head of the folds is

fashioned on the rake, to adapt them to the curved
shape of the door, is not very common, nor, it

may be added, altogether pleasing. The foot of

the same panels having perished, it is impossible

to tell whether they were carved below in formal
shape or whether the vertical mouldings ran

straight down into the bottom rail. The work
appears to be English, of the first half of the i6th

century. How these panels should be correctly

framed up is shown by the reproduction of the

door [Plate, c], as made by Messrs. Owen Grant
for Hurstmonceux Castle.

Thanks are due to the owners for the use of the

photographs kindly supplied by them.

THE INSCRIBED VASE OF THE DANA COLLECTION
BY FRANCIS STEWART KERSHAW

HE history of Chinese pottery, like

that of many another interest in Far-
Eastern art, is still so dependent upon
literary sources and so inadequately
supported by specimens of indubitable

age and authority, that conclusions on the subject

must still, for the most part, be regarded as con-
jectural. That, to be sure, is one of the romantic
attractions of Chinese pottery and is responsible

for most of what so far has been done to amass
and classify material ; but the plausibility with
which we may guess, in any instance, that we have
found what for long has been sought makes
certainty on the subject all the more desirable. In

the hope of establishing the value of one of our
earlier points of departure, I venture upon the

following note on the so-called " Han vase in the

Dana collection ".

The vase was first referred to in the sumptuous
catalogue of the Walters collection, better known
as "Oriental Ceramic Art '7 by the late S. VV.

Bushell, M.D. He says (pages 10 and 11), "There
is ... a bottle-shaped vase of dark reddish stone-
ware in the Dana collection, in New York, molded
in the shape of a bronze ritual vessel of the time,

enamelled with a deep-green iridescent glaze, much
exfoliated, which is engraved on the surface with a
date corresponding to B.C. I33,the second year of the

period Yiuin-kiiaiig". He repeats this substantially

in his "History of Chinese Art";^ and in his

Historical Introduction to the "Catalogue of the
Morgan Collection of Chinese Porcelains"' it

'New York, 1897.
- London, 1906

; p, 8, Vol. u.

"New York, 1907 ; p. .\LV.

appears in the form :
" They [archaic pottery vases

attributable to the Han dynasty] are occasionally
dated, as in the case of a characteristic specimen
formerly in the Dana Collection at New York,
which was engraved with a date corresponding to

B.C. 133, the second year of the period, Yuan
Kuang". The regard in which Bushell's "find" and
his repeated references to it have been held gene-
rally is expressed by Mr. Berthold Laufer in his

"Chinese Pottery of the Han Dynasty",* where he
says, "As regards the chronology of this pottery
[of the Han dynasty], the dates furnished by
two pieces are of primary importance,—the one,

133 B.C., found by Bushell on a vase of the Dana
collection . . .; and the other, 52 B.C., on a jug
obtained by me . . .

". In other words, the
vase came to be regarded as a corner-stone in the
structure of what we know about early Chinese
pottery.

"Oriental Ceramic Art "appeared in 1897. In
February, 1898, the "Eastern Ceramics and other
Objects of Art belonging to the estate of the late

Charles A. Dana " were sold at auction by the
American Art Association in New York. Among
them was the vase in question, which appears as
number 573 in the catalogue of the sale. It was
bought by Mr. Kelekian, from whose hands, after

a lapse of eleven years, it passed into the possession
of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.

In the catalogue of the Dana sale, number 573
is described as follows :

—

Ancient Chinese Vase. Dense, heavy kaolinic body,
with rudimentary handles, and horizontal ringed body

;

traces of glaze remain, and there is an inscription on the

* Leiden, 1909 ;
p. 8.
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The Inscribed Vase of the Dana Collection

shoulder, indicating that the piece belonged to the dynasty

of the Han. (206 B.C.—25 a.u.)

The term " kaoliiiic " as applied to the body, or

clay, of this vase is misleading, just as the term
" stoneware "' which Bushell used is inaccurate;

for the clay is fine, of uniform compactness and
consistency, and soft enough to be scratched with

a knife-blade. It is a rather pale brick-red in tone

where freshly cut and inside the vase, though for

a finger's length inside the throat and on all the

exposed surfaces, the colour has been deepened
by much handling. The glaze is yellow green

where thin, mottled with camellia-leaf green.

Where thick, it is of the latter tone and becomes
very deep (nearly black) in the drops at the mouth.
Originally it covered the outer surface of the vase

as well as the upper part of the throat inside ; now
very little of it remains, and that litde (except inside

the throat, where it is unchanged) is modified by a

film of rich golden iridescence. For the rest, the

reproduction [Plate, a] gives more than any
description could of the form, the finish, the

condition of the glaze, and the decorative details.

The inscription is shown in the Plate, c, and is

dimly traceable also on the right-hand side of the

neck in A. Comparison with recorded Han inscrip-

tions indicates that it is written in characters of the

Han style.*^ It reads, "'Hiao \Vu tomb,' Yuan-
Kwang 2nd year. Number 15 ", and indicates that

the vase was made for the tomb of the Emperor Wu
in the year which we reckon as 133 B.C. At once
it raises the curious question as to why a vessel

should be made in that year for the tomb of an

emperor, then but in his early twenties, who did

not die till 87 B.C.—forty-six years later. Such
questions, however, need not detain us, since the

inscription itself, quite apart from its meaning,
' These terms and the adjectives "dark-reddish" and " bottle-

shaped " which Bushell uses, were the only disturbing elements

in my identification of the vase ; but they sank into place as due

to carelessness or peculiarity in observation, as I followed the

various clues. It is through the courtesy of the American Art

Galleries, of Mr. Kelekian, and especially of Mr. Paul Dana,
that I have been able to make sure of the identity of the vase

now at the Museum of Fine Arts and the vase " formerly in the

Dana Collection at New York ".

^ For this comparison I am indebted to Mr. Tomita-Kojiro,

of the Museum of Fine Arts.

'The third character may also be translated temple, /.e. a place

for the honour of ancestors or the gods.

enables us to determine whether or not it is reliable

—that is, contemporary with the vase.

The observable facts are these ; the inscription

occupies a space on the neck of the vase on
which nothing but patches of a remarkably thin

film of glaze remains. The characters have been
cut with a sharp instrument, sometimes through
the remaining film, but chiefly in the bared clay.

The Plate [c] shows the nature of the ground
selected by the engraver. It also . shows the

quality of the lines which he cut ; they have no
burr, they are irregular in depth and in width, and
they have none of the direct sureness of lines

plowed through moist clay or cut in clay which is

merely air-dried. In fairness to earlier obser-

vations of the inscription I must add that the

lines were once filled with a waxy substance

which to the naked eye resembled the patches of

film-glaze on the surrounding surface. Nearly
all the filling has now been carefully cleaned

away, leaving the channels clear, as the plate

shows them, and quite fresh coloured. The con-

clusion is inevitable : the inscription was cut not

only after the vase was fired, but after the glaze

had peeled away from the surface on which the

cutting was done. That being so, the inscription

has no significance as a clue to the period of this

or any other specimen of pottery.

Whatever may be said as to the date when
the inscription was cut—and there is the possi-

bility that the hand which cut it is still active—the

vase remains a representative specimen of the

ware which is called Han. I am not concerned

about the accuracy of the term " Han " in this

connexion. Though one of the fundamental

reasons for using it is now wanting, it is a con-

venient designation for the various tomb vessels

regarded by the Chinese as made in the Han
dynasty. Of this group, the vase formerly in the

Dana collection is one ; the clay, the potting,

the method of firing, the decoration, the glaze

—

in its nature, its colour, and its iridescence—the

form in general and in detail, and the genuine

appearance of age, all place it there. It is none

the less interesting for having been chosen to pro-

claim itself definitely, though apocryphally, Han.

THE ORIGIN OF THE PERSIAN DOUBLE DOME (conUnncd)

BY K. A. C. CRESWELL
lEGARDING the theory of the

{Indian origin of the double dome,
)Saladin' apparently follows Choisy,

)and in addition suggests that it has

.also certain mechanical advantages,

viz : that it tends to the stability of the dome by
constituting additional abutment.'" A more extra-

ordinary statement it is difficult to conceive, since
" Manuel d'Art Musithnaii, Vol. i, p. 360.

it is obvious that it must act outwardly in the

same direction as the thrust of the upper part of

the dome itself.

Figure 5 shows a section of the dome of the

Gur Amir. The dotted line produced from c

shows the extent of the projecting part. Now
the centre of gravity of the projecting part

"Professor Phene Spires in Architediite East ami West, p. 20,

also makes a similar statement, but only as a surmise.
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is roughly at B, and

act with leverage—
^ AC

C, in direction A
upper part E is

this part

about the

therefore will

pointturning

D.

in

FIGURE 3

Now the thrust K of the

the same direction more
or less, and thus the

projecting part adds to

the difficulty instead of

helping matters. This is

shown when 'it comes to

practical work by the

interior construction of

his dome which has a

series of tie-bars T, fixed

at their extremities in the

lower part of the sides of

the dome and meeting

in the centre where they

are carried by a pile of

masonry M." They are

an imperative necessity

to neutralize the unscien-

tific shape chosen for the

construction of the dome,
and by their very exist-

ence refute Saladin's

theory that
La forme bulbcuse prc'scntc

alors I'avantaijc de conservcr

sensiblement, a I'aplomb de Tare du miir du tambour, la

projection du centre de gravite du segment le plus important

de la cupole, done de ramener la poussee a I'intericur du
niur". (P. 360.)

This suggestion is typical of the general ignorance

prevailing in Europe in regard to dome construc-

tion. Fergusson, with his knowledge of Eastern

domes, was the first to shed a ray of light on the

problem in 1855,'* when he made an attempt to

point out one of the chief fallacies to be found in

European theories of dome construction. Up till

then the dome had been considered simply as a

circular vault, and like a vault requiring a great

amount of abutment. This error goes back to

Roman times, as can be seen from the dome of the

Pantheon, where perfectly unnecessary masses of

material are piled up on the haunches of the dome,
giving it a very ugly exterior outline. Fergusson
pointed out that while any given section of a vault

was of the same breadth throughout, and there-

fore of the same weight, in a dome the lower
rings are much heavier than the crown as they

contain far more material. This is, of course,

in accordance with the curious mathematical
theorem that the weights of the sections of a

hemispherical dome are in proportion to their

heights. Thus, as is shown in Figure 6, the

weightof section A BCDis twice that of section BC F
because it is twice the height. Fergusson con-
cluded, therefore, that the weight of this lower

"Saladin, ibid, p. 361.

^^llliislrah'd Handbook of Architcclitie, vol. I, pp. 441-3.

ring constituted ample abutment, and that such a

dome would be stable ; in fact, as Fergusson

expressed it, " It is almost as easy to build a dome
that will stand, as it is to build a vault that will

fall ". Of course the base on which the dome
rests must be firm and be prevented from spread-

ing, but all this concerns matters below the

springing of the dome, and no piling up of

material on the haunches is necessary. This last

sentence is further than Fergusson went, since

the theory as he left it was, that if the lower parts

of the dome were sufficiently heavy, the architect

need trouble himself no further.

It was reserved for Henry Denison (afterwards

Lord Grimthorpe) to give a full, complete and
mathematical demonstration of the theory of the

dome, when in February 1871, he read before the

Royal Institute of British Architects a paper " On
the Mathematical Theory of Domes ", in which

he brought the highest mathematical attainments

to bear upon the problem. This use of the

higher mathematics was rendered necessary by the

fact that the introduction of the actual thickness

of the dome itself interferes with the geometrical

and trigonometrical considerations involved in the

problem, and so deranges all the natural relations

of sines and cosines, that the formulaj soon
become unmanageable for any direct solution and
render a free use of the integral and differential

calculus necessary. Nevertheless, he was able to

give very close approximations, anything nearer

being not only unnecessary, but practically

impossible. He also had models of dome
sections composed of loose blocks, by which he

checked his conclusions, which have never been

challenged.

He approached the problem in a different way
from Fergusson, whose rough-and-ready method
was simply intended to show that there was some-

thing wrong with the current ideas on the subject,

but whose method does not admit of calculations

being made for estimating the spreading tendency

at the base, or the mini-

mum thickness required

in a dome of given size,

etc., nor for any prac-

tical calculations of this

nature. Instead of Fer-

gusson's ring section, he
showed that vertical sec-

tions must be taken, and that these vertical sections

tapered to a point {i.e., they formed "lunes"), as

anyone may observe in cutting a cake or a plum
pudding, and that therefore the thrust of the small

amount of material in the pointed part was spread

over the much larger and heavier outer edge, and
that such a dome was abundantly stable provided
the base was prevented from spreading, which, in

the case of a dome standing on a drum, he found
could be attained by a cylinder containing within

Figure 6
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The Origin of the Persian Double Dome
its sides a slope of 12°, for a hemispherical, or a

slope of 8°, for a pointed (60° or 70°) dome.

Should the dome have no neck, but stand directly

on pendentives at the intersection of transepts,

these of themselves would constitute sufficient abut-

ment. This superior stability of a pointed dome
is interesting as almost all domes in the East are

pointed, but of course this superior method of

construction must have been found by experi-

ment and not by calculation beforehand, as

Newton only invented the calculus in 1665, and

without it the problem is insoluble. Of course,

all domes in the East are unnecessarily thick,

tremendously so, in fact, though some are wonder-

fully scientific in shape, that at Sultanieh for

instance [Figures i & 2], which I think is also

one of the most beautiful, as indeed it should be,

since it satisfies the eye mechanically.

It is now clear to us that the shapes of the domes

of the Bibl Khanum and Giir Amir could not have

sprung from constructive necessities in brick or

stone. When we find this to be the case with

other features in architecture, we usually find that

the feature in question is a copy of construction in

wood, e.g. the mortised joints of the stone rail round

the Sanchi Tope,i^ also the metopes and triglyphs

of the Doric order, the Lycian tombs in the

British Museum, etc. Can it be so in the case of

the bulbous double dome ? Is there, or was there,

anywhere in the Moslem world known to Timur,

a double dome with swelling outline ? Yes ! At

one place, and at one place only, and that was at

Damascus, where stood the great Umayyad Mosque
built by the Khalif Walld in A.D. 705-13, the dome
of which in Timur's time was doxihh and of

•wood.

The following details concerning this mosque

are taken from Professor Phen6 Spiers' "Architec-

ture, East and West"." In plan it was as

shown in FIGURE 7. It consists of three aisles

and a transept at the

intersection of which
there was a dome B,

which was called the

Kubbat-al-Nasr (the

vulture dome) ; the

dome was considered as the head, the aisle below as

the breast, while the lofty transept roofs, high above

the rest, were likened to outspread wings. The sides

of the square around B measure 39 feet 6 inches.

The angles of this square are vaulted over with

squinch pendentives, and the drum restingupon the

octagon thus formed is set back 2 feet so that the

dome resting upon it has an internal diameter of

43 feet 6 inches. There is a range of windows in

the present drum and a second range in the dome,

which is built of stone and covered with lead.

This is as things were before the fire of 1893, and

''Fergusson, Indian Ardiitectnrc, Vol. I.

" Pp. 213-44.
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FIGURE 7

the above dome was built at some date subsequent

to the burning of the mosque at the sacking of

Damascus by Timur in 1400.

Descriptions of the mosque at various dates

previous to this are to be found in the diaries of

the Arab geographers who, between the 9th and
the 14th centuries, visited it. These diaries con-

tain the most graphic descriptions of Damascus,
and, moreover, these Arab geographers would seem
to have been much better acquainted with archi-

tectural, and even technical, terms than the greater

number of the lay writers of the present day. They
describe the building as they actually saw it, and
we are able, therefore, to follow the extent and the

design of the original mosque and the change which
took place after the first great fire in 1069. These

accounts may be found collected and translated in

le Strange's " Palestine under the Moslems".

The first full description of the mosque is that

of Mukaddasi (985 A.D.), who says:

—

The Mosque of Damascus is the fairest of any that the

Muslims now hold, and nowhere is there collected together

greater magnificence. Its outer walls are built of squared

stones accurately set . . . The columns supporting the roof

of the Mosque consist of black polished pillars in a triple

row, and set widely apart. In the centre of the building,

over the space fronting the Mihrab is a great dome . . .

On the summit of the Dome of the Mosque is an orange, and
above it a pomegranate, both in gold.

At this time it is obvious that there was only one

dome.
In the month of May 1069, in consequence of

a fight in the town between two of the sects, the

Fatimites and the Shiahs, one of the houses near

the mosque was set on fire ; the fire spread to the

mosque and destroyed most of its treasures. Its

restoration was commenced shortly afterwards,

and a Cuftc inscription on one of the piers of the

transept, translated by Mr. H. C. Kay, states that

the cost of the construction of the maksurah

(south transept) and the decoration of the walls

was defrayed by Abu Nast Ahmed Ibn Al Fadh in

1082.

The next description from which I propose to

quote is that of the Spanish Arab, Ibn Jubair, who
visited Damascus in 11 84. Curiously enough, he

does not refer to the fire of 1069. The part

of his description most interesting for our purpose

is that which refers to the central dome. Mukad-

dasi speaks of one dome only, which was probably

of stone, decorated internally with mosaic. Ex-

ternally it was probably of no great height, as no

reference is made to this effect. Ibn Jubair,

however, in 1184, descants on the immense height

of the great dome which " broods over the void ".

He describes also how that it consisted of an

c.xicnial and intoual dome, and was raised

externally on a drum, which we know was not a

feature of early, though it became a feature of later,

Persian architecture. From this it may be assumed

that Al Walid's dome succumbed in the fire of 1069,

and the following is the description given by Ibn
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The Origin of the Persian Double Dome
tubair of that which succeeded it, probably built

etween 1069 and 1082.
A central nave is below it (viz., the transept) going from

the Mihrab (the Mecca niche) to the court ; aiul over this

nave (as seen from the interior) are three domes—namely,
the dome which is close to the mosque wall towards the

court (dome over space A in plan), the dome which is

over and adjacent to the Mihrab (dome over space c in plan),

and the dome which is below (forming the inner or lower
cupola of) the Kubbat-ar-Rasas (the dome of lead) rising

between the other two.

Later on he describes his visit to the interior of

these two domes :

—

Verily the entrance to the same, and into the interior

where is the inner dome

—

like a sphere untliin a liuger

sphere "—is from the Mosque. We went up by a ladder in

the western colonnade that goes round the court, and
walked over the flat roof. The roof is covered with large

sheets of lead, the length of each sheet being four spans.

and the width three. After passing over the flat roof we
came to the Dome, and mounted into it by a ladder set

there ; and doing so it almost happened that we had all

been seized with dizziness. We went into the round
gangway (this was round the outside of the lead dome),
which is of lead, and its width is but six spans, so that we
could not stand there, fearing to fall over. Then we
hastened on to the entrance into the interior of the Dome,
passing through one of the grated windows which open in

the lead-work ; and before us was a wondrous sight. We
passed on over the planking of great wood beams which
go all round the inner and smaller dome, which is inside

the outer Leaden Dome, as aforesaid, and there are here
two arched windows, through which you look down into

the Mosque below. From here the men who are down in the

Mosque look as though they were small children. This
dome is round like a sphere, and its structure is made of

planks strengthened with stout ribs of wood, bound with

bands of iron. The ribs curve over the dome and meet at

the summit in a round circle of wood. The inner dome,
which is that seen from the interior of the Mosque, is inlaid

with wooden panels. They are all gilt in the most beauti-

ful manner, and ornamented with colour and carving.

The Great Leaden Dome covers this inner dome that has

just been described. It also is strengthened by wooden
ribs bound with iron bands. The number of these ribs is

forty-eight, and between each rib is a space of four spans.

The ribs converge above, and unite in a centre-piece of

wood. The Great Double Dome rests on a circular base.

. . . One of the wonders of the place is that we saw no
spiders in the framework of the domes, and they say there

are none here at all."

The wood used was undoubtedly chestnut like

the roof at S. Albans, where visitors are told it

is always free from cobwebs as spiders do not

like it.

One cannot help being struck by the close resem-
blance of the above description to the dome of the

BibI Khfinum and Gur Amir, with the sole differ-

ence that these two are built of brick covered with
enainelled tiles. The correspondence is close

throughout ; there is a drum in each case, the

peculiar feature of an inner and outer shell occurs
in all, while the shape must have been very similar.

No one accustomed to see domes would describe

one as "round like a sphere" unless it were more
or less bulbous. That it was actually so there

cannot be a shadow of doubt. Ibn Jubair says

that the length of the mosque from east to west
(which we know to be 455 feet) was 200 paces

;

" It would almost follow from this that the larger one must have
been bulbous, since they both sprang from the same drum.
" G. le Strange, I\ilebtiiie muter the Moslems, pp. 255-7.

a pace would therefore be just under 305 inches.

He says later on that the circumference of the
Dome of I^cad was 60 paces, i.e., 182 feet ; its

diameter, therefore, was 60 feet. Now the interior

diameter of the base, still existing, of the drum on
which it stood is 39 feet 6 inches, while the exterior

diameter, from Figure 100 in "Architecture, East
and West", would appear to be about 52 feet.

The dome of lead, therefore, must have overhung
its base by 4 feet.

The doine of the Gur Ainlr has sixty-four ribs

against forty-eight in the dome at Damascus, and
I once thought that this feature was copied also

;

however, such was not the case, as this feature is

found already in the Oxus region at an earlier date.

In later times these ribs were reduced in number
and thickened, till in the Shir Dar (1648) we have
the so-called melon-dome in its most pronounced
form [Plate, f, see p. 95].

I now propose to give a few particulars of the
sack of Damascus by Timur in order to show that

he had ample opportunity to admire and study the
features of the great Umayyad mosque. These
particulars are taken from the account of Ibn lyas,

which may be found translated and epitoinized in

Margoliouth's "Cairo, Jerusalem and Damascus",
pp. 269-274.

TimCir appeared before Damascus on Saturday,
8th January, 1400, and the next day negotiations
were opened with him by Ibn Muffih, who had
been chosen as envoy. He was so impressed with
the apparently mild intentions of Timur that

by Monday he had a inajority of the citizens on
his side advocating capitulation. A fresh deputa-
tion went to Timiir and, on his guaranteeing the
Damascenes security, the Bab Saghin was opened
on Tuesday morning. Timur now demanded an
indemnity of a million dinars, but when the sum
was brought to him, asserted that it was a million
tumans (=ten million dinars) for which he had
stipulated. Attempts were made to raise this sum
by means of the rack and torture, whilst every day
more and more of Timur's troops entered the

city. The citadel, which had up till now held

out, surrendered after a siege of twenty-nine days.

Ibn Muflih then made a second presentation to

Tiinur making in all three inillion dinars, but was
told that there was seven million still owing. On
his replying that there was not a single gold or
silver coin left in the place, the Mongols now
took the matter into their own hands, the city

was divided into sections, and each officer having
stationed himself in the street allotted hiin, his

detachinent, with every kind of torture and out-

rage, wrung what they could froin the people.

This lasted nineteen days, and on 4th March,
1400, the population that remained, men, women
and children, were bound and dragged off. On
17th March, Timur ordered the city to be set on
fire, and, sparks from the burning city lighting on
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the Umayyad mosque, it was burnt "till all that

was left standing was a wall with no roof, nor

door nor marble".
We thus see that Tiraur had the great Umayyad

Mosque constantly in his view for two months
and nine days, and cannot fail to have been

impressed, keenly appreciating architecture as he

did, with this great building, in his day the largest

and most splendid

mosque in Islam,

and, according to

Yakut, writing in

the century previous

to TimiJr, one of

the four Wonders
of the World of his

day." He was far

more likely to have
some of its most
striking features re-

produced for him at

Samarkand than he
was to copy, or even

to notice,an obscure

Tope (as suggested

by Choisy) during

his meteoric career

through the North-
Provinces

great

Western
of India.

Now it may seem an anomaly that a

conqueror like Timur, steeped as he was in blood

to an extent perhaps only equalled by Chenglz

Khan, should have had any feeling for, or interest

in, architecture ; nevertheless, such was actually

the case. We have seen that he was greatly

impressed by the Juma Musjid at Firozabad (Old

Delhi), built by Firoz Shah in 1354, and took a

model of it home to have it reproduced at Samar-

kand, and Fanshawe states (p. 264) that he also

greatly admired the Kutb Minar, and carried off

workmen to construct a similar one in his capital,

which intention, however, was never carried out.

Further, Don Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo, in his

account of his embassy to TimiJr, in 140-I,''' states

that Tlmilr looked after the execution of his

buildings personally, and was carried every day in

a litter to the spot, and, if not satisfied, he some-

times caused to be torn down already finished

buildings, and then caused them to be re-erected ac-

cording to his instructions. Thesamethinghas been

related byTimur's biographer Cherif-ud-din Ali.

It is also stated in the Institutes of Timur (Ed.

of 1787, p. 103), that " The workmen who were

spared from the sack of Damascus, and brought

" The other three were : the Sanjah bridge built by Heraclius

on a tributary of the Upper Euphrates, with a span of 120 feet,

the dome of the Christian church at Edessa, and the Pharos at

Alexandria, le Strange's Lniuls of the Eastern Caliphate,

pp. 123-124.
" Translated for the Hakluyt Society, 1852.
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to Tartary, were ordered to build a palace at

Samarkand, which they did with much intelli-

gence ". Here is an actual importation of crafts-

men from Damascus, who might well have copied

the dome of their own great mosque in working

on the Gur Amir and Bibi Khanum, even suppos-

ing Timur had given no special directions on the

subject, and they would have been led to execute

it in brick, too, as

ft timber is very scarce

in this region.

Lastly, one more
point in favour of

my theory. We saw
above that the dia-

meter of the dome
at Damascus was

43 ft. 6 in. Now,
according to Schu-
bert V. Soldern,''

the diameter of the

dome of the Bibi

Khanum, the first

building erected by
Timur after his visit

to Damascus, is I3'5

meties (44ft. 3 in.),

a difference practi-

cally negligible in

FIGURES domesof such a size.

I therefore think that I liave proved, as nearly

as such a thing can be proved, short of a direct

contemporary historical statement to that effect,

that the double slightly-swelling Persian dome was

first executed in brick by Timur after his stay at

Damascus from a wooden one of the same shape

that he saw there, was employed in all his sub-

sequent buildings, viz., the Bibi Khanum and the

Gtir Amir at Samarkand, was spread over Khurasan

by the Timurides, is found at Tabriz in 1468,

and was finally adopted permanently in Persia in

all buildings of any pretension.

Ibn Jubair (1184) remarks, and his statement is

repeated by Ibn Batfitah (1326) :
" From whatever

quarter you approach the city you see this Dome,
high above all else, as though suspended in the

air" ; it was probably for the sake of its external

effect that this form was devised, and came to be

adopted elsewhere.

Postscript.— It has also occurred to me that

the wooden outer domes of S. Mark's at Venice

may also have been constructed to resemble the

dome at Damascus, as they were only added in the

13th century, and there was at that period a very

close intercourse between Venice and Damascus.

Up to the 13th century S. Mark's was roofed with

the low flat interior domes as shown in Figure 8,

taken from Fergusson's "Illustrated Handbook
of Architecture".

'" DicBandcnkmalc von Samarkaiul, p. 28.



SOME PORTRAITS BY CARlANI
BY SIR CLAUDE PHILLIPS

MONG the Venetian paintings grouped
together in the Long Gallery of the

Louvre there stands out a double-por-

trait [Plate I, b], showing with a rigid

simplicity combined with true Venetian

richness and transparency of colour two young
patricians wearing furred robes and the long wigs

still fashionable in the earliest years of the i6th

century. The reproduction which accompanies

this article obviates the necessity of further verbal

description. The painting in question was at one

time allotted to Gentile Bellini, and called TIic Tico

Bellini—an ascription and description of comically

complete incorrectness ! It cannot have been

painted much before 1510: and in their days

of youthful manhood Gentile and Giovanni

Bellini, famous sons of a famous father, were

doing, each on his own account, some of their

grandest and hardest work in the Paduan mode.

Gentile, as we know, died in 1507, at the age

of 78, or thereabouts. The attribution to him
is one that in these days calls for no refuta-

tion or even discussion
;

yet officially it has

not hitherto been superseded by any other, the

authorities of the Louvre—now as heretofore

—

being slow to accept new attributions, especially

from the outside. On every successive visit to

the National Museum of France I puzzled over

this pre-eminently Venetian piece, arriving at

last at a perfect knowledge of what it was not,

but obtaining no sufficient light as to what

it was. Strangely enough, I for once omitted

to refer to what had been written on the

subject by predecessors and contemporaries,

assuming— 1 know not why—that the question

was one as yet entirely unsolved. I had striven,

after questioning the portraits, to get at the truth

through the landscape, which often gives k mot de

I'ciiignic in such cases of difficulty as this. And the

landscape was not Bellinesque, it was not Giorgion-

esque or Titian esque, it was not Palmesque ; and
still less was it Lottesque. It ivas, nevertheless, of

a very definite, individual type, and easily enough
to be recognized if seen again. Passing almost

direct, in the autumn of this year, from Paris to

Berlin, from the Louvre to the Kaiser-F"riedrich-

Museum, I halted in one of the cabinets of the Prus-

sian palace of art in front of No. 188 [Plate II, c],

the more or less Giorgionesque portrait of a young
man painted by Cariani, and accepted without con-

troversy as a characteristic example of his early

manner. At once I received the strongest possible

impression that here was the solution of the diffi-

culty. At first it was not so much the likeness of

the young Venetian, who faces the beholder in true

Giorgionesque fashion, that carried conviction

(though this fitted in well enough), as the land-

scape seen through a casement to the left of the

spectator. This proved to be absolutely identical

in style with that which is revealed on either

side of the dark green moire silk hanging
occupying the middle of the Louvre double-

portrait. The same broad devious paths through
shadowy undulating lands, the same gentle

eminences, the same thick rounded clumps of

trees, the same white cumuli strongly outlined

against grey, cheerless skies. This mere enumera-
tion of particulars does not suffice to show how
something like absolute certainty as to the author-

ship of the Louvre double-portrait resulted from a

first glance at the Berlin picture. Only then did

I remember that the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum
contains another version of the Louvre double-

portrait, with the same personages and the same
arrangement, but with the important variation

that in it the younger sitter assumes the

pose which is that of his companion in the

Louvre picture [Pl.\te I, a]. This painting

appears in the Berlin catalogue under the

heading "School of Giovanni Bellini ", and pre-

cedence is there claimed for it as the earlier version

of the two. After a careful comparison of the two
Berlin pictures with one another I came to the

conclusion that the double-portrait might be,

and most probably was, like the others, by
Cariani, certain slight differences standing, how-
ever, in the way of an absolute and unconditional

assertion that in him we have the true author

of this curious prototype, or variant, of the

Louvre example. But before proceeding to a

more regular and sustained analysis of the

portraits which I ascribe to Cariani, I must
make an important admission. A lout scigiiciit-

tout Iwnucur ! My ardour was considerably

damped when, returning to England, and having

access again to my books, I found at once that

Crowe and Cavalcaselle more than forty years

ago' had confidently ascribed the Louvre portrait

to Cariani, and placed it among his earliest works,

supporting their pronouncement, however, by no
corroborative evidence, and falling into serious

error as regards the Berlin double-portrait.

Having arrived at my conclusions quite indepen-

dently, I have decided to publish them all the

same ; and with a certain degree of confidence,

too, seeing that they are in accord with the views

of that authority which more and more, as we
progress, is proved to have established a solid and
enduring basis for modern research to build

upon.-

' History of Piu'iiliiig in Korlli Iliity. by J. A. Crowe and G. B.

Cavalcaselle (edited by Tancred Borenius ; 19 12). Vol. I,

pp. 134-135.
-It should be noted that Mr. Berenson in his W'lnlian

/'ii/z/ZcTS, third edition, p. loo, incUulcsthe Louvre double-portrait

in his list of paintings by Cariani—laconically dcscribiuj; it as

"Two Men". Herr Detlev von Hadeln, in his biography of

Cariani in the new Thieme-Beclcer Kiiiisllcr-l.c.vicoii, throws
no light upon the points now under discussion. He .agrees in a

general way with Morelli in the assumption that Palma was
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Let us see what the "learned historiographers "—

as Giovanni MorelH in his teasing way was wont

to call Crowe and Cavalcaselle—have written

on the subject. Overstating, as I hold, the ages

of the persons represented, they go on to say

:

" Unlike this (a bust-portrait in the Correr

Museum) are the two Bellini in one frame

under Gentile's name at the Louvre, but here we
miss the firm hand of Gentile altogether, and stand

face to face with a rich, even-toned canvas, with

the melting and coloured tinting of Cariani. In the

Museum at Berlin two similar busts in one frame re-

present altogether different personages from those

in the Louvre ". The biographers then, in a foot-

note, proceed to repeat : " We are far away here

from the firm and decided touch and outline of

Gentile. Cariani of Bergamo will be found here

in his earliest phase, one but little known, but

familiar to those acquainted with all his works".

Of the Berlin picture they proceed to say further

:

" Similar in arrangement to the above (the Louvre

picture), but the faces and dresses different . .
."

"One might assign these pieces, if one clung to

better authorities than that of F'elibien, to Giovanni

Bellini (see "Anonimo", p. 80, who describes

one picture with two profiles by Giovanni in the

collection of Gabriel Vendramin)." The Berlin

catalogue, as I have already pointed out, claims

priority for its double-portrait. It describes the

Louvre picture as a later repetition with the

addition of a landscape, and the difference that

the figures have changed places. I may add the

following remarks of my own.
In the first place it is necessary to rectify an

error of Crowe and Cavalcaselle, which has an

important bearing on the whole question. The
personages in the Berlin double-portrait, so far

from being "entirely different" from those in the

Louvre double-portrait, are the same ; beyond all

doubt in the case of the elder personage, in the

blond wig, in all probability in the case of the

younger personage, in the dark wig. Moreover,

the dresses are identical in the two versions. The
Berlin catalogue errs in calling the Louvre picture

a later repetition. Even assuming it to be the

later of the two, which is probably the case seeing

that the young man wearing a dark wig in it has a

slightly more virile appearance, the Louvre ex-

ample is an entirely new picture. There must

surely have been an agreement between the two

sitters that they should change places, the one who
had the most prominent position in the first

edition yielding it in the second to his companion.

Obviously, the first picture could only have been

Cariani's first master, wliereas Mr. lierenson gives Giovanni

Bellini as his first and Palma as his second in.aster—a view

borne out, it will presently be seen, by this group of portraits.

Moreover, the magic power of Giorgione asserts itself on our

young BeUinesque Cariani before that of his fellow-countryman

Palma, whose influence, however, proves the more penetrating,

the more lasting of the two,
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of use as establishing the formula of the double-
portrait ; not in the very least when it came to

the repetition of the figures in their reversed

poses: for these poses the personages thus

presented anew must necessarily have given fur-

ther sittings. At this stage, in order to enhance
the pictorial charm of the whole, a hanging of

green moire silk was added at the back of the

figures, and connected views of a stormy
landscape were made to emerge on either side.

As I hold, the authorship of Cariani is satisfactorily

established in the case of the Louvre double-

portrait by the agreement with the Portiail of a
Young Man, by Cariani (No. 188 in the Kaiser-

Friedrich-Museum) ; the landscape of this last-

named piece furnishing even more conclusive

proof than the portrait itself that the same hand is

responsible for both paintings. It would of course

be possible to argue that the Berlin double-portrait

was painted by some late BeUinesque, and that sub-

sequently young Cariani was called in to carry out

a variant of it with reversal of the poses. The
conception is still quite quattrocentist in its severe

simplicity, its complete objectivity—BeUinesque
rather than Giorgionesque, though not without

some traces of the latter influence. But in reply

to such an argument I should contend that

the Berlin double-portrait has points of close

resemblance to the Yonitg Man, by Cariani,

No. 188 in the same gallery—as a comparison with

each other of the accompanying reproductions

will prove. The portrait of the elder man, to the

left of the Berlin double-portrait, appears to me
to be by the same hand as the Young Man, by
Cariani, No. 188 ; and the portrait of the younger
man, on the right, is not without some resem-

blance to the much later Gian Benedetto Cara-

vaggio, by Cariani, in the Lochis section of

the Bergamo Gallery [Plate II, d]—a portrait

which will be discussed presently. In my
view, the Berlin double-portrait should on these

grounds be ascribed to Cariani, and placed in

the very beginning of his career—indeed, before

any painting by him now extant. The Louvre
portrait is, however, more undoubtedly his, as I

have sought to establish. It comes shot tly after

the other, and already in the landscape and its

relation to the figures has something personal to

Cariani. His Portiail of a Young Man, No. 188

in the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum, is much more
Giorgionesque in intention ; it stands in a much
more intimate relation to the onlooker. The general

formula, the position of the figure, the sculptured

parapet, the hands placed upon it—all these things

are eminently Giorgionesque. Unconnected, so

far as portraiture is concerned, with the Bellini,

or with Giorgione, or with Titian in his Giorgio-

nesque phase, or with Palma, is the casement, or

architectural aperture, with the expressive land-

scape prospect beyond. This appears, however,
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in Sebastiano Luciani's half Giorgionesque, half

Raphaelesque portraits, the so-called Dorothea of

the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum and the Carondelct

in the Duke of Grafton's collection. In Titian's

later works it is of frequent occurrence. See the

Duchess of Urbiiio in the Uffizi, the Daiii^hter of

Roberto Strozzi in the Kaiser- P'riedrich-I\Iuseum,

the Antonio Porcia of the Brera, the Charles I'of

the Alte Pinakothek at Munich ; and the sublime

Portrait of a Afan ivith a Palm Branch, in the

Dresden Gallery-. We now come to the splendid

portrait of Gian Benedetto Caravaggio referred

to above. Cariani is here to be studied in a

later phase of development. The conception

of the human being is higher and more com-
prehensive, the penetrating eyes and firmly closed

lips indicate tiie philosopher, somewhat scornful

and reserved in his pride of knowledge ; the

body lives, the hands happily complete the

expression of the personage.'' The prospect of

landscape seen through the opening is on a larger

scale, much more detailed and developed than in

the preceding examples, yet very much of the

same type, and expressing the same mood. Here
our Veneto-Bergamasque painter is at his best, and
very near the front rank of Venetian masters.

He has painted no other portrait of such
individuality and dignity. In these initial phases

of his career he stands, indeed, far higher than
he will later, although it is in the specifically

Palmesque phase of his art that his technical

power most completely and brilliantly unfolds itself.

Palmesque, in the main, but with more of out-

ward glitter and show, is the Madonna and Child

with S. Catherine, S. Joseph, S. Sebastian, and a
Donor, No. 1135 in the Louvre, where it so

long bore the august name of Giorgione.
Giorgionesque-Palmesque is the superb Portrait

of a Lady in the Carrara section of the Bergamo
Gallery. In this piece the general conception and
arrangement strongly recall Giorgione, but the

working out of the motive is, in its Cinquecento
breadth, essentially Palmesque. In the brilliantly

painted, quaint and animated yet in essentials

insignificant Madonna and Child ivith Saints
and Angels in the Brera, there is (almost

overpowering, for the moment, the Palmesque) a
strong admixture of the Lottesque ; but without
Lorenzo Lotto's spirituality, which redeems so
many extravagances. If, with Giovanni iMorelli

and Mr. Berenson, we assign to Cariani the
romantic Bravo of the Imperial Gallery at

Vienna, formerly put down to Giorgione, we shall

be compelled to concede to him not only a grand
technique and assured breadth of design, but a
large measure of imaginative power. I am strongly
inclined, however, to agree with the present
director of the Vienna Gallery, who, taking advan-

' The inscription on tlie picture is " lo. Bcned. Carravag' Philos.
ct Mcdicus acStudii Pataviiii Rector et Lector—Joanes Cariani P.".

Some Portraits by Cariani

tage of the rearrangement now in progress there

of the Italian and other schools, and the general

reconsideration of attributions, has, as I under-
stand, assigned the Bravo to Palma. As Morelli

pointed out, its relation to the Portrait of
Palma by Himself in the Alte Pinakothek of

Munich is an intimate one ; indeed, the one work
must be lifted or allowed to sink with the other.

Now, it is hardly any longer possible to maintain
Morelli's attribution to Cariani of the splendid

portrait at Munich, so weighty and grand in

composition, so broadly simple and masterly

in execution. It must, I think, be restored

—

indeed, in these last years it has very generally

been restored—to Palma himself. And so fall

two of the fairest leaves from Cariani's crown that

Morelli so enlarged and enriched. I myself, on
the occasion of the National Loan Exhibition in

1909 at the Grafton Galleries, restored to Palma
the Giorgionesque Concert of Lansdowne House,
which, after having been (with all the rest !)

assigned to Giorgione, was, possibly on the

ground of a certain roughness and coarseness in

the handling, put down to Cariani. It is in

complete agreement as regards style and execu-

tion with the Xyntphs and Shepherd, by Palma, a

Giorgionesque pastoral, in my possession.* This last

is a preliminary version, with many essential differ-

ences, of the Tico Xyinphs {Jupiter and Callisto ?)

now in the Staedel Institut at Frankfurt. Cariani's

later work is often vague, relatively meaning-
less, and of inferior quality. Take two instances :

The Death of S. Peter Martyr, a late work in the

National Gallery, which suggests the passing
influence, at this stage, of Romanino : and the

poor, expressionless Adoration of the Shepherds

of Hampton Court, a "Mantua piece", but one
of the least desirable of Charles I's acquisitions.

Cariani does not appear to me as a conscious and
resolute eclectic ; he is not as his contemporary
Sebastiano Luciani was, who, absorbing first the

art of Giorgione, next that of Raphael, then, lastly

and permanently,that of Michelangelo, nevertheless
managed to preserve an imposing personality of his

own. Naturally, as a man of his time might, Cariani

grew out of the school of the Bellini ; then he was
strongly swayed by Giorgione, permanently in-

fluenced and overshadowed by Palma, fascinated

for a time by Lorenzo Lotto, and even, if I am right,

for a moment by Romanino. But these changes
and transformations were, as it seems to me, the

result of a process of assimilation rather than
of deliberate imitation. Attracted and shaped as

he may have been—nay, undoubtedly was—by
his greater and more strongly individual con-
temporaries, it cannot be maintained that he ever

descended to the level of actual, slavish imitation,

that he ever " monkeyed " the masters with
whom he was in sympathy. For the moment

*Sec Biirlingloii Mngn-.iiic, Vol. xi. pp. 1S6, 1S8.
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he thought, felt, and painted more or less as they

did. He had warmth of temperament, the true

Venetian glow and vigour, and even in his failures

showed absolute sincerity ; but the artistic individ-

uality, the flame within, was but flickering and
intermittent, drawn this way and that by potent

influences, and from those influences assuming
diverse shapes and colours. The many variations,

and even contrasts, to be noted in the general

tonality of his works— sometimes ashen grey

and sometimes in almost contemporary pieces

golden ; in his schemes of design and colour, in

his modes of conception and execution ; are

attributable not to excess and consequent over-

flow of genius, but just to the paleness and
intermittence of his own light within, and his

lack of power from all that enmeshed and
fascinated him to extricate and develop once

for all a commanding artistic individuality of his

own.

THE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY'S BUST OF BEETHOVEN
BY EDWARD SPEYER

N a recent history of the Philharmonic
Society of London, the author devotes

considerable space to the acquisition

by the society of a bust of Beethoven
under the following circumstances.

On 17th October, 1870, B. Elischer, advocate and
notary, writes to the directors :

—

Frau F.iniiy Linzbauer ... in Budapest ... a lady of

cultivated and artistic tastes, is in possession of a plaster

bust of Ludwig van Beethoven, which was executed by the

famous sculptor. Prof. J. Schaller of Vienna, for Carl Holz,

a friend of the great musician ; and this bust, it has been
ascertained on undoubted authority, is entirely niiiqiie.

Frau Linzbauer is anxious to present it to your society

upon the centenary festival U7th December, 1870) of the

birth of Beethoven, etc.^

The society in due course "gratefully accepted"
this gift, and—to meet Frau Linzbauer's wish

"only to deliver it to a fully authorized person"

—

despatched their conductor, Mr. W. G. Cusins, to

Budapest early in 1871. Mr. Cusins, after invok-

ing the aid of the British ambassador at Vienna,

duly received the bust with "all the documents in

a handsome leather case", and writes :

—

I feel quite happy in being able to h.ave the honour of

bringing over to England such a treasure.

The documents comprise a "Deed of Gift" on the

part of Frau Linzbauer, and a "Testimonial",

signed by Moritz Graf zu Dietrichstein, J. F.

Castelli, P'reiherr von Mayenberg, F"ranz von
Heintl, J. Mayseder, and Leopold von Sonnleith-

ner, dated Vienna, 30th December, 1859, setting

forth that :—
The bust is in everyway unique: and the undersigned

gentlemen, who were all personally acquainted with Beet-

hoven, hereby certify that it is a rem.irkable and speaking

likeness of the great original ;

and lastly a letter from Ignaz Moscheles (1794-

1870), who is very pleased to hear of the intended

gift " of the original bust ", and adds :

—

The English nation, and especially this society, most fully

deserve it as a recognition of the extraordinary sympathy
which they showed for Beethoven in Iiis latter years.

Frau Linzbauer also made the following stipula-

tions which seem to have been carried out by the

society afterwards, viz :

—

(i) That a pliotograph of the bust, witli the directors,

' Foster (M. B.), History of the Philharmonic Society of

London, 1813-1912. London (John Lane), 1913.

secretary, and conductor surrounding it, should he taken

and sent to her as a memento.
(2) That a marble pedestal should be made for it. round

which the wreath of iminortcUcs, which she gave for it,

should be placed, and

—

(3) Th.at the C minor symphony should be played at the

first concert at which it was exhibited.

And now as to the object of all this pomp and
circumstance, this plaster bust, claimed to be a

unique and precious treasure, of which, by a stroke

of rare good fortune, the Philharmonic Society

and this country have become the happy
possessors !

Of the nurnerous portraits, or other representa-

tions, of Beethoven come down to us from the

master's own time (i 770-1827), there are only very

few of which we have incontestable proof that they

were done from life, and which we can therefore

reasonably assume to be more or less character-

istic likenesses. Amongst these I would name :—
1st. The engraving of Johann Neidl (1776-1832) after a

drawing by G. sFainhauser, published in Vienna in 1801.

[Pl.\te L a.]

2nd. The miniature liy Christian Horneman (1776-1844), of

1803, in the possession of the descendants of Beethoven's

friend, Stephen von Breuning, in Vienna. [PL.'iTE L c]

3rd. The engraving of Blasius H6fel (i 792-1 863) after a

drawing by Louis Letronne, of 181 4. [Pl.ite I, b. j

4th. The "life-size oil painting by Ferdinand Schimon (1797-

1852) of 1819, formerly in Schindler's possession, and now
the property of the Beethoven House, at Bonn. [Plate

I, D.]

But, over and above these, through a fortunate

circumstance almost unique in the history of great

men, we have a representation of Beethoven's

features which is absolutely authentic and true to

life, and thus furnishes us with an unerring standard

by which to judge all other portraits. In 181

2

Beethoven, then 42, was prevailed upon by the

Viennese sculptor, Franz Klein (1779-^- i837)> 'o

undergo the painful and irritating process of

having a plaster cast taken of his face. Since the

early fifties of the last century, when casts from

the original mould first made their appearance,

numerous reproductions of this mask have been

made [Plate II, E & f]. (It should not be con-

fused with the other existing mask, the one taken

after death, and after post-mortem operations had

mutilated the master's features and rendered them
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The Philharmonic Society*s Bust of Beethoven

almost unrecognizable ; so that the death mask is

valueless as a record of Beethoven's appearance.)

Klein, commissioned by Andreas Streicher (1761-

1833), the well-known Vienna pianoforte manu-
facturer and friend of Beethoven, modelled a bust

in which he closely, almost slavishly, adhered to

the mask he had thus succeeded in taking from
Beethoven's face [Plate II, g].

Now, if we compare the Philharmonic Society's

bust [Plate II, h] with the mask of 1812, and
the other illustrations here given, the bust appears
an academic, conventional, and idealized work. Its

creator, the "famous" sculptor Johann Schaller

(1777-1842), no doubt enjoyed a more or less

considerable reputation in his lifetime, but in art

history his name is a blank to-day, and it is safe

to say that although certain traits may possibly

have been borrowed from Klein's bust, or any
other sources, the bust lacks all the qualities

which a characteristic and lifelike rendering of the

original should possess. And no wonder, for,

as I shall now show, it cannot have been done
from life !

In support of this contention, I adduce the

following :—The bust was made for Carl Holz
(1798- 1 858), who played second fiddle in the

Schuppanzigh Quartet, celebrated in Vienna as

pioneers in the performances of Beethoven's
String Quartets. In 1825 Holz became personally

acquainted with Beethoven, who seems to have
taken a great liking to the young man. Holz
must have called almost daily, for there are

frequent entries in his hand in the so-called
" Conversation Books " of that time, now in the

Royal Library at Berlin, in which visitors wrote
their questions and answers for the deaf master.

In them we find the widest possible range of

subjects, most trivial ones among them, but no
mention whatever, it seems, of the bust. Now, if

Beethoven really sat to Schaller for the bust, it is

strange indeed that the " Conversation Books "

should be silent on so important a subject. We
know how intensely averse Beethoven was to

sitting : he only gave a few sittings during the
whole of his life, and of all these we have definite

records. How is it, then, that the "Conversations"
do not appear to contain any record either of

Holz's attempts to persuade Beethoven to sit, or
of the sittings themselves ?

Amongst the signatories of the " Testimonial "

referred to above there are four indeed, i.e.. Count
Dietrichstein, Castelli, Mayseder,and Sonnleithner,

who are known to have had personal relations

with Beethoven. It must not be overlooked,
however, that the declaration was made in 1859,
thirty-two years after Beethoven's death, and its

phraseology lends colour to the assumption that

that enthusiastic but apparently somewhat eccen-
tric lady, Frau Linzbauer, herself, who acquired
the bust after Holz's death, had something to

do with it. As often happens in such cases, an
appeal to their good nature probably induced
these men not to be too particular about the

correctness of the statements to which they were
thus asked to testify.

As to Moscheles, his letter from Leipzig affords

no proof that he had ever seen the bust. The
fact, indeed, of his speaking of it as the " original

bust of Beethoven " shows that he was entirely

ignorant of the circumstances under which it came
into existence. He also seems to have been
writing under the influence of suggestion.

So much for the negative side of the question :

on the positive side we have a first-class authority

in Dr. Gerhard von Breuning (1813-1892), who as

the son of Stephen von Breuning, Beethoven's
lifelong and most intimate friend, was in almost
daily communication with Beethoven during a

great part of the two years preceding the master's

death. In his important and widely known
reminiscences of Beethoven, entitled " Aus dem
Schwarzspanierhause ", he refers to the bust on
page 73, in the following terms :

Schalk-r's bust, not reproduced, was made at the instance

of Carl Hoi/, after liictliovcu's diuitli.

And here let me draw the attention of your
readers to a work entitled " Beethovens iiussere

Erscheinung " which forms Part I of " Beet-

hoven Studien ", by Dr. Theodor von Frimiuel,

and is profusely illustrated.- In it the author, who
has devoted many years to the study of the various

aspects of Beethoven's life, and may be regarded
as the best living authority in that field, has treated

in an exhaustive and masterly manner the whole
subject of Beethoven's personal appearance as

described by contemporaries, and represented by
portraits and busts made during the composer's
lifetime. (It seems surprising, by the way, that

no English translation should so far have been
published of this book, which, from its very nature,

could not fail to attract and interest the large

number of Beethoven devotees in this country.)

On page 147 Dr. von Frimmel writes :

—

I got to know Sclialler's Beethoven liust tlirougli a cast,

and a photograph. P'rom these 1 saw that Sclialler's work
is wanting in all those details which, alone, could produce
a strong lifelike resemblance. The fact that he clothes

Beethoven in antique costume is very characteristic of the

artist's attitude. In any case it does not seem a great loss

that the bust should have been allowed to go across the
Channel.

The bust is, 1 believe, regularly exhibited at e.ich

of the Philharmonic Society's concerts, and a repro-

duction of it appears in von Frimmel's " Ludwig
van Beethoven "."

Now, it may be argued that in order to get

to know and appreciate Beethoven we have his

music, and that it is only his music, therefore,

which really matters. True, but there will always
remain that human longing for a full knowledge

^Munich and Leipzig (Georg Miiller), 1905, 5 Marks.
"Berlin (Schlesische Verlagsanstalll, 5 Marks.
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of the personal appearance of the object of

one's veneration, and the facts of his hfe.

A number of eminent scholars, such as Jahn,
Thayer, Nottebohn, Grove, Frimmel, and others,

have succeeded in satisfying this legitimate demand
by minute and conscientious investigation, in-

volving a prodigious amount of time and labour.

They have presented us with a true picture of the

master himself and the circumstances of his life,

freed from the haze of ignorance and legendary
misrepresentation which had previously clouded
and disfigured it. If the true picture is to be
preserved, it is surely time that steps should be
taken to rebut the claims to authenticity and
historical and artistic value made on behalf of

this "unique" bust. This seems all the more
necessary because these claims are put forward on

ECCLESIOLOGICAL NOTES ON
OLD MASTERS
BY EGERTON BECK

N the catalogue of the exhibition of

Spanish masters at the Grafton gallery'

various points, more or less ecclesio-

ogical, suggest comment ; but in calling

ixQattention to them I certainly do not
mean to imply that this catalogue is any more
incorrect than the generality of catalogues, nor do
I forget in regard to the indefatigable secretary of

the exhibition that the compiler of the catalogue

of a loan collection of this kind never has altogether

a free hand.
F"irst of all, a catalogue of such an exhibition

would be more valuable if its descriptions of dress

were more definite. In this one, " robe" has to

suffice for the papal manio ; the cappa worn by
cardinals and others ; the friar's frock ; and the

cope. More than one prelate in cope and mitre

is said to be in "episcopal robes", though the

use of neither cope nor mitre is peculiar to a

bishop ; the cope, indeed, is used on occasion not

only by every grade of ecclesiastic, from the

pope to the mere tonsured clerk, but even by
laymen. But when this catalogue does attempt
something less vague, the result is hardly more
helpful. In the portrait of Innocent X by
Velazquez the pope is said to be wearing "a
red silk capa, buttoned down the front," and
a silk beretta ; which description does not sug-

gest the mozzetta (tippet with small hood) and
papal cavimtro which he is actually wearing,

but two quite different articles of ecclesiastical

dress. Strangest of all is the statement that in

Herrera's painting (No. 159) S. Ambrose "wears

^ llliisiiali'd Catiilcgiie of tlic E.xhibition cf Sfnvish OhI
Masters in support of National Gallery funds and for the benefit

of the Sociedad de Amigos del Arte Espafiola, Oct. 1913, to

Jan. 1914 (Grafton Galleries). los. 6d.
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the authority of a body like the Philharmonic
Society in London, which boasts important and
honourable traditions acquired during its hundred
years of existence, and also because the following

announcement is made in the centenary history of

the society referred to above :

—

The desirability of rendering this interesting portrait bust

accessible to the general public is under the consideration

of the directors, and they hope shortly to announce that

their arrangements are completed.

In view of the possibility of this project being

carried out, no apology, I hope, is needed for the

present article, written with the object of en-

lightening those not conversant with the subject

as to the origin and value of this bust, which is

mistakenly, if honestly, imagined and declared to

be a unique likeness of the composer of the Ninth
Symphony, and a precious national possession

.
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the episcopal pallium, fastened by a morse ". One
often finds, it is true, a name given to some eccle-

siastical object by those not accustomed to its use

which differs from that commonly used by those

familiar with it, but this is the first time, to the

best of my recollection, that I have seen a cope

called an "episcopal pallium".

In No. 193, by Caxes, S. Julian of Cuenca, a

bishop, is said to be wearing a crucifix : if true,

this would be interesting, for catholic prelates do
not wear a crucifix as a pectoral cross, but

examination shows that this is no departure from

the rule— S. Julian wears a plain cross. In the

portrait of Don Juan de Alarcon (No. 170), by

Coello, the red cross of the order of Calatrava is

mistaken for that of the order of Santiago. No. 175,

by Fray Juan Rizi, which represents a Carmelite

holding a church, presumably S. Berthold, is said

to portray S. Peter of Alcantara—a Franciscan.

No. 77, by Murillo, according to the catalogue

represents " Two Franciscan Monks"—a contra-

diction in terms ; for Franciscans are not monks
any more than the Carthusians in the Dulwich
gallery are "white friars ". And a statement made
in regard to No. 103, the portrait of the Arch-

duchess Isabel, can only be reasonably described

as a sitg^iiesiio falsi ; for she did not marry her

cousin "^the Cardinal Archduke Albert, who of

necessity had to resign the purple before his

marriage—and it may be well to add that he was

able to resign and marry only because he was

not in holy orders.

But, from the ecclesiological point of view,

by far the most interesting picture in this very

interesting collection is No. in, the property of

Sir Frederick Cook, ascribed to Valdes Leal and

described as " S. Bonaventura, after death, writing
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the memoirs of S. Francis "—a description which
seems to be devoid of warrant and to be un-
doubtedly wrong.
The catalogue contains the following account

of this picture :

Formerly in the south-west corner of the large cloister of

the convent of San Francisco at Seville, and mentioned by
G. de Leon, i, 60, and Ponz, ix, 99, with the attribution to

Murillo. It passed into the collection of Louis Philippe, sold

on May 21, 1853, No. 497, when it was described in the
catalogue as having been "Acquis d'un Chanoinea Seville".

The catalogue further refers to "The Athenaeum"
of May 28, 1853 ; to Curtis, Murillo, p. 221 ; to the

catalogue of the New Gallery Exhibition in 1895 ;

to a paper by Mr Herbert Cook in the " Boletin

de la Sociedad Espai-iola de Excursiones" for

July, 1907; and to the monograph on Valdes
Leal by Sefror A. de Beruete y Moret. It will be
well to set out the passages referred to.

Ponz, writing at tlie end of the i8th century,
merely says that the cloister of S. Francis at

Seville contained two of Murillo's early works, an
hninaciilate Conception and a S.Bonavcniitre

:

En un angulo se ve un quadro de la Concepcion y
S. Buenventura que dicen ser de las priraeras obras que hizo
Murillo.2

Gonzalez de Leon half a century later—in 1844,
that IS—had nothing to add to this, for he only says :

Habia tambien un S. Buenventura de los primeros tiempos
de Murillo.^

The catalogue of Louis Philippe's pictures, made
for the sale of 21st May, 1853, has on page 21,

under the heading Murillo :

497. S. Bonaventura writing his memoirs after his death.
Obtained from a canon at Seville.

The PVench catalogue only differs from the
English one by the addition in brackets of the
word "toile". The notice in "The Athenaeum"
(p. 656) is as follows :

S. Bonaventura (good luck !) had the misfortune to die before
he had quite finished his biography of S. Francis, who pro-
cured him a return to life (bad luck I) in order to complete the
work, which he is here represented doing. The full length
author, called the " Seraphic Doctor ", is seated dead and
dressed in his black robes and white tufted cap. The
cadaverous character is true to the life, or death, itself. Dc
mortuis nil nisi bonniii. The picture would be just the thing
to put in some old country house gallery for the benefit of
young ladies who read and tremble over Mrs. Ratcliff. We,
in our capacity of critics, are better pleased that these book
miracles should take place and be believed in Spain than in
Middlesex.

This stuff, not without interest in other respects,
certainly does not help us much in regard to
this picture. Curtis accepts it as a S. Bouaventiim,
giving the legend in small type; he says, too, that
it is one of the earliest works of Murillo. The
catalogue of the New Gallery exhibition in 1895
also attributes the work to Murillo and accepts it

as "S. Bonaventure writing the memoirs of S.

Francis after his death". Mr. Herbert Cook in

1907 contributed some notes on Spanish paintings
in English private galleries to the " Boletin de la

" Ponz, Viage, ix, 94
' Gonzalez de Leon, Nolicia . . . dc todos los cdificios . . . dc

esta . , . Ciiidad de Sevilla (Sevilla, 1844), i, 60.

Sociedad Espafiola de Excursiones", and in regard

to this one said that there was no doubt that it

represented S. Bonaventure writing the memoirs:
La siguiente illustracion no ofrece duda. "San Buena-

ventura escribiendo despues de muerto las memorias de
San Francisco ".

In this note too he attributed the painting to

Valdes Leal. Neither description nor attribution

commended itself to the editor who thought that

from the badge the subject of the painting is

wearing and from the inscription by his side it

was more likely to be some Andalusian ecclesiastic

than S. Bonaventure :

A juzgar por la venera y por lo que de la inscripcion se lee

mas parece un Reverendo and.iluz y no de mano de Valdes.

Nor did either description or attribution com-
mend itself to Seiior Beruete y Moret who after

noting that the picture according to its owner
represented S. Bonaventure writing the memoirs
and that the owner attributed it to Valdes Leal,

quoted the note of the editorof the "Boletin "given
above and expressed his conviction that some day
"that learned critic Mr. Herbert Cook" would dis-

cover the real attribution of the picture :

—

Seguramente que el sabio critico Herbert Cook a quien
tanto deben por sus investigaciones y trabajos cuantos se

interesan por el arte espanol, encontrara algiin dia la

atribucion indiscutible de este notabile lienzo.

The attribution to Valdes Leal does not concern
me, but as to the subject of the picture it appears

from these quotations that

—

(i) There is absolutely nothing to connect the

picture belonging to Louis Philippe with the S.

Bonaventura mentioned by Ponz and Gonzalez de
Leon.

(2) The description of the picture given in the

sale catalogue appears to have been accepted by
subsequent English cataloguers and writers without
hesitation—probably without thought.

(3) It does not commend itself to the two
Spaniards, the editor of the " Boletin " and Seiior

Beruete y Moret, who a priori would certainly be
more competent judges in such a matter.*

(4) The editor of the " Boletin" calls attention

to the badge and to the inscription, both of which
appear to have been accounted of no importance
by the English critics. The evidence of badge
and inscription is, however, decisive.

The painting represents a man in the habit of a

Franciscan friar, wearing, in addition to his habit,

a hood lined with white ; a berretta (of the ordinary

Spanish shape) with a white tassel ; and an oval

decoration or badge on which is a cross fleury,

each arm of which is half black and half white.

His face, according to the catalogue " has a corpse-

like appearance" ; it undoubtedly is pallid, but not

inore so than others on the same wall, and would
have provoked no particular remark but for the

misapplication of the S. Bonaventure legend.

* [Cf. below, p. 181, " Dutch and Spanish Periodicals ", under
" Boletin de la Sociedad Espaiiola de Excursiones ", Trimcstre I,

1913.—Ed.J
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The dress calls for more attention. The cap and

hood are probably the insignia of some doctorate,

divinity or canon law, and though one would not

expect to find a friar in anything but his habit, still

even to-day by going to a certain Italian diocese one

may find a Franciscan legitimately wearing an even

more startling addition to his habit than a doctor's

cap and hood. The decoration is much more
interesting as it is probably the badge of the Militia

of Jesus Christ, and indicative of its wearer being

an official of the Inquisition.

The Militia of Jesus Christ was founded by
S. Dominic when he was labouring in Provence.

It developed into the Third Order of Penance,
composed of men and women living in the world
bound by a rule of life but not by vows, and as

such did not differ in its character from other

third orders. But it appears that in the 17th

century the Militia was refounded in Spain as a

separate organization, subject to the Dominican
order, and having for its object the rendering

assistance to the tribunals of the Holy Office.^

The distinctive mark of this order was the black-

and-white cross fleury. Giustiniani quotes from
a manuscript of a certain F. Ascanio Crispo, a

Neapolitan " soggetto di somma erudizione ", that

in 1665 the cross was conferred on Don John of

Austria, son of Philip IV of Spain, and on many
other nobles; from which he infers that the Militia

of Jesus Christ was not then confined to officers of

the Inquisition, its insignia being conferred per

divozionc on others. Bonanni gives a figure of
" a knight of Jesus Christ " showing the cross on his

mantle and also on an oval badge worn from a
ribbon " though it must be said that in the text he
speaks of the order in the past tense. A badge of

this kind, which corresponds with that in

Sir Frederick Cook's picture, may be seen in the
Victoria and Albert museum. It is green with the

^See Giustiniani, Historic Cronologiclie di-lV Origiiie rIcgV Ordini
Militari {Venezia. 1692), pp. 584 ss., and Helyot, Histoire des
Ordrcs Religictix (ed. Badiche) s. v. Milice de Jesus Christ.

^Catalogo degli Ordini Equesiri e Militari, 4* edizione (Rome,
1741), No. 55-

black-and-white cross fleury on its face ; and on the

back there is a Latin cross between a sword and a
palm—perhaps in reference to S. Peter Martyr,
patron of Spanish inquisitors.

It is certainly to be wished that one's knowledge
of the modern Militia of Jesus Christ were more
extensive and more definite, but I submit that

the wearing of its badge indicates, with reasonable

probability, that the wearer was in some way
connected with the Inquisition. This, combined
with the academic insignia and the notable absence
of everything suggestive of the cardinalate and the

episcopate,' would more than justify a doubt as to

the identity of the person here represented with

S. Bonaventure. The inscription on the scroll

completely removes any lingering hesitation as to

the rejection of the accepted description.

This inscription, as extended by Dr Mayer,
reads as follows : . . . an . . . bertelo . . . jesvita
FVE CALIFICADOR DEL SANTO OFICIO EXAMINADOR
M E SYNODAL DEL ARZOBISPADO DE SEVILLA E
YISITADOR ORDINARIO . . . PROVINCIAL DEL TERRI-
TORIO ORMV DE OBSERVANCIA DE NVESTRO SERA-
riCO PADRE S FRANCISCO DEL REINO DE PORTVGAL
.... MINISTRO PROVINCIAL DEL S F ANDALVSIA
DEL MISMO ORDEN Y DE . . . .

This is as it appears in the catalogue, but there

should be no hiatus between ... AN and bertelo
and two words are omitted ; one of these words,

that before JESVITA, is, I submit, obviously PRivs,

the s and the J overlapping.

To construe this as it stands would not be
easy, but it is itnpossible to doubt that it is a

description of some official of the Holy Office,

who had been first a Jesuit and then a Franciscan
(sufficiently remarkable in itself), and as a Fran-
ciscan was provincial of Andalusia. This certainly

could not have been S. Bonaventure, and it

should not be a particularly difficult task to

ascertain who it was. Apart from its own interest,

the identification of this friar might incidentally

help to determine the validity of the attribution of

the painting to Valdes Leal,

' S. Bonaventure was cardinal-bishop of Albano.

ART IN FRANCE
HE Autumn Salon is perhaps the
most interesting that the society has
ever held. It is above all alive,

and in that respect, as in many
others, it is very different from

two official Salons. No new school of
painting makes its appearance—none is needed

—

but many individual artists show that they are
making progress, and on all hands there is

evidence of sincere effort and research. The level

of the exhibition is a high one. There are several
new exhibitors of great promise ; one of the finest,

perhaps quite the finest, of the sculptures is the

Greyhounds of Mr. Hunt Diederich, a young
American sculptor who lives in Paris, but was up
to now unknown. Among the new painters are

three, whose works hang together on the same
wall, M. Georg Kars, a Bohemian ; M. Moi'se

Kisling, a Pole ; and M. Luc-Albert Moreau, a
Frenchman. All three are very interesting in

quite different ways; M. Kars exhibits three figure

pictures, with a slight Cubist tendency, almost
brutal, but intensely personal and living ; M. Kisling

has a still-life, which is sombre but vigorous, and
a strong head of a man ; M. Moreau shows one
painting called L'Apres-inidi, which has great
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qualities of design and colour, and three admirable
drawings.

If there are no signs of the beginning of a new
school, the end of one is very evident ; there is

hardly a pointillistc painting in the Salon. It is

interesting, on the other hand, to notice that

Cubism seems to be leading to something. The
hanging committee, I am glad to say, maintains

the liberal traditions of the Autumn Salon and
has refused to listen to those who clamoured
for the exclusion of the Cubists. M. Guerin,

who is chiefly responsible for the hanging,

which has never been better, has not grouped
all the Cubists together in one room, as was
done last year, but has judiciously distributed

them. They are in a small minorit}', as they

always have been, and, thus distributed, they

find their level. There are a few very good
pictures among them, but in every case they

are the work of painters who refuse to be

trammelled by their formula. The remarkable
decoration of M. I'oussingault, which has a place of

honour in one of the principal rooms, is a Cubist

painting, but it is not at all orthodo.x ; the artist

is plainly using Cubism as a stepping-stone to

higher things. It is difficult to understand how
the most prejudiced person could deny the great

decorative qualities of this painting. M. de la

Fresnaye is in the same case as M. Boussingault

;

his watercolours are masterly and very beautiful,

but his painting, which is more strictly Cubist, is

much less successful than the watercolour of the

same subject, which tells one much more. On the

other hand, M. Lhote, although his work is still

interesting, is distinctly losing by his insistence on
confining himself within the Cubist formula ; he

too evidently paints on strictly dogmatic principles,

and the result is that he has deprived himself of the

necessary freedom of expression. M. Marchand
is less Cubist than he has been in his more recent

work, but his one picture is far from being a good
example ; the colour is positively unpleasant.

As for the ultra-orthodox Cubists such as M.
Gleizes, they are becommg very tiresome. Some-
one who knows M. Eugene Figuiere assured me
that he saw a strong resemblance in M. Gleizes's

portrait of that eminent publisher, who must, in

that case, be made of gun-metal or some similar

substance. It may be my stupidity, but I cannot
understand what this sort of thing means or

what the artist is driving at. There are a few
other paintings which may, presumably, be
called Cubist in default of any better name,
which are merely patterns in bright colours,

such as M. Picabia's and M. Metzinger's. One of

M. Metzinger's pictures is a puzzle made up of a

leg, an arm, a hat, a parasol, and various other
objects, and is called En Canot. These patterns

have certain decorative qualities and might do for

a carpet or a hanging, but they are absurd in

frames, and it is a mere affectation to give them
titles. M. Picabia pretends, for instance, that one
of his patterns represents an ecclesiastic and the

other an American girl dancing ; he must have

tossed up.

The committee specially invited Ferdinand
Hodler, the well-known Swiss painter, to exhibit

this year and there are half-a-dozen of his paintings.

Tiie most remarkable is a huge decorative panel

called L'Uiiaiiimiii', a long group of men with up-

lifted arms. Disconcerting at first, it grows upon
one on further examination ; it is a strong and
sincere work. Among M. Hodler's other exhibits

is a fine portrait. This is not the place for a

detailed account of the Salon ; it is only possible

just to note a few of the more striking works. M.
Othon Friesz is admirable, both in the picture of

the nude (in a landscape) and the two still-lifes.

The removal by the police of one of M. van

Dongen's pictures is an annual event, and this

time they removed the best of the three, a nude
which seems to me perfectly unobjectionable

and which is a fine picture. Of the two remaining,

that of an Egyptian woman is much the better.

A protest against the action of the police has been

signed by many artists and men of letters. M.
Lebasque is, as usual, a delightful colourist, who
errs rather too much on the side of prettiness, but

never fails to charm. M. Bonnard's one picture,

Salic a manger de cauipagne is not one of his very

best, but still very good.

M. Maurice Denis's Annunciation is very at-

tractive in colour and admirably composed, but

too much of an imitation primitive ; I prefer the

study called Figure violettc, who is, in fact,

Trouhanova. M, George Desvallieres's Kyrie

Eleison (a crucifixion) is rather laboured and
artificial ; the two landscapes with small figures

that he calls The Visitation and The Flight into

Egxpt are better, but his painting is very heavy

and turgid. M. Henri Matisse's one portrait is

expressive, but it does not do him justice and its

colour is far from successful. Opinions differ

very much in regard to M. Girieud's classical

composition. La Toilette de Venus ; it is perhaps

too Italianising, but it is far from being mere

pastiche and has qualities of design, colour and

line which are not common. His four landscapes

are dignified and beautiful. Two of the most

beautiful landscapes in the Salon, in my opinion, are

those of M. Eugene Zak, admirably designed and

exquisite in colour; M. Valtat's two landscapes

are also excellent. M. Jacques Blot attempts a

large composition and succeeds in the attempt

;

he has never done so well. The one picture of

M. Jules Flandrin, Faniaisie stir Ic Prelude dc

Nijinskv, is a fine work, sober in colour.

M. d'Espagnat sends a very good portrait and

some clever studies of Parisian life. M. Chariot

goes no further than he went at the New Salon,
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when his pictures attracted much attention ;
here,

I am bound to say, they make less effect, although

they have many qualities. Once again M me. Mela
Muter demonstrates her extraordinary virility ; as

usual, she has chosen painful subjects. Her colour

is rather monotonous and her method almost

brutal, but her pictures are masterly. There are

many other painters whose work deserves special

notice such as M. Doucet and M. Simon Bussy,

with his delightful portrait of a child ; but they

cannot all be mentioned.
The sculpture includes a retrospective exhibition

of the work of Rodo Niederhausen, who died this

year, several amples of Kafka, the well-known
Bohemian sculptor, and many other interesting

works. The decorative section of the Salon has

never been more important. The pottery, especi-

ally that of M. Methey, is very fine and shows what
progress has been made in this art ; there is some
excellent jewellery and good examples of many
other objects. The series of decorated and fur-

nished rooms—there are forty— is the best that

we have ever had. Last year I noticed here that

great progress had been made in this respect ; this

year the progress is even greater. Some of the

rooms are very beautiful, and we have at last some
modern furniture that is adapted to its purpose,

simple and dignified. The exhibition of Russian
popular art is very interesting and attractive, and
that of the models and designs for the scenery of

the Theatre des Arts shows what can be done on
the stage, when artists are employed. Nobody
who is interested in contemporary art can afford

to miss seeing the Autumn Salon, which will

remain open until January 5th.

There are several other interesting exhibitions

at present. That of M. Druet's "First Group"
includes a fine stone statue by M. Maillol, but is

chiefly remarkable for a series of paintings or

drawings—it is hard to say which—by M. Her-
mann-Paul in a new medium, which is simply
ripolin. Some of them are entirely in black-and-

white ; others are emphasized by slight touches of

colour. M. Hermann-Paul has, I think, hit on
his definitive method, and it is one which exactly

suits him. The small black-and-white picture of

a fountain at Versailles with formal trees on either

side has a wonderfully decorative effect and might
well be reproduced as a large panel, In a winter

scene the artist makes an effective use of black

snow on a white background. The success of the

attempt that both M. Hermann-Paul and M.

REVIEWS
The Church Chests of Essex. By H. W. Lewer and J, C.

Wall. (Talbot), 15s. net.

By far the finest chest in Essex—the authors claim
that it is the most valuable example in all England-
is the painted specimen at Newport. Already well

known through the coloured illustration in Mr.

Dorignac are making to produce decorative effects

in black-and-white is most interesting.

At the Manzi Gallery is an exhibition of con-
temporary painting and sculpture, which includes

a large number of really fine works, Mr. Pierre

Bonnard's four paintings are among his best,

and that is saying much. M. Flandrin is also

admirably represented by four paintings not quite

in his usual manner ; the Dammsc orange a
I'Olyinpia is very remarkable. There are some of

M. Odilon Redon's delightful flower pictures and
Mme. Marval shows a large number of paintings

which justify the promise of her former work; they

are full of feminine charm. I never saw anything
of M. Guerin's so good as his still-life exhibited

here, and one or two others are excellent, while

there are two in his 18th-century style, which is

detestable. Among the sculptors represented are

Dalou, M. Maillol (with four admirable bronzes),

M. Landowski and M. Kafka.
It seems that the Jacquemart-Andr6 Museum is

to be inaugurated on or about December loth, but

it would be a misuse of words to say that it will

be opened, for apparently it is not going to be
opened to the public at all. In the opinion of the

members of the Institute, Mme. Andr^ bequeathed
the museum chiefly for their gratification, and
they propose to admit the public one day a week,

reserving it to themselves and their friends on two
other days and keeping it closed on the remaining
four. Moreover it is explained in an apparently
" inspired" announcement that even on the one
day on which the Institute will condescend to

allow the museum to be seen by ordinary mortals,

admission will be restricted to a limited public

and that it will be necessary to apply in advance.

These regulations are declared to be in accordance
with the wishes of the late owner of the collection,

in whose lifetime it was reserved for " friends

and amateurs ". It is true that Mme. Andr6
was extremely unwilling to allow her collection

to be seen by anyone but her personal friends
;

it was by no means open even to amateurs, and
eminent art critics were sometimes refused per-

mission to see it, although a title was an unfailing

passport. All Americans were rigorously excluded.

But it was not generally supposed that Mme.
Andre desired to maintain these restrictions after

her death, and it was fondly believed that she left

the collection to the Institute in trust for the public.

That, however, is not the opinion of the Institute.

R. E. D.

Fred Roe's "Ancient Coffers and Cupboards",
published in 1902, Mr Wall figures it once more in

colours for his frontispiece, and further elucidates

it with details in black-and-white and a diagram in

the text. Beside this there is a plain example of

a 13th-century coffer at Little Canfield, and there
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is only one in the county with an arcaded front,

viz., at Thaxted. The same place owns one of the
two linen-fold panelled chests, the other being at

Haverhill. The remainder of the chests in Essex
churches, if the truth must be told, are of very
ordinary type and devoid of any remarkable feature

whatever. The value of the work, however, consists

in its thoroughness as a record, with the careful

descriptions and measurements accompanying
every example illustrated. At Saffron Walden,
however, beside the chest mentioned as standing
in the nave, there is another one in the muniment
room above the south porch. Preceding the
account of Essex chests is an historical introduc-
tion to the subject in general, followed by accounts
of domestic chests, money chests, book and deed
chests, the purse or till, transportation of coffers,

relic chests, cofferer, ancient terms, church chests,

and canonical and regal injunctions. In fact, no
pains have been spared to make the volume as full and
complete as possible, and it is to be hoped that the
example set by Messrs. Lewer and Wall may be fol-

lowed in the case of the other counties of England.
A. V.

ORNAMENTAL BOOKS
(i) Vanity Fair. By W. M. Thackeray. Illustrated in colour

by Lewis Baumer. (Hodder.) 15s. net.

(2) The Old Curiosity Shop. By Charles Dickens. Illus-

trated in colour by Frank Reynolds, R.I, (Hodder.)
15s. net.

(3) Rubaiyat of Omar Khayya.m. Rendered into English
verse by Edward FitzGerald. Illustrated in colour and
in line by Rene Bull. (Hodder.) 15s. net.

(4) Quality Street. A comedy in 4 acts. By J. M. Barrie. Illus-

trated by Hugh Thomson. (Hodder.) 15s.net.

(5) In Powder and Crinoline. Old fairy tales retold by Sir
A. Quiller-Couch. Illustrated by Kay Nielsen. (Hodder.)
15s. net.

(6) Mother Goose. The Old Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated
by Arthur Rackham. (Heineniann.) 6s. net.

(7) The Fairy Book. By the author of "John Halifax,
Gentleman". Illustrated by Warwick Goble. (Mac-
millan.) 15s. net.

(8) The Chimes. By Charles Dickens. Illustrated by Hugh
Thomson. (Hodder.) 6s. net.

(9) Princess Badoura. A tale from the "Arabian Nights".
Retold by Laurence Housman. Illustrated by Edmund
DULAC. (Hodder.) los. 6d.

(10) The Happy Prince and Other Tales. By Oscar
Wilde. Illustrated by Charles Robinson. (Duckworth.)
I2S. 6d. net.

(u) The Children's Blue Bird. By Georgette Leblanc
(Mme. Maurice Maeterlinck). Translated by Alexander
Teixeira de Mattos. With illustrations by Albert
Rothenstein. (Methuen.) 5s. net.

(12) An Artist in Italy. Written and painted by Walter
Tyndale, R.I. (Hodder.) 20s. net.

(13) Piedmont. By E. Canziani and E. Rohde. With f^fty
reproductions of pictures and many line drawings by
E. Canziani. (Chatto.) 21s. net.

(14) Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Rendered into English
by Edward FitzGerald. With drawings by E. T.

Sullivan. (Methuen). 15s. net.

(15) Famous Paintings, selected from the world's great
galleries and reproduced in colour, with an introduction by
G. K.Chesterton, and descriptive notes. (Cissell.) 12s. net.

The increased and increasing output of colour
books—due to the continued cheapening and
improvement in process— is far from beneficial to
the art of book illustrating. For as a result of it

artists are willing to undertake work with much
less care and foresight than formerly. They no
longer, in many cases, illustrate a book on
account of an inherent syinpathy with the author
urging them to interpret and complete his work

;

the only attitude which can justify the attempt.
Instead, publisher and illustrator seein to plot
together to attract the Christmas market ; not
infrequently, it is to be feared, the subject over
which the artist is to exercise his talent is one of
the least important factors in their bargain. Colour
prints produced in these circumstances can only be
regarded as excrescences, but fortunately they do
not all come under this heading. Some are still

published which have evidently been undertaken
by the artist as the result of a lively sense of his
fitness for the task. The discriminating reader will

be able to gather from the tone of the reviewers'
comments into which class any given volume in

the following collection should be placed.

The first two books on this list suffer from a
common disability, and may therefore be treated

together. Their large and solid format—con-
spicuous though it may be— is quite unsuitable
for the presentment of the long novel. Tired
hands from their weight, and tired eyes from the
extreme length of their printed lines must be the
almost inevitable results of any sustained reading
of the novels in this edition. Mr. Lewis Baumer's
illustrations to the Thackeray volume (i) are
cheerful and straightforward, not without humour
and a certain sense of character. Most of them,
however, lack subtlety and they do not attain in

design to any high level of artistic achievement.
They are, in short, adequate rather than admirable.
Mr. Frank Reynolds's work (2) strikes me as being
rather uneven. His direct attempts to interpret

Dickensian character are rarely satisfactory ; some
of his illustrations are pleasing enough, but it is

when he is least akin to Dickens in spirit that he
is most successful. A capable illustrator seems to

have been ill-suited by his subject. (3) Mr. Rene
Bull also is unequal. His best efforts—generally
the smaller and less ambitious pictures—have a
charm of atmosphere and a poetic feeling that the
others just as decidedly lack. But the volume as

a whole is certainly a handsome one and may be
recommended to those who are willing to pay 15s.

for their Omar. In so substantial an edition it

should, however, have been found possible to

include FitzGerald's introduction and also his

notes. (4) With "Quality Street" Mr. Hugh
Thomson has been quite successful. His well-

e.xecuted drawings, with their discreet and judi-

ciously reserved colour-schemes, convey not a little

of the old woild flavour which is the distinguishing
mark of Sir

J.
M. Barrie's sentimental comedy.

This is the first of his plays to be published in

book form, and it has been largely re-written for

the purpose. Altogether, the volume is likely to
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prove a popular one. (5)
" In Powder and

Crinoline " is a collection of fairy stories culled

from various sources and told with characteristic

grace and humour by Sir A. Quiller-Couch.

Mr. Kay-Nielson has a fine sense of colour

contrast. His illustrations are always harmonious
and exhibit a delicate if rather contrary fancy.

He is a follower of Aubrey Beardsley, but his

curves and lines, though reminiscent, are merely

schematic and do not possess that inherent

genius of line which was the essential feature of

Beardsley's work. For all that the book is an
interesting one, and we can commend it as an
acceptable present for grown-up persons; it is

unsuitable for children. (6) Mr. Rackham's col-

lection of nursery rhymes is a very extensive one,

and in illustrating them he has had plenty of

opportunities of exhibiting his whimsical and
fantastic art. The frontispiece is altogether delight-

ful, and shows Mr. Rackham quite at his best.

(7) Miss Muloch's charming version of the fairy

tales has not been republished for a long time

and will be welcome. Mr. Goble understands

how to draw for the colour - printer, but his

imagination is slight and his drawings miss the

simplicity of Miss Muloch's narrative ; they

illustrate pantomimes and not stories. (8) This
is a handy, clearly printed edition, pleasant to

read, with a cover imitated from the original.

Personally I should prefer it without the colour

illustrations, but those in search of Christmas

presents would not, and Mr. Hugh Thomson's vein

accords well with his subjects. (9) The numerous
admirers of Mr. Laurence Housman's pleasant

oriental story-telling, and Mr. Edmund Dulac's

accomplished drawing for colour-reproduction,

will find a happy combination of the two in

"Princess Badoura". This is the most elegantly

produced book which I happen to have seen this

Christmas. (10) So far as coloured illustrations

can be tolerated at all, the twelve plates in this

very handsome edition of Wilde's well-known
fairy-stories are quite successful. The two illus-

trations to " The Selfish Giant " rather over-

emphasize the sentimentality which mars thatstory

;

but there will be many who will be glad to include

this attractive volume amongst their Christmas

books. (11) The methods of symbolism, though
they may serve for the instruction of the child mind,
do not contribute naturally to its entertainment,

and so Maeterlinck's fairy drama, "The Blue
Bird", has been, perhaps, more greatly appreciated

NOTES
A New Museum of Furmiture. — The

activity of the London County Council in

connexion with the Ironmongers' Almshouses,
Kingsland Road, N.E., will earn for it the grati-

tude both of lovers of the picturesque and of those
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by grown-up people than by children, Mme.
Maeterlinck, in converting the play into a story

—

gracefully translated by Mr. Teixeira de Mattos

—

has, however, allowed fancy to triumph over
ethics. The 13 illustrations in colour by Mr.
Albert Rothenstein are frankly post-impressionistic
in style and are a new departure in the illustration

of children's books. Their simplicity of line and
colour should appeal to youthful eyes. (12) "A
painter's record of the places he visited while in

search of material for his professional work" is

Mr. Tyndale's own description of his new book.
The first part deals with Venice, and includes a
good account of the fall and rebuilding of the
Campanile. Mr. Tyndale's knowledge of Venice
does not stop short at the famous sights, and his

descriptions of her byways and her people are

more lively, strange to say, than his pictures, some
few of which, at any rate as here reproduced, are

a little hard and dull. From Venice the book
takes us to Siena and other Tuscan hill-towns.

The twenty-six coloured plates, except for the
drawback I have mentioned, are mainly very
graceful and pleasant, the outdoor scenes being
usually preferable to the interiors. (13) Miss
Canziani, now assisted by Miss Rohde, does good
service in collecting many folk-stories and customs
in Savoy and Piedmont before they disappear,

and she has studied her subject well. Her literary

talent is superior to her artistic, but perhaps the

colour-printer may be to blame for much that

cannot be praised in the numerous colour-illus-

trations. Miss Canziani is evidently a pupil of

Professor Carlandi, but she seems to succeed
best in still-life. No doubt her new volume will

be welcome to the admirers of her "Savoy".
(14) One cannot imagine anyone more hopelessly

unqualified to illustrate Omar than Mr. Sullivan

has shown himself to be. His drawings, from the

ugly frontispiece onwards, are entirely out of

sympathy with their subject ; sometimes they are

vulgar in addition. He desecrates the poem, instead

of adorning it. (15) Cassell's " Famous Paintings"
contains fifty colour-reproductions on canvas-
surface paper. Paper should not be made to imitate

canvas nor the printers' pigment to imitate oil, in a

book. It is impossible to allow any of the illus-

trations artistic merit ; those least distant from
the originals are naturally those in the lowest tone.

It is a great pity that so much ingenuity should
be spent on productions of this kind.

By Various Reviewers.

who are interested in the artistic development of our

crafts. The former will be grateful to the Council
for stepping in to save an interesting piece of old

London from the hands of the builder ; the latter

will be even more pleased with the excellent use
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which is to be made of the property thus acquired.

Not only are these buildings of considerable

architectural interest in themselves, but they are

fortunate also in possessing an entourage of a very
pleasant garden, the acquisition of which will

provide an open space in a quarter where open
spaces are only too infrequent. But it is the uses

to which the newly acquired buildings are to be
put that more immediately concern us here. The
district in which the almshouses are situated is the

centre of the furniture and cabinet-making indus-
try, and the Council has conceived the capital idea of

turning the new property into a furniture museum.
The idea is, one gathers, somewhat experi-

mental, but it is hoped that the museum may
shortly be opened with a loan collection of

valuable specimens of furniture from various
sources. Thus there will be exhibited in the very
quarter where the modern craftsman works, and
turns out, in only too many cases, shoddy results

enough, an exhibition of many of the finest

specimens of the furniture-maker's craft. The
value of such an exhibition in such a centre is

sufficiently obvious and need not be insisted upon
here. We are glad to learn that the Board of

Education is countenancmg the scheme and has
lent a considerable collection from the Victoria

and Albert Museum, while private individuals are

also being approached and have in many cases

come forward with the loan of valuable pieces.

It is to be hoped that the exhibition may have the

success which it deserves, and that the furniture

museum may become a recognized and permanent
establishment.

Public Statues.—One of the results of the

undignified squabble between public departments
as to the opening up of the Victoria Memorial
Arch on the side towards Whitehall has been
the revival of the suggestion that the famous
equestrian statue of King Charles I should be
moved to some other site. This is only one of

many instances in which the ignorance and the

indifference of the public to the fine arts become
painfully evident. London is singularly deficient

in monuments of even a moderate artistic

quality. Le Sueur's statue of Charles I with the

pedestal design by Grinling Gibbons may not
rank among the great sculptures of the world, but
it has a historic interest of its own which is

enhanced by the site on which it stands. To
move it to another site would be parallel to

moving the Colleoni at Venice, or the Marcus
Anrclius of the Capitol. On the pretext that the

Le Sueur statue delays traffic between Charing
Cross and St. James's Park for half a minute,
London is to be deprived of a monument
familiar to all, and to some invested with a sort of

sanctity. Moreover, the excuse for the projected

vandalism, the arch itself, is such a glaring failure

that it had better be left as it is, partially screened
from view. To sacrifice Le Sueur's work to the
arch would be the depth of stupidity. One of the
modern statues which was not only decorative,

but bore careful inspection, Foley's Lord Herbert
of Lea, has already been banished within the
courtyard of the War Office, where it can be seen
only by clerks and charwomen. It is not difficult,

with proper appliances, to move the statue of

Charles I, but it will be impossible to find a place
where it would have the same artistic effect, and
the same historic significance. Another matter of

more than passing interest in the artistic world
relates to the placing of the great group of The
Burghers of Calais by M. Rodin, which has been
purchased by the National Art Collections Fund
and presented to the nation. The site of so
important a work of art, a monument of a noble
and pathetic incident in the combined histories of

England and France, has naturally been a matter
of much consideration. It was decided some
time back, with the assent of all parties concerned,
that this monument should be placed in the
Victoria Tower Garden at Westminster, which is

now being extended to Lambeth Bridge, and
will afford ample space for the erection of a few
suitable decorative works of sculpture, an art

which is seen under the worst conditions when
confined in a museum. A model, however, has
recently been erected by H.M. Office of Works,
which has filled us with apprehension, although
we understand that the spot selected and the height
of the pedestal have been approved by the sculptor

himself. A similar group was erected some years
ago at Calais in an unfortunate situation, and we
seem to be in danger of making the same mistake
in London.

The Burlington Fine Arts Club.—The
Winter Exhibition consists of English earthen-
ware, and this will give students and collectors

a good opportunity of studying a subject
which has as yet received but little attention.

The range of the Exhibition is rather a wide one,
embracing early encaustic tiles and mediaeval
pottery ; slip wares ; Bristol, Lambeth and Liver-
pool delft ; white and coloured salt-glaze ware,
the products of Dwight and examples of Elers
and Astbury's manufacture. The catalogue has
been entrusted to Mr. R. L. Hobson, the well-

known authority on ceramics and a valuable
contributor to this magazine. There is also a
remarkably fine collection of 17th-century needle-
work lent by Mr. Perceval Griffiths, the rich hues
of which form an agreeable contrast in the gallery

to the more severe tones of the early earthenware.
The Exhibition opens on the 2nd of December
and continues open till the third week of February,
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Admission will be by the usual invitation orders

obtainable from members of the club, and visitors

should not forget that it is necessary for them to

take their invitations with them.

The Spanish Exhibition.—We all owe a debt
of gratitude for the large collection of Spanish
pictures exhibited in the Grafton Galleries, to the
active members of the Committee of the National
Art Collections Fund and the Amigos del Arte
Espaiiola, who undertook the troublesome work
of selection and arrangement for the benefit of

those societies. But students and amateurs of

Spanish painting who neither buy nor sell natur-

ally express disappointment that many fine works
readily available for exhibition are not exhibited.

Much as I miss Greco's remarkable Crucifixion and
the interesting Aragonese antependium published
in The Burlington Magazine, with other fine Grecos,
including an excellent example of the genre picture

to which Seiior Cossio attached the motto, " El
hombre es fuego, la mujer estopa, viene el diablo

y sopla", and also all the important Goyas usually
to be found at Durand-Ruel's, I regret still more the
reason which excluded them—the fact that they are

in the possession of dealers. If a periodical publica-
tion dependent on the proceeds of advertisements—
as it is very well known that the entire periodical

press is—has sufficient confidence in its own judg-
ment to publish works of art on the basis of their

intrinsic merit, without regard to their ownership,
surely so independent a body as the National Art
Collections Fund may be expected to show equal
self-reliance. Many of the owners who are the
kindest in exhibiting their property for the general
enjoyment continue indeed to purchase, but never
sell. It is, however, perfectly well known that

exhibitions arranged for the benefit of the National
Art Collections Fund, or held under such auspices
as the Royal Academy in its winter capacity,
the Tate Gallery, and the Burlington Fine Arts
Club, do, as a matter of fact, greatly enhance
the sale-value of exhibits. Since none of these
institutions have yet found means of preventing
sales from taking place within their galleries, even
if they particularly desire to do so, it would be
much better to give up a pretence which is pre-

judicial to the quality of the exhibitions and makes
us the laughing-stock of franker peoples. And no-
where should the doors open so wide as for the
National Art Collections Fund, because it asks
help in a national cause from the whole nation,
without respect of persons. Nor does experience
show that dealers are more expensive than
private owners for the nation to deal with, but the
reverse, from no question of comparative patriotism
but for obvious economic reasons. A sale to a
national collection is such a good advertisement
for dealers that they can afford to sell, as they do,

at a lower price than they could sell to a private
purchaser, or than a private owner would, or
indeed often does, sell to the nation. I hope
that the National Art Collections Fund will set an
example; and that the next exhibition held for its

benefit will be open to the loans not only of the
generous private owners who lend and never sell,

and to cautious ones who sell secretly on the
guarantee of private tradition, but also to the
tradesmen who have purchased with good judg-
ment and frankly submit their wares to the test of
the open market.

J.
K.

Professor Laurie's Lecture.—Photomicro-
graphy in its relation to painting was the subject
of an interesting lecture by Dr. Laurie, its

chief exponent, at Burlington House on the 17th
November. Dr. Laurie described the process
which he has invented as the direct transference

of a microscopically enlarged object on to a
photographic plate. It was perfected by him in

order to assist in the identification of old pictures.

The photomicrographic examples thrown upon the

screen certainly seemed to justify the professor's

claims. For instance, an original Watteau and a very
accurate copy of the same picture were shown at

their normal scale, and appeared almost identical;

but a section of each enlarged by some three

diameters revealed at once the wide difference

between them, The brush marks of the real

Watteau appeared in all their masterly significance,

while those of the copy were plainly meaningless
and ineffective. So far. Dr. Laurie has succeeded
in differentiating a master's unconscious processes,

invisible to the naked eye, from those of a
mere superficial technician. Possibly, then, if Dr,
Laurie's appliance be used with great skill and
judgment, and deductions be idrawn from it

with great caution and intimate knowledge of the

history of art, it may prove of considerable value
in deciding the authorship of certain pictures.

But, as Professor Laurie stated, the magnified
work of every painter does not reveal an equally
salient individuality. In many cases, therefore,

photomicrography could be of little use for

identification purposes. But, at any rate, the pro-
fessor's methods are instructive and open up possi-

bilities. One of his most successful experiments will

be of particular interest to readers of The Burlington
Magazine because it carries further a suggestion
made in these pages by Dr. Bredius. In the June
number (Vol. xxiil, p. 185) Dr. Bredius contended
that the well-known picture in the National Gallery,

The Old Grey Hunter, ascribed to Paul Potter, was
in reality the work of Verbeecq. Dr. Laurie con-
tends with good reason that his microphotographs
of the background and the figure of the huntsman
in this picture, compared with others of an un-
boubted Verbeecq, seem entirely to confirm
Dr. Bredius's view. A microphotograph of the
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horse in tlie picture, however, aithough^it pointed

to the fact that the horse was decidedly not the

work of Paul Potter, was far from suggesting the

work of Verbeecq. Dr. Laurie disclaims further

knowledge of Verbeecq's method than his micro-
photographic experiences have given him. How-
ever, he has advanced an ingenious, though quite

tentative, suggestion that although the picture as a

whole should be ascribed to Verbeecq the horse

must have been subsequently painted in by another
hand. A superficial examination of The Old Grey

Hunter shows that such a contention is, at any
rate, plausible. Professor Laurie, moreover, hopes
to be able to bring forward additional photomicro-
graphic evidence to further substantiate his view.

The results of these experiments will be awaited
with curiosity.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF AUC-
TIONS IN DECEMBER
[.Yo criticism of the attribiitiom given in titc Ciilalogucs is under-

taken in tl:cse notices.^

Lair-Dubreuil, Paris, has issued the catalogue
of the collection of the late Edouard Aynard,
of Lyons, to be sold (i to 4 Dec.) at the Galerie

Georges Petit, 8, Rue de Seze. It is well illus-

trated with reproductions from the carefully

chosen art-treasures of this well known French
banker and Depute. The 85 pictures are perhaps
the most interesting part of the collection, but
there are also some fine specimens of Eastern
faience, hispano-moresque ware, enamels, ivories,

plaquettes, bronzes, wood sculpture, tapestries and
furniture. Many of the early French pictures are
fairly familiar, for their late owner was a generous
lender to the Exposition des Primitifs Fran^ais at

Paris in 1904. The Italian 15th century is also

particularly well represented and includes interest-

ing examples of Era Angelico, Compagno di

Pesellino, Giovanni di Paolo, Filippo Lippi,

Bastiano Mainardi, Piero di Cosimo and Sellaio,

besides a good example of the large group of

female profile portraits, here in the catalogue
attributed to Piero della Francesca, though, as

stated in the accompanying text, Mr. Berenson has
suggested Antoniazzo Romano. The Magiluleiie

at the Foot of the Cross ascribed to Botticelli under
Savonarola's influence, and discussed at length in

Mr. Home's authoritative work on that master, is

one of the most arresting of the pictures of this

period. There are also a few examples of the

Dutch and Flemish schools, comprising the verv
early Rembrandt Ecce Homo, which Dr. Bode
dates about 1628. Among the tapestries the
splendid 15th-century Flemish panels which form
part of a series illustrating the history of Alexan-
der, rendered by Lambert le Tors in alexandrines
in the 14th century, are the most important.
Hugo HELBlNG(VVagmullerstr. 15, Munich) will

sell (i Dec. and following days) the collection

belonging to M. Arnold of Lucerne, consisting
of ceramics, glass, metal-work, leather-work, wax-
work, tortoiseshell-work, ivories, stone and wood
carvings, thread and silk fabrics, toys, furniture,
with some pictures, prints and miniatures. This
singularly comprehensive collection, mostly of
small objects, is illustrated in 20 pages largely
devoted to the furniture.

SOTHEBY is selling on 4 & 5 Dec. Mr. F. E.
Bliss's collection of modern etchings and engrav-
ings, together with some lithographs and woodcuts.
The illustrated catalogue (is.) contains 4 half-tone
reproductions of signed proofs of etchings by Sir

Frank Short, R.A. The same firm will sell

(ir & 12 Dec.) a collection of illuminated and
other manuscripts, one of the most important
(No. 433) being a 15th-century Italian MS.
of 66 leaves of the " De Navigatione " of Bene-
dictus de Cotrullis, written in neat Roman
characters with the chapter headings in colour.
The MS. is said to be of the highest geographical
importance and an unknown work of this author.
Sotheby will also sell (15 to 19 Dec.) the first

portion of the late Mr. John Dudman's collection

of coins, numismatic cabinets and books. This
portion seems to consist exclusively of English
coins, with some Scottish and Irish. The order
of sale is : 15th, gold, up to the Commonwealth

;

16th, the remainder, and silver from Offa to

Harold II ; 17th, silver, including Charles I ; 18th,

silver, Charles I (remainder) toGeorge II ; 19th,

remainder, with cabinets and books. The 3 plates

show the steady debasement in design and tech-
nique from Charles I to Victoria, but as we now
know, there was worse to follow.

Otto Helbing, Nachf. (4 Lenbachplatz,
Munich) will sell (8 Dec. and following days) a
large series (5299 lots) of mediaeval and modern
coins and medals, including coins struck by eccle-

siastical authorities (especially the Archbishops
of Mainz), Swiss coins and medals (especially

of Ziirich), and a collection of so-called Kip-
permiinzen. The catalogue has 34 collotype
plates.

Lepke's (Potsdamerstr. 122 a-b, Berlin) cata-

logue of Dr. Wedewer's collection of Old Masters,
which seems an interesting one, arrives too late for

further comment. The sale is on 2 Dec.
The American Art Association announces that

a small but carefully formed collection of pictures

belonging to the late Mr. Leon Hirsch will be sold

(29 Jan., 1914) in the Plaza Ballroom, New York;
that the attributions borne by many of the lots

are endorsed by well-known experts ; and—for

instance—that a portrait of a young unknown man,
with curling tumbled hair and a slight beard,
dressed in a ruff and velvet doublet, is ascribed
to Thomas de Keyser, by Dr. Oldenburg, Dr.
Valentiner and Dr. Kurt Erasmus, and accounted
a fine work.
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DUTCH AND SPANISH PERIODICALS
OUD-HoLLAND. Tweede Aflevering, 1913—DR- Bredius

prints some curious documents concerning a picture in the

museum at Amsterdam (No. 1085) painted by Frans Hals in

collaboration with Pieter Codde, representing the company

of Captain Regier Reael and of Lieutenant Cornells Michielsz

Blaeuw in 1637. The same writer contributes notes on a

contract between the painters Jan Porcellis and Cornells

Stooter in 1629, and on a family of painters of flower-pieces, the

Bosschaert of Antwerp. Dr. Six publishes new documents

concerning Paschier Lamertijn (Pasquier Lammertin), who he

considers was born c. 1563, probably at Kortrijk, the seat of the

linen damask-weaving industry, of which he was a most proficient

exponent ; among specimens of his work reproduced is the napkin

woven for James I in 1603, now in the Victoria and Albert

Museum. Dr. Weizs.Xcker writes (in German) on an altar-piece

of 1502 in the small church of S. Maria della Piela in the Campo
Santo dei Tedeschi, Rome, by a Netherlandish artist of eclectic

tendencies ; reminiscences are found in it of Leonardo, of

Perugino and of Signorelli, but the writer has been unable to

identify the artist, whom he designates for the present the "Master

of the Campo Santo". He recalls the fact that among the great

Italian artists who were employed by Julius H in Rome in the

early years of the i5th century, the name of one Netherlandish

artist, Johann Ruysch, also occurs. First article by N. Altixg
Mees on artists of Rotterdam in the 17th century ; and notes by

Dr. Enschede on foreign appreciation of Rembrandt's etchings

in 1659.
Derde Aflevering.—Dr. Eisler contributes an article

(German) entitled :
" Der Annenkirchplatz in Haarlem (die

Geschichte eines holliindischen Marktbildes) ". Dr. Ruvs gives

an account of the poet and painter Heiman Dullaert, 1636-84,

who was at one time a pupil of Rembrandt. His portrait, en-

graved by Houbraken, after a painting by Philips de Koninck,

is reproduced. N. Altixg Mees continues her useful articles on

the artists of Rotterdam, entitled: ".\anteekeningen over Oud-
Rotterdamsche Kunstenaars". Dr. Bredius prints an inventory

of 1679 in which many paintings by celebrated masters are

enumerated, and the foliowing entries also occur :
" Een Kunst-

boeck van Albrecht Diirer vol prenten" and " Vele prenten van

Callot, Heemskerck en andere meesters".

Onze Kunst. No. 4. April, 1913.—The portrait of a man
by Rembrandt in the Koppel collection at Berlin is discussed

by Dr. Schmidt-Degexer, who would identify the sitter as

Gerard de Lairesse; the date is deciphered as 1665, a period

when Lairesse is known to have been at Amsterdam, and to have

had relations with Gerrit Uylenburgh, a connexion by marriage

of Rembrandt.

No. 5.

—

Dr. Destree writes on portraits of Gerard David, i.e.,

the one in the background of his celebrated picture of the

Madonna u'itJi Aitgcls and Saints, in the Rouen Museum, and the

other, considerably later in date, in The Adoration of the Magi, in

the Brussels Museum ; the authenticity of the likeness in both

these portraits is confirmed by their identity of type with that in

the well-known drawing bearing the inscription : "Maistre David
peintre excellent".

No. 6.—The same writer treats of a lost composition, by
Hugo van der Goes, representing the Lamentation over the Dead
Body of Clirist. Three versions of the composition exist, i.e., an

old copy in the collection of M. Joly, at Brussels, which gives

some idea of the power and tragic impressiveness of the lost

original ; an altered version, less dramatic and weaker in

character, belonging to M. de Drucker (P'orest-Bruxelles), both of

wliich are said to have come from Spain ; the third version,

an interesting work in the collection of Prof. Gomez-Moreno, at

Madrid, shows a connexion with the works of a painter

whom M. Hulin de Loo has identitied with Albert Bouts. The
original must have belonged to the early period of Hugo van der

Goes's career. If still in existence it is possible that the publicity

here given to the composition may serve to bring the original

to light.

No. 7.

—

Dr. Schmidt-Degener, treating of portraits by
Rembrandt, confirms the identification of The Ladywith the Fan
at Buckingham Palace as Titia van Uylenburgh, the sister of

Rembrandt's wife Saskia ; it was probably painted in the first

half of 1641 ; she died early in June of that year. The pendant
of the Buckingham Palace portrait, at Brussels, represents

Titia's husband, Francois Coopal, and was probably painted

after he became a widower, A drawing of Titia inscribed
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with her name and the date 1639 is at Stockholm, and was
inspired by a drawing by Paolo Veronese in the possession of

the writer, but once owned by Jan Pietersz Zoomer, a friend

and contemporary of Rembrandt, at whose sale Zoomer may
possibly have acquired it. The drawing is inscribed with the

name of Paolo Veronese ; the attribution, attested by certain

characteristics and by its connexion with other drawings by the

master, has been confirmed by a competent Italian critic.

No. 8.—Additions of portraits and drawings to the collection

in the Rembrandtshuis, and of important pictures to the Rijks-

museum, are chronicled. In the last-named collection may be
noted a characteristic work by Gerard Dou, which was formerly

regarded as an early work by Rembrandt ; a still-life by that

rare painter, F. Sant-Acker ; two views of Naples by Caspar
van Wittel, who during his long residence in Rome was known
as Gasparo Vanvitelli ; a portrait of Count Home—a copy after

Antonio Moro or possibly even a replica by the master ; and other

works. Some important sales of last summer are discussed,

including those of the Steengracht and Nemes collections in

Paris, and of collections of drawings by old masters at Amster-
dam, in one of which were comprised no less than 32 drawings
by Rembrandt ; of paramount importance among them was a

portrait of himself of 1655, which has remained in Holland.

No. 10.

—

Dr. Vermeulex has a first article on the very

interesting exhibition of ecclesiastical art at 'S Hertogenbosch.

No. II.—This is a special number entitled : "De Tentoon-
stelling van Oude Kunst in Vlaanderen, Gent, 1913'', an
interesting loan collection, which has found an able exponent

in the Secretary, Dr. Paul Bergmaxs, In aim this exhibition

differed considerably from those which have preceded it, such as

the exhibition of primitives at Bruges, that dealing with

17th-century art at Brussels, and others. At Ghent the principal

intention has been to illustrate the life and art of the Scheldgouw,
and though the organizers, for convenience sake, designated it

" Oude Kunst in Vlaanderen '', it embraces the country lying

between the North of PYance and Zeeland, and includes

portions of East and West Flanders, of Hainault, Brabant, and
the province of Antwerp ; the art, therefore, is that of the

Maas and the Schelde. The topographical section was re-

markably complete and instructive, and the writer dwells upon
the extreme rarity of some of the examples exhibited, for few
cities can boast so important a collection of topographical

documents from mediaeval times downwards as that in the

University Library at Ghent. Among numerous examples of

gold and silversmiths' work was the fine collar of a isth-century

Goldsmiths' Guild, in a richly engraved casket, which is to

form the subject of a special article by Dr. Casier, and the

scarcely less beautiful collar of the Guild of S. Sebastiari, at

Dixmuiden (i6th century), which is reproduced. Among drink-

ing cups, beakers, &c.,'the property of different owners, was
one presented by the Archduke Albeit and his wife Isabella to

the Guild of S. Sebastian, at Ghent, and still in the possession of

that flourishing corporation. Among objects of ecclesiastical

art were the pastoral staft" from Maubeuge (13th-century),

the monstrance of Castre (1495). a reliquary in the form of a

triptych (14th-century) from the church of Ey ne and many more,

including the magnificent monstrance from the church of S.

Michael, Ghent, executed by the Ghent goldsmith. Lenoir, in

1698 ; and among the many admirable tapestries was a frag-

ment of the celebrated series of the Apocalypse of Angers (14th

century) from cartoons of Jan van Brugge. The pictures

included the much-discussed panels from the Abbey of

ToDgerloo with the legend of S. Dymphna by Gossen van der

Weyden, a few primitives and many interesting portraits. All

these objects were exhibited in the section " Land en Leven ".

which was completed by the inclusion of a room, doomed to

destruction but transported bodily from the Stadhuis and now
carefully restored, i.e., "Der Armencaemer der Stad Gent",

founded by Charles V, and adorned later with paintings and

carvings. In the section " Kunst en Kunstnijverheid " were

many striking examples of plastic art such as the marble

statue of S. Catharine by Andre Beauneveu, the magnificent

heads in carved oak, lent by the museum at Ypres, and the

altar-piece, with the history of S. John the Baptist, of 1515, from

Hemelveerdegem.

KOXIXKLIJK OUDHEIDKUNDIG GENOOTSCHAP TE AMSTERDAM :

JaARVERSLAG IX DE ViER-EX-VlFTIGSTE ALGEMEEXE VERGADER-
IXG OP MAANDAG 20 MEI, I912. UlTGEBRACHT DOOR DEX VOOR-

ziTTER JHR. Dr. J. Six—1 he annual report and organ of this



Society contains at the end a paper by Dr. Van Huffel entitled
" De Techniek van Ploos van Amstel in zijn prentwerk bestaande
uit 46 imitaties van Teekeningen". A complete list of these
imitations is given with the technique of each example, the name
of the artist whose work was imitated, and that of the copyist

—

i.e., Ploos van Amstel himself and his collaborators, Kornlein
and Schreuder, both of whom had bound themselves by contract
to work for Van Amstel.

Museum. No. 2. 1913.

—

Dr. Romero de Torres repro-
duces a number of unpublished works by Valdes Leal, whom he
designates "the painter of the dead ",the subjects here discussed
being all decapitated heads of saints and martyrs. They are not
without importance as illustrating the " romanticismo tragico

"

of Valdes, and they slied a new light upon the interesting
personality of this excellent artist. The remarkable picture of
S. Bonaventura in the Cook collection (at present in the
Spanish E.\hibition at the Grafton Galleries) is referred to.

No. 3.—This number is devoted to an iconographical study by
Dr. Tr.\moveres Bl.4Sco, entitled La Viigc'ii dc la Lcche en el

arte. The subject of the mother and child is traced from classic
times in bronzes and wall-paintings ; a fragment of a mirror
with a representation of the subject is explained as Juno nourish-
ing the infant Hercules at her breast. The earliest example in

Christian art is in the catacombs of S, Priscilla, and is ascribed
to the 2nd century ; in the art of the following centuries the
subject rarely occurs, but it received an impetus from the writ-
ings of S. Bernard, and was frequent in the art of the trecento in
Italy. In the 15th and 16th centuries it rarely appears in the
Florentine and Venetian schools but is very common in those of
Milan and Lombardy. The treatment in Italian sculpture and
in the French, Netherlandish, and German schools is touched
upon, and the subject of Charity, as treated by artists of the
Renaissance, is also examined.

No. 4.—The pictures of the Hispanic Society of America are
discussed by Dr. von LoG.-i, among them an ,admirable portrait
of the Duke of Alba by Antonio Moro, a replica of one at Brussels

;

a portrait of Margaret of Parma, aunt of Charles V ; three
portraits by Vela/quez ; the celebrated portrait of the Duchess of
Alba by Goya of 1797, formerly in the Irrureta Goyena collection
at Seville, and others. Dr. C.\brero contributes a note on archa;o-
logical discoveries in Iviza, more especially in the necropolis of
Ebuso. The Phcenicians established a colony in the island of
Tricuadra, situated at the entrance to the port of Iviza, in order

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
[Publications, the price ofic'hich shonld always be slated, cannot

of the previous month. 'Brief notes will not

The Happy Prince and other Stories, by Oscar Wilde. Illus-
trated by Charles Robinson (Duckworth) 12s. 6d. net.

Sec " Ornamental Books ".

Album du Vieux Gand. Vue Monumentales et pittoresque de
l.i Villa de Gand a Iravers les ages, accompagnees de notices
historiques. Par Paul Bergmans et Armand Heins. Brux-
elles et Paris (Van Oest), 30 fr.

Les Tres Belles Miniatures de la Bibliotheque Royalede Belgique
Par Eugene Bacha. Bruxelles et Paris (Van Oest). 30 fr.

A portfolio containing a selection of 57 heliotype
reproductions of pages in various MSS. with a brief
introduction by the conservatcur des Manuscripts at
the library.

ZUCKER (P.). 'Raumdarstellung und Bildarchitekturen im
Florentiner Quattrocento. Mit 41 Abbifdungen. Leipzig
(Klinkhardt), M. 14.

t. t &

An interesting study in 14 chapters on architectural
representations in Florentine painting.

Laufer (B.). Notes on Turquois in the East. Field Museum
of Natural History, publication 169, Anthropological Series,
Vol. .Kin, No. I [with i colour and 7 other plates [Chicago
(Field Museum).

Batsford's Collectors' Library (i) Old English Furniture, by
F. Fenn and B. Wylie, 90 pp. and 94 illus

; (2) French
Furniture, by Andr^ Saglio, 193 pp. and 59 illus.

; (s)
Sheffield Plate, by B. Wyllie, 161 pp. and 121 illus. ; (4)
Old Pewter, by M. Bell, 186 pp and 106 illus.

; (5) Dutch
Pottery and Porcelain, by VV. Pitcairn Knowles, 122 pp.
and 54 illus. (18 in colour)

; (6) French Pottery and Porce-
lain, by H. Frantz, 176 pp. and 77 illus,

; (7) English Table

Dutch and Spanish Periodicals

to develop the important industry of the purple dye, the ninre.v

trunculiis from which it was obtained having been found there
in great quantities.

No. 5.—Contains reproductions of a number of Goya's works ;

many celebrated portraits, including his portrait of himself in the
Musee d'Agen in France, cartoons for tapestry, drawings, etc.

BOLETIN DE LA SOCIEDAD ESPANOI.A DE EXCURSIONES.
Trimestre i, 1913.—Dr. Sentenach continues his articles on
the great portrait painters of Spain. Many interesting repro-
ductions of portraits by Murillo and Zurbaran in private collec-
tions in Spain, and by Juan Carreno Miranda and others. The
striking portrait by Valdes Leal of D. Miguel de Manara is

reproduced ; for this patron the artist executed two of his most
celebrated works in tlie Hospital of the Caridad at Seville. In
the opinion of the writer the S. Bonaventura in the Cook
collection is not by Valdes Leal and does not represent
this Franciscan saint but the Jesuit Fr. Juan Bartelo [c/. Mr.
Egerton Beck's article, p. 171.

—

Ed.]. Don Vicente L.wiperez
Y RoMEA, the architect, contributes notes on the ancient Archi-
episcopal palace at Santiago de Compostela, with plans
and illustrations of many notable architectural details and of
the sculptures of the Salon de Fiestas. This extremely
interesting building, which owes its origin to Don Diego
Gelmirez, Archbishop of Santiago (i 120-1140), has hitherto
received but scant attention from writers. The article is a
useful contribution to the history of civil architecture in
Spain. The CoNDE DE Polentinos writes on the Plaza Mayor
and the Casa Panadcria at Madrid.

Trimestre II.—Dr Sentenach, in a further p.aper on the
portrait painters, de.als in the first part of the article with painters
of the Bourbons in the i8th century, mostly foreigners, such as
the Venetian Leonardoni, Don Juan Ranc, a disciple of Rigaud,
Van Loo, R.iphael Mengs, and others ; the second part is

dedicated to Goya and certain of his followers. Dr. Gomez-
Moreno h.as a long and important article entitled " De Arqueo-
logia mozarabe." Dr. Ellas Tormo contributes notes on
Gaspar Becerra, a Spanish follower of Michelangelo, who lived
for some time in Italy, and worked in Rome with Vasari and
Daniele da Volterra. His carved rctablo in the cathedral at

Astorga and other works are referred to, and a detailed account
is given of his ceiling paintings at El Pardo, in the decorative
parts of which he was assisted by Giov. Battista Castello, of
Bergamo ; they were executed circa 1562-63. J.

be included here unless they have been delivered before the i6lh
pieclude the publication of longer reviews.]

Glass, by P. Bate. 121 pp. and 254 illus.
; (8) English

Embroidery, by A. F. Kendrick, 125 pp. and 64 illustrations

(4 in colour). (ISatsford " Collectors' Library "). 6s. net each.
Hdish (M. B.). Samplers and Tapestry Embroideries. Second

edition, with 24 coloured plates and 77 illustrations in the
text. (Longmans). los. 6d. net.

A cheaper edition, loith some additions.
Plan (P. P.) Jacques Callot, Maitre Graveur (1593-1635) suivi

d'un catalogue chronologique. Nouvelle edition revue et

reduite, ornee de 96 estampes et d'un portrait. Bruxelles
et Paris (Van Oest). 5 fr.

L'Art ancien au Pays de Liege. Album public sous le patron
age du Comite Executif de I'Exposiunn Universellc de Li6ge,

1905, par M. G. Terme, 3 vol. Bruxelles & Paris CVan
Oest), 60 fr.

Fierens-Geraert. La Peinture au Musee ancien de Bruxelles,
reproduction de 174 ceuvres des diverses ecoles, precfedee
d'un guide historique et critique. Bruxelles et Paris (Van
Oe-t), 10 fr.

Maeterlinck (L.) Nabur M.artins ou le Maitre de F16malle
(nouveaux documents). Bruxelles et Paris (Van Oest), 3 fr.

A brochure with 51S plates in halt-tone.
The Chimes, by Chailes Dickens, illustrated by Hugh Thomson.

(Hodder.) 6s. net.

See " Ornamental Books."
Art of Auguste Rodin, from the French of Paul Osell, by Mrs.

Romilly Fedden. (Hodder.) 6s. net. [with 61 illustrations].
Stained Glass of the Middle Ages in England and France,

painted by L. B. Saint, described by H. Arnold. (Black.)
25Si net [with 50 colour illustrations].
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Publications Received

Princess Badoura, a tale from the Arabian Nights, retold by
Laurence Housman, illustrated by Edmund Dulac.

(Hodder.) los. 6d.

See " Onianiciilnl Books ".

Ars Asiatica, etudes et documents publies sous la direction de
Victor Goloubew. I—La Peinture chinoise au Musee
Cernuschi avril-juin 1912, par E. Chavannes & R. Petrucci.

(Bruxelles & Paris.) 48 fr.

Tlie first of this long-expecUd and highly important

scries. TJic volume conld not be frodnced as it is in

this country at anything approaching its l07V price. A
necessity for every good art library.

BiNYON (L.). The Art of Botticelli, an essay in pictorial

cri.icism. (Macmillan.) Glasgow (Maclehose), /12 123.

A solid and handsome qnarto volnmc containing 25
colour plate reproductions of Botticelli's work, and, as a
frontispiece, an etching by Mr. Muirhead Bone.

Bohn's Antiquarian Library. The Bayeux Tapestry, a history

and description, by F. R. Fowke. (Bell.) is.

A very handy reprint, with yg pages of illustration,

Ryi.EY (A. B.). Old Paste, with 2S plates.

A monograph on imitative composition from the earliest

limes. The plates include a very successful colour

print.

Lewer (H. W.) The China Collector, a guide to the porcelain of

the English factories, with a prefatory note by F. Stevens,

and 32 illustrations and reproductions of the authentic

ceramic marks. (Jenkins.) 5s. net.

French colour-prints of the iSth century. An introductory essay

by M. C. Salaman. Illustrated by 50 representative

examples in colour. (Heinemann.) £2 2s. net.

A Digit of the Moon, a Hindoo love story, translated from the

original MS. by F. W. Bain, vol. I (P. L. Warner. "The
Indian Stories of F. \V, Bain in 10 vols."). Edition limited

to 500 sets printed on paper ;
boards £6 net. per set

;

natural-grain parchment, _^io net. per set.

Spare (A. O.). The Book of Pleasure (Self-Love). The
Psychology of Ecstasy. (The Author, 813, Golders Green
Parade, N.W.). los.

Ch.^mberl.\in (A. B.). Hans Holbein the younger, 2 vol., with

252 illustrations, 24 in colour. (Allen.) ^^3 3s. net.

Patzac (B.) Palast und Villa in Toscana, 2=8 Buch (Band II.

Die Renaissance- und Barockvilla in Italien). Leipzig
(Klinkhardi),4oM.
The first book was reviewed /iere,vol. .x.xiii., p. 175, and

the remainder icill be reviewed on the appearance of the

third and last book.

The Landscapes of Corot, 1796-1875. Text by D. Croal

Thomson. Parti. (" The Studio".) 2s. 6d. each part.

Mother Goose. The old Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by
Arthur Rackham. (Heinemann.) 6s. net.

See " Ornamental Books".
SWARZENSKI (G). Die Salzburger Malerei des friihen Mittel-

alters, 2" Teil. Tafelband mit 457 Abbild. auf 135 Licht-

drucktafeln. M.96. Textband M.54. Leipzig (Hier^emann).
A work of this importance by an author 0/ this authority

is a necessity in any good art library.

Atta Troll, from the German of Heine, by Herman Sheffauer.

with an introduction by Dr. O. Levy, and some pen-and-
ink sketches by Willy Pog.iny. (Sidgwick.) 3s.6d.net.
Heine can only be translated by a poet. Dr. Levy sets

out to interpret the poem. The headings and tail-pieces to

the cantos arc by Mr. Horace Taylor. The notes are good.

Vernon Lee. The Beautiful. An introduction to Psychological

^Esthetics. (Cambridge University Press, "Cambridge
Manuals.") is. net.

Steinmann (E). Der Portraitdarstellungen des Michelangelo.
Leipzig (Klinkhardt), M. 135.

Whitworui (E.). The Art of Nijinsky, with ten illustrations

by Dorottiy Mallock. (Chatto.) 3s. 6d. net.

Fris (V.). Histoire de Gand. [With 70 plates.] Bruxelles

vVan Oest), 12 fr.

Kristeller (P.). Die Lombardische Graphik der Renaissance
nebst einem Verzeichnis von Biichern mit Holzschnitten

;

mit I Heliogravure, 11 dichtdrunken u. 30 Textabbild.

Berlin (Cassirer), M33.
Quality Street. A comedy in 4 acts by J. M. Barrie, with

illustrations by Hugh Thomson. (Hodder.) 15s. net.

See " Ornamental Books."

Stokes (H.). Francisco Goya. A study of the work and
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personality of the 18th-century Spanish painter and satirist

With 48 full-page illustrations. (Jenkins.) los. 6d. net.

Evidently a readable book on a fascinating subject,

and the first in English making any claim to treat it

completely.

City of Nottingham Art Museum, Nottingham Castle. Illus-

trated catalogue of the permanent collection of pictures,

drawings, &c., with biographical notes, compiled under
the direction of G. H. Wallis, F.S.A., Art Director and
Curator, Nottingham, 2nd ed., 1913. 6d.

The Holburne Art Museum, Bath. Catalogue of Pictures.

Bath (Fyson, printers). 2d.

Graves (A.) A century of loan exhibitions. Vol. ii (H to Q).

(A. Graves.) £5 5s.

Sovriau (P.). L'Esthfitique de la Lumiere. Illustre de 76
figures dans le texte. Paris (Hachette), 10 fr.

Richter (L. M.). Chantilly in History and Art, with portraits

and illustrations. (Murray.) 21s. net.

A Catalogue of the Paintings at Doughty House, Richmond, and
elsewhere, in the collection of Sir Frederick Cook, Bt.,

Visconde de Monserrate, edited by Herbert Cook, M.A.,

F.S.A., hon. member of the Royal Academy of Madrid.

Vol. I, Italian Schools, by Dr. Tancred Borenius. (Heine-

mann) vol, I, £() 6s. ; complete in 3 vols., £1$.
A sumptuous volume describing the best-known private

collection in England, catalogued by one of the most thoroughly

qualified historians of Italian art.

Periodicals.—Amtliche Berichte, Nov.—.\pollon (St. Peters-

burg), No- 7— Bulletin of the Pennsylvania Museum, Oct.

—

Bulletin of the Rhode Island School of Design, Oct.—Uer
Cicerone, Heft 21— Felix Ravenna, semestrale 11—The
Fine Art Trade Journal, Sept.- Gazette des Beaux Arts,

Nov., and Chronique des Arts, 25 Oct., 8 Nov.— Illustrated

London News—Journal of the Imperial Arts League, Nov.
—Kokka, Sept.—Die Kunst. Nov.—Madonna Verona, July-

Sept.—Monatshefte fiir Kiinstwissenschaft, Nov.—The
Month, Nov.—Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin (Boston,

U.S.A.)—Onze Kunst, Nov.—The Path, Sept., Oct.— Print-

collectors' Quarterly, Oct.—Quarterly Review, Oct.—
Repertoire d'Artetd'Archeologie, Index alphabfetique 1912,
2rae trimestre, 1913—Repertorium fiir Kunstwissenschaft,

15 Nov.—Revue de I'Art, 10 Nov., and Bulletin de I'Art,

18 Oct,, I Nov.—Revue de I'Art Chretien, Sept.-Oct.—The
Town-Planning Review, Oct.—La Vie des Lettres, Oct.—
Werke der Volkskunst, Oct.

Pamphlets, Reports, &c—An Altar-piece of Saint Humility,

by Montgomery Carmichael (extract from the October,

1913, number of -'The Ecclesiastical Review", Phila-

delphia, U.S.A.)—La Legende et le monument des Van
Eyck, par A. J. Wauters (Extrait de " La Revue de

Belgique", i<" Oct., 1913).— Report on the progress

and condition of the United States National Museum for

the year ending June 30th, 1912, Washington, U.S.A.

(Government Printing Otiice) — Cooper Union for the

advancement of Science and Art, 54th annual repoit, June,

igi3—Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art

37th annual report, 1913—Ooffentliche Sammlung in Basel,

ixv Jahres-Bericht, mit 3 Tafeln, Basel.

Trade Catalogues, &c,—Baer, Hochstr. 6, Frankfurt a.M.
,

Incunabula, xylographica et typographica 1450-1500,

Supplementum 3 [illustrated]. — Olschki, 4 Lungarno

Acciaioli, Florence ; Catalogue Lxxiv, Manuscrits sur

velin avec miniatures du .\° au xvp siecle soigneusement

decrits et mis en vente parte Commandeur Leo. S. Olschki.

Libraire-antiquaire-editeur.Directeurde la revue mensuelle

illustree " La Bibliotilia ", avec 60 fac-similes dans le texte,

une grande planche colorize, 32 planches en heliogravure

et 4, planches phototypiques. Florence (Olschki), 20 f.

\An admirably produced catalogue-de-lu.\e.^—^eAt\mtyev,

6 rue de la Rochefoucauld, Paris. "A Stag-hunt of

King Philip IV of Spain ", by Diego Velazquez. [One

of Sedelmever's thoroughly well illustrated and carefully

written brochures describing one of his important pictures.]

—Heinemann, Lenbachplatz 5 & 6, Munich, Katalog alten-

glischer Meister ;
permanente Ausstellung von Werken,

erstklassiger deutscher, franzosischer, altenglischer und

altspanischer Meister. [A very well-produced collection of

over 70 mounted collotoypes illustrating a part of Heine-

mann' s stock of the schools stated.']
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BRAKE'S "RIPOSO": A NOTE
OMMENTARY on the genius of

Blake, beginning with Swinburne's

essay, generally bewilders instead of

enlightening students of his art.

Happily the subject reproduced here

is so simple that explanation would offend the

intelligence of anyone before whose eyes the

reproduction is placed. Here Blake, the cryptic

prophet, speaks a universal language. Nor does
the technique require any reference to his other

elaborate and much-disputed processes. The
Riposo is merely a wash drawing none the worse
for being only partially coloured. Blake probably
never intended to carry it any further ; at any
rate, it is complete as we see it. In most of this

kind of work he sketched his subject in pencil and
defined the outlines neatly in ink, sometimes
before and sometimes after laying on a wash of

colour with but slight gradations of tone. In the

Riposo the Madonna and Child are outlined in ink

and left uncoloured, the chief note of colour being

a subdued blue used for Joseph's frock and the

red glow of the setting sun ; the ass and the

charming landscape are also faintly washed with

colour.

The Riposo has not been exhibited in England
since the Blake exhibition at the Burlington P'ine

Arts Club in 1876, and is never likely to be seen

here again. In 1876 it belonged to Lord
Houghton, who bequeathed it to the Earl of

Crewe, from whom it passed through Messrs.

Carfax to the Metropolitan Museum, New York.
The genuine signature and date plainly visible in

the lower right-hand corner are not necessary to

prove that it is entirely the work of Blake. Though
the composition is devoid of his salient pecu-

liarities, the whole treatment, even apart from the

Blakeian flora and the ass—the good counterpart

of the evil ass of the colour-print Hecate—stamps
it as a work impossible to any other artist. The
drawing measures 13J by 14^ inches. The repro-

duction is made, by the courtesy of Messrs. Carfax,

from a photograph taken while the drawing was
in their possession.

BYZANTINE SILKS IN LONDON UVSEUUS-(conchided)

BY W. R. LETHABY

tammg
Egypt.

EWEL PATTERN.—A very narrow
I strip at South Kensington is patterned

on a bright blue ground with a net-

work of lozenges made up of double
' rows of " pearls ", each lozenge con-

a pear-shaped jewel. It was found in

"Jewelling" was a favourite method of

ornamentation in Hellenistic Egypt, and we find

it again on the Coptic embroideries. The con-

tinuous lozenge pattern seems to have been derived

from the network of green beads laid over Egyptian

mummies. A pattern something like that on our
silk appears on some of the costumes in the

Ravenna mosaics, and one almost identical is in

the MS. of Cosmas.^ This must, I think, be a

6th-century pattern. There are many other

fragments of smaller patterns found in Egypt now
in the Victoria and Albert Museum, which cannot
be dealt with here.

The Sassaniani Dragon.—Two or three pieces

at South Kensington have circles, each containing

a curious winged creature with a lifted tail of

feathers.-* This "dragon" is frequently found
on Persian silver work of the 7th century. A
silk of this pattern appears to be represented on a

Sassanian sculpture, as pointed out by Mr. Alan

Cole, This great relief of a king is at Kermanshah.
Descriptions of it dating from the loth century

show that it represents Chosroes II (c. 620).

According to the earliest of these accounts " the

sculptor was Fatus Rumi

—

i.e., of Rum, the

Byzantine Empire"." The monument certainly

''^ Diehl (Ch.), Manuel d'art Byzantin, igio, fig. 113.

"Dalton (O. M.), Byzantine Art and Arcluvology, fig. 368,

'"Jackson (N. V. W.), Persia Past and Present, 1906, p. 224.

The Burungton Magazine, No. 130. Vol. XXIV.—Jaauary. 1914.

shows Byzantine contacts, and even the patterned

stuff represented on the sculpture has a remarkable
resemblance to the piece illustrated by Dalton.^^

The Sassanian dragon itself certainly goes back
to the 7th century, but the whole type of design in

which these creatures are set in circles must have
been copied from Byzantine art. The Sassanian

dragon was later adopted on Byzantine textiles.

There is at South Kensington a piece with a

purple ground which must, I think, be Byzan-
tine, and not earlier than the loth century.

Another piece at Berlin with these creatures and
elephants must certainly be both Byzantine and
late."

On the other hand the fine green piece at South
Kensington is very probably truly Sassanian. A
piece found in the Sancta Sanctorum with circles

containing pheasants seems to be closely allied to

it ; so also does a painted pattern found in a

Buddhist cave in Turkestan which must have

been copied from one of these textiles."^ Figure

369 in Mr. Dalton's work may be a copy of a

Sassanian pattern.

Affronted Lions.—Another piece at South

Kensington may be Sassanian, but if it is it also

shows a connexion with the Byzantine tissues.

This has pairs of crudely drawn lions face to face

in ovals, and in the interspaces double pairs of

animals. These animals have much in common
with those in the three inferior hunter pieces last

described under that type. On those we find the

2' Op. Cit., fig. 440.
^ Dalton, fig. 47.

^'Grunewcdcl (A.)

fig. 172.

.Utbtiddhistisehe KnttstMteii, V« 191^
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spots on the joints which appear in such a marked

way on our affronted Hon piece. At Sens there

are other pieces of similar silks. Still another

piece which differed in some respects was found

in the Sancta Sanctorum.^ At Nancy there is a

piece which belongs to the same family,™ which

is certainly Saracenic. Mr. Kendrick has very

kindly brought to my notice some figured silks

in the Palliot collection at the Museedel'Extreme

Orient in the Louvre; one of these belongs to the

same class as the affronted lion pieces- at Sens and

South Kensington, and more than one are of the

rather crude type which I have supposed may be

Sassanian. Sir M. A. Stein has also found in the

same desert lands many pieces of fine patterned

silks of the " Sassanian type ", one with winged

lions facing each other and another having rings

and quatrefoils with pairs of deer and geese.

Triumph Type.—A strip of deep purple silk in

the Victoria and Albert Museum bears the central

part of a roundel which contained an emperor

driving in a chariot. The emperor is crowned

and has a nimbus which does not necessarily

suggest a saint. A piece of silk in the Cluny

Museum ^^ is very similar, and even more so is a

piece in Brussels illustrated by Migeon." Both

these patterns have four horses to the chariots,

and this was doubtless the case with ours also,

which can be restored with fair accuracy by a

comparison with the other pieces. The motive

of the front view of a four-horse chariot goes back

to Pompeii and Greece. Compare the triumph

of Licinius '' and the medal of Constantine.'^' The
latter, indeed, looks as if it might be the actual

source for the design on our silk, but it is, of

course, much later. Compare a relief at S. Mark's,

Venice.'" Just enough remains of the border of

our piece to show that it had a simple guilloche

pattern.^*^ The circles are 13 in. in diameter inside

the border, and the colour is a deep full purple.

There is Persian feeling in both the Cluny and
Brussels pieces ; this is especially so in the two
goats in the interspaces of the former. The
circular borders of the Cluny piece have a variety

of the rose pattern. I am inclined to think that

our triumph piece was woven at Constantinople
;

perhaps all of this type were. I have recently

found a similar chariot group on a mosaic from
Carthage of the 6th century, and I still feel some
doubt as to the origin and date of this type.

The Great Griffin.—A fragment at South
Kensington being an eagle's head with part of a

circular border and the filling of the interspaces

=3 Dalton, 0/1. c(7., fig. 373-
*> Migeon (Gaston), Les Arts du tissue, 1909, p. 43.
" Diehl (C), op. cit., fig. 133.
*2 Migeon, op. cit., p. 17.
^ Venturi (Ant.), Storia dell' arte italiana. Vol. I, 1901.
" Forrer (Rob.), Real Le.xikon, 1907, p. 553.
5'Bayet (Chas.), L'art byzantin, 1883, fig. 61,

"C/. Migeon, op. cit., p. 267.
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belonged to a pattern of very large scale. The
circles with their borders must have been about

2 ft. in diameter. Too little remains for us to

determine what the complete design was if it

were not that at Sens there is a large piece of a

similar tissue patterned with griffins in large

circles. The diameter of the roundels of this

piece is 65 m. (about 24 in.) ; they touched but

were not otherwise connected ; the griffin of this

piece must have been practically identical with

that on ours [Figure id]. The borders of the

Sens piece are like

those of the famous
elephant pattern of

which the circles are

30 in. diameter, in-

cluding the borders.^'

The chevron pattern

on the neck of the

griffins is used also

on the great lion

piece. All these must
be nearly of the same date, that is, not earlier

than the loth century, and they were probably

woven at Constantinople ; none have been

found in Egypt. In the book for the regu-

lation of industries of Constantinople, promul-

gated by Leo the Wise and translated by M. Jules

Nicole under the title of " Le Livre du Prefet ",

we may see how very important the commerce in

silk was ; here too we find that the royal purple

might not be exported. Compare Mr. Dalton's

quotation from Liutprand.

At the British Museum is a fragment of another

piece which had a winged beast, about 15 in. long,

of a somewhat similar t}'pe, but one of the fore-

paws was lifted. The head and hindquarters are

lost ; but it must have been a very fine silk. The
colour is extremely beautiful—violet, white and a

fair blue. This piece was perhaps Saracenic.

The Fruit Bowl.—In the grave of S. Cuthbert

at Durham a large fragment of a remarkable silk

was found which is represented by a full-sized

drawing at South Kensington. On it were large

circles, touching but not otherwise joined. On
the existing piece the circle contains a bowl of

fruit rising from water on which ducks swim ; in

the interspaces are vine leaves and other ducks.

Dreger calls it Graeco-Egyptian, but this is a mere

guess. The great size of the circles—24 in. in

diameter, including the borders—and the fact that

they are not linked together relates it to the great

griffin and the elephant pieces. Probably all

these colossal patterns were made at Constanti-

nople. Some other pieces of silk found in

S. Cuthbert's grave could not have been earlier

than the nth century, and I doubt if this one was

earlier. The circles have especially fine borders

like wreaths of fruits. The smaller Sassanian

" Dalton, op. cit., fig. 373-
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dragon piece at South Kensington has a somewhat
similar border ; so has another at Berlin, I believe.

The fruit-bowl pattern would seem to suggest

abundance, perhaps that of the city on the Golden
Horn. We are told that in one of the vestibules

of the palace a great vase of fruit was placed so

that all who passed

might take from it.
..-' ""

•,.

Arabic Patterns. .•'...- -.•:.j;.
'.

—At South Kensing-
ton and at the British

Museum are a large

number of silks of

Saracenic origin, but

of all these practically

nothing need now be
said. I may, however,
call attention to the

fact that at the British

Museum the Eastern

tissues are distributed

in three departments
—the Egyptian, the

Early Christian and
the Mediaeval. (I

must again express

the hope that some
day they will be
brought together to

form a strong Early

Christian and Byzan-
tine collection.) In

the last there are

fragments of a silk

which had an eagle or

which a degraded form
pattern appears. Another
beasts in bands and between them bands of

fish tail to tail. Of neither of these is sufficient

left to allow of a full restoration, but if the

fragments were set out in relation to one
another their general schemes would be seen. At
Canterbury there is a seal bag made of small

pieces of a very beautiful oriental tissue. Mr.

-^^^''^/j^

eagles in circles on
of the Coptic rose-

had pairs of affronted

Dalton has illustrated the largest fragment in his

Fig. 370. By fitting together all the pieces I have
produced the restoration given in Figure ii.

The fluttering scarves tied to the birds' necks are

typically Sassanian in origin, but the pattern as a

whole is Arabic rather than Persian. It was
brought to England
in the early imiddle
ages, and it may
have inspired de-

signs here. Our
collections of early

textiles are very full

and fine. Especially

remarkable is the

fact— if I am right

in the results of ray

enquiry — that the

South Kensington
Museum possesses

four of the earliest

known pieces of

Byzantine- silk, and
other two being
those found not long
ago in the Sancta
Sanctorum of the

Vatican.

I may most con-
veniently set down
my general conclu-
sions in the form of

a synopsis, thus :

—

Alexandrian origins

;

Egypto - Byzantine development ; finest early

style in the 6th century ; an earlier and later

style, the former being represented by finds

in Coptic graves ; Persian borrowing and dis-

tribution over the East ; oriental reaction on
the West ; Constantinople the centre of later

style; the great wheel patterns of the loth century
and onward characteristic of the later Byzan-
tine style : Saracenic styles founded on the

Byzantine.

GIOVANNI BATTISTA PIRANESI
SOME FURTHER NOTES AND A LIST OF HIS yNOK¥.^-(coniinned)

BY ARTHUR M. HIND
WOULD add a few notes to what I

said in my earlier article' on Piranesi's

drawings, opening a further question of

great interest which I do not at the

moment feel able to solve, i.e., the
distinction of the work of Giovanni Battista, and
Francesco Piranesi in the Passtum series, and in

G. B. Piranesi's posthumous works dealing with
Pompeii ("Antiquites de la Grande Grece " 1804,

'' Bmiinglon Magazine, May, igii.

etc). In the catalogue of 1792 the Psestum series is

described as by Giovanni Battista, and all the
etchings except three (title-plate, Nos. 19 and 20,

signed by Francesco) are signed Cm'. Piranesi f.,

which at this date could only refer to the father.

Now the original drawings for fifteen of the series

(Nos.2,3,4,5, 6[PlateII],7,8,9,io, 11,12,13,14,
16,17') '^^^ '" the Soane Museum, and if one were to

' All iti the same direction as the prints, except No. 2, which
is in reverse. The old frames are somewhat promiscuously
labelled Giovanni Battista and Francesco I'iranesi.
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Giovanni Eattista Piranesi

judge the authorship only by comparison with otiier

certain drawings by Giovanni Battista, one would

be inclined to say that they were all by a different

hand, i.e. by Francesco. The architecture both in

the drawings and etchings is thoroughly worthy of

Giovanni Battista, but the staffage has none of the

characteristic style, the vivid and fantastic touch that

one notes in almost all the etchings and drawings

before this work. The figures are, in fact, coarsely

drawn in broad outlines with nothing of the

significance that one is accustomed to note in

Giovanni Battista. These coarse and poorly drawn
figures are far more in the manner of those one

meets in signed work by Francesco, e.g. Plate i of

the"Raccoltade'Tempi Antichi"(i78o). Moreover,

in the architectural parts of this plate, as well as in

the three signed plates of the P^estum series,

Francesco showed that he was capable of work
practically on the same level as the rest of the

Paestum series attributed to his father. In his

much later work, e.g. most of the large plates of the

"Antiquit^s de Pompeia" (1804, etc.), Francesco

lias developed an infinitely broader and coarser style.

He imitates the breadth and vigour of his father's

"Carceri,"addsa ruthless,almost brutal, strength of

line, without ever showing one whit of his father's

genius for significant line and concentration of

design. Here again we are met by a difficulty. This

series of the "Antiquites de Pompeia" are described

on the title-page as based on drawings by Giovanni
Battista. Now two large drawings, undoubtedly
related to this work, which have been attributed

to G. B. Piranesi, in the British Museum, a Viev.'

of a Street in Pompeii [PLATE III] (similar to

PI. VIII in the "Antiquites de Pompeia", No. 1020

in later Paris edition of Firmin-Didot) and a Vieiv

of the Temple of Isis, Pompeii, show the same
coarse drawing of the figures seen in the Pajstum
drawings, with an even exaggerated rudeness of

line.

The second drawing is not engraved, and the

first only corresponds roughly to one of Francesco's

plates, but, granting that they were originals done
for this work, are we to follow the title-page and
regard them as byGiovanni Battista? My instinct is

to attribute these and the Paestum drawings as well

to Francesco, but there is, of course, the extreme
difficulty in meeting Francesco's definite assertion

to the contrary. One can hardly imagine him
disclaiming parentage of his own work, especially

when so good as the Paestum. There is one later

example, a double plate entitled Dlmostrazione

dell' Emissario del Lago Fiicino (Ed. Firmin-Didot,

1024 and 1025), in which the inscriptions show that

G. B. Piranesi designed and etched the plate,

which was finished in engraving by Francesco.

It is possible, of course, that the father may thus

have done slighter sketches of Pjestum which
Francesco elaborated into their final form, and

that the actual work on the plate itself may have

been shared as in the Lago Fitcino. If one is not

content with some such complicated theory, with

its opposition to documentary evidence, one is

driven to admit a remarkable deterioration in the

artistic quality of Giovanni Battista's drawings in

his latest years.

Two of the finest examples of his undoubted
drawings, no doubt works of his earlier period,

are reproduced. The first of these, one of two

Piranesi drawings contained in the volumes of

Adam sketches" is a vigorous architectural inven-

tion, reminiscent of elements both in the "Carceri"

and the " Opere Varie ". The other [Plate V],

one of the largest of his drawings in the British

Museum, is a more finished design, after the style

of some of the architectural inventions in the

" Opere Varie" and " Prima Parte di Architetture ".

The figures are drawn in a manner that almost

rivals Rembrandt in its masterly vigour.

Finally I would mention the existence of a lost

MS. life of Piranesi, which was in English hands

in 1 831, in the hope that some reader may be able

to indicate its present locality. This MS., described

as written tiy one of Piranesi's sons, was used in

an article on Piranesi in the " Library of the Fine

Arts", Vol. 11 (i83i),andreferredtoas in possession

of the editor, who was also probably the author of

the article. The writer also states that the pub-

lishers Priestley and Weale had projected its pub-

lication. The editor of the " Library of the Fine

Arts " is given in the British Museum Catalogue

under the initials J.K., which is further explained by

a note by Dawson Turner in the Print Room copy

as " Kennedy, Esq., late M.P.". Taking the two

together the editor must have been the James
Kennedy (Barrister, M.P. for Tiverton, 1832 and

1833-35) who died on 15th May, 1859, at Liddiard

House, Grove Terrace, Notling Hill.'" Perhaps

some representative of the family (or the pub-

lishers mentioned) may be still in possession of

the document.

'Soane Museum: Ad.un drawings, Vol. xxvi, pi, 1G3, and

separate fol. in c. 66, No. 146 [Plate IV],
" See Law Lists, and F. Boase, " Modern English Biography".

LIST OF THE WORKS OF G. B. PIRANESI
Arranged chronologically, later issues being

placed before their date immediately after the first

editions. No attempt is made to give a list of the

prints (beyond collation of number of plates in

each publication) except in the case of the "Opere
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Varie " and the " Vedute di Roma ". Indications

of state are only occasionally supplied.

A number within brackets, in relation to a plate,

indicates order in a series, without the number
being actually engraved on the plate.
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Giovanni Battista Piranesi

The number of plates given in tiie list generally
refers strictly to the series as numbered by Piranesi.

The single plate number is constantly used to

include two or more prints (from different coppers)
on one page. So that the actual number of copper-
plates etched by Piranesi is considerably greater
than the number it would seem to be by adding
up the plate numbers given in the various colla-

tions. In these collations PI. Ill (e.g) means 3
plates (marked with Roman numerals), just as

pp. 4 {e.g.) means 4 pages of text. Pp. 3 [4] im-
plies fourth page without a pagination.

Head- and tail-pieces and initial letters in the text

are etched by Piranesi.

A date in the first column within brackets is

conjectural. If two years are given, it implies
that the first date is cited in the Catalogue of 1792.
This date generally denoting the approbatio, the
actual publication might be a year later.

The catalogues referred to are those of the " Chal-
cographie Piranesi", edition 1792 (British Museum,
Print Room), and edition 1800 (Soane Museum).
The different works are cited according to their
volume number in these catalogues. For fuller

description of these catalogues see my text. The
following abbreviations are used :

—

B.M. = British Museum, Print Room.
B.M.L. = British Museum Library.
G. = Giesecke. List of works in his Giovanni

Battista Piranesi (Meister der Graphik, vi)

Leipzig 1911.

The locality of impressions is only referred to
in the case of rare works.
Among the collections of Piranesi in England

known to me personally, or through corre-
spondence, are the following:

—

BRITISH MUSEDM. Very good collection in the library.
Two sets of most of the important works (not counting
the Paris edition of Firmin-Didot, 1S35-39, which is not
considered in my list), supplemented by a miscellaneous
collection in the Print Room (including the early state of
the Career i). The Print Room also possesses the rare
catalogue of 1792.
Two volumes not in the Museum are Le Magnificenze di
Roma, 1751 (though all the plates of this volume occur in
other works), and the Lettere di Giustificazione a Milord
Charleniout, 1757.

OXFORD, Bodleian. A good collection. Contains the rare
volume Lettere di Giiistifieazione scritte a Milord Cliarle-
moiit, 1757.
ASHMOLEAN. A good collection, in 20 vols. Contains

7 plates of the ist edition of the Careeri.
Taylorean. a series in 16 vols.

CAMBRIDGE, Fitzwilliam Museum. 13 volumes (all with
Lord Fitzwilliam's autograph and the year in which he
acquired them),

LONDON, Sir John Soaxe Museum. A good collection,
with several rarities. A series of part of the Vediite di
Roma in early state under title Le Magmfiee'ize di Roma,
1751. Early states of some of the plates 'in the Aiitiehita
Romane under the title Camere Sepolcrali.

Early edition of the Opere Varie. Early state of the
Careeri,

LONDON, Royal Academy. A good collection.
LONDON, Royal Institute of British Architects. A

good collection.

LONDON, Society or Antiquaries, a few volumes.

LONDON, Mr. Reginald Blomfield, A.R.A. The rare
volume of Le Magnificenze di Roma, 1751, with the miscel-
laneous collection of plates in addition to the early states of
the Vednte.

KNIGHTON, RADNORSHIRE, Mrs. Gilbert Drage ,The
rare volume of Le Magnificenze di Roma, 1751, with the
miscellaneous plates and Vednte.

CHATSWORTH. Collection of the Duke of Devonshire.
Contains most of the important works. Also Nos. i, 2,

3> 8, 9, 14. i5i if>. 17, 19. 36, 38, 40, 56 of the Vednte di
Roma in the early state before price and address. No. 16
occurs in two early states, one being a proof before all

letters.

MANCHESTER, (i) John Ryl.^inds Library (from the Spencer
collection and other sources)

; (2) M.mchester Society of
Architects

; (3) Chetham's Hospital and Library. Good
collections in the above, and also volumes in other Man-
chester Libraries. See H. Guppy and G. Vine, .-J Classified
Catalogue of the Works on Architeetnrc in the Principal
Libraries of Manchester and Salford. Manchester and
London, 1909. The early edition of the Careen (with title
p.ige in ist state, BVZARD) in the J. Rylands Library was
omitted in the catalogue referred to (it was a separate
purcha-e, and not from the Spencer collection).

1743- Prima Parle / di Arehitettnre, / e Prospettive / inventate
ed incise / da Gio. Batta. Piranesi / Architetto Venezianoj
dedicate / al Sig. Xicola Giobhe. G. 2. via (catalogues
of 1792 and 1800). Etched title (as above)

; pp. 4, and
at end : /;; Roma 1743 / nella Stamperia de' Fratelli
Pagliarini / Mcrcanti Librari, / e Stampatori a Pasqninoj
Con Licenza de' Snperiori/. PI. xiv (or xii ?) Rome,
Biblioteca Corsiniana. Giesecke describes the Corsini
copy as showing in its li^t of contents 12 pl.ites beside
title, of which 11 appeared later in the Opere Varie, etc.,
Nos. I, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 14, the remaining
plate not being republished. [The copy actually wants
4 pLates.] The catalogue of 1792 refers to the whole Opere
Varie as produced in 1742, which is no doubt correct in
relation to part of those which appeared in this early
edition. A separate impression of a second state of this
title-page is in the B.M. ; the whole lettering has been
engraved afresh and differs from the above in having
Giambatista in place of Gio. Batta., and Fra gli Arcadi
Salcindio Tiscio between Veiieziano and dedicate. It is
definitely shown to be intermediate between the state
in the Corsini and that found in the Opere Varie, as
in the latter there are still traces of the of Vencziano
and the e of Giobbe in the position occupied by the
lettering on B.M. imp., not by that of the Corsini state.
There is also in B.M. an impression of the top part of
one of the early states (probably later than the B.M.
2nd stale) on the back of a proof before letters of the Poiite
di Rimino from the Antichita Romane de' Tempi delta
Repiibblica.

1744. La Real Villa dell' Ambrogiana. Etched after Giuseppe
Zocchi. G. 4. Plate 17 in Giuseppe Zocchi. Vednte delle
ville c d'altri liioghi delta Toscana, Florence (afpresso
Giuseppe Allegrini Stampatore in Rame) 1744. [2-id edition,
Appresso Giuseppe Bouchard Libraio Francese in Firenzc
I754-] Both the preceding editions are in the Soane
Museum. Giesecke only cites edition of 1757, Florence
(appresso Giuseppe Bouchard stampatore in Roma P in
Rame]).

''

1748. Antichita Romane de' Tempi della Repiibblica. / e de' primi
Imperatori,jdisegnate.cd iiicisi da Giambattista Piranesi)
Architetto Vencziano, etc. The dedication d.ited 1748.
G. 8. .X (catalogue of 1792). viii (catalogue of 1800)
30 plates (including etched titles to parts 1 & 11, the
secondre^ding Antichita Romane/nori di Roma . . . Parte
scconda, dedication plate, and two plates of inscriptions).
The second plate of inscriptions gives a list of 28 plates,
which does not include the second title or the Arco di
Galieno. The plates (except the title pages, dedication
plate, and.-l;ro di Galieno) bear arable numerals : the first
view, properly No. 5, is numbered i (and generally cor-
rected in MS.) : thereafter 6 to 28. The second title page
comes before 16, Ponte di Rimino. In early copies the
unnumbered Arco di Gii;;t:»o sometimes occurs between
13 & 14 (e.g. Soane and Blomfield, in each case in volumes
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containing the 1st edition of Carceii, the Blomfield
volume starting with Lc Magiiificciizc di Ronm, 1751 ;

B.M., King's). Plates 13 and 14 are after etchings by
Israel Silvestre. The views are olilongs measuring about
Sjx lojin. The catalogue of 1792 dates the work as 1741,
but between 1743-1748 would seem the more likely date
at least for the production of the majority of the plates.

There is a proof before letters of the Ponlc di Riinino (16)

in the B.M. printed on the back of the top part of the
second state of the frontispiece to the Piinia Pavte di
Architetiitia (i.e., between 1743 & 1750).

[Later edition : between 1778 and 1792]. Alciiiie Vcdiitc di
Archi Trioiifnli,! ed altri momimiiiti / inalzati da Romani
parte dc qtiali si veggoiio in Roma, / e farte fer 1'Italia j

Discgnali ed incisi dal Cavalier / Gio. Battista Piranesi
(earlier title-plate altered). G. 8a. x (catalogue of 1792).
VIII (catalogue of 1800) 32 plates, two new plates being
added, i.e. Arco di Aosta by G. B. Piranesi after Sir Roger
Newdigate, and 7V;»//i'ii/iV/;u»?'<i Ucdica by Francesco
Piranesi. The plates of dedication and inscriptions remain
as before (the old list of plates being unaltered) with the
omission of the passe-partout border. The views have
been reworked.

1748. Varie Vediite / di Roma j Antica. c Moderna / Disegnate c
Intaglia / te da cclcbri Autori j in Roma 1748 / A sfesi di
Faiisto Amideo Libraro at Corso

j (title etched by Anesi).
Title, and 93 (or 94 ?) small views, 47 signed by Piranesi
(including several by Bellicard, dated 1750). Mr. Reginald
Blomfield (with the Faiisto Amideo on title imperfectly
erased and altered in pen and ink to lovanni Bouehard:
title and 89 views). Giesecke cites this edition (but with
title and 94 plates) as being in a sale catalogue (Libreria
Antiquaria Internationale, Rome, Dec. 1910, No 332),
and another of similar title but date 1750 (with 79 plates
only, probably imperfect) as No. 322a in same catalogue.
The 1748 on title-page of Blomfield copy is inconsistent
with date I750on several of plates.

[Later edition : 1752]. Raccoltcj di Varie Vediile j di Roma
j

SI antiea die moderna j intagliate la maggior parte / dal
celebre j Gianbatista Piranesi / e da altri incisori. / Le
siidette souo in iiumeio di novanta tre. / c si vendono in
Roma j Da Giovanni Bouehard j Librajo at Corso Vieino a
San Mareello I Vignette Tenpio di Bacco : signed P.O. Diiflos
del. et seul. j In Roma, MDCCLIl j nella Stamperia di
Giovanni Generoso Salomon] / Con lieenza dc' Snperiori j

.

Soane (bound up with Le Magnificenze di Roma, 1751).
Manchester (John Rylands Library). B.M.L., appended
to King's Library copy of the Operc Varie (92 of the plates
without title). 48 of the plates signed by Piranesi. The
rest by P. Anesi,

J. L. Le Geay, F. P. Dullos, and
J. C. Bellicard. Giesecke (10) quotes an edition in Munich
(Graphisthe Sammlung) as having 96 views (and described
thus on title-page). Later editions of part of the series
in (1) [G. lob] Ridollino Venuti, Acciirata c siiecincta
Dcscriztone topographica delle Antichita di Roma. Rome,
1763. (Manchester,

J. Rylands Librarj), and (ii) [G. loa]
R. Venuti, Accurata c suecincta Dcscriztone . . . di Roma
Moderna 1766(28 signed Piranesi in B.M.L. copy).

1748, etc. Le Vcdntc di Roma. 135 plates (including title-plate

and frontispiece), produced between 1748 (or earlier ?) and
1778. Two plates added by Francesco Piranesi in 1786 (?)

and 1788 (see Suppl. Nos. 136 and 137). The Pianta di
Roma, 1778, is often bound with the series. For a series
of early states of a selection of the views see Le Magnifi-
cenze di Roma 1751. For further notes on the series see
complete list at the end of this catalogue.

1750. Opere Varie j di j Arcliitettiira, prospettiva
I groleschi,

Antichita j
invcntate, ed incise j da I Giambattista Piranesi

j

Architctto Veneziano, / raccolte j da j Giovanni Bouchard
/

Mercante Librajo al Corso /—Vignette, after Claude
Lorrain— / In Roma, 1750 / Con licenza de' snperiori (title

in type). Not described by Giesecke. viii (Catalogues of

1792 and 1800). [Portrait of G. B. Piranesi engraved by
Polanzani often appears as frontispiece.] Etched front,
(generally following title-page) : Prima Parte / di archi-
tetttire j e prospettive / invcntate ed incise / da Giambatista
Piranesi / Architctto Veneziano

j fra gli Arcadi j Salcindio
Tiseio (later state of title page to the work published in 1743

;

apart from title, the design of the plate is considerably
changed, various figures being added, e.g. one kneeling on

the large vase in the centre ; only the column on I. and
the lower parts of the plate remaining untouched). Then
follow 22 plates, Nos. 1-14 being numbered : the be-
ginning of each title (printed in most cases from a separate
plate) being as follows : 1 Galleria grande di Statue, 2

Carcere Osciira, 3 Mausoleo antico. 4 Gruppo di Colonne
(dated Rome 1743,) 5 Vestiggi d'antichi Edificj, 6 Riiine di
Sepolcro antico, 7 Ara antica, 8 Ponte magnifico, 9 Sala all'

iiso dcgli antichi Romani, 10 Campidoglio antico, liGriippo
di Scale, 12 Prospetto d'lin regio Cortile, 13 Vestibolo d'antico
Tempio,l4Foro antico Romano, [15] Camera sepolcralc, [16]
Tcmpio antico (dated Rome 1743) (here are often inserted
masked impressions from the two halves of the allegorical

frontispiece to the Vcdute di Roma : a large oblong with
statue of Minerva.) [17] Pianta di ampio magnifico Collegia,

[18]—[21] the four oblong Groteschi, [22] Parte di Ampio
magnifico Porto. The Soane copy of this edition shows
the plates from the Prima Parte di Architcttnre before the
rework. Two copies at the British Museum show the
plates reworked.

[Later edition : 1750, or after]. The title now reads: O/efe Fane/
di j Architettura / prospettive j

grotteschi j antichita / siil

gusto degli antichi Romani j invcntate, ed incise j da Giam-
battista Piranesi

I
Architctto Veneziano

j
—vignette after

Claude Lorrain— / raccolte j da j Giovanni Bouchard
/

Mercante Librajo al Corso j In Roma j MDCCL / con
licenza de' snperiori. [This quoted from Giesecke 9, as

I have not examined a copy]. Same plates as in the
preceding. Giesecke notes that the plates which had
appeared in the Prima Parte di Architettnre are in the

reworked state, as we have remarked in later copies of the
preceding edition. Manchester John Rylands Library,

and Chetham's Hospital and Library).

[Later edition B : 1757, or after]. The same title with Gio.

Batista in place of Giambattista ; with an original vignette

by Piranesi in place of his etching after Claude, following

the word Veneziano ; then/)i Roma MDCCL. Con licenza

de' snperiori
I
si vendono presso I'Alitore nel palazzo del

Signor Contc Toinati j su la strada Felice alle Trinita de'

Monti. [In spite of date on title-page remaining 1750, the

edition can hardly have appeared before 1753, i.e., about
the time w^hen Piranesi began to issue his publications

from this address : moreover it contains plates which
appeared in an earlier state in 1757 : see below.] Soane
(2 copies), R.A., Bodleian, Cambridge (Fitzwilliam),

Chatsworth, Windsor. With the addition of ten smaller

plates [17-21], each printed two on a page. The titles on
these smaller plates are as follows (the upper plate on the

page is given as A) : I7[a] Ingrcsso d'lin antico ginnasio.

[lyb'] Idea delle antiche vie Appia eArdeatina [=reduced
version of the large frontispiece to Vol. 11 of the Antichita

Roniane, iyi6]==T3v. n Lcttere di Giiisti/. i8[a] Vcduta
d'uno de' circhi antichi [^reduced version of the large

front, to Vol. ill of \\\6 Antichita Romane] =Tav. iii Letter

e

di Giustif. [i8b] Appartenenze d'antiche terme. [19a]

Portici lirati dintorno ad un Foro. [19b] Building, with

hieroglyphic inscriptions, [20a] Braccio di citta pensile

[ = reduced version of the large front, to Vol. iv A ntichita

Romane]. =T^v. iv. Lcttcre di Giustif. [20b] Ponte

Trionfale [ = reduced version of large front, to Vol. I

Antichita Romane]=Ta.v. 1. Lctterc di Giustificazione.

Uprights: 2i[b] Idea d'un atrio reale. [21a] Rovine

d'Archif^ Egiziana e Grcca. Four of these plates, i.e.,

20b, 17b, i8a and 20a (reproducing in small the four

principal frontispieces to the Antichita Romane with the

original dedications to Lord Charlemont) appeared in an

earlier state as PI. i-iv in the Lcttcre di Giustificaziont

scritte a Milord Charlemont. 1757. Before their use in the

present edition of the Opcre Varie the original inscriptions

in the margin and the plate Nos. had been erased, and
various small changes made in the work on the plate (new

detail added in place of old inscriptions), and Piranesi's

name and new titles added as indicated above. In their

altered condition there are two states : (a) Before any re-

biting. E.g., in one of the copies in the Soane Museum,
(b) The plates rebitten and numbers etched in the margin

of two of the plates, j.c, 17 and 18. The two states

(before and after rebiting) refer also to the plates which

did not occur previously in the Lcttcre. 21 is the only

other number added in the Later state in the Soane.
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[1750, or earlier.] I nvciizioiii j capiic di Carccri j all' acqim for If

j

dalle ill luce j da Giovani j Buzaid iii / Roma Mcrcanlc
/

al Corso (etched title), 14 unnumbered plates including
etched title. G. 2 (title-page reproduced by Giesecke, Taf.
32. with transposed underline). Dresden (Kupferstich-
kabinet), Manchester (John Rylands Library). Giesecke
conjectures the dale as about 1745. The catalogue of 1792
refers to the work as of 1750 (but that might be taken as
referring to the later edition as it definitely includes 16
plates).

[Later issue : 1750, or earlier.] Invenzioni j capric di Carcc-rij
nil' acqiia forte j

dale in luce j da Giovani / Bouchard in
j

KoniaMcrcantej al Corso (2nd state of etched titlt). The
other plates as in the preceding issue. B.M., Soane,
Paris, B.N. (only 8 plates: wanting 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13
according to numbers in later edition), Munich (Graph.
Samml.), Rome (Accademia di S. Luca), Mr. H. Batsford,
Mr. Reginald Blomfield, Mrs. Gilbert Drage, Oxford,
Ashmolean (only 7 plates : wanting 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15,
bound up with a complete set of the later edition). Another
set exhibited at 21, York Buildings, Adelphi, March IQ13.

[Later edition : between 1756 and 1760.] Carccri / d'lnven-
zionc j di G. Baltisia / Piranesi j Archil, j Venc (3rd. state
of etched title). 16 numbered plates including the etched
title. G. 5a. [Between 1756 and 1761]. ix (Cat. of 1792).
VIII (Cat. of 1800). Plates 11 and v added in this edition,
II being inscribed Prcsso I'A ntorc a SIrada Felice vicino alia
Trinilt) de' Monli.Fo!^liscdici,al prczzo di piiolisedici. The
plates from the earlier issues in most cases very consider-
ably overworked and modified : adding throughout a much
greater depth and contrast of tones. This edition of 16
plates figures in the earliest of the engraved catalogues
(about 1760), and is priced at 20 paoli. In the catalogue
printed at the end of the preface in the 1756 ed. of the
Aniichila Roniane the number of plates is not cited, but
the work is priced at 14 paoli. It seems natural to infer
that this was the earlier and smaller edition of 14 plates.
Giesecke dates the later edition as not before 1760 (as he
does not think Piranesi was at the address shown on pi. 11

until this time). But it should be noted that the same
address occurs on pi. iii of Vol. ii of the 1756 ed. of the
Aniichilii Roinanc, and on the Vcduta No. 34 as it

appeared in the Trofci di Ottaviano Auss^usto. 1753.
[About 1750 ?] Camerc scpolcrali I degli AntichiRoniani j le quali

esislono
j dcniro e fnori ] di Roma (etched title). 11

unnumbered plates (in addition to title), which were
later incorporated in the Aniichila Roniane (for the
most part unnumbered in the edition of 1756, and
all numbered in 1784 ed ). They correspond to pi. 8,

9, 10, 16, 39 of Vol. II, and 12, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26 of
Vol. Ill of the Aniichila Roniane, and appear in the follow-
ing order: II 8, 39, 10, 9 ; III 21, 24, 23, 25, 26 ; II 16

;

III 12. Ill 23-26 are engraved by Girolamo Rossi, three
being inscribed as after Antonio Buonamici. Soane [in
the volume which contains the first edition of the Opere
Varie and the Bouchard edition of the Carccri.'\

1751 (?). Le Magnificcmc
I
di Roma j le piii remnrcabili j con-

sistenli in gran numcro di slampe j mile quali ven^ano
rapprcsenlale le piii j conspicne Fabbriche / di Roma
Moderna, j e le rimasle dell' anlica,anche quelle, die sparse
sonopcrl'llalia

j con I'aggiunla ancora j di molle invenzioni
di prospelliva \ sulla maniera degl' antichi Romani, / come
anche

j di niolli capricci di carccri soltcranee. j II lullo con
singolar guslo,e sliidio diligcntemenle dclineale, invenlate,
eel incise

I
da Giambaltisia Piranesi j aichitclto Vciic-

ziano, j e raccollc da Giovanni Bouchard
/ mercantc libraio

al corso] (Vignette by Piranesi, as in Opere Vatic, later
edition B) / In Roma MDCCLI / Con Liceiiza dc' Snpcriori

/
Title-page in type as above. This collection by Bouchard
contained a selection of the earlier Vcdnte di Roma (in
early state?, before price and Piranesi's address in the
Palazzo Tomati, and some with different main titles : see
list of the Vcdule at end of this catalogue), and several
other early series by Piranesi. Perhaps Bouchard only
bound up this selection as he sold, and the e.xtreme rarity
of copies might be explained either by the unpopularity
of this corpus (customers preferring to take separate
works), or by the fact that the works have got separated
later. Two copies are known to me which seem to
correspond roughly to the scheme of the title-page, and

are very nearly similar in make up, one in the collection

of Mrs. Gilbert Drage (Knighton, Radnorshire), the other

in the collection of Mr. Reginald Blomfield, A.R.A. A third

in the Soane Museum only contains the Vediite (followed

in the same volume by the Raccollc di Varie Vcdule, 1752,
which hardly properly belongs to the series : see above
under 1748 Varie Vcdule, later edition). The following
are the Vedule (according to the chronological Nos.
of my list) which occur in Drage, Blomfield and Soane

:

I, 2, 3. 4. 5. 7. 8, 9. 14. 15. 16, 17, 18, 19, 28, 29. 33, 36,

37. 38. 40. 4t, 43. 45. 46, 49. 50, 51. 52, 53. 54. S^. 5« :

No. 58 in Drage and Blomfield in early st.ate with title

Tempio di Bellona. Soane has 32 and 34 not in either of the

other copies, and 59 not in Drage. The order in which
the Vcdule occur differs slightly in each copy. In addition

to the Vcdule, the Drage and Blomfield copies contain the

following : (i) Portrait of Piranesi by Polanzani, as

frontispiece (as in Opcre Varie, etc.) [(2) title-page and
Vedule'] (3) Aniichila Roniane de' Tempi delta Repubblica,

1748 (28 plates) (4) Opcrc Varie (Blomfield copy lacks

the title in type) [Frontispiece (Prima Parle di Archi-

telture], then pi. 1-16 as given under Opere Varie 1750 in

this catalogue. And pi. 17-22 (the Groleschi, Piania di

ampio collcgio,a.nd Parle di anipio Porlo) after the Carccri.

(5) Invenzioni capric di Carccri (ist edition, with title-page

in 2nd state). [The Blomfield copy also has impressions
of the frontispiece to the Vcdule di Roma repeated,

printed in in 2 portions, at end of Opcre Varie]. The
order of the above differs slightly in each, but the indica-

tion is sufficent to show the contents. For discussion of

the date (which is complicated by the fact that some of the

Vcdule included are as late as 1760 according to the

Catalogue of 1792) see my text.

I753' Trofei
I
di Oltaviano Angiislo \ innalzati per la Vittoria

ad Aclium c conquisia dcIV Egillo jCon varj allri orna-

niciili diligenlcmcnie ricavali dagli avanzi piii prcziosi
j

dclle fabbriche anlichc di Roma / Ulili a Pillori Scullori ed
Archilelli j disegnali ed incisi / da Giambaltisia Piranesi

Archilctio Venezianol Si vcndono in Roma j da Giovanni
Bouchard Mcrcanle Librajo siil Corso a S. Marccllo j In
Roma MDCCLIII. G. 11'. xi (catalogue of 1792). viii

(Catalogue of 1800). Title in type (as above). 10 un-

numbered plates (including vignette Franimento di uiio

sciido on title-page) : including No. 34 of the Vedule di

Roma, in its 2nd state.

[later edition.] Dated 1780 in catalogue of 1792. New
engraved title, and five plates by Francesco Piranesi

added (Nos. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9), one dated 1778. Only
plates 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, II numbered (some editions are

before the numtiers). In this edition the Franimento di

lino sciido which occurs on same page with new engraved
title is numbered xviii, a relic of its place in the Rovine
dellCaslcllo dell' Acqiia Giiilia, 1761.

1756. Le Aniichila j Romaiic / Opera \ di j Giambalisia j Piranesi j

Archilelto I'eneziano j Divisa in qiiallro lomi j ncl prima
de' quali si conlengono

I
gli avanzi degli aiilichi Editizi di

Roma,
I
disposti in Tavola lopographica j sccondo I'odierna

loro esislenza j ed illuslrali co' frammcnli dell' antica

Iconografia mannorea, / e con iitiolndicc crilico delta loro

dcnominazione / arrichilo di lavolesupplelorie
j fralle quali

si dimoslrano j I'elevazione degli stessi avanzi ; I'andamenio
dtgli antichi Acquedolli iielle vicinanze c ncl dcniro \ di

Roma, correlalivo al Commcniario Fronliniano ivi esposlo

in compeiidio : la Pianta j dclle Tcrnic Ic piii cospiciie : del

Foro Romano colle conlrade circonvicine : / del Monte
Capilolino: ed altrc le piii riguardcvoli j Xel Sccondo, t

ncl Terzo j Gli avanzi de' Monumenii Sepolcrali esislcnii

m Roma, e nelV Agro Romano colle loro / rispellive piante,

elevazioni, sezioni, vcdule esterne ed interne: colla diiiios-

trazioni j de' sarcofagi, ceppi, vast cenerarj, e iinguenlarj,

bassiri/ievi, slucchi j niiisaici, iscrizioni, e lull' all10 cli' i slalo

in essi ritrovalo: / e colle loro indicazioni , e spiegaziotii.j

Ncl quarto j I Ponti anlichi di Roma chc inoggi sono in essere,

colle Vestigia dell' antica I.wla j Tiberina, gli Avanzi de
Teatii, dc' Porlici, e di allri Monumenii, / eziando colle loro

indicazioni e spie.^azionc. j Tonio Prima / In Roma
MDCCLVI / Nclla Slampcriadi Angela Rolilj / iiel Palazzo

dc' Massinii. j Con liccnza de' snpcriori j si vcndono in

Ron:a dai Sigiwri Bouchard, e Gravicr Mercanii libra] al

Corso
I
presso san Marcello j. G. 12. I—iv (Catalogues of
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1792 and iSoo). Vol. I. Poi irait of Piiauesi, engraved by

Polonzani (1750), generally prefixed : Title-page in type

(as above) : [i] Etched frontispiece (with dedication to

Lord Charlemont in rare early copies) : pp. 4 (preface,

imprimatur and list of Piranesi's work hitherto published),

with I initial : pi. II—VII : pp. 40, with i head- at :d i tail-

piece, and I initial : pi. viii—xxxvm (each number
including two on a page) : pp. i—.xi, with two initials :

pi. XXXIX—XL : pp. iii, with I initial : pi. XLI— XLlii : pp.

iv : pi. XLIIH : Text with Index vi. Vol. II. Fl. I Etched

frontispiece (with dedication to Lord Charlemont in rare

early copies) : pi. 11 (double plate) [in B.M.L. copy before

number] : pi. in— LXiii. Vol. iii. PI. i Etched frontis-

piece (with dedication to Lord Charlemont in rare early

copies) : pi. II (double plate) [In B.M.L. copy before num-
ber] : pl.iil— Liv. Vol. IV, PI. I Etched frontispiece (with

dedication to Lord Charlemont in rare early copies) : pi.

II (double plate) : pi. iii— LVii. In all 21S numbered plates

as above (44 in Vol. i, 63 in 11, 54 in in, 57 in iv). A copy

in the Soane Museum only contains 56 plates in Vol. iv.

Most of the 1756 editions which I have noted contain

plates as above. Giesecke notes 43 for Vol. i, and 56 for

Vol. IV as the proper number in ed. 1756. These differences

undoubtedly show earlier and later issues of the edition

with the title-page of 1756, even after the alteration of the

dedication of frontispieces, caused by a quarrel with Lord
Charlemont, desciibed in the Letterc iii Ginstificazionc of

1757. Some copies (i-.^. B.M.L.) contain the first and

second of the letters which were published separately in

1757. In engraving several of the plates of Vols. 11 and

in Piranesi was assisted in the figures by Barbault. Plates

XXIII—XXVI of Vol. in are etched by Girolamo Rossi

(three being inscribed as after Antonio Buonamici). For

a separate issue of 11 of the plates in an earlier state see

Cnwcn- Scpoknili (about 1750 ?).

[Later Edition : 1784.] //; Romu / MDCCLXXXIV j ndla Stam-

peria Saloiiioni alia Piazza di S. Igtiazio /. G. 12, a. Portrait

of G. B. Piranesi by Francesco Piranesi after Giuseppe

Cades prefixed in place of the Polanzani. The first

frontispiece with dedication to Gustavus in of Sweden.

1757. Ultci( j til
I
Ginstificazionc j scrittc a Milord

I
Chaiicinont\

e a' di liii agcnli j di Roma j dal Signor Piranesi j Socio /

delta real Societii j degli Aiitiqnari / di Loiidral iiitoriw la

dedica j delta sua opera j dellc aiitieliita Rom j Fatta alto

stesso Siiiior j cd nltimamcutc j sopfrcssa j In Roma
MDCCLVU /. (On scroll above) : histissimo Casii

j

obliterans / tantae vardtatis \
nomiiiibus j Plin. Lib.

XXXVI
I
Cap. XXII /. G. 13. Pp. xxviii (containing Pre-

fazione, Avviso at pubblieo, and three letters, the first

two to Lord Charlemont, the third to Signor A. . . . G. . .

[25 Aug., 1756, Feb., 1757, 31 M.iy, 1757], and footnotes

leferring to the plates), with 4 head- & i tail-piece.

PI. X (?) Berlin (Kunstgewerbe Museum). Oxford

(Bodleian). Windsor (Royal Library). The only copy

examined by me (Windsor) contains 8 numbered plates,

with a duplicate of the sixth. Giesecke describes the work

as containing 10 plates. PI. i-iv occur in later state in the

later edition B of the Opere Varie (q.v). I give here indica-

tion of the lettering in the present rare edition : I. In-

scribed Tav. I in upper 1., and in margin Primo Frontespizio

dell' Opera . . . t'Iserizione(i lines) [= Opere I'iinf, later ed.

B, pi. 20 b.] II. Inscribed Tai: U in upper r., and in

margin Sccondo Frontespizio . . . lettcra (4 lines) [= Opert

Varie, 17b]. III. Inscribed Tav. Ill in upper r., and in

margin Frontespizio Terzo, and two lines of references,

A & B on either side [ = Opere Varie, i8a]. IV. Inscribed

Tav. IV in lower r., and in margin Quarto Frontespizio.

Dedication shown beneath the pediment. [ = Opere Varie,

2 !a]. \' (folding plate). Inscribed Tiir. F and in margin :

Prima Iserizione di Mdord Charlemont desnnta con esat-

tissima imitazione e nella grandczza et net carattere dell'

originate, die / I'aiitore ha pot depositate nella Bibliotcca

Corsini alia testa del prima Tomo dell opera di cni si

tra'tta ... (3 lines). VI. Inscribed Tav. VI, wnASecouda

Iserizione di Milord Charlemont ... (4 lines). VII.

Inscribed Tav. VII, and in margin : .i. Lapide del primo

frontespizio . . . D. Epistolio del quarto parimente con esse

(2 lines). VIII. Inscribed Tav. VIll, and in margin :

4 Complimcnto al Pubblieo sostituito net primo Frontespizio

terzo e quarto (3 lines). Plates l-iv reproduce on a

small scale the frontispieces to the four volumes of the

Anttchita Romane, showing the original dedications. The
later plates reproduce the inscriptions themselves alone,

and their places on the original plate in the Antichita

Romane. The volume was suppressed soon after publica-

tion, which accounts for its extreme rarity. An earlier

edition of the first and second letters (on five folio pages)

is found inserted in some copies of the Antichita Romane

1756 (no doubt in the issues that went out early in 1757,

before the appearance of the separate edition of the three

letters).

1761. Iannis Baptistae j Piranesii / Aniiquariorum j
regiae

socictatis Loudinensis j sodi j de j Romanoriim / Magnifi-

ccntia j et Architectura / Rcmae MDCCLXI [Delta
j

Magnificenza j ed A rdiitcttnra / de' Romani j
Opera \ di Gio.

Eattista Piranesi j socio delta reale j
accademia j degli

antiqiiaii / di Londra]. G. 14. VII (Catalogues of 1792

and 1800). Latin, and Italian engraved titles (as above).

Portrait of Pope Clement XIII engraved by U. Cunego
after G. B. Piranesi : pp. [2], dedication, with one initial,

pp. 212, with 2 initials and 2 tail-pieces : pi. xxxviii. For

supplement (generally bouud at end of this volume) see

1765, Osservazioni.

1761. Le Rovine dell Castello / dell Aequo Gitilia / situato in

Roma presso / S. Euscbio, e falsamente j detto dell' Acqna

Marcia j colla dichiarazione di uno j de' celehri passi
j
del

(omentario Frontiniano j e sposizione delta maniera j
con

cni gli antiehi Romani distribnivan j le acqne per uso delta

citta
I
di Gio. Eattista Piranesi. G. 16. XIII (Catalogue of

1792). IX (Catalogue of 1800). Dated Rome, 1761 on

title-page in type. Engraved title (as above) : pp. 26,

with 2 initials, and 2 tail-pieces ; pi. XIX. (PI. xvni is

the Frammcnto di uno scudo whtch appears on the printed

title of first edition, and on first page of 2nd edition of the

Twfd di Ottaviano Augnsto). ,,-,.,.
[1762.] /. B. / Piranesii j Lapides j Capitolini : j

sive /
Fasti Con-

w(/<in's- / tiiumphalesque Romanornm j ab tube eondila
j

ii^qne ad Ttberium j Caesarem. G. I7- xii (Cat.ilogue

of 1792). IX (Catalogue of 1800). Etched title (as above]

;

etched dedic.tion to Clement XIII ; pp. [4], preface, with

I head-piece : pp. 61, with 2 tail-pieces : pi. I. The cata-

logue of 1792 dates (approbatio) 16 June, 1761.

1762 loannis Baptistae / Piranesii / Antiqnariornm j
Regiae

•^ocietatis I Loudinensis / Socii j Campius Martitis j
A ntiquae

j

I'rbisl Romae, MDCCLXI I. (With dedication) RofciTto
/

Adam j Brittanno j Architecto / Celeberrimo. and (in margin)

Venennt apnd Anctorem in acdibus Comitis Thomati via

Felice prope Templum SS. Trini talis in Monte Pincio. [11

Campo Marzio j dell' Antica Roma I Opera / di G. B.

Piranesi sodo delta reale societa / degli antiquari di

Londra]. G. 18. xv (catalogue of 1792)- x (catalogue

of 1800). Two engraved titles (as above). Pp. [aj,

dedication in type (to R. Adam), with 2 head-pieces :

IP 6g [701, with 2 initials, and 2 tail-oieces ; pp. xu :

np .xvii [xviii] : pi. XLVIII. (PI. XXXI is a large folding

plate engraved by Arnold van Westerhout after Francesco

Fontana.)
. , , _.

, , ,

r I76i 1 Antichita I di I Cora, j desentte ed incise j
da Giovambal.j

Piranesi. G.22. xiv (Catalogue of 1792)- ix (Catalogue

of 1800). The catalogue of 1792 dates {approbatio .-) 1763.

The engraved catalogue described as No. 4 in my text

has a MS. addition uclmese di Ma,$gio dd 1764 si daraiino

alia luce le A ntichita di Cora e di Albano. Half-title (type)

:

etched title (as above) : pp. 15 [16], with head-piece, and

one illustiation (p. 16): pi. X.
. , , r ., 1

ri762-j " De^eiizione le discgno j dell Emissario j
dd Lago

j

'
-libano I

di Gio Batista j Piranesi j. G. 20. xvi (Catalogue

of 1792). XI (Catalogue of 1800). Engraved title : pp. 20,

with initial and tail-piece : pi. IX (pi. Ill being from 2

plates). The catalogue of 1792 d.ates (approbatio) i April

f762 This work is cited in three editions of the engraved

Catalogue known to me (see Nos. 3, 4, 5 as described in

mv text) before being repUaced by general title Antichita

ditbano. Later thi.s work and the following were gener-

ally bound up with and after the Antichita d' Albano.

ri76'-4 1 Di due spdondie j ornate dagli antichi
\
alia Riva dd

La^o I
Albano 1. G. 21. xvi (Catalogue of 1792)- xi (Cata-

logue of 1800), pp. 9 [10], with head-piece: 12 plates.

The catalogue of 1792 dates (approbatio) 30 Aug. 1762

1-64 Antichita d'Albano j e di Casid Gandolfo j
Desentte ed

00
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Giovanni Eattista Piranesi
incise

I
da j Giovaniballisia ; Piraiien / in Roma I'aniij

1764. G. 19. XVI (Cataloj;ue of 1792). XI (Catalogue of
1800). Half-title (type) : engraved title (as above) : etched
dedication to Clement XIII : pp. [2] (dedication in type),
with I etched initial : pp. 26 : 26 plates. The Catalo{,'ue
of 1792 dates (afprobalio) 5 Jan. 1762. The two preceding
are nearly always bound up after the present work.

1764. Raccolta di alcuni discgiii dd Barbicri da Cento dctto il

Guercino, incisi in rame e prescntati al singolar incrito del
Sig. T. ycnkins . . . dalV architctto . . . G.B. Piranesi. In
Roma 1764. G. 23. xxix (Catalogue of 1792). xxi
(Catalogue of 1800). Described in Catalogue of 1792 as
"en 28 planches". Frontispiece (with etching after
Guercino), and three other plates (two after Guercino, one
after Ghezzi) etched by G. B. Piranesi (Mos. 926b and 931
a. and b. in Paris ed, of Firmin-Didot), The majority of
the plates in this publication of G, B. Piranesi were en-
graved by Bartolozzi. I hive not examined an un-
touched first edition of this work. The copy in the B.M.
is bound up with other plates after Guercino, and the
B.M L. only possesses the Paris ed. of Firmin-Didot
(which contains plates that I have noted). Giesecke
(perhaps rightly in relation to 1764 ed.) only describes 2
plates in addition to the frontispiece as by Piranesi.

1765. Osscrvazioni I di Gio. Battista Piranesi / sopra la / letlrc de
M. ilarieltc j aiix auteurs de la Gazette

I Litteraire de
I'Europe, / Inserita net / Supplemento dell' istessa Gazetta
stampata I Dimanehe 4. Novembre j UDCCLIV. / E
parerc sii I Architettura, eon una Prefazione ad un nuojvo
Trattato delta introduzione e del progresso dette / belle arti
in Europa ne' tempi antichi. In Roma / MDCCLXV / con
licenza j de' snperiori. G. 25. vii (Catalogues of 1792
and 1800). Engraved general title as above. 'Osservazioni :

pp. 8, with 1 head-piece. Parere sn I'Arehitettura :

pp. 8, with I head- and i tail-piece, 6 unnumbered plates.
Delta Introduzione .-pp. 7 [8], with i head- and 2 tail-pieces,

pi. Ill (the first lettered above Essais de dilfcientes
Prises . . .). This work is bound as a supplement to
Delta Maguifieenza ed Architettura de' Romani, 1761.

1766, A view of part of the intended bridge at Btaelijriars in
August, 1764, by Robert Mylne, architect. Engraved by
Piranesi at Rome. Publish'd according to Act oj Parlia-
ment loth March, 1766. B.M. (2 impressions). Soane.

1769. Diverse Manicre / d'adornare i cammini / ed ogni attra
parte degti editizj j desunte dell' architettura Egizia,
Etriisca, e Greca / con un / Ragionamcuto Apologelico / in
difesa dell' Architettura Egizia, e Toscana j opera / del
Cavatiere Giainbattista Piranesi Architctto. Roma, 1769.
[Tide in type repeated in English and French.] G. 26,
XXVIII (Cat. of 1792). XX (Cat. of 1800). Engraved title

and engraved dedication (to G. B. -Rezzonico) : pp. [2]
dedication in type : pp. 35 [38] text, with i head- and i

tail-piece, l small plate, and 3 larger plates. PI. Lxvi.

[1779-80.] Colonna eretta in memoria dell' apoteosi di .intonino
Pio e Faustina sua moglie. etc. G. 27. xix (Catalogue of

1792). XIV (Catalogue of 1800). ? 6 plates. Dated 15 Jan.,

1779, in Catalogue of 1792, and described in Catalogue of

1792 as "en plusieurs planches". Numbered in later

states XXI v-xxvii (4 large views of the pedestal) and xxviii
(map of situation, and view of elevation).

[1776-7.] Colonna Antonina. [A series of plates representing
the Column of Marcus Aurelius.] G. 27. xix (Catalogue
of 1792). XIV (Catalogue of 1800). Dated 10 June, 1776,
in Catalogue of 1792, and described as in 7 plates.

Generally mounted in a roll (as in the case of the two
other works on the Roman columns), so that it is difficult

EARLY FURNITURE—XIV
BY AYMER VALLANCE
LINEN PANELS (continued)

/HE two examples [Plate, a & b],

though they present a multiplicity of
complex folds, nevertheless belong to

I the simpler type of continuous linen-

f panels. They were acquired in East

to be certain of the number of the plates. In later states
they are numbered following the Colonna di Trajano
as pi. XXII (2 folio plates, showing views of column
in Piranesi's time, reconstruction, and plan) and xxili
large folding view, from several plates).

[1775-5.] (Colonna di Trajano.) Tro/eo sia ma^nifica j colonna
coctide di niarmo j . . . j ore si veggono j scolpite Ic due
guerre daciche j fatte da Trajano / inalzata ncl mezzo del
Gran Foro / etc. . . . G. 27. [xviii] (Catalogue of
1792). XIV (Catalogue of 1800). ig plates (including title

and dedication plates) by G. B. Piranesi. 2 plates by
Francesco. Dated 10 March 1775 in Catalogue of 1792.
The plates numbered i-xxi in later states (many of the,
'

'
plates " being printed from more than one copper-plate).

I have not examined an edition with text in type, which
is said to be extremely rare.

1778. Vasi, candelabri, cippi / sarcofagi, tripodi. / lucerne, ed
oniamenti antichi / disegnati ed incisi dal cav. Gio. Bait
Piranesi

I publican I'anno MDCCLXXIIX. G. 28. .xvii
(Catalogue of 1792). xii, xiii (Catalogue of 1800). The
Catalogue of 1792 gives "2 vols en 114 comprises les
doubles planches Nota ceux graves jusq'a I'an 1778 sont
publiees par le Chev. Jean Baptiste, les autres du 1779
jusq'a present par le Chev. Franfois . ,.

," Then follows
list of no plates (double plates being counted as i) with
dates of production, The plates by G. B. Piranesi pro-
duced between 1768-1778. Eight by Francesco (Nos. 13,
14, 20, 72, 74, 77, 87, 109) produced between the years
1779 and 1786.

1778. Four plates in Robert and James Adam, Works in Architec-
ture. Fol. Vol. II. Cahier iv. Sion House, PI. i

Section of one side of the Hall at Sion House. PI. in
Ceiling of the Hall at Sion House. PI, iv. Two
sections of the Anti-room at Sion House. PI. v. Ionic
order and other details of the Anti-room of Sion House,
The four plates lettered as published in 1778.

[1778-9.] Diffcrentes vues de quelqiies j Restes de trots grands
Edifices I qui subsistcnt encore dans le milieu de

j
I'ancienne Ville de Pesto autrement Posjidonia qui est sitiiec
dans la Lucanic. G. 29. XX (Catalogue of 1792), xv.
(Catalogue of iSoo), Etched frontispiece (with title),

and pi, XX Dated 15 Sept. 177S in the Catalogue
of 1792. All the plates signed Cav. Piranesi f. (and
so, ostensibly by G. B. Piranesi) except the frontispiece,
and pi. XIX and .xx which are signed by Francesco. The
original drawings for 15 of the series attributed variously
to G. B. Piranesi & Francesco Piranesi are in the Soane
Museum (i.e. {or Nos. 2, 3.4i5.6, 7,8, 9. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
16, 17). All are in the same direction as the prints except
No. 2, which is in reverse. See discussion as to
authorship in my text.

[1778-9.] Pianla di Roma e del Cainpo Marzo. G. 30. xx (Cata-
logue of 1792). XVI (Catalogue of 1800). Dated 15 Sept.
1778 in Catalogue of 1792. This being approbatio it

might not have been published until 1779. On four plates
(two for the plan and two for title and topographical index).
This is often bound with later issues of the Vedute di Roma.

Posthumous, Dimostrazione dell' Emissario del Logo Fticino.
XXXII p. 29 (Catalogue of 1792). xxiii (Catalogue of 1800),
Signed Cav. Gio. Batta. Piianesi delinco, e incise a I'aqua-
forti. Cav, Francesco Piranesi incise a bollino. Described
in Catalogue of 1792 as "design^ par , . . Jean Baptiste
I'an 1760, et acheve par le Chev. Francois Piranesi . , .

en deux feuilles I'ann^e 1791." In two parts (two plates
for subject, two for the lettering).

(To be continued.)

Anglia, and are alleged to have come originally
out of Bury St. Edmunds Abbey. One of these,
B, and c also, are instances of the remarkably
e.xceptional absence of a central arr s. c is one
of the wall panels in the south-west room at
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Early Furniture

Abington Abbey, near Northampton, and is an

example of the fantastic treatment of the ends of

the folds, which in this case branch out into

cusps, having trefoils, or groups of three pellets,

at the tips. Attention should also be drawn to

the twisted rod ornaments among the folds. In

the same room is a number of these panels of from

20 to 21 in. long by 12 in. wide, sight measure.

The date of all three (a, b & c) would not be

earlier than about 1500.

The fourth example [Plate, d] forms part

of the front of a chest belonging to Mr. R.

Shenker. It can scarcely be earlier than the latter

part of the i6th century, so far removed is it from

the plain simplicity of the linenfold device at its

beginning. This example retains, however, the

central arris. The pair of rods like whips with

their lashes wound spirally round them should

be noticed as a very peculiar feature ; this panel

is 14 in. high by 9^ in., sight measure.

Thanks are due to the respective owners for

allowing me to photograph their property.

HANDS AND FEET IN INDIAN ART
BY ANANDA K. COOMARASWAMY

EONARDO DA VINCI says that man
has two chief objects to paint, namely,

man, and the intention of his soul. By
painting "man " he seems to imply the

representative element in art. He says

this part is easy, but the other is difhcult, because

the intentions of the soul must be represented

through the attitudes and movements of the limbs.

It is very noteworthy that he says "by the move-
ments of the limbs " and not " by facial expression ".

At any rate, the thesis could be very well illustrated

from Indian art, where, even in moments of deepest

passion, the faces of gods and men are not distorted,

but retain an amazing serenity, while the movement
of thought is seen in swift and direct movements
of the limbs. There exists, indeed, springing from

the actual movements of daily life and labour, and
closely related to them, a highly formalized and
cultivated gesture language, which constantly ap-

pears in sculpture and painting, as well as in ritual

and dance. These gestures are either poses of the

whole body, standing or seated, or special move-
ments of the limbs, particularly those positions of

the hands called mudras. For example, a seated

Buddha, with hands superposed in the lap (the most

familiar type), has the hands in dhydni miidra, the

sign of meditation ; figures with the right hand lifted,

and the first finger bent to touch the thumb, are in

vitarka mudra, the sign of speech or argument
[Plate, b] ; the hand uplifted with the palm turned

outwards is in abhaya iitudrd, the sign of " Fear

not " [Plate, a]. In dancing, also, there is a very

complete conventional language of the hands, so

that a nach (dance) has a perfectly concrete, narrative

or poetic element, forming part of the actual dance

which is all that the ordinary European spectator is

aware of. To describe properly the gesture lang-

uage in dancing and plastic art would throw much
light on art history, but it would require a whole

volume, and a minute study of many silpa and

ndtya sdstras ; the existence of this language is

only mentioned here to show what great oppor-

tunities for the expressive rendering of hands and

feet are afforded to the Indian artist.

In India, moreover, the artist has this advantage,

that hands are never hidden by gloves, and feet

are never deformed by boots ; only the progress

of civilization coincides with the distortion of feet.

The Indian physical type is small-boned and
smooth-contoured. It is not, then, surprising that

there should be in poetry as well as in plastic art

so much reference to the movements and beauty

of hands and fingers, and in religious art so much
devotion to the "feet of the Lord". Indian

modes of life necessitate that within doors the

feet should be as clean and pleasant as the hands

themselves ; sandals, if any, are left at the door,

and the "carpet" is often a clean cotton sheet, on
which the very meals are set, for there are ho
tables or chairs. It is easy to understand that

even in everyday life the feet receive, under such

conditions, more attention and care, and are, so

to say, more cultivated, than in a country of

leather boots.

It is not the object of these notes to describe

the gesture languages in detail, but rather to call

attention to the actual forms of hands and feet in

Indian sculpture and painting, and the importance

of this element in the whole figure. The Indians

have never had any hesitation about the physical

types they admired. In all their art they en-

deavour to realize these forms. The art is thus

DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES OPPOSITE
Figures i, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9. Hands from Jain and Hindu images in

the Madras Museum. Krom sketches by Mr, S. Hadaway.
Originals loth-i7th century.

Figure 5. Hand of a bodhisattva, holding a rosarv. Copper.

Java, anterior to 14th century. Collection of M. Alphonse
Kann.

Figure 7. Hand from a rock painting of the 5th century at

Sigiriya, Ceylon. Traced from a photograph of a copy

in the Colombo Museum.
Figures 8, 11, 12, 13. Hands and feet from Ajanta paintings,

6th-7th century. Traced by Babu Samarendranath
Gupta.

Figure 10. Hand from a fragment of a Rajput painting

(Jaipur) of the l8th century, author's collection.
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Hands and Feet in Indian Art

not realistic, but mythological, and the same

forms are recognizable in painting and in poetry.

When a lady rests her head on her hand, Bana

writes, " And why is this hand with its petal-like

cluster of soft fingers, exalted into an ear jewel, as

though it were a rosy lotus ? " A girl in love com-
plains that " the moon, stretching out a long ray,

draws me on like a hand ". A princess washes the

feet of a young ascetic

and dries them with the

silken edge of her upper

robe. Kadambari in

love " seemed a prey to

terror as she stretched

forth her hand, holding

the betel as if trying to

cling to something
under the idea she was
falling". But "the hand
of Candrapida stretched

out . . . was darkened

by the scars of the bow-
string ... its fingers by
the forth flashing rays

of his nails seemed to

run up hastily, to grow
long and to laugh, and
. . . seemed to raise five

other fingers in the five

senses, that in desire to

touch her, had just

made their entry"; all

the rasas took posses-

sion of Kadambari at

once, and " her hand,

as she did not look

whither it was going,

was stretched vainly

forth, and the rays of

its nails seemed to

hasten forward ... it

seemed to say . . .
' Let

the slave offered by
love be accepted'". In another place a man's

hands are spoken of as hardened by martial

exercise : there is a "bodyguard whose hands were

stained black by ceaseless grasping of weapons".

In the Ramayana, the hands of the sleeping Havana

are compared to terrible five-hooded serpents. The
" Romantic Legend of Sakya Muni " speaks of the

* Figure 14. Dancer, Ajanta painting, 6tli-7th century.

Traced by Babu Samarendranath Gupta.

FIGURE

soft silky fingers of Prince Siddhartha. " Fair

hands, soft to touch, tender of palm and finger"

says Valmiki — like the " fingres feyre forto

folde" of the English 13th-century lyric. And
Sankaracharya prays to Devi

:

O Mother, by thy sword, spear and club

And other weapons, in thy leaf-Uke hands.

Guard us on every side.

Sukaracharya, laying

down a canon for art,

says that the bones of

the wrist and ankle and
the veins of the hands
and feet should not be
seen ; and the Brihad
Sanhita praises " invis-

ible ankles and wrists"

in the living form.

If we compare such
references with the

examples in plastic art,

such as those here illus-

trated, we find that the

forms admired are

smooth, flexible, and
soft, recurved at the

finger-tips (as most
Indian fingers are), the

nails bright, with the

flesh of the finger-tip

rising up in front of

them [Plate, d], the

fingers long and taper-

ing but not pointed,

the wrists also smooth,
slender, and the bones
not evident.

These characteristics

appear in most of the

examples illustrated. In

early Buddhist art the

figure types are large

and massive, so that

the hands are rarely of great beauty, separately

considered. In Kushan or Grzeco - Buddhist

sculpture the hands are usually flabby and life-

less, but some are delicate and graceful [Plate,

c] ; the miidras are already distinguishable.

During the Gupta period the forms become much
more vigorous and expressive, though still

extremely suave and full-fleshed [Plate, b].

It is in the classic age of Indian art, in the 7th

DESCRIPTION OK PLATE OPPOSITE
Hands of a Buddhist image, in abliaya and vara miidrcl.

Copper. Perhaps about I4tli century. Author's collec-

tion.

B. Hand of an image of Buddha, in vitarka mudra. Copper.

6th century. BuddhavanI, Madras Presidency. British

Museum,

c. Hand of a Bodhisattva holding a vessel of amriU\ (nectar of

206

life). Slate. Gandhara ; ist-2nd century a.d. Collection

of Mme. Michel.

Hand of an image of Tar.a (Buddhist saviouress). Nepalese.

about i6th century. Collection of Hon. Maharajah of

Cossim Bazar.

Feet of an image of Nataraja (Siva as Lord of the Dance)

Copper. Anuradhapura, Ceylon ; about 8th-ioth century.

Colombo Museum.
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Hands and Feet in Indian Art
and 8th centuries, that we find the moulded or

painted hands of greatest perfection ; a little

slenderer, a little more nervous, than the Gupta
forms. These beautiful expressive hands and
feet are nowhere better drawn than at Ajanta

;

several examples [FIGURES 8, 11-14] are illustrated

here from tracings by Samarandranath Gupta,
originally published in the " Modern Review "

(Calcutta, August, 191 2). With these may be
compared the somewhat earlier (5th century A.D.)

hand with a lotus flower, from the rock painting at

Sigiriya in Ceylon [FIGURE 7]. The feet of a
dancing Siva(Nataraja) from Anuradhapura may be
as early as the 8th century [Plate, e, f]. The fine

Natarajas and other Saivite figures of South
India belong to the loth, 13th, and subsequent
centuries. Very often these hands are holding
attributes, such as the drum, the axe, or the flame
of Siva or the chakra of Vishnu. E.xamples of
these are shown in Figures 1-4, and 9. The
hand with the drum, Siva [Figure 6], appears
to me particularly beautiful. Next to these are
many graceful hands from Nepalese images of
somewhat uncertain date [Pl.4TE, a, d] and one
from Java [Figure 5], which must be older than
the 14th century. The hand [Figure 10] holdingan
enamelled scent- spray is traced from a fragment of a
large Jaipur (Rajput) picture of the 18th century.

NOTES ON ITALIAN MEDALS—XVI*
BY G. F. HILL
RAPHAEL MARTINUS GOTHALANUS

R. T. W. GREENES apparently
unique and unpublished medal of
this man which is here illustrated

[Plate, a] is quite obviously of
.Florentine origin, and of the class,

dating from the last third of the 15th century and the
early years of the i6th, which goes under the name
of Niccolo Fiorentino. The man's name is given
as RAPHAEL MARTINVS GOTHALANVS.
Under the bust is his age, but owing to the letters

having come too close to the edge in the casting
it is difficult to say whether they are to be read as
ANXXVIII or ANXXXIH. The reverse is one of
the shop-designs of the school, very roughly and
carelessly adapted to a field rather too large for it

by adding a raised border. If it is compared with
the two well-known medals of Pico della Mirandola
and Giovanna Albizzi which have this type of the
Three Graces on their reverses, we shall find that

the type, as distinct from the inscription, is from
one and the same model on all three medals. Yet
the diameters of the medals vary considerably.
The Martin medal is 87 mm. ; the diameter of the
medal of Pico is given by Heiss as 87 mm., by
Armand as 85 mm., which seems to be the normal

;

the Albizzi medal is only 78-5 mm. in the British
Museum specimen and still less on others accord-
ing to Heiss (75 mm.) and Armand (77 mm.).
These differences in reproductions from the same
model are, of course, due to the varying shrinkage
of the metal in cooling and also to irregularities of
edge, as well as to the greater or less number

• For previous articles see Vols, xxiv, p. 36, xxiii, p, 17, xxii,

p. 131, XX, p. 200, and xix, p. 138, where will be found a full list

up to that date.

of recastmgs between the original and any
particular specimen. But, from the fact that
the medallist of the Martin medal had to add a
border to bring his reverse up to scale, it is clear
that he only had a small specimen of the type to
hand. Possibly he used one of the Albizzi medal

;

the diameter of his field n'ithin the added border is
just about the same (77-75 mm.) as that of the
whole field of the Albizzi medal. Whatever he
used, he ruthlessly cut out the original inscription
and replaced it by the new one, in hoc gr.4TI^
MVSAS PROVOCARVNT, done in a manner very
slovenly though hardly uncharacteristic of the
Florentine school at this period.
We do not know who Raphael Martin was,

but that he had literary pretensions we learn
from the inscription just referred to. " Gothalanus "

is naturally to be interpreted " Catalan ", so that
we may suppose Martin to have been a Spaniard
visiting or settled at Florence. 1 Whoever he may
be, we have in his portrait not the least fine of
the series produced by Niccolo Fiorentino and
his school.

BARTOLOMMEO CEPOLA
The medal of this man is certainly more rare

and curious than beautiful. The specimen here
illustrated [Plate, c] - is dull in quality, but
apart from that accident there is something un-
usually awkward about the contour and modelling
'Don Pablo Bosch has very kindly caused much search to bemade at Barcelona with a view to identifying the man. but

without result. He makes the interesting suggestion that asCatalaunum is the old name of Chalons sur Marne so hereGothalanus may be used by analogy for a native of Chalons, andMartin be really a Frenchman.
."'" Mr T. W. Greene's collection. It measures 53 mmArmand also gives the diameter as 53 mm, (11, 73. 17),

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE OPPOSITE
^^P*'?,f ^^^^''"- Florentine SchooL Collection of Mr. d. Reverse of medal of Fernando I de' Medici bv M M^,„T. \y. Greene firri (wax model). Collection of Mr. T W GreeneAntonio RoseHi. By Bartolommeo Bellano. British Museum. e. Francesco Fermi. By Leone Leoni. British Museum
M?T W°Gr?ene." ' '° """°- ''°"'"'°" °' "^

^'^t'Tcreene"'
''°""'' ^"''' "°''"- ColIecUonTf-M,.
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of the portrait, and a peculiar "knobbly" effect

which cannot be wholly due to faulty condition

of the original wax model, and which recalls,

so far as I know, only one other medal of

the 15th century. That is the medal by

Bartolomraeo Bellano of Antonio Roselli [Plate,

B]. Further comparison between the two pieces

confirms the impression that they are connected

in origin. We may note as something probably

not due to mere fashion that the two men
wear their caps so that their ears (and

what ears 1) project ungracefully. In nearly all

other medals of the time the cap is not worn so

low as to allow of this, or at any rate the ear is

partly concealed under it. Sperandio's medal of

Galeazzo Marescotti is an exception, but not so

striking as these two. Another characteristic of

the two pieces is the clumsy rendering of the

muscles of the neck, like great weals. Finally

there is the lettering. Both show the round E,

the Roselli medal once, the Cepola medal twice.

Both have the B with the bottom loop much
larger than the upper, and the V with the left

hand stroke vertical instead of equally slanting

with its fellow.^ But details like these are only

of value in confirming the truth of the general

impression.

Bartolommeo Cepola was a distinguished jurist

of Veronese origin. Previous descriptions of the

medal * ignore the somewhat curiously shaped

letter which begins the second half of the inscrip-

tion ; though so different from the letter which
follows, it can hardly be anything but a V. We
may interpret V(eronensis) V(triusque) I(uris)

D(octor) A(dvocatus) C(onsistorialis). The
explanation of the last two letters is given us by
the title-page of the Louvain edition of Cepola's
" Consilia " of i486. Cepola was educated at

Bologna, where he took his Doctor's degree in

1446, and eventually held a Professorship at Padua.

There he distinguished himself, as the rival of

Alessandro Tartagni and Giovanni da Prato, by his

arrogant and quarrelsome manner. His fame was
at its height about 1466, when he was summoned
to Rome and made an advocate of the Sacred Con-

sistory. He returned to Padua, where he died in

1477.^ Now Bellano was occupied at Padua from

1469 onwards with the monument of Roselli (it

was about the same time, doubtless, that he made
the medal of that " monarcha sapientiae ") and
other works ; he seems to have gone on to Venice

in or before 1472. The medal of Cepola, therefore,

could well have been cast during this period. It

does no credit to Bellano, if it is really his, but

on the other hand it is not much worse than many
of the works of that uncouth craftsman.

'In the Roselli medal the ordinary v also occurs on the

reverse.
* Armand, li, 73, 17 ; Trh. dc Num., II, XLi, i.

» These biographical details are from N. C. Papadopoli's Hist.

Gymnasii Patavini (1726) I, pp. 224 f.

FRANCESCO FERMI
The little medal of Francesco Fermi, of which

the British Museum specimen is illustrated in the

Plate, E, is not of the highest importance ; but

the signature Leo which is plainly visible below
the bust on the original, if not in the illustration,

enables us to add one more to the list of medals
signed by Leone Leoni. This signature has not

been noticed before, probably because the speci-

mens which have been described by various

writers* are more or less poor casts. The specimen
at Florence is certainly cast, and so is the one here

illustrated, but the original (as the mark of the

edge of the die on the reverse shows) was struck

from dies.

Salvaro has enlightened us as to the personality

of Francesco di Fermo Fermi, whose family

belonged to Bardolino on the left bank of the

Lago di Garda, where a well-head, dated 1541,

bears his name. But as to the device of the

reverse some uncertainty still remains. That it is

a flowering plant in a casket, as Salvaro suggests,

is certainly not the case. Armand's description :

" un coffret d'ou sort une bague entour^e de

flammes " is much nearer the mark, if indeed it is

not wholly right. The only doubt is whether it is

a long-leaved plant or flames by which the ring is

surrounded. On a medal of Rinaldo d'Este,' in

the manner of Coradini, we find the device of a

diamond ring entwined by the leaves of a plant.

But here the treatment certainly suggests tongues

of flame. As the diamond in the ring, the symbol

of durability,' alludes to the man's name Firmus,

so possibly the flames which lick the gold ring

are to be explained as the test of purity. The
inscription "sic homo operibus", where "is

revealed " is presumably to be understood (with a

reference to I Cor., 3, 13), is quite in keeping.'

On the side of the casket is another detail which

Salvaro has doubtfully recognized as a coat of

arms. It is undoubtedly meant to represent the

arms of the man's family, which are az., a crescent

arg. between three stars of five rays or.

TWO WAX MODELS FOR MEDALS
Wax models for Italian medals of the i6th

century are sufficiently rare to make it worth while

"Armand, II, 177, 2 (from the Heiss Coll., 32 mm.). J. C.

Robinson Catalogue, No. 160 (32 mm.). Supine, Medagliere

Mediceo, No. 802 (31 mm.). V. Salvaro, McdagUstica Veronese

(Milan, iQoS), pp. 9 ff. (in his own collection, 30 mm.). Salvaro

adds a bibliography of earlier publications. The British Museum
specimen measures 32 mm.
'Armand, 1, 54, 3.

'So, 1 think, we may explain it. Paolo Giovio, it is true, was

unable to guess the significance of the three interlaced diamond

nngs which formed the impresa of Cosimo Vecchio, and says

that Pope Clement VII was equally in doubt about it (Dialogo

dell Imfrcse, 155S, p. 42). But the diamond itself is the symbol

of indomitable resistance to fire and hammer {ibid.
, p. 44).

•SicvT AVRVM IGNI and a crucible containing bars of gold

formed the impresa devised by Lodovico Domenichi {Ragiona-

mento, ed, 1574, p. 260) for Alberto da Stipicciano, to symbolize

his inviolable loyalty towards his master, the Duke of Florence.
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to record the addition of two others to the known
stock, albeit they belong not to the best period.

Both are in Mr. T. W. Greene's possession. The
earlier [Plate, d] shows the design by Michele

Mazzafirri for the reverse of a medal of Fernando I

de' Medici, the third Grand-Duke of Tuscany, with

a group of Hercules and Nessus on a pedestal, and
the motto SIC ITVR AD ASTRA. It is modelled in

whitish wax on black slate, and is in excellent

condition, only the club of Hercules, a small piece

on the left side of the Centaur, and two of the

letters of the inscription being damaged. This

reverse appears to have been made in 1588 ; at

least, that is the date on the obverse to which it is

found attached.'"

In even better condition is the other model, by

an unidentified artist, for a medal of Sigismund 1 1

1

of Poland [PLATE, f]. The medal itself has

already been described by Raczynski and Armand,"
but evidently from an imperfect specimen. A
comparatively poor example in the British Museum
(diameter 62-5 mm.) shows, like the model, the

faint inscription ^T-SV.E-X.\XH below the bust.

Since Sigismund was born in 1566, the medal

dates from 1597-8. That it is the work of an

Italian artist is evident, but whether it was made
in Sweden or in Poland I cannot say.

This model, which shows both sides of the

piece, is wrought in bright red wax on the two
sides of a plate of black slate. The slight damage
to the top of the P in polonle and other small

flaws are reproduced in the British Museum speci-

men of the medal, showing that casts were made
from the model after it had been thus damaged.
The reverse shows a well-known type—Religion

holding a chalice and pointing to heaven, with the

motto DVM SPIRITVS HOS REGET ARTVS. It should

be compared with the reverse of the medal of

Pietro Piantanida ;
'^ it is evidently inspired by

some earlier medal of this kind.

iKArmand, I, 284, 8.

" Armand, iii, 307 D (diam. 60 mm).
^^Biirliiiglon ilngaziiie, Oct. igio, p. ig, and PI. IF, B. Recently

Dr. Reeling has assigued tliis medal to Antonio .4bondio(Lepke's

The subject of wax models gives me an oppor-

tunity of acknowledging the correction '' of an

error into which I, in common with other writers

on the subject of Italian medals, have fallen. It

is very doubtful that, as we had supposed, the

process of casting a cire perdue was ever used

by the medallists. The models must have been
made on a disc of slate or wood, either the two
sides separately, or both on one disc. From these

the two sides of the mould were made separately,

removed from the models, and joined together in

the usual way ; the seams in the metal representing

the join are not infrequently present in the finished

medal, when the edge has not been filed. To
make a model of a two-sided medal in one piece,

without the support of a disc, would have been
practically impossible, without spoiling one side

while the other was being modelled ; but such a

disc provided a flat background and a support on
which the lettering could be worked with com-
parative ease. It also, as Baron de Cosson points

out to me, made it easy to provide a border when
a border was required, for the disc could be turned

in a lathe; and this was probably the origin of

most of the medals with moulded borders, such as

those (to mention only specimens previously illus-

trated in these pages) of Andrea Gritti by Giovanni
Falier," and of Antonio de Sanctamaria, Girolamo
Callagrani, Catelano Casali by Lysippus, as well as

Lysippus's portrait of himself.'^ This method was,

of course, quite distinct from that employed by
certain medallists, accustomed to engrave in metal,

who cut the inscription on a separate ring and
placed it round the model when impressing it in

the mould.'"

Katalog, Parpart, &c., 1913, lot 336) ; but I find it difficult to

accept so late a date, and its connexion with the medals of the

school of Cellini still seems to me lo be very probable.

"Due to Dr. Menadier, Zcikchr
.
fur Num., x.xx, p. 314.

^* Burlington Magazine, Dec, 1907, p. 149, PI. IV, 3.
i5/6<rf., Aug., 1908, PI. 1 and 11.

"Instances of this, proved by the shifting of the inscription

ring in relation to the type, are given from the work of Amadeo
da Milano in The Burlington Magazine, Jan., igog, p. 216, and
from the medals of Paul II in The Numismatic Chronicle, 1910,

p. 368.

THE "ELISABETH BAS " PORTRAIT AGAIN
BY ABRAHAM BREDIUS

>S a few—and some well-known—con-
.noisseurs seem to retain their belief

[in the old attributions of this portrait

ito Rembrandt, I think it useful to give

^here two new proofs of my accuracy
in attributing it to Ferdinand Bol. In an in-

teresting article on this subject, M. C. G. 't Hooft,'
the Director of the Museum Fodor, who entirely

shares my opinion, gives another proof for the

authorship of Bol. He says :

L'eau-forte de Bol, Philosophe en meditation, 164*

'La Revue de I'Art aiicien et nwcierne, June, 1912.

(Bartscli, No 5), nous nionlre sa predilection pour les plis

larges qui nous Irappe si fortement dans la representation

d' Elisabeth Bas, et, chose qu'on cherchera en vain dans
les portraits de Rembrandt datant de cettc cpoquc, la

nianiirc dont Bol rccouvre Ic dossier et les bras dii fautcttil

par les pits du vetenient. On sent dcja dans ce detail les

txagerations aux quelles Bol recourra plus tard dans les

grandes compositions dtstinees au nouvel hotel de villc,

ainsi que dans ses portraits de parade ... Or on retrouve
ces plis dans le portrait de Mculenaer de 1650 (Ryks Museum)
diinscelui dela vieille dame de I'Ermitage, datede 1 65 1, dans
Ic portrait de Quellinus et dans maints autrts.

The Hermitage picture, reproduced here next to

Madame Bas [Plate I, a & b] and painted more
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The ''^Elisabeth Bas'' Portrait again

than ten years later, shows, indeed, many points of

resemblance. The drapery to the right was thrown

down and is also drawn identically, icitlt exactly the

same line of design as in the Bas portrait. So Bol

repeated here again what he had done when he

stood so much nearer to Rembrandt. You will

look in vain for such an arrangement in a Rem-
brandt portrait. Another proof : the hands of

Madame Bas [vide Vol. XX, p. 336 (March, 1912)],

so entirely different from those painted by

Rembrandt, and very inferior to them, show
exactly the same technique as the hands of

a large and decorative picture by Bol in Dresden,

a Riposo dated 1644 [Plate II], about five years later

than the Bas portrait. We see here the touches

with which he tries awkwardly to model the hands

with a thin-haired brush. Compare, please, the

hands oi Madame Ansloo, Berlin, of 1641 [vide loc.

cit., p. 337] ! That is real, masterly modelling

TURNER IN ROME
BY THOMAS ASHBY

HE collection of drawings which
Turner bequeathed to the nation has

recently been made comparatively

easy of study by the publication of

Mr. Finberg's inventory.' It is now
for the first time possible to appreciate the extent

and variety of the collection, and to form an idea

of the enormous activity which Turner displayed.

The " drawings and sketches in colour and pencil,

including about 300 coloured drawings" selected

by the assessors in 1858, are over 19,000 in

number, of various degrees of completeness and
perfection. Among the most interesting and
important, both from an artistic and from a

topographical point of view, are those which he

executed during his second visit to Italy, in 1819,

when he was at the height of his powers. Many
of those that he made on his journey are slight

sketches drawn in small sketch-books ; but when
he came to Rome—to which he devoted far more
attention than to any other town in Italy—the

case becomes very different. In Rome and its

environs he used over 600 leaves, drawing also on

the reverse of many of them ; and many of the

sketches—hardly any of which have been coloured

—are very careful renderings in pencil of what he

actually saw before him. Mr. Finberg's supposi-

tion " that the value of these drawings from a

topographical point of view

—

i.e., as giving infor-

mation pure and simple— is probably diminished

by the fact that the material they contain is so

skilfully selected and arranged"^—is, as a matter of

fact, entirely incorrect. They have, indeed, a very

^National Gallery: A Complete Inventory oj Ihc Driiwingi of

the Turner Bequest, London, 1909, 2 vols.

* Turner's Sketches and Drawings, p. 91.
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instead of the uncertain strokes of the brush in the

Bol hands.
An objection has been made that if Bol came in

about 1640 to Rembrandt as a pupil, how could
he have painted about that year such a masterpiece

as the Bas portrait ?

I discovered documents in the Archives of the

Notaries of Dordrecht for i6j5 in which Bol is

called " painter ". He was an artist, still young,
who was already exercizing his art in his native

town, and went then to Rembrandt, perhaps as

early as 1636, not to learn to paint, but to refine

and accomplish his work. So it is very possible

that he painted the "Bas" portrait even before 1640.

The more my antagonists study real Rembrandts
of this period, the more they will find in Madame
Bas a painting less strong, less decided than
Rembrandt's—in fact, only a Rembrandtish
picture, not a Rembrandt.

considerable value simply as topographical docu-

ments, for Turner would sometimes ascend to

some point from which a good view could be

obtained and draw quite an accurate panorama of

what he saw. From the summit of the church

of SS. Cosma e Damiano, indeed, he executed

two panoramas,' each on two leaves of a sketch-

book, which complete the circle of vision. Rome
has undergone such extensive transformations since

his visit that many of these records have a value

of their own ; thus Turner is one of the last artists

who was able to draw for us the old church of

S. Paul outside the walls, destroyed by fire in

1823, and on the same afternoon, as he wandered

along the right bank of the Tiber, he recorded

for us the aspect of the Aventine, and of that

portion of the walls of Aurelian which lies

nearest to the river, now largely destroyed

or concealed by modern buildings. We must

remember that the population of Rome, which

was less than 150,000 in Turner's time, has been

more than quadrupled since ; and that in it, more
perhaps than in any other city, there has always

been felt that struggle between the claims of the

past and the imperious needs of the present

which, now that Rome is the rapidly expanding

capital of a great and wealthy nation, must at the

present moment inevitably be acute. That the

problems which have from time to time presented

themselves have always been solved in the best

wav possible no one will claim : and in any case

one cannot always help deploring changes which

one may yet be obliged to recognize as inevitable

necessities. Even Turner's rough pencil sketches,

therefore, have a value of their own in this regard

:

' CLXXXVIII, 69-70, 71-72.
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Turner in Rome
while, when we come to the finer and niore

elaborate drawings we have some of the most
precious documents possible.

Examples of both classes are given in the

sketches here reproduced. The first* [Plate I, a]

represents the Ponte Rotto, looking upstream
from the right bank of the river, with the tower of

the Capitol in the right background. Of the three

arches here shown, two were destroyed in 1887,
when the new embankment of the Tiber was
made, and only the last to the right has been left

standing in the middle of the river. The second'
[Plate I, b] is more elaborate in technique : as is

the case with the whole of the sketch-book to

which it belongs, the white paper has first been
washed with grey, and then the high hghts have
been scratched out again. It represents the

interior of the Basilica of Constantine ; the three

great arches of the northern side, with their

coffered vaulting and the flying buttresses above,

are well shown. They still exist : but we see in

the foreground masses of fallen vaulting, and
fragments of columns and cornices, lying in pic-

turesque disorder, which were removed in the

course of the excavations which Nibby made a few
years later : and on the extreme left is a modern
house, which was cleared away at the same time.

It remains to speak more generally of the artistic

quality of these representations of Rome and its

neighbourhood as Turner saw it, now almost a

century ago. " They are ", Raskin has said, "in
all respects the most true and beautiful drawings
ever made by the painter".

Mr. Finberg, while admitting that they are

probably the most beautiful topographical draw-
ings that have ever been made, is not inclined to

allow them this praise, except as drawings that

contain their end within themselves ; and he
remarks that Turner's own opinion of them cannot
have been very high, or else he would have taken

some steps to bring them to public notice, whereas

he did nothing of the kind. Nor did he make
any real use of them afterwards ; instead of putting

down something of which he was in search, or

even something that he was likely to employ later

on, he " becomes for a time a mere common
tourist, with a kind of accidental knack for making
rapid and wonderfully beautiful pictorial memo-
randa"; and the only results were some frigid,

hybrid, pseudo-classical pictures, which are among
the worst he ever painted. This criticism is, I

think, not unjust, though the drawings themselves

are deserving of the highest praise as such. We
cannot deny that there was rather a lack of definite

purpose ; his omnivorous taste included even

drawings of numerous small cinerary urns in the

Vatican, with copies of their inscriptions and
decorations, though the larger sculptures do not

*CLXXXViii, 52a. Size of original 4ix "j^ inches.

'CLXXXIX, 47. Size of original 5^X loJ inches.

appear to have interested him greatly—and there

are, indeed, very few figure studies in the whole
series of Roman drawings.

But certainly Rome and the Campagna have
never been rendered in a more masterly manner.

After the city itself, Tivoli and the great bends
of the Tiber just above Rome seem to have
attracted him the most ; the latter he studied from
both banks, and the example chosen ^ [Plate 1 1, c]

is a masterly rendering of the view from the Villa

Madama across to the snow-tipped Apennines,
with the expanse of the Campagna in the fore-

ground. Below us is the noble sweep of the Tiber,

with the picturesque Ponte MoUe on the left and
the flat peninsula, then an area of gardens and
vineyards traversed only by the straight Via
Flaminia with a few houses along it, but now in

process of becoming a part of the great city, while
in the middle distance the innumerable undula-
tions and low hills of this part of the Campagna
are suggested by a few skilful touches. More
wonderful still is the view from Tivoli' [Plate
II, d], a specimen page from a sketchbook entirely

devoted to this fascinating town and its waterfalls

and olive groves. The point of view is in the

lower part of the town, where the great temple of

Hercules Victor once stood. Here is the cathedral,

and other churches little known to visitors, but
none the less interesting. Below, further to the

right, we see the so-called villa of Maecenas, an
ancient building also connected with the sanctuary
of Hercules. This and the wooded hillside below
are now largely occupied by factories and the

electric light works of Rome, but the wonderful
view of the Campagna, with the Anio winding
towards it through its gorge, is still the same as

ever. The faint line on the horizon shows where
this vast expanse, itself so like a sea, fades into the

distant coastline.

As Mr. Finberg remarks. Turner's industry on
this tour was wonderful, and he must have had the

pencil in his hands practically all the time he was
away. It does not seem clear when he reached
Rome, but he can only have had a few weeks
there, for a letter* from John Soane, junior, to his

father, dated 15th November, 18 19, says that
" Turner is in the neighbourhood of Naples
[whither he went at the end of his stay in Rome]
making rough pencil sketches to the astonishment
of the Fashionables, who wonder of what use these

rough draughts {sic) can be—simple souls. At
Rome a sucking blade of the brush made request

of going out with pig Turner to colour; he
grunted for answer it would take up too much

^CLXXXix. 24; ib. 16 shows the Villa Madama itself and the

view towards Rome, while ib. 26 is a view very similar to 24.
' CLXXxnr, 4. The technique is the same as in sketchbook

No. CLXXXIX. Original size 10 X 7^5.
*1 owe my knowledge of these letters, which are preserved at

Sir John Soane's Museum, to the kindness of the curator, Mr.
W.ilter L. Spiers.
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Turner in Rome
time to colour in the open air—he would make
fifteen or sixteen sketches to one coloured—and
then grunted his way home ". And a subsequent

letter of 20th December refers to Turner as already

on the journey northwards. It is all the more
wonderful that in this brief sojourn in Rome'

•On his second visit to Italy in 1828-9 Turner seems to have
sketched in Viterbo and RoncigHone, but to have stayed in Rome
too short a time to do more than a few rough sketches there.

(C/. Finberg, Inventory, II, pp. 723-727.)

Turner should have been able to produce a series

of drawings which, while ranking very high as

works of art, are also of very great value as a record

of what he saw in Rome and its neighbourhood.
The scene as it lay before him has in too many
cases disappeared for ever from our sight, and the

fact that he has been able to combine beauty and
accurate representation in a remarkable degree

greatly increases, to my mind, the depth of grati-

tude we owe him.

SOME EARLY NETHERLAND DRAWINGS
BY FRIEDRICH WINKLER*
-THE SEVEN SACRAMENTS

HE Vasari Society published in their

last yearly series (1912-1913, Part vili)

four Netherland silver-point drawings
in the Ashmolean Museum at O.xford

representing the sacraments of con-
firmation, ordination [Plate I, a] penance and
extreme unction [Plate I, b]. When the reverse

sides of these four leaves are joined together they

form portions of a design including the mass, the

communion, and the Trinity.

As Dr. Friedlander and Mr. Campbell Dodgson
have already pointed out, there is no doubt that

the leaves derive very nearly from Roger van der

Weyden. Dr. Friedlander cites the Cambray
altar in the Prado, in which the scenes of the

sacraments which surround TIic Crucifixion are

indeed very similarly composed. But the silver-

points tally even closer with the same subjects

on a cope in the Historical Museum at Berne
[Plate I, c & d], hitherto unnoticed in this

connexion.' Moreover, the design on the

reverse of the silver-points, still known to us

only in a fragmentary state, is the same as the

one on the hood of the cope. We can scarcely

suppose that the O.xford silver-points have been
the pattern for the textile. The use of the leaf on
both sides is further evidence against such a

supposition. I cannot believe that single sketches

for tapestry-weaving would have been drawn close

to one another, without any space between them,
on a small sheet of paper and that the back
would also have been used for the design of the

chief feature of the whole cope, namely the hood.
On the other hand, the silver-points scarcely

possess the characteristics of typical copies.

Considering the technique of silver-points, which
does not allow false lines to be erased from the

carefully grounded paper, the quality of the artist's

drawing is remarkably sure and flowing. Can we
suppose that the artist, with all this spirited—

I

might almost say spirituel—freedom of line, had

* Translated for the author from the German.
' Stammler (J.), Der Parameniensehaiz im Historisehen Museum

zn Bern, 1895, pp. 87, &c.

copied little woven scenes ? Certain further

details also lead me to the conclusion that the

artist of the silver-points did not make use of the

tapestries. While the backgrounds of the tapestry

scenes are decorated with detail, the silver-points

throughout have no backgrounds and, generally,

are without any suggestion of having been derived

from a woven original. In the faldstool of the

subject Penance, and in the altar of the hood of

the cope, the adjuncts are omitted which appear in

the silver-points.

In a recently published book- I endeavoured, on
the ground of a resemblance with the correspond-

ing representations of the centre-piece of the

Cambray altar in Madrid, to trace The Sacraments

of the Berne cope to Roger's own designs. The
Oxford silver-points were then unknown to me. I

concluded from the superiority of the Berne
representations over those of the Cambray altar,

especially in the arrangement and composition of

the figures, that the designs derived from Roger.

We have in the Cambray altar a work which
originated at least in Roger's workshop. Figures

such as the standing Mary could be ascribed to no
one but Roger himself. The recently discovered

drawings in Oxford do not conflict with this view.

They can scarcely have been the sketch for the

scenes of the cope ; they were much more probably

themselves composed from a sketch now lost. I

conjecture that this sketch was a fairly elaborate

one. It is only in this way that I can explain to

myself the comparatively slight weakness in the

style of the Oxford silver-points.

[Postscript—By Campbell Dodgson.
Shortly after publishing the four silver-point

drawings of the Sacraments at Oxford, I discovered

the two missing numbers of the series, representing

•Winkler (F.), Der Meister von Fleinalle unci Rogier van der

Weytlen. Strassburg, 1913. p. 46. The statement made here

that Dr. Friedlander ascribes the woman's portrait of the Stephens
Bequest in the National Gallery (No. 1433) to the Maitre de

Flemalle is erroneous. Dr. F'riedlandcr has informed me that

he had always seen in that picture the hand of Roger, and that

his remarks (" Amtl. Berichte aus den Kgl. Kunstsamml.", 1908,

127) refer to the double figure by the Maitre de Flemalle in the

National Gallery (No. 653).
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Some Early Netherland Drawings
Baptism and Holy Matrimony, in the collection

of Baron Edmond de Rothschild at Paris. The
backs being attached to the mounts, I was unable
to ascertain whether the pen-and-ink drawing
preserved on the back of the Oxford pieces is

continued on those at Paris. If I am right in

supposing that the pen-and-ink drawing devoted
to the Sacrament of the Altar itself forms the

seventh number of the series, the set is preserved
complete. This seems to be confirmed by Dr.
Winkler's statement that the larger drawing at

Oxford corresponds to the design on the back of

the cope at Berne. M. de Rothschild's drawings
are precisely similar in appearance and condition

to those at Oxford, except that they are cut to

unequal dimensions. The Sacrament of Baptism
measures r23 by '64 cm., the Sacrament of Mar-
riage voS by 78. To my great regret, the owner
of the drawings has refused permission for them
to be photographed.]

II—A PORTRAIT IN THE SALTING COL-
LECTION

I also mentioned in the book of mine to which
I have already referred (p. 50) a portrait in the

Salting Collection [PLATE II, E), of which the

original drawing was in my opinion in the Royal
Kupferstichkabinett in Berlin [Plate II, f].

Now that I have a photograph of the National
Gallery picture, I am convinced that the Berlin

drawing has no claim to be accepted as an original.

The drawing agrees almost everywhere, line for

line, with the painting. Below and on the sinister

side more is given than in the painting, but it is

just here that the weaknesses of the draughtsman
are shown. The space under the hand is covered

with meaningless strokes, and the silhouette of
the arm on the sinister edge of the picture is

produced schematically, although the position of
the arm is thus rendered quite inexplicable. The
portrait ilself undoubtedly belongs by its style to

the circle of Jan Van Eyck, in whose works we
frequently find the motive of the ring which the
person represented holds in his hand.

Ill—A TRIPTYCH AFTER VAN DER
WEYDEN
Another early drawing in the Cabinet de Dessins

of the Louvre [Plate III, g] derives from a
painting by Roger Van der VVeyden which was
copied many times in the i6th century.' To
judge from the numerous copies, the work was
scarcely inferior in significance to the celebrated
Deposition in the Escorial. Both the wings of
this famous altar-piece, which according to old
descriptions belonged to the centre subject, are
now wanting. The very similar painting by
Roger, from which the drawing in the Louvre
derives, also formerly had wings. But while the
wings of the altar-piece in the Escorial are only
known to us through a notice in an inventory, I

now think that I can point out a wing of the piece
copied in the Louvredrawing [Plate HI, h], which
undoubtedly represents the dexter wing of the
lost picture. We have in both drawings, which
come from two different masters, the same unusual
shape of the picture ; at the dexter edge of the
Louvre drawing we find the same pillar as in

Professor Becker's drawing. The arch also above
the head of the Christ bearing the cross is very
similar to the one in the drawing of the Louvre.

nvinkler, of. cit., p. 81 and Plates XVI, XVIL

AN UNKNOWN PORTRAIT BY MURILLO
BY AUGUST L. MAYER

HERE are a great number of very

I

celebrated painters who have been
admired and honoured with enthusi-

I
asm for a long time, but at the present
day are neglected, even almost de-

spised in just as exaggerated a manner. Murillo
belongs to the artists of this category. Because
a great many of his works do not happen to

appeal to the taste of our time the efforts of this

artist meet with but scanty praise, and are even
condemned, without anyone taking the trouble

to understand his work in relation to the times
in which he lived or the pictorial excellence of

many of his creations.

Even if one puts aside the religious paintings of

the famous Seville artist and finds his genre
painting too sweet, it is still possible through the
portraits by Murillo to retrace one's steps in the
comprehension and appreciation of the master :

for in his portraits Murillo reveals such a strong

and victorious talent, such a noble and benevolent
humanity, such a surprising power of psychological

observation, that everybody who studies them will

find in them a source of great artistic enjoyment.
The portraits by Murillo are not very numerous,

and therefore it is a great pleasure to be able still

to add in these pages one more to this series,

and one which till now has remained unknown.
It is a life size, full length portrait of a Seville

nobleman in rich black and white costume. He
holds in his left hand his black hat and in his

right hand one of his yellowish gloves and stands

on a terrace with a low balustrade in the back-

ground. The portrait measures 2"o8 by 137
metres. It is very curious that in the present

exhibition of old Spanish masters at the Grafton
Galleries in London we see exhibited a male
portrait by Murillo lent by Mr. W. G. Rawlinson,
which shows nearly the same proportions and
composition and is apparently painted at the same
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time as our picture, but is not in such a good state

of preservation nor so fine in execution.

1 believe that Murillo painted the portrait be-

tween 1650 and 1655, certainly later than the fine

portrait of a knight of the order of Santiago in

Senor D. Aureliano de Beruete's collection in

Madrid. The technique is generally still a little

hard, but in some important parts we can already

LETTER TO THE EDITORS
SASSETTA BETWEEN 1423 AND 1433

To the Editors o/The Burlington Magazine.
Gentlemen,— In my last article on Sassetta in

The Burlington Magazine (Vol. xxili, p. 332,

Sept. 1913), I said that the first to attribute

to Sassetta the fragment of the crucifix, S. Martin

dividing his Cloak, in the collection of Count
Chigi-S.irasini in Siena, was Mr. Mason Perkins.

This I said because Mr. Perkins had made that

statement in his article in the " Rassegna

d'Arte", 1907, p. 46, but, as a matter of fact,

two years previously Mr. Langton Douglas had

not only attributed the painting to Sassetta in

"Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and Engravers"

(London, 1905, Vol. v, p. 120), but had also

recognized the S. Martin panel, together with the

two other Sassetta fragments, TJie Madonna and

S. John, as parts of the crucifix in the church of

REVIEWS
The Engravings of William Blake. A critical study to-

gether with a catalogue raisonne by A. G. B. Russell.

(Grant Richards.) 25s.net.

Mr. Archibald Russell's catalogue raisonne of

the engravings of William Blake is a well con-

sidered, well balanced and scholarly work ; more-
over, it is a book which is really wanted by
collectors. Blake's engravings are so scattered,

many of them so difficult of access that it is easy

to believe the words printed on the paper wrapper
of the book which states that the author has

devoted many years to its compilation. Mr.
Russell's book is composed of two sections, a

critical study and a complete catalogue raisonne

of the engraved works of Blake. If I have any
quarrel with the author it is that he does not

attempt to place Blake as an engraver and on this

point his study is not sufficiently critical. I take

it that the publisher of the book acted on Mr.
Russell's instructions in printing on the cover that

William Blake was the only great master of

original engraving whom England has produced.
The fact is that England has produced no great

master of original engraving, and however great

Blake's genius was it is impossible that as an
engraver he will ever be placed equal in rank
with the great masters of the early German and
Italian schools, or the French of the 17th century.
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find evidence of the great master expressed in bold

touches. The noble pose and a certain dignified

elegance, free from any kind of coquetry, make
this portrait a ver>' sympathetic work of the middle

period of the master.

[N.B.—The picture, assigned on the plate to

Herr Julius Bohler, is now the property of

Monsieur F. Kleinberger.]

San Martino. My claim as regards that part of my
article must, therefore, be confined to having

pointed out the sources and ascertained the prove-

nance of the three fragments and to having repro-

duced for the first time the two fragments which

had hitherto remained unpublished. Naturally I

am anxious to disclaim any honour which does not

belong to me, and I have great pleasure in restoring

to my friend Mr. Langton Douglas the credit

of which I had unintentionally deprived him.

Yours faithfully,

GiACOMO DE Nicola.

[Communications from Mr. Egerton Beck and

Mr. Walter W. Seton concerning Mr. Bernath's

article, "The Prayer-book of a Saint", published

in the December number, are unavoidably held

over.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Russell has given a list of prints engraved by
Blake but not designed by him, and it is in this

section, in my opinion, that Blake's finest work as

a craftsman is to be found. In the stipple manner
which he learned under the guidance of James
Basire Blake acquired considerable skill, not

perhaps equal to Peter Simon, but very nearly if

not quite as accomplished as the work of

Ryland, to whom he refused to be apprenticed

because he remarked "the man looked as if he

would live to be hanged ". It is indeed remarkable

that a man of Blake's peculiar genius should have

become facile in such a medium as stipple where

pure line does not exist and great masses become
impossible to handle. Mr. Russell gives some illus-

trations of Blake's stipple prints, notably Cosway's

Venus dissuades Adonis from ///(h/Zh^, and the well-

known Mrs. Q. after the drawing by Huet Villiers.

One of Blake's best stipples is Morning Amusement

after Watteau, which curiously enough Mr. Russell

has not seen, although it is by no means a print of

great rarity. These engravings show Blake as a

first-rate craftsman, of whom countless existed in

the latter part of the i8th century. For the real

Blake we must turn to the first section of the

catalogue, prints engraved by Blake from his own
designs. Here it is that the full genius of the man
appears, but here it is not the great craftsman who
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makes the first appeal. Blake was influenced by

the early masters of engraving, perhaps more by

Durerthan any other, but his originality surpasses

all else in his work, and his genius owes not over

much to those who came before him. But it is not

for his technique as an engraver that he lives, for in

spite of the tremendous force and breadth of his

work it is often curiously lacking in those qualities

necessary to an original engraver of the first rank.

In some respects Blake is almost beyond criticism;

his mysticism is so interwoven with his art that it

is not always possible to give clear reasons, and any

ordinary standard cannot be applied to his works.

H. W. L.

(i) Etudes sur l'Histoire de l'Art Allemaxd, quelques inanu-

scrits attribues au x« et xi= siecles, &c. Par A. Marigxan.

(2) Das Kirchen'jahr im i56gotischen Federzeichnungen,

&c. Von Dr. J. E. Weis-Liebersdorf, mit 79 Lichdrucktafeln.

Strassburg (Heitz, " Studien zur Deutschen Kunstgeschichte")

(i) Heft 162
; (2) Heft 160, (i) 6M ; (2) 26M.

M. Marignan's general object is to counteract the

tendency of German critics to ante-date German
miniatured MSS. This he states in an introductory

chapter. He then examines the following particular

examples: The Codex Egberti (Library, Treves)

;

MS. 4453 (Royal Library, Munich) ; the Evangel-

arium (Treasury of the Cathedral, Aix-la-Chapelle)

;

the Evangelarium of Echternach (Library of

Gotha) ; the Concordance of the Gospels, " of

Eusebius" (Town Library, Gotha) ; certain MSS.
attributed to the Saxon school ; and the carved

wooden doors of the church of S. Mary in

Cologne. The dates of all these works generally

accepted in Germany have lain between the loth

and the nth century. M. Marignan gives clear

and plausible reasons for placing them rather in

the 12th or at the beginning of the 13th century
;

first, because of the semi-barbarous state at the

earlier dates of the countries which produced

them; second, for iconographical reasons— the

occurrence of certain subjects otherwise unknown
so early; third, the representation of certain

articles of dress not invented until the later

dates ; and fourth, the presence of many letters

in the text approachmg their later Gothic

shapes. Considering the obscurity of the whole

subject, M. Marignan's 124 pages throw much
suggestive light upon it.— (2) Before Dr.

Weis-Liebersdorf describes the MS. with which

he is mainly concerned, he reviews the cognate

works which preceded it, viz., the anonymous
13th-century " Biblia pauperum", the "Specu-

lum humanae salvationis" (c. 1324), also

anonymous, and the " Concordantiae caritatis"

(c. 1350) by the Austrian Cistercian, Ulrich von
Lilienfeld. He examines here a version of the

last-named written on paper by a Dominican of

Eichstatt, probably at the very beginning of the

15th century, and called Codex 212 of the I-^oyal

public library of Eichstatt. The learned author

might have expressed his purpose plainer than he

has. He seems to address neither the learned, who

already know these antecedent facts, nor the un-

learned, who will find them difficult to extricate

from his pages. After dealing minutely with the

provenance and present condition of the Eichstatt

MSS., and devoting a short chapter to Lilienfeld

and his work. Dr. Weis-Leibersdorf reprints Tietze's

precis of the New Testament scenes represented in

the Eichstatt pen-drawings, and of the references

to their Old Testament antetypes written in the

Eichstatt text. But he adds for the first time a

clear precis of the "correspondences" in natural

history, derived from the usual mediaeval sources,

from Aristotle onwards. For I may recall that this

class of allegorical exegesis, at its fullest develop-

ment, drew parallels to events in the life of Christ

from Old Testament history, from nature, and,

later, from profane history also. Finally, the whole
of the New Testament drawings are well repro-

duced from the Eichstatt codex. K. J.

The .^Vrt of Colour Decoration. By J. D. Crace, F.S.A.

(Batsford.) 30s.

At the present time colour decoration in buildings

is not much encouraged—our walls are faint

monochromes, and our ceilings white or speckled

—so that to write a book on so unfashionable an

art is bold, but to write it well and illustrate it

delightfully makes the publication important. On
reading it one even sympathizes a little with the

old part of the Victoria and Albert Museum, and
wonders whether the chastity of some of our

interiors is not due to timidity rather than taste.

The book is described as "an explanation of the

purposes to be kept in view and the means of

attaining them ". The purposes are the decoration

and expression of the architectural motive, based

on the auxiliary relationship of colour to structure;

the means of attaining them are the proper distri-

bution of values, a scheme of colour, and the right

treatment of surface and contour. All these are

dealt with in several carefully considered chapters,

in which one or two accepted ideas are attacked

though not exploded. Amongst these is the

sublimity of the interior of S. Mark's, which is

described as " a vaporous atmosphere " rather than

a building, and one in which " the mind is diverted

from the very idea of structure ". Quite so, but

the structure is so plain and unpretending, it did

not expect to be strongly expressed. The rest of

the book is chiefly occupied with treatment of

colour decoration by great masters : these are all

Italian, except Mr. Crace, and admirably illustrate

the principles laid down by him. The twenty

coloured plates add greatly to the value of the

book, and are well worth their probably expensive

reproduction (by Messrs. Vans & Crampton) ; they

not only assist the argument, but, what is much
more difficult, actually illustrate colour— real

colour, as Conder knew it. A. S. G. F3.

Das Grabmal Pauls HI in S. Peter in Rom. Von Ernst
Steinmann. With 14 plates. Rome.

In this brochure of 29 pages Dr. Steinmann sets
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out all that was known of the tomb of Paul III,

and much more besides that he has himself

deduced, both from a minute study of those parts

of the monument which are not visible from the

ground, and from his unsurpassed knowledge of

the documentary history of the subject. Nothing

could have opened more auspiciously than the

early negotiations with Gugliemo della Porta for

the erection of this monument. The artist was
indebted to Michelangelo for his employment by
the Pope, and it is not clear why these harmon-
ious relations so quickly became strained. Dr.

Steinmann suggests that Michelangelo's bitter

disappointment at the relinquishment of his

own monument of Julius II accounted for his

opposition, as architect of S. Peter's, to the erection

of Gugliemo's tomb in a good place. It was not

till 25 years after the original order that it was set

up, and in 1628 it was moved to its present

position in the choir ; the depth of the niche in

which it now stands hides the reliefs on the sides

of the base, which, made by Gugliemo for the

monument of Bishop Sulis, were so much
admired by Paul III that he bought them for his

own. Most important is the publication by
Dr. Steinmann of a hitherto unnoticed drawing
in the Ambrosiana Library at Milan. It is an
architectonic composition with allegorical figures

and putti centring around a shield bearing the

Farnese arms surmounted by a Papal crown.
That this was a design for Paul Ill's tomb is

evident, and Dr. Steinmann is equally certain that

the drawing goes back to a lost original by Michel-

angelo. The elaboration of the architecture and
the wealth of figures employed makes it unlikely

that the design was intended to be carried out

plastically ; it would seem more suitable for fresco

and may have been meant to decorate the wall

above the niche (where Longinus now stands) in

which Michelangelo suggested that Gugliemo's
bronze figure ot Paul III should be placed.

Literary sources credit Buonarotti with a share in

the tomb, so that Ur. Steinmann 's hypothesis
sounds a probable one. No review can do justice

to the wealth of documentary evidence collected

and confined to the footnotes, and the detail of

the monument can be better appreciated from the

14 plates than in S. Peter's. A. E. C.

Military Architecture in England during the Middle
Ages. By A. Hamilton Thompson. With 200 illustrations.

(Frowde.) 7s. 6d. net.

This history forms one of the admirable series of

text-books on English mediaeval architecture

issued under the general editorship of Mr. Francis
Bond. The author's purpose is to provide a
handbook to the study of mediaeval fortifications

in England, and, furnished as it is with full

references to original authorities, it should be of

great service to the student. Pre-conquest forti-

fication is dealt with in the preliminary chapters,
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and the author proceeds to describe the mount-
and-bailey stronghold introduced into England
at the Norman invasion; incidentally helping to

bury the once-held theory that the Saxon biirh was
a castle, upon the site of which the later Norman
structure rose. A chapter is given to the develop-
ment of attack and defence, Viollet-le-Duc being
drawn upon for its illustration, and the history of

the castle is then followed in detail to its culmina-
tion in the Edwardian period. Concluding
chapters describe its decline into the fortified

dwelling-house, during the later middle ages. Mr.
Thompson justly complains of the paucity of

material to be drawn upon in the preparation of

such a history, and we look forward to the wiping
out of this reproach to English archeology, as

the publication proceeds of the volumes issued

under the direction of the Royal Commission
on Historical Monuments, as well as that of

the Victoria County Histories. Neither series,

strangely enough, is mentioned by the author.

The photographic illustrations are excellent

throughout, but the same cannot be said of the

pen drawings, which in many instances are too

scrappy to be of much service. W. G. K.

Hermann Braun. Von Dr. Jos. Aug. Beringer. Strasburg

(Heitz, "Studien zur Deutschen Kunstgeschichte ", Heft 158),

5M.

This small volume is occupied with a sketch of

the life and work of a Westphalian artist whose
career exemplifies the old saying, "A prophet has

no honour in his own country". An artist who
is a pioneer or who has originality generally has

a hard struggle for recognition, and Hermann
Braun was no exception to this rule, and up to the

end of his life had to undergo much hardship,

indifference, and neglect. This was rather curious,

for his paintings were fairly well known and cir-

culated all over German}', but they never seem to

have established themselves as the work of a man
of talent. Perhaps it was because the artist was
modest in character and totally opposed to self-

advertisement in any way. Born in Westphalia
in 1862, he took up art at an early age and worked
at it all his life, which was not a long one, for he
died, worn out and broken in health, in 1908, a

disappointed man. His early work shows the

influence of Bocklin, but he developed a person-

ality of his own, and his street scenes, notably

of crowds and processions, are full of pictorial

qualities. Some of his best works are his etchings

and illustrations of old streets and old towers, but

he was not always fortunate in having them well

reproduced. The illustrations, too, in this book
generally do his work scanty justice. F. G.

Della Robbias in America. By Allan Marquand. (Prince-

ton University Press & O.xford University Press.) 20s. net.

Ever since the first exploitation of the works of

Luca Della Robbia and his school, carried out with

so much skill and genuine critical knowledge by
Dr. William Bode, it was obvious that sooner or
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later the works of the Delia Robbia school would
be marked out for the prey of the American
millionaire. Prof. Allan Marquand of Princeton

University was quite early in the day associated

with Dr. Bode in this pursuit, and is therefore

qualified to speak with special knowledge of this

particular subject. He tells us that in 1884 out of

481 known works of the Delia Robbias only one
was then known in America, and in 1902 out of

1,100 only seven. In 19 12 there were 70 examples
of Delia Robbia work in American collections,

and we learn from Prof. Marquand that new
examples are constantly arriving from Europe, in

many cases improperly attributed and offered at

enormous prices. In view of this latter statement

the publication of Prof. Marquand's present work,

however interesting it may be or valuable as a

work of reference, seems to be a little premature,

as on his own authority it is really out of date

at the time of publication. So much has been
written with something approaching to final

authority by Dr. Bode on the subject of the Delia

Robbias that there seems to be little left for other

writers, except to sift the work and classify it under
various headings. Most travellers and amateurs

of Florentine art are familiar with the majestic

simplicity of the reliefs in glazed and painted clay

of which Luca Delia Robbia, one of the great

artists of all time, was the originator. These works,

especially those of the later members of the Delia

Robbia family at their school, are so essentially

local in feeling and character, so entirely adapted

to the situations for which they were designed,

that when they are dragged out of their proper

settings they lose much of their charm and vitality

and become in too many instances spiritless and
mutilated curiosities. To group a number of

Delia Robbia reliefs together, as must be inevitably

done in a museum, whether in Berlin, the Bargello

at Florence, the Victoria and Albert Museum, or

the Louvre, cannot help disappointing the spectator

who may be acquainted with the exquisite sense of

decorative propriety presented by the works of the

Delia Robbias which have not as yet been torn

from their original settings. In few other cases

does the heavy hand of Mammon clutch the tender

blossoms of Art with more unfeeling cruelty. The
growing interest and demand for works of the

Delia Robbia school some thirty or forty years ago
led to a rapid supply of such works, for which no
particular provenance could be proved. Forgeries

became plentiful, and their supply only whetted

the appetite for more. In these days such forgeries

play but a small part in the haute finance of art

dealing. Italian palaces are now only too ready to

yield up their treasures, and in the 20th century

noblesse oblige has come to bear quite a new, and
possibly not unjustifiable, significance. We read

between the lines that Prof. Marquand is too good
a judge to be entirely satisfied as to the quality

of the works of the Delia Robbia school which are

constantly reaching America from Europe. As
his present work is avowedly only an instalment of

a larger work which he has in preparation, detailed

criticism should be deferred to a later date. L. C.

Staffordshire Pottery and its History. By Josiah C.

Wedgwood, M.P. (Sampson Low), los. 6d. net.

This book is a history of the great manufacture

which has made its home in North Staffordshire.

It tells how an uncouth and boorish district was
converted into a hive of industry, and how a few

scattered hovels have become a vast borough em-
bracing five townships. The story is told by one
who is thoroughly familiar with the place and the

people no less than with the peculiar terminology

of the potter; for Josiah Wedgwood, though the

politician of the family, is imbued with the spirit of

the Potteries. Though not mainly intended for

collectors, the book will be helpful to those who
study the historical side of the old Staffordshire

pottery. For the story of the potter families is

fully set forth with all their relationships and trade

connexions, their enterprises and inventions, their

success and failures. There are, besides, several old

maps of the district and numerous lists of potters

which are most valuable documents, while the

Tunstall Court Rolls and the MSS. of the great

Josiah Wedgwood provide some interesting matter

hitherto unpublished. But beyond this Mr. Wedg-
wood has little to add to the information collected

in previous works, and for his ceramic facts he

draws freely on Church and Burton, to whom he
handsomely acknowledges his debt. In spite of

the prominent part played by his own family in the

development of the Potteries, Mr. Wedgwood is

extremely modest in the enumeration of their merits,

and his criticisms of the work of his great namesake
are calmly judicial. Of the illustrations the most
interesting are portraits. The actual pottery de-

picted is unimportant, and includes in a prominent
position a suspiciously German-looking tankard

dated 1701, which purports to be the earliest dated

piece of Staffordshire salt-glaze. But the real value

of the book is in the story of the potters themselves,

to which the author has imparted a tone of pleasant

intimacy, and in the sociological side of the history

which is well and sympathetically handled. R. L. H.

Die Grabplastik des ehemaligen Bistums Wurzburg
wahrend der Jahre 1480-1540. Ein Beitrag zur Geschiclite

Deutschen Renaissance. Von Leo Bruhns. Mit 39 Abbil-

dungen aiif 13 Tafeln. Leipzig (Klinkliardt), 9 M.

In his introduction the author reviews the begin-

ning of memorial sculpture from the earlier middle
ages, during which the custom was to lay flat

tablets in the floor of churches or cloisters. So
long as this usage exclusively prevailed, it is

obvious that no marked development in the

execution of memorial effigies was admissible

;

the circumstances of the case excluding even low-

relief sculpture. But, by about the middle of the

14th century, memorials fixed against walls or
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mounted on high tombs had been introduced.

Thenceforward the emancipation of the figure

was assured, and fresh monumental forms, with

canopies and other architectural accessories, came

into vogue. Such is the thesis of the second

section of the work. The third treats of the

modelling of monumental effigies by Tilmann

Riemenschneider and his immediate successors,

and their transitional link with the Renaissance

which followed. The period represented by these

masters the author reckons from about 1480 to

1540. The fourth and last section of the book

deals with the North-Frankish funeral monuments
of the second and third decades of the i6th

century; and the work concludes with a detailed

list of the thirty-nine subjects depicted in the

plates, which, admirable in themselves, present an

efficient series of illustrations of the matter ex-

haustively treated in the text. A.V.

Les Artistes Walloxs. Par L. Cloquet. Bruxelles (Van

Oest), 4fr.50.

Should artists be classified geographically or by

nationality ? In writing a history, for instance,

of English art, must Holbein, Vandyck, Lely and

Kneller be omitted, because they were not born

Englishmen ? Does race or environment play

the greater part in the development of an artist's

creative power ? The map of Europe has been

re-arranged like a puzzle so often since the fall of

the Roman empire that the geographical boun-

daries of the past are often hardly recognizable.

Take the Netherlands, for instance, for so long

the cockpit of Europe, which have now settled

down to a subdivision with two kingdoms, known
as Holland and Belgium. Each of these is,

however, composed of divers ingredients as to

race ; when we speak of Dutch art, we include in

our survey much that should better be classed as

the Lower Rhine School, and when we speak of

Flemish art we include much that belongs more
naturally to districts in which Luxemburg and

some parts of Northern France are more easily

comprised than Flanders. There are many racial

distractions between Flemings and Walloons,

and Walloons resent being classified as Flemings,

much as the modern Fleming dislikes being

spoken of as a Belgian. Much has been written

lately to claim a separate genesis and existence

for Walloon art ; Tournay, Li^ge, Mons, Dinant,

all assert an individuality independent of Ghent,

Bruges, and Antwerp. This little volume by

Prof. Cloquet is an agreeable contribution to

this discussion. It does not contain anything

new in the way of artistic information, and the

genuine art-lover will not be moved, to take one

instance, by the question whether Roger van der

Weyden should be classed as a Heming or

Walloon. The question whether there were one

or two artists of this name is much more impor-

tant. L. C.

Festschrift zur Feier des fiinfzigjahrigen Bestehens der K.

Altertiimersammlung in Stuttgart" 1912. Stuttgart (Deutsche

Verlags-Anstalt.)

This is all that a commemorative collection of

tracts on subjects of local antiquarian and artistic

importance should be, but book collectors outside

the kingdom of Wiirttemberg will prefer to follow

Sir Martin Conway's example, and cut it up.

Besides a history of the Royal collection, and
seven other articles by learned writers on more
purely local and antiquarian subjects, the follow-

ing may be noticed for their greater artistic

interest :—on the sigillata found at Risstissen

(Robert Knorr) ; on the old renaissance monastic

church of Zwiefalten, 1738-1765 (Eugen Grad-
mann) ; on Romance wall-paintings in the

Friedhofkirche in Balingen (Hans Christ) ; on the

art of the period of Eberhard im Bart (Julius

Baum) ; and on ecclesiastical coinage in Wiirttem-

berg (Julius Ebner). The volume is well and
judiciously illustrated where plates are most
needed to elucidate the text. F.J.
Survey of London. Vol. iv. Chelsea. Part 11. (London

County Council.)

This is another instalment of the valuable work
done for the London County Council under the

direction of Sir Laurence Gomme and Mr. Philip

Norman. The task of rescuing from oblivion,

and in some cases preserving, the precious and
too quickly vanishing remains of Old London is

one of a peculiarly grateful nature, only tempered

by regret for what once existed, and has in some
cases been destroyed even within our own memories.

Chelsea is redolent of historical association and
artistic memories. Sir Thomas More, Sir Arthur

Gorges, Sir Theodore Mayerne, Sir Hans Sloane, are

all names of historical renown. Thomas Carlyle is

a landmark in himself. Turner, Rossetti, Whistler

have made Cheyne Walk a place of pilgrimage.

This survey of Cheyne Walk and its neighbour-

hood makes us grateful to those who, like Sir

Hugh Lane, have devoted themselves to rescuing

the beautiful English houses in this quarter from
destruction. Lindsey House is a museum in

itself. In many cases the front of a house gives

but scanty indication of the interest of its interior.

Art, design, comfort, rather than greed and osten-

tation, are the characteristics of these Chelsea

buildings. May the hand of the improver be

stayed, the curse of the modern builder averted.

All readers of the best fiction must know and love
" The Hillyars and the Burtons ", one of the

fascinating novels by Henry Kingsley, whose
father was rector of S. Luke's, Chelsea, from 1836

to i860. The old house described by Kingsley has

disappeared, but it is strange to find in a work of

such meticulous accuracy as this that, although

the brothers Charles and George Kingsley are

duly noted, Henry Kingsley is omitted altogether,

and his novel "The Hillyars and the Burtons"

ascribed to his brother Charles. L. C.
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Jan Gossart gen. Mabuse, Sein Leben unci Seine Werke : ein

monographischer Versuch unci Beitrag zur Geschichte der

Vliimischen Malerei in der Ersten Halfte des XVI Jahrhunderts.

Von Ernst Weisz. Parchim. i.M. (Freise), loM.

This monograph, like so many which have

been put before the world lately by German
students, is a reprint of a dissertation compiled

for a degree at the University. Like others of this

description, it is replete with carefully compiled

facts and statistics, meticulous descriptions of

paintings, and an excellent catalogue raisoniie,

so far as it goes, of the paintings by Jan Gossart,

more commonly known as Mabuse. Now Mabuse
is by no means a new subject, and much has been

written about this painter even since the author

first completed his dissertation. The monograph
reveals the fact that it was compiled and printed

before the famous Adoration of the Kings passed

from Naworth Castle to the National Gallery, a

fact which, together with an allusion to Mr. M.
VV. Brockwell's book about this picture, is therefore

only alluded to in an appendi.x. The author also

shows himself behind the times in his insistence on

the famous Malvagna triptych at Palermo as an

undoubted work by Mabuse. Recent writers have

shown good grounds for attributing this and other

related works to Cornelis van Coninxloo, and of

these arguments set forth by M. A. J.Wauters and
Professor Fierens-Gevaert, the author seems to

be quite unaware. As the discussion involves so

many other important paintings, which have been

attributed to Mabuse, such as The Calling of S.

Matthew at Windsor Castle, an omission at this

date to allude to the new attribution renders this

monograph out of date even before publication.

In dealing also with the portraits attributed to

Mabuse, the author is disappointingly meagre.

He does not attempt to cast any light on the

question of the portraits of apparent Lombard
origin, which have been attributed at one time to

Mabuse, at another to Jean Perr^al of Paris. He
does not allude to the tradition, probably quite

erroneous, yet long believed, that Mabuse was the

practical originator of the art of painting in

England. There is so much which is useful in

this monograph, especially in the catalogue of

paintings, that one is disappointed at leaving

it with the impression that the author is not

sufficiently equipped by width of knowledge or

artistic instinct to deal so assertively with a subject

presenting so many points of difficulty. The
general facts about the life and works of Mabuse
are now sufficiently well known not to need

repetition. L. C.

Album du Vieux Gand. Vues Monumentales et Pittoresques

de la Ville de Gand a travers les Ages, accompagnees de

notices historiques. Par Paul Bergmans et Armand Heins.

Brussels (Van Oest), 30fi".
.

As a souvenir of the great international exhibi-

tion at Ghent in 1913, this publication is of

considerable interest. Ghent is not only a town

of special historical importance, but has preserved

some of its ancient monuments, and although the

cry of Gand qui s'en va might be heard as the

advance of commercial prosperity annexes and
destroys remains of antiquity, it is satisfactory to

note that the citizens of Ghent really appreciate

and wish to preserve what remains. A good
example has been the restoration of the interesting

Chateau des Comtes. This publication is there-

fore welcome, and the editors have done their

task well. L. C.

RECENT PRINTS AND REPRODUCTIONS
The three subjects enumerated below ^ give an
excellent example of the capacity of Mr. Hollyer's

method of colour reproduction. The two Blakes

can now be conveniently tested by the originals

exhibited in the Tate Gallery. The River of Life

is naturally the nearest to the original washed
drawing, which is in the medium far the easiest to

reproduce. Mr. Hollyer's is not only the sole

colour-reproduction, but no better one is at present

at all likely to be made. Of course, the colour of

the original prints of the Elijah differs entirely, and
Mr. Graham Robertson's is the best of the very few

examples known. Mr. Hollyer succeeds beyond
reasonable expectation by any method saleable at

the price he asks. At five times that price, perhaps,

a closer facsimile might be made by Mr. Robertson
himself by means of the process, analogous to

Blake's, which he invented and used to excellent

effect, both for designs of his own and also in an
enlarged copy of Blake's Flames of Furious

Desire. Apart from the fact that the two Blake

subjects are unique, Mr. Hollyer's skill is seen best

in the Botticelli, because it has frequently been
reproduced in colour, and comparison shows that

Mr. Hollyer's reproduction is the best. The
twenty-eight colour-prints by Mr. Hollyer recently

exhibited in his studio also include four subjects

from Blake's "Songs of Innocence", four Turners,

four Corots, and other 19th-century works, English

and French.
The Loggan series of bird's-eye views of Oxford

Colleges produced by Mr. E. H. New has already

been noticed in these pages [Vol. xvu, p. 378,

and Vol. XIX, p. 305], and the artist has now pub-

lished another example of his graceful and delicate

draughtsmanship. The buildings of Trinity College

—the subject of the new plate—are well grouped

for this method of treatment, and to the writer,

who is well acquainted with the college, Mr. New's
presentation of them seems to be as accurate as it

is skilful. The garden and trees at the back of the

buildings have given Mr. New an opportunity for

' Colour-prints by Frederick Hollyer (9 Pembroke Square,

Kensington, W.). U) Giovanna Tournabuoni and the Graces,

by Botticelli ; (2) The River of Life ; and (3) Elijah in the Fiery

Chariot, by William Blake (Mr. W. Graliam Robertson's collec

lion) ; all limited to 150 copies. £2 7s. 6d. each.
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suggesting an effect of distance whicfi greatly

enhances the pictorial charm of the plate. The

price is one guinea.
. ,• u ^

The Board of Education has just published a

couple of colour plates of two specimens (a silk-

embroidered linen panel, dated 1750, and part of

a silk-embroidered linen bodice) from the Textile

Department of the Victoria and Albert Museum.

The texture of the material comes out in the plates

with remarkable success, and the colours also

appear to be good. At a shilling each the plates

are a marvel of cheapness; any profit on the sale

can scarcely be possible.
.

The number and the value of the illuminated

manuscripts in the Royal Library at Brussels is

now well known, and thanks to the later librarians,

M Hymans and Father Van der Gheyn, and to

the enterprise of M. Van Oest, some of the most

important manuscripts have been reproduced in

facsimile. M. Bacha, the keeper of the manu-

scripts, has now issued a selection of fifty-seven

heliotype reproductions,* giving samples of the

work of the miniature-painters in these manu-

scripts, so many of which can be traced back to

the library of Philippe le Bon, Duke of Burgundy,

and his predecessors. M. Bacha remarks in his

preface that no artist has ever entered the depart-

ment of manuscripts to study these books of art.

This is, perhaps, too sweeping a statement, but it

seems to be the gospel of modern art that inspira-

tion should emanate from the artist himself, and

not be cultivated by study or by the example of

others. Artists are, however, busy people, and

probably some of them will be grateful to M. Bacha

for bringing these miniature-paintings within their

Students who like to have on their shelves illus-

trated guides to the great public galleries of

Europe on a larger scale than those to be used in

the galleries themselves, will be grateful to Prof.

Fierens-Gevaert for the present historical and

critical guide to the Museum at Brussels." Prof.

Fierens-Gevaert is already known to readers of

The Burlington Magazine for his History of early

Flemish painting, so that he can be relied upon

as a competent guide and critic. He does not

attempt to give a complete catalogue of the

pictures in the museum, or to illustrate them all.

Every picture of importance is.however.mentioned,

and very well printed illustrations are given of no

fewer than 174 pictures of different schools.

The Liege "Album"* contains 470 loose sheets,

26 by 17-2 cm., and forms a reference iconography

of the applied arts either made or now preserved

'Lm TrisBclUs Miniaturesdcla BMiothcquc RoyaUde Belgiqne.

Par Eugene Bacha. Brussels (Van Oest), 3° fr.

*La Peinture au Miiscc Ancien dc BntxelUs. Par Fierens-

Gevaert. Brussels (Van Oest). los.

* Album dc I'Art Ancien au pays de Liege, public sous le

patronage du Comite Executif de I'E.xposition Universelle de

Liege 1905, par M. G. Terme, Conservateur du Palais de I'Art

Ancien. Liege (Benard).
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in the Li6ge district. 1 1 is designed to be arranged as

the owner pleases, or to be used with the " Catalogue

raisonne", in the latter case rather ineffectively,

since the parts of a single object are illustrated in

different portfolios. The prints, in heliotypie, are

quite good enough for purposes of comparison,

and the most important objects, such as the

chasscs of S. Hadelin at Vis6, of S. Remaclus at

Stavelot, of SS. Oda and George at Amay and

of "S. Mark" at Huy, and the florid bust of

S. Lambert in the cathedral of Liege are illustrated

from all points of view and in detail. It is a pity

that the Committee of Selection devoted so much
space to "Mobilier" and " Orf^vrerie ", for the

greater part of the furniture, especially, is merely

formed on French models with scarcely perceptible

local modifications. There are fine pieces, but

more interesting to the owners than to anyone

else. However, some 200 plates remain of suffi-

cient general interest to make the three portfolios

well worth having. "Album *, Mobilier et Sculp-

tures", and "Album** Orfevrerie, Dinanderie et

Ivoires ", reach me in covers of a different form

from " Album " tout court, which is by far the most
convenient for use. The covers of * and ** have

the old-fashioned pinching backs, which are very

difficult to force the plates into, preserve them
badly, and let them escape easily during use or

carriage.

The " Oesterreichische Kimstschaetze ",° now
completing its third year, deserves to be better

known in England. Earlier numbers have already

been noticed here [Vol. xix, pp. 178, 305 ; Vol.xx,

p. 242]. It is produced very conveniently for

comparative study, the leaves being entirely loose.

The notes, mostly by the editor, are confined, as

they ought to be, to essentials, the history of the

paintings and precise description of Ihe colour.

They are generally very brief, but a striking death-

portrait of Maximilian I by the Master A.A., 1519,

is annotated by two very interesting pages com-
paring and illustrating it with other examples.

Dr. Max Glass contributes the notes to Heft 2,

which contains nothing but portraits ranging

from Bernardino Campi down to Friedrich Amer-
ling. For the history of art the early characteristic

provincial schools within the Empire, such as the

15th-century Styrian and Carinthian (Plates 1-5,

Heft i) are by far the most interesting. The later

" Great Masters ", and the small, are broad-cast

over Europe, and accessible in monographs every-

where. However, reproductions of tine originals

in private collections, and, as regards portraiture

in itself, family portraits—of the Metternichs, for

instance—are also welcome.
Six parts of this year's special winter number

of " The Studio " are promised, and the first three

^ Oesterreichische Kunstschaeize, mit Unterstiitzung des K.k.

Ministeriums fiir Kultus und Unterricht. herausgegeben von
Wilhelm Suida;—Hefte i, 2 & 3, 4. Wien (Lowy) Jiihrlich

10 Hefte, K60.



that have appeared* do not equal the excellent

winter number on Corot and Millet which was

issued from the same source in 1902. It is a pity

that the present publication is to include nothing

but the master's latest work. Surely it is important

that students, for whom I suppose this work is for

the most part intended, should learn by example

not only how Corot ended but also how he began ?

Mr. Thomson emphasizes the fact that his early

work was most carefully finished as to detail, and

that, like Turner and Constable, Velazquez and
Rembrandt, without this attention to detail Corot

would not have gained the breadth and power

that distinguished his later paintings ; all the more
reason for including an example or two of it here.

So far, the coloured reproductions are singularly

unequal. The most successful are Les Damcnrs dc

Castcl Gnndolfo (PI. i). The Fislieniiaii's Hut (PI. 2)

and The Bent Tree (PI. 15), both bequeathed to the

« The Landscapes of Corot. Thirty plates in facsimile colours.

Text by D. Croal Thomson. Parts i, 11, iii (" The Stt<ciio ").

2s. 6d. each part.

NOTES
Rodin's "The Burghers of Calais ".—The

decision of the First Commissioner of Works,

referred to here in December, concerning the

placing of Monsieur Rodin's famous group,

incidentally suggests the question whether an

artist's choice of a site for his work should be

final, or how far a donor's wishes may be allowed

to modify it. But in the present instance it is by

no means clear that the great sculptor has chosen

the site for The Burghers of Calais or has been

given a proper opportunity of doing so. Some
little time ago the National Art-Collections Fund
acquired one of the original versions of the group

and offered it as a gift to the nation. The offer

was accepted by the First Commissioner, who
promised to provide a suitable site. It was undei-

stood that the group was not to be interned in a

museum as a mere specimen, but was to stand in

the open, a great work of art adorning a public

place of this great city. In the spring of last year

(1913) Monsieur Rodin accepted an invitation

from the Committee of the National Art-Collec-

tions Fund, endorsed by Earl Beauchamp, as First

Commissioner, to inspect sites, for it was known
that Monsieur Rodin had severely criticized the

site at Calais chosen for the same group there

after it had been erected, and he has recently

shown great taste and judgment in his choice of

the site for his Victor Hugo in the Palais Royal

garden. The first suggestion made after the

National Art-Collections P'und presented the group

was that a suitable site might be found in the

gardens between the Victoria Tower and Lambeth
Bridge. Various other places had been proposed,

but the Office of Works decided that the garden was

the best available. On the invitation of the First
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National Gallery by Mr. George Salting, and foin-

ville sur Marne (PI. 9). This last is, perhaps, the

best and most faithful to the original. La Rafale:

Un Coup de Vent (PI. 3) and Les Bords du Grand

Lac de Ville d'Array (PI. 7) are distinctly poor in

colour and tone: simple carbon photographic

prints or photogravures would give a better idea of

the originals.

Mr. ]. S. McLennan, of Montreal, has had repro-

duced by Mr. Donald Macbeth, and in one instance

by Mr. Frederick Hollyer, with the most elaborate

care, 20 water colour and pencil drawings by his

wife the late Mrs. Louise Ruggles McLennan, an

artist well known in Montreal. The method of

reproduction employed is well suited to the

media, and the drawings do the reproducers'

skill very great credit. The plates are enclosed

in a well-made block portfolio. Twenty-six sets

have been printed, and the one sent to this

magazine will, according to Mr. McLennan's

wishes, be presented to the print room of the

British Museum,

Commissioner, Monsieur Rodin inspected the

garden, and, failing the site which he preferred,

expressed himself satisfied that the group should be

placed so that the Victoria Tower should form an

architectural background. He did not, however,

see the model /;/ situ, and has stated that he would

prefer the site originally offered him, near the

bridge, at the other end of the garden. Moreover,

it also seems doubtful whether he really approves

the design of the pedestal, provided by the Office

of Works, on which the group is to stand. The
Committee of the National Art-Collections Fund
was not informed of the precise spot selected

until a few weeks ago, when it was invited to

meet Mr. Earle, the Secretary to the Office of

Works, to inspect the model erected in the garden

on a base (also in model) stated to have been

approved by Monsieur Rodin. The Comrnittee

was unanimous in preferring a more central site in

the garden, and particularly in condetnning the one

chosen, which is close under the Victoria Tower.

The Committee also severely criticized the height

and certain features of the base. It is unnecessary

to enter here into the details of the Committee's

objections, but it considered them so well founded

that it requested the First Commissioner to re-

consider his decision, and on his expressing himself

unable to do so, at any rate for the present, the

Committee entered a public protest, on the ground

that the group could not be seen properly on the

site and at the elevation chosen, and decline all

further responsibility. This is evidently a case

where the donor's voice should be heard, not to

modify the mature decision of the artist, but to

ensure such decision receiving the fullest con-

sideration. Does the Commissioner of Works
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propose to go to the expense of building up the

base and setting the sculpture on the top of it under

the Victoria tower, temporarily, and then removing

it elsewhere, if the result proves as displeasing

to the artist as to the donor and the public ?

The obvious course is for Monsieur Rodin to

be invited to meet the Committee with the Office

in the garden, to see the model placed under the

tower and also on the site preferred by the Com-
mittee, to inspect the design of the base, and to

express his opinion to the Committee and the

Office. It will then be clear whether there is any

divergence of opinion at all between the artist

and the donor, and the Office of Works may
avoid another superfluous Folly.

It has been announced that Sir Walter

Armstrong has resigned the office of Director of

the National Gallery of Ireland, which he has held

for the past twenty-one years. As a successor to

Mr. Doyle, Sir Walter has more than maintained

the position of the Dublin Gallery in the world of

art. As a writer on art, Sir Walter has been rather

less active than formerly, but it is to be hoped

that relief from official duties will give him more
time to continue the critical studies which have

already given him a high reputation as an expert.

ITALIAN PERIODICALS
BOLLETTINO d'arte DEL MiNiSTERO. June, 1913.—Under

" Note d'Arte " Dr. Corrado Ricci deals with some interesting

subjects : ascribes to Piero dclla Francesca two much-injured

frescoes (S. Christopher and S. Sebasliati) recently removed from

the desecrated church of S. Andrea at Ferrara and placed in the

gallery—recalls the fact that this church once belonged to the

Augustinians, for whom, according to Vasari, Piero executed

frescoes (he is known to have been at Ferrara, c. 1451-52)—and
suggests that a well-known profile portrait of a youth, a drawing;

in the Louvre ascribed to Leonardo, is a preparatory sketch for

the portrait of a musician in the Ambrosiana which has lately

been attributed to Leonardo by Beltrami, Cavenaghi and Liphart.

As to the identity of the person represented he observes that an
examination of all existing MSS. by Gaffurio and Francesco da
Milano, the two most celebrated musicians at the court of Milan

at the end of the 15th century, as well as of those of other

musicians who flourished at Milan at that date, might lead to the

identification of the musical notation on the sheet held by this

figure. Under the title " Un palinsesto sconosciuto di Federico

Barocci ", Dr. Colasanti publishes for the first time a Prescpio

by Barocci belonging to Signor Mengarini in Rome, painted over
another version which closely resembles the allied compositions

in the Ambrosiana and the Prado ; these last are both accepted

by the writer as originals of Barocci, but neither can be identified

with the picture painted for Simonetto Anastagi, which
Bellori wrongly called a Prescpio, though it was in reality a

Rest on the Flight into Egypt, being mentioned as such in a letter

written by Barocci himself. A drawing in the Uffizi is shown
to be the first idea for the composition in the Mengarini collection,

and not for the Madrid picture, as had been conjectured by
Schmarsow. Other articles entitled :

" Per la riedificazione di

Messina" ;
" Intorno ad un prezioso trittichetto e ad alcuni altri

dipinti di scuola bizantina ", in the museum at Syracuse ; and
",Antica tazza di vetro con figure e fregi d'oro ", found in the

province of Reggio Calabria in 1904 (in one of the eighteen tombs
discovered on the property of Sig. Cananzi) and acquired by the
Minister of Public Instruction for the national collections. A
note states that the altar-piece by Barocci recently acquired by
the government and placed in the gallery at Urbino ("Bollettinoi"

1912, pp. 341, 408) is now proved to be the picture formerly in

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF AUC-
TIONS IN JANUARY
SOTHEBYS will sell (19-21 Jan.) a collection of

Greek civic and regal coins in gold, electrura,

silver and bronze, with a few pieces of Judea,
Bactria and the Ptolemaic dynasty of Egypt.
Almost every coin is illustrated in the 11 plates.

The same firm will sell (22-23 Jan.) a collection of

English gold, silver and copper coins of the reign

of Charles I, with a few medals of the same period.

Both collections belong to Mr, Cumberland Clark,

F.R.G.S. The illustrated catalogue (is. 6d.) con-

tains 14 plates with reproductions of all the

principal lots. Sothebys will also sell (28-30 Jan.)

a valuable and interesting library formed during 40
years by Mr. John Pearson, of which the first part

was sold a few months ago. The catalogue (3s. 6d.)

contains facsimile reproductions of early bindings,

one being in highly decorated morocco, contem-
porary with the book, a first, or at any rate, an ex-

tremelyiearly edition of the "Eikon Basilike", 1648.

Another fascimile illustrates the early 13th-century

binding in black morocco stamped in gilt from a

15th-century missal with 31 painted miniatures and
15 decorated borders. A facsimile of two leaves is

given in photogravure. A collection of 33 original

colour drawings by Rowlandson is also included.

the church of S. Agostino, at Cagli, which was sold in 1825 in

spite of strenuous opposition.

July.

—

Dr. Mariani illustrates the bronze statuette discovered

at Sutri in 1912 and now in the Museo Nazionale Romano, which
he considers to be Grreco-Roman. Dr. Munoz begins a series

of papers on works of art in the province of Rome, in this first

article dealing with those at Anguillara Sabazia (frescoes, church

of S. Francis), S. Martino al Cimino, Trevignano Romano, and
other places. Dr. Valentin'i has a note on two poliptychs in

the Museum at Lecce (Apulia), one by Jacobello del Fiore of 1420,

the other of the school of the Vivarini. Under " Notizie " an
account is given of the inauguration at Urbino, on 25th May last,

of the Galleria Nazionale Marchegiana, on the occasion of the

third centenary of the death of Federico Barocci and the un-

veiling of a bust of the artist by the sculptor, Gallo.

August.

—

Dr. de Nicola reproduces Donatello'sS.G(a2'<i»;;/)w

Martclli, now in the National Museum at Florence, and the

magnificent coat of arms of the Martelli family, also by Donatello,

which up to 1799 was still on the outside of their palace in

Florence. Dr. Riccl continuing his " Note d'Arte ", deals with

the following subjects: (i) The " Catino di Pilato ", so-called,

which stands in the Cortile di Pilato in S. Stefano at Bologna ;

he contends that it is not of the 8th century, as usually assumed,

but is a reproduction of the i6th century, or at all events was
worked over at that date, and from this point of view undue
importance has been given to the much-discussed inscription

which the copyist was probably unable to decipher and trans-

cribed incorrectly ; (2) Domenico Tibaldi's first project for the

adornment of the doorway of the Palazzo Pubblico, a drawing
in the Naples Museum. Tibaldi's work on the doorway was
executed c. 15S0 ; (3) the use of the cross in mosaic pavements
in early Christian times. Notwithstanding the decrees forbidding

that the sacred emblem should ever be placed where it would be
trodden under foot, the writer is able to cite innumerable examples
proving that, in spite of what archaeologists have asserted to the

contrary, the cross was constantly used for the decoration of

pavements. Dr. Mun'oz, continuing his " Monumenti d'arte

della Provincia Romana ", deals with Viterbo, and reproduces

some works by Antonio del Massaro called il Pastura—the chief

painter, after Lorenzo di Giacomo, of the school of Viterbo—and
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his followers. Under " Notizie " is reproduced a lunette fresco

in a private house at Ponte Pattoli in the province of Perugia,

dated 150 1.

September.—In his " Note " Dr. Ricci ascribes to El Greco a

small picture in the Gallery at Bergamo, once attributed to

Titian, and reproduces agood picture of the MrtrfoK/m (i»rfS(r;;;k,

xi'ith S. Carlo Borronieo (acquired in 1912 for the Uftizi from a

private collection at Lucca), by G. B. Crespi called il Ccrano,
one of the principal Lombard painters of the late i6th century ;

by its former owner it was thought to be by Van Dyck. Dr.
FiUPPiNi writes on Francesco Cossa as a sculptor and suggests
that the figure of Domenico Garganelli on his tomb—once in the

chapel of this family in the Church of S. Pietro at Bologna, and
now in the Museo Civico—is by this master, though it is usually

ascribed to Nicolo dell' Area or to Francesco di Simone.
Garganelli, who is known to have been the friend and patron of

Cossa, died in 1478, a year after the artist, the statue (if by Cossa)

must therefore have been executed in the life-time of Garganelli,

a not unusual custom at this period. Dr. Dei Vit.\ referring to

his discovery of a fresco of Aiigiisliis ami the Sibyl in the

Annunziata at Arczzo, identifies it with one described by Vasari

as the work of Nicolo Soggi, completed before March, 1528.

According to Vasari, the donor, Girolamo Basci, was portrayed
as Augustus and Soggi's assistant Domenico Giuntalodi was also

introduced. Dr. Papini in " Pitture incdite del Sodoma c del

Beccafumi" believes that he has identified a Proccss/o;; toCalvaiy
in S. Maria Maggiore, Rome (Sala del Capitolo annexed to the

sacristy of the Borghese Chapel), with a picture once in the

palace of Cardinal Salviati on the Lungara, which eventually

passed by inheritance into the Borghese family. The work is in

part by Sodoma ; its connexion with the master's composition of

15 15-17 at Chateau Beauregard (Lake of Geneva), an old copy of

which exists at Genoa, is noted. The toudo by Beccafumi 15 10-

15 is also in S. Maria Maggiore and is considered by the writer

to be one of his best works. Dr. Gunuzzi makes a further

contribution to the life and work of the sculptor, architect and
engineer, Marino di Marco Cedrini of Venice ; believes him to

have been the author of the door of S. Maria della Misericordia

at Ancona, and of the door of the Catliedral of Forli, botli of

which he reproduces. Under "Notizie" a polemical correspon-

dence between Dr. David and Dr. Spin.\zzola on the subject of

the marble relief of a rhinoceros in the Naples Museum. As Dr.

David has, as is admitted, proved his case that the marble was
copied from a drawing by Diirer, further correspondence on the

subject seems superfluous.

October.—Articles on " 11 Pretorio di Gortona ", by Dr. Porro,
who in 1912 was entrusted with the direction of the excavations

there by the director of the Italian school of arch.-eology at

Athens ; and by Dr. Fiocco on the abbey church of S. Maria di

Valdiponte (in recent times called Montelabate), near Perugia,

the lower church dating from the 8th century, the upper from
the I2th ; among the frescoes are some good works of the 15th

century ascribed by certain writers to Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. A
model by Serpotta, in the museum at Trapani, for the bronze
equestrian statue of Carlo II, which once stood in the Piazza del

Duomo at Messina and disappeared after 1854, is discussed by
Dr. Sorrentino. Some writers hold that the statuette at

Trapani is a copy of the statue, but the writer is convinced that

it is Serpotta's original model, an opinion first expressed by Prof.

Salinas when it was in the possession of the Pepoli family, from
whom it passed by bequest to the museum at Trapani.

L'Arte. Fasc. IV. July-August, 1913.—The most important

contribution in this number is Dr. Fiocco's first article on
Lorenzo and Cristoforo da Lendinara and their school, the

writer having discovered many new documents about these

artists in the archives at Rovigo. The most celebrated of the

family were the two under discussion, but two elder brothers are

mentioned in records, one of whom was named Nascimbene.
The family name was Canozi, though in documents the father,

Andrea, is also called Zanesin, which probably refers to the fact

that the family came originally from Cenesi (in Ferrarese terri-

tory, where it would be called Zenecie), the modern Cenesino.

Lorenzo, the elder of the two, best known as a carver and as

the inventor of pictorial intarsia, was also a painter of repute,

educated in the school of Ferrara. Both brothers were employed
by the Este between 1449 and 1453, and at Ferrarathe writer sur-

mises they first met with Piero della Fraucesca. The probability

of Lorenzo having executed the tondo of S. Gregory in the Ovetari

Chapel (Eremitani) at Padua is discussed, though it is admitted

that no works are known which would confirm the attribution

on stylistic grounds. Lorenzo was also renowned as a printer,

and from his press at Padua was issued the beautiful edition of

Aristotle 1472-74, the best copy of which is in the library at

Ferrara. The attribution to Lorenzo of a miniature at the

beginning of the first volume (Aristotle with his fupils) is con-

firmed by the similarity to a miniature bearing Lorenzo's signa-

ture in anotlicr copy of the Aristotle in the British Museum.
Concluding article (begun in Fasc. in) on the treasures of

mediaeval art in the Cathedral of Veroli. Other papers, entitled :

"L'Accademia di pittura c scultura del Settecento",

—

Dr.
FoGOLARl ;

" La Favola di Psiche dipinta da Lodovico Cigoli ",

—Dr. B.\ttelu ; and " Un gonfalone di Pirro Ligorio a Rieti ",

—Dr. Sassetti.
Fasc. V. September-October.—Concluding article on the

Lendinara ; Cristoforo's intarsia work for the cathedrals of

Parma, Modena, Lucca, and other places is discussed. As a
painter he is mentioned by a Modenese chronicler ; his signed

picture of 1482, formerly in the church of SS. Faustino e Giovita

at Modena and now in the gallery there, is reproduced. The
intarsia work of his son, Bernardino, between 1474 and 1520,

and of several of his collaborators, is touched upon. Bartolomeo
Poll, who executed the magnificent choir stalls in the Certosa of

Pavia from designs of Ambrogio Bergognone, also belonged to a

Ferrarese family and was for many years in the workshop of the

Canozi da Lendinara. At the end are printed an appendix of

documents and a list of works bearing the signature of the

Canozi. Dr. Bian'CALE writes on the art of Vittore Ghislandi,

whose productivity as an artist was, as is well known, immense.
The writer dwells upon the importance of sifting and classifjing

the vast material, and alludes to some hitherto unknown works
in private collections in Bergamesque territory. Dr. Viviaxi has
a short note on a choral book in S. Pietro, Perugia, with minia-

tures by Pierantonio di Nicolo da Pozzuolo. Dr. Fogolari
concludes his article on the Venetian Academy in the i8th century,

and Dr. Papini, in a note entitled " La costruzione del Duomo
di Piso", maintains that the opinion regarding the building

which he holds in common with Rohault de Fleury, Vcnturi, and
others is correct, and refutes Prof. Supino's views as expressed

in a paper read by him before the R. Accademia delle Scienze dell'

Istituto di Bologna in February, 1913. and recently published.

Fasc. VI. December.—New documentary notices of Piero

della Franccsca from the archives of San Sepolcro, are published

by the lady who adopts the pseudonym of Evelyn. A notice

of 1474 proves that at that date the master must have painted a

chapel in the Badia (the present cathedral), at San Sepolcro ; as

earlyas 1442 Piero is shown to have occupied a prominent position

there, being a member of the "Consiglio del Popolo", a body
which administered the affairs of the Commune. The name of a

local painter, Antonio d'Anghiari, is rescued from oblivion ; an
entry of 1436 speaks of him as working with Otfaviano da
Gubbio, and he was painting at S. Sepolcro in 1444-48, a period

when Piero was also there, painting his Madonna della

Misericordia, in the predella of which the writer discerns the

influence of Otta'viano. Prof. Miagostovich, of Sehenico,

contributes new documents concerning Giorgio Schiavone,

completing Dr. Lazzarini's researches in the Paduan archives. In

these entries the painter's name is always registered as Giorgio

(and not Gregorio), his surname is Chiulinovich, and his death

occurred between 1504-1505. Dr. Fiocco, in an article on Fra
Bartolomeo's Pietii (Pitti), comes to the conclusion that this

picture is certainly identical with the altar-piece once in S. Jacopo
tra Fossi (Florence) mentioned under the name of Bugiardini

by Vasari and Bocchi ; he upholds the theory of Crowe and
Cavalcaselle that the SS. Peter and Paul which formed part of

the altar-piece in Vasari's day were by Bugiardini but were
subsequently obliterated as out of harmony with the rest of the

composition. A good copy of the altar-piece, answering to

Vasari's description (though the presence of the Madonna is

ignored), is in the collection of Signor Brusa, Rome. The
influence exercised by Fra Bartolomeo's composition was con-

siderable, and many versions (paintings and drawings) are

referred to. Other papers on : Carlo Francesco Dotti, the

Bolognese architect (fl. 1709-1757),—Dr. Foratti ; on Mattia

Preti and his works, a catalogue of which is given at the end
of the article,

—

Dr. Mitidieri ; and on two ivories in the

National Museum, Florence, which the writer. Dr. Giglioli,

has identified as the work of Stockamer of Nuremberg, executed

in 1668 for Cardinal Leopoldo de' iMedici. The documents,
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which have enabled the writer to identify tliese works and to

throw litfht on the history of this German sculptor then living

in Rome are published. The Neapolitan codex "Balnea

Puteolana" (early 14th century), which was acquired at the sale

of the George Dunn Library in February. 1913. by Sig. De

Marinis of Florence, isdiscussedand illustrated by Dr. D'Ancona.

Felix Ravenna. No. 10, April, 1913.—Continuation of Dr.

Bernicoli's "Arte e Artisti in Ravenna "—documentary notices of

scuIrtorsofthei2th, 14th, and 15th centuries. Dr.CorradoRicci

writes on Guido Rcni at Ravenna and reproduces several of his

paintings there. Other articles entitled : Le epigrafi greche del

sarcofago di C. Sosio Giuliano a Ravenna ",—Dr. Santi

MuR\TORi ; "A propostio di un relievo greco-romano conservato

a Ravenna",—Dr. Hans Maurer ; and " II sacello pimitivo di

San Vitale
",'—Dr. Gerola.

No. II, July.—In this instalment of Arte e Artisti ,
sculptors

of Milan and Como working at Ravenna are dealt with, including

the Frisoni, who came originally from Campione and were

descendants of Marco Frisone, one of the first architects of the

Cathedral at Milan, and entries are printed bearing upon S. Maria

in Porto and the so-called " loggetta lombardesca ". Dr. Gerola

fives a list of the not very important silver consular coins dis-

covered this year near Cervia and concludes his article on San

Vitale ;
and Dr. Ricci, in an open letter to him, contributes

further' information on this church dealing especially with the

high altar and with the altar of San Vitale. Dr. Muratori

concludes his article begun in the previous number.

Faenza. Fasc. iv, October-December, 1913. contains the

following articles : "Marche di fabbrica",

—

Dr. GaETANO Ballar-

DlNi ; " La ' Pavona' cristiana e la ' Pavona' di Galeotto Manfredi ",

Dr Strocchi ;
" La renaissance du gres wallon : Willem

Delsaux a I'
' Escarboucle,' "— (Unsigned) ; and " Ancora dei

graffiti di Treviso",—G. B. The useful appendix of documents,

to which all who mayhave unpublished notices to communicateare

invited to contribute, contains records of potters at Ripatransone

in the i6th century, and at Ascoli Piceno in the 15th, contributed

by Dr. Grigioni.

Rassegna d'Arte. June, 1913.—Sig«- de Schegel contributes

a useful illustrated summary (to be continued) of the work of

Andrea Solario. Dr. Gelli in an article entitled " Gli Statuti

della Universita degli Spadari e dei Lanzari di Milano " reproduces

some beautiful examples of Milanese .armourer's work of the 15th

century. An unknown altar-piece by Giovanni Massone of

Alessandria, in an Oratory at S. Giulia di Centaurea, near Lavagna,

is reproduced by Sig"- Bianchi, a work executed by this artist in

1500, according to a document discovered by Alizieri. The sub-

ject represented, // VoUo Santo, is rarely met with, and the writer

has done well to draw attention to it ; though ignored by the most

recent students of Massone, it is (according to Sig" Bianchi) one

of his best works. Mr. Mason Perkins reproduces a cassone

panel in the Museum at Boston which he ascribes, with Mr.

Berenson and others, to J.acopo del Sellajo. The "Cronaca"

contains the following notes : on a 14th-century statuette (painted

wood) of the Umbrian school, recently .acquired for the B.arge!lo
;

on a portrait of Luther by Lucas Cranach the Younger of c. 1540,

discovered in the Warthurg ; on Sebastiano del Piombo's portrait

of Giulia Gonz.aga, which is said to be in a private collection in

Paris; on a signed work by Paolo Farin.ati, dated 1584, at

Padenghe in the province of Brescia ; and on drawings by Old

Masters in the Museo Civico at Reggio Emilia.

July—Concluding article on the work of Solario. The Pieta in

the collection of Lord Kinnaird is reproduced. DR. Marangoni
has a note on frescoes in the Church of S. Michael at Candia

Lomellina, commissioned in 1586 from Pier Francesco, a son of

Bernardino Lanino, though not executed by him but by his

brother Girolamo in 1589, according to the signature on one of

the frescoes. The writer reproduces frescoes from the same

church (Cappella del Rosario) signed and dated 1593, by

Guglielmo Caccia known as Moncalvo, a follower of B. Lanino.

Other articles on paintings in the church of S. Lorenzo at Selva

di Cadore by Dr. Frova (a recognized authority on Cadorine art

and architecture), and on quattrocento art at Castel di Sangro

(Abruzzi) by Dr. Fiocco ; the bas-reliefs formerly in Casa

Patini, which are of great importance for the history of Abruzzese

sculpture, are touched upon and ascribed to an artist of the school

of Nicola da Guardiagrele, possibly Amico di Bartolomeo, a

master whose merits are commemorated in an inscription of I422

in the Church of S. Maria Assunta at Castel di Sangro ;
the

writer suggests his name for other works still existing there, in-

cluding a bronze medal with busts of the Saviour and the

Madonna, inscribed respectively Salvator Mundi and Resina

CaVi. Dr. Bernardini reproduces a fresco, recently restored,

in the Church of the Annunciation on the Via Ardentina, near

Rome.
.

August.

—

Mr. Mason Perkins reproduces a number of little-

known or unpublished works by Sienese artists in his own
collection at Lastra a Signa, in America, and elsewhere. The

remainder of this number is devoted to the discussion of works

of art at Reggio Emilia, i.e. : an ivory crucifix now in the Seminario,

the work of Prospero SpanicalledilClementi, byDR.SlLiPRANDi

;

the recumbent statues of Adam and Eve also by Spani, in the

cathedral, in which the infiuence of Michelangelo is very

apparent—the writer, DR. Borettini, concurs with Count

Malaguzzi in regarding Spani as a pupil, in his early period, of

Buonarotti : and the frescoes and oil paintings, respectively, in

the churches of thel Madonna della Ghiara and S. Pietro, by

Luca Ferrari (1605-1654), a native of Reggio and a pupil of

Guido Reni. Ferrari's portrait of himself in the Uffizi is re-

produced. lA'lbust^ in the museum at Reggio by Spani is

identified by Canonico Saccani as Lucrezia Malaguzzi (d. circa

1576), the second wife of Gaspare Scaruffi ; hitherto it had been

erroneously regarded as a portrait of the first wife, Antonia

Taconi. Under "Cronaca", the discovery of several works of

art is chronicled, at Ferrara, Florence, Livorno and Tivoli.

September.

—

Dr. Dami contributes an article (to be continued)

on Neroccio di Bartolomeo Landi, and prints in chronological

order all notices at present known concerning this artist.

Signora Ferrari has a note on drawings by Richard Cosway at

Lodi, brought thither by his widow when she returned to Lodi

after her husband's death, and acquired by the Commune after

1837. Mr. Home's important discovery (published in this

number) of four panels (now in the Johnson collection, Phila-

delphia) of the predella of Botticelli's lost altar-piece for the

Augustinian nuns of S. Elisabetta and S. Maria Maddalena delle

Convertite at Florence has already been fully dealt with by Mr.

Borenius in the November number of the Burlington.

October.

—

Dr. Scaglia. the author of a volume on painting of

the Renaissance at Palermo, begins a series of articles on

Antonello da Messina and painting in Sicily. Dr. Dami

concludes his paper on Neroccio and gives among other

illustrations, the altar-piece of Montisi of 1496-

November.—Second article by Dr. Scalia on Antonella da

Messina and painting in Sicily. Many new and important notices

are given : the master is proved to have been the son of a

Giovanni de Antonio, a stone- or marble-mason and a citizen of

Messina; the date of Antonello's death as 1479 is confirmed;

his son, Jacobello, is shown to have bound himself in February

of that year to complete a banner for Rand.azzo, left unfinished

by his father ; earlier in the same month Antonello had made

his will, and speaks of himself as " infirmus " and " jacens in

lecto ". A brief chronological summary of his artistic activity is

given in a note, and a number of his paintings are reproduced

and discussed. Dr. Mauceri has a note on Pietro and Antonello

de Saliba ; and Mr. Mason Perkins one on an unpublished

picture by Bernardo Daddi in the church of S. Martino alia

Palma, near Florence. Other articles entitled, " Contributi per

la storia dell' arte aretina"—Dr. Dei Vita; and "I codici

miniati nell' Archivio della Basilica Ambrosiana "—Dr. Nico-

demi. In the " Cronaca " discoveries are chronicled at Assisi,

Florence and Perugia. The beautiful cloisters of Voltorre, near

Gavirate, unfortunately almost entirelv destroyed by fire in

October last, are briefly referred to. The long negotiations

regarding the numismatic collections at Milan have at last been

concluded, and it is announced that the collection in the Brera

is to be amalgamated with that of the Castello.

Archivio Storico LoMBARDO. Fasc. xxxvi, 1912- March i,

1913.—Dr. Luzio concludes his article " Isabella d'Este di fronte

a Giulio 11", etc., which cont.ains many important documents

(begun in Fasc. xxxv). Dr. Fumi writes on "La sfida del Duca

Galeazzo Maria a Bartolomeo Colleoni", Dr. Mezzanotte on

"La cappella Trivulziana presso la basilica di San Nazaro

Maggiore", and Dr. Beretta on the Benedictine monastery of

S. Pietro di Cremella. In "Appunti c Notizie ", Dr. Gii'lini

contributes new information about the daughters of Bernabo

Visconti, Ginevra and Donnina, and about Lucrezia Crivelli,

who, after the death of her first husband, Giov. de Monastirolo,

appears to have married again late in life Gaspare del Conte, son

of Giov. Galeazzo ; the same writer also refers to a recent com-
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munlcation by Dr. Segarizzi (" Nuovo Archivio Veneto", No. 87,
I9'2) concerning Vittorino da Feltre at Mantua, which should
not be overlooked by future biographers of that great scholar.

Fasc. xxxvii, May, 1913.

—

Padre Savio on " La Falsificazione

di un libro, episodic della lite per i corpi dei SS. Vittore e Satire
a Milano nel secolo xvii " ; a minute investigation into a con-
troversial point of Milanese ecclesiastical history. Dr. Biscaro
treats of " II Banco Filippo Borromei e compagni di Londra
(1436-1439) ". The writer has had access to the archives of the
Borromeo family, and this article, full of curious and interesting
details, is the first fruits of an examination of the abundant material
preserved in these family archives which the writer has been
permitted to consult. Under " Varieta" documents of 1462 are
published by Dr. Fumi which throw light on Francesco Sforza's
attitude to Sigismondo Malatesta, and confirm the story of the
murder of Polissena by order of her husband Sigismondo, and of
his other infamous cruelties. Under "Appunti" Dr. Biscaro
draws attention to some unpublished Milanese documents con-
cerning Francesco Filelfo, and Dr. Giulini publishes a marriage
contract of 1468 referring, he believes, to a projected marriage
between Caterina Sforza and Galeotto del Caretto, Marchese del
Finale.

Fasc. XXXVIII. August.

—

Dr. Luzio has a first article on "
I

Corradi di Gonzaga Signori di Mantova ". Dr. Biscaro in his

concluding article on the Borromeo Bank in London prints a
great number of documents, accounts, balance-sheets, etc., and
lists of clients of the bank, English and foreign. Under " Varieta

"

Dr. Bonetti publishes records proving the authorship of the
shrine of the martyrs SS. Mario and Marta in the Cathedral of
Cremona which has been the subject of controversy ; the
fragments are now incorporated in the two pulpits. The shrine
was begun by the Milanese Giov. Antonio de Piatti in 1479 and
continued after his death by Amadeo, who completed it in 1482.
On the strength of these records the writer seeks to differentiate

between the work of Piatti, who was strongly influenced by the
Mantegazzi, and that of Amadeo. Under "Appunti", notes on
5th-century inscriptions discovered in the church of S. Vincenzo
di Galliano

; on Ubertete Visconti and his wife, Soprana, who
is wrongly described by Litta as the wife of Giovanni de Prato ;

and on English merchants at Milan in the second half of the
15th century.

Fasc. X.XXIX. November.

—

Dr. Luzio concludes his article on
" I Corradi di Gonzaga " with the publication of a number of
documents I3fh-I5th centuries. In "Una questione fra Pio II e
Francesco Sforza per la ventesima sui beni degli ebrei

"

numerous documents bearing upon the heavy ta.xation of Jews
in the 15th century are published. Dr. Biscaro writes on the
existence of a Guild at Milan, " Dei quattro martiri coronati ", the
members of which were sculptors, masons and other stone workers

;

it had its seat in the Campo Santo of the Cathedral. The earliest

record dealing with the corporation is of 1456, but it is probable
that it existed at a much earlier date. Among names published
in the lists of members appear those of several of the Solari
family, and of other well-known sculptors. Under "Appunti",
a discovery made some time ago in France is referred to, i.e. of

a portrait of Charles d'Amboise signed by Bernardino de' Conti
and dated 1500, at Saint Amand de Montrond, Cher (a repro-
duction of this portrait was given in the January No. of " L'Art
et les Artistes "). An article by a Swedish writer, on Leonardo

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
[Piiblicatious, the price of which should always be staled, cannot

of the previous mouth. Brief notes will not

CooMARASWAMY (A. K.). The Arts and Crafts of India and
Ceylon, containing 125 illustrations. (Foulis, " The World
of Art Series".) 6s. net.

If all the writers of this scries arc as authoritative as
the author of this volume, and Professors Baldwin
Brown and Flinders Petrie. the authors of two others,

it will be very useful. The volumes arc well produced,
attractive and cheap at their price.

Alastair (43 drawmgs by). With a note of e.\clamation by
Robert Ross. (Lane.) £2 2s. net.

Hodgson (Mrs. W.). Old English China, with 16 colour plates
by Mrs. D. Forsyth, Miss J. Leveson-Gower and the Arts
Co., and 64 illustrations from photographs. (Bell.) 25s. net.

Grinling Gibbons and his compeers, illustrated by 60 photo-

da Vinci as a student of phonetics, published in a scientific

periodical at Christiania, is noted.

Madonna Verona. Fasc. 26. April-June, 1913.—Dr. Avena
communicates some hitherto unpublished notices concerning the

architect Bernardino Brugnoli (d. 1583), a pupil of Michele
Sanmicheli. A Roman inscription of the 1st century is com-
mented on by Dr. Lisca. Two projects for the rebuilding of

the campanile of the cathedral at Verona are published with

notes, respectively by Don Gil'seppe Trecca and SiG. Fagiuoli ;

and the probability of the original design for this tower having
been by Sanmichele is discussed by Dr Pacchioni. Under the

title " Un nuovo frammento delle Costituzioni e dei Canoni
Apostolici ", Dr. Spagnolo gives a brief account of Prof. C. H.
Turner's discovery of the MS. in the Library at Verona. Under
theheading "DagliArchivi"itisstatedthat a document discovered

at Verona proves that Paolo Veronese bore the soprannome
"Bazaro". The inventory of the Canossa Gallery, compiled in

1 781, is printed and the publication of others is promised: a
laudable enterprise which may prove of great use in tracing the

provenance of works of art.

Fasc. 27. July-September. This is an interesting number.
Dr. Da Re publishes documents and notices concerning painters

of the Cicogna family ; Pierleonardo, Gian Girolamo, and
Sebastiano. In a record of 1536 Francesco Torbido is called as

a witness in a dispute between Sebastiano and his garzone. Dr.
Fiocco contributes notes on Veronese painting ; some of his

suggestions will probably be disputed, such as the attribution

to Domenico Morone of the Adoration of the Magi (Layard
collection) usually accepted as a Gentile Bellini. The landscape
in the background of the picture is identified as a portion of the

Lago di Garda. Notes on Giovanni Francesco Caroto (with this

painter and his brother the writer intends shortly to deal at

greater length), the Lucretia of the Berlin Gallery, there attri-

buted to Giolfino, while some have ascribed it to a Flemish
painter, is assigned to him. The picture is reproduced together
with one of the four panels acquired in 1908 for the Uffizi which
the writer identified as the shutters of i\\c Adoration of the Magi
painted for the Hospital of S. Cosimo and mentioned by Vasari.

Dr. Biadego publishes a document on Alberto di Antonio, of

Milan, a 15th-century sculptor living at Verona who was, he
believes, the author of certain sculptures at Parma, executed in

1461 ; further notes on a carver and a painter whose names
occur in the same document. Dr. Mazzi continues his publication

of entries from the Estimi and Anagrafi, dealing with em-
broiderers, carvers and armourers of the 15th century living at

Verona, the greater part of whom came from Milan ; among the
names occurs that of one woman armourer ;

" 1456 D. Donella
armarola q. Berti ". Dr. Avena comments on a page of Vasari
with reference to a question treated in the preceding number, i.e.,

"La paternita del Campanile de! Duomo di Verona" ; deduces
that the design was by Sanmichele though the tower was not
erected under his direction but under that of an ignorant builder

with the result that it cracked and had to be pulled down, and in

1558 Sanmichele made a new model ; the tower is therefore to

be regarded, historically speaking, as "Sanmicheliano". Dr.
CiPOLLA throws fresh light upon an early Christian inscription
" Domnice. Benemerenti in Pace", etc., originally in the cata-

combs of S. Helena, in Rome, but in later times removed to a
church at Verona. J.

be included here unless they have been delivered be/ore the i6th

preclude the publication of longer reviews.]

tvpes of the principal carvings in the churches of S.James's,
Piccadilly, and S. Paul's Cathedral, with other illustrations

in the text, edited by A. E. Bullock, A.R.I.B.A. (Tiranti.) 32s.

A neat portfolio of clear reproductions, with,a list and
very brief introduction.

Briggs, A.R.I.B.A. (M. S). Baroque Architecture, with 109
illustrations. (Unwin.) £1 is.

Hughes (T.). Dress design, an account of costume for artists

and dressmakers, with 35 collotype reproductions, 600
diagrams and designs, and 80 scaled patterns, (Hogg,
" The Artistic Crafts Scries of Technical Handbooks ''.

7s. 6d. net.

Beaumont (E. T.). Ancient Memorial Brasses, with 78 illus-

trations. (Oxford University Press.) 3s. 6d. net.
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Publications Received
Einbanddecken. Elfenbeintaffeln, Miniaturen Schriftproben

aus metzer lilurgischen Handschriften, I, Jetzige panser

Handschriften; herausgegeben von L. Weber, 120 Tafeln in

Lichtdruck. Metz (Houpert), Frankfurt a.M. (Baer). 60 M.

A West Surrey Sketch-book, 26 drawings by W. Hyde, with an

introductory essay by E. Parker, (Oxford University

Press.) 4s. 6d. net.
. ^ , ,

A nicely produced ^ift book of rcproduclions of sketches

of the neighbourhood of Guildford, with an appreciation

of the local scenery.

Stratford-on-Avon : a sketch-book by Gordon Home. (Black,

"Sketch-books".) is.net.

24 reproductions from pencil drawings similar to the

earlier volumes of this series. The artist wisely dis-

penses uith figures.

FFOULKES (C). Decorative Ironwork from the nth to the 15th

century, with 81 diagrams in the text and 32 plates.

(Methuen.) £2 2S. net.

Visvakarma : examples of Indian architecture, sculpture, paint-

ing, handicraft, chosen by Ananda K. Coomaraswamy,
D.s'c. 1st series: 100 examples of Indian sculpture.

Part VI (Luzac, for the author), 2s. 6d.

The yannaiy issue vill be postponed owing to the

editor's absence and a double part issued in April.

CoLLiGNON (M.). Le Parthenon : I'histoire, I'architecture, et

la sculpture. Paris (Hachette), 20 fr.

Mayer (A. L.). KleineVelazquez-Studien. Miinchen (Delphin),

5M.
The Landscapes of Corot, 1796-1875. Text by D. Croal

Thomson. Parts 11, iii (' The Studio"). 2S. 6d. each part.

See "Recent Reproductions".

Pesel (L. F.). Stitches from Eastern Embroideries. Portfolio

No. 2. Bradford (Lund). los. 6d. net.

BiNYON (L.). Painting in the Far East, an introduction to the

history of pictorial art in Asia, especially China and Japan.

2nd ed., revised throughout. (Arnold.) 21s. net.

Davidson (P. W.). Educational Metalcraft. With a fore-

word by F. H. Newbery and 378 illustrations. (Longmans.)
4s. 6d. net.

Clausen (G.), R-A. Royal Academy Lectures on Painting.

With 30 illustrations. (Methuen.) 63. net.

BoND(F.). An Introduction to English Church Architecture,

from the nth to the i6th century. With 1400 illustrations.

2 vols. (Oxford University Press.) £2 2s. net.

TiETZE (H.). Die Methode der Kunstgeschichte. Leipzig

(Seemann), 12 M.
Old English Costumes. A Sequence of F'ashions through the

iSth and 19th centuries. Selected from the collection formed
by Mr. Talbot Hughes, and presented to the Victoria and
Albert Museum by Harrods Ltd. With a preface by Sir

Cecil Smith and notes by Philip Gibbs. (Harrods.) 2s. 6d.

net.

Avebury (Lord). Prehistoric Times; as illustrated by ancient

remains and the manners and customs of modern savages.

7th ed. thoroughly revised and entirely reset. (Williams.)

los. 6d. net.

The revision of the present edition K'as made by the

author shortly before his death. He made numerous
additions concerning recent discoveries and omitted

passages no longer essential, but did not live to correct the

proofs. The volume is well produced and clearly printed

on a paper which gives good reproductions of the original

woodcuts. Some illustrations are improved and many
new ones added.

LocKwooD (L. v.). Colonial Furniture in America with 869
illustrations of representative pieces. New York (Scribner),

$25 net.

Archiv fiir Kunstgeschichte, herausgegeben von Detlev Frei-

herrn von Hadeln, Hermann Voss und Morton Bernath ;

Lief. II, Tafi. 21-40. Leipzig (Seemann). [Quarterly, by
subscription, 36 M. per ann.]
For a note on portfolio 1 see B.M.. vol. XXIII. p. 3X-2.

Miniaturen aus Handschriften der Kgl. Hof- und Staatsbibliothek

in Munchen, herausgegeben von Dr. Georg Leidinger. Heft.

4, 3 armenische Miniaturen-Handschriften (Cod. armen.
i,6and 8)erlautert von Dr. Emit Gratzl. Miinchen (Riehn).

[Single Heft, 25M., to subscribers to whole series, 20 M.]
For references to notices of Hefte I-3, see B.M., vol.

XXIII.P.36S.
The descent of the Sun, a cycle of Birth, translated from the

original MS. by F. W. Bain, vol. 11 (P. L. Warner. "The
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Indian Stories of F. W. Bain in 10 vols."). Edition limited

to 500 sets printed on paper ; boards £6 net per set

;

natural-grain parchment, ;£io net per set.

Bernhard Hoetger, der Kiinstler und sein Werk, text von

Georg Biermann. Miinchen (Gollz.) 20 M.

Flitch (J. E. C). A Little Tourney in Spain. Notes on a Goya
Pilgrimage with 8 illustrations after Goya (Richards.)

7s. 6d. net.

The Canterbury Tales of Geoffrey Chaucer, illustrated with 36

plates after drawings by W. R. Flint ; the text of Walter

W. Skeat. Vols. II and in. (P. L. Warner, " The Riccardi

Press Books ".) £7 17s. 6d. the set of 3 vols.

Vol. I was published in June.
The Libraries, Museums and Art Galleries Year Book, 1914.

Revised, &c., by A. }. Philip. (Paul.)

What more can be said of a year-book which does not

give its price, and in which the National Gallery can be

found only with great difficulty, and the National

Galleries of Scotland and of Ireland not at all; except

that the Director of a well-known London Gallery who
resigned four years ago is registered as still in office !

The Max Michaelis Gift to the Union of South Africa. Illus-

trated Catalogue of Flemish and Dutch Paintings, with

introductory and biographical notes by T. Martin Wood.
1913. (Clowes.) IS.

Rudder (A. de). Pieter de Hooch [32 illustrations]. Bruxelles

(Van Oest). 3.50 fr., reli6 4.50 Ir.

Lafond (P.). Hieronymus Bosch, son art, son influence, ses

disciples [with 109 collotype illustrations]. Bruxelles,

(V.an Oest). 100 fr and 250 fr.

Mendelsohn (M.). Das Werk der Dossi, mit 65 Abbildungen.

Miinchen (Miiller).

Periodicals.—ApoUon (St. Petersburg). No. 8, 9.—The Arrow,

the magazine of the Chelmsford School of Art, Vol. I, No. i,

Dec.—L'Arte, Dec.—La Bibliofilia, Nov.—Die Christliche-

Kunst, Jan. to Sept.—Der Cicerone, Heft 22. 23—Gazette
des Beaux-Arts, Dec. ; with Chronique des Aits, 22 Nov., 6,

13 Dec— Illustrated London News—Jahrbuch der Kgl.

preuszischen Kunstsammlungen, Heft 4, Beiheft ;
mit

Amtliche Berichte, Dec—Journal of the Imperial Arts

League, Nov.—The Kokka, Oct.—Die Kunst, Dec.

—

Monatshefte fiir Kunstwissenschaft, Dec—The Month,

Dec—Museum of P'ine Arts Bulletin (Boston, U.S.A.),

Nov.—Nouvelle Revue Franijais, Dec—Onze Kunst,

Dec—Oud Holland, 4'" aflev. 1913- Repertorium fiir

Kunstwissenschaft, Dec—Revue de I'Art, 10 Dec. ; with

Bulletin de I'Art, 15, 29 Nov., 6, 13 Dec—Starye-Gody

Oct., Nov.—Studien und Skizzen zur GemMdekunde, Dec.

—The Studio, Dec.

Pamphlets, Reports, &c,—The Order of the Holy Cross

(Crutched Friars) in England, by Egerton Beck, M.A.,

FS.A. (Scot.) (reprinted from "The Transactions of the

Royal Historical Society") 3rd series, vol. vit—Victoria

and Albert Museum Catalogues; Department of Engraving

&c. Old English pattern books of the metal trades, a

descriptive catalogue of the collection in the Museum,

illustrated [with 24 plates, text 38 pp.]. (H.M. Stationery

Office.) 6d.

Trade Catalogues, &c.— Ellis, 29 New Bond Street, London,

W.; Cat. of choice and valuable books and MSS. No. 150

[with illustrations and a history of Ellis's since 1728].—

Rosenthal, Hildegardstr. 14, Miinchen ;
Kat. 153, Luft-

schiffahrt, 1503-1913 ; Kat. IS3. Alte und neuere Musik.—

Fischer Art Galleries, 467 Fifth Avenue, New York;

Collection of paintings by Old Misters of all schools [with

12 illustrations].—Duchess of Sutherland's Cripples Guild,

Ltd 13 New Bond Street, W.; The Shop Beautiful, a book

of illustrations of Metal Work wrought by cripple crafts-

men.—Basil Dighton, 3 Savile Row, W.: The caUlogue of

an Exhibition of French Line-Engravings of the late i8th

century collected by Mr. Basil Dighton [A very neat

catalogue of 88 single engravings or sets, with 20 clear

illustrations.]—Gilhofer u. Ranschburg, Bognergasse 2,

Wien I ; Kat. 115, Kunstbibliothek Karl Giehlow.—Bruck-

mann, Munchen ; Gesamt-Verzeichnis von Bruckmanns

Pigmentdrucken nach Werken der kl.assischen Malerei

vom 13 bis 19 Jahrhunderf, &c., 2'» Aufl., i M.—Batsford,

94 High Holborn, London ; A Catalogue of prints of views

in Rome and Psstum, by G. B. Piranesi, with an intro-

duction and 19 illustrations.
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TWO ANGELS MAKING MUSIC
BY TANCRED BORENIUS

HE charming picture of two angel-
musicians, reproduced by kind per-
mission of the owner, Mr. R. H.
Benson [Plate], has hitherto, so
far as I know, remained unmentioned

in art literature. Originally, it no doubt formed
part of some larger altar-piece—a Madonna and
Child with Saints or a Coronation of the Virgin—
although from the singular completeness of the
composition in itself the group does not seem likely

to have been cut out of a larger panel. Its known
history does not take us far back. It was acquired
by the present owner in 1885 from the Bohn col-
lection,where it passed under the name of Orcagna

;

and at the back is an old MS. label which testifies

that in some other collection it bore the number 35
and was given to Taddeo Gaddi. These attribu-
tions—dating from a time when the artistic indi-
vidualities among Giotto's following were still quite
obscure—will now hardly need refutation. As a
matter of fact, the highly lyrical feeling, the
exquisite melodiousness of line, the brilliant and
beautifully harmonized colouring and the delicate
workmanship point clearly in the direction of
Lorenzo Monaco. To ascribe the picture definitely

to the master himself would, however, in my
opinion, not be advisable, especially in view

"CREDO
BY D. T.

' TAPESTRIES
B. WOOD

HE spirit of adventure which urges
the seaman over uncharted oceans in

search of traditional lands stirs with
equal force the archaeologist who seeks

an object hitherto unknown except by
name.

In the earliest 14th-century records of tapestries

to be found in England, France and Burgundy
entries of " Credo " panels occur. They persist as

late as the beginning of the i6th century, and
there are in many cases, as appears below, slight

indications of the nature of the designs. Though
Barbier de Montault in 1879 described three of

the tapestries mentioned below as " le Credo en
action ",' I believe I am right in asserting that till

recently no systematic attempt has been made to

identify existing tapestries of this type. I have
even been asked if the term was an invention.
In the spring of 191 1, when engaged on quite

other researches, I had the good fortune to

recognize as " Credo" tapestries a well-known panel
in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and other

smaller pieces in the collection of M. Fernand
Schutz in Paris. On a subsequent visit to Paris

in November, 191 1, 1 saw at M. Jacques Seligmann's
and recognized as a " Credo " tapestry the piece

purchased by the late Mr.
J. Pierpont Morgan, and

^ Tapisseries consei'vccs a Rome, p. 25.

of a certain schematism in the drawing of the

faces. I am informed that Prof. Suida has verbally

suggested that this might be a work by the Maestro
del bambino vispo—a conventional name given by
Prof. Siren to an anonymous artistic personality

under the influence of Lorenzo Monaco which
he was the first to distinguish.' It seems to

me that there is, indeed, considerable evidence
in favour of this attribution. The facial types, with
the characteristic long, straight noses, are such as

the master in question frequently reproduces ; the

drawing of the hands is like him too ; and the

pattern of the carpet is line for line identical with
that occurring in the noble picture by this artist in

the gallery at Bonn. An objection which might
be raised to the name of the Maestro del bandtino

vispo is that the style is really closer to Lorenzo
Monaco than is usually the case with that master,

who cannot by any means be classified as an
imitator of Lorenzo Monaco pure and simple.

Personally I do not, however, feel, in the presence
of the other evidence, that this objection need
rule him out.

' Compare Siren in L'Artc, Vol. vii (1904), p. 347, &c., and
more recently (in Swedish) in Fiiiska Koiisl-forcititigciis matrikcl

for 1912, <i proposoi tlie acquisition of an important work by the

master for tlie Gallery at Helsingfors.

ably described by M. Seymour de Ricci in the

catalogue of the exhibition of Mr. Pierpont

Morgan's tapestries in Paris in 1912. Enough
examples have now been accumulated to make it

worth while to tabulate the results and to enable

investigators and owners to discover more such
pieces, buried perhaps under such indistinctive

titles as Scenes front the Life of Christ, Scenes front

the Passion, &c. One such panel, hitherto quite

unnoted, has been unearthed at Rome within the

last month. It is probably safe to say that any
piece which has pairs of apostles and prophets

with their appropriate clauses and prophecies is

of this nature : for the " divisio symboli " in which
the allotment is made was a commonplace of

mediaeval literature, even in its errors of attribu-

tion, right up to the Renaissance. An attempt

has been made at the same time to throw light

upon the designs of the tapestries by collecting

illustrations of the Credo in other forms of art.

This, too, it may be hoped, will direct the attention

of others to many little-known or unrecorded
examples in illumination, painting, glass or

sculpture, of which the writer is unaware. In the

present article they will only be referred to ; a

second article dealing with the Credo in other arts

^ See for a convenient list Rev. J. G. Joyce's The Fairford

Windows, p. 48, note, &c.

The Burlington Maoazdie, No. 131. Vol. XXIV.—February, 1914. 247



u Credo'' Tapestries

will appear shortly. If it is necessary to rebut any

charge of invention, the following extracts, some

of which have already been collected and printed

by M. Seymour de Ricci, will make clear to the

reader the existence of such tapestries, and prepare

the way for a detailed description of extant pieces.

In 1^86 Philippe de Baumetz of Paris supplied

to Philippe le Hardi, duke of Burgundy,

"I'histoire du Credo ".^ The same piece ap-

parently is described in the inventory of the

same Philippe le Hardi in 1404 as " ung autre

tappis . . . du Credo et des Prophetes " : and

apparently yet again in the inventory of his suc-

cessor Philippe le Bon in 1420 in still greater

detail as " ung tapis . . . du Credo fait d'ymages

d'Appostres et Prophetes . . . ou quel tapiz est

escript es rolleaux que tiennent les diz Apostres

tout le Credo et prophesies es roolles que tiennent

les diz Prophetes".*

About the year 1395 Louis, duke of Orleans,

ordered from Jacques Dourdin of Paris three

tapestries, " dont les deux sont de I'ystoire du

Credo a doze prophetes et doze apostres ".'

These can hardly be the two mentioned in the

duke's inventory as " deux autre grans viewlx

tappis . . . de la devise de la grant credo et de la

petite." They may, however, very possibly corre-

spond with the two pieces belonging to his wife,

Valentine de Visconti, at her death in 1408, " ung
des tappis des Credo " and " un grant tappis . . .

de I'istoire du grant Credo "
', and with the " grand

Credo et petit Credo " of her son Charles, duke

of Orleans, in 1427.® This latter inventory con-

tains also on the same page a panel with the

curious title "le Jugement, a six ymaiges d'ap-

postres, une partie de la Credo dessoubz chacun
appostre ", most probably a " Credo " tapestry com-
mencing with " Credo in Deum " and ending with
" Inde venturus est" judicare vivos et mortuos".

John, duke of Berry, also possessed at his death

in 1416 " un autre tappis nomme le Tappis du
petit Credo " and " un autre tappis nomme le

Tappis du grant Credo "? A few years later, in

1422, among the tapestries of Henry V of England
occurs " I autre pece d'Arras d'or des Apostres

qui commence en istorie Credo in Spiritiim

Saiiciiiin " ; and again " i pece d'Arras d'or qui

commence en istorie Credo in Deiini le premier

article y mist"; ^^ and the same two pieces with the

same description are recorded among the tapestries

of Henry VI." They no doubt each contained, as

^Comptes originaux des Dues de Bourgogne a Dijon aux
Archives de la Cote d'Or, B. 1465, p. 65.

* Pinchart, Histoire Gcncralc dela Tapisserie, pp. 15, 24.

'British Museum, Add. Cfiarters, 2721, 2726.
"British Museum, Add. MS. 11542, p. 15.

'British Museum, Egerton MS. 1639, pp. 31 b, 33.
' Lahorde, Dues de Bourgogne, Vol. 3, p. 300.
^ Guiffrey, Invcntaircs de Jean, Due dc Berry, Vol. 2, p. 208,

Nn^-. 13, 14.
'" English Historical Society, Henrici Oninti Gesta. p. 248.
"British Museum, Add. MS. 24513, f. 174.
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the tapestry of Charles, duke of Orleans, mentioned

above, half the clauses of the Credo. At the

extreme end of the 15th century Pope Alexander VI

had "unus magnus pannus cum historia Credo".'*

The "riche tapisserie ou il avoit les douze Apostres

figurdz, les douze Prophetes" at the lying-in-state

of Peter, duke of Bourbon, in 1503 may quite well

have been of the "Credo" type.'' And in conclusion,

in the inventory of Margaret of Austria, Governess

of the Netherlands, at Malines in 1523, are " trois

pieces du Credo belles et riches, ou il y a de I'or

et de la soye, qui sont venuez d'Espaigne ",'* which

were, according to a note, bequeathed to her niece,

the queen of Hungary.
It is abundantly clear from the above extracts

that the Credo was a common subject ; the exist-

ing examples group themselves conveniently under

five heads.
1. Large panels, each comprising three or four clauses of

the Credo ; each clause illustrated by an appropriate

scene, accompanied at the base by apostles and prophets

in pairs, each with their proper scrolls. Of panels of this

type there is a splendid example in the Vatican U), and

another fine panel in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts (b).

2. Similar panels, with allegorical figures in the scenes and

a much more elaborate and less regular arrangement of

illustrative groups. Of this type there are five examples

in the piece which was at Toledo in 1890 (a), the two

which were at the Vatican in 1855 (b, c), and the two
interesting fragments still in the possession of M. Fernand

Schutz at"Paris (d, e).

3. Single panels illustrating one clause with a series of

appropriate scenes, including many allegorical figures and

subjects and a single pair of apostles and prophets. These

may perhaps be fairly claimed as " Credo " tapestries,

though the only examples known tothe writer, one still in

the possession of M. Fernand Schutz at Paris (.4), and one

which was at Rome in 1855 (a), are of the Creation, Credo

in Deum omuipoientem creatorem celi et terre, and the

Judgment, Inde venturus est judicare vivos et mortuos.

4. A single square panel, with fifteen scenes arranged in

three rows of five scenes without apostles and prophets

or even clauses and prophecies, but following clause by

clause the whole Credo. The piece purchased by Mr.

Pierpont Morgan in 1912 is the only known example.

5. Single figures of apostles and prophets, with clauses and

prophecies, which may be compared with the beautiful

figures in pairs in Queen Mary's Psalter" early in the

14th century, and the separate figures in the church

windows of Dra>-ton Beauchamp and Fairford in the 15th

and early i6th centuries. No example of this kind seems

to be ex-tant in true tapestry, but it is perhaps fair to

include the three " toiles peintes" at Reims (a, b, c), m
which each apostle proclaims his clause in six lines of

French verse. It is unfortunate that the ^th-century

tapestries of the apostles in the choir of the church of

S. Laurence at Nuremberg have inscriptions in German,

which appear to have no relation to the Credo.

A careful description will now be given of each

separate piece under the above five heads, which,

with the accompanying plates, will it is hoped

make the details of the design perfectly clear, and

form a basis of comparison in case research

reveals any others.

'- Barbier de Montault, Tapisscries conscrvc'cs a Route, p. 25.

^'Ceremonial de Fn!»cc par Theodore Godefroy, Paris, 1519,

p. 72.
^* Inventaire des tapisseries, &c., de Marguerite d'Autnchc,

Bulletin de la Commission royalc d'histoire de Belgique, Serie m,

torn. XII (1871), p. 123.
" British Museum, Royal MS. 2, B. Vll, ff. 69b, 70.
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" Credo " Tapestries

I, A [Plate I].

This beautiful tapestry came comparatively

recently to the Vatican, and it is quite possible

that companion pieces may still exist at the same

source. It remained unremarked for some years,

and I am not aware that it has hitherto been noted

or described. It has only recently been brought

to my notice by the courtesy of Conte Muccioli,

through the kind offices of Miss A. Hewett,

when they were engaged on my behalf in trying

to track the three "Credo" pieces seen by Barbier

de Montault at the Vatican in 1855, not to

be found when he wrote again in 1879, and

apparently still mislaid, or missing, or sold. Its

discovery is especially interesting, because the

general scheme of the design is extraordinarily

similar to that of the Boston piece, which follows

[Plate II], while the execution is exceedingly

diverse. From this we may fairly postulate an

artistic convention, to which both conform.

There are certain details in the design which

recall the set of the Vie de St. Pierre at Beauvais,

classed as a "primitif frangais". The battle-

mented base with the flowers growing up before

it is exactly similar to the piece of the Beauvais

set now in the Cluny Museum, which has also

the same marked nimbi. The panel of the Life of

Hercules at the Cinquantenaire at Brussels has the

same battlemented base and is classed by M.

Destrde also as a " primitif frangais "
; while the

15th-century Passion in the same museum, which

has the same marked nimbi again and again, is

classed in the same way. This attempt, however,

to reconstruct a French school, after the destruc-

tion of the Parisian industry by the English

invasion, from scattered instances is perhaps

rather futile ; and generalizations from uncon-

nected details are notoriously unsafe. Opinions

of weight are entirely in favour of a Flemish

provenance for this piece. Of all the pieces

mentioned in this article it is distinctly the

earliest. Though some portions of the architec-

ture would suggest a much later date, the dresses

and the patterns of the brocades are decisively in

favour of a date not much after the middle of the

15th century. A curious point, which has some
bearing on the drawing of the cartoons, is the

marking of the names Jeremias, David, and Isaias,

with the letters "a", "b", "c", respectively, and

their figures below with the same letters. It

would appear that the inscriptions were written

separately and their places marked on the

cartoon with letters ; and that these marks of

direction were woven into the fabric in error.

It illustrates the first three clauses of the Credo,

as follows :

—

1. Top.
Left.

Centre.

Inscriptions.
" a " (Jeremias).

Propliecy :
" Patrem invocabitis qui

terram fecit ct conclidit celos ".

Clause : " Credo in deum patrem
omnipotentem creatorcm celi et

tcrrc ".

Right. Petrus.

2. A triple arcade, a tiled roof with dormer windows behind.

On the central arch. " Ego sum alpha et o creator omnium
deus ".

Central arch. God the Father in creation.

On cither side ; two angels.

Left centre. Four angels.

Extreme left. Creation of Adam.
Right centre. Four angels.

Extreme right. Creation of Eve.

3. Below. The circle of the days of creation.

Outside; the sun, moon and planets:

inside; trees, birds, animals, etc.

Left. Under a canopy with fleur-de-lis
;

Jeremias, with " a " on his cap.

Right. Under a canopy with fleur-de-lis

;

Petrus, with key.

4. Below again. Three angels.

n.
1. Xop. Inscriptions.

Left. Prophecy : " Dominus dixit ad me
filius mens es tu ego hodie genui te".
" b " (David).

Right. Clause :
" Et in ihesum Christum

filium eius unicum dominura
nostrum ".

Andreas.

2. A single arcade, with round pillars, elaborately sculptured.

Top. God tlie Father, with rays descend-

ing from His mouth upon the head
of the Son.

" Hie est filius meus dilectus ".

An angel on either side.

Through the angels' wings a back-
ground of buildings and trees.

Below. The Baptism.

Centre. Christ, with the Dove above.

Right. John pouring the water from a
decorated jug.

Extreme right. An angel holding a linen garment or

towel.

Left. An angel holding the upper garment.

(Note that this scene is chosen to represent the second clause,

because the words of David's prophecy were used also at the

Baptism.)

3. Below.
Left. Under a canopy with fleur-de-lis

David, with " b " on his cap.

Right. Under a canopy with fleur-de-lis

Andreas, with S.Andrew's Cross.

4. Below again. An angel kneeling and a rabbit.

HI.
1. Top. Inscriptions.

Left.
" c " (Isaias).

Centre. Prophecy :
" Ecce virgo consipict et

pariet filium ".

Clause :
" Qui conceptus est de spiritu

sancto natus ex maria virgine ".

Right. Jacobus maior.

2. Under a double arcade, a castellated building behind.

Left. The Annunciation.

The Virgin kneeling before a prie-

Dicu and service book, with the

Dove.
In the wall a cupboard.
" Ecce ancilla domini, fiat michi

secundum verbum tuum."

Centre. The Lily.

Right. Gabriel kneehng.
Ave gracia plena dominus tecum.

Extreme left. Eve.

Extreme right. Adam.

3. Below again. Tlie Nativity.

Centre. The Child in rays.
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Left.

Right.

Above ; Joseph, Mary, an angel, the

ox, ass and shepherds adoring ; in

the background a hill and trees,

with sheep feeding.

Isaias, with " c " on his sleeve.

Jacobus maior, with staft and scrip.

Below.
Left. Jeremias : "Patrcm invocabimus

qui terram fecit et condidit celos ".

Right. Petrus ;
" Credo in deum patrem omni-

potentem creatorem cell et terra ".

(Xote that Peter has pince-nez, which occur in some 15th-

century MSS.)
2. The Baptism.

Centre. Christ, above His head the Dove,
above again God the Father in rays.

Left. John the Baptist.

Right. Angel holding Christ's garment.
Above left. Three men's figures, two with staves

(the disciples of John, who else-

where carry staves).

Above right. Two angels.

Below.
Left. David : " Dominus dixit ad me,

Alius mens es tu ".

Right. Andreas :
" Et in ihesum Christum

filium eius unicum dominum
nostrum".

3. The N.ativity.

Centre. The Child in rays.

Left. Joseph in adoration.

Right. Mary in adoration.

Above centre. Two angels.

Above left. Three shepherds.

Above right. The angel :
" Gloria in excelsis et in

ter[ra pax] ".

A background at the top of houses, trees, fields, etc.

Below.
Ysayas :

" Ecce virgo concipiet et pariet filium ".

Jacopus :
" Qui conceptus est de Spiritu Sancto

natus ex Maria virgine".

4. The Crucifixion.

Left. John with his hand on the head of

the fainting Mary and another
woman.

Right. Various figures.

Behind the Cross of Christ, the Entombment.
Below.

Ozeas : " O mors ero mors tua, morsus tuus ero,

inferne " (belonging really to the ne.xt clause).

Johannes : " Passus sub Poncio Pylato, cruciflxus

mortuus et sepultus".

(Note that many of the garments have letters on them,
probably without signification.)

continued.)

I, B [Plate II].

This splendid panel was presented in 1901 by-

Mrs. John H. Wright to the Museum of Fine Arts

at Boston, in memory of her son Eben Wright

and her father Lyman Nichols. It was pur-

chased in Spain about 20 years ago ; and has

been described by Miss S. G. Flint, the Curator

of Textiles, in " The Museum of Fine Arts

Bulletin "," by M. J. Bernath in " The American
Journal of Archjeology " ^' and by M. Joseph
Destree in " L'Art Flamand et Hollandais.'^ Both
the latter writers attribute the cartoon to Juste de

Gand (Josse von Wassenhove), by comparison
particularly with The Communion of the Apostles

by that artist at Urbino. M. Destree also notes

that it probably formed part of a Credo set ; and
compares the style with that of a piece formerly

in the Collection Gavet. To the resemblances

which he remarks may be added the figure of the

Impenitent Thief, which is almost identical in

face and pose. It is undoubtedly Flemish and
probably within the last 25 years of the 15th

century ; a little earlier, perhaps, than any of

those which follow. It illustrates the first four

clauses of the Credo as follows :

—

Above.

1. God the Father, surrounded by angels creating Eve, Adam
Ij'ing below asleep.

'° February, 1909. pp. 5-7.
" Second series. Vol. xiv, p. 335.

"July, 1912, p. I.

(To be

NOTES ON PICTURES IN THE ROYAL COLLECTIONS—XXVII
BY LIONEL CUST
THE MANTUA COLLECTION AND
CHARLES I

'HE story of the purchase of the

Duke of Mantua's collection for King
Charles I is one with which all art-

historians are fairly well acquainted.

More than fifty years ago Mr. W. Noel
Sainsbury, a clerk in the State Paper Office,

collected and published from the records there a

number of letters and documents relating to the

painter Rubens and other artists, including very
important evidence as to the collections of the

Earl of Arundel and the Duke of Buckingham,
and the purchase of the Mantua collection for

Charles I. These papers have been the chief

authority for the story of this purchase, and so far

as the king is concerned, there is but little to add
to what is already known. At Mantua, however,
in the now desolate Reggia, the palace in which
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the splendid and haughty Gonzagas once held

their state, the archives of this great family have
fortunately been preserved, and have at this day
been as fortunate in coming under the care

and administration of Signor Alessandro Luzio.

Signor Luzio has devoted much time to the

documents which relate to the sale of the famous
picture-gallery in 1627-8, and also to the circum-

stances in which this collection was made during

successive generations of the Gonzaga family.

The result of his industrious researches was issued

in 1912 in a handsome volume published at Milan.^

In this volume Signor Luzio traces the history of

the collection, a history intimately connected with

the fortunes of the Gonzaga family, and he then

narrates the intrigues and other circumstances

which led to the sale. To this he adds the

^ Luzio (.\lessandro). La Gallcria dei Gonzaga vendiitc nH'Iiighil-

terra ncl 1627-28, Milan, 1913.
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inventory of the collection taken after the death of

Duke Ferdinand in 1627, and prints in full all the

letters and documents relating to the transaction.

The whole story is now published for the first

time.

Taking the history of the collection first, it will

be sufficient here to note that the first important

entry of Mantua and the Gonzagas into the history

of art was due to the employment about 1439 of

Pisanello by Gianfrancesco Gonzaga, and after his

death by his son Lodovico. Lodovico, as Marquess
of Mantua, made his palace and family immortal

by the employment of Mantegna, a favour extended

under the rule of his son Federico and his grand-

son Francesco. Under the rule of Francesco and
his famous consort, Isabella d'Este, Mantua became
one of the pilgrimage shrines of the fine arts, and
one of the fairest chapters in art-history is that of

the efforts made by Francesco and Isabella to

obtain the services or suitable examples of the work
of great contemporary artists, not only Mantegna,
but Bellini, Lorenzo Costa, Bonsignori, Francia,

Perugino, and even Giorgione. In the same spirit,

but with less artistic insight and a much greater

display of extravagant ostentation, Marchese
Federico, afterwards Duke of Mantua, obtained

and utilized the services of the most renowned
painter of his day, Giulio Romano.
Up to that date, however, the employment of

artists had been for the most part for decorative

purposes. The Gonzagas had an insatiable passion

for building. Throughout their territory palaces,

castles, villas rose with extraordinary rapidity, and
elsewhere in Venice, Milan, Rome the house of

the Gonzagas was of an imposing nature within

and without. All these edifices required decora-

tion by painters, sculptors, stucco workers, gilders,

and it is not surprising to find that the Gonzaga
exchequer was frequently in need of replenish-

ment by any means, fair or foul. It was not,

however, until the last years of the Cinquecento
that the Gonzagas took the prevailing epidemic of

collecting pictures, statues and works of art,

collecting for the mere lust of possession, and
not on any discriminate or intelligent basis of

selection or appreciation. Duke Guglielmo and
his wife, Eleonora of Austria, were the first to

begin, as collectors of detached works of art.

Eleanora's brother, the Emperor Rudolph II, had
set the fashion by establishing hisWunderkammer
at Prague in 1576, and to this event can be traced

the origin of every great collection of works of

art and curiosities, including not only those

formed by the Duke and Duchess of Mantua,
but also that formed by the Earl and Countess of

Arundel and by King Charles I. To meet such a

demand a new class of business was created, or

rather developed, in the shape of the astute and
unscrupulous picture-broker, the needy artist-

agent or professional expert—in fact, the whole

trade of picture-dealing, with its camp-followers

in faking and lying attribution, which has vitiated

the atmosphere of the fine arts for the past

three hundred years. Such evils are the natural

parasites of fashion, and, like the piper in the

parable, the amateur collector, who calls the tune,

has always had to pay the price for this privilege.

The impulse first given by Duke Guglielmo was
taken up with renewed vigour by his successor,

Duke Vincenzo, whose wife Eleonora de' Medicis

brought to bear those commercial instincts which
seem inseparable from the art-patronage of

merchant-princes. Under their rule agents were

employed to obtain, if notoriginals, the best copies

obtainable of famous originals. Up to this date,

however, the Gonzagas posed as genuine amateurs,

amassing art-treasures for their own personal credit

and enjoyment, not as a mere financial investment

or with a view of profitable unloading in the

future. Duke Vincenzo appreciated the genius of

the young Rubens, and employed him for some
years, a period to which Rubens looked back in

later years with affectionate gratitude. The glory

of the Gonzagas was, however, on the wane ; their

decay, moral, physical, political, was startling in its

rapidity. When Cardinal Ferdinando Gonzaga
succeeded to the Dukedom in 1612 and threw off

not only the outward robes, but even the general

moral principles of religion, he embarked on a

short reign of extravagance and excess which
hastened the final catastrophe. Taking to wife

another lady of the Medicis family, he began to

purchase collections of works of art en bloc, only

one of the swollen currents which hurried the

family to the precipice. Behind the scenes of

dissolute revelry at Venice the Duke of Mantua
was lending a willing ear to the secret agent

who began to whisper stories of the art-loving

princes m England and in Spain, and when his

unwoiihy life came to an end in 1626, his equally

unworthy successsor, Duke Vincenzo II, grasped

eagerly at the opportunity which was ready to

hand for obtaining the only object of his desires,

money for his personal enjoyment, his parrots,

monkeys, dwarfs, and all the paraphernalia of a

decaying and dissolute court devoid of any spark

of pride or patriotism.

The plot opens with the meeting of Duke
Ferdinand with Daniel Nys in Venice, an event

which seems to have taken place in 1624. Daniel

Nys, or Nice, an artist of some skill, as is shown
by a painting of Cherries by him, still preserved at

Hampton Court Palace, had been engaged on the

continent in collecting pictures and statues for the

Earl of Arundel through the agency of Sir Dudley
Carleton as far back as 161 3-14. The cabinet

of curiosities, medals, etc., which Arundel pur-

chased of Nys was highly treasured by the Earl,

and was in the possession of the Countess of

Arundel at the time of her death in 1655. His
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origin was uncertain, but in one document he is

described as Daniel Niss of France and was there-

fore a fellow countryman of Nicholas Lanier,

Michel le Blon, and Francois Langlois of Chartres

who all had a share in the colportage of pictures

and works of art for their various patrons. Nys,

who was probably at Venice, in the suite of

the Countess of Arundel, and not unacquainted

with the source of the numberless pictures attri-

buted to Titian, Giorgione, and other great

Venetian artists, which had already been absorbed

by the Gonzagas, Arundels, and other omnivorous

collectors, was shrewd enough to see that the

Duke of Mantua, on the one hand, was in urgent

need of cash, and on the other Charles, Prince of

Wales, influenced by the Duke of Buckingham,
had already displayed that love of pictures

which he indulged to such an extent after his

accession to the throne of England. Another

actor on the scene was the envoy of the Duke of

Mantua at the court of Spain, Alessandro Striggi,

nephew of the Duke's chancellor of the exchequer,

who sought at first to make his own way by
inducing King Philip IV and Olivares to purchase

the Mantua collection, and played off this contin-

gency in order perhaps to secure the other,

namely, the sale of the collection to King Charles I.

It would seem from the documents, now first

printed by Signor Luzio, that when the actual

negotiations for despoiling the Reggia at Mantua
were reaching completion, the elder Striggi, who
evidently cared more for the exchequer than for

the fine arts, was confined to his bed by an attack

of gout sufficient to prevent him from attending

to any public business, so that he escaped being

a party to the signatures, although Nys was
actually a guest in his house.

After the accession of Charles I a new actor

appears in Nicholas Lanier, the artist-musician,

whose fair hair and charming handling of the

lute {fiucll Inglese al pelo biondo) must have
appealed to the decadent Duke Vincenzo. As a

matter of fact, the situation of affairs at Mantua
upon the death of Duke Ferdinand was sufficiently

desperate to justify his successor in any step

which could help to raise the wind. An inventory

of the pictures had already been taken immediately
after Duke Ferdinando's death. This inventory

was printed in Carlo d'Arco's book, " Delle Arti

e degli Artifici de Mantua ", published in 1859
at Mantua, but was incorrectly transcribed, and,

as Signor Luzio points out, the descriptions of

the frames, in many cases no small item in the

actual value of the paintings for sale, have been
omitted. This inventory is now printed for the

first time in Signor Luzio's book, and, like the

inventory of the Arundel Collection, published in

this magazine some time back, the catalogue of

the Mantua collection is of surpassing interest for

historians of art. The valuations in this inventory
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seem to have formed the basis for the prices at

which the pictures were purchased for Charles I,

and which seem to have been fixed by Count
Alessandro Striggi, senior. The first batch of

pictures was valued at twenty thousand great

ducats, the second at twenty-seven thousand, a

paltry enough sum when it is known that the

second batch contained the famous Holy Family
by Raffaello, known as La Peiia, which the

duke's father, Vincenzo Gonzaga I, had purchased
from Signor Canossa for ten thousand great ducats

in 1604 only twenty-three years before. Sixty-

two thousand four hundred great ducats was the

valuation on the whole of the four batches of pic-

tures selected, but it is notquite clear how much was
.actually paid, although the grand total stated by Nys
was sixty-eight thousand ducats. At all events the

agreements were signed in September 1627, but the

pictures do not seem to have been actually taken

away before Duke Vincenzo ended his inglorious

life in the following December. With him was
extinguished the main line of the great Gonzaga
family, and the headship of the family became
vested in the French branch, represented by Carlo

di Gonzaga, Due de Nevers. Nevers found himself,

as a stranger, in much too embarrassing a situation

to offer any objection to the spoliation of a palace,

or palaces, which had been thrust upon him with

an accompanying load of debts and expenses.

Daniel Nys was clever enough, when working on
the feelings of dissolute spendthrifts like Dukes
Ferdinando and Vincenzo. A well-calculated

rumour that Nys was acting really on behalf of the

Duke of Parma or the Grand Duke of Tuscany
stimulated to frenzy the wish of Vincenzo to sell

the pictures to the King of England. When,
however, Nys entered into competition with

superior intellects he was not so successful. In

spite of his efforts the treasures of Isabella

d'Este's famous 'Grotta' were carried off for

Cardinal Richelieu, and form some of the glories

of the Louvre at the present day. Flushed,

however, with the extraordinary success of his

own actual campaign, and secure as he thought of

the favour of Charles I and unlimited drafts on
the royal exchequer, Nys set to work to save the

remaining works of art at Mantua from falling into

the hands of Signor Lopez, the agent of Cardinal

Richelieu. The most important of these were the

famous series of tempera paintings by Mantegna
representing the Trimiiph of'Julius Cctsar, and some
marbles, including one by Praxiteles and one by
Michelangelo. The Due de Nevers was not un-

willmg to let these go, and Nys had no difticulty

in concluding a bargain in the name of the King
of England. The Triiiuiph was torn from the

walls of the rooms which had quite recently been

constructed to receive these paintings in the

Reggia, and was despatched to Venice, much, as

might have been expected, to the detriment of the
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paintings themselves. Nys, however, had over-

reached the bounds of discretion. Charles I had

never, at any time, a command of unlimited cash,

nor was he a ready paymaster in any direction.

Pleased as he must have been by the arrival of the

pictures from Mantua, the number of which must

have been disconcerting, he had not found pay-

ment for these too easy. Now a fresh bill was

presented to the king for works of art which he

had expressed no desire to possess, and had given

no order to acquire. This additional purchase,

therefore, was not welcomed, if not actually

negatived, but Nys had gone too far to draw

back. In order to save the paintings and

statues from going either to Paris or to Florence,

Nys had arranged with Signor Zaccarello, the

minister of the Due de Nevers, to buy the whole

lot for ten thousand pounds sterling, and had

actually paid over the money to the duke,

having drawn upon the Italian banker, Signor

Burlamacchi, for this sura in the king's name.

Although, however, the king was ready to

purchase the pictures and statues, and sent

instructions to his ambassador at Venice

to secure them, Richard Weston, then Lord

Treasurer, found himself unwilling or unable

to honour the drafts by Nys on Signor Burla-

macchi. In November, 1629, a warrant was issued

to pay Nys the sum of ;^'i 1,500, but in the follow-

ing July the money had not yet been paid, and the

pictures and statues were still on the hands of Nys
at Venice. Between Weston and Burlamacchi the

unfortunate Nys was reduced to a state of bank-

ruptcy and despair. At last, in July, 163 r, a

warrant was issued for a sufficient amount to

defray Nys's account in full, but it was not until

the summer of 1632 that the pictures and statues

were finally shipped on board from Venice. Nys,

however, still continued to pester King Charles I

with petitions for the complete satisfaction of his

claims, and two years later describes himself as

in danger of being completely ruined if he were not

assisted by the king with the modest sum of three

thousand pounds sterling, which he considered

to be still due to him.

The above is but a very much abridged account

of the circumstances in which a great part of the

Mantua collection came to England. A com-
parison of the inventory taken at Mantua in 1627

with Van der Doort's catalogue of the pictures

belonging to Charles I in 1639 shows that only a

portion of the Duke of Mantua's collection had

been selected by Lanier and Nys. The fortunes,

or misfortunes, of the collection were by no means
at an end. In 1641 the Civil War broke out in

England, and in 1649 the monarchy was over-

thrown. The king's collections were appraised

and sold by the Parliament in order to meet the

demands on the national Exchequer. Agents

were on the alert from the King of Spain, the King
of France, the Archduke Leopold of Austria, and
most of the really valuable paintings from Mantua
crossed the sea again, and are to be seen to-day

in the Louvre, the Imperial Gallery at Vienna,

or in the Prado Gallery at Madrid. A large residue,

however, remained in England, and were recovered

for the Crown at the restoration of the Monarchy
in 1660. This residue is for the most part still to

be seen at Hampton Court Palace, including the

hopelessly ruined TrhtnipJi of Julius Casar by
Mantegna. The story of the dispersal of King
Charles I's collection has been well told by Sir

Claude Phillips in "The Portfolio" for 1896,

No. XXV, and need not be repeated here. If some
passing regrets may be felt for the loss of such

pictures as the famous Raphael La Pcrla, the Twelve

Ca'sars by Titian, The Deposition by Titian, the

smaller Mantegnas, and other precious paintings,

it is satisfactory to think that out of the very mis-

cellaneous paintings of varying quality which
came from Mantua, such treasures have still been

preserved as the two great paintings by Tintoretto,

the Family Piece by Licinio, the Bonifazio's,

Bassanos, and others still to be seen at Hampton
Court.

If any compunction should be felt at the

spoliation of Mantua in 1627, it may be removed
by the knowledge that Mantua was sacked by the

Austrians in 1630, and what little remained of

value was carried off to Germany without pay-

ment, including the set of copies of the Twelve

Casars by Titian, which had been made to

replace the originals, since those had been sent to

England.

TWO ITALIAN PORTRAIT RELIEFS IN THE VICTORIA AND
ALBERT MUSEUM
BY ERIC MACLAGAN
I_A PORTRAIT OF FRANCESCO CINTHIO.

fHE Victoria and Albert Museum has

possessed for nearly fifty years an

Italian portrait relief (653-1865) in

I
white marble representing a young

f poet. He is seen in profile, the head

and shoulders relieved against a plain background,

within a moulded border; he wears a high cap,

round which a wreath of bay is fastened by a thm
scarf in a knot at the back. His hair is thick and
richly curled, cut in the heavy zazzera in fashion

during the last quaiter of the 15th century

[Plate, c]. Round his neck is a plaited chain

hanging in four strands over his doublet. The
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face is a self-satisfied one, with a rather prominent

nose and slightly opened lips. Underneath, in

well cut letters, is the inscription FRAN.
CYNTHIVS AETATIS ANN XXIIX.
The relief, which measures 23 by 2ii ins., is in

good condition except for a chip at the root of the

nose, which has been filled in with plaster. It was

acquired in 1865 for forty pounds from the Soul-

aoes collection ; where it is described in the

pfobinson catalogue, No. 440, as a work of the

first half of the 15th century with an ascription

(by M. Soulages) to " one of the Pisani ". The
catalogue refers to it as being " to all appearance

of somewhat earlier date than the dated medals of

Pisanello, Sperandei, etc ". There is unfortunately

no record of the place where it was originally

obtained.

The back of the slab bears another relief

[Plate, d], the existence of which had been for-

gotten until the rearrangement of the Italian

sculpture in 1909, when a cast of it was made
which is now exhibited on the same screen. This

second panel, in much lower relief, represents a

man and woman in profile facing one another.

The man wears a cap with the brim turned up, and
has a jewel hanging on his breast ; the woman
has a large diamond on a band in her hair.

Curiously enough this relief, which is little more
than blocked out on the marble, has been delibe-

rately mutilated, presumably with the intention of

making the features unrecognizable or of prevent-

ing any attempt at completion by another hand.

The relation of the two reliefs to one another is

not quite evident. It is natural to assume that the

unfinished and mutilated double portrait is the

earlier of the two, and a comparison of the

costume points to the same conclusion, though
there need not be a difference of many years

between them. That they are by the same hand
there seems no reason to suppose. Perhaps the

double portrait owes some of its charm to the fact

that it is unfinished, but it certainly suggests the

work of a better artist. It is probable, however,

a priori, that both reliefs were carved in the

district, if not in the same workshop.

No suggestion, so far as I am awai-e, has been
made as to the persons represented in the double
portrait. Cynthius, the laurel-crowned poet of the

obverse, remained until recently unidentified, but

Mr. G. F. Hill, to whom I am indebted for most
of the following references, has succeeded in tracing

something of his history. He was a citizen of

Ancona, son of Stefano di Dionisio Benincasa, and
was poet-laureate of his native town; unfortunately

the date of his birth, which would of course fix

the date of the relief, is not recorded. The fullest

account of him is to be found in Giuliano Saracini's

Notitie Historiche liella Citta d'Ancona (Rome,i675
;

pp. 506, 507) ; he is also mentioned in the De
Literatorum Infelicitate (Venice, 1620

; p. 79) of
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Giovanni Pierio Valeriano, who died in 1558. In
more recent literature there is an incidental notice
of him in the Hungarian life of Mathias Corvinus by
Fraknoi {Fraknoi Vihnos Hunyadi Mcilvtis Kiraly,

Budapest, 1890; p. 311), of which my friend Mr.
Royall Tyler has been kind enough to procure me
a translation.

Cinthio was sent, in the spring of 1487 and
again in 1488, as ambassador on behalf of his

native town to Mathias Corvinus (at that time
engaged in his Austrian campaign) with a request
that the king should take Ancona under his pro-
tection. Mathias, who had already taken some
part in Italian politics by recapturing Otranto from
the Turks in 1481, accepted the offer in 1488, and
in addition to granting numerous privileges to

Ancona he rewarded Cinthio by presenting him
with the town of Buccari, near Fiume, which had
come into the possession of the Hungarian crown
through the death of Martin Frangipani. Cinthio
was apparently sent by Mathias to represent him
at Rome at the court of Innocent VIII in 1490.
After the death of Mathias in the same year
Bernardo Frangipani reoccupied Buccari, and
Cinthio returned to Ancona, where he married the

daughter of Giacomo Bonarelli, but had no chil-

dren ; he was presented with considerable estates

by Giulio da Varano, lord of Camernio. Under
Julius II he served as captain of a galley in the

expedition sent against the Turks to Santa Maura,
and visited Rhodes, where he was presented by the

Grand Master of the Knights Hospitallers of

S. John of Jerusalem with a golden chain. On
his return he took service with Francesco Maria
della Rovere, duke of Urbino, at the court of

Leo X, and when, after the pope's death, Francesco
was restored by Adrian VI, he presented Cinthio

with the castle of Calcolombo near Cagli as a

reward. Cinthio deputed his cousin, Girolamo
Benincasa, to be governor of the castle ; but in

1525 he fell into disgrace with Clement VII on the

ground that he had invited the Emperor Charles V
to Ancona. Valeriano, who places the event in

the pontificate of Julius II, states that Cinthio was
betrayed by his cousin. He was in any case

imprisoned in the citadel at Fano, where he

remained for some years till his death. His body
was brought to Ancona, and buried in the Badia

of S. Giovanni, now destroyed. His tomb bore

the following epitaph composed by himself :

—

FRANCISCUS CYNTHIUS
De Benincasis

Eques, Comes, et Vates,

Patritius Anconitanus.
Valete praecor Posteri

Vosque Proceres plaudite

Ad Vos honestus redeo
Naturae solvens vincula.'

' The only other specimen of Cinthio's verse that I have been

able to find is the inscription behind the tomb of the beatified
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Unfortunately nothing in this history casts any
direct light on the relief. Cinthio would hardly

have been chosen by Ancona to represent its

interests in 1487 unless he had already attained

some reputation. He was eight-and-twenty when
his portrait was carved, and the style and costume
suggest that it may have been executed about the

date of his embassy— if so he would have been
seventy or more at his death.

There is indeed one sculptor whose name may be

put forward as a possible suggestion. Giovanni
Dalmata, of Trau,^ best known for his work on
various tombs in Rome, was connected both with

Mathias Corvinus and with Ancona. For the

former he seems to have been working in Hungary
from 1481 for about ten years, and like Cinthio he
was rewarded (in 1488) with a castle and its

seignioi-y (Maykovcz or Majkovec), from which like

Cinthio he was evicted at the king's death. In 1509,

as is recorded by Saracini {op. cit. p. 300), he made
the tomb of the Blessed Girolamo Gianelli in the

Cathedral of Ancona. There is no external im-

probability in supposing that he may have executed

a portrait of the young ambassador sent from
Ancona to the Hungarian king. If Professor

Venturi is right in ascribing to Dalmata the two
cameo-like relief portraits, white marble on a black

ground, of Mathias Corvinus and Beatrice of

Aragon in the Museum of Vienna (see " L'Arte,"

X, 1907, p. 310), it may fairly be suggested that the

portrait of Cinthio is also by him ; the treatment

of the hair and the construction of the neck and

eye seem to afford reasonable points of com-
parison. One small detail, apart from any general

stylistic resemblances, may also be noted in con-

nexion with the Gianelli tomb at Ancona ; the

peculiar tall form of the letter Y, projecting asymme-
trically above the line, occurs in a very similar form

both in the epitaph of Gianelli and in the lettering

under the portrait. But so much of Dalmata's

work was done in collaboration, mostly with

Andrea Bregno and Mino da Fiesole (whose in-

fluence may perhaps be traced in the Cinthio

relief), that it is not easy to obtain a very individual

conception of his style. Certainly the pompous
and empty monument at Ancona stands on a very

different level from that of the nobly designed

figure of Hope from the tomb of Pope Paul II in

the crypt of S. Peter's—the only work that bears

Dalmata's signature. Perhaps some identification

of the two personages represented in the mutilated

double relief may eventually throw light on an

Franciscan friar Gabriel Ferretti (d. Nov. 1456) now in tlie

crypt of the cathedral of Ancona ; the five undistinguished

elegiac couplets, carved in beautiful lettering on a curiously

undulate marble slab, are signed FRANCISCVS CYNTHIVS
FELICITER DECANTAVIT.
"The best account of Dalmata is to be found in two articles in

the Berlin Jahrbuch by Tschudi {1893, Vol. iv) and Fabriczy

(1901, Vol. xxii) ; the material is summarized in Prof. Venturi's

Storia (Vol. vi, pp. 1050-58) and in the article by Dr. Frida

Schottmiiller in Vol. viil of the Thicmc Le.vikou.
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attribution that can only be put forward as a

more or less plausible conjecture.

1I_A PORPHYRY PORTRAIT OF COSIMO I.

BY FRANCESCO DEL TADDA
In the introduction prefixed to his "Lives",

Vasari gives an interesting account of the revival

of the art of sculpture in porphyry by Francesco

Ferrucci, known as "del Tadda " (1497-1585), at

the court of Cosimo I. A translation by Louisa

Maclehose with valuable notes by Professor

Baldwin Brown may be found in " Vasari on
Technique" (1907), pp. 26-34 ^"^ 110-115. Accord-
ing to this account Duke Cosimo himself dis-

covered a method of tempering tools to the

requisite hardness, and Tadda in 1555 carved, from
Vasari's design, the fountain that now stands in

the courtyard of the Palazzo Vecchio as a base for

Verrocchio's dolphin-bearing pntlo. Soon after-

wards he carved in the same material two portraits

in ovals of the duke and his duchess, and a head
of Christ ; the latter was sent to Rome for inspec-

tion by Michelangelo, who praised it highly.

Shortly before 1568 Tadda finished a head of the

elder Cosimo Paler Vair'ux in the same style, as well

as other similar works.

No less than eleven porphyry relief portraits of

members of the Medici family are to be found in

Florence, mounted in most cases on oval slabs of

verde c?/ Pra/o serpentine. Of these four (Giovanni
di Bicci, Cosimo Pater Pairict, Leo X and Clement
VI I) are in the store-room of theBargello and seven
in the Pitti Palace. The latter are built into the

walls of an ante-room in the Qnartierc delta

Meridiana on one of the upper floors not generally

accessible to visitors ; I am indebted to the kind-

ness of Cav. Odoardo Giglioli for facilities for

inspecting them. They include named portraits

of Ferdinand II [Plate, b] and his wife (or rather

widow), the grand-duchess Christina, both dated

1609, the year of Ferdinand's death ;
' the portrait of

Ferdinand is mounted on black marble, no doubt as

a sign of mourning. The black medallion measures
about 50 X 38 centimetres; in the case of another

unnamed head on the same wall (the slab of which
may perhaps be of verde aiilico rather than verde di

Prato) the measurement is 46 x 35, which seems to

be about the average size—the portraits in the

Bargello measure 46 to 47 x 35 to 36 centimetres.

All these heads are in rather markedly low relief

;

the porphyry was probably available as a rule only

in thin slabs, and this limitation is particularly

evident in the treatment of the three-quarter faces

of Giovanni di Bicci and Leo X. The dated reliefs

show that the tradition of such work was carried

on—apparently by his descendants—for some
time after Francesco del Tadda's death in 1585.

^The inscriptions are FERDINANDVSMAGNDVXETROB'
1609 and CHRISTINA GARAN DVCHESSA D. TOSCAN.
1609 ; the latter date is given as 1O69 in Vasari on Technique.
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The Pitti portraits do not include a head of

Cosimo I himself. Such a portrait, though appa-

rently of rather later date than the one mentioned

by Vasari, may be seen in a relief (1-1864) in the

Victoria and Albert Museum [Plate, a]. This

is a porphyry head in fairly high relief, mounted
on the usual oval slab of vcrde di Prato on which

is incised in large and finely cut letters COSMVS
MEDICES MAGNIVS DVX HETVRIAE. The
inscription, with its curious blunders, has been

picked out with gold on the dark green back-

ground. Cosimo must be represented at the close

of his life, for he did not receive the title of

grand-duke from Pius V until 1569 (the year

after the publication of the second edition of

Vasari, in which the account of Tadda's work
occurs) and he died in 1574. The portrait does

not belong to the same series as those in the

Bargello and the Pitti ; not only is the relief higher

but the scale is considerably larger—the head
itself is 48 cm. high, and the oval measures about
28 X 20 in. (71 X 51 cm.). But it closely resembles

another undoubtedly authentic work of the same
class, the portrait of Francesco del Tadda by
himself that forms part of his monument now
in the cathedral of Fiesole.* This portrait takes

the usual form (porphyry on verde di Prato),

but the porphyry head is in high relief, and
the oval, while smaller than that of the portrait

of Cosimo I, is certainly larger than the Bargello

and Pitti medallions. The slab is enclosed

in a fine white marble border carved with a

guilloche pattern. It is presumably a production

* Moved in 1854 from S. Girolamo, the chapel attached to the

Villa Ricasoli. The original inscription runs, DOM Fran
ciscvs Ferrvccivs Fesvlanvs QVI CVM STATVARIAM rPORPHY-
RITICO LAPIDE MVLT. ANN. VNICVS EXERCERET EAQ. SINGVLARI
viRTVTE CosMi Medices et Francisci filii mag(m)orvm
HETRVRIAE DVCVM STIPEXDIIS AVCTVS ESSEX AD EXCITANDA SVOR.
MVNICIPVM INGENIA PONI CURAVIT ANNO D. MDLXXVI.

of the latter part of the artist's life
;
perhaps dating

from the same period as his best-known work, the

porphyry statue of Justice, partly draped in bronze,

that stands on the column in front of S. Trinitii.

The earlier portraits of Cosimo I and his wife

mentioned by Vasari, like the head of Christ, can-

not be traced. But it is probable enough that

Tadda executed more than one porphyry portrait

of his patron, and the assumption of the title of

grand-duke would give an obvious opportunity

for a new commission.
The provenance of the relief shows a possible

connexion with the possessions of the Medici. It

was acquired in Florence in 1864 together with a

state chair used by the grand-ducal family. Four
years earlier Tuscany had been annexed to the

kingdom of Sardinia, and from 1861 Victor

Emmanuel ruled in Florence as king. There must
have been many opportunities for objects from
the Medici collections to come into the market at

such a time, and the porphyry relief, though heavy,

is not unmanageably bulky. It has apparently

at some time been taken down from a wall and
mounted up in its present border of moulded
marble, enclosed in a rectangular wooden frame.

Taking the portrait of Cosiino I as an example
of Francesco del Tadda's work, it hardly seems
worthy of Michelangelo's enthusiasm. There is

an attempt at realistic representation, but the

modelling of the head is empty and the bulging

eye is impossibly placed. No doubt the second
half of the i6th century was an inauspicious time

for the technique of sculpture in porphyry to be
revived. It was at a very different phase of artistic

development that this most sumptuous of materials

found a treatment worthy of its own splendour in

such masterpieces as the warrior groups built into

the corner of S. Mark's at Venice and the draped
torso in the archiepiscopal palace at Ravenna.

GIOVANNI BATTISTA PIRANESI
SOME FURTHER NOTES AND A LIST OF HIS WORKS-(c^;/c/»^^./;

BY ARTHUR M. HIND
Le Vedute di Roma"

1ST of plates in the order of the en-
graved catalogues, with references to

the numbers and dates given in the
catalogue of 1792. Dates in brackets are
corrections or conjectures. The titles are

taken from the plates themselves, further explanation
being given in brackets when it does not manifestly
correspond to the title as given in the catalogues.

Most of the plates in their ordinary state have the
price (2| paoli), and Piranesi's address {Presso

I'Aiitore a Sirada Felice nel Palazzo Toinaii vicitio

alia Trinita de' Monti), but on some plates only

" A facsimile edition of this work is being issued by Weise &
Co., Berlin, with test by Dr. A. Giesecke.
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Presso I'Autore appears, and on others the price is

not cited. Earlier states are known of a considerable

number before the price and address {e.g. those

published by Bouchard in Le Magnificeiizc di

Roma, 175 1), and in three cases (Nos. 34, 37 and 58)
the titles dififer on these earher states. Other
main differences between this early state and the

ordinary state are: foreground strengthened by
rebiting or added work, e.g. 8, 9, 14, 16, 18, 28, 37,

38 ; work strengthened throughout, 43, 58, 59

;

clouds elaborated and sky darkened, 8, 9, 19, 32,

34, 36 ; creeper added on buildings, 32 ; inscrip-

tions added, 15, on bases of statues. Since the

earlier part of my notes went to press I have seen

similar early states before any address (No. 58
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being in second state after change of title) in two

bound volumes containing eighty subjects out of

Nos. 1-91. In the same series I have remarked

early states of six of the later plates not represented

in he Magnificenze (i.e., Nos. 78, 85, 87, 88, 90,

91). I have also seen in a private collection a

volume with fifty-nine of the plates (Nos. 1-60,

without No. 13), of which thirty-eight are in an

intermediate state. In this intermediate state the

plates bear the address of Bouchard or Boiiclmrd

e Gravicr (Si vcndono da Gio Bouchard in Roma
presso S. Marcello snlla via del Corso, or Si vendono

in Roma dai SS" Bouchard e Gravier Mercanfi

libraj al Corso presso S. Marcello, where Bouchard
has the same partner as is given on title-page

to the Antichita Romane, 1756). I have not seen

any example of a plate in which Bouchard has

been altered to Bouchard e Gravier, as one would
expect. In this state the plates, as far as I have

noted, are in the same state as regards rework, &c.,

as in the still later state with Piranesi's address. I

have noted two proofs before all letters (i.e., of No.

16, at Chatsworth, and of No 78 in the two bound
volumes containing eighty subjects mentioned

above). The scope of the present list has

precluded any detailed description of differences

of state.

3.

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

II.

12.

13-

14-

IS-

16.

17-

18.

19-

20.

21.

22.

23

Title-plate, i. 1748.

Fronlispiece with statue of Minerva. 6g. (1748 ?) This

subject is sometimes bound with the Of'ere Varic, and
frequently printed in two portions, half of the plate being

blocked out in each case. Its order in the catalogue of

1792 places it as frontispiece to the second volume of the

Vcdtiic.

Veduta della Basilica, e Piazza di S. Pietro in Vaticano. 3.

1748.
Veduta interna della Basilica di S. Pietro in Vaticano. 5.

1748.
Veduta dell' esterno della gran Basilica di S. Pietro in

Vaticano. 7. 1748.

Veduta della Basilica di S. Paolo fuor dalle Mura. 8. 1748.

Spaccato interno della Basilica di S. Paolo fuori delle

Mura. 9. 1749.

Veduta della Basilica di S. Giovanni Laterano. 10. 1749.

Veduta della Basilica di Sta. Maria Maggiore con le due
Fabbriche laterali di delta Basilica. 15. 1749.

Veduta della Facciata di dietro della Basilica de S. Maria
Maggiore. 17. 1742 (misprint or error for 1749 ?).

Veduta della Facciata della Basilica di S. Croce in Gerusa-

lemme. 18, 1750.

Veduta della Basilica di S. Lorenzo fuor delle mura. 19.

1750-
Veduta della Basilica di S. Sebastiano fuori delle mura di

Roma, su la via Appia. 20. 1750.

Veduta della Piazza del Popolo. 22. 1750.

Veduta della Piazza di Monte Cavallo. 24. 1750.

Veduta di Piazza Navona sopra le rovine del Circo

Agonale. 28. 1751.

Veduta della Piazza della Rotonda. 27. 1751.

Veduta di Piazza di Spagna. 23. 1750.

Veduta della vasta Fontana di Trevi anticamente delta

I'Acqua Vergine. 33. 1751.

Veduta del Castello dell' Acqua Felice. 35. 1751.

Veduta del Castello dell' Acqua Paolo sul Monte Aureo.

36. I75I.

Veduta del Palazzo fabbricato sul Quirinale per le Segre-

terie de Brevi e della Sacra Consulta. 38. 1729 (? 1749).

Veduta della Gran Curia Innocenziana edificata sulle rovine

deir Anfiteatro di Statilio Tauro, che formano I'odierno

Monte Citorio. (Del Palazzo di Monte Citorio.) 39. 1752.

26.

27-

28.

29,

3'^

Veduta, nella Via del Corso, del Palazzo dell' Accademia
istituita da Luigi XIV, Re di Francia. 40. 1752.

Veduta sul Monte Quirinale del Palazzo dell' Eccellentis.

sima Casa Barberini. 42. 1729 (? 1749).

Veduta del Palazzo O-lescalchi. 43. 1753.

Veduta del porto di Ripa Grande. 51. 1753.

Veduta del porto di Ripetti. 50. 1753.

Veduta del Ponte e Castello Sant' Angelo. 52. 1754.

Veduta del Mausoleo d'Elio Adriano (ora chiamato Castello

S. Angelo) nella parte opposta alia Facciata dentro al

Castello. 5i. 1734.

Veduta del ponte Salario. 55. 1754.

Veduta della Dogana di Terra a Piazza di Pietra. 26. 1753.

Teatro di Marcello. loi. 1757.

Veduta dell' avanzo del Castello, che prendendo una porzione

deir Acqua Giulia dal Condotto principale parte nediffon-

deva in una magnifica fontana che gli era aderente, e

decorata da M. Agrippa fra gli altri ornamenti de' Trofei

d'Augusto . . . (second state as it appears in ordinary

editions of the Vcdutc, and in the Trofei di Ottaviano

Augusto, 1753). In its first state as it appeared in Le
Magnificenze di Roma, 1751, the title begins // Caskl dell'

acqua Marcia. 47. 1753-

Piramide di C. Cestio. no. 1753.

^_. Veduta del Sepolcro di Cajo Cestio. in. 1756.

37. Veduta interna del Sepolcro di S. Costanza, fabbricato di

Costantino Magno, ed erroneamente delta il tempio di

Bacco inoggi Chiesa della medesima Santa (second state).

In its first state as it appeared in Lc Magnificenze di Roma
it bears the title Tempio di Bacco. 21. 1756.

Veduta del Romano Campidoglio con Scalinata cheva alia

Chiesa d'Araceli. 75. 1775 (error for 1757 ?).

Veduta del Campidoglio di fianco. 77. 1775 (? 1757)-

Veduta di Campo Vaccino. 78. 1775 (? 1757).

Veduta del Sito ov'era I'antico Foro Romano. 83. 1756.

Veduta degli avanzi del Foro di Nerva. 95. 1757.

Veduta del piano superiore del Serraglio delle fiere

Fabbricato da Domiziano a uso dell' Anfiteatro Flavio, e

volgarmente detto la Curia Ostilia. 102. 1757.

Veduta del Tempio di Giove Tonante. 79. 1756.

Veduta degli avanzi del Tahlino della Casa Aurea di Nerone,

detti volgarmente il Tempio della Pace. 86. 1757.

.t„.
Veduta del Tempio della Fortuna virile. 59. 1758.

47. Veduta del Tempio di Cibele a Piazza della Bocca della

verita. 58. 1758.

Veduta del Tempio di Bacco inoggi Chiesa di S. Urbano.

60. 1758.
. ^

Veduta del Tempio di Antonino e Faustina in Campo
Vaccino. 85. 1758.

Veduta degli avanzi di due Triclinj che appartenevano

alia Casa aurea di Nerone, prese erroneamente per i

Terapli del Sole, e della Luna, o d'Iside, e Serapide. 88.

'759- ^ . a
Colonna Trajana. 31. 175S.

Colonna Antonina. 32. 1758.

Obelisco Egizio. 12. 1759.

Arco di Settimio Severo. 84. 1759.

Veduta dell' Arco di Tito. 90, 1760.

56. Veduta dell' Arco di Costantino, e dell' Anfiteatro Flavio

delta il CoUosseo. 100. 1760.

57. Veduta deir Anfiteatro Flavio, detto il Colosseo. 97. 1757.

5s! Veduta dell' Atrio del Portico di Ottavia (second state, as

"it appears in ordinary editions of the Vedute, and in the

Soane copy of Lc Magnificenze di Roma, 1751). In the

Blomfield and Drage copies of Lc Magnificenze it appears in

first state with title Vediiia del Tempio di Bellona. 67. 1760.

59 Veduta interna dell' Atrio del Portico di Ottavia. 68. 1760.

60 Veduta del Pantheon d'Agrippa. 70. 1761.

61 Veduta del Tempio della Sibilla in Tivoli. 122. 1761.

62 Altra Veduta del Tempio della Sibilla in Tivoli. 123.

1761.

63. Altra Veduta del Tempio della Sibilla in Tivoli. (Upright.)

124. 1761.

64. Veduta del Ponte Molle sul Tevere due miglia Ionian da

Roma. 54- 1762.

65. Avanzi della Villa di Mecenate a Tivoli, costruita di traver-

tini a opera incerta. 119. 1763.

66 Veduta delle due Chiese, I'una dette I della Madonna di

Loreto I'altra 2 del Nome di Maria presso 3 la Colonna

Trajana. 4. Salita al monte Quirinale. 30. 1762.

35-

36.

38-

39
40.

41-

42.

43'

44

45

46

48.

49-

SO-

51-

52.

53-

54-

55-
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67. Sepolcro di Cecilia Metella. 112. 1762.

68. Veduta del Ponte Lugano su I'Anione. 115. 1763.

69. Veduta del Tempio, detto della Tosse. 117. 1763.

70. Veduta interna del Tempio della Tosse. 118. 1764.

71. Tempio antico volgarmente delta della Salute. 65. 1763.

72. Veduta del Sepolcro di Pisone Liciniano su I'antico via

Appia. 113. 1764-

73. Veduta interna della villa di Mecenate. 1:0. 1764.

74. Veduta del Tempio ottangolare di Minerva Medica. 74.

1764.

75. Veduta della Cascata di Tivoli. 125. Signed Equcs
Phauesiiis del Sculp. 1-66. (1765 in catalogue).

76. Rovine delle Terme Antoniniane. 103. 1765.

77. Rovine del Sisto, o sia della gran sala delle terme Anto-
niniane. 104. 1765.

78. Veduta del interno dell' Anfiteatro Flavio delta il Colosseo.

gg. 1766.

79. Avanzi d'un portico coperto, o criptoportico, in una Villa

di Domiziano cinque miglia lontan da Roma su la via di

Frascati. 66. 1766.

80. Veduta della fonte e delle Spelonche d'Egeria fuor della

porta Capena or di S. Seb.°°. 63. 1766.

81. Veduta interna dell' antico Tempio di Bacco, inoggi Chiesa
di S. Urhano. 61. 1767.

82. Veduta interna del Pronao del Pantheon. 71. 1769.

83. Veduta degli avanzi del sepolcro della famiglia Plauzia sulla

via Tiburtina vicino al ponte Lugano due miglia lontan da
Tivoli. 116. 1761. (More probably between 1765-1769).

84. Altra Veduta interna della villa di Mecenate in Tivoli. 121.

1767.

85. Avanzi del Tempio detta di Appollo nella villa Adriano
vicino a Tivoli. 133. 1769.

86. Veduta interna del Panteon. 72. 1768.

87. Veduta interna della Basilica di S. Maria Maggiore. 16.

1768.

88. Veduta interna della Basilica di S. Giovanni Laterano. 13.

1768.

89. Veduta della Villa dell' Emo Sigf Card. Alesandro Albani
fuori di Porta Salaria. 44. 1769.

90. Avanzi del Tempio del Dio Canopo nella Villa Adriana in

Tivoli. 136. 1768.

91. Veduta del Tempio di Ercole nella Citta di Cora, dicci
miglia lontano da Velletri. 64. 1769.

92. Veduta delle Cascatelle a Tiuoli. 126. 1769.

93. Rovine d'una Galleria di Statue nella Villa Adriana a Tivoli.

135- 1770-

94. Veduta degli avanzi del Castro Pretorio nella Villa Adriana
a Tivoli. 127. 1770.

95. Veduta degli avanzi del Foro di Nerua 96. 1770.
96. Tempio detto volgarm'e di Giano. 92. 1771.

97. Veduta dell' Arco di Costantino. 93. 1771.
98. Veduta dell' Arco di Tito. 91. 1771.

99. Veduta dell' Arco di Settimio Severo. 89. 1772.
100. Veduta di Campo Vaccino. 82. 1772.
loi. Veduta della gran Piazza e Basilica di S. Pietro situata ove

erano anticamente il Circo e gl' Orti di Cajo e Nerone
nella Valle Vaticana. 4. 1772.

102. Veduta interna della Basilica di S. Pietro in Vaticano
vicino alia Tribuna. 6. 1773.

103. Veduta della Piazza di Monte Cavallo. 25. 1773.
104. Veduta in prospettiva della gran Fontana dell' Acqua

Vergine detta di Trevi. 34. 1773.
105. Veduta della villa Estfise in Tivoli. 46. 1773.
106. Veduta del Tempio delle Camene. 62. 1773.
107. Veduta del Palazzo Farnese. 37. 1773.
108. Veduta di Piazza Navona sopra le rovine del Circo Agonale.

29- 1773-
log. Veduta del Tempio detto della Concordia. 80. 1774.
no. Altra Veduta degli avanzi del Pronao del Tempio della

Concordia. 81. 1774.
III. Veduta della Piazza del Campidoglio. 76. 1774.

Avanzi di una Sala appartenente al Castro Pretorio nella

Villa Adriana in Tivoli. 128. 1774.

Rovine di uno degli alloggiamenti de Soldati presso ad una
delle eminenti fabbriche di Adriano nella sua villa in

Tivoli. 132. 1774.
Veduta degli avanzi del Tablino della Casa aurea di Nerone
detti volgarmente il Tempio della Pace. 87. 1774.

Veduta degli avanzi superiori delle Terme di Diocleziano

a S. Maria degli Angeli. 105. 1774.

Veduta degli avanzi superiori delle Terme di Diocleziano.

I. Graniri pubblici, e Quartiere de Soldati . . . [this

shows large open place before church of S. Maria degli

Angeli.] 107. 1774.
Veduta della Piazza, e Basilica di S. Giovanni in Laterano.

II- 1775-
Avanzi degl' Aquedotti Neroniani che si volevano djs-

truggere per la loro vecchiezza, ma per ordine di Nro,
Sig"> PapaClementi XlVsonorestati inpiedi. 48. 1775.

Veduta del Monumento eretto dell Imperador Tito

Vesp-isiano per aver ristaurati gl' Aquedotti dell' Acque
deir Aniene nuovo e Claudia, essendovi scolpito in esso il

noma, di Claudio, che lo edilico, e di Vespasiano, che lo

restauro. 49. 1775-

Veduta dell' insigne B.isilica Vaticana coU'ampio Portico,

e Piazza adjacente. 2. 1775.

Veduta deir Isola Tiberina. 56. 1773.

Veduta della Facciata della Basilica di S. Giovanni Laterano.

14- 1775-
123. Veduta delle Terme di Tito. 108. 1775.

124. Villa Pamfili fuori di Porta S. Pancrazio. 45. 1776.

Veduta delle antiche Sostruzioni fattedaTarquinio Superbo
dette il Bel Lido, o come altri erette da Marco Agrippa a

tempi di Augusto, in occasione, ch' Egli fece ripurgare

tutte le Cloache fino al Tevere. 57. 1776.

Veduta dell' Anfiteatro Flavio detta il Colosseo. 98. 1776.

Veduta degli .\vanzi delle Fabbriche del Secondo Piano

delle Terme di Tito. 109. 1776.

125. Veduta del Palazzo Stopani. 41. 1776.

129. Interno della Chiesa della Certosa. 106. 1776.

Avanzi di un antico Sepolcro, oggi detto la Conocchia, che

si vede poco lungi della Porta di Capua per andar a

Napoli. 114. 1776.

Interno del Tempio d° di Canopo nella Villa Adriana. 134.

1776.
Veduta degli avanzi delle Circonferenza della antiche

Fabbriche di una della Piazze delh Villa Adriana oggidi

chiamata Piazza d'oro. 129. 1776.

Veduta di un Eliocamino per abitarvi I'lnverno, il quale

era riscaldato dal Sole, che s'introduceva per le Finestre.

130- 1777-
. . J. .

Dieta, o sia Luogo, che da impresso a diversi grandiosi

Cubicoli, e ad altre Magnifiche Stanze, esistente nella

Villa Adriana ; in og^i posseduta dal Sig. Conte Fede.

131. 1777.

Suppl.

[135.] Veduta dell* arco di Benevento. 94. 1778. In the

engraved catalogue in the Bodleian (see No. 10 in the list

of these given in our text) this view comes as the last

entry, No. 107. In a subsequent edition of the engraved

catalogue (Soane Museum, see No. 11 in the same
list) No. 107 is altered to Del Palazzo Fanicsc. and

the Arco di Benevento does not appear. It seems likely

that it was commenced, or at least announced, in 1773

(the date of several of the views on either side of No, 107),

but for some reason not published until 1778, or after.

Suppl.

[136.] Veduta interna del Pantheon (da Franc. Piranesi). 73.

1768 (probably an error for 1786).

Suppl.

[137 1 Veduta interna del Colosseo (da Franc. Piranesi). 137 •

1788.

"3-

114.

115-

116,

117.

119.

121.

122.

125.

126.

127.

130-

131-

132.

133-

134-

{Concluded.)
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ENGLISH EARTHENWARE AND
BURLINGTON FINE ARTS CLUB
BY BERNARD RACKHAM

STONEWARE AT THE

'ROBABLY so important and instruc-

,tive a representation of the earlier

Iphases of the potter's craft in England
<:is may now be seen at the Burlington

]Fine Arts Club has never before been

gathered together in a single room. The results

of assiduous hunting on the part of private collec-

tors are here shown side by side with well-known

documentary pieces from provincial museums,
and others no less valuable that still belong to the

descendants of the potters who made them. The
exhibition reveals in the ceramic craftsmen of our

country a vitality and inventiveness, in design and

technique alike, which will come as a surprise to

those who have not made a special study of the

earlier history of their art. To say this does not

imply that there is no room for dispute as to the

right of certain of the exhibits to be included in a

collection of English wares, but when every al-

lowance has been made for the possible presence of

foreign intruders, the exhibition remains a wonder-

ful display of the variety of our native pottery.

No small part of the value of the exhibition

results from the admirable arrangement by which

the several groups comprising it, whilst clearly

separated one from another, can yet be surveyed

as a whole, in such a way that a glance round

the room will bring home even to a casual observer

the salient facts in the history of English pottery.

The first case, devoted to the middle ages, shows

a craft mainly concerned with the everj-day needs

of humble folk, and consequently lagging far

behind those sister arts which, in the service of

religion, reached in that same period a level of

attainment never to be surpassed, or in some cases

even equalled, in later times. It is indeed curious

to remark that the mediaeval English potters

never rose to so high a level of craftsmanship as

their predecessors of the time of the Roman
occupation, who, bringing their lively Celtic

imagination to bear upon the technical schooling

which their conquerors brought within their

reach, produced work of such real beauty as the

teazle patterns and animal friezes of the Castor

kilns, and the shapely black urns of the Medway
valley.

The second and third cases contain the direct

lineal descendants of the medis;val group. The
various lead-glazed and slip-decorated wares of

the i6th and 17th centuries show the craft

quickened to new life by the stimulating environ-

ment of the Reformation and the Elizabethan age.

Although technical analogies may be found in

the pottery of other countries, the art remains

essentially English, and little trace of extraneous

influence is perceptible.

Had England remained a small insular power
cut off from the main stream of European culture,

our potters might still be pursuing the same tradi-

tions as those which are here exemplified. But
the same awakening of national life which is

reflected in the vigorous motives of the 17th-cen-

tury slip decorations made possible the great

expansion of English commerce which brought

the porcelain of the Far East for the first time

easily within our reach. The momentous effect

upon the English potter's craft of this develop-

ment in our commerce is instantly perceived as

we pass to the fourth case in the exhibition. A
revolution has taken place ; an entirely new
phenomenon has appeared in the delft wares, with

their white surface of tin enamel and gay painted

decoration.

The influence of Chinese porcelain was not felt

at the outset directly. The technique of tin-

enamelled "delft" ware, in spite of the inference

suggested by its popular name, was, as we shall

see, probably introduced into this country by
Italian potters, and these potters do not appear at

first to have aimed consciously at the imitation of

porcelain. They derived their inspiration rather

from the earlier maiolica of their own country
;

their wares were thus connected only indirectly

through the ancestry of maiolica, by way of the

Mohammedan East, with Chinese porcelain. The
direct influence of the latter appears at an early

stage after the introduction of delft ware into

England, and continues thenceforward, with ever-

increasing power, until after the middle of the i8th

century, the date which has been fixed as the limit

for the scope of this exhibition.

The effect upon our indigenous wares of this

invasion of England by a foreign craft is seen in

the remainder of the cases. Towards the end of

the 17th century the advantages of their position

in the midst of a coalfield, with good facilities for

water-transport, secured for the Staffordshire pot-

teries a commercial ascendancy which they have
never since lost. This superiority would, however,

undoubtedly have been taken from them if they

had made no attempts to compete with the dan-
gerous double rivalry of the slowly-increasing

importation of Chinese porcelain and the foreign
" delft " industry firmly planted in several parts of

our country. Their rude brick-coloured wares
were hopelessly surpassed in attractiveness by the

gleaming white-surfaced productions of their com-
petitors. The result of their efforts to hold their

own in the struggle is seen in the white salt-glazed

stoneware of the i8th century, a passable substitute

for porcelain with cheapness and durability to

recommend it. The salt-glazed ware in turn has

a losing battle to fight after the middle of the cen-

tury, when factories for the production of porcelain

of a kind have been set up in England itself, and
at this stage in its history the exhibition leaves it.
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The general technical improvement in the out-

put of the Staffordshire kilns, of which the salt-

glazed ware is the most remarkable exponent, is

further evidenced in the red and buff-coloured

earthenwares of the Astburys and others, of which
the exhibition includes some interesting examples.

The effect of another foreign importation of the

17th century, that of the German stoneware of

the Lower Rhine valley, is seen in the establish-

ment of stoneware potteries on the banks of the

Thames and in other parts of England. This
class of ware is also represented by a few examples,

amongst which the work of John Dwight stands

out conspicuously, showing him as a ceramic
modeller unsurpassed by any of his fellow-

countrymen before or since.

Mediaeval Pottery
We now turn to the examination in detail of the

various groups of wares. A survey of the first case
gives the impression that it was rather through
lack of incentive to more ambitious achievements
than through inherent want of skill that English
potters of the middle ages were satisfied with so
humble a rank in the hierarchy of the crafts.

Many of the jugs and pitchers here exhibited are

admirable in form, and seem to show that, with
higher technical training, their makers might
have produced works which would have taken no
unworthy place beside the more celebrated wares
of other lands. As instances it is only necessary
to cite the shapely green-glazed pitcher (A 9)
found at Hertford College, Oxford, with shield-

like panels of incised ornament [Plate I, a], the
tall jug from Old Sarum (A 14) with vertical stripes

of dark brown, and another (A 13) with a crowned
and bearded mask moulded in relief and applied
below the lip ; the modelling of the features on
the last-named, which it is said may represent
King Edward II, vies for carefulness of finish with
the porcelain statuettes of the i8th century
[Plate I, c]. Another piece of remarkably fine

potting is the large green lobed bowl from York
(A 43), which may be paralleled by a bowl in

the British Museum and a fragment of another,
almost as dainty as porcelain m the thinness of
its walls, in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
A peculiar feature of the York bowl [Plate I, b] is

the pair of stags with large antlers applied in high
relief in the middle of it, offering a curious analogy
with the Chinese green-glazed models of pounds
or folds with animals enclosed found in tombs of
the Han dynasty.

The more fanciful creations of our mediaeval
potters have long been known from the woodcuts
in Jewitt's " Ceramic Art in Great Britain." Two
of the pieces there reproduced, the ram-shaped
vessel from Scarborough and the remarkable
equestrian figure from Lewes, both of the 13th cen-
tury, may now be studied side by side with others
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of a like character. They all suggest that the

imagination of their fashioners outran the technical

resources at their disposal.

Side by side with the pots are shown a small

selection of inlaid tiles, including several of great

beauty. Chief in documentary importance amongst
them are the fragments (A 69) from Halesowen,
with figure subjects from the Romance of Tristram

and an inscription ; the latter records the dedication

of the pavement to which they belong by
Abbot Nicholas, who died in 1298. The tiles are

closely similar in style to the earlier ones from
Chertsey Abbey, which are also represented in the

exhibition ; the chief difference is in the character

of the foliage in the design, which in the later tiles

shows that the transition to the more naturalistic

style of the 14th century was already in full

progress.

A yellow-glazed candle-sconce (A 74), moulded
with a Tudor rose and the cipher of Queen Eliza-

beth, belongs to a category of pieces which
generally gain admission to works on English
pottery, but should rather in all probability be
classed as German. An unusually interesting

example of this kind is at present exhibited at the

Victoria and Albert Museum on loan from Mr. H.
P. Harris, M.P., a large green-glazed stove-tile

with the full heraldic achievement of the Tudor
sovereigns and the ciphers of Henry VH and his

queen, Elizabeth of York.

Slip Ware
It is certain that a better opportunity has never

before been offered for a comparative study of the

slip-decorated wares of the 17th and 18th centuries

and the other wares of cognate character, which
were made in small rustic potteries in many
parts of the country. The finest specimens from
such private collections as those of Dr. Glaisher,

Mr. T, Boynton and Mr. C.
J.

Lomax are here

brought together with documentary pieces from
several provincial museums.
The earliest dated piece in this group is the tyg

of the year 1612 (B 25), with discs and pads of

white clay applied to a dark brown body and
afterwards stamped with various devices in relief.

This vessel, which belongs to the Liverpool

Museum, has been fully described by Mr. William
Burton in his work on English earthenware. Like
the similar pieces of slightly later date (1621 and
1627) in the two national collections, it is remark-
able for its excellent potting and the neatness of

workmanship shown, especially in the twisted

cord-ornament applied to the four handles. This
piece is ascribed by Dr. Glaisher, in the intro-

duction to the catalogue of the exhibition, to the

Kentish potteries of Wrotham. Mr. Burton, on
the other hand, pronounced in favour of a

Staffordshire origin, and it is to be questioned

whether the good craftsmanship displayed in this
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and similar tygs does not entitle his opinion to

serious consideration. It must, however, be ad-
mitted, in support of the Kentish claim, that the
same initials, " I E ", which occur on these early

tygs are also found on later pieces of undoubted
Wrotham ware, and that the shape of the vessel,

the technique of the applied reliefs, the twisted
handles and the small knobs surmounting them,
all have their counterpart in a much debased form
in the later productions of the Kentish village.

Another important piece of evidence in the same
sense is provided by the unique tyg in the

exhibition (B 70), made of white clay with a yellow
glaze, but otherwise exactly resembling the tyg
from Liverpool and its kin ; this curious example
was found by its owner, Dr. Glaisher, in the neigh-
bourhood of Wrotham. To sum up, it may be
said that if these well-made tygs of the reign of

James I were indeed made by Wrotham potters,

the numerous later vessels, with the name of

the village trailed in slip upon them, betoken a
degeneration of craftsmanship somewhat surpris-

ing in a locality where, to judge from the number
of its productions still extant, the industry must
long have continued in a thriving state. None of

these named pieces is included in the exhibition,

but the type is represented by a posset-pot of 1739,
with the name of Kemsing (written KEMGIN), a
village between Wrotham and Sevenoaks.
The slip-decorated wares made in Staffordshire

by members of the Toft family and others are

sufficiently well known to demand no more than a

passing notice. The highly decorative quality to

which they attain at their best may be judged from
such examples as the dishes with a fleur-de-lys

[Plate I, d] and a double-headed eagle (B 6, 14).

The masterly use of materials and control of tech-

nique attained by the Staffordshire potters at the

opening of the century which was to witness their

greatest triumphs are attested most strikingly by
the effective patterns of the "combed" ware,
resembling the fronds of a palm-leaf or the barbs
of a feather. Typical specimens are the three fine

owl-jugs in the exhibition and a posset-pot (B 20)

belonging to the University of Oxford, inscribed
"lOB HEATH 1702".'

The exhibition affords an opportunity for study-

ing the characteristics of several types of slip ware
from other parts of the country, exhibiting great

variety of technique but mostly of somewhat
boorish character. Two pieces of outstanding
merit are the large red dishes on which designs of

' This posset-pot closely resembles another in the Victoria

and Albert Museum inscribed " lOSHUA HEATH 177 ", which
in Hodgkin's Examples of Early English Pottery appears by
error on p. 39 under the date 1771. The initial I has been taken
as the last digit of the date, which comes into juxtaposition to it ;

from the range of time (1678 to 1713), covered by the other
pieces cited in Hodgkin's work, with the dotted lettering char-
acteristic of the group, it is clear that on the Kensington example
the third digit, doubtless o or i, has been omitted by the

potter from the date.

a leaping hare and a cluster of flowers are drawn
with wonderful freedom, in thick white slip ; the
exact provenance of these dishes is unknown.
Another type of some decorative merit seems to
have originated in Wiltshire, and to centre round
a covered goblet of the year 1692 in the Salisbury
Museum ; this vessel is figured in Hodgkin's work
on the subject, and bears initials which are said to
be those of an Amesbury tobacco-pipe maker,
John Gauntlett. Elaborately twisted handles are
one of the distinctive features of this group. A
remarkable tyg (C 22), with a well-modelled cock
on the summit of the cover and the arms of a
Devonshire family, appears to belong to it, although
it has been assigned in the catalogue to no special
locality [PLATE I, Ej.

A curious type of ware, characterized by a some-
what artless arrangement of impressed ornaments
in the form of lozenges and barley-sheaves, is

exemplified by a jug and a posset-pot, dated 1677
and 1687 respectively (B 22, 58) ; the British
Museum possesses a jug of the same kind, with
the date 1686. The suggestion of a Welsh origin,
which has been made for this type, is clearly

improbable in view of the English personal names
generally to be found upon the pieces.

Amongst other rustic wares represented in the
exhibition are those of Donyat in Somersetshire
and a curious ware attributed to Fareham in

Hampshire ; the latter is of red body with applied
ornaments in whitish clay, left uncoloured or
stained with copper-green or manganese-brown.

Rustic potworks such as these, carrying on the
old traditions of technique with little modification
by extraneous influences, long continued to supply
local needs, for the most part in the southern
counties, whilst a northern pottery, near Halifax,
pursued the same path nearly to the close of the
19th century .-

Delft W^are
We pass now to the tin-enamelled wares, for

which the name " delft " is so generally accepted
that its abandonment, like that of other misleading
terms in ceramic parlance, such as " Dresden
china " and " encaustic tiles ", is not likely to meet
with general approval. That the popular term is

misleading, however, is shown by the history alike

of the name itself and of the ware to which it is

applied. The earliest citation of the word in this

sense in the "Oxford English Dictionary " bears
the date 17 14, nearly a century, as it would seem,
after the first manufacture of tin-enamelled ware
in England. The Dutch potteries had by this

time reached their highest stage of prosperity, and
by the competitive influence of their exports to
this country had determined the styles of decora-
tion with which the English inakers of "delft"
were for the most part bound to conform. There

-Compare Koth, Yorkshire Coiners ami Old and Prehistorie
Halifax, Halifax, 1906.
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is no evidence to show that during the 17th cen-

tury the name of the Dutch pottery town was

generally known in England. Nor is the usual

inference from its adoption to denote tin-enamelled

pottery in general by any means borne out by the

evidence of the exhibition. Indeed, one of the most

instructive features of the latter is a group of pieces

which give striking confirmation to the theory that

the ancestors of English " delft " must be sought

for not in Holland but amongst Italian maiolica.

This hypothesis was first suggested by Sir Arthur

Church in his handbook of " English Earthenware"

and is approved by Dr. Glaisher in the introduc-

tion to the catalogue of the present exhibition.

Further evidence in its favour is afforded by the

existence of enamelled tiles of the i6th century

from English sites ; to discuss these at length

would necessitate too long a digression, but their

character is such that they can hardly have been

the work of other than Italian maiolica-painters.

The earliest dated piece of " delft " in the exhibi-

tion (No. D 24), of the year 1620 might pardonably

be mistaken for Venetian maiolica of the latter half

of the i6th century [Plate II, f]. That the design

upon it originated in Venice is almost beyond

doubt. The decoration, in blue on the rim and in

polychrome in the centre, consists of foliage of

the same very distinctive type, shaded on one

half of the leaves only, which appears on a

Venetian maiolica dish in the Victoria and Albert

Museum, dated 1550, and on another in the

Germanisches Museum, Nuremberg, with the arms

of members of the Bavarian families of Lochmger
and Imhoff, married in 1548. An Italian proven-

ance for the dish under discussion is rendered

highly improbable by the faulty spelling of the

date upon it,"ANO DODN 1620 ", and for the

same reason, if it was made in England, it is not

likely to have been painted by an Italian emigrant.

The " blue-dash " edge should also be noted, a

distinctive feature of the dishes of later date with

English royal portraits. In view of the close inter-

course between Venice and southern Germany and
the strong influence exerted on the pottery of

the latter country by Italian—and particularly

Venetian—maiolica, one would like to be quite

sure that the dish may not have been made in

Germany, but on the whole it has a strong claim

to be regarded as the earliest dated piece of

English delft.5

This claim is corroborated by the evidence of

another important and very decorative piece in the

exhibition, a jug (D 52) with polychrome decora-

tion in pigments of very similar tone to those of

the dish. On the sides of this jug are groups of

' It is interesting to note in this connexion ttiat it was in

Venice amongst other places that Hendrik Vroom, the marine-

painter of Haarlem, who appears to have been instrumental in

introducing tin-enamelled earthenware into Holland, learned to

practise the art of raaiolica-painting ; see A. Pit, Oudc Noont-

Nederlaudsche Mnjolika in Oiid Holland, Vol. .xxvii, 1909.
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pomegranates, figs and other fruits of southern

character, again reminiscent of the later Venetian

maiolica, from which in the absence of further

evidence an English origin would certainly not be

postulated [Plate II, g]. On the front of the jug,

however, is an inscription in English, surrounding a

figure of a youth, whose dress of the earlier Stuart

period points to a date not much later than that of

the 1620 dish. The relative correctness of the spell-

ing, in which there are only two departures from the

orthography of the present day, makes it hard to

believe that the painting of the jug can be the

work of any but an English hand. Further light

is thrown by the Adam and Eve dish in the

British Museum ; this has a border of apples

showing the yellow and brownish-orange which
are noticeable on the jug and the 1620 dish. The
spelhng of the name " Eve" rules out all nationali-

ties but English and French, the latter of which
is not likely to commend itself in this instance.

Passing to the next dated piece (D 36), a barrel-

shaped blue-and-white mug, inscribed " MRS.

MARY HOOPER, 1629", we reach a group as

to the English origin of which there is no longer

any room for doubt. The mug is of importance

as the earliest dated piece of English "delft"

hitherto published, ante-dating by three years the

well-known mug in the Victoria and Albert

Museum; the latter bears two dates, 1631 and

1632, and was presumably made for the christen-

ing of the first child of William and Elizabeth

Burges, whose names are inscribed upon it.

Several other pieces of similar character are in

existence. The design upon them, made up of

birds and insects in rocky landscapes somewhat

freely adapted from blue-and-white Chinese

porcelain of the reign of Wan Li, is of interest as an

early borrowing from Oriental sources, which does

not appear to have continued long in favour, as it

is not until about 1675 that the later cliiiioiserics of

Dutch parentage make their appearance.

Of great documentary value is a dish (D 11)

lent by the National Art Collections Fund. On
the rim of this piece are panels painted in blue

with Chinese landscapes in the same manner as

those on the mugs described above, and almost

certainly by the same hand. In the middle is a

figure-subject in polychrome, copied doubtless

from some print of the period, depicting Alexander

and the family of Darius, or perhaps, as suggested

in the exhibition catalogue, Solomon and the Queen
of Sheba. This subject, as well as the grotesques of

Italian character, also in colours, which fill the

intervals between the panels on the rim, appears

to be the work of another painter.* The same

* It is instructive to compare this dish with a contemporary

dish (dated 1634) by Cornells Hermansz, of Delft, figured in

H. Havard, La Ccramtqne Hollandaisc, 1909. fig- 39- The
border of Cupids amid renaissance foliage on the Dutch piece

is more sophisticated in style, but scarcely more decorative in

effect.
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painter would seem to have continued working
for some twenty-five years longer, as the Jacob's
Ladder dish, dated 1660, in the British Museum
has a grotesque border which apparently shows a
slightly decadent version of the style seen on the
dish in the exhibition. The latter piece, as a link

between the blue-and-white mugs of Chinese style

and the polychrome dishes of Italian character,
should not be overlooked by students of the
subject. Parallel evidence is provided by a mug
at South Kensington inscribed "ANN CHAP-
MAN ", of the same form as the Hooper and
Burges mugs, which is decorated with a travestied

Italian design of grotesques in blue, yellow and
orange. In connexion with this group of wares
it may be questioned whether a jug with a figure

of Cupid {D 56) is not a piece of Ligurian or
Tuscan maiolica of the 17th century.

There is every reason to believe that the earliest

English factories of enamelled earthenware were
those on the southern banks of the Thames near
London. The designation "Lambeth" under
which for convenience they are generally grouped
requires some qualification, as it is certain that

several of the kilns were situated some distance
further down stream than the Lambeth potteries of

the present day. The site of one of these is

indicated by the discovery in 1907 of wasters and
stilts or cockspurs, together with fragments of

painted delft, in Shand Street, on the borders of

Southwark and Bermondsey, in the immediate
neighbourhood of a street still called by the name
of " Potter's Field ". One of the fragments showed
a " blue dash " edge and a pattern of false gadroons,
similar to that of the dish in the British Museum,
dated 1663, with a painting of a ship and a floral

border. The latter, one of the most decorative
pieces of delft ware to which an English origin

can be assigned, fails provokingly as a document,
inasmuch as the flags flown by the ship, though
apparently intended for the Union Jack of the
period, are so much blurred that no certainty on
this point is possible.'

A "blue dash" dish in the exhibition (D 9), of

the year 1668, is of value as a rare dated member
of a large class characterized by a highly decorative
arrangement in polychrome of tulips, hyacinths
and other flowers ; to what potteries this group
should be assigned remains for the present un-
known, but their occurrence in England would
seem to be too frequent to admit of the probability

of a foreign origin.

The later " blue dash " dishes, with portraits of
British sovereigns and persons of distinction, are
generally so utterly devoid of artistic qualities that

' It must be pointed out that the " bhie dash " border occurs on
several of the fragments of early 17th-century pieces from Delft
in the Nederlandsch Museum, and on a dish in the Hamburg
Museum, figured by A. Pit in plates to the article cited above ;

on one of the fragments it is associated with false gadroons very
similar to those on the fragment and dish here described,

only four of them have been considered worthy
of a place in the exhibition. The attribution of
all or some of this class to Staffordshire, based
upon a statement in Simeon Shaw's history of that

county, lacks any more satisfactory confirmation.
It has been suggested by some writers that the
name of one of the Staffordshire villages. Lane
Delph, indicates the manufacture of tin-enamelled
ware in the district. It is, however, much more
probable that the name has the significance of a
quarry or digging for coal, clay, or other mineral,
with which it was used in the writings of Wycliff and
in later literature. The word is still common in this

sense in the north of England and occurs again as
a place-name in the neighbourhood of Oldham.
Amongst a large number of potsherds in the

Victoria and Albert Museum, found on the site of

the new post-ofBce at Hanley in Staffordshire, there

is a single water-worn fragment of soft buff-

coloured earthenware, coated on one side with a
thin tin-enamel. The remains of a zigzag pattern in

blue upon it are too slight to be of much value as

evidence, nor is there any reason why the vessel

to which it belonged may not have been brought
to the district from another part of the country.
The well-known sets of plates made at Lambeth,

inscribed in series with the rhyme of the " Merry
Man," are duly represented in the exhibition ; but
it is hard to resist the conclusion that imitations of

this series were made in Holland. The spelling on
the octagonal plates numbered E 73 to 76,
painted in manganese-purple and yellow, can only
be explained in this way, or by the assumption that

they are the work of a Dutchman settled in

England ; it is incredible that an English hand
should have written such a rendering as the follow-

ing : "but if is wijfee dotke froune". Another
octagonal set with the same inscription, painted in

a very similar manner but in blue (E 21, etc.),

betrays less obviously its alien origin; but here again
the orthography " merij " and such a version as " all

what he kan ", are enough to decide the question.
After the beginning of the i8th century the delft

ware potteries on the banks of the Thames suft'ered

a decline in the ciuality of their productions, and
new factories at Bristol and Liverpool came to the
fore. The exhibition offers valuable data for study-

ing the delft of both these places. Two of the

exhibitors. Miss Fussell and Mrs. Swann, are

descendants of the Bristol potter Joseph Flower,
whose signature appears with the date 1741 on a
punch-bowl [PLATE 1 1, h], with a carousal scene in

the manner of Hogarth (D 13). Another docu-
mentary piece of Flower's work, which like the
Hogarth bowl is mentioned in the monograph of

Hugh Owen,' is the large dish (D 45) depicting
the capture of Chagre in the West Indies, a truly

remarkable achievement in pottery painting. Quite
apart from its technical value, this dish is of interest

° Two Ceniuries of Ceramic Art in Bristol.
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for the minuteness of detail with which the subject

is treated[PLATE III,J]. The EngUsh Perpendicular

style of the Gothic church, which figures pro-

minently in the middle distance of the scene,

suggests that the painter, or more probably the

designer of an engraving copied by him, supplied

from his immediate surroundings the details of

a landscape entirely unfamiliar to him. With the

help of this piece another blue-and-white dish

(E 80) with an even more careful drawing—of

Burleigh House—may be set to the credit of Joseph

Flower [Plate 111, k]. A third dish from his works

(E 2), covered with an enamel of bluish tone and

delicately painted with chinoiseries in manganese-

purple, yellow and blue, within a border in bianco

sopra bianco, gives the clue to the origin of a dif-

ferent type [Plate IV, m]. Acolander-dish(E 82)

with figures in blue, dated 1751, is also an authen-

ticated example of Flower's ware [Plate IV, l].

The rival Bristol establishment of Richard Frank

produced landscape pieces of rather different

character, executed by a painter named Bowen.

To his hand may probably be attributed an

interesting set of plates of the year 1762, in-

scribed "CHRISTINA sundstrom ", which are dis-

tributed between the Nordiska Museum and

the National Museum in Stockholm. These

and other plates of the years 1758 and 1761 in

the latter museum may be recognized as English

by the aid of a punch-bowl painted inside

with a ship flying the Swedish flag, within an

inscription recording that the vessel was launched

at Stockholm in 1728 and docked at Bristol

in 1765;' the bowl is painted outside with

figures in a landscape in the manner of Bowen.

Plates and bowl alike also show characteristic

Bristol decoration in bianco sopra bianco. A bowl

in the exhibition (D 3) with a painting of the

ship " Great Brittain ", was also probably made
in Frank's factory.

Important documents for the identification of

Liverpool delft ware are the armorial tablet from

above a seat at the Merchant Taylors' School,

Crosby, and a panel painted in blue with a "West
Prospect of Great Crosby", dated 17 16; the

childish rendering of the landscape on the latter

compares unfavourably with the landscape pieces

by Joseph Flower, of Bristol.

A minor delft factory, as to which reliable

evidence is scanty, is that of Wincanton, in

Somersetshire. The name of the place is inscribed

on a plate of 1737 (E 55) painted with a coat-of-

arms, lent to the exhibition by the Royal Scottish

Museum, Edinburgh. This piece is believed to

have come from the same source as a posset-pot

with bands of formal ornament in blue, red and
orange-yellow, recently acquired by the Victoria

'"Skiepet Wigelantia af Stapein Stokholm 1728 Bristol i

Dockan 1765 January i p.c". Tiiis piece was seen by the writer

some years ago ; its present whereabouts is unknown to him.
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and Albert Museum, on either side of which the

initials "W. P." figure conspicuously. Whilst

differing entirely in the motives of its decoration,

this posset-pot has some points of technical

resemblance with another in the exhibition (E 77),

dated 1744, which has a pedigree tracing it to the

Wincanton factory.

Stoneware, etc.

The last cases in the exhibition illustrate the

result of a combination of forces which came into

operation towards the end of the 17th century. It

has already been shown how the tin-enamelled

wares imported from the continent or made in this

country stand for a stream of Far Eastern derivation

breaking violently across the current of indigenous

tradition. As time went on, the direct influence of

Chinese porcelain was felt increasingly, no longer

mediated through the channels of maiolica and
delft ware. At the same time the introduction of

the habit of tea-drinking was accompanied by the

importation from China of red stoneware teapots,

whilst a large trade in stoneware had also grown up

with the German potteries of the Rhine valley.

The effect upon the home industry of this external

pressure from diverse quarters is seen in the adop-

tion of new methods by the Staffordshire potters

and in the establishment of new factories for the

imitation of the foreign products.

Of the new manufactures the most remarkable

was that founded by John Dwight at Fulham, and

valuable new information, derived from the recent

researches of Sir Arthur Church, as to the nature

of the wares there produced, is published in the

introduction to the exhibition catalogue. Amongst
the specimens shown is one of the stoneware

statuettes which justly entitle Dwight to a reputation

equal to that of any potter of our country ; this

piece, a figure of Jupiter, lent by the Liverpool

Museum, is probably the only extant example of

Dwight's figure-modelling not included in one of

the two great national collections. The other pro-

ductions of Dwight's factory in the exhibition

include not only his wares of the German type,

but also a cup and a mug of red stoneware made
in imitation of the Chinese (H 42, 44), the latter of

a form commonly adopted at Fulham for jugs in

white stoneware. These objects are of value in

determining the relation of Dwight's red ware to

that of the brothers Elers, to whom such pieces

have hitherto generally been attributed. A pear-

shaped wine-bottle with silver collar (H 61) is

similar in form and material to the bottles in the

Schreiber collection, which were found in a walled-

up chamber on the premises of the Fulham pottery.

A stoneware mug with marbled decoration

(H 6) is tentatively ascribed to Francis Place of

York, but the attribution must be regarded as very

doubtful, as the mug is very similar in form and
material to many of Dwight's productions ; nor
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has it the delicacy of finish belonging to the only

authenticated representative of Place's venture, a

small cup at South Kensington which once

belonged to Horace Walpole.
The factory of brown stoneware at Nottingham

was confined in the main to the fabrication of

crockery of humble pretensions. It excelled, how-
ever, in one speciality well exemplified by a posset-

pot made for the mayor and mayoress of the town
in 1700 (G 74). This consisted in piercing floral

patterns through an outer casing, a manner of

decoration common in Oriental porcelain.

We come lastly to the drab-coloured and white
" salt-glazed ware ", which shows the effect of the

influences already reviewed on the craftsmen of

Staffordshire. The history of its development is

well known, and is illustrated by typical specimens

in the exhibition. Some of these deserve special

notice on account of their exceptional nature. No
less than six pew and arbour groups resembling the

one in the Johanneum at Dresden, and an

analogous group of Adam and Eve, bear witness

to the naif humour which repeatedly finds

expression in the work of the Staffordshire potters.

The neat workmanship of which the latter were

capable may be judged by a charming little box

(F 84), with screw lid delicately pierced with

foliated apertures. Considerable spirit is shown
in the modelling of a small figure of a Venetian

masquerader, probably inspired by an original in

German or Kalian porcelain. A lion in imitation

of a Chinese joss-stick holder (F 26) owes to its

details in dark brown slip its superficial resem-

blance to the brown and cream-coloured porcelain

of Tz'ii-Chou. Another interesting piece is the

cream-jug (F 29) imitated from the silversmiths'

"goat and bee" model, which also provided a

design for the earliest Chelsea porcelain.

The latest examples shown in the exhibition are

evidence of another disturbing influence on the

Staffordshire industry, arising from the establish-

ment of porcelain factories in this country shortly

before 1750. To meet the competition of these

new rivals, the Staffordshire potters adopted the

process of painting their wares with enamel

colours fixed on the surface by a second firing at

low temperature. The innovation is traditionally

THE SHOP OF VERROCCHIO
J,

HOLMES
HE Florentine years of Leonardo da

Vinci are divided by Dr. Jens Thiis,

his latest biographer,* into two distinct

portions. The first of these covers

^^___ his association with Verrocchio ; the

second the preparation of the unfinished Adoration

^Leonardo da Vinci : The Florentine Years of Leonardo and
Verrocchio, by Dr. Jens Thiis. London (Herbert Jenkins),

£2 zs. net.

set down to the credit of a Dutch immigrant to

the district, William Horlogius, to whom may
belong the initials on a tea-pot in the exhibition

(G 23). This piece is decorated in the style of

Japanese Kakiyemon porcelain, and might almost

be mistaken for earthenware of the Satsuma school.

The painting on enamelled salt-glazed ware is

generally garish and crude, but a certain type,

decorated for the most part in the style of the

Chinese famille rose, is remarkable for the har-

monious colouring and delicacy of the painting.

A tankard and mug (G 30, 68) may be cited as

instances, as well as several pieces in the Schreiber

collection at South Kensington. The same col-

lection contains three small jugs or chocolate-pots

of Meissen porcelain, which appear to have been

decorated by the same hand, whilst certain pieces

of the earliest polychrome Bow porcelain approach
this type very nearly. The suggestion may perhaps

be hazarded that the pieces showing these charac-

teristics were decorated by a London enameller,

such as Giles of Kentish Town.
Amongst other miscellaneous Staffordshire wares

exhibited the most interesting pieces are perhaps

the mug and punch-bowl (H 49, 52) painted under

the glaze in dull grey-blue, and bearing the dates

1744 and 1743 respectively. These are probably

amongst the earliest English examples of painting

properly so called on earthenware.

The exhibition undoubtedly gains in value from
the policy of the committee in limiting its scope

in the main to wares made before the middle of the

iSth century. Shortly after that time the experi-

ments of Wedgwood heralded the era of scientific

potting, with undoubted gain to the industry in the

sphere of commerce and utilitarianism, and corre-

sponding loss in its relation to art. In spite of

their beauty of material and excellence of technique,

the would-be artistic productions of the Etruria

works and of the firms that followed where Wedg-
wood showed the way leave us cold and unmoved,
whilst the undisguised sincerity of the crudest of

earlier wares arouse our sympathy and our interest.

How good a use was made by the untutored potters

of an earlier age of the materials and methods
within reach of their experience has never perhaps

been better shown than by the present exhibition.

of the Magi in the Uffizi. Before dealing with

these divisions in detail it may be well to say that

the book is so profusely illustrated as to be a

convenient compendium of documents for the

period in question, that it is well printed, and that

the translator has rendered Dr. Thiis in tolerable

English, inaccuracy in the spelling of proper

names being the most obvious defect.

The author's analysis of the Adoration and the
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care with which he has traced its evolution step

by step from the first tentative studies to its final

complexity can be praised almost without reserve,

and it is interesting to note how in the course of

planning this single work the young Leonardo
conceived the ideas which in after life were to

take shape as the cartoon of The Batik of Anghiari,

the Sforza monument, and The Last Supper at

Milan. The influence of this elifort upon Raphael

is clearly brought out, as well as that still more
surprising influence upon Michelangelo. The
famous "slaves" in the Louvre are no less

evidently derived from two figures sketched by
Leonardo forty years earlier for the Adoratioii, than

the Jehovah of the Sistine ceiling is derived from
Leonardo's "philosopher" in the same picture.

This little point Dr. Thiis appears to have over-

looked, though he notices the parallelism between
one of Leonardo's sketches on a sheet in the

Valton collection and the "genius" placed by
Michelangelo between the two Creation panels.

The discussion of Leonardo's boyhood carries

us to a field that is everywhere scarred by con-

tinuous critical warfare, and Dr. Thiis has followed

the track of those shifting inconclusive campaigns
with a thoroughness which at least gives his

readers a convenient opportunity of reviewing the

period in dispute, whatever they may think of

his personal conclusions.

Such a review naturally starts with Verrocchio.

We ought to bear in mind Vasari's note about
him, that he had not, like Leonardo, the facility

born of great natural talents : but that he " had the

power of study in greater abundance than any
other craftsman whatsoever ". It is impossible to

explain on any other theory the gulf which sepa-

rates Verrocchio's earlier works from his later

ones. Of his beginnings we know only that he
was trained as a goldsmith ; and that, if we are to

trust the Catasto declaration made in his twenty-
second year, he was not always fully employed.
When he is twenty-six he tries his hand at

architecture. Yet some five years later he is estab-

lished as one of the leading craftsmen of Florence,
and to him the shrewd Ser Piero da Vinci entrusts

his gifted son.

This rapid rise from obscurity to repute would
be explained if there were any confirmation of
Vasari's story of his visit to Rome to work for
Si.xtus IV. The story that he carA-ed the roundel
above the tomb of Leonardo Bruni in Santa
Croce is even more doubtful on grounds of style,

though another tomb in the same church, as we
shall see, exercised a profound influence upon his
work a little later. If the Careggi relief be his
(Dr. Thiis does not appear to mention it), we can
see how hardly Verrocchio made his way as a
sculptor by copying a design of Luca della
Robbia, and invigorating it with a more searching
anatomy, and a more intense dramatic contrast.
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Donatello is evidently the tutelary genius here,

as he is still more definitely associated with the

next work in sculpture which we have to consider,

the lavabo in the inner sacristy of San Lorenzo.
It was made, Vasari states, by Donatello and

Verrocchio working together. 'The falcon above
the basin shows that the work was done for Piero
il Gottoso, i.e., between 1464 and 1469. But
Donatello died in 1466, and is expressly stated by
Vasari to have become decrepit before Piero's

accession to power. We may thus safely count
the lavabo as practically Verrocchio's work, as the

style so cogently suggests, but begun in Donatello's

lifetime, i.e., before 1466. The rings above, like

the wolves' heads in full relief, point to the gold-

smith working in marble ; while the sphinxes
below the basin and other details are adapted
frorn Desiderio's tomb of Carlo Marsuppini in

Santa Croce [Plate, b].

The lavabo in San Lorenzo seems to me doubly
important, because, on the available evidence, it

was in progress in Verrocchio's shop when the

boy Leonardo made his first appearance there

about 1466, and its character cannot reasonably
be attributed to any influence of the newly
arrived apprentice upon his experienced master.
Verrocchio may possibly have worked upon some
plan suggested by Donatello—he has certainly

borrowed from Desiderio—but the result is some-
thing quite novel and distinct from such originals.

In this lavabo the suave and serene decoration of

the early Renaissance suddenly verges upon over-

ripeness, upon the flamboyant and the baroque, and
that with no empty redundance of outworn motives,

but with a fierce and martial energy, a contrast of

spinous and serpentine forms, that mark the birth

of a new personality in Florentine art.

In his master's studio Leonardo found also an
unfinished picture, The Baptism, the source of

infinite trouble to the critics of to-day, as it was to

its designer four and a half centuries earlier. The
idea is taken from a picture by Baldovinetti, but in

Verrocchio's experimental, laborious hands the

fiery rapture of the saint, which is the chief attrac-

tion of the earlier design, has vanished, buried

under gaunt anatomies, so conscientiously

mimicked from Antonio Pollaiuolo's S. Sebastian

in the National Gallery that one examines the

pattern on the very loin-cloth to see if it be not a

studio property borrowed for the occasion. If the

landscape background with its vista of water
channels meandering between steep rifted rocks

—

its suggestion of a more tremulous light and a

more vaporous air—be Verrocchio's, he proves
himself, in this province at least, a forerunner of

Leonardo and the moderns. But the picture as a

whole is hard and dry, and we can well imagine
that its ambitious creator was unwilling to allow

such a disappointing product to issue from his

studio. The single study for it which remains, the
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angel's head in the Uffizi, proves that Verrocchio
as a draughtsman had already a right to a high

place among his contemporaries, though it cannot
be judged from the feeble reproduction which Dr.
Thiis provides. This loses all the more delicate

gradations of tone and shows us little more than
blurs and pinpricks. Inlinitely worse, however,
is the print of the female head by Verrocchio on
p. 119, an absolute travesty of the drawing in the
Malcolm collection. Had the author been well

acquainted with the original, he could hardly
have passed the reproduction without an apology
for its conspicuous untruth.

But how stiff and mannered even Verrocchio's
pleasant angel appears if compared with the
slightest study by the youthful Leonardo. The boy's

drawings from the first are done with the ease and
certainty of a great master ; more delicate, more
graceful, more intricate, more truly creative than any
drawings ever done before in Italy. Yet according
to Dr. Thiis we have apparently no extant product
of this marvellous apprentice during the ten years
he spent in Verrocchio's workshop, other than a
handful of most precious drawings and the little

A)iiiiuiciation ! In this criticism he has surely
gone too far ? It is incredible that the energetic and
ambitious Verrocchio should not have employed
the wayward genius placed by fortune in his hands

;

indeed, there is evidence enough to show that he
used Leonardo as any other busy and discerning
master would have used him.

First let us take the story of Leonardo's share
in The Baptism, which our author dismisses as so
much gossip. He recognizes, indeed, that the
famous angel is by a different hand from the
other figures, but argues the hand to be that of

an unknown " Alunno di Andrea ", round whose
shadowy figure he groups certain other well-

known paintings and drawings, of which we may
for the moment postpone discussion. Taking the
e.xternal evidence first, we may note that Vasari
tells the story twice, insisting that after seeing

Leonardo's angel "Andrea would never again
touch colour". Now, had any number of later

paintings by Verrocchio himself been known to

Vasari, to his informants or to his authorities, it is

clear he would never have committed himself to

so sweeping an assertion. It would almost seem
as if discredit had been thrown on the story in

order to make some sort of a case for the various
paintings which in our own day have been baptized
with Verrocchio's name. For examination of the

painting itself not only proves the angel to be
quite different in conception and treatment from
the rest of the picture, but does point definitely in

the direction of Leonardo. The little Leonardo
drawing recently acquired by the British Museum,
though not, it would seem, an actual study for the
figure in question, is closely connected with it.

The drapery in the picture, though hard in line

T/ie Shop of Verrocchio

and knotted in the folds, as we might expect from
a boy following a more rigid master, is painted
with the peculiar fineness of substance and feeling

for reflected lights which is characteristic of

Leonardo's draperies in later life, while the subtle

delicacy of the upturned face, and the exquisite

skill with which the flowing ringlets are touched
in, the evident delight in their forms, their sheen
and their intricacy, are his also. Wtiat a common
little plebeian the companion angel seems by
comparison ! Is it to Leonardo after all that we
must ascribe the new features of the landscape
background ? I feel that it is probable.

Yet if Verrocchio, like other masters of the
time, set his boy apprentice to work upon a picture
of which the main design was his own, there is

no evidence that he was overwhelmed by that

pupil's genius. On the contrary, Verrocchio's work
during the first four years of Leonardo's appren-
ticeship, 1466-1470, is far from being Leonardesque.
In the David of the Bargello, the style of Pollaiuolo
is refreshed by a delightful health and roundness
in the sinewy young limbs ; a secret learned perhaps
in the practice of taking casts from the living

model, of which Verrocchio was a pioneer. The
superb Donna delle belle Mane of the Bargello,
apparently a little later in date, shows a similar
naturalism. Leonardo was doubtless vastly in-

terested in the making of the great bronze ball for

the Duomo (1468-1471), but can hardly have played
a leading part in this noted piece of engineering.
Nor do we find traces of him in the large bronze
group of Or San Michele, begun in 1468 and
certainly well advanced by 1470 ; or in the terra-

cotta Madoina and Child of the Bargello, which
seems to be of about the same period, say c. 1471.

Meanwhile, what was Leonardo doing ? We can
only guess. Opinion consents in ascribing to him,
and to this time, the little Annunciation in the
Louvre. His black-and-white studies of drapery
may also be referred to this period ; but the heads
of smiling women and of boys modelled in clay,

of which Vasari speaks, are no longer known. Also
a considerable proportion of his extant drawings
must belong to his youth, though it is impossible
to settle the date from the style, since from the
first their quality is perfection itself. That this

perfection reacted upon Leonardo's master, ever
anxious to learn, is evident if we compare
the comparative vagueness of even the best
of Verrocchio's early drawings with the famous
sheet of piitti in the Louvre, first noticed by
Morelli, in which Verrocchio uses the pen with a
lively mastery that is not unworthy of Leonardo.
There are, however, two features in Leonardo's
extant drawings which may enable us to speculate
with some reason as to the other works of the
shop at this period in which he had a hand. The
delicate giace of his workmanship is generally
recognized as a touch-stone : less frequently is
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emphasis laid upon his love of intricacy and

complexity. Whether he draws locks of hair or

muscles, decoration or folds of drapery, he is ever

as much in love with graceful intricacy as his

master in these first years shows a preference for

clear-cut simplicity.

With this in mind we may accept as Leonardo's

the Discord relief at South Kensington, suggested

probably by a sketch or cast of Donatello's Miracle

of S. Anthony of Padua. Nor in considering the

famous Florentine Lady of the Liechtenstein

Gallery can we conceive that the intricate pattern

of the background was woven by any other hand,

though it is possible that Verrocchio, who had
resolved never to touch colours more, made the

cartoon for the panel : as he may have done for

another picture, the Annunciation of the Uffizi

[Plate, a]. Some twenty years ago when
examining this panel I made a note that the

angel was painted by Leonardo, the Virgin by
Lorenzo di Credi ; a note which was pleasantly

confirmed by Sir Sidney Colvin's publication of

the study at Oxford for the angel's sleeve. The
coffer in this picture is particularly interesting, as

suggesting a date for the picture. Every motive

in it is borrowed directly from the Marsuppini

tomb in Santa Croce ; it reappears superbly elabor-

ated and enriched in 1472 as the Medici tomb in

San Lorenzo [Plate, c] . The Uffizi Anminciaiion

would thus seem to have been started before 1470
when the tomb was begun by Verrocchio ; and

1470 can reasonably be proposed as the approxi-

mate date of the Condottiere drawing by Leonardo
in the British Museum, where the same motives

from the Marsuppini tomb are everywhere seen,

although the actual source from which Leonardo
borrowed in this case is the marble relief by
Desiderio in the Musee ]acquemart-Andr6, if the

authenticity of that work be established beyond
question. The reproduction in the " Gazette des

Beaux-Arts" for December, 1913, makes com-
parison a simple matter, and a glance will show
that the famous Condottiere, from beginning to end,

was only a masterly transmutation of Desiderio's

original, as the Condottiere, in turn, was to be trans-

muted by Verrocchio into the Colleoni.

This is, in fact, the moment when Verrocchio
and Leonardo draw most closely together, and
the influence of the pupil is hardly less evident in

the interwoven foliage of the Medici sarcophagus
than it is in the lively grace of the Pntto of the

Palazzo Vecchio. Leonardo, it is true, remains
with Verrocchio for four years after 1472, but in

that year he is admitted to the Guild of S. Luke,
his place as apprentice being filled about the same
time by Lorenzo di Credi. Perugino, too, may
possibly have come to work with Verrocchio,
but the evidences of the connexion are so slight

—

a borrowing of the S. Thomas figures for his

Spozalizio in the Sistine, and a momentary
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influence on the impressionable Lorenzo di Credi

—that we can hardly imagine their association to

have been intimate or lengthy.

Lorenzo di Credi's share in the shop work was
considerable ; he deserves more attention than he
often gets. His later paintings are feeble, his

later drawings, if possible, feebler still ; but some
of his acknowledged earlier drawings are of dis-

quieting excellence, and his Venus in the Uffizi is

in its way a masterpiece. Now these discrepancies

can only be explained by supposing him to have
been one of those pliable, diligent creatures who
do excellent work when inspired by contact with

some brilliant and generous mind, but when left

alone relapse into their native emptiness. Vasari

lays special stress on Lorenzo's admiring imitation

of Leonardo, an imitation which his acknowledged
drawings confirm ; and during the years between

1472 and 1480 he seems to have been fired

with the flame of Leonardo's genius, much as

some of the minor Pre-raphaelites were for

awhile turned into artists by the example of

Rossetti.

To Verrocchio this teachable, industrious soul

must have been far more consistently serviceable

than the capricious Leonardo, now an independent
master. He could take up the pictures, such as

the Uffizi Ajinunciation which Leonardo had left

unfinished, and turn into pictures other designs

by Verrocchio and Leonardo, as Vasari tells us

that he did. Now Dr. Thiis has grouped with some
skill certain works of the school of Verrocchio as

the productions of an unknown " Alunno di

Andrea". Is it not possible that this "Alunno"
is no other than Lorenzo di Credi ?

From Dr. Thiis's list of works by his " Alunno",
we may at once strike out the Angel silverpoint

on p. 68, which is evidently the work of a later

and more sophisticated hand, and turn to the two
studies of drapery m Leonardo's manner, pp. 70
and 10 r. Dr. Thiis, in speaking of them, seems
to have overlooked Vasari's special reference to

drawings of this very kind which he possessed,

done by Lorenzo di Credi in imitation of Leonardo.

It is therefore quite as reasonable to assume that

these are the drawings to which Vasari refers, as

to invent an anonymous maker for them. They
lead us in two directions. One of them is claimed

by Dr. Thiis as a study for the Virgin in the Uffizi

Annunciation, which figure, on technical grounds,

I have always felt was by Lorenzo di Credi. Both
in the character of the folds irresistibly recall the

Virgin and Child with Angels of the National

Gallery, and the allied picture of the Virgin and
Child at Frankfurt. The first of these, like

Verrocchio's Baptism, is inspired by Baldovinetti

and the PoUaiuoli ; the head-dress of the Madonna
indicating that the cartoon is almost contemporary

with the terra-cotta Virgin and Child of the

Bargello, i.e., c. 1471. The Frankfurt picture
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actually copies this terra-cotta group ; so the

cartoons for the two pictures may well date from

the very year in which Lorenzo di Credi began his

apprenticeship. The draperies of the two pictures

lead us to the later Madonna and Saints at Pistoia

where Credi's hand is very generally recognized at

work on a cartoon by his master. This picture

leads us back to the Dresden silverpoint (p. 117)

in which Credi's delicacy of touch cannot conceal

the structural weakness of the neck and the petty

crumpled folds of the drapery ; and from this silver

point we may pass to another in the Uffizi (p. 74J
where just the same faults are evident, while the

recumbent nymph in features and limb is identical

with Credi's Venus in the Uffizi.

I have no space to follow in detail the other

points of contact between our author's " Alunno"
and Lorenzo di Credi, or to adduce fingers and
toes in support of the identity. This can easily

be done by the reader, who, if he be acquainted

with the EngHsh Pre-raphaelite movement, will

recognize that the subsequent collapse of the

gentle Lorenzo di Credi is not inconsistent with

the suggestion that, for a few brief years, he

surpassed himself as a draughtsman in his

admiration for Leonardo, and as a painter by

ne shop of Verrocchio

working under the eye and with the cartoons of

Verrocchio.

As to Verrocchio and Leonardo, they will always

have their special champions. Yet it surely does

not detract from the fame of Verrocchio that he

should have borrowed as he did from Donatello

and Desiderio, from Baldovinetti and Pollaiuolo
;

that he should have recognized that painting was

not his strong point, and that he should have relied

for the completion of his picture commissions

upon the genius of his first apprentice, Leonardo,

and upon the industry of his second, Lorenzo di

Credi ? The wonder really is, not that his work

should sometimes show the influence of Leonardo,

but that, living at the very focus of that magic

influence, he should have remained himself— the

sculptor of the Colleoni. Nor need we think less

of Leonardo if during his apprenticeship he did

little that can be separated quite clearly from the

commissions of his strenuous and learned master

except a sheaf of inimitable drawings. This, at

any rate, seems to be the logical outcome of follow-

ing a strictly chronological method, and of assum-

ing Vasari to be correct in the main, where we

have no evidence to the contrary except our own
personal preferences.

GABRIEL DE ST. AUBIN'S " L'ACADEMIE PARTICULIERE
BY CHARLES OULMONT

MONO the admirable pictures in

M.
J.

Doucet's collection there is one
which attracted at the time of the

sale the attention of many critics and
.amateurs of 18th-century art. It was

the work of a celebrated draughtsman, of a

"gribouilleur" of genius, as G. de St. Aubin has

been called. The panel [Plate, a] was even

more curious and worthy of notice, as G. de St.

Aubin very seldom painted in oils, and more
often did broad water-colour sketches or wash
drawings in sepia and indian ink. We have

sometimes come across in a sale a little picture

attributed to St. Aubin, and recalling his brilliant

execution, full of vigour and as witty as a French

story of the i8th century; but the Academic
Particiili'ere (No. 188 in the Doucet sale) is not

merely attributed to St. Aubin, but is indisputably

his, since he himself etched it and gave it the title

mentioned above. A replica in water colour of

this delightful picture appeared in the Destailleur

sale in 1893 (^o- ^^-), and the date 1776 written

on it by St. Aubin tells us the period at which the

composition was executed.

I have had the good fortune to discover in a

private collection another replica of the Academic
Particiilicre, but this time in oils, and a comparison
of the two reproductions will enable the reader to

judge of the interest of this find for the study of

St. Aubin's art.

The panel in the Doucet collection measures 17

centimetres high and 27 wide ; the picture painted

on canvas, and published here for the first time

[Plate, b], is 25 cm. high and 31 cm. wide. The
dimensions of the subject being so small, the im-

portance of the additional centimetres is evident.

In the first place it will be well to set forth the

points of variance which I have noted in the two

versions. In the unpublished canvas St. Aubin

has painted on the console table on the right a

marble group of a nymph and satyr, and he has

covered the model with a gauze scarf. Moreover

—

a thing which the photograph is unable to show—
the study of the woman is much more " lummous "

in this version and is in greater contrast with the

background and with the artist's figure in the fore-

ground.
Whereas in the panel painting the sketch on the

painter's easel is hardly discernible, here, on the

contrary, the charming vaporous blue landscape,

recalling a spring scene, is plainly visible. This

is particularly interesting, because G. de St. Aubin

preferred interiors, and "hardly any landscapes by

him are known.
Moreover, St. Aubin has given more air and more

space to this canvas than to the other : instead of

one shelf of books in the bookcase he has painted

two ; to the left he has indicated plainly the

two landscapes hanging on the wall, which

are visible almost in their entirety. I do not
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know which of the pictures is the earlier, but

I am inclined to think that it is the picture

on canvas here published for the first time. In

any case it is another canvas, if not another

work, to add to the short list of St. Aubin's

paintings.

\_As will be seen from ihe dimensions given in the

text, the panel picture [Plate, a] is, actually, the

smaller of the two. It seemed desirable not to reduce
the scale of the ivell-known picture more than was
unavoidable, and the photograph of [b] did not
admit of corresponding enlargement.—Ed.]

EARLY FURNITURE—XV
BY AYMER VALLANCE
CRADLES AND BEDS

HE very small number of early beds
or cradles in this country is remarkable,
considering the quantity that must at

I
one time have been in use. But this

very circumstance would lead to their

becommg worn out and being replaced by others
of later manufacture.
Of mediaeval cradles only one English example

is believed to exist, namely the famous one which
is associated with the person of Henry V—wrongly
associated, since that king was born in 1387, and
no part of the cradle itself is older than the middle
of the 15th century. The history of this cradle
cannot be traced further back than 1774, when,
according to "The London Magazine", it was in

the possession of the Kev. Peregrine Ball, at New-
land, on the banks of the Wye, below Monmouth.
At the last-named date the cradle actually purported
to be that of Edward IL Now, that king having
been born in 1284, it follows that the cradle was
credited in 1774 with a still more remote antiquity
tiian subsequent generations ventured to assign to

it. Notwithstanding it was a family heirloom,
Mr. Ball's son parted with the cradle to a Mr. White-
head. It passed eventually into the hands of a well-

known antiquary and collector, i\Ir. Braikenridge,
and having at length been purchased by the late

King Edward VII, was lent to the London
Museum, and was recently on exhibition at

Kensington Palace [Plate I, a].

The cradle itself consists simply of the four
sides of an oblong rectangular box, without a
bottom. The bedding would be slung on webbing
or cords, passed through the round holes near
the base of the sides of the box, and strung
across and across from side to side until the
open space would be occupied with suspend-
ing network. The larger holes in the upper part
of the sides are designed for a strap to be laced
across to secure the child from falling out of the
cradle. The method is illustrated by a cradle
which is shown in an engraving by Israel van
Meckenem, the subject being the Nativity of
our Lady [FIGURE]. The existence of these
strapping holes in the London Museum example
shows that the box part of the cradle is of a certain
antiquity, although at the same time it is so roughly
knocked together, with coarse nails, and without
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any attempt at either dovetailing or mortising, that

it is impossible to credit it with being contem-
porary with the beautifully fashioned supports.

There is no sort lof design about the box, which,

indeed, appears to be formed of an old door of

moulded boards, cut into lengths for the present
purpose.

The dimensions of the box are 3 ft. if in. long
by 17 in. wide by i6f in. high or deep. The post
at each end is 2 ft. 10 in. high, and the framed
base is 3 ft. io| in. long by 2 ft. 4in. wide.

To avoid misunderstanding it may be as well

to mention the existence of a rival claimant to the
above in the shape of a cradle, long preserved at

Courtfield, the home of the X'aughans, by one of

whom, a generation or two back, it was given to the

Duke of Beaufort. It then remained for some years

at Monmouth Castle, and later at Troy House,
Monmouth, whence it was ultimately transferred

to Badminton, where it is at present installed. In-

asmuch, however, as this cradle is only of Eliza-

bethan, or perhaps even Jacobean, date, its claim

to be the cradle of King Henry V is wholly
unwarrantable.

Mediaeval beds seem to have consisted of a plain

framework covered with hangings. In con-
firmation of this remark innumerable wills might
be cited in which the testators identify beds solely

by the colour or design of the hangings ; the frame
being a subordinate part, and by comparison, of

slight account. Instances are not wanting, how-
ever, in which specific terms are used to describe

certain kinds of bedsteads, or certain portions of

the same. Thus, the will of the Duke of Lancaster,
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in 1397, mentions beds, " called in England ' truss-

ing beds'", and in the will of Sir Humphrey
Stafford, 1442, a reference to a trussing bed again

occurs. Other terms to be met with are the

"tester", i.e., the back-board behind the head, and
the "seller "," siller " or "celer", i.e., the hori-

zontal canopy overhead.
It would be difficult to name a more beautiful

or 'more perfect extant specimen of a late-Gothic

bed than that which came into the possession of

the museum at Saffron Walden, Essex, in 1882

[Plate II, c & d]. It is of oak, and may be

dated from about 1490 to 1515. It measures
6 ft. SJin. long by 5 ft. 5 in. wide, over all. The
head-board, 2 ft. 3 in. high, including its upper
and lower rails, comprises five linenfold panels,

I ft. 6| in. high and averaging 9J in. wide, sight

measure. The folds are shaped only at the top ends,

the bottom running straight down to the lower

rail. There is no footboard. The four posts are

each 5 ft. 10^ in. high, and may possibly have lost

a further stage at the summit, at which point they

would be connected by horizontal iron rods to

carry the hangings. The two head-posts are 3 in.

square, the two foot-posts 3^ in. square. The
latter are square on plan at the foot, whereas the

head-posts are carved and shaped at their lower

extremities. All four posts merge from the square

into an octagonal form, richly carved, in the upper

part. The horizontal framing boards measure

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
"THE PRAYER-BOOK OF A SAINT"
To the Editors of The Burlington Magazine.
Gentlemen,—In the December number of this

magazine (pp. 13 1-2), Mr. Bernath gave an
account of an illustrated manuscript which once

belonged to the Franciscan convent at Apt, in

Provence, and recently passed from the Lanna
collection into the possession of "a well-known
Parisian collector". The chief interest of the

paper lies in the attempt made to date the manu-
script exactly and settle its original owner.

On these points Mr. Bernath writes :

—

A careful examination of the calendar enables us to fix the

exact date of the execution of the book. It contains, under
the 27th of September, the name of S. Elzearius, who was
canonized in 1368, while the name of his wife, S. Delphine,

does not yet appear in the list of saints. It is therefore clear

that the book was written between 1368 and 1372, the year

in which S. Delphine was canonized .... I think we may
go further and establish its precise date. The lady whose
portrait occurs twice in the miniatures wears in both cases a

veil on her head—a sign that she was a tertiary of the order

of S. Francis. Now we know also that S. Delphine was a

tertiary of that order. We may presume that so soon after

the canonization of S. Elzearius, only members of his family

would have had such a special veneration for this compara-
tively little-known saint as to give him such a prominent

place in the offices as we have seen. I do not see any
reason why this prayer-book should not have been executed

for his wife S. Delphine. ... If this be the case the lady

portrayed in our book would be S. Delphine, audit would

be certain that the manuscript was executed in 1368-69.

6^ in. high, and are raised to a level of i ft. i| in.

above the ground. They are pierced with holes

in the usual manner for the strung supports of the

bedding. They are finished off along the under
edge with a roll and hollow moulding, which,

instead of dying away or being stopped, curves

downward toward the ends, and is then cut

through in somewhat abrupt fashion. Mortise

holes, extending upward to about 5! in. high from
the ground, show that at some time there were
stretchers in addition to the horizontal rail at the

sides and foot.

The oak bed [Plate I, b] belonging to Miss

Constance Maris is of a simpler type than the

preceding, and of somewhat later date, perhaps

about 1540. The linenfold panels of the head-

board, as in the last example, have the ornament
shaped at the upper ends only. The stiles are

handsomely moulded at the top. The band of

carving along the upper rail of the head-board is

so much later in character than the rest of the bed

that it looks as though it had been added at a

subsequent period.

Note.— I am indebted to Mr. Guy Maynard for

special facilities for photographing and measuring

the bed in the Saffron Walden Museum.
Acknowledgment is also due to Miss Constance

Maris for kindly supplying the photograph [Plate
I, b], for reproduction.

As to this, granting that the lady's head-dress is

a veil, what is the authority for the suggestion that

a woman wearing a veil must needs be a tertiary ?

And if a tertiary, why of necessity a Franciscan ?

Did the Sienese Andrea Vanni mistake S. Catherine

of Siena, who belonged to the third order of S.

Dominic, for a Franciscan tertiary when he gave

her a veil ? And as to S. Elzear's family being

his chief devotees immediately after the canoniza-

tion, generally speaking, one might say universally,

there is a considerable and widespread cultus before

a canonization ; and having regard to known
facts there is certainly no reason for thinking that

it was otherwise in this case.

Other statements invite criticism, but it is hardly

worth while to dwell upon them, for Mr. Bernath's

theory is more than disposed of by a simple con-

sideration of the dates.' S. Elzear was not canon-

ized in 1368 but in the following year. This we
have from the direct statement of the pope. Urban
V, himself ; for on 15th April, 1369, he wrote to

the bishop of Apt, informing him that he had on

that same day placed the name of Elzear in the

' He had said that the name of S. Elzear "occurs not only in

the calendar but also in the litany and on f. 151 he is celebrated

by a commemoration "—which means. I imagine, that a proper

prayer is provided for the day on wliich he is commemorated.
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list of the saints.- But he did not complete the

formahties, and died on 19th December 1370.

without having promulgated the necessary bull ot

canonization.^ This was done by his successor,

Gregory XI, on sth January, 1371-; Nor was S

Elzear's wife, Delphine, canonized in 1372 ;
she is

still uncanonized. Though sometimes incorrectly

spoken of as Saint, her proper style is Blcssai Del-

phine ; and as a heata her feast has been observed

throughout the Franciscan order and at Apt.

But even were it the fact that she was canonized in

1^7-. Mr. Bernath's suggestion that this manu-

script might have been executed for her some three

years earlier would not have been easy of accept-

ance The why and wherefore need not be gone

into—the date of B. Delphine's death is sufficient.

F Stephen Donovan, a Franciscan, writing in

"The Catholic Encyclopaedia", gives this as 26th

November, 1358, a dozen years or so before S.

Elzear's canonization.
Yours faithfully,

Egerton Beck.

To the Editors of THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Egerton Beck's letter dis-

cussing questions raised by Mr. Bernath's article

covers most of the points upon which I had

already criticized his conclusions. I add a few

lines as a kind of postscript to Mr. Beck's letter.

Mr. Beck has destroyed Mr. Bernath's theory

that the manuscript was written for B. Delphine,

by showing that B. Delphine was dead before

her husband was canonized. With the result of

the argument I fully concur; but I venture to

challenge the date given by Mr. Beck on the

authority of "The Catholic Encyclopaedia ", viz.,

26th November, 1358. Two authorities of great

weight give the year as 1360—the " Chronicle of

the XXIV Generals ""and Nicholas Glassberger,

the 15th-century Franciscan chronicler.'

But even if Mr. Bernath's premisses were sound,

even if B. Delphine had been still alive when the

manuscript was written, then his deductions as to

the portrait appearing in it would be rendered

most improbable. Is it likely that she would

have allowed her own portrait to appear in a

book of hours ? Anyone who suggests that,

misunderstands the true Franciscan spirit of

humility and self-effacement. But granting that

she was dead, there is no reason why the minia-

tures may not represent B. Delphine, and yet

equally very slender reasons why they should.

I cannot help wondering why Mr. Bernath sug-

gests 1372 as the year of Delphine's canonization.

Apart from the fact that, as Mr. Beck shows, she

^Acta SS., Sept., vii, 526 (Paris, 1667).

3 Ibid.

Ubid.
''/fciV/, p.494
^ Analcda Frandscana, in, 558.
' Ibid., II, 196.

never was canonized, the year given is not the

year of her beatification. Two years after her

death, viz., in 1362, Urban V, her husband's god-

son, commenced the preliminary steps for her

canonization in his bull Gloriosns Dciis f but he

died before the formalities were completed, and it

was not until the 15th century that her name was

included in the Franciscan marlyrology as Beafa.

Yours faithfully,

Walter' W. Seton.

To the Editors of The BURLINGTON Magazine.

Gentlemen,— I have read with considerable in-

terest the criticisms of my article on "The Prayer-

Book of a Saint" by Mr. Egerton Beck and

Mr. Walter W. Seton. These two gentlemen have

more authority to speak on liturgical and hagiogra-

phical subjects than I. The date of the death of

the Blessed Delphine quoted by the two critics

settles my attribution. Still, I cannot refrain from

making the following remarks. The " Repertoire

des sources historiques du Moyen age " of Ulysse

Chevalier (1877-86), a very serious work, calls

Delphine " sainte "; there I find also " La vie de

Sic. Delphine, &c.", Toulon, 1656, quoted. The
date of her death is given there as the 26th of Sep-

tember (and not November), 1360. Mr. Beck asks

why the lady portrayed there should be a Fran-

ciscan tertiary, if one at all ? Well, the manuscript

comes from a Franciscan monastery, thus the

suggestion was near-lying. What Mr. Seton

says about the " true Franciscan spirit " is in my
opinion not strong enough to overthrow my sug-

gestion, that the lady portrayed in the manu-

script was a tertiary of S. Francis. Other ter-

tiaries had their portraits painted in prayer-books

during the Middle Ages too, and among the

haughtiest figures in Italian history of the 14th and

15th centuries we find members of the third order

of S. Francis ! But be it as it may, I have

published the manuscript mainly on account of its

importance for the history of art, as a splendid

specimen of Proven9al miniature painting and not

for the reason that it oft'ered historical interest. As

a supplementary note to my paper I may add that

the arms in the manuscript seem to be those of

the Bonifaci family, of high standing in Provence.

This I found out after the publication of my
paper. Yours faithfully,

M. Bernath.

THE USE OF CHESTNUT IN MEDIEVAL
ROOFS

To the Editors of The Burlington Magazine.

Gentlemen,— In The Burlington Magazine for

December, in a paper by Mr. K. A. C. Creswell on

"The Origin of the Persian Double Dome", is a

statement (p. 155) that "the wood used was

undoubtedly chestnut like the roof of S. Alban's,

' Sbaralea, Bullariiim Franciscaiinm, vi, 354.
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where visitors are told it is always free from
cobwebs as spiders do not like it ".

Since this assertion as to the material of old

English roofs is so frequently made and has as

often been disproved, will your correspondent be

so good as to quote some documentary evidence

in support of it, or else to withdraw it ? I presume
that he refers to some ancient roof at St. Alban's,

though none has been visible within my memory,
nor is to be seen now.

Yours faithfully,

W. H. St. John Hope.

Mr. Creswell, in reply, writes as follows :

—

I made no statement about a roof at S. Alban's
;

my statement referred to the dome at Damascus,
and I merely alluded to what I had been told

at S. Alban's for what it was worth, as apparently

analogous to the dome. I am not interested in

the material of English roofs, but I conclude that

Mr. Hope wishes me to repeat that the present

opinion of antiquaries is that most of the ancient

woodwork in English churches is of sessile pointed

oak.

xMR. E. J. SULLIVAN'S ILLUSTRATIONS
To the Editors of TuE Burlington Magazine.
Gentlemen,— I have just seen the December

number of The Biirlingtoii Magazine, in which I

find the following notice of my book :

—

REVIEWS
A Catalogue of the Paintings atDoughty House, Richmond,
AND ELSEWHERE IN THE COLLECTION OF SiR FREDK. COOK,
Bt. Edited by Herbert Cook, M.A., F.S.A., Hon. Member of

the Royal Academy of Milan. Vol. l. Italian Schools by Dr.

Tancred Borenius. (Heinemann.) £6 6s. ; complete in 3 vols.,

£15.

The collection made by the late Sir Francis Cook
has long been known to students of art, and has

always been readily accessible to them through

the courtesy of its owner. This complete and
admirably illustrated catalogue will none the less

be of great service for reference. Mr. Herbert Cook
is quite justified in proclaiming as he does in the

preface the importance and richness of the collec-

tion, though it is perhaps unnecessary to follow

him in the comparison which he makes between
the merits of this and other well-known private

collections. It is undoubtedly one of the most
important collections in England ; it is a great deal

to say, as one truly can, that it contains a small

number of great masterpieces, though their value as

works of art would perhaps be more evident if they

were not immersed in such a large number of paint-

ings which can only claim archaeological interest.

For all that, I am glad that the catalogue of the

Italian schools has been made so complete and
that Mr. Cook has secured the services of so scru-

pulous and distinguished a scholar as Dr. Borenius.

(14) One cannot imagine anyone more hopelessly unquali-

fied to illustrate Omar than Mr. Sullivan has shown himself

to be. His drawings, from the ugly frontispiece onwards,
are entirely out of sympathy with their subject ; sometimes
they are vulgar in addition. He desecrates the poem
instead of adorning it.

I never reply to criticism, and your reviewer is

quite at liberty to hold whatever opinion of my
work best pleases him, and to express it when and
where he likes. To the pure all things are pure

—

and, I suppose, to the vulgar all things are vulgar.

At the same time I would point out that this

review is not criticism, but simple abuse, un-

justified by evidence, and, I prefer to think,

unjustifiable.

1 do not often see The Burlington, but imagine

that such methods are hardly in accordance with

the traditions and policy of a responsible and
weighty journal devoted to a serious view of past

and current art.

It is not then of your reviewer that I make
complaint, but of your opening your columns
and lending the weight of The Burlington to him
and his abuse in such a way as to do serious

damage both to me and my publishers.

Believe me, dear sirs.

Your obedient servant,

Edmund
J.

Sullivan.

[Having examined Mr. Sullivan's illustrations,

we endorse the remarks quoted by him in the

above letter.

—

Ed.]

The result is a model of what such a catalogue

should be. We have all the necessary information

about each picture stated with exact conciseness and
without anyparadeof learning. When Dr.Borenius
is forced to give his own appreciation of a work or

to state the grounds of his attribution it is done
with a discretion and impartiality such as are not

always observed by art historians when dealing

with controversial points. In the course of his

investigations Dr. Borenius has made a number of

interesting discoveries and has been able to confirm

or give reasons for changing several attributions.

Among these we may note the attribution of the

large altar-piece. The Coronation of the Virgin, to

Giovanni del Biondo; The Portrait ofa Young Man,
No. 43, hitherto given to Moroni, is with much
greater probability given to Salviati. Dr. Borenius

has definitely placed the splendid nude figures by

Signorelli, which are among the finest things in

the collection, and has been able to trace their

history and discover the position they originally

held in a polyptych painted in 1498 for the Church
of S. Agostino at Siena. He gives what seem to be

convincing reasons for attributing theS. Sebastian,

No. 51, to Giannicola Manni. He has established

conclusively the history of the iinportant altar-

piece by Domenichino, No. 89. A more interesting
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discovery is the identification of the portrait of

Charles V crowned by Fame as the painting by

Parmegianino described at length by Vasari and

hitherto supposed to have been lost. A much de-

bated picture, The Madonna, signed Antonius de

Messina and variously ascribed to Antonio de Saliba

and a hypothetical Antonio, is boldly and I think

rightly given to Giovanni Mansueti. The Onigo

portrait is no longer considered as a Giorgione by

Mr. Herbert Cook, but the usual ascription to

Licinio is here replaced by the plausible sug-

gestion of Cariani's name. It agrees well with

his vigorous and coarse style. But perhaps

the most generally interesting of Dr. Borenius's

suggestions is that of the authorship of the

head of the youthful Christ which has passed

at various times as a Cima da Conegliano, a

Jacopo de' Barbari, and the work of an unknown
Flemish artist. Everyone has been struck by the

northern influence in this head shown alike by the

type and the minute realization of detail. Indeed,

it has always been evident that its author had seen

Di'irer's paintings. Dr. Borenius seems to have

found at last the right solution in giving it to

Lorenzo Lotto in his earlier years. It is an
attribution that explains both its Diireresque

character and its peculiar quality of colour. This

list by no means exhausts the new material con-

tained in the catalogue. On several points there

will no doubt still be differences of opinion
;

indeed, Mr. Cook not unfrequently enters a protest

against the unrelenting austerity of Dr. Borenius's

judgments. It will be seen from this that the

latter has not fallen into the frequent error of such
compilations, namely a too complaisant accept-

ance of those high-sounding attributions which
in the course of time tend to become endeared to

the owners of great collections. Indeed, he has

had the courage to treat these works in exactly

the same spirit of impartial historical accuracy
as critics more generally reserve for works in

public galleries. On one point only do I feel

inclined to disagree with Dr. Borenius, viz., the

attribution of the Madonna and Child, No. 26,

to Pier Francesco Fiorentino. In this case
Dr. Borenius has followed a too hasty identification

made many years ago by Mr. Berenson. Pier

Francesco Fiorentino is seen by his signed work
at Empoli to have been influenced by Gozzoli
(probably when he worked at San Gemignano)
whereas the Madonna at Doughty House is one
of an almost infinite series of pictures turned
out from a Florentine atelier which derived its

main ideas from Baldovinetti and frequently made
use of old cartoons by Filippo Lippi. As yet no
one has discovered who was the chief partner in

this prolific firm. R. F.

Michelangelo und das Ende der Renaissance. Vol. iii,

parts I and 2. By Henry Thode. Berlin (G. Grotesche).

Considerable time has elapsed since Prof. Henry
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Thode of Heidelberg issued the first volumes of

his great life-work, the study of Michelangelo and
his relations to the renaissance and the art-history

of the world. A few years ago Prof. Thode, as a

further instalment, published in two parts his

critical researches into all the works of art rightly

or wrongly ascribed to Michelangelo. These two
volumes, which form Vols, iv and v of the com-
plete work " Michelangelo und das Ende der

Renaissance " are, and must always remain,

indispensable to the student of Italian art, since,

so far as finality can ever been obtained in such

researches, they contain a close examination on
historical and stylistic grounds of each work of

art, and the reasons for accepting or rejecting it,

wherever any such question may arise. This

categorical criticism is of special importance in

dealing with the various drawings or models
which have come down to us, and which have been

attributed to the hand of the master himself. The
two volumes which have recently been issued,

though latest to appear, really form Vol. in of the

complete work. They contain a complete historical

summary of the artist's life, and link the abstract

and theoretical contents of Vols. I and 11 with the

practical and concrete statements in Vols. IV and V.

This third volume is therefore the kernel of the

whole work, and should be studied carefully by all

who wish to obtain a complete grasp of the

circumstances in which the mighty achievements
of Michelangelo in painting, sculpture, and
architecture were conceived and carried out. The
work of Prof. Thode, as now completed, is

obviously one of some formidable magnitude,

though this bulk is by no means incommensurate
with the magnitude of the task which he set before

himself. Prof. Thode is not merely a professor

and historian of art, he is a poet, musician and
philosopher as well. In his earlier volumes he

gave us a metaphysical view of the age which pro-

duced an artist of the calibre of Michelangelo, and
in the present volumes he expands the claims of

the artist himself to be poet and philosopher as

well as painter, sculptor and architect. His con-

struction of Michelangelo as " Uebermensch " or
" Superman " is quite in the manner of Nietzsche,

and although he makes out a good case for

Michelangelo as considered from this point of

view, this very sense of superhumanity which is

conveyed reacts in a sense of personal deprivation

in the loss of a friend with whom one was
accustomed to associate on more level terms

of acquaintance. So much has been written

before upon the great works of Michelangelo,

the Sistine Chapel, the Julius monument, the

Medici tombs, the David, that even Prof. Thode's

theories can afford little that is new to discuss.

It is only the minor works which provide material

for criticism, and we are therefore not surprised

to find that Prof. Thode gives his consent to
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certain works, such as the Apollo and Marsyas

relief at Dorpat, the Apollo statuette at Berhn, the

S. Proadiis at Bologna, and other works in sculp-

ture, about which modern criticism has not as yet

made up its mind. The Crucified Christ in S. Spirito

at Florence was first attributed to Michelangelo
by Prof. Thode himself, so that he is naturally

inclined to assert its authenticity ; we doubt, how-
ever, if he will convince everybody by his reasoning,

for although there undoubtedly was a Crucifix in

this church carved by Michelangelo himself, it is

difficult to accept the Crucifix now actually in the

church as certainly the master's own work. The
general trend of Prof. Thode's argument is to show
that for the artistic expression of the mythological,

transcendental and symbolic workings of the human
mind the art of sculpture is the best to use ; for

the inner working of the individual, the expression

of a personal religion, based on personal relations

between the human mind and the deity, as ex-

emplified in the Christian religion, the art of

painting is the most suitable mode of expression.

This explains the neglect of sculpture after the

fail of paganism and the triumph of Christianity,

and the predominance of painting during the

middle ages and the early days of the renais-

sance. With Michelangelo and other artists

of the renaissance there was a return to the

mythological and symbolic spirit, the ideal rather

than the personal aspect of beauty, which produced
a revival of the old Greek spirit, and concurrently
with this an immense development in the plastic

arts. In his great works, therefore, Michelangelo
departs from the Florentine traditions, soars above
the renaissance, and embarks upon an expanse of

gigantic conceptions which only a man of titanic

intellect could carry out. It is not surprising

that the monument to Pope Julius II never
attained completion. The wonder is that the

ceiling of the Sistine Chapel was ever completed,
and the Medici Chapel carried out to its present

extent. It requires the knowledge and experience
of a lifetime to appreciate the genius of Michel-
angelo. Those who are willing to undertake this

task will have to find leisure to read and study
Prof. Thode's great work, which may perhaps be
beyond the scope of the desultory reader. The
genial and learned writer's style is somewhat
effusive, and the reader feels sometimes like a

cockleshell on a sea of sentences, with individual

words of abnormal length breaking like " white
horses" on the surface. It is impossible within
present limits to follow Prof. Thode further, but
we may express the hope that the valuable contents
of Vols. IV and v may be given to the world in an
English dress, and form the textbook for future

students of Michelangelo. L. C.
Greek Art a\d National Life. By S. C. Kaines Smith. With
twenty-seven plates and three text illustrations. (Nisbet.)

7s. 6d. net.

The central idea round which Mr. Kaines Smith

has written this book is that the value of Greek art

to the modern world lies in the fact that it was the

outcome of the national life, which found in it

completest expression. The artist " was part of

the time in which he lived, and his art was its

mirror ; . . . though power of expression was the

artist's gift, the soul which shines through his work
is the soul of a nation." It follows that only

through a full and sympathetic understanding of

the human conditions which produced Greek Art

can the present age grasp its message. Material

for such a study exists in abundance, for during

the past thirty years excavation and scientifically

conducted research have shed a flood of light on
the past, but the modern archaeologist is absorbed
in the details of his material, and sentiment is no
factor in the problemswhich he sets himself tosolve.

This attitude does not, however, help the outside

public to appreciate the message of Greek art ; for

that, synthesis and speculation are needed, and
Mr. Kaines Smith has therefore set hmiself the task

of so visualizing the human conditions suggested

by excavation and comparative archasology as to

arouse enthusiasm and instil a desire for further

knowledge. Of his own enthusiasm there is no
doubt ; he pours it forth with a fluency born of

long practice in popular lecturing. Not a few of

the statements which run trippingly from his pen
on such complicated problems as the pre-hellenic

civilizations of Crete and the Mainland are

miracles of conjecture ; his attitude on the

"Homeric question" is carefully "unscientific",

but in dealing with the classical world he is on his

own ground, and this is therefore the most
successful portion of his survey. This section of the

work is preceded by two useful chapters on "Decora-
tive and Creative Art" and on "Colour in Sculp-

ture ", in which the author indicates clearly the dif-

ference between the ancient and the modern starting

point, and sets forth the limitations of ancient art,

the forces which controlled it, and the relation of

Greek sculpture to architecture. C. A. H.

Die Entwickluno der Barockex Deckenmalerei in Tirol.

Von Heinrich Hammer. Mit 44 Tafeln u. 6 Doppeltafeln.

Strassburg (Heitz, " Studien zur Deutschen Kunstgeschichte ",

Heft 159), 30 M.

This volume, in an important series of German
art handbooks, forms a valuable contribution to

the history of the baroque period, and traces with

great care the influence of that movement on the

ceiling-painters of the Tyrol. The earlier examples

cited are, as might be e.xpected, from Italian-

speaking towns south of the Alps where Austrian

rule has always been something of an anomaly,

and the remarkable development of this peculiar

craft may be ascribed to the Jesuit father, Andrea

Pozzo. This ingenious artist was born in Trient

in 1642, and gained notoriety by his decorations

at S. Ignazio and other churches in Rome as well

as by his famous text-book on perspective. He was

followed in his native land by many apt pupils.
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and whole families of ceiling-painters rose up, such

as the Schors and Waldmanns. The influence of

Tiepolo also permeated the district from Venetia,

his aims and methods differing fundamentally from

Pozzo's. But the art probably reached its zenith in

the work of Matthiius Giinther, in the middle of the

i8th century, and after his day a decline rapidly fol-

lowed. An admirable bibliography and fifty finely-

produced collotype plates add to the value of this

scholarly and exhaustive monograph. M. S. B.

L'ARCHITECTURE CLASSIQUE A SAINT-PETERSBURG A LA FiN DU
XVIII<^SiECLE. Par Louis Hautecceur. Paris (Champion), 4f. 50.

In no other capital of Europe had the architects

of the classic revival of the i8th century such

opportunities as were presented in the planning

of St. Petersburg. Not only were there open
spaces awaiting development, but the existing

houses, being mostly of slight construction,

were easily razed, so that everything was favour-

able to the laying out of the city on a

monumental scale. M. Hautecoeur pictures very

clearly the dual influence at work throughout

the period, to which France, equally with Italy,

contributed. During the last quarter of the

century, when Catherine, " prosternee devant

I'image de la posterile", carried on with such
vigour the classicizing of her capital, Rome and
Paris alternated in supplying her with architects.

There was a notable exception, however, and the

description of the work of the Scottish architect

Charles Cameron, employed by Catherine in

designing many important buildings, will doubt-
less form the most interesting chapter for English
readers. Cameron, who is unknown in this

country save as the author of a folio on the baths
of the Romans, is justly celebrated in St. Peters-

burg as an artist of great distinction, and the

examples of his work selected for illustration give

us some idea of his power. W. G. K.
Andrea Solario. By Lisa de Schlegel. Milan (Alfieri &

Lacroix), 3I.

This little volume—a reprint from the " Rassegna
d'Arte"—cannot be said to supply our want of a

serious monograph on Andrea Solario. One
drawback is that the authoress is apparently un-
acquainted with what is one of the most important
treatises on the subject—the pages devoted to

Solario by Crowe and Cavalcaselle in their " History
of Painting in North Italy". Nor do we find

anything like the whole of the available material

discussed. Whether one agrees with Morelli or

not in considering the Ecce Homo at Liitschena
and the Salome at Oldenburg as Flemish copies
(and with regard to the Oldenburg picture we
should certainly say he was wrong), surely some
mention should have been made of these important
signed pictures ; and other omissions include the
interesting early Madonna in the Brera (No. 283),
the Ecce Homo now in the collection of Mr. F. A.
White (published by Prof. Suida in the " Monats-
hefte " for 1909, p. 482), the Madonna with Four
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Donors in the Johnson collection, &c. In matters

of style criticism, the book is mainly an amplifica-

tion of what was previously known. The volume is

attractively produced and well illustrated. T. B.
KiLiPPO Baldinucci's Vita des Gio. Lorenzo Bernini mit
Uebersetzung und Komraenter von A. Riegl , . . Vienna
(Schroll), 10 K,

One of the most signal proofs of the wider
dissemination of true artistic appreciation among
students of the fine arts has been the shedding of

prejudice about classical or primitive art, or about
modern art, and the acceptance of the principle

that every age is responsible for the art which it

produces, and that the skill of the artist depends
on the demand made upon him and his power to

comply with it. No one was a greater exponent
of the art of his period than the sculptor-architect,

Giovanni Lorenzo Bernini, the champion of the

baroque school of art in the 17th century. This
school has lately been the subject of much learned

study, especially by the late Alois Riegl, the author
of an important work, " Die Enstehung der Barock-
kunst in Rom", published at Vienna in 1908 (see

Burlington Magazine, xxi, p. 363). The special works
on Bernini, notably that by Fraschetti, had led

Riegl to take the well-known life of Bernini by
Baldinucci and annotate it bit by bit from his own
researches. These, having been found among his

papers, have been carefully collected and edited

by MM. Burda and Pollak, and published as a

commentary to a reprint of the aforesaid life by
Baldinucci. It follows that all who desire to study

the life and works of Bernini and the period in

which he lived should not omit to study these

notes by Riegl, the text of Baldinucci's work being

given in both Italian and German and many valu-

able additions or emendations made. L. C.

RECENT PRINTS AND REPRODUCTIONS
(i) The present number of the " Oesterreichische

Kunstschaetze "Ms a particularly interesting one,

comprising six reproductions of an Austrian

master of 15 12 illustrating the local miracles of the

Virgin of Mariazell in Styria, with notes by the

editor; and a rather fine limewood Head of Christ

in the Museum Joanneum, Graz, by an Austrian

master of the beginning of the i6th century.

(2) The two numbers^ of the "Archiv. fiir

Kunstgeschichte" contain a wide assortment of

subjects
;
paintings on panel and canvas ; sculp-

tures in stone and wood, coloured and plain
;
pen-

and-ink drawings, plain and washed ; aquatints

and silverpoints ; representing the most various

masters and largely preserved in private collections.

Among the less accessible works and those by
less-known masters thus conveniently offered in

illustration, the following may be noticed : in the

'^Oesterreichische Kttnstschactze, in lahrg., Heft 5; Jahrlich

10 Hefte, K. 60 (M. 50).
2 Archiv. fur Kunstgeschichte herausgegeben von Detlev

Freiherren von Hadein, Hermann Voss u. Morton Bernath,

Lief 11, III. Leipzig (Seemann).
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Museum der bildenden Kunst, Leipzig, a poly-

chrome, lime-wood figure of a female saint of the

school of Tilman Riemenschneider, an expressive

portrait of a woman by Conrad Faber, and a

14th-century, Pisan, alabaster Madonna and Child

;

in the University of Erlangen, a pen drawing by
Diirer of the head of an old man ; in the parish

church of Zabern, a characteristic half-figure of a

bishop by some Lower Alsatian 16th-century

carver ; in the collection of Friedrich August II,

Dresden, a U'liccl of Fortniic washed drawing by
Hans Weiditz ; in the grand-ducal print room,
Coburg, a bust-portrait in chalk of a young man
by Cranach the elder ; in the Fogg Art Museum,
Harvard University, ?in Annunciation panel by an

unknown French master, c. 1500 ; in the Museo
S. Carlo, Mexico, The Seven Theological Virtues by
Pedro de Campaiia ; three subjects of the life of

S. Bonaventura, by Francesco Herrera el viejo

(The Earl of Clarendon) ; an Adoration of the

Magi by Lo filo del maestro Rodrigo (Mr. Lionel

Harris) ; a Mass of S. Gregory, by Cranach the

elder (Messrs. Ehrich, N.Y.) ; an apparently fine

portrait by Joost van Cleeve the younger (M.

Charles Brunner, Paris) ; an attractive Venetian

picture of three young women, c. 1530 (Minister

W. von Stumen, Berlin) ; an imaginary landscape

with flying men, by Goya (Mrs. Havemeyer,
N.Y.) ; an unusual fragment of an Annunciation

ascribed to Crivelli (Prof. Dr. U. Thieme, Leipzig)

;

and Two Musicians by Antoine Pesne (Dr. M. J.

Binder, Berlin). The editors have also brought

together a triptych by Gaudenzio Ferrari, of which
the centre Madonna and Child is from an old

copy in the Leipzig Museum, and the original

wings are in the Rurnjantzer Museum, Moscow.
By no means all the works reproduced seem to be

of great artistic importance, but that, we may take it,

is not the editor's objective, and among the forty

illustrations of these two numbers more important

works are not included in this enumeration.

NOTES
The Walpole Society. — The Burlington

Magazine cannot advocate too much the claims

of the Walpole Society, since it is the only society

exclusively devoted to the preservation and publi-

cation of works of art produced in the British

Islands. The Society now numbers 317 members,

subscribing one guinea a year, which entitles them

to its publications, unobtainable otherwise. Until

the members increase, these publications must be

confined to "The Annual". The first annual,

1910-1911, received here [Vol. xxii, p. 324], at

any rate, certainly no more than the praise which

it justly deserved. "The Second Annual",' dis-

tributed not long ago, is a decided improvement

on the first. It is more definite, more authorita-

' The Second Annual Volume of the Walpole Society, 1912-

1913, Oxford (University Press), issued only to subscribers.

(3) The two first portfolios of clear collotype

reproductions of lace' occasioned by the exhi-

bition at Leipzig in 19 n, have already been

noticed (Vol. xxiii, p. 177, June, 1913), and the

editor, Mme. Marie Schuette, is to be congratu-

lated on having completed the series of sixty-six

plates in a third portfolio equally well selected

and produced as the first two. But perfect

specimens of early laces are rarely to be found,

and it is surely desirable, especially in national

museums, that such valuable records of design

should be pointed out, and not indiscriminately

classed with patched and mangled examples of

the same period. In this interesting series, for

example, the correct and perfect design of PI. 56

is not differentiated in any way from the confused

and evidently mutilated specimen of PI. 51.

(4) Mr. Macbeth-Raeburn's Countess of Mex-

borough * is one of the best examples of mezzo-

tint recently produced in the manner of the great

masters of the late i8th and early 19th century.

It is most accomplished in workmanship, and
except for slight washes of blue in the sky, and a

few touches on the eyes and mouth, purely printed

in colour. However, the inevitable comparison

with William Ward's famous mezzotint after the

same picture leaves one with an increased admira-

tion for the older engraver. We can well believe

that Mr. Macbeth-Raeburn is more faithful to his

original than Ward, but his plate does not possess

the same richness of tone, and the smoother grain

in his treatment of the face is less satisfactory to

one than the breadth of grain and softness of tone

shown in Ward's version.

By Various Reviewers.

^Alte Spitzcu, aiis A ulass der SpihauiiisstcUuiig hit Shldtischcn-

kiinsigcwcrbe-Miiseuiii zu Leipzig, 1911, herausgegeben von Marie

Schuette. Stiidtischeskunstgewerbe-Museum. Lief 3. Leipzig

(Klinkhardt u. Biermann), 40 M.
* The Countess of Mexboroiiglt (after Hoppner). Mezzotint by

H. Macbeth-Raeburn, and printed in colours. Published by

Basil Dighton. £t 63.

five, better illustrated, and better edited. It con-

tains eight important monographs on works of

purely British art written by highly competent

authorities, and is illustrated with 77 pages of

reproductions, including five of Mr. E. \V. Tris-

tram's admirable polychrome drawings of decora-

tive paintings, with figures in the text from line

drawings by Prof. Lethaby, for which he has a

particularly expressive talent. As to the text,

Mr. Lionel Cust practically exhausts with his

essay and illustrations the subject of the Tudor
portrait-painter, H. E., whom he identifies as

Hans Eworth. Professor Lethaby describes

the series of tiles from Chertsey Abbey illus-

trating the typically English romance of

Tristram. Mr. A. F. Kendrick explains the

unique method of work and compares the design
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of The Seasons tapestries, now for a good many
years at Hatfield. Monsieur A. Dubuisson makes

a particularly pertinent inquiry into the influence

of Richard Bonington and other EngHsh lands-

cape painters on the French school. The other

articles are "An Outline of the History of the

de Critz family of Painters," by Mrs. R. L. Poole;
" The Rood-screen of Cawston Church ", by Mr.

E. F. Strange ; "Hugh Douglas Hamilton, Por-

trait Painter", by Mr. W. G. Strickland; and
" Some of the Doubtful Drawings in the Turner

Bequest of the National Gallery ", by Mr. A. J.

Finberg. All these articles are excellent in them-

selves, eminently suitable for the Society to pub-

lish, and with one exception scarcely within the

scope of any other publication. But I must
repeat some advice on the composition of the

volume. Out of 140 pages, 83 are too many to

devote to the art of portraiture, greatest in Eng-
land through importation, and by exportation

only secondary in the history of art. Also the

Society's first charge should be to save for history

the numerous objects in danger of destruction

and in more imminent danger of falsification by
hands itching to restore and wholly untrained to

preserve them. Though most of the objects

illustrated in " The Annual " are published for the

first time, the great majority of them are in safe

custody and in no danger of loss or maltreatment.

But the Society cannot perform even this primary

function unless it is better supported. An analysis

of the list of members exposes once more the

lamentable apathy to the arts of the peoples

among whom the Anglo - Saxon spirit pre-

dominates. The Society, being non-commercial,
strikes no chord in the Anglo-Saxon mind. To
gain respect the members must make a profit and
pocket it, and Anglo-Saxonism will at once esteem
and invest in a successful company. Apart from
the two great national institutions in London,
and the libraries of the two Universities, four

provincial towns,i one City Company (the Salters),

and one Colonial library (New South Wales)
belong to the Society. If Bootle, and Sale in

co-partnership withiAston-upon-Mersey, subscribe

for their libraries, as much might be expected
from the agglomeration of bodies employing
themselves on education which squabble in the
Imperial Institute, or from great cities such as

Liverpool, Glasgow, and Birmingham, which do
support highly effective universities. Not a single

ecclesiastical corporation subscribes, and among
the thousands of ecclesiastical guardians of pre-

cious works of art, the subscribers number seven, of

whom several have no such responsibility, for they
hold no benefices. These excellent annuals are in

fact rendered possible only by the few enlightened
natives, largely assisted by Greek, Jewish and
German residents, who also form the Vasari

'Manchester provides (our or five public subscriptions.
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Society, the Diirer Society, and the Arundel Club,

societies doing excellent work, which, however,
naturally appeal to a wider circle of foreign sub-
scribers, since the scope in each case is more than
purely national. These remarks are made in the
hope that The Biirlingfon Magazine may carry

with it a larger knowledge of the Walpole Society
and may obtain for it much more support than it

has received hitherto. A.
J.

New Periodicals. — We congratulate our
Darmstadt contemporary, " Innen-Dekoration", a

publication devoted to domestic architecture, fur-

niture and ornament, on having entered on the
twenty-fifth year of publication, and we welcome
three new contemporaries—"Sophia", "Revue Sud-
Americaine ", and " Needle and Thread "—which
reached us too late for acknowledgment in the

proper place, (i) "Sophia" is particularly wel-

come, since its objective is antique Russian art,

with special reference to icon painting. It is

published at Moscow six times a year, at the price

of 2 roubles, by K. Nekrasov, under the editorship of

M. P. Muratov, who is already known to readers

of The Burlington Magazine. The first number,
which will be noticed more fully later, is well

produced, clearly illustrated, and contains many
interesting articles, showing, as the title suggests,

the abiding influence in Russia of Byzantine art.

(2) Th'^ " Revue Sud-Am6ricaine" is apparently con-
cerned only incidentally with the "material arts", the

first number containing little reference to them
more distinctly South American than an essay on
the present state of the plastic arts in France ; but
among writers of established reputation contribut-

ing to the first number are MM. G. Clemenceau
and Paul Adam, Mr. R. B. Cunninghame-Graham,
MM. Francis Vield Griffin and Camille Mauclair.

The director is M. Leopoldo Lugones. The
administration, MM. Sahores et Ojeda, may be
addressed, 32 Avenue de I'Opdra, Paris. The
Revue is to be published monthly at 2 fr. a number,
abroad 3 fr. (3)

" Needle and Thread " is a shilling

illustrated quarterly, published for the proprietors,

James Pearsall & Co., silk-manufacturers, by
Simpkin, Marshall, "devoted to the study of fine

needlework, treating of stitches, of pattern-making,

of embroidery in the past, and all other subjects

of interest to those who would ply daintily needle

and thread ". So long as it is edited by so skilful

and learned a needle-woman and so clear a

schematic draughtswoman as Mrs. Archibald H.
Christie, and contains articles by her and so

experienced a designer and critic as Professor

Selwyn Image, this well-illustrated little periodical

is likely to do credit to its proprietors and be
useful and agreeable to needle-workers. This
number fulfils the promise of the descriptive title,

and contains some two dozen half-tone and line

blocks and three well-produced colour plates, of
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some of vvliich working transfers can be obtained
at moderate prices.

The committee of the Burhngton Fine Arts
Club, to whom we owe permission, at great in-

convenience, for having photographed the English
earthenware and stoneware reproduced here,

while the exhibition is still open, requests us
to state that a fully illustrated catalogue is in

preparation. Subscriptions are accepted from
visitors to the exhibition as well as from members
of the club.

The death of Kommerz'i'enrat Heinrich Gutekunst
at Stuttgart removes one whose name is honour-
ably connected with the history of the fine arts in

the saleroom. Herr Gutekunst deserves a special

record in view of his having made a peculiar

department for himself in the sale of early en-

gravings and etchings. Collectors and museum
directors had learnt to look upon the Gutekunst
sales at Stuttgart as the best, if not the only, place

for the proper appreciation of these wares. Herr
Gutekunst has left two sons to carry on the family

tradition, who have established for themselves a

somewhat similar position in London.

RUSSIAN PERIODICALS
The Starve Gody (Past Times), edited by M. P. Weiner, is

devoted, as its title states, to the art of the past. The magazine

lias long been distinguished by erudite studies of 18th-century

Russian art, and has been instrumental in reviving public

interest in that period.

1913- January.—M. Troubnikov describes the paintings of

Hubert Robert now in Russian collections. Very few foreign

artists have so much vogue in Russia. Robert's fertility is

proverbial, and somewhat affected the quality of his work.

But his great mastery is always apparent, and the number
of combinations of architectural motifs which he employs in his

pictures is amazing. Amongst Robert's paintings now in Russia

some are highly important, though little known abroad. The
Palace of Gatchina contains ten ; the Palace of Tsarkoe Selo,

nine ; the Hermitage, four ; the Winter Palace, nine (a tenth

having been temporarily lent to the Russian Embassy in London);

the Anitchkov Palace, three ; the Palace of Pavlovslc, eight ; and

the palace of the Grand Duchess Elisabeth Theodorovna, four.

There are also many in private collections ; e.g.. Countess

Shouvalova owns eight and M. P. Dournovo four.—M. Lou-

KOMSKY writes on the baroque and classical architecture of

Kostroma, an important provincial town near the Volga. The
western forms of architecture during the last two centuries

reached the provinces of Russia mainly through St. Petersburg,

though they were always twenty or thirty years behind the

capital. Thus the architecture of Kostroma reflects all tlie

developments of the art in St. Petersburg. The i8th and early

19th-century erections which have escaped the frequent fires

show the real capacity and taste of the local Kostroma builders
;

notably, the bell-tower of the Bogoyavlensky Church (baroque),

the House of the Administration of tfie Province, the fire station,

the guard's house, and the arcaded bazaar (all in various forms

of the classical style).—'A curious episode is related in a note on

painted snuff-boxes by M. N. Visotsky. During the reign of

Elisabeth the Government forbade the importation of snuff-boxes

decorated with frivolous pictures, which were brought into

Russia by foreign shippers and apparently were in great demand.

To one picture, styled in the ukas a pasquinade, the empress

particularly objected. It portrayed a woman, partially draped,

wearing a crown, and five men, with a motto in English described

by the empress as indecent. The senate was instructed to have

all such boxes confiscated and to prevent any more being

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF AUC-
TIONS IN FEBRUARY
For the sale of the second portion of the library

of the late Mr. George Dunn on February 2-6

SOTHEBYS have issued an illustrated catalogue
(2s. 6d.) with coloured plates, six of which are

facsimile reproductions of fine bindings. No.
1377 show^s a particularly good specimen of royal

Lyonesse binding of the early 17th century. The
collection is rich in manuscripts, early printed
books and old bindings.
Lepke, Potsdamerstr. 122 a-b, Berlin, W, 35

will sell (3, 4 Feb.) the late Geheimen Legations-
rats Raffauf-Horchheim's collection of works
of art of all sorts, late-gothic and renaissance
furniture, woodcarvings, Roman early Christian
portrait busts, pictures, silver-, bronze-, pewter-,
copper-, iron-, and leather-work ; near-eastern
carpets; Italian and oriental silken textiles

;

Italian maiolica, Persian and Turkish half-

fayence ; Rhenish stoneware ; middle Dutch
fayence ; Transylvanian stoneware ; books ; and
objects of historical interest. The second day's sale

begins with the ceramics. The 22 pages of illustra-

tions show interesting specimens in all the classes.

imported. A fortnight later the College of Commerce reported
to the senate that one snuff-box had been taken from an English-
man, Thomas Foul, and two from a Frenchman, Dernard. Soon
afterwards forty more were seized from Isidore Crape, also an
Englishman. Of these, five were described as portraying the
Kurfurst of Bavaria, in full regalia, except the breeches, with a
servant girl beside him, and next to her the Queen of Hungaria
putting on the breeches. Four other boxes bore other caricatures

on contempor.ary politics. Of this set the later boxes were
returned to their owners, but the five first described were
retained. Whether any of the pasquinade boxes described in

the ukas have ever been found since is unknown.
February.—M. Kourbatov surveys the history of garden

sculpture from remote antiquity to the present time. In the
modern period he notes two dominant influences, the Italian and
the French. English gardening is noted by him for the original

practice of placing statues in the middle of lawns ; for frequently

dispensing with pediments ; and lastly for the art of shaping
trees, which, he says, has only been preserved in this country.

Russian garden sculpture, at its best during the i8th century,

had little originality, being drawn principally from second-rate

Italian examples. The best specimens, in the Summer Garden,
St. Petersburg, and in some of the suburban royal residences, are

described and reproduced.—Interesting plans of the fireworks

produced for the Tsaritsa in 1735 accompany an article by
M. A. J.—M. Neradovsky records the acquisitions during igi2 to

the Museum of Russian Art of Alexander III, through numerous
gifts from the Tsar and from several institutions and private

persons. Amongst these are many exceedingly valuable old

icons, ecclesiastical utensils and embroidery from the 14111 to the

17th centuries, and rare prints, drawings, water colours, [laintings

and sculptures from the .second half of tlie 17th to the present

time.

March.

—

Baron A. dk Foelkersam describes various methods
of treating tortoiseshell, and gives details of the numerous
specimens now in the Hermitage and Baron Sticglitz's school of

art. Among the articles in the school are a tortoiseshell table,

with incrustations of gold and mother-of-pearl, made in France
at the beginning of the i8th century for Marie Amie of Austria,

Queen of Portugal, whose coat-of-arms is reproduced on tlie

reverse side. The table was acquired by the school in 1886 from
Herr Goldsmit of Frankfurt, and ranks as one of the best and
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largest specimens of its kind. The Hermitage has several smaller

articles of beautiful design, such as tobacco boxes, notebooks, &c.

—M. Louis Hautecceuk, dwelling on the original illustrations by

Poussin accompanying the Chantelou MS. of Leonardo da Vnici's

' Trattato della Pittura ", now in the Hermitage, compares them

with those in the edition of the " Trattato " by Raphael du Fresne

(1 65 1), and criticizes the statements by du p'resne and Gault de

St Germain concerning the nature of the "Trattato" drawnigs.

It maybe surmised from these statements that (i) Gli Alberti was

the author of the geometrical figures ; (2) some figures were

added by Errard ; (3) Poussin's drawings were in outline only ;

(4) Errard touched them up ; (5) Errard added landscapes to the

figures. M. Hautecoeur's opinions are as follows : He admits

tlie probability of (i). (2) Errard added some figures, but the

Chantelou MS'. does not contain the drawings of women illus-

trating the chapters on drapery in the du Fresne edition.

Poussin's figures, twenty-seven in all, with the exception, of the

few anatoniical ones at the beginning, all portray nude men,

only the last one being draped. (3) The statement that Poussin's

drawings were in outline, and that Errard added the shading,

comes from Gault de St. Germain, who supports it by a reference

to some WS. obviously not Chantelou's, and of which the existence

is doubted by M. Hautecceur. (4) The Chantelou MS. has the

figures shaded with Chinese ink, and their technique is un-

doubtedly Poussin's. (5) Poussin was ri.ght in accusing Errard

of adding landscape to the figures, as the Chantelou MS. has

hardly any landscapes.—M. Ernst devotes a few pages to the

life and works of Anton Levashev, a painter of the first half of

the last century, who accompanied the Russian mission to China,

where he became a fashionable portrait painter. He left some
interesting scenes of Chinese life.—M. Oboli.wixov records

several hitherto unknown marks of Russian china.—M. Stol-

pi.iXSKY contributes a note on the fancy "banquet tables", very

popular in France and Russia during the i8th century.

April.

—

Baron N. Wrangel describes the " Marienliof ", a

.small country house in the government of St. Petersburg, about

200 years old, containing numerous historical and artistic relics

of the family of Resvy.—The recent Exhibition of Ancient

Russian Art "is dealt with in articles by MM. MorR.ATOV and
Stchekotov. M. Mouratov gives the general outlines of the

history of Russian icon-painting. M. Mouratov points out that

a proper study of the more ancient periods has only been

possible since 1905, when a tolerable measure of freedom was
granted to the "Old Believers" and many examples of the ancient

art were thus brought to light. He considers that the icon-

painting of the I ith, I2th, and 13th centuries shows the influence

of Byzantine fresco and mosaic designs. The 14th and 15th

centuries were the period when the art of icon-painting reached

in Novgorod its highest perfection. While still connected
with Byzantine art, Russian icon-painting took from it and
further developed the elements of monumental antique art,

which explains the appearance in icons of forms sometimes
attributed to renaissance influence. M. Mouratov doubts the

truth of the theory of Italo-Grecian influence as advanced by
MM. Kondakov and Latishev, and supports his contention by a

reference to the 15th-century icons of Roublev and others. The
i6th century witnessed a decay of icon-painting caused by the fall

of Novgorod. The Moscow school of art rose to a great height

of artistic achievement only with the Stroganov School of

painting, an isolated exotic flower which must have satisfied

only a small group of refined and enlightened noblemen. The
methods of design and colouring of the Novgorod icon-painters

are discussed in the article by M. Stchekotov, who justly

eulogizes such wonderful creations as S. George and The Entry
into Jerusalem, The Descent from the Cross, The Decollation of
S. John, and The I^ast Supper. In the absence of even the
slightest attempt at relief modelling of figures, M. Stchekotov
sees the national character of Russian icon-painting.

May.—M. Denis Roche surveys the works of Nicholas Pineau,
who spent several years in Russia designing for the Tsar, Peter
the Great, various articles of furniture and ornament, as well as
buildings. Several new drawings, not included in M. Leon
Deschair's editions of Pineau's works (Paris, rgii), are
reproduced.

—

Baron .\.de Foei.kersam writes on the application
to art of lapis-lazuli, illu.strating his article from specimens in

the Hermitage.—M. Stolpiansky quotes some interesting facts

about art sales in old St. Petersburg, and mentions that F.nglish
pictures and prints were once extremely popular, as may be seen
from the following advertisement (1793) :

—
"Nfxt to the wood-
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shop by the river Moika are offered for sale pictures of some of

the best artists and about 2,000 English prints".

June.

—

Baron A. de Foelkers.wi recounts the story of the

Duchess of Kingston who paid several visits to Russia during

the reign of Catherine II. Anxious to secure the Empress's

favour, the Duchess sent her a collection of valuable pictures.

Catherine accepted them, but neither their names nor their

present locality are known. The Duchess's visits also inci-

dentally brought to Russia some important pictures, and two of

them, attributed to Raphael and Claude Lorraine, even became
the subject of a dispute between the Duchess and Count

Tchernishev, who maintained that she presented them to him.

She also brought over 7 cartoons for wall-coverings, by Rubens
and Snyders, "now in the Academy of Arts. Reproductions of

them are given. The Duchess's estate, " Chudley ", still intact,

is situated in the Estland Government, about 150 kilom. from

St. Petersburg.—M. Troutovsky reviews the Romanov Exhi-

bition. M. Stolpiansky continues his article on the art trade

of old St. Petersburg.

July-September.—This is a special number in commemoration
of the Romanov tercentenary. Prof. Mironov analyses por-

traits of Michael Fedorovitch, first Tsar of the dynasty, and
concludes that the only authentic portrait is the one by Olearius,

published in his book of Travel in Russia (1647). Other por-

traits either imitate Olearius's drawing or give more or less

imaginary presentments of the Tsar.—M. P. Mouratov writes

on the history of icon-painting during the reign of Michael

Fedorovitch. In the previous period, towards the end of the

i6th century, that art reached its acme in the Stroganov school,

which, though somewhat resembling the more popular and
common-place Moscow school, differed from it in its masterly

technique and its allegiance to the Novgorod tradition. At the

accession of Michael Fedorovitch the distinction became less defi-

nite. However, individual artists of the Stroganov school,

mostly pupils of the old Stroganov masters, remained popular,

and M. Mouratov describes the very creditable icons produced

by some of them.—Under the title " Materials for the History of

the Tsar's Collections " M. A. T. contributes four notes, (i) On
copies by Unterbergen of the Vatican Loggie, by Raphael, in the

Hermitage ; (2) on the correspondence between Catherine II

and the engraver Chodowiecki
; (3) on the pictures by Reynolds

in the Hermitage ; (4) on the dealings of Catherine II with the

French architect and decorator, Clerisseau. B.4R0N Wr.\xgel
writes on the attitude of Tsar Nicholas I to art matters, and
recounts his wanton destruction of several hundred pictures

which did not suit his taste. They were, however, mostly con-

temporary works, which reminded him of unpleasant incidents

of his reign, but he sold and dispersed a great many others.

The article contains lists of works ; (i) confiscated from the

Polish magnate. Prince Sapiega ; (2) destroyed by the Tsar's

orders ;
(3"& 4) taken from the principal collections and distri-

buted among official institutions and (5) sold by auction in 1854.

These last numbered nearly 1,200, and included works of

Giorgione, Lucas van Leiden, Anibale Caracci, and Peter Last-

man. Many sold at this auction for a few francs were bought

back by the Hermitage for as many thousands.—M. \V. Loukom-
sky contributes a note on the Tsar's charters, granting temporary

rights of possession, issued during the 17th and i8th centuries,

describing their designs and texts.—Architecture in the reign of

Nicholas is dealt with by Alex. Benois and N. Lansere. They
record the new and more favourable estimate of this period that

has just begun to appear in the artistic world. They note and
fully describe the works of Stakenschneider, Benois, Brullov,

Klentze. Menelas, and others, and essay to.define the peculiarities

of the style of that reign.—Among otlier articles are " A portrait

of Tsar Ivan Alexeievitch ", by M. S. Iaremith ;
" The Portraits

of Elisabeth Petrovna by Moreau le Jeune ", by M. Denis Roche
;

" The Monument to Peter the Great by Rastrelli ", by M.
Stolpiansky; "A New Portrait of Catherine II by Falconet",

by M. N. \V.; "The Artistic Amusements of the Empress
Alaria Fedorovna ", by M. N. W.
The "Apollon" is the most general of the Russian art

periodicals, including painting, sculpture, music, and literature.

It occupies a leading position and represents the movement
started by the "Mir Iskusstva" (The World of Art), no longer

published, with its group of St. Petersburg artists, Benois, Somov,

Bakst, Ostro'umova, Lebedeva, Lansere, and others, characterized

by pure aesthetic tendencies in accord with the contemporary

movement of Russian symbolism. With the establishment of
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the latter and tlic rise of new movements such as Post-

Impressionism, Cubism, and Futurism, the position of " Apollon"

has become less deiinite, and it has often wavered in its

sympathies with one or another of the new schools. In recent

articles the editor, M. Sergius Makovsky, seems to take a liolder

stand against the new secessions, emphasizing his faith in

beauty as the essence of art and in the continuity of tradition as

tlie basis of artistic culture.

No. I. 1913.—M. RosTisL.wov writes on the Russian Imperial

China Factory Tand the china sculptures of Baron C. Raush von
Trautenberg. The imperial factory was founded by the Empress
Elisabeth in the mid-i8th century, and has always been
generously supported by the Tsar's private department. The
artistic achievement of the factory reached its acme in the reigns

of Elisabeth, Catherine II, and Alexander I. The high standard

of workmanship was maintained during the time of Nicholas I,

but the quality of the china fell off during the reign of Alex-

ander II. Quite recently the factory has returned to its great

traditions by reviving the principles of the i8th centurj-. M.
Levinsox describes the works of Edward Munch, the Norwegian
artist, pointing out his mastery of form as a painter, and more
especially as a draughtsman, etcher and lithographer, and the

remarkable air of mystic spirituality which he imparts ito his

works. The article is extensively illustrated.—M. Tugenhold
reviews tlie Paris Autumn Salon of 1912.

No. 2.—M. LoUKOMSKY writes a long and profusely illustrated

article on the modern architecture of St. Petersburg. He
emphasizes the individuality of style shown in the classical

erections under Catherine II and Alexander I, which still give

the city its palatial appearance, and he urges the modern archi-

tect to preserve the continuity of this tradition.—M. AxREi' writes

on the Post-impressionist E.xhibition held in London in 1912.

No. 3.—M. Oscar V.4ldh.4Uer, Keeper of the Antique

Sculpture of the Hermitage, reviews the history of classical

sculpture as illustrated by that collection, with several repro-

ductions. He points out his recent rearrangement of the

grouping, and describes the specimens of the period following

the wars with Persia, viz. the statues of Alcamen the elder,

Phidias, and Polycletes, and of the subsequent period of Scopas,

Praxiteles, and timotheus, particularly eulogizing the Hcrada
of Scopas, which forms the central work in the Salle des Muses,

and comparing Scopas with Michelangelo and Praxiteles with

Raphael. He further deals with the works of Lysippus (repre-

sented in the Hermitage by Ero% and Hcnncs) whose unrivalled

mastery of form served as the basis of the realistic and decora-

tive aspects of Hellenistic art ; and he concludes with a survey of

Roman portrait sculpture, represented in the Hermitage by some
highly important marbles, portrait busts of Salustius, of a young

man of the house of Antoninus, of Balbinus, etc.—M. PouxiN
contributes a notable article on the problem of Byzantine art,

vi'hich, he says, in the form of icons, bequeathed to Russia its

legacy of morbid refinement and decadent introspection. He
revels in the splendour of Byzantine life and the casuistry and

abstraction of its spirit, tired of "truth" and "reality", and

seeking only for the form, the outer shell, the impression of the

moment. These, divorced from actuality, acquire the signifi-

cance of things eternal, radiating the silent, all-pervading

wisdom of the depths. This contemplative spirit found its

highest expression in the decorative pictures of Byzantine

churches, and M. Pounin believes that modern art, after centuries

of misconceived naturalism, has again come to the point where

the traditions of Byzantine art will have to be taken up and

carried on.

No. 4.—The Editor writes on tlie works of M. Alexander

Golovin, the well-known painter of theatrical scenery. Passing

a general judgment on the merits of the artist's works, M.

Makovsky lays special stress upon his exceptional colour sense,

in which he e.xcels all other modern Russian artists. His

drawing, however, is weak, and his technique is not always

consistent. Beautiful as his sceneries are, they are not really

" theatrical " as this word is understood in the light of the new
theories (Meierhold's and Craig's), and if lor this reason only are

destined to oblivion. Pictorially they are mere studies, greatly

enlarged, but not adapted to the architectural laws of the stage.

The article contains a list of the artist's works and over thirty

full-page reproductions.

No. 5.—A recent exhibition of works by the late Michael

Vroubel, the greatest Russian artist of the last gener.ation, is the

topic of two illustrated articles. M. Pouxix deals with the

drawings. Vroubel's peculiar genius, the combination of a

superb technical mastery with exalted vision and a power of

impressive presentment, can be seen even in his early academic

sketches. His designs for the Kiev cathedral of S. Vladimir arc

a series of masterpieces which alone in modern Russian art show
real insight into the Byzantine spirit. Many of the sketches and

studies of still life are full (M. PouxiN says) of the same " fan-

tastic pathos ". But Vroubel reached his zenith in his sketches

for the " Demon ". A short note on the canons of Vroubel is

contributed by M. Dmitriev. He emphasizes the change of

ideals which Vroubel manifested at the end of his life as he

came more and more to the conviction that the " art for art's

sake " theory, of which in his earlier years he had been a leading

exponent, touches only the surface of things, and that perfect

form is only possible as a visible expression of a perfect spirit.

This theory and a fuller perception of the essentials of Byzantine

art are the chief legacies which Vroubel has bequeathed to

modern Russian art.—M. Voloshix discusses the tendencies of

modern sculpture, and takes as an illustration the works of the

Polish artist, Eduard Wittig.
—

" The Exhibition of Ancient

Russian Art " is dealt with in three separate notes. All empha-
size the fact that the exhibition was a revelation to the modern
Russian. MM. M.\Kuvsky and Pouxix give their personal im-

pressions, and M. N. M. describes the exhibits. The exhibition

has been noticed twice in The Bnrliiigloit Magazine (Vol. xxiii,

p. 94, Vol. XXIV, p. 55).

No. 6.—This number is noticeable as a fine specimen of book

production. The principal article, by M. N. R.\dlov, gives a

survey of modern graphic art in Russia, and is profusely illus-

trated with line-block reproductions, no art paper or half-tone

whatever being used. M. Radlov analyzes the principles of the

art of black-and-white for book illustration, pointing out its

synthetic character and urging that the nature of the book as a

medium for art necessitates certain qualities of style and the

use of a flat decorative treatment, citing the examples of the

St. Petersburg artists, MM. Soraov, Lansere, Benois, Bakst,

Doboujinsky, Bilihin, and, among the younger generation,

MM. Levitsky, Narbout, Mitrokhin, and Tchekhonin, who follow

the example of Beardsley and the Japanese, and show a true

understanding of the medium as contrasted with the Moscow
artists, MM. Serov, Sapounov, Kousnetzov, Krimov, and others,

who apply to book illustration the methods of easel painting.

Two articles are devoted to Futurism and Cubism. M. TcHOU-
DovsKY attacks the first as a creed which denies the culture of

the past ; M. Gristchexko criticizes scathingly the works of the

young Russian Cubists and Futurists, members of the " Jack of

Diamonds Society ", on the ground that they slavishly copy the

characteristics of the French masters without manifesting their

depth of perception or integrity of expression.—A note on the

alterations recently carried out in the Hermitage is contributed

by M. KsEX. The whole collection has been rearranged rather

in accordance with resthetic than merely scientific principles.

Several new accessions must be mentioned : the gift of the heirs

of Count Sroganov : (l) a tondo, Tlic ]'irgiii with Angels U'or-

shiff'iig tlie Infant Christ, by Filippino Lippi, the only work by

him in the museum
; (2) a large picture by Cima da Conegliano,

a Pietci, a pendant to another masterpiece by the same artist,

The Annunciation ; (3) The Bearing of the Cross, by Francesco

Maineri ; (4) S. Andrew, a fresco by Domenichino ; (5) Portrait

of the Genoese Senator. Prince Ginstiniani. by Bernado Carbone ;

(6) A Dutch Interior, ascribed by the former owner to Peter de

Goch, but now by M. von Liphart to Peter Jansen ; (7) A land-

scape by Meindert Hobbema ; (8) a Crueifi.xion. formerly attributed

to Correggio, but now to an unknown 17th-century Flemish

painter; "(9) .-1 Faun, busi by Baccio Bandinelli, formerly attri-

buted to Michelangelo
;
(10) a gilded tabernacle ascribed to Fra

Beato Angelico ;
(ii) a Madonna, by Simone Martini; (12) a

primitive painting on wood. The Ascension. M. Douronovo

presented a SS. Peter and Paul, by El Greco,

No. 7.—-M. R.^DLOV continues his article on graphic art in

Russia.—The works of the Italian Futurist .sculptor, Boecioni,

are dealt with in a note by M. Sili..\rt.

Xo, 8.—M. Lrvixsox devotes some pages to the sculpture of

M. Alexander Matveiev. A list of the artist's works accompanies

the article.—M. Rosl.wlev writes on M. Alexander Haush, a

gifted landscape painter, and gives a list of his works.—Vincent

Van Gogh's letters to Bcrnares are continued.

No. 9.—An interesting number on the works of three artists,

MM. Sarian, Konenkov, and Somov, who may be said to
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represent three distinct moments in the later develornient of

Russian art. The general aspects of modern art are discussed by

M PoUNiN, who makes a passionate plea for spirituality m art,

maintaining that since the fall of the Byzantine Empire the

po'-itive and realistic spirit which has taken possession of Europe

has emasculated art, and that the followers of Impressionism,

Cubism, and Futurism, with the exception of a few individual

-irtibts having made pure technique the centre of their aspira-

tions have turned the means into an end. Only in Goguin does

M Pounin see an artist who approaches the heights of Byzantine

•irt These criticisms were provoked by the publication of a

book written by M. Makovsky, the editor of the "Apollon",

whom M. Pounin accuses of propagating an art which is effete

and shallow. W. Makovsky answers these criticisms in a short

,',ote.—The letters of Van 'Gogh are continued.—M. KsEN, in a

note on the Hermitage, records the proposal, then under discus-

sion that the Hermitage should buy the Madonna, the property

of Mme. M. Benois, which is attributed by M. Liphart to

Leonardo da Vinci. The purchase has since been completed.

He also records the exceedingly satisfactory results which were

obtained by the restoration of several old pictures. Besides the

return of tlie vividness of the colours many details were revealed,

which formerly had been entirely covered with varnish and
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on a separate pedestal, and is ascribed to the beginning of the

5th century B.C. It is of remark.able beauty.—In the Assyrian

Department M. Shileiko was able to read some of the cunei-

form clay cylinders, amongst which he found two letters by
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tables of multiplication, cube roots, &c. A. B.
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON AIMEE DUVIVIER
BY ANDRE GIRODIE*
[The picture reproduced here seems sufficient

reason why the name of the artist to whom it is

ascribed should no longer remain entirely forgotten.

When it was in London a few months ago it

was critically examined by the present writers

in company with Sir Claude Phillips, and that

eminent authority rates its merits no lower than

the estimate made here. Whether tlie tradi-

tional history be quite accurate or not, there is no
reason to suspect its authenticity. It states that

the picture is a portrait of a certain young Marquis
d'Acqueville and was painted by Aim^e Duvivier.

Its date may be provisionally placed between 1786

andiygi. The picture is evidently a genuine

work of that period by a skilful painter deriving

from J. L. David at the beginning of his career.

The present owners, Messrs. Ehrich of New York,

obtained it originally from a private collection in

France. No one would have any object in

ascribing a doubtful work to a painter never

famous and long quite forgotten ; indeed, it is the

painting alone which now revives interest in the

painter. The former owners were unable to pro-

vide any data about Aimee Duvivier, none of her

works are to be found in public collections, nor have

any except this one yet been traced, The following

notes on her and her immediate family are com-
municated by Monsieur Andr6 Girodie, the general

editor of the " Dictionnaire des artistes et ouvriers

d'art de la France par provinces", who kindly

compiled them from the unpublished archives of

the Bibliotheque d'art et d'archdologie. Atten-

tion must be drawn to the entry from " Le Journal

de Paris" for 1786 concerning one of Aim6e
Duvivier's exhibits that year, " Portrait d'un jeune

homme tenant a la main une lettre qu'il vient de

lire". This accurately describes Messrs. Ehrich's

picture, but the date, plainly legible on the letter

m the picture, is later, namely, 1791. We are

therefore left to guess whether Messrs. Ehrich's

picture is the one exhibited in 1786—perhaps
dated later by the painter to commemorate some
private event— or whether it represents a well-bred

young man of the ancien regime as he was in

the year 1791, like the young nobles, the Marquis

Galaor de Tressan and Eugene de Moranghe,

whom Aimee Duvivier painted in her old age

after the restoration. For Monsieur Girodie

seems justified in the suggestion that she retained

her clients of the ancien regime throughout the

revolution and the first empire. There are no

means of dating Messrs. Ehrich's picture more
definitely until other works by the artist have been

traced.

Monsieur Girodie's biographical notes leave no

room for pretending that the talented artist was a

woman of strict conduct or elevated character.

Neither the artist nor her picture makes fatiguing

* Translated for the author from the French.

The Burlington Magazine, No, 132. Vol. XXIV.—March, 1914.

demands on our esteem. The picture is an
accomplished and lively presentment of one of the

liberiins, the little comedians of society, possessed

of a spirit ascendent enough, or at least of intelli-

gence sufficiently vigorous and emancipated, to

play heroic rjles on a tragic stage in so realistic

a style as to shock the moral sense of many who
expect men who lived frivolously not to die so

nicely.*

At any rate, the painter of Messrs. Ehrich's
picture was an accomplished technician of the

period and a vivacious portraitist. The colour
scheme is still a very attractive example of the

taste then prevalent. The tones of the bluish-

pearl breeches, the pale yellow waistcoat, the full

blue coat, the cherry-coloured cushion, the red-

mahogany bureau, and the greyish-green back-
ground, all in delicate gradations of shade, har-

monize perfectly with the clear flesh tints and the

powdered hair. Only the pattern of the waistcoat,

with the scarlet naturalistically designed poppies,

strikes modern eyes inharmoniously. The pigment
is solidly laid, with a smooth, lustrous surface

showing little sign of the brush, but it retains,

especially in the background, a distinct reminis-

cence of the interior luminousness brought to its

highest perfection by the great early masters of the

Netherlands, and conspicuous later even in the

darkest colours laid by Velazquez and other

Spanish masters. The picture is, in fact, a very

pleasing work, and its publication will, it is to

be hoped, lead to the rediscovery of others by the

same painter, rendered all the more interesting

by Monsieur Girodie's curious biographical

details.

—

Ed.]

GREAT number of artists named
'Duvivier have flourished in Francesince
Ithe 14th century. The best-known are

'jean and Benjamin, engravers of medals
_^and dies in the i8th and 19th centuries.

The biographies of these latter and of their large

families have been studied in succession by MM.
Victor Advielle and Henry Nocq.^ In M. Advielle's

work mention may be found of all the Duvivier

artists, besides the engravers Jean and Benjamin.

including Mademoiselle Aimee Duvivier, daughter

of Pierre-Charles, director of the crown tapestry

works in the factory at Chaillot, called the Savon-

'Sir Claude Phillips, observing the discreet furniture of the

room and the secondary elegance of the costume, and doubting

whether the noblesse of the ancien regime was much portrayed

in the year 1791. suggests that the person represented was
neither an exquisite nor a marquis, but a self-possessed young

man belonging to the official class or the lower order of nobility.

Sir Claude is also somewhat puzzled by the modern manner

in which the order is attached to the coat.

2 Advielle (Victor), Notice sttr Jean cin Vivier, orfh're et -.uilet

dediambre dn roi diaries VI, in Reunion desSocietes des Beaux-

Arts des Departements, 1S89, pp. 278, &c. ; also Notices snr Jean

et Benjamin Duvivier, graveurs de inedailles et de Jetons, et snr

flusieurs autres artistes ilu mcnic noni, op. eil., pp. 299, &c.

and Nocq (Henri), Les Duvivier, Paris, I9li-
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nerie. After other documents," the genealogy of

these later Duviviers may be set out thus :

—

Nicolas Duvivier—Fran?oise Gaulard

Pierre-Charles—Marie-Jeanne-

I
Colombe-Gromaire

I
\ Tl

-

Nicolas-Cyprieii Pierre-Bernard Aimee

On 23 June, 1716, when Nicolas Duvivier had

his son, Pierre-Charles, baptized, he was inspector

of the royal factory, the Savonnerie, near Chaillot.

At that time the director of the factory was

Louis Dupont,son of the celebrated Pierre Dupont,

founder of the Savonnerie and author of "La
Stromatourgie".'' Nicolas Duvivier, after having

worked under the direction of Jacques de Nourville,

successor to Louis Dupont, became concierge and
ganle-uiciiblc of the royal chateau of Vincennes/

Pierre-Charles, son of Nicolas Duvivier, suc-

ceeded him and was charged in 1743 with directing

the works of the Savonnerie, over which the

Gobelins factory had exercised administrative sur-

veillance since 1728. Pierre-Charles undertook im-

portant decorations from cartoons by Gravelot and
other designers of the time of Louis XV, such as the

carpets of the Trianon and the chateau de Choisy,

the marquise de Pompadour's great suite of furni-

ture, and others. He retired on a pension of 600

livres on 26 June, 1776, died at the Savonnerie on

25 August, 1788, and was buried in the presence of

his two sons, Nicolas-Cyprien and Pierre-Bernard."

Nicolas-Cyprien Duvivier had been charged with

the direction of the works of the Savonnerie in

succession to his father, and was still there under
the revolution, for on 11 Nivose of the year 5, he
addressed a petition to the minister of finance,

claiming the wages of 28 persons attached to the

factory.' As to his brother, Pierre-Bernard, he
describes himself as an engineer of bridges and
roads.livmg at Dourdan, near Paris, in the diocese of

Charlres. It is certainly very curious that we find

no mention of Aimee Duvivier with her two
brothers in the acte dc dcc'cs of the tapissier Pierre-

Charles at the Savonnerie.

Aimee Duvivier had made her debut two years

before her father's death at the Exposition de la

Jeunesse in the Place Dauphine, where she exhibited

her own portrait. " Le Journal de Paris ", of 1786,
described the work thus :

^ Guifl'rey (Jules), Actes d'ctat-civil d'artisles fraii(nis tim cles

Archives Xiitionalcs four la premiere fais, in Bulletin de la

Socic'le de I'Histoire de I'Art franfais, 1876, pp. 60, &c.
* La Stromatourgie dc Pierre Dupont, Documents relatifs u la

fabrication des tapis de Turquie en France an xvii' si'ccle, public
par Alfred Darcel et Jules Guifirey, Paris, 1882. De I'Eglise de
Ferrier de Felix (Comte Fernand), La Manufacture dc tapis de
la Savonnerie, in Histoire dn xvi" arrondissentent de Paris, par
A. Doiiiol, Paris. 1902, pp. 273, &c.

^ Xoins de baptcme de Messieurs les officiers, employes, pen-
sionuaires, entrepreneurs, et ouvriers des Batimeus du'Roy{MS.
in the Bibliotheque d'art et d'archeologie, Paris). Archives
Xationales, Y 437, No. 82 (a copy in the same library).

" Guifirey (Jules), op. cit., p. 80.

'Guiffrey (Jules), La Manufacture de la Savonnerie en Van 5
in Xouvclles archives dc I'art franfais, 3' serie, t. vi, pp. 190, &c.

Le portrait de Mile. Duvivier, paint par elle-meme, en

robe puce, est fermement execute et les accessoires sont assez

bien rendus.

The Exposition de la Jeunesse of 1786 was the

pretext for a singular exhibition which may explain,

for want of a better reason, the absence of Aimee
Duvivier fromthe familyceremonies. ThefoUowing
account comes from " Memoires secrets":

—

" The exhibition of pictures which took place at

the Place Dauphine this year, as usual on Corpus
Christi, was remarkable only for the half a dozen
balconies filled with young people, some adorned
only with their natural charms, and others with all

the embellishments of the toilet, and all of them
young ladies whose works were exhibited, especially

their own portraits, so that it was quite easy to

judge on the spot of the likenesses by comparing
them. This new sort of coquetry attracted many
amateurs more eager to look at the originals than

their portraits. Mesdemoiselles Verrier, Alexandre,

Rosemond, Bernard, Duvivier, Le Roulx de Laville,

and the two Mesdemoiselles (iucret were the prin-

cipal coryphees, and the skirmishes already excited

among their spectators by passion and jealousy

would have afforded amusement of another sort to

any philosopher who might have been taking his

walks in the neighbourhood ".^

At the same exhibition in 1787 Aimee Duvivier

exhibited :

Vn enfant de dix ans jouant avec un tambour.

Portrait d'un jeune homme tenant a la main une letlre

qu'il vient de lire.

In 1791 she lived at No. 34 in the Rue des

Petits-Carreaux, one of the least honourable dis-

tricts near the former Cour des Miracles, near the

logis in which the journalist Hubert, the future

author of " Pere Duchesne", occupied the lir&t

establishment of the courtisane Jeanne Vaubernier,

afterwards Comtesse du Barri.^

At the official Salon of this year, 1791, Aim^e
Duvivier exhibited :

No. 156. Une femme peinte a son chevalet.

No. 320. Portrait de femme.
No. 350. Portrait de femme jusqu'aux genoux.

In the same year took part "in the galleries of

Monsieur Le Brun, captain of the Bataillon de
St. Magloire" (i.e., the expert, Le Brun), rue de
Clery in the exhibition of MM. les Artistes libres" :

Mademoiselle du Vivier.

No. 20. Portrait de Madame R*** ; dc 4 pieds 2 pouces
de haut, sur 3 pieds de large.

No. 21. Etude d'une figure de femme vue par le dos
;

de 2 pieds 3 pouces de haut, sur i pied 2 pouces de large.

No. 21'''^ Etude d'une figure de femme en face ; de 2 pieds

3 pouces de haut, sur i pied 2 pouces de large.

No. 22. Portrait deM.B**'; ovale de i pied 9 pouces, sur
I pied et demi.

Many other artists were also represented at this

exhibition ; Mesdemoiselles de la Ville le Roux,
Melanie Le Fevre, Nanine Vallain, Adelaide
R***, La Martiniere, Constance Mayer, Duchasal,

^ Memoires secrets, t. XXXII, 5 juillct 1876, pp. 169, &c.
' Lcfeuvrc, Les A ncienncs maisons de Paris sous Napoleon

III, t. IV, pp. 309. &c.
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Roprat, Gousseu, Landragin, Rosalie, Richard,
Demonpetit, Lemaistre, Angeron, "de Virginie

au couvent de la Conception ", de Hallo, Sophie
Coutouly ; Mesdames H. Lenoir and Dabos.
Moreover the sculptor Ricourt exhibited a " Por-
trait de Mademoiselle Duvivier, Peintre, Bas-relief

en aire, de 6 pouces de diametre ".

The critics stated that the " salon de la rue de
Clery " had never been " si froid ". It distinguished
Aimee Duvivier among the " artistes du sexe",

who exhibited " productions tres estimables ", with-

out further remark.
From 1 79 1 to 1806 Aimee Duvivier disappeared

from the salons. The critics of the exhibition of

the Rue de Clery had already remarked m 1791 :

"Le vif interet qu'inspirent les affaires publiques et

les occupations militaires donnent sans doute les

motifs de la stagnation des Arts et des Artistes ".

Did Aimee Duvivier then leave France at the

emigration ? Did she take refuge with her
brother at the Savonnerie, then become the
" manufacture nationale de tapis, tableaux et

meubles " ? '" We do not know.
At the salon of 1806 she exhibited :

—

No. 1 83. Unc jeune femme, lete d'etude.

At that time she was living at No. 6, Faubourg
Montmartre. She then disappears again for six-

teen years during which our researches have not
yet succeeded in tracing either her life or her
works. These details may perhaps be discovered
eventually by one of the collaborators in the
" Dictionnaire des artistes et des ouvriers d'art de
la France ", published under my direction by the

Bibliotheque d'art et d'archeologie." Under the

'° Inventairc general des riehesses el'art dc la France, in Archives
dn Musce des inonnntents franfais, 2' partic, p. 245,
" The first volume of this dictionarj^ is by M. I'abbe Paul

" CREDO " TAPESTRIES {concluded)

BY D. T. B. WOOD
II, A [Plate III]

HIS skilfully designed medley of

groups was at the cathedral of

Toledo in i8go, when a photograph
was taken, which is now in the
Victoria and Albert Museum. It was

sold with four others from the same cathedral at

Christie's in 1893, and was purchased by Mr.
Asher Wertheimer, by whose permission another
photograph then taken is here reproduced. It

was sold by him, and its present owner is

unknown. Another example (ii, b) of this panel
was described with others, by Barbier de
Mon fault'" as being in the Vatican, but before he
published a second account'" they were gone or

at any rate not to be found. He identifies them,

^^Annaks Archcologiqucs (torn. XV, 1S55, pp. 232-244, 296-
306).

"* Les Tappisscries ccnservdcs .'t Roni: (.Vrras, 1879).

empire a number of fashionable artists of the i8th

century worked for the porcelain factory of Sevres,

but Aimee Duvivier's name does not appear in the

list of painters, decorators and gilders of that

factory.'^ Probably, therefore, she did not live in

Paris, but led the nomadic life of certain other

artists of the ancien rcsl,unc, such as Danloux
and Keman, of whose life in England we know
from " Le Journal " which they left. Under the

restoration, Aimee Duvivier seems to have
settled in Paris. In 1822 she exhibited several

portraits, not described, under one number, 456.
She lived at No. 45, Rue de Provence, at that time

one of the most aristocratic streets in Paris. We
find her last, in 1824, living at No. 44, Rue Basse
du Rempart, near the church of the Madeleine,

when she exhibited portraits of the young Marquis
Galaor de Tressan and of the young Eugene de
Moranghe. These two works indicate that the

aged artist continued to live in the society of the

ancien regime and that her lot had no doubt been
cast in with it during the emigration.

Brune, and is devoted to Franche-Comte (in 4°, Paris, 1912) (See

The Burlington Magazine, vol. X.xiv, p. 51, Oct., 1913). In a

part of the second volume, Le Lyjnnais, by MM. Audin and Vial,

which is already in print, is the following entry :

—
" Mile.

Duvivier, dessinateur pour la Fabrique ; a Lyon, rue Ecorche-
BcEuf, No. I, en 1758-1759". As an example of the discoveries

made by the collaborators in the Dictionnaire I cite the following

note on a contemporary of Aimee Duvivier, the miniaturist

Doucet de Suriny, who was supposed to have been settled in

Paris :
" La citoyenne Doucet de Suriny, artiste de Paris, connue

par le.xtreme ressemblance et la verite du coloris qu'elle donne
a ses portraits, donne avis qu'elle est arrivee en cette commune
(d'Angers) et invite ceux qui desirent profiler de son sejour a se

hater, vu le peu de temps qu'elle doit rester ici. Elle est logee

maison du citoyen Fourier-Mame, rue Centrale " {Affiches

d'Angers, 30 vendemiaire, an vii, p. 57). iCommunicated by
M. Adrien PlanchenauIt.J

'- Lechevallier-Chevignard (Georges), La Manufacture de

porcelaine de Sevres, Paris, 1902, t. II, pp. 126, &c.

I think with too little ground, with pieces exhi-

bited at the Exposition Retrospective at the

Trocadero in 1878. Their further history I have
been unable to trace. The style of these pieces

(II, A, B) and those which immediately follow

(II, D, E ; III, a) is pure Flemish of about 1500,

and bears a striking resemblance to that of the

panels classed as Deadly Sins in my article in The

Burlington Magazine (Vol. xx, p. 210, Jan., 1912).

Besides the general likeness, the representations

of the Trinity, and the allegorical figures accom-
panying the Saviour may be specially noted. If

there be any question tiiat the Credo forms an
integral part of the designs, an answer is afforded

by the way in which the necessary pair of apostles

and prophets is thrust in at all costs in the upper
left-hand corner in default of a better position

It illustrates the 4th and 5th and 6th clauses ot

the Credo as follo'A's :
—
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THE TOLEDO PIECE
1. Top lefl-haiid corner.

Zacharias :
" Aspicient in me deum suiim quern cruci-

fixerunt ".

Joannes :
" Passus sub Pontio Pilato Crucifixus mortuus et

sepultus ".

2. Immediately below.

Pilate seated under a canopy washing his hands in a flat

vessel held by a youth.

3. Immediately to the right again.

Christ carrying a tau cross, surrounded by soldiers with

halberds and clubs, accompanied by " Humilitas " and
"Caritas", and dragged on with a rope by "Invidia",

cl.ad in ermine. S. Veronica kneeling in front.

4. Above' again, next to Zacharias and Joannes.

The Crucifixion, Longinus piercing the side of Christ and
touching his own eye in token of healing.

5. Below again, next to the Bearing of the Cross.

The Entombment.

(N.B.—All these five groups illustrate the prophecy and clause

in Xo. I.)

6. Immediately to the right of the Entombment.
(Oseas) : "Nobis Mors tua ".

(<.f., " O Mors cro Mors tua, morsus tuus ero,

interne ".)

Thomas :
" Descendit ad interna, tercia die (resurrexit)

a mor(tuis) ".

7. Above at the top, next to the Crucifixion.

The Harrowing of Hell, Christ with the resurrection cross.

The gates of hell thrown down ; Adam, Eve and others

issuing from them, with various grotesque bat-like

beasts.

8. Below again, in the centre of the design.

Procession of saints to Paradise, headed by Christ with the

resurrection cross, followed on the left by (Moses) with

the tables of the law, and a figure in an ermine collar

(David ?) ; on the right " Helias ", Dismas and (Enoch)
issuing from the gate of Paradise to meet the entering

saints ; kneeling in front an angel.

9. Immediately below, next Oseas and Thomas.
The risen Christ meeting His mother ; in the background

various figures (ten men and two women) contem-
plating the scene.

(N.B.—All these four groups illustrate the prophecy and clause

in No. 6.)

10. Bottom right-hand corner, next Christ meeting His mother.
Amos :

" Ipse est (qui) edificat ascensionem suam in celo".

Jacobus minor :
" Ascendit ad celos sedet ad dexterara dei

patris omnipotentis ".

11. Above, to the right of the Harrowing of Hell.

The Ascension.
12. Top right-hand corner.

The Trinity, three similar persons, seated, with crowns and
sceptres ; above, angels, right and left Justice with the
sword and Mercy with the lily ; below, saints in
adoration.

(N.B.—These three groups illustrate the prophecy and clause
in No. 10.)

Along the top is a background of hills, trees and a windmill.

11, c.
•

The history of this piece is the same as that of
the last (11, B, see above under li, a), and its

present possessor is also unknown. The only
information concerning its design is given in

Barbier de Montault's two accounts mentioned
above (see under li, A). If he is to be trusted,

the representation of the Holy Spirit "as a man"
in the pentecostal scene is surely unique. It

illustrates the 8th and 9th clauses of the Credo as
follows :

—

I. Left. The Holy Spirit winged and crowned descends "as a
man " on the waiting apostles presided over by
the Virgin.
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Below. (Joel) :
(" Eftundam spiritum meum super omnem

carnem ").

(Bartholomeus) :
" Credo in Spiritum Sanctum ".

2. Right. The pope, seated among cardinals, bishops, &c.,

receives from a kneeling man and woman a
petition.

Below. (Sophonias) : (" Invocabuntur omnes eum et ser-

vient ei ").

(Mattheus) :
" Sanctam ecclesiam catholicam ".

II, D [Plate V, f]

This is a fragment cut from the right-hand end
of an example of the panels formerly at Toledo
and at Rome described above (11, a, b). 1 his and
the two following pieces (ll, E ; m, a) were
formerly in the castle of Evora in Portugal, and
are now in the possession of M. Fernand Schutz

in Paris. They have been described in " Le
Figaro Illustre " (March, 191 1). It is to be noted
that the design differs in several respects from
that of the Toledo and Rome pieces, though as a

whole identical. The Resurrection, omitted in

the two last-named pieces, is here inserted ne.xt

the Ascension which is therefore altered ; the

Trinity is quite differently represented, and is

separated from the rest by wisps of cloud, a

feature common to this piece and the Creation

panel immediately following (ill, a), which is

certainly of the same school. This fragment
contains only part of the 6th, and the 7th clauses

of the Credo (see for description lI, A above).

II, E [Pl.^te IV, d]

The history of this piece is the same as that of

the preceding (il, D) ; it is of the same school and
period, and is still in the possession of M. Schutz.

It is a beautiful fragment probably of a large

panel containing several clauses. It includes

only part of the and and part of the 3rd clauses

of the Credo, as follows :

—

1. Left-hand bottom corner.

Andreas :
" (Et in) ihesum Christum filium eius unicum

do(minum nostrum) ".

(Probably facing the Baptism in the full design.)

2. Above, left.

The Annunciation.
The Angel Gabriel

| „^^,^ ; j^^^ dominus tecum ".

The Virgm J

3. Above, centre.

Isaias :
" (Ec)ce virgo c(oncip)iet et pariet filium ".

4. .Above, right.

The Nativity : Joseph and the Virgin.

5. Above, extreme right.

(Jacobus major) :
" Conceptus est de Spiritu Sancto natus

(ex Maria virgine) ".

6. Below.
The Adoration of the Three Kings.

III, A [Plate IV, e]

The history of this piece is again the same as

that of the two preceding (ll, D, E) ; and it also

still remains in M. Schutz's possession. If it

cannot fairly be classed as a Credo tapestry, it is

indeed worth stealing for the purpose ; for it is

quite the most beautiful of the whole series

described in this article. I have arranged it here

as illustrating a single clause. But in view of the

fact that it is incomplete on the right and that the
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group of the Incarnation in the upper right-hand
corner, and the banner with the Infant Christ

carried by " Redempcio ", are obviously leading up
to the Nativity, it is quite possible that another
clause may have occurred to the right. It bears
the most marked resemblance to the Deadly Sins
panels, not only in the general appearance, but in

a multitude of details. The first clause of the

Credo is illustrated as follows :

—

Centre.
1. God the Father seated on a canopied throne, on cither side

two angels.

2. Below. A large globe ; in the upper half of the hemisphere
visible, two angels ; in the lower half, which is divided
horizontally : left, trees, two birds, a unicorn ; right, the
garden of Eden, Adam and Eve facing each other. The
globe is supported by five allegorical figures, the three
lower ones bearing the names (from left to right)
" Sapiencia ", " Potencia ", (" Benignitas ").

3. Below again.

Left. Jeremias :
" Patrem invocabimus qui terram ".

Right. (Pelrus) :
" Credo in Deum Patrem omnipotcntem

Crea(torem) cell et (terre) ".

(M.B.—The whole of this section is surrounded with wisps of
cloud similar to those in II, D.)

Left.

1. Left, top corner.

The Trinity in creation ; sun, moon and stars.

2. Below. Adam and Eve kneeling before an allegorical figure
blessing them, marked " Conservacio "

; beside them
another allegorical figure.

3. Next to the right. God the Father ; an angel on either side.

Below. The Garden of Eden, with the fountain of the water
of life ; below again Adam and Eve ; below again
three allegorical figures marked (from left to right)

"Benignitas", "Sapiencia", "Potencia". In various
parts of this scene are most lifelike birds, a hare, a
rabbit and a fo.x. Between the figures of Adam and
Eve and the central group are an eagle (S. John) and a
lion-headed man (S. Mark), but there is nothing to

balance on the other side of the tapestry.

Right.

I. Top corner. The Incarnation. The Father and the Holy
Spirit on the throne, the Son marked " Filius Dei

"

standing below without sceptre or orb. On either side

of Him three allegorical figures marked " Potencia",
("Sapiencia", "Benignitas"), holding crown, sceptre
and orb, which He resigns.

Below. Three allegorical figures marked (from left to right)
" Gubernacio ", with a helmet, "Redempcio" with a
lance bearing a pennon with the Infant Christ, and
"Caritas".

(N.B.—The piece has been cut a little on both sides ; there
are hands from outside the design stretched towards Caritas.)

Ill, B.

This piece was at the Vatican in 1855, when it

was described by Barbier de Montault ; it was
gone when he wrote again in 1879. Its present
owner is unknown, and the only descriptions are
those by Barbier de Montault (see above under
II, a). It is not, as he supposed, the same Last
Judguiciit as that which was in the Berwick
collection, and passed thence to Baron Erlanger,
and finally to the Louvre. The design differs, in

important respects. It is no doubt of the same
school and period as those which precede. It

illustrates only the 7th clause of the Credo, as
follows :

—

I. Top. The Fatlier and the Holy Spirit seated on a common
throne, with angels behind, and right and left " Justicia"

" Credo " Tapestries

and " Misericordia " pointing at the Christ descending
to judgment.

2. Below. The naked souls in supplication.

3. Below again. A warrior m.arked " Mundus" reading a book,
preceded by a veiled figure marked " Consciencia ".

4. Bottom.
Isaias :

" Deus ad judicandum veniet ".

Philippus :
" Inde venturus est judicare vivos et mortuos ".

IV [Plate V, g]
This piece is said to have come from Spain, and

to have passed through the hands of M. Jacques
Seligmann of Paris into the possession of the late

Mr.
J.

Pierpont Morgan in 191 2, when it was ex-
hibited in M. Seligmann's galleries, and described
in great detail, with soine allusion to "Credo"
tapestries as a whole, by M. Seymour de Ricci in his

catalogue of the exhibition.-' The catalogue is to

be republished in a larger illustrated edition. He
conjectures that it was executed in the latter half

of the 15th century, perhaps in the east of Prance,
in Champagne or in Lorraine. Its roughness and
grotesqueness have led some to place it much
earlier (even in the 14th century) ; but it is quite
as probably a late attempt of bad workmen to imitate

an earlier style. On this assumption it might even
be as late as the beginning of the i6th century.
M. Seymour de Ricci points out analogies with the
tapestries of the Life of the Virgin at Beaune and'
with the Chaise Dieu tapestries, and also with the
miniatures in the " Credo de Joinville " -- and the
drawings discovered by M. Philippe Lauer in

the papers of Montfaucon.-^ There is, however,
another direction in which it is worth looking for

affinities. Illustrations of the Credo occur both in

the block books and in early woodcuts ; and the

very grotesque Resurrection of the Dead is arranged
exactly as that in Konrad Dickmut's " Erkliirung
der zwolff Artickel des Christen lichen Glaubens"
(an incunable of 1485 printed at Ulm) [Plate V, h],

I only desire to hint at the possibility of a German
(say Rhenish) origin This is the only piece which
illustrates the whole Credo ; the scenes are as

follows :

—

1. Creation. Above ; sun, stars, moon.
Centre. God the Father.

Left and right. Trees.

Below. Grass and flowers and grotesque beasts and birds.
(" I believe in God the Father Almighty, creator of heaven

and earth ".)

2. The Baptism. Christ kneeling.

Left. The angel holding His garment.
Right. John the Baptist with a palm branch in his left

hand, pouring water from a bowl on the head of Christ,

above, the Dove.
("And in Jesus Christ His only son, our Lord".)

3. The Annunciation.
Left. The Virgin with hands crossed on her breast before

a table with lily an<l book.

Right. An angel kneeling, with scroll ".'Vvc Maria" ; above,
the Dove.

(" Conceived of the Holy Ghost ".)

'" Dcscriplion d'niic ici ic dc taftissciic^ tiolliiiincs apl'artcnaul u
M. J. Pici'l^oiil Morgan, Oct., 1912, jip. 48-57.

-^ Paris, Bibl. Nat. nouv. acq. frarn,'., 4509.
"'Paris, Bibl. Nat. MS. Lat. 11907, pp. 231-232,
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4. The Nativity.

Left. The Virgin kiicelinj; before the Child ;
behind her

the ass.

Right. Joseph with a shepherd's crook and a pilgrim's

scrip ; before liini the ox. In the background two
angels and a tiled building.

(" Born of the Virgin Mary ".)

5. The Crucifixion. Christ on the cross.

Left. The Virgin.

Right. S. John.

Below. Two holes (?).

("Suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified".)

6. The Entombment. Christ lowered into the tomb.

Behind. Joseph of Arimathea, the Virgin, S. John, and
Nicodemus.

(" Dead and buried".)

7. The Descent into hell. Christ, with the resurrection cross,

holding out His left hand to Adam and Eve issuing

from the mouth of hell.

(" Descended into hell ".)

8. The Resurrection. Christ with the resurrection cross

standing in front of the empty tomb.

In front. Two soldiers sleeping, one with a spear, the

other with a cross-bow.

Behind. Two soldiers awake, one in armour with a halberd,

the other with a spear.

(" The third day He rose again ".)

9. The Ascension. The feet of the ascending Christ.

Below. The apostles.

(" He ascended into heaven ".)

10. The Glorification. Christ in glory surrounded by cherubim.
Below. On either side a saint adoring (?the Virgin and

S. John.)

Below again. The dead rising.

(" Sitteth at the right hand of Gud ; from thence He shall

come to judge the quick and the dead".) C/. No. 15

below.
11. The Descent of the Holy Spirit.

Centre. The Virgin ; on either side six apostles.

Above. The Dove descending.
(" I believe in the Holy Ghost".)

12. The Church.
Above. The Trinity.

(" The Holy Catholic Church ".)

Below. A chapel, showing the door ; kneeling before it the

-pope with tiara and key.

13. Confession.

Left. The confessor, kneeling before him the penitent

;

behind the penitent an angel presenting him.
(" The communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins ",

14. The general Resurrection.

Above. Two angels blowing trumpets.

Below. The dead rising.

(" The resurrection of the body".)

15. The Life Everlasting. Christ in glory, surrounded by
cherubim.

Below. On either side, a saint (? the Virgin and S. John)
adoring.

Below, ng.ain. Other saints adoring.
(" The life everlasting. Amen ".)

C/. No. 10 above, which is very similar.

V, A, B, C
The three "toiles peintes" of the Apostles at

Rehns are the property of the Hotel Dieu. In
colour they are a sort of brick-red, except the nimbi
which are gold, the emblems which are white or
gold and the verses suffixed which are white. Tlie

figures are more than life-size, mostly bareheaded
and bearded. Each " toile " is about 4m. x4m.,
that is to say about one half the size of the most

ordinary measurement of a wall tapestry. They
have a leaf border and the groundwork is decorated
with cinquefoils. Separated by a line, below the

name of each Apostle are six lines of French verse

proclaiming the appropriate clause of the Credo.
There are several known poems in Latin and in

French on the Credo, but this appears not to agree
with any of them. It is printed in the description

of these three pieces by M. Louis Paris who gives

large illustrations of all three.^' There can be no
question of their F'rench origin and their period
must be pushed well into the i6th century. There
are, as has been said above, in the church of S.

Laurence at Nuremberg true tapestries of the
twelve apostles of quite an early date, but the
German inscriptions do not connect them in any
way with the Credo. Some, however, of the
descriptions in inventories quoted above quite

plainly refer to such single figures, which no doubt
existed and may yet be found. The probability is

the greater from their frequent appearance in other
forms of art, as, for example, the prophets and
apostles in British Museum Royal MS., 2 e, vii,

ff. 69b, 70, and in Mr. Yates Thompson's " Tay-
mouth Horas", ff. 3411-46, the frescoes reputed to

be by the hand of King Rene of Anjou, formerly
in the chapel of S.Anne in the cathedral of Angers,
the glass in the church of S. Serge in the same
place, the cope of Pope Pius II at Pienza, and the

paintings by Pinturicchio in the Borgia rooms at

the Vatican. For the references at Angers and
much valuable information on the subject I am
under tlie greatest obligation to M. de Farcy.
To sum up the whole matter, though the harvest

be meagre, enough examples of " Credo " tapestries

have been gathered to show the nature of their

designs, and to prove at any rate in certain scenes
the convention which attaches itself to a fixed series

in any form of art. The most striking representa-

tion is that of the second clause by the Baptism,
which is common to three of the pieces described
above. This is found in early woodcuts, but in

MSS., painting and stained glass, Christ enthroned
or displaying his wounds seems more general, as

witness the fragment of this scene in the windows
of Malvern Abbey (for which I am indebted to the

kindness of Mr. C. M. Rushforth), the Taddeo
Bartoli panels in the Opera del Duomo at Sietia

(illustrating really the Nicene Creed), and the little

pictures in British Museum, Arundel MS. 83, and
elsewhere.

Finally, the hope may be expressed that this

article may provoke the immediate identification

of other unrecognized tapestries of this type.

" Toiles peiiilcset tapisseries dcla villc de Reims (Reims, 1S43),

pp. 1028 ct seqq.
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(A) SOFT CHUN WAKE (B, C) SOFT CHCX wares

(d) tz'u chou vases
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SUNG AND YUAN WARES IN A NEW YORK EXHIBITION
BY R. L. HOBSON

There are, besides, examples of the uncertain, but
probably northern Chinese, celadon bowls with
olive-green glaze and carved or moulded interior
decoration which have close analogies with the
Corean wares.

The now familiar Ting Chou porcelains with
carved, etched and moulded designs and ivory
white glaze, which are classed as jcn tiitg or pai
ting (the white Ting ware) ; and the softer and
more earthy variety—the /'// /;'n^—with crackled
yellowish glaze, are both represented by typical
specimens. Among the most important of these
is an unusually large dish with moulded design of
fish and water plants, a saucer-dish with boys
among peony scrolls as in the Corean bowls, and
an imposing square vase with bands of etched
ornament, all from the Peters collection. There
is also a splendid ovoid vase with a lightly moulded
band of archaic bronze pattern and a ring of large
studs, which has that peculiar rough and closely
crackled glaze usually compared to the shell of an
ostrich egg, though in some passages the granu-
lations are so large and strongly marked as to
resemble more nearly the texture of shark- skin.
But the most important and the most seductive

part of the exhibition is the large group of Chiin
,
wares. It includes a re,illy remarkable series of the
flower-pots and bulb-bowls or stands in almost
every known shape. Numerous as they are, these
beautiful specimens are never duplicated. Their
opalescent glazes display an endless variety of
exquisite and subtle colours—moon-light blue,
grey, lavender, plum-purple, rose-crimson, olive
and crab-shell greens and purplish brown. These
colours are not uniform, but pass by imperceptible
gradations from one tint to another according to
the thickness of the flowing glaze, and its texture,
which is sometimes uneven and heavily bubbled,
sometimes smooth and like shot silk. In some
cases, too, the surface is brightened by a faint
iridescent lustre, in others it is frosted over with
an opaque shell-like film. Further characteristics
of this type are a grey or greyish white porcellanous
body, and a wash of olive-brown glaze on the
base, which is usually scarred by a ring of spur-
marks and incised with a numeral. The signifi-
cance of these numerals is likely to be the subject
of considerable controversy, one theory which is

favoured by some American collectors "being that
they are kiln-numbers, and the other, which seems
the more probable, that they indicate the standard
dimensions of the respective forms, the higher
numbers denoting the smaller sizes. Whatever
their meaning, these numerals have been regarded
by Chinese writers in the past as signs of authenti-
city, and it is remarkable how consistently they
occur on this particular group of vessels, and how
rarely on any others which arc not obviously
imitative of this type.

OUR years have passed since the Bur-
' lington Fine Arts Club inaugurated a
new era in the collecting of Chinese

j
pottery and porcelain by forming the

• first exhibition in which the earlier

periods were represented to the exclusion of the

more familiar wares of the Ch'ing dynasty. Things
have moved rapidly since 1910, and there is now
in New York an oriental ceramic exhibition in

which the Chinese section is limited to Sung and
Yiian types. Such an enterprise would not have
been attempted a few years ago because of the diffi-

culties of classification rather than from actual

want of material. For there have been a few far-

seeing and tasteful collectors in America who have
long been gathering in all the chance specimens of

the olderwares which have drifted awayfrom China,
and the collection of Mr. S. T. Peters, the principal

contributor to the exhibition of 19 14, long ago
attained considerable dimensions. Of late a steady
stream of Sung and Viian potteries—not to men-
tion those of the T'ang dynasty—has flowed west-
ward, thanks to the enhanced prices which the
growing interest in them has called into being, to

the involimtary excavations in China which railway
enterprise has accomplished, and to the political

circumstances which have compelled the Chinese
to part with so many of their hitherto jealously
guarded treasures.

All the principal types of Sung and Yiian wares,
as at present understood, are represented in the
New York exhibition, which, I should state, has
been formed under the auspices of the Japan
Society and housed in the Knoedler Galleries—all

excepting the unobtainable Ju Chou ware. The
elusive Kuan pottery is perhaps exemplified by one
or two specimens, but the identification of this ware
is one of the problems which still perplex the
investigator. INIade in large quantities, in several

factories and over a lengthy period, it is scarcely

credible that it is not present in our collections.

Probably we should look for it among the manifold
types included in the comprehensive group of Chiin
wares. In some of its varieties the Kuan is not
distinguished from the Ko ware by Chinese writers,

and a large and important vase lent by Mr. C. L.
Freer seems to belong to this category. It has, at

any rate, the dark-coloured body which produced
the characteristic "brown mouth and iron foot" of

the Chinese descriptions, and its glaze is of that

misty greenish-grey colour tinged with red which
seems to tally with the Chinese expression fen
ch'ing toi hnnq.

Tlie bL'tter-known Lung-ch'iian celadon is illus-

trated by a few choice specimens, notably by a

vase belonging to Mr. Peters, with floral reliefs

under a smooth, thick bluish-green glaze of particu-

larly satisfying tone, and by a lotus-petal bowl with
lovely jade-green glaze, which is lent by Mr. Piatt.
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The second group of Chiin wares is more
miscellaneous. It includes bowls, dishes, vases,

incense-burners, writers' water-pots, seal-vermilion

boxes and other objects ; and the ware itself varies

widely in the colour and texture of the body from

a fine porcellanous material to a coarse brick-red

pottery. The glazes are thick and slow flowing,

and usually end in a billowy line or in large drops

at some distance above the base. Their colours

are almost as rich and varied as those of the

flower-pots, and their most constant feature is one

or more bold splashes of deeply contrasting colour

which burst out from aground of grey or lavender.

These splashes are usually crimson or purple, but

they are often frosted over in the centre with

opaque crab-shell green. On some of the more
refined examples, which should, perhaps, be

referred to the category of Kuan wares, the glaze

is more smooth and even, and aubergine purple

emerges in large graduated patches like the bloom
on ripening fruit, sometimes overspreading the

whole exterior surface of a cup or bowl. The
coarser kinds have been generally classed as Yiian

ware, but the distinction is quite arbitrary. Doubt-

less there are specimens of Sung, Yiian, and even

Ming makes in our collections, for the Chiin

Chou factories are mentioned as late as the i6th

century ; but we have nothing at present to guide

us towards chronological arrangement except a

general knowledge of forms. Further, the dis-

covery of spoilt bowls of this kind adhering to

their original fireclay cases in the neighbourhood
of Honan Fu, and apparently not actually at Chiin

Chou, seems to indicate that this was a type

prevailing over a considerable area, and probably

produced in many different factories. But these

problems are not likely to be solved until scientific

excavation is made in the district.

A third Chiin type apparently comes from the

same part of Honan, and if the production of a

very similar ware to-day is any indication, its

place of origin should be Yu Chou. It is charac-

terized by a reddish buff body varying in texture

from stoneware to soft faience, and by a thick,

lumpy, crackled glaze usually unctuous, but some-
times crystalline, and of rich turquoise blue colour

which is often broken by splashes of blood crimson
or dull aubergine purple. The latter colour some-
limes spreads over large areas of the surface. A
name current among Chinese traders for this type

of ware is ma clii'ni, and it is placed by them in

the Ming period, but nothing beyond hearsay and
gossip has been produced in support of either

statement. Without doubting the continuity of

this manufacture over a long period, I am inclined

to think from the forms of the ware that much of

it goes back to the Sung and Yiian period, and in

the catalogue of this exhibition, in the preparation

of which I had the honour to assist, I have used
the term " Soft Chiin " for want of a better name

to distinguish this group. Numeral marks are

occasionally found on this kind of ware in imita-

tion of the chief Chim type, but the specimens on
which they occur seem in every case to belong to

a later period.

Of the minor factories Tz'u Chou is represented

by characteristic specimens of its various produc-
tions, including the fine black painted and the

several kinds of graffiato wares, the best of which
is a tall, graceful vase lent by Mr. Peters which
has a beautiful foliage design in white against a

mouse-coloured background. The Chien group
is distinguished by a large and remarkable bowl
with purplish black glaze spotted with silver

drops, and there are a few of those curious feiit-

mokii tea bowls with stencilled leaf ornament
expressed in golden or greenish brown in a black

glaze. The latter have a whitish body, and there is

some reason to think they were made in Honan, and
not, like the black-bodied Chien ware, in Fukien.

The exhibition includes about fifty examples of

Corean wares, which all appear to be of the Korai

period, and therefore contemporary with the

Chinese specimens. Among them are most of the

known Corean types, and many singularly refined

and beautiful objects. Mr. Freer contributed

some of the choicest, including a baluster vase

with exquisitely carved ornament under that soft

grey-green glaze of faint bluish tinge which we
have good reason to think resembles that of the

rare Chinese Ju Chou ware ; choice examples of

inlaid ornament in black and white, of paintings

in brown slip under a green glaze and in white

slip on chocolate brown ; of the haku-gorai or

white Corean, which includes a creamy ware of

Ting Chou type and a soft-looking, translucent

porcelain with glaze of faint bluish tinge which
has no analogue among the known Chinese wares.

There is much yet to be learnt about these Corean

wares, but it is pleasing to find that the few

descriptions which we have of them in Chinese

books tally perfectly with existing specimens.

Our earliest reference, for instance, in the notes

made by Hsii Ching, who visited the counti7 in

1 1 25, mentions a ewer with lid in form of a

lotus flower surmounted by a duck. This very

type is exemplified in the exhibition by a

green-glazed ewer which was evidently taken

from a Corean tomb of about this period. The
Corean potters are stated by the same Chinese

writer to have modelled their wares on those of

Ting Chou, and the relationship between the

two styles is obvious in the carved, incised and
moulded ornaments and the forms of many of

the bowls. There is, further, a marked analogy

between some of the border patterns and supple-

mentary ornaments and those found on the T'ang

pottery, especially in those interesting details

in which the influence of Graeco-Roman designs

is unmistakeably felt. The handle of one wine-
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pot, for instance, is finished off with a pure Greek
palmette, and the egg-and-tongue border on some
pieces has not yet been merged into the Chinese
lotus-petal design. But the most characteristic

and purely Corean ornament is the delicate inlay

of white and black clays, and this seems to be an
independent and original development. Its beauty
is so conspicuous that one is surprised that the

Chinese never seem to have thought of adopting
it. The exhibition is completed by a small but
select series of Japanese potteries. An illustrated

edition of the catalogue is being published ; and
there is no doubt that the display of so many rare

and beautiful specimens of early Oriental wares
will make a lasting impression on the art-lovers of

America.

A LATE GOTHIC POET OF LINE
BY OSVALD SIRE'N
EARLIER PERIOD

•ALFWAY between Florence and
lArezzo, in the middle of the fertile

[valley of the Arno, lies a little place

I called Figline. It seems to have pos-

Jjsessed a certain importance even in

the middle ages, for it still contains several ancient

churches, and among them the one with which we
are concerned here, the Misericordia, to which a

large cloister is attached. The church itself is still

in use, but the cloister has been converted into

offices for the local authorities. The wall of the

church on both sides of the main door is covered
with large frescoes, once, apparently, larger still,

for at least one figure seems to have been cut off

by a porch erected inside the door. On the left is

The Crucifixion [Plate I, a], on the right are The
Aniinnciation and The Coronation of the Virgin on
one plane, separated by painted arcading [Plate
I, B, c]. The broad rectangular surfaces are

occupied with large figures designed in a singularly

attractive manner. The aim of the artist, a

synthetic, rhythmical, linear composition, is

evident to the spectator at a glance. The sweep-
ing outlines of the elongated figures and the rich

drapery are disposed with a marked feeling for

decorative effect. The figures do not convince
by a lifelike presentment of the human form, but

are rather the symbolical expression of strong

dramatic feeling, particularly conspicuous in the

flowing rhythms of the long curved lines. In

other words, these three frescoes are typical late

Gothic figure-compositions.

Those at all familiar with Tuscan art will at once
perceive the near relation which these composi-
tions bear to the leading late Gothic painter of

Florence, Don Lorenzo Monaco. I have in another
connexion endeavoured to characterize his peculiar,

individual style, explaining the special importance
of the late Gothic "linear lyrics" as an artistic

vehicle of expression in contrast with the naturalism

of the dawning renaissance.' A glance at Lorenzo
Monaco's frescoes, painted about 1420 or shortly

afterwards, in the Capella Bartolini in the Sta.

^Cf.Don Lorenzo Monaco, von Osvald Siren. (Strassburg, 1905).

Cap. "Lorenzo'sKunsUerischePersohnlichkeit". Lorenzo's most
important pictures are reproduced on 50 plates.

Trinita, is sufficient to convince even an unprac-
tised eye that the Figline frescoes belong to the
same school. Indeed, the connexion is so obvious
that it would not astonish me if anyone mistook
them for Lorenzo Monaco's work.

However, a closer scrutiny shows that the painter
of the Figline frescoes can have been only a pupil
of Lorenzo's. He has borrowed many things from
the master, but he has not attained his refined and
harmonious values of expression. In fact, he
remains as a whole more archaic, still more external
and ornamental than Lorenzo Monaco, without any
tendencies towards a naturalistic treatment of the
landscape, or towards aerial perspective, such as
are discernible in Lorenzo's frescoes in the
Capella Bartolini.

The composition of the Figline Crucifixion
[Pl.ate I, a] follows a fairly simple traditional

scheme. The central axis of the picture is formed
by the cross, which is comparatively low; on either

side of it, at equal distances from each other, stand
three figures, the Virgin, SS. John, Francis,
and James, and two bishops. Over these figures

hover large angels, who are collecting the blood
from Christ's hands. It is only through the Virgin's

pointing gesture and the bend of the body that a
certain amount of movement is introduced into

the composition ; in the other figures we are

affected more by the rich decorative drapery than
the feeble expression of feeling.

The Annunciation shows a livelier play of line

[Plate I, b]. The kneeling angel comes sailing

in swiftly, borne on a cloud, with his garments
fluttering in the wind. He approaches close to the
Virgin, who shrinks back with a start, at the same
lime turning her head and the upper part of her
body towards the messenger. Her mantle trails

in long folds, the whole figure is summarized in

the gently curving line which sweeps from the
head right down to the hem of the mantle, and the
same gentle curves are again conspicuous in the
folds of the angel's dalmatic. There is studied art

in the manner in which these figures have been
grouped, but the composition is hardly the artist's

own invention : it comes direct from Lorenzo
Monaco's large Annunciation (about 1408-10) in

the Academy of Florence, where the same rhythm
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of line has been invested with a still more dis-

tinguished and developed form.

The Coronation of the Vii\^in [PLATE I, c] seems

also to have been composed under the influence of

Lorenzo Monaco's well-known Coronation in the

Uffizi [Plate II, e] ; only in the small playing

and singing angels, who form a half-circle before

the throne, does the artist reveal a more marked

individual quality. The little angel in the middle,

with the hand-organ—next to the kneeling client

—

is of particular interest in this respect [Plate II, d].

He is seated on the ground with one leg bent

under him, and the organ resting on the lifted

knee ; one hip is much curved inwards, the head

is inclined sideways ; through the whole figure

flows a gentle sweep of line, which serves to

accentuate the two-fold musical character. The
same pose of sentimental expressiveness will be

found to recur in several Madonnas by this artist.

But all these Madonnas, as well as the frescoes at

Figline, are unknown in art-literature. They are

scattered in different museums and private collec-

tions (particularly in the United States), and pass

as anonymous works of the school of Lorenzo

Monaco, when they have not been ascribed to some
more distant master. Thus, before we enter into

the question of the individual painter, we must
endeavour to obtain a general survey of the most
important material. We have now, at any rate,

some basis to work upon as regards time and style.

The greatest difficulties in this analysis of

material arise from the fact that none of the

works which more particularly concern us here is

signed, and only one of them is dated. We are

thus entirely thrown upon stylistic diagnostics.

The ascription of the pictures, as well as their

chronological grouping, must be based on criteria

of style, which, of course, leave latitude for different

points of view, particularly as regards the chrono-

logy. And indeed it will not be possible for me
to pause at each separate work to render an
account of all the grounds on which my con-

clusion has been founded ; I must beg the reader

to check my statements as best he may with the

guidance of the reproductions, and otherwise to

follow me on the way, until he can prove that I

have led him wrong. In other articles I shall

try to draw inferences from the observations made
in analysing the picture, and thus define the person-

ality of the artist in question
;
perhaps we shall

thus be enabled to arrive at an historical

conclusion.

In the Uffizi there are three Madonnas by our
master. The principal one, and probably the

earliest, is No. ii (Ignoto), the Madonna seated

on clouds surrounded by a mandorla of cherubs
[Plate II, e]. On either side stand two angels,

those in front holding vases with white lilies

;

below them on the ground kneel SS. John the

Baptist and Zenobius. The Madonna assumes

that curious low sitting posture, with one leg bent

under her, and the other knee raised, which
came into vogue in Siena through Lippo Memmi,
and in Florence under the influence of Lorenzo

Monaco. The Child is balanced in a rather

precarious position on his mother's raised knee,

and is reaching out laughingly towards one of the

angels, as if to snatch at the stalk of the lily.

Mary's eyes follow the Child's movement, and
she holds him back with her left hand, while her

enormously long right hand, with the neatly-

turned, uniform, out-spread fingers, is held quite

stiff, more for show than for use. This hand is

one of the most characteristic mannerisms in the

Madonnas of the master. The type of face is also

very marked : an elongated oval with a little mouth,

narrow penetrating eyes, and an unusually long and
slightly oblique nose. The same type reappears,

with slight modifications, in the attendant angels.

But what above all conduces to give the picture a

specially decorative effect is the flowing drapery
;

the gold-embroidered hem of the Virgin's mantle

descends in sinuous lines towards the horizontal

plane of the bed of clouds, where it forms an undu-
lating ornament, and in the soft mantle of the kneel-

ing S. John the folds fall almost in cascades. The
ends are drawn out in wavy forms on the floor.

It is evident that if these figures stood up, they

would look enormously tall and lean, so tall that

they could hardly hold themselves erect without

assuming that Gothic S-shape bend in which the

protruding belly compensates for the backward
bend of the shoulders. Considering their exag-

gerated height, it is fortunate that the Virgin

is seated and the saints kneeling.

In connexion with this characteristic work in

the Uffizi should be mentioned a rather large

Madonna belonging to Professor G. Voss in

Berlin, which he has considered a work of

Lorenzo Monaco. The Virgin is sitting here in

the same low posture as in the foregoing picture,

though not on a bed of clouds, but on a cushion.

Beside her are two standing saints, SS. Francis

and Anthony, and on the brocade carpet before

her sit SS. Mary Magdalen and Agatha, all on a

much smaller scale than the Virgin. In this case

the Child is quite uninterested in his surroundings;

he nestles close to his mother, evidently striving

to open the neck-band of her dress in order to

reach her breasts. He is kicking and sprawling

impatiently with his bare feet in true baby fashion.

We recognize from the previous picture the

Virgin's enormous hands, and also the type, which
seems to be somewhat more refined (with a less

exaggerated length of nose), and above all the

calligraphically ornamental treatment of the

drapery. The picture is moreover distinguished by

a rare beauty of colour. The Virgin's crimson tunic

under the blue mantle tells gorgeously against the

gold ground : the carpet with the gold brocade
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pattern on a red ground accords harmoniously

with the deep colour of the dress. The somewhat
firmer modelling of the figures and the singular

carewith which fhewhole picture has been executed

perhaps warrant us in dating it a little earlier still

than picture No. II in the Uf^zi.

A Madonna of about the same date as the

previous one is to be found in the possession of

Mr. Charles Ricketts. It shows the same beautiful

colour-scheme with deep red, blue and yellow

as the principal tones, but the composition is

simpler and more graceful. The Virgin is seated

on a low cushion with one leg bent under her,

her mantle forming an abundance of ornamental

waves on the floor. Unhappily, the preserva-

tion of the picture is not so good as Professor

Voss's.

A large altar wing in the Bonn Museum (ascribed

to Lorenzo Monaco) representing SS. Mary
Magdalen and Laurence, in the act of presenting

their client, a kneeling cardinal, also evidently

belongs to the same period [Plate II, g]. The
type of S. Mary Magdalen is a faithful copy of

that of the Ul^zi Madonna. The only part of her

hands that is distinctly visible is a thumb ; but the

hand of S. Laurence exhibits the shape already

described all the more distinctly. His facial type

also bears a close resemblance to that of Professor

Voss's Madonna. Both figures are tall and bent

slightly sideways ; they have small heads, and are

enveloped in mantles with an overwhelming

richness of folds. Particularly, the hem of S. Mary
Magdalen's mantle affords the best example of

the master accomplishment in the harmony of

undulating lines. The kneeling cardinal, who is

gazing upwards, doubtless towards an infant Christ

in the act of benediction, is a comparatively well-

individualized portrait, fascinating by the rapt

intensity of the gaze. It is almost a surprise to

find so life-like a portrait in the work of this

master.

After making acquaintance with this uncom-
monly beautiful wing it becomes a particularly in-

teresting inquiry what the central panel of the altar-

piece was like. It was doubtless a Madonna of

somewhat larger proportion than the saints. We
may also take it for granted that the Child on her lap

turned in benediction towards a kneeling client.

A Madonna which fulfils these formal conditions

and bears a close stylistical resemblance to the

figures of the wing is to be found in Mr. J. G. John-

son's collection at Philadelphia [Plate 1 1, h]. The
picture has been cut both at the top and at the bottom,

but is otherwise well preserved. The Virgin here

is not seated on the ground, but on a marble throne

with a niche-like back. She is holding the Child

perfectly nude, upright upon her knee. He is

shuffling his feet in rather a fidgety way, shivering

in his nakedness, turning at the same time to the

left, and stretching out his right hand in benediction.

^ Late Gothic Poet of Line

He is putting his left hand, which holds an ear

of maize, to his breast. The head and eyes follow

the benedictory movement of the right hand. His
mother is holding him very tenderly with her big

stiff fingers, wrapping the ends of her veil round
his loins, but otherwise, curiously enough, she is

paying no attention to the object of the Child's

benediction. The most likely assumption is that

Mr. Johnson's Madonna formed the central panel

in an altar-piece in which the Bonn picture was
the left wing : so well does the Child's movement
respond to the posture of the kneeling cardinal, so

strikingly similar in shape are the Virgin's and
S. Laurence's hands. This hypothesis, however,

should merely be regarded as a suggestion requiring

a closer examination with the aid of the original

pictures. This much is certain, that both the

Madonna and the Child in Mr. Johnson's picture are

more monumental and more vigorous than in the

master's other works. They are not characterized

by such a gentle rhythm of line, such a pervading

softness as the Madonnas which I have previously

described ; the influence of Lorenzo Monaco is

less evident both in the composition and in the

drawing of the figures. They seem to me rather

to reveal the influence of another, contemporary
or slightly younger, Florentine artist, Masolino

di Panicale. A comparison with Masolino's fresco

Madonna in a lunette at Empoli shows that contact

may well have taken place between the two artists,

although they exhibit rather different tempera-

ments. Masolino is a somewhat heavier and more
naturalistic painter, and in spite of his evident con-

nexion with Gothic figure art, he has more feeling

for material phenomena and the structure of the

human body than our anonymous poet of line.

However, there is something in the rounded type

and uncommonly painstaking modelling of the

Child that \v;irrants us in recalling certain juvenile

work of Masolino's, such as the Munich Madonna,
as well as Lorenzo Monaco's Madonnas ; indeed, it

seems to me that this is the best possible explana-

tion of the somewhat modified character of the

style of our anonymous master, unless we should

assume the influence of some sculptor, such as

Lorenzo Ghiberti. In this connexion I beg to

refer the reader to the terra-cotta relief of a low-

sitting Madonna in the Victoria and Albert

Museum [Plate II, f], which I ascribed some
years ago to Ghiberti.- This relief also contains a

bambino of a similar type and temperament to

Mr. Johnson's.
The nearest parallel to Mr. Johnson's picture is

a Madonna recently acquired by the Helsingfors

Museum [Plate II, J]. In particular, the main
figure, with its comparatively robust structure and

statue-like bearing, reminds us of the Madonna just

^Cfr. Stndicr Floreiiliiisk Raihtssiiiise-skiilpliii-, p. 66. (Stock-

holm, 1909) See Burlington Magazine, Vol. xvi, p. 35^ (March,

1910).
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described and distinguishes her from the low-sitting

type. And here too, as in the previous cases; the

big marble throne with the high back adds to the

monumental stability of the composition.

If the Madonna is thus very nearly allied to Mr.

Johnson's—which is also true of the facial type—

the Child shows considerable divergences. In lieu

of the childlike sprightliness, the manifold and

restless movement, we find a hieratic stiffness,

which, however, appears to be accompanied by

real exertion. The Child's little hand tightens

convulsively round his mother's thumb, and he

draws himself up as if he had to play the part of a

haughty prelate as he bestows the ritual blessing

with two fingers of the other hand. We can easily

fancy him behaving the next minute with the rather

boisterous liveliness which I noted in the earlier

pictures. The Child's type with the chubby cheeks

and the snub nose is to be recognized from the

Uffizi Madonna, which I described first. In view

of the comparatively solemn and severe character

of the picture, I am disposed to range it among the

master's earliest works.

From about the same period must proceed

another Madonna of a similar elongated shape. It

belongs to Mr. Piatt, of Englewood, New Jersey,

and appears to originate from Arezzo [Plate II, k].

Here, too, the Virgin is seated on a high seat, and is

holding the Child on her right knee. He iscompara-

(To he

tively quiet, bends the right hand in benediction and
holds a gold-finch in the left. Rather effective details

are the carpet of flowers before the Madonna's feet

and the treatment of the gold ground with its

large ornamental leaf rosettes. The types and
the shape of the hand are, however, quite charac-

teristic of our master, and our attention is above
all drawn to the rich drapery of the mantles in

folds which flow in cascades, and collect in waves

on the floor, where they disappear among the

flowers. Stylistically the picture is most closely

related to the Helsingfors Madonna, and, like the

latter, is probably fairly early.

There are several other pictures which bear a

close relation to those already described—amongst
others, an admirable little Annunciation in the

University Museum of Gotlingen—but they must
be omitted here, for it is not my intention to

describe all the works of the master, but merely

to endeavour to trace the main lines of his devel-

opment. Unfortunately none of the Madonnas
referred to are dated. However, for stylistic

reasons, the group which they form in common
should probably be assigned to a comparatively

early epoch in the master's course. Other works
by the same painter exhibit more marked symptoms
of decadence. As these latter can be dated about

1420, or rather later, the Madonnas described

above may be placed in the preceding decade.

continued.)

THE ART OF POTTERY IN ENGLAND
BY ROGER FRY

;HE use of works of art as historical

documents needs, no doubt, a certain

care and circumspection. It would

(probably be a mistake to measure

_ civilization by the excellence of artistic

creation. There was a time, for instance, when
paljeolithic man was supposed to have had a

highly developed civilization because he drew

animals with a more photographic exactitude than

any of our photographic realists ; whereas it is

more likely that he was enabled to draw so

accurately because as yet he had not fully learned

the vision-distorting art of speech.

Again, our aesthetic standards vary so much
that what one age rejects as barbarous stammer-

ings another finds to be the climax of human
expression. There was a time when not only

the Benin bronzes but the Elgin marbles were

condemned in this way.
Probably the conditions that make for fine

creation are infinitely various, and the particular

combination of circumstances may arise under

very different social conditions. One might even

guess that they are more likely to arise in imper-

fectly organized societies than in highly elaborate

ones. For all that, I suppose we should admit

that the state of mind of fine creative effort in

the craftsman and fine appreciation in the public

are signs of a certain good, that they cannot arise

freely in a wholly degraded and brutal society.

With these precautions in mind, let us consider

what general impression is left on the mind by
contemplating the section through English history

which the exhibition of pottery at the Burlington

Fine Arts Club offers us. First of all, we must
premise that pottery is of all the arts the most
intimately connected with life, and therefore the

one in which some sort of connexion between

the artist's mood and the life of his contemporaries

may be most readily allowed. A poet or even a

painter may live apart from his age, and may
create for a hypothetical posterity ; but the potter

cannot, or certainly does not, go on indefinitely

creating pots that no one will use. He must

come to some sort of terms with his fellow-

man.
Now if these considerations hold, the aspect of

the works at Savile Row is by no means consola-

tory. It is of a nature to make us wonder
whether, after all, the historians are right in
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hinting, as they generally do, that it does always
turn out for the best in the long run. It may be,

of course, that the run has not been long enough,
though from 1500 to 1900 is a considerable

time.

For what we see is that during the 13th, 14th,

and even 15th centuries one kind of pottery was
made apparently alike for rich and poor ; that

even if there was a difference of elaboration there

was only one quality ; and that all this pottery is

marked by a great refinement of taste, that it

shows a real appreciation of form and texture,

that it is expressive of what we instinctively

recognize as a right state of mind.
After the 15th century there is a gap—only one

Elizabethan piece standing for the i6th century

;

and when pottery again becomes evident in the

17th, iSth, and 19th centuries we find society

split into two. There is the pottery for the

people—the coarse Staffordshire slip ware—and
there is the pottery for the well-to-do. Now
whatever the social explanation of this curious
fact may be, there can be no doubt that both
kinds of pottery are so immeasurably inferior to

the one kind of mediaeval times that it is almost
difficult to believe they were produced by the

same people. Certainly, if one judged of men by
their works, we should say that the 13th-century
potters were men of serious and noble feelings

and of a refined sensibility. We should have to

say of the creators of the slip ware that they were
gross, clownish, and without any faculty of

detached contemplation, while those who pro-
duced for the aristocracy were content to become
skilful imitators of an art that they were incap-
able of understanding.
Take as an example Plate I, b, a bottle from

the site of Old Sarum. This is so like certain

specimens of Chinese ware of the Tang dynasty,
both in form and glaze, that it might almost be
mistaken for one at a first glance. It has not quite

the subtle perfection of rhythm in the contour,
and the decoration is rather rougher and less

carefully meditated. But to be able to compare it

at all with some of the greatest ceramics in

existence is to show how exquisite a sense of

The Art of Pottery in Kngland
structural design the English craftsman once
possessed.

Or take again Plate I, \, from Nottingham.
Here there is not only a singularly noble and
austere rhythm in the proportions of the whole
structure, but the interpretation of a face is the

work not of a clumsy and farcical imitator of nature,

but of a real artist, of one who has found within

the technical limitations of his craft an interpreta-

tion of natural forms expressive of life and
character. What many moderns accustomed to an
art of merely realistic description fail to understand
is that deformation (without which there is no
artistic expression) is of infinite kinds. Thus if

we turn to Ralph Toft's dish [Plate II, d] we
have a really crude, barbaric and brutally clownish
idea of deformation, devoid of structural sense and
vital rhythm, expressive only of a beer^^ jocularity.

Or take Plate I, c, the little figure from
Mr. Dyson Perrin's collection. Certainly this is

not great sculpture—the English nev'er had great

plastic sensibility—but it is genuine sculpture ; it

shows a real feeling for the relation of planes and
a real sense of life in the movement. It has, in fact,

that inherent unity which is so terribly lacking in

the high-spirited vulgarities of the later popular
designs.

But, bad as the popular art of the i6th and 17th

centuries is, it still retains a greater possibility

of design than the elegant pastiches which were
made for the upper classes, of which we may take

Plate II, e, as a sample. Here the general form
is without any particular feeling for proportion,

and the imposed decoration is a clever adaptation

of a Chinese design which had no significance for

the artist except as an elegant exercise in an exotic

style.

That the art of pottery in England which began
with such noble and serious work should thus have
degenerated into cheerful brutality on the one hand
and empty elegance on the other is surely deplor-

able, and the indication of social conditions which
it affords seems to suggest that the profound divi-

sion between the culture of the people and the

upper classes which the renaissance effected has
been bad for both.

THE CROZIER IN HERALDRY AND ORNAMENT
BY EGERTON BECK

STAFF of one kind or another has
for centuries been the symbol of the

I

authority of numerous ecclesiastical

' dignitaries ; that of the bishop, the
^prototype of the rest, appears to have

originated in Spain in the 5th century. In regard

to its shape, the ecclesiastical staff may be divided

into three classes : (i) The staff with a crosspiece

on the top like the Greek letter tau, after which it

is named
; (2) The staff with a ball, small cross, or

other ornament on the top
; (3) The staff ending

in a crook, that is, the pastoral staff or crozier. It

is with the last that we are most specially con-
cerned ; but something must be said of the other

forms.

The tau was used by bishops and abbots alike,

and appears to have been retained by the latter

after the crook had been adopted by the former.
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The Crozier in Heraldry and Ornament

In a 14th-century manuscript belonging to the

chapter of Jaca in Aragon, there is an interesting

ilkunination of the council held at that place in the

middle of the nth century which the artist said had

been reproduced from an earlier drawing, and this

might well have been contemporary—perhaps it is

not too much to say that it probably was so ; nine

bishops and three abbots are seen, the former hold-

ing a crook, the latter a tau. But as time went on,

abbots, too, discarded it for the crozier.' Its use,

however, did not die out. At Lincoln, the cantor's

staff was a tau with an image of our Lady rising

at one end of the crosspiece and one of S. Hugh
at the other. And at the present day a tau is carried

by the cantors in the cathedral of Florence, or

certainly was a few years since.

Emile Molinier, in the volume on ivories in the
" Histoire generale des arts appliques a I'industrie ",

speaking of existing taus, says that he knew of none
of earlier date than the nth century. He gives

particulars of three ; of these, one belonged to

Gerard, bishop of Limoges, who died in 1022,

another to Morard, abbot of Saint Germain des

Pres, who died in 1014 ; and the third, now in the

museum of Rouen, came from Fecamp abbey.

The last-mentioned is attributed by the learned

authors of the " Melanges d'arch6ologie " to the 9th

or loth century, a date which Molinier found him-
self unable to accept ; one more example of the un-
certainty of all attributions not based on historical

and documentary evidence. The British Museum
has for the last ten years possessed a tau of con-
siderable interest which was found in the rectory

garden at Alcester, in Warwickshire, in 1902 or

thereabouts, and was reproduced in The Bmiiiigtoii

Magazine for Sept.-Oct. 1903. The museum autho-

rities have dated it as circa 1020 and described it

as having been " made probably for Evesham
abbey ". As would be expected, the date has not
been universally accepted ; others have placed it

a century later or even more. And the reason for

assigning it to Evesham abbey is not quite clear

;

the only apparent connexion between that monas-
tery and the rectory of Alcester seems to be as

follows. At Alcester there was a Benedictine abbey
which at the beginning of the reign of Kdward IV
(nearly four centuries and a half after the date as-

signed to the tau), being devoid of subjects, was
united with Evesham, of w^hich it became a cell

;

half a mile distant from the Alcester monastery
was the rectory, which was in no way connected
with it ; and in the garden of this rectory the tau

was found nearly nine centuries after it is supposed
to have been made for the abbot of Evesham. This
is the only connexion apparent to the outsider,

but the museum may have other information
which it has not disclosed either in its popular

' On the seal of Stephen, abbot of Marmoutiers, that personage
is represented with a tau so late as 1268. See Roman. Sigillo-

graphic fian(aise, p. 168.

guide or its erudite catalogue of ivories. In regard

to the tau it must be remembered that it was not
necessarily an ecclesiastical ornament; in the British

Museum manuscript of Matthew Paris's "Lives of

the Offas" it is found in the hands of a crowned
king, as may be seen from the accompanying repro-

duction [Figure i]. It may be fairly suggested
that the illustra-

tor reproduced
what he had seen

in actual life, and
that the original

of this represen-

tation of a royal

personage was
Henry III.

The ne.xt class

may itself be
subdivided into

three : {a) The
staff with a ball

at the top
; (6) the

staff with a small

cross at the top :

(c) the staff witli

some other
object, other than

a crook, at the

top. TTs,

The first of

these, commonly -]

called the bour-

don, is like the

staff which up to figure i

a few years ago was, and perhaps still is, carried

by the policemen of Genoa. Rock says that

Anglo-Saxon bishops used a staff of this kind,

basing his statement on the authority of a

pontifical in the library at Rouen ; and a liturgical

scholar who wrote at the beginning of the

i8th century, under the pseudonym of Du
Moleon, states that there were then in the cathedral

of Rouen monuments of archbishops of that place

more than 300 years old, on which the staff was
of this kind. In the later middle ages it was
regarded as the proper staff of a prior,- and in a

grant of pontificalia made to the Benedictine prior

of Worcester cathedral in the 14th century the

bourdon was specifically mentioned. At Milan
from the nth century at the latest certain digni-

taries and officials of the cathedral chapter have
had a staff as a badge of their office ; which staff

now and for long, perhaps from the earliest times,

has been surmounted by a ball. The same custom
seems to have prevailed in the chapter of the

basilica of S. Ambrose in that city ; in the atrium

of that church there is the tombstone of a canon

^ M. Roman mentions (loc. cit.) a 13th-century prior of Drives

who, on his seal, is shown holding a tau. And some priors had
the crozier.
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(he was also an official) who is represenled thereon

with his bourdon. The provosts of collegiate

churches in the diocese of Milan have a similar

stafif ; which may be seen, too, on certain days
in the hands of the master of ceremonies in S.

Mark's, Venice. Formerly, if not now, it was
sometimes borne by cantors, as in the cathedral

of Toulouse and the collegiate church of Retornac.

The staff with a small cross on the top, known
as the ferula (the name given at Milan to the

bourdon), is used by the pope ; but, except on
certain rare occasions, not in ecclesiastical func-

tions. The Jesuit Fr. Martin, in his splendid

monograph on the pastoral staff, expresses the

opinion that the papal ferula corresponds more
with the vapOi]^ of the Byzantine emperor than

with the pastoral staff of the bishop. It is, in fact,

probably not an ecclesiastical ensign but a badge
of temporal sovereignty

;
going rather with the

tiara and iiianfo than with the mitre and cope.

It is to be seen in the hand of S. Peter on the

obverse of a denarius of John VIII (872-882) ;

and on the obverse of a denarius of Agapitus II

(946-956) it is held by the pope himself. The
ferula is ordinarily associated solely with the pope,

but it is interesting to note that in the book of

hours called after Philippe de Comines (formerly

in the Huth collection and now in the

possession of Dr. L. Baer of Frankfort)

S. Claud, either of Besangon or of

Vienne, is represented with the ferula.

This of course does not count for much
in the way of evidence ; but at Lambeth
palace there is a portrait which un-

doubtedly suggests that in the first half

of the 15th century the ferula may not

have been exclusively a papal ornament,

for Archbishop Chichele of Canterbury

has one in his hand. Possibly, too,

M. Roman notes an instance of an abbot

using the ferula, when he speaks of

Lambert, abbot of La Couroune, in the

first half of the 12th century, having in his

hand " une longue croix".

As an example of the third subdivision of this

class, staves with miscellaneous headpieces, an ex-

tremely interesting stalT is reproduced [Figure 2]

;

it shows a crescent in which are represented S.

Martin on horseback, and the beggar by his side.

This is found in two paintings, one of which, a

panel, was dealt with in The Biiiiiitgton Magazine

for December 1905 by Mr. Weale, who iden-

tified the staff as that of the provost of the canons

regular of S. Martin's at Ypres, in Flanders,

a prelate of importance who had ecclesiastical

irisdiction over the whole town. The staff is

in a picture painted by John van Eyck for

FIGURE 2

jur

seen

the provost Nicholas II (1429-1445), which is re-

produced in Mr. Weale's work on Hubert and

John van Eyck. It is, however, a curious fact,

FIGURE 3

and one of

which I

can suggest

no expla-

nation,
that on the

provosts'
seals there

is no sign

of this

fr-'-V^ F^_-,:\U,^.^;f>^5»7v //I yjSEifw special
f=^&ife4)^^rafc^^)^^'*W^ staff. In

Ml'^l^^^r^"' •' ''7m% every case,

that of the

provost
Nicholas
II includ-

ed, the
prelate holds the crozier.' An-
other peculiar staff" may be seen

in the hand of the abbot S. Gall

in Marco Marziale's picture of

the Madonna and Child enthroned

li'itli Saints in the National Gal-

lery. At Langres the precentor's

staff had a dove on the top ; and
the staff of the master of cere-

monies at Antwerp was sur-

mounted by a figure of the

Madonna and Child, as may be
seen in the portrait of Joseph

Covaerts (a master of ceremonies of that church)

by Philippe de Champaigne.
Rocco Pirri, in his " Sicilia Sacra", says that in

processions the first dignitary of the cathedral of

Palermo—that is, the precentor—carries a silver

staff, and the first dignitary of the chapel royal,

cappella palatina, again the precentor, a gold one
;

he says, too, that similarly in processions the

precentor of the cathedral of Catania, there the

second in rank, has a silver staff. But he does

not describe any one of ihem.

The staff usually described as the pastoral stafif

or crozier was at first a simple crook walking stick.

This was succeeded by a staff with the crook bent

inwards, which is already found in

9th-century miniatures. This form pre-

dominated from the nth century, and
ousted all other forms from the 13th.

In the nth century and later the volute

often took the form of a serpent ; some-

times a serpent pure and simple, some-
times a serpent with something in its

mouth, usually a cross or the Agnus Dei. p,m-^^ ^
An interesting specimen of a crozier of

this class is here reproduced, though the ser-

pent is less well defined than is often the case
;

^See Raoux, Les sccaiix de la prcvStc ct des prcvoti dc Saint-

Martin a Yprcs. Bruges, 1884. For a knowledge of this work
I am indebted to Mr. Weale.
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Mr. William Maskell was of the opinion that this

crozier [Figure 3] was of nth-century English

work. Probably, too, the curious crozier repro-

duced from a 13th-century Milanese manuscript

[Figure 4] must be assigned to this class, in

FIGURE 5

spite of the dog-like appearance of the head. The
serpent form was succeeded by a volute orna-

mented by foliage ; and this by the architectural

type.

An interesting example of the short walking-

stick crozier, though with something more than

the simple crook, is found in the 12th-century

chronicle of S. Sophia in Benevento in the

Vatican library [FIGURE 5]. Other early examples

are reproduced from the Cotton MS. Nero D 4 in

the British Museum [Figure 6], which recalls

the 12th-century crozier on the enamelled brass of

Eulger, bishop of Angers ; from the Harley Roll

Y 6, also in the British Museum, being one

,^=^ of the scenes in the " Life of S. Guthiac
"

)
[Figure 7]— this shows a crozier of

rather more ornate character, and also

the change in the ferula, which is becom-
ing more ornate ; and from a manuscript

of Matthew Paris in the library of Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge [F'igure 8]—
it will be noticed that the mitre and staff

are upside down, as they are in the manu-
script. The staff of Bishop William

'''°"''^^Elphinstone, of Aberdeen {oh. 1514), from
his portrait in the possession of the university of

Aberdeen, is a fine specimen of the later crozier

[Figure 9]. And, as a specimen of an abnormal
shape, one is reproduced from a bas-relief at Monza
[Figure 10] ; this recalls a curious staff in a

triptych by Zenale in the Frizzone-Salis collection

at Bergamo which was reproduced in The Bur-

lington Magazine for May 1904, and another on

a panel by Cosimo Tura in the collection of Sir

Frederick Cook.
From the 14th century the crozier often had a

scarf or veil attached to it similar to that on the

Armenian staff here reproduced [Figure iiJ.

By some this has been said to be the distinguishing

mark of an abbot ; but for this there is absolutely

no authority till quite a late date. The scarf was
used by bishop and abbot alike for a very practical

reason, to prevent the hand coming into contact

with the metal staff.

It must, too, be pointed out that the position of

the staff is no indication of the status of its

possessor ; for some have maintained that the

crook of a bishop's staff was turned outwards,

that of an abbot inwards. The " documentary "

evidence shows this to be wrong. There is

plenty of it, but it will suffice to call attention to

the 12th-century seals of Hugh, bishop of Auxerre,

and Henry, bishop of Bayeux, on both of which
the crook turns in ; and to the brass of Richard

Bewforest, abbot of Dorchester (circ. 1510), on
which the staff turns out, as it does on the seal of

Jeanne de la Fin, abbess of Port Royal.

There is no reason for thinking that the crozier

was ever used by the pope ; if it should ha-ve been,

the custom had died out by the time of Innocent HI
(1199-1216). This fact has not prevented painters

from representing a pope holding it, as may be

seen by going no farther than the National Gallery

;

FIGURE 7

Botticini gives the crozier to S. Damasus in his

painting olS.Jeronie in the Desert, and Era Angelico

in his Christ Surrounded byAngels,Patriarchs, Saints

and Martyrs gives it to two of the four popes there

represented.
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FIGURE

It is the proper attribute of western bishops,

and is found on seals from the early part of the

loth century ; it has, too, been adopted by some
oriental bishops, among others by the Armenians,

and the staff of the Armenian archbishop in the

monastery of San Lazzaro at Venice

is here reproduced [FIGURE ii].

A cardinal priest may use it in his

titular church. Protonotaries may
not do so now ; but there appears

to have been a sanction for the

real protonotaries, those belonging

to the college, having the crozier

by an ambiguity in the grant of

privileges made by Sixtus V (1585-

1590), which has been definitely

settled by the present pope. Some
honorary protonotaries, ad inslar

^.^ paiiicipaiitiniii, appear to have
T? ensigned their arms with the staff

\£) or otherwise displayed it ; the fact

that he was a protonotary is the

only apparent reason for its appear-

ance on the portrait of one "Chimarrhaeus"
engraved at the very beginning of the 17th

century, which is in the German portfolios of

the print room in the British Museum.
There are numerous instances of the crozier

being allowed to heads of chapters ; chiefiy of

collegiate, but sometimes of cathedral churches.

An instance of the latter class was given in

connexion with the mitre—the provost of S. Bavo
of Ghent, when this was an exempt secular

chapter ; and it was then mentioned that on a

medal of the second provost, by Jonghelincx,

his shield was ensigned with mitre and staff. It

would be tedious to attempt any enumeration of

the heads of chapters of collegiate churches who
have been granted the crozier ; the dean of S.

Michael in Lucca, the dean of Zamosky in Poland,

the provost of the collegiate church of Lucerne

will serve as examples. On a former occasion the

painted portrait of another was referred to—that

of Charles von Vacchier, mitred dean
of the collegiate church of Munich,

Hl^J^ which, too, may be seen in the print room
4f^-^ of the British Museum. With these

dignitaries may be classed the chief

ecclesiastic of certain palatine chapels
;

the primicerius of S. Mark's in Venice
obtained the crozier in the middle of the

13th century, and the treasurer of the

Sainie Chapelle in Paris was granted it,

'

'

for use within the precincts of the palace,
FIGURE 9 by Clement VII (1523-1534).
At Manfredonia not the archpriest only, but all

the dignitaries, four in number, have or had the

staff ; and at Naples the privilege was extended to

all the canons of the cathedral. A similar one
was granted to the canons of Lecce in Apulia in

FIGURE II

in regard to

is not easy to

than an orna-

But the mania

c c

1805, and to those of Syracuse in 1850 ; in one case

and the other with the provision that it might only

be exercised scde racanfc, and in that of the canons
of Syracuse that the staff should have the scarf or

veil. It must not be supposed that these distinc-

tions are ordinarily granted un-

asked for ; they are eagerly sought,

and the flimsiest of reasons may
be forthcoming to support the

claim. The grant to Lecce is a

case in point. The canons already

had the mitre, and wanted the rest

of the pontifical ornaments, crozier

included : they therefore petitioned

the pope and based their claim on
the fact that, at one time and an-

other, bishops and even some
cardinals of the holy Roman
church had been chosen from
their chapter. As at that time, fig. 10

excluding Sicily, there were about

a hundred and thirty episcopal sees in the king-

dom of Naples, it should have been no matter

for wonder that occasionally a bishop should

have been provided by the chapter of Lecce
;

but the canons got what they wanted, with

the restriction already mentioned
the crozier. A grant of this kind

understand, for the crozier is more
ment : it is a badge of jurisdiction.

for distinctions has been indulged without regard to

tradition or to reason.

The crozier has, too, been used by parish priests.

Formerly there were in the diocese of Benevento

alone a dozen such with the title of abbot ; and
down to the present day the right has been enjo3-ed

by the provost of S. Agatha's in Cremona and the

primicerius of S. Andrew in Mantua. But since

Pius X not only decreed that protonotaries should

not use the staflf on the ground that Sixtus V could

not have meant to give them privileges which even

a bishop does not enjoy outside his diocese ; but also

ordered that all who claimed privilege in regard to

pontificalia should submit their claim to the con-

gregation of rites, it is more than probable that

parish priests, canons, and dignitaries may have

been, one and all, deprived of their crozier.

To pass on to regulars. Abbots very commonly
used the staff even when they were not mitred

;

the brass of John Bewforest, Arroasian abbot of

Dorchester, has already been referred to. Some
abbots, however, had neither mitre nor staff; in the

early part of the 17th century we find both granted

to the Augustinian abbot of Valenciennes. It

has already been said that an abbot, or provost,

did not always use the crozier for his staff : the

Ypres staff and that in Marziale's painting, which

was probably copied from one actually in use,

have been mentioned and to these may be added

the staff of S. Clement's, in Pescara, which Helyot
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says was the sceptre of the Emperor Louis II,

founder of the house. Commendatory abbots

ensigned their arms with the staff whether they

actually used it or not ; examples are to be found
in the "Dessins" of Roger de Gaignieres and in

the French portfolios in the print room of the

British museum.
The priors of many houses of canons regular

were in the same position as abbots, and from
an early date we find grants made to them of

mitre and staff. Thus between 1168 and 11 70
such a grant was made to the prior of S. Saviour's

in Venice ; in 1195 to the prior of Holy Cross in

Coimbra ; and in 1208 to the prior of the English
house of S. Thomas the Martyr in Acre. But the

crozier has also been used by Benedictine priors.

M. Roman mentions the seal of a 15th-century
prior of Saint-Pri.x, who is represented as mitred
and holding a crozier; and in the Victoria and
Albert Museum there is a gigantic iron 17th-

century crozier taken from the prior's stall in

the Benedictine church of S. Maixent. Certain
other regulars have or had this staff ; the master-
general of the order of the Holy Cross was granted
it in 1630 and the Jeronymite priors of Belem and
the Escorial at the beginning of the last century.

The chief ecclesiastics, too, of some military orders,

regular or otherwise, have also used the crozier

;

for example the prior of the order of Calatrava,
who was a regular, and the grand prior of the
order of Constantine, who was not.

Nor has its use been absolutely confined to

ecclesiastics. It is said to have been conferred on
Roger II of Sicily, but there appears to be no evi-

dence as to the form of his staff. It is otherwise
with the counts of Hainault, who were abbots of
the noble chapter of secular canonesses at Mons.
Le Mire says that the pastoral staff was borne before
them in processions, supplicatioiiibiis sokmnibiis.
It is not unlikely that this fact is the real explana-
tion of a strange blunder in the National Gallery
catalogue, in which a Premonstratensian abbot has
for long been described as a count of Hainault.
Women, abbesses and prioresses, too, have used

it froman earlydate. Roman mentions the late 12th-
century seals of the abbesses of Montmartre and
Notre Dame at Soissons. Roger de Gaignieres
has given the reproduction of the tomb of an abbess
of La Trinity in Caen and another of an abbess
of Ronceray at Angers ; in the former the staff is

placed behind the shield of arms, and in the latter the
abbess is shown with it. This abbey of Ronceray
was contiguous to the church of the Holy Trinity
in which its nuns were consecrated; and on these

occasions Helyot says the abbess, bearing her staff,

had a chair opposite to the bishop's throne. The
Augustinian abbess of Le Vcrgi)n at Venice had
ring and staff ; and in 1761 the Augustinian abbess
of S. Catherine's in the same city was granted the

same distinctions by her uncle, Clement XIII.

Some account of the abbesses of Conversano was
given on a former occasion, and it is only
necessary to recall the fact that they, too, had
a staff. In Spain abbesses have had the crozier

from early times ; 13th-century seals showing
some of these ladies with their croziers are re-

produced in Ferran de Sagarra's Segells del Temps
de Jamne I, and at the present day there are Bene-
dictine and Cistercian abbesses who take their

crozier with them into choir. Elsewhere, I believe,

abbesses have a staff placed by their stall ; Vernon
Lee speaks of a gold-headed crozier being placed

by the stall of the abbess of S. Cecilia in Trastevere.

The most interesting of the crozier-bearing ladies

are, however, beyond doubt the abbesses of the

chapters of secular canonesses once so numerous
in western Europe ; the members of these chapters

were ladies unbound by vows, who were free to

leave and marry whensoever they chose so to do, an
exception being sometimes made in the case of the

abbess, who on election was in some cases required

to make religious profession. Perhaps the most
notable of these establishments was at Remiremont,
in Lorraine, where no less than sixty-four quarter-

ings were required from an aspirant ; which it is

said (I have never verified the fact) would have
precluded the children of Henry IV from holding
a prebend on account of the Medici alliance. Here,

as elsewhere, the abbess had her crozier, which is

duly placed behind her shield in saltire with a

sword ; and when on certain days she left her stall

to make her offering at the high altar of her abbey
church, her seneschal bore it before her. There
are now, strictly speaking, no secular canonesses,

but in Austria and Bavaria somewhat similar insti-

tutions are found. The chief of these is at Hrad-
schin in Prague. The abbess of this noble chapter

is always an archduchess, whose privilege it is to

crown the king of Bohemia, She carries a crozier

and wears the pectoral cross and a crown ; the last-

mentioned ornament having no relation to her

secular rank, but taking the place of a mitre—with
the crozier it was inherited from an extinct abbey of,

I believe, canonesses regular. The abbess of Hrad-
schin may resign and marry ; one who did so is the

queen-mother of Spain, and she is not the only
exalted personage who has exchanged the crozier

for the sceptre.
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A PORTRAIT CALLED "HENRY, PRINCE OF WALES, BY
ISAAC OLIVER"
BY LIONEL CUST

[N the remarkable exhibition entitled

" Woman and Child in Art ", recently

held at the Grosvenor Gallery, one of

}the most interesting paintings is a large

equestrian portrait, stated to be a por-

trait of Henry Prince of Wales, by Isaac Oliver, and
lent to the exhibition by Mr. Godfrey Williams of

S. Donat's Castle, Glamorgan [Plate I]. The
portrait represents a youth, in rich gilded

painted armour, mounted on a white horse

similar trappings. From the branch of a

and
with
large

tree in the background hangs a tablet on which

are the Prince of Wales's feathers.

This type of portrait is not unfamiliar to students

of iconography of this period. The name of

Isaac Oliver, the famous limner or painter of por-

traits in little, may be dismissed at once. There is

no evidence of any trustworthy nature to show that

Hilliard, Isaac or Peter Oliver, Hoskins, or even

Samuel Cooper, ever painted portraits themselves

outside the usual dimensions of their art. En-
larged copies were sometimes made from their

miniatures, to which copies their names may have

been deliberately or accidentally attached. In the

present instance there is no resemblance in tech-

nical execution or type of physiognomy between

this portrait and the well-known miniature por-

traits of Henry, Prince of Wales, by Isaac Oliver.

This type of equestrian portrait is best known
from the examples to be found among the engraved

works by Renold Elstracke, Simon Van de Passe,

and other engravers, which had considerable

vogue in the reign of King James I. These

portrait engravings are exceedingly rare, but are

well-represented in the Department of Prints and

Drawings at the British Museum. Good examples

are given in the illustrations to the very important

work on "Early Engravings and Engravers in

England " (1545—1695 j, by Sir Sidney Colvin,

published by the Trustees of the Museum in 1905.

The earliest examples seem to be the four portraits

of great commanders, engraved by Thomas
Cockson about 1604, and it is evident that this

type of equestrian portrait was borrowed from

Flemish or German sources.

Turning to the identity of the youth here repre-

sented, the badge makes it clear that he is a Prince

of Wales, and the choice therefore lies between

Henry Frederick, eldest son of King James I

and Queen Anne of Denmark, who was Prince of

Wales from June 4th, 1610, to November 6th, 1612

and his younger brother, Charles, who was created

Prince of Wales on November 3rd, 1616. The
portraits of the two brothers are often confused, the

likeness of Charles I in his boyhood being much
less familiar than that of his brother, Henry, who
is of course not portrayed at a later age owing to

his early death in 1612. The faces are, however,

quite distinct. Henry had a wider face with a

rounder chin, and thick, rather dark auburn hair,

growing straight up all round his forehead, and
brushed back over the crown of his head. Charles

had a longer face and heavier chin, with fairer

chestnut-coloured hair, falling smoothly round the

head, brushed off the forehead and curling over the

ears. The difference between the two brothers is

well seen in two somewhat similar portraits at

Ditchley, painted by Marcus Geeraerts, belonging

to Viscount Dillon [Plate II, b, c]. It seems

more probable that the boy represented in Mr. Wil-

liams's portrait is Charles, and not Henry, Prince

of Wales. This identification can be corroborated

by the equestrian portrait of Charles Prince of

Wales, engraved by Renold Elstracke, and repro^

duced in Sir Sidney Colvin's book [Plate 111, e].

This print is not dated, but the engraving in the

British Museum, reproduced, appears to be the first

state of the plate. Another equestrian portrait, that

of Anne of Denmark, engraved by Simon Van de

Passe [Plate III, f], and even more closely

resembling Mr. Williams's portrait, is dated 1616,

the actual year in which Charles became Prince of

Wales.
Putting aside Isaac Oliver, the painter most

likely to have been employed to make these por-

traits was Paul Van Somer (1576-1621), of whom
an account is given by Mr. Collins Baker in his

book on " Lely and the Stuart Painters ". In this

account stress is laid on the somewhat dry ren-

dering of details by Van Somer, as opposed to the

broader treatment by Daniel Mytens. As Van
Somer seems to have been the favourite painter of

Anne of Denmark, he is the more likely to have been

employed at Court for these portraits of her sons.

A portrait which maybe added to this group is the

interesting hunting picture of Henry or perhaps

again Charles) Prince of Wales and a friend with

horse, groom and dog, the prince about to cut the

throat of a stag. Charles, though less well

physically endowed than his elder brother, seems

to have been as fond as his brother of the pleasures

of the chase. Two versions of this portrait exist,

one at Wroxton Abbey, belonging to Lord North,

dated 1603, in which the shield of arms, denoting

the friend, is that of Harington, and the other at

Hampton Court Palace, in which the similar shield

bears the arms of Devereux [Plate II, d]. It is

difficult to believe that these paintings can be as

early as 1603, and this date must be suspected,

seeing that John, second Lord Harington, who
was a friend of Henry Prince of Wales, was

twenty-one in 1603, when the prince was only nine,

whereas Robert Devereux, second Earl of Esse.x,

was twelve. King James and his family were

entertained by Lord Harington at Burley-on-

the-Hill on their way south in April, 1603, but the
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young prince did not receive the garter, which he

wears in this hunting-picture, until the following

July. A portrait of a Prince of Wales in the

Bodleian Library at Oxford (Cat. O.xf. Portraits,

No. 66) is again probably Charles, and not Henry,

as usually believed.

The portrait of the prince belonging to Mr.

Godfrey Williams is remarkable for the special

impresa or device, which is repeated several

times on the skirt of the armour, and again

on the saddle cloth. This strange device repre-

sents a number of hands, each holding an anchor,

issuing from holes in a ground, with a sun setting

behind mountains in the background. It almost

passes the wit of man to explain the elaborate

svmbolism in these impresc, which were so much in

fashion at this date. Each sought to excel the

other in the ingenuity and obscurity of the device.

As connected with Henry Prince of Wales, the

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
"WILLIAM HORLOGIUS OF HOT LANE"
To ihe Editors of The Burungton Magazine.

Gentlemen,—In the February number of this

magazine Mr. Bernard Rackham, in his article on

English Earthenware and Stoneware, writes :

—

The Staffordshire potters adopted the process of painting

their wares with enamel colours fixed on the surface by a

second firing at a low temperature. The innov.ition is

traditionally "set down to the credit of a Dutch immigrant to

the district", William Horlogius, to whom may belong the

initials on a tea-pot in the exhibition [g 23]. This piece is

decorated in the style of Japanese Kakiyemon porcelain,

and might almost be mistaken for earthenware of the

Satsuma school.

This tea-pot was formerly in my possession, and
I had another tea-pot enamelled by the same
hand in the same style which bore, incised under
the lid and under the base, figures as on a clock

face. It is unusual to find marks of any kind on
salt-glaze, and being aware that Dutch painters

were supposed to have been employed to enamel
salt-glaze, I asked a friend who speaks Dutch to

suggest a name which would suit the rebus and
the initials. He suggested Horologius (=clock-
maker), and when I parted with the tea-pot

marked W H, I also passed on the suggestion,

which, though ingenious, appears now to be
somewhat dangerous.

For I see that the catalogue of the Exhibition
has " gone one better " and has provided this

Frankenstein with a place of residence (" Hot
Lane"). I am glad to have this opportunity of

making an explanation which may result in the
death of the monster. Our theory, which seemed
attractive, has a very weak spot : it seems highly
improbable that the potter should have scratched
in the pot the rebus of the enameller.

Yours faithfully,

William Lawrence.
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difficulty of explanation is very great unless it be

taken as having some reference to his early decease.

If the portrait be accepted as that of Charles, on his

being made Prince of Wales, the explanation is

somewhat easier, as the hands holding anchors may
be interpreted as the numberless hopes of the nation,

in contrast to the grief felt at the death of Prince

Henry, of which the setting sun would be a

suitable emblem.
Taking everything into consideration, it seems

most probable that the portrait under discussion is

that of Charles, Prince of Wales, painted by Paul

Van Somer in 1616. It should be noted, however,

that a later state of the engraved portrait of Charles

Prince of Wales, by Elstracke, was published by
William Peake, and as Peake was picture-maker

as well as purveyor of portraits, both painted

and engraved, these paintings may have been by
Peake.

MICHELE MAZZAFIRRI, GOLDSMITH AND
MEDALLIST (1530-1597)
To the Editors of The Burlington Magazine.
Gentlemen,—The note on Michele Mazzafirri of

Florence, goldsmith and medallist at the court of the

Medici, byMr.G.F. Hill inTlie Burlington Magazine
for January of the current year reminded me of

some notes that I had made some years ago from
the Medici wardrobe accounts. Referring to them I

find the following :
" Mazzafirri ; Michele, orefice

nel corritorj ". This description of him in 1588
shows that he occupied a workshop in the palace.

In 1579, and precisely on April 8th, there is an
entry in the Wardrobe Register, Vol. 98 (Archivio

di Stato, in Florence), describing him as " horafo

stependiato" (on the salaried establishment), and
he is noted as having been paid " per gitare . . .

fatice dercole per il granduca" (fol. 238).

In 1580 (Register Book, No. 104) there is a pay-

ment to the same " per gitare e lauorare una figura

dercole digento quando amaza lidria . un altra

fatica quando sbara la bocca del Hone" (fol. 35-36).

At fols. 75-76 and 125 of the same account book
there are payments for oval, square, triangular and
round frames for the tempietto in the corridor (of

the Uffizi).

On fol. 1-2 of the Register for 1585-87, he is

noted as receiving payment for "fogliame per

mettere a una veste della Gran ducessa ". April 5,

1588, makes a seal for the Grand Duke (reg, 131,

fol. 39). Sep. 5, 1588, makes 17 medals of gold

"col inpronta di S.A.S. e riuescio di pecchie ".

These medals were for wearing. (Reg. 156,

fol. 12.) In the same register, at fol. 19, there is a

record of other medals, and at fol. 158 the fol-

lowing details: "fa due medaglie d'oro co
inpronta di S.A.S. armata e riuescio della crocie

di S. Stefano senza corona e senza capello. Piu
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due med. doro doppie con inpronta di SAS e

croce di s. stefano da smaltare, piu otto medaglie

doro CO inpronto di SAS e la forza ".

He receives payment for wardrobe plate on .

fols. 2, 4, 87 in the years 1592-94 (Register 173),

fols. 2, 20, 41, 42, 45, 74, 84, 108, and 124 in the

years 1594-98 (Register 181).

With reference to the Labours of Hercules I find

the followmg notes : (Register 98 ; fol. 31) "Gian-

bolognia flamingo scultore stependiato di S.A.S.

riceve da Giorgio dant(oni)o horafo dell' argento

per gitare figure di forze d'ercole (fol. 32) July 3

1576, argento lauorato in una fatica dercole di

REVIEWS
Scythians AND Greeks : a survey of ancient history and arch»-

ology on the north coast of the Euxine from the Danube to

the Caucasus. By Ellis H. Minns, M..\. Cambridge

(University Press). Pp. xl & 729. With nine maps and plans,

nine plates of coins and 351 illustrations in the text. £3 3s.

The title of this important work indicates the

geographical limits which the author has imposed

upon himself, in accordance, as everyone will

agree, with the natural conditions of the historical

and ethnographical problems involved. As regards

time, he begins at the beginning—which is in the

palaeolithic age—and ends with the great migra-

tions towards the end of the 4th century of our

era, save that the history of Cherson is followed

down to the Turkish conquest in 1475. But, as

regards the amount of labour and learning, of self-

sacrificing industry and minute but well-directed

scholarship, enshrined in this vast volume, no de-

scription or adjective that we can command would

even adumbrate it ; for the author himself we can

only recall one epithet, borrowed from the gram-

marian Didymus, and that is " brazen-bowelled ".

But the name must not be taken in any but a

favourable sense, for Mr. Minns has done much
better than Didymus, seeing that he has not written

3,500 volumes, "but distilled into one the essential

part of many more. It is much to be doubted

whether critics (at any rate in this country) will

be able to fulfil his modest request to point out

books and articles of any importance that he

has overlooked.' But let us say at once that

the volume is not, as one might expect from

the amount of detail which it contains, to be

treated merely as a book of reference ; Mr. Minns

has the faculty of being himself interested in every

aspect of his extraordinarily varied material, with

the result that no one with archaeological tastes

will find even the most specialized portions of his

text anything but good reading. Numismatists, if

' In spite of the noble index with which the book is equipped,

it would be rash to say that anything not indexed is omitted in

the text ; but the alleged Scythian archer on tlic 4th-century

coin of Callatis in the British Museum ['Sum. Cliron., 1912, p.

137), with the Scvthian (?) name atapa or ataka is not, 1 believe,

mentioned. It would be interesting to have Mr. Minns's views

on this.

figuro lauorato e le amazo pi centauro con uno
bastione d'argto tiene in raano ".

At fol. 146-147 of the same Register-book,

referring to July 3, 1678, I find that the silversmith

Giorgio danto was paid for a " fatica derchole che

scoppia antico |con un altra figurina stacata dis-

persa" (the designs by Gianbolognia) " con uno

squdo in mano et uno bastone." I have a good

many other notes, amongst which are payments

to the court goldsmith Jacopo Bilivelt who was

employed as the chief goldsmith from about 1576

to his death some thirty years later.

Sidney J. A. Churchill,

a reviewer may speak of what he is more or less

familiar with, will greet with enthusiasm Mr.

Minns's masterly treatment of the puzzling numis-

matics of S. Russia, reinforced as it is by a

complete command of the Russian publications

on the subject, and antiquating everything that

has been written in other languages. But the

numismatic portions of the book are only typical

of the whole. To readers of this magazine the

most attractive sections will probably be Chapters

VIII to XIII, dealing with Scythic and Greek

tombs and the art which they illustrate. From
this portion of the fringe of Hellenic culture

archaeology is gradually collecting evidence of

not merely the great wealth but also the excellent

taste of some of the inhabitants. The lovely

drawings upon ivory from Kul Oba—perhaps, as

Mr. Minns remarks, the most beautiful Greek

drawings extant—show more than anything else

that the Scythian chieftain and his queen could

appreciate the best Greek art, as well as the more
sumptuous but barbaric objects of native work-

manship. But the native work, just because of

its savage splendour, is thoroughly characteristic

of the country to which it belongs, a country

which has always, whether in ancient or in

mediaeval or in modern limes, whether in plastic

arc or in music or in literature, tended to produce its

effect by prodigal exuberance rather than by pro-

portion or refinement of design. The Chertomlyk

vase is not of native work, and Mr. Minns describes

it as " perhaps the finest extant example of toreutic

at the moment of its consummate mastery." But

we incline to see in it rather the effect on a Greek

artist of great technical accomplishment of work-

ing for half barbarous patrons. The error of

sacrificing the whole of the body of the vase to a

purely decorative pattern, while the subject-

compositions are confined U the shoulder, is a

sign of weakness which favuu.s Mr. Minns in the

comparatively late date which he assigns to the

vase, as against Furtwangler's hardly considered

judgment that it is of the 5th century. In his

illustrations Mr. Minns modestly confesses that he
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has sacrificed quality to quantity (like the bar-

barians of whom he writes !) ; but this was
inevitable if the book was to be made useful, as it

is in the highest degree, by constant illustration.

His part of it has been admirably done; but it is

to be regretted that the printers, having set out to

produce a fine book, should not have devoted a

little more care to uniformity of Greek type, and
that the photographer who reproduced the coin-

plates (some of the least successful that we have
ever seen) should not have realized that casts of

different colours will produce an unpleasant patch-

work. But it would be ungrateful to end on this

note of complaint ; we have nothing but admira-
tion for the devotion which has inspired Mr.
Minns in his herculean task and for the liberality

of the institutions which have enabled him so
satisfactorily to fulfil it. H.
Die Litukgischen Gerate unci andere Werke der Metallkunst

in der Sammlung Schniitgen in Coin zugleich mit einer
Geschichte des liturgischen Gerates von Dr. Fritz Witte.
Berlin (Verlag fiir Kiinstwissenschaft), 125 M.

It is no long time since there was noticed in these

pages a splendid volume on the sculptured works
contained in the famous Schniitgen collection in

Cologne ; a volume now followed up by another,
equally magnificent, and dedicated, moreover, to

the German Emperor, on the liturgical vessels and
other objects of metalwork in the same collection.

They comprise portable altars, chalices, pyxes,
ciboria, monstrances, crosses of different kinds,

candlesticks, censers and incense-boats, handbells,
cruets, larabo ewers, aquamaniles, holy-water
buckets, dishes, vases, reliquaries, holy-oil stocks,

paxes, pilgrim badges, croziers, various enamelled
articles, morses, medals, embossed plaques, taber-
nacle doors, bronze figures, buckles, door-rings,
candle-brackets, clasps and corners for book-
covers, crowns for images and iron stamps and
baking-tongs for altar-breads. Examples of all these
are depicted in ninety collotype plates. But before
considering the illustrations, attention must be
drawn to Dr. Witte's scholarly articles which deal
respectively with the portable altar, the chalice, the
paten, tubes (for partaking from the sacramental
cup, in the oriental manner), "sieves"

—

i.e., per-
forated spoons for removing any alien body from
the chalice—ciboria, the monstrance and its

forerunners, altar cruets, crosses (altar and pro-
cessional), altar-lights, the thurible and the
incense-boat, buckets and dishes, receptacles for
the host, wafer-irons, reliquaries, oil-stocks, holy
water vessels, relic-lockets, pilgrim-badges and the
"Agnus Dei", Eucharistic vessels and traditions
concerning the Holy Grail ; concluding with a
bibliography of the whole range of subjects. It is

indeed a strange fact, as Dr. Witte observes in the
opening sentence of his chapter on the chalice,
that, considering the important function of the
latter in Christian worship, there should not
exist a monograph on the subject in the German

language. But the writer goes far to supply
this deficiency in twenty closely written pages
of text, accompanied by a diagram with dated
specimens, showing the varying form of the
chalice from the beginning of the 8th to the end of

the i8th century. The course of transition from
one phase to another, even in the latest and most
debased period, has ever taken a practical direction,

the top-heavy bowl of the earliest known instance
gradually giving place to a smaller bowl, while the
foot still remains large in proportion, if it does not
actually expand, in order to provide the utmost
possible security against the danger of upsetting.

For a like reason, to avoid risk of the vessel slipping

in the priest's hands, the knop in the middle of

the stem continues to be a constant feature from
first to last. Indeed, one point that a work like the
volume under notice assuredly brings out is the
remarkable persistenceof certain fundamental types
in spite of external changes of fashion. Perhaps
the greatest transformation that has taken place is

that of the monstrance from a cylinder shape to

that of a fiat disc, surrounded by rays. The latter

is the form that has become by far the most
familiar at the present day. The disc-monstrance,
for relics if not for exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament, indeed appears in the late i6th century,

but it does not seem to have come into general

favour until near the close of the 17th century.

Again, in the case of candlesticks for ecclesiastical

purposes, the pricket form was by far the most
usual until near the beginning of the i8th century.

One very curious example of a ciborium (copper-

gilt, with silver bowl, Rhenish work of about the

year 1700) has a lid in the shape of a covered, or

imperial, crown. But this instance is altogether

exceptional. Among ciboria the most striking,

though not the most beautiful, is one (PI. 14)

dating from the middle of the 13th century, from
Saxony. It is made of wood, the shape that of a

hemispherical bowl, low on the foot, with a conical

lid. The peculiar feature is that the whole is over-

laid with a casing of parchment, embroidered with

seed pearls or beads of various colours on a blue

ground. The effect is so bizarre that one would
have been inclined to deny that such a thing

could be other than modern. But the unmistak-

able character of the figure medallions leaves no
room to doubt the early date of the work. Next
after monstrances the most exquisitely beautiful

objects—because, of their very nature, they admit
of the greatest variety of form—are reliquaries.

It would be impossible to surpass them for grace

and dignity of outline so long as they conform to

an architectural standard. But in the i6th century

the degradation of art set in, and they become
more and more turgid and misshapen until the

climax of ugliness is reached with the monstrous
obelisks, Swiss or French 18th-century work,

illustrated on PI. 64. If the majority of the works
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of art depicted is of German origin, the collection

comprises a large quantity also of specimens from
Italy, the Netherlands and other countries, the

illustrations being arranged, as is most valuable

for comparative study, not according to an arti-

ficial or accidental classification by countries, but
according to the purpose and nature of each
particular object. A. V.

INDIAX Architecture. By E. B. Havell. (Murray.) 30s. net.

In this work of 268 pages and 178 illustrations

Mr. Havell provides the first extensive contribu-
tion to the history of Indian architecture since

Fergusson. Mr. Havell's book reveals a courage
and originality of outlook rare amongst students
of Indian art. It is always satisfactory to have
demonstrated a continuity of logical development
where there had formerly been thought to exist

only discontinuity and caprice. The present

volume argues for the continuity of the Indian
building tradition from the beginning up to now.
Taking such a typical Mughal building as the

Taj Mahall, Mr. Havell boldly, and I think

successfully, demonstrates its essentially Indian
character by tracing back the dome form to that

of the old Buddhist stitpas and structural shrines,

originally of wooden construction, and afterwards

descended through the architectural tradition of

the Dravidian temples. The lotus moulding or

calyx beneath the bulbous dome and the inverted

lotus above it are essentially Indian elements.

Finials assuming the form of a vase (the water of

life) are equally Hindu ; that the Persian name
for such finials is kalsa, identical with the Sanskrit

kalasha, suggests that the Saracenic domes, even
of Persia itself, may ultimately be derivative from
old Buddhist forms. Finally, the ground plan of

the Taj is shown to be of the common old Hindu
panch-ratna type. Thus Mr. Havell would prove

that " The science of Muhammadan art in India,

as well as the inspiration of it, came from the

Hindu Silpa-sastras ". Mr. Havell quite rightly

points out that circular, foliated and pointed arch

forms are frequent in old Indian buildings, and
that these forms certainly survive in at least some
of the Indo-Saracenic arches, as at Gaur
(PI. XXXIV). But when he speaks of the old

Buddhist arches and glories as lotus-petal and
lotus-leaf arches, and says that " the lotus-leaf

arch took the form of the sacred pipal leaf", he

supports this new nomenclature with no evidence

;

one perceives but little likeness of forms and no
evidence of purpose in such likeness as there is.

Much more probably the old arched forms are all

traceable on the one hand to bent bamboo con-
struction, and on the other to the forms of the

aura as it appeared to the visionaries who estab-

lished the modes of hieratic art. Mr. Havell

also errs in describing the lion's head element
which occupies the place of a keystone in a

inakara forana as the head of a vakshasa. The

volume concludes with description and illustration

of the great building achievements of the 19th

century (especially at Benares). Taken in con-

junction with the " Report on Modern Building"

just published by the Indian Archaeological

Survey, it may be said that published proof of

the so often doubted survival of Indian building

craft is now readily accessible. But this tradition

is ignored as deliberately by the Indian princes as

by the Indian Government ; there could not be

imagined a more glaringly incongruous piece of

work than the new post-office at Gwaliar

(PL cxxv). It may be taken for granted that the

Government will go its own way as far as the

official buildings of the New Delhi are con-

sidered
;

probably no bureaucracy can ever

bestow art'istic patronage with such intelligence

as an autocrat may exercise. But much could be

done by the Indian princes, alike in the New
Delhi and in their own capitals j the Indian

Government could render good service to them,

to India, and to art by extending to them serious

official encouragement to patronize indigenous

building craft. A new Indian building of real

merit should earn fresh honours for the Indian

prince who commissions it, as easily as a progres-

sive policy in education or finance. A. K. C.

Royal Commission on Historical Monuments (England) :

Buckinghamshire (North and South) : 1912-13- (H.M.

Stationery Office). i6s. 6d. and 15s. 6d.

Amid the hurly-burly of modern politics and the

strife of parties, any policy agreed upon by all

parties is liable to escape notice and too often

remains unknown to the public. It is now five

years since King Edward VII appointed a Royal

Commission to make an inventory of the ancient

and historical monuments and constructions

connected with or illustrative of the contemporary

culture, civilization and conditions of life of the

people in England, from the earliest time to the

year 1700, and to specify those which seem most

worthy of preservation. In this way it was hoped

to arrest the work of detrition or destruction

which had befallen so many monuments of

national and historical interest. The Commission,

under the chairmanship of Lord Burghclere, with

Mr. George Duckworth as secretary, has not

wasted its time. In the short period of its exis-

tence, it has already published three volumes, the

first dealing with the historical monuments of

Hertfordshire, the second and third with those of

Buckinghamshire. These latter two volumes are

now before us. Although the main interest of

these researches is archaeological, the history and

development of the arts of sculpture and archi-

tecture in England are illustrated in many ways

by the records now gathered together in these

volumes. Each county has a peculiar history of

its own. Buckinghamshire is peculiarly situated,

being an inland county occupied in the south to
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a great extent by the Chiltern Hills, and, although

bordering on the Thames, without any river of

any size or importance. The county seems to

have lain outside the ancient lines of traffic, and is

sinc'ularly deficient in prehistoric, Roman or

An«lo-Saxon remains. In these bygone days the

norlhern part was probably all woodland, sup-

porting only a scanty pastoral population. In

spite of these deficiencies the two portly volumes

dealing with North and South Bucks contain

architectural and antiquarian records of great

interest to the public. Monastic buildings are

few probably owing to the lack of water. Churches

are' as usual extremely interesting, and such

church furniture, older than the prescribed date

of 1700, which has been preserved, is nearly

always worthy of record. In South Bucks,

Eton College affords the buildings of principal

interest, and these have been frequently de-

scribed! Aylesbury, on the other hand, has pre-

served strangely little of interest. There is,

however, much for the art student to study in such

places as the churches of Iver, Ellesborough,

Upton or Chenies, private houses such as Dorlon

House, Dorney Court, or Denham Place. North

Bucks is even less rich in historical monuments

of first-class importance, and yet there is hardly a

pace which does not contain a notice of some

buTlding or object deserving of record and worthy

of preservation. It is impossible to go into further

details in the limited space of this magazine. The

fact of these inventories being Government

publications, and therefore restricted on the

ground of expense to the barest limits of ex-

pression, accounts for a certain aridity of

description which may deter the casual reader.

The descriptions are, however, based upon the

severely matter-of-fact system adopted by the

Society of Antiquaries, and convey all that is

needful without exhausting space. We are in-

clined to deplore the absence of the personal

element in these historical descriptions. Each

township, each hamlet, every church, every manor,

is bound up in history with some human interest.

Matters of family history and genealogy can be

left to the Victoria History of the various counties.

There is no reason for excluding it altogether when

describing such houses as Denham or Hartwell.

Facts are good materials, but rather difficult to

digest when ungarnished. The printing and

general get-up of these volumes do credit to His

Majesty's Stationery Office. It is interesting to

note that, although in the main this resembles a

blue-book, the Stationery Office has not shrunk

from copious and generally excellent illustration.

The Mewing of Art, its nature, role and value. By Paul

Gaultier With a preface by Emile Boutroux. Translated

from the third French edition by H. and E. Baldwin. With

36 illustrations. (Allen.) 5s.
. ... , ,, .

The author of this book claims m his preface that

3Sa

he has considered art from a new point of view

—

from its strictly emotional aspect—which he

regards as the only one to judge art and its

associated questions. He considers it the only

one that tells when account is taken of the pleasure

and profit which works of art give. Hence the

title of this book. He commences by asking what
art is, and holds that its only aim is the attainment

of the beautiful. It does not aim at the true or

the perfect. It is more than a game; it is play

that produces beauty. Beauty M. Gaultier argues

is nothing more than that agreeable emotion
which we feel in the presence of beautiful things

;

it is nothing but artistic emotion. Every true

artist is aesthetically sensitive. The aesthetic value

of a work of art is independent of the subject. It

is the personality of the artist with his emotion
that expresses it. Technique, he says, is indis-

pensable only so far as it serves as a means to

an end. Art borrows its motives from nature.

It interprets her, but at the same time she is

the source from which the artist must eternally

borrow. Art or beauty could not exist without

her. In discussing the n'le of art, Mr. Gaultier is

not quite so convincing. He claims that it can

surpass both books and history in showing the

life of past ages ; it is thus valuable to the

historian. It teaches something of the personality

of the author. We share the emotion of the

artist when looking at his work. The way artists

look at nature makes us see things as we have

never seen them before ; it reveals living beings to

us. Delacroix and Barye, like the Assyrian

sculptors, have given us a taste for animal forms,

and the brothers Le Nain, and later Millet,

showed us the beauty connected with peasant life.

Finally the work of art throws its light on the

human soul, its joys and its sorrows: this the

author exemplifies by referring us to great

portraits, the Erasmus of Holbein, Leonardo da

Vinci's Mona Lisa, or the Phillip II of Velazquez
;

in sculpture to Houdon's Voltaire. In music the

soul of the musician is laid bare. Nothing, says

M. Gaultier, describes a people better than its

architecture, the Parthenon by its simplicity

reveals Greek nationalism, the aspiration of the

Gothic church translates the Christian faith.

Art is not immoral, nothing is less so than

aesthetic emotion. But it is not a direct agent

of morality ; it is, the author thinks, really neutral,

/Esthetic joy, he says, awakens our powers for great

things and is a spur to moral effort. Every work
of art is social in nature because it is roused by

sympathy : thanks to its creator with his subjects

and surroundings, and above all with his more or

less aesthetic personality, art enlarges and broadens

our sympathy in space and in time. Art is social

simply only because it is beautiful. Here the author

seems to wander a little and declares the artist

must study sociology deeply, and in fact become
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a socialist, but he evidently feels he is falling into

the same error as Tolstoi, who tries to eliminate

all idea of pleasure from art, but he finally admits

that art is socially effective only through its

aesthetic charm. Art criticism, he declares,

depends more than other criticism on the

personality of the critic, and he considers he is

indispensable. He must have many qualifica-

tions, the most important of which is a delicate

sensibility. Finally the author concludes that for

the appreciation of works of art finesse is more
important than argument, feeling than intellect,

emotional capacity than logical faculty. It is on
the whole a stimulating and suggestive book, if

not always quite convincing. It seems to have

been well and clearly translated. But there are a

few misprints : Shermiette for L'hermitte, and Con-

stantin Meunier is one artist, not two. F. G.

The Art of Nijinsky. By Geoffrey Whitworth. With ten

illustrations by Dorothy Mullock. (Cliatto.) 3s. 6d. net.

Mr. Whitworth's sympathetic study of the great

Russian dancer has been written with the assistance

of M. Nijinsky, and is therefore authoritative. It

traces the career of its subject from his birth to

the present day ; and since the career of Nijinsky

has also been the career of the ballet, as developed

under M. Daghilew, the volume makes a valuable

little handbook to the history of that development,

from "Le Lac des Cygnes" to " Jeux ", " Le
Sacre du Printemps " and the other " advanced "

ballets over which London was sharply divided of

late. Mr. Whitworth's book will doubtless help

many to the comprehension of what seemed to

them only strange and grotesque. Miss Mullock's

attractive illustrations in colour show the great

dancer in most of his favourite parts, and have for

the most part caught the spirit of the subject

exactly. H. H. C.

La Basilica Petroniana. By A. Catti. Bologna (Capelli),

15 1. ; abroad 18 1.

The great and famous church of S. Petronio at

Bologna is not, as hasty visitors imagine, the

cathedral of the city, but merely the largest and

most popular church, founded in 1390 in memory
of a famous local bishop of the 5th century. The
author of the present comprehensive work traces

briefly the tortured politics of the time and shows

how the foundation was decided on as an ex-

pression of public joy in a passing period of

popular liberty. The building was planned on a

colossal scale and work went ahead gaily for

twenty years. Political changes then dried up the

sources of supply so that from 1410 to 1441 little

building was done, though it was during this

interval that Jacopo della Quercia's great portal

was made and set up. It was not, however, till

the years following 1509 that the completion of

the edifice on a reduced scale was actively pushed

forward, but even then the middle of the 17th

century arrived before the building as it now
stands was fully roofed in and brought into the

condition of partial completion in which it has

since remained. What the size and plan of the

completed building were intended by its founders

to be are matters which have given rise to much
discussion. The whole complicated argument is

carefully set forth in the present work, to which
those interested must refer. The whole history

of the building, with all its ups and downs, its

changes of design and what not, is set forth with

such accuracy as is now attainable for the first

time. The archives have been carefully searched

and the evidence of the building itself no less

carefully investigated. The outcome is a very

scholarly monograph of special interest to architects

and of general interest to lovers of architecture.

The book is illustrated with numerous diagrams

and photographs, general and of details. M. C.

The Canterbury Tales of Geoffrey Chaucer. Illustrated

with 36 plates after drawings by W. R. Flint ;
the text of

Walter W. Skeat, (P. L. Warner, " The Riccardi Press

Books.") 3 vols, f717s.6d.net.

Mr. Lee Warner sets himself a high standard in

this ambitious edition, as may be judged from the

expensive price at which it is issued. Where
price is so high a corresponding excellence in

reproduction may be legitimately expected, and

one is glad to be able to say that these handsome
volumes are by no means lacking in that quality.

They are of a convenient size and thickness, com-
fortable to hold and not too heavy for the hand,

and the printing and paper are altogether beyond

reproach. It is a pleasure merely to turn over

pages made of such crisp, clean paper, and printed

in such clear and beautiful type. Considerable

care, also, has evidently been taken over the well-

produced colour-plates of Mr. Russell Flint's

drawings ; but it is, unfortunately, impossible to

give to the drawings themselves the praise that

can readily be given to the technical reproduction

of them. The plain fact is that Mr. Flint's work,

whatever its artistic qualities may be, is hopelessly

un-Chaucerian. I am quite willing to admit that

his drawings are in their own way by no means

devoid of artistic merit, but at the same time as

illustrations to the Canterbury Tales—and it is in

this regard, solely, that they call for judgment

here—they seem to me to miss the spirit of

Chaucer so completely that I would almost prefer

to forego them entirely and to have them removed

bodily from the text. The humanity, the sympathy,

the humour, the vigorous pulsing life, the splendid

realism, all these essential qualities of Chaucer fail

entirely to find expression in the pallid, remote,

and artificial personages of Mr. Flint's drawings.

It is a great pity that an artist should undertake to

illustrate the works of an author to whom he is

evidently so fundamentally opposed in tempera-

ment. C. E. O. B.

Forty-three Drawings by Alastair, witli a note of exclama-

tion by Robert Ross. (Lane) £2 2s.

After looking through this handsome volume with
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its clever and amusing preface and its excellent re-

productions of the astonishing drawings of Alastair,

one is inclined to ask oneself. Why not a note of

interrogation instead of a note of e.xclamation ?

Will Alastair's art last ? Mr. Ross skilfully tries to

avoid making comparisons between the art of

Beardsley and that of Alastair by saying, " that the

latter's drawings have only a superficial resemblance

to those of his predecessors, namely, a resemblance

to morbid types and subjects ". But the influence

of Beardsley, technically at any rate, is there all the

same. And it would be interesting to see what
Alastair's work would be like if he had never seen

anything of Beardsley's. Instead, Mr. Ross com-
pares Alastair with the decorators of kylix, kyathes, or

amphora in the 5th century, and declares he would
have ranked with Hermogenes, Thelson, or Nikos-

thenes, or with De Brailes and Nicholas of Bologna
in the middle ages. But as one studies drawing
after drawing in this book, it is obvious how cleverly

the artist has adopted many of the qualities of

Beardsley's technique, more especially his use of

black. It is quite true that Alastair's work contains

merits of its own ; his line has a certain elegance,

his use of colour is discreet, and as Mr. Ross says,

the ability to engineer elaborate designs without
faltering is wonderful for a young man of twenty-
four who has had no training as a draughtsman.
But the question is what is this precocious devel-

opment going to lead to. As for the drawings
themselves, most people will after seeing them, if

they like them at all, prefer, as Mr. Ross does him-
self, those which have been inspired by some word
or sentence that has fired the artist's imagination
like some of the Carmen series, take plates iv

and VI, or the Erdgeist illustration, plate xxxix,
which is a remarkable representation of a gay
crowd at night. F. G.
Lawrenxe. sir Walter Armstrong. (Methuen.) 21s.net.

This book is somewhat of a disappointment. One
is so much accustomed to associate the name of
Sir Walter Armstrong with writings which express
not only an extensive knowledge of art but also
original and lucid interpretation thereof, that it is

unsatisfactory to feel after perusing this work that

the task accepted by Sir Walter Armstrong was
one in which he had no sympathy with his subject,

and which made little demand upon his critical

and literary abilities. Indeed, in the absence of
the private papers alluded to by Sir Walter in his
preface, there was little to add to what has already
been published. The story of Sir Thomas
Lawrence is so well known that it needs no repeti-

tion. A true genius in painting, an amiable and
accomplished gentleman, a popular member of
society, Lawrence was spoilt like so many other
great artists by facile success and the invariably
foolish adulation of fashionable society. The very
simplicity of his character led him into im-
prudences, such as the painful story of the two
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Siddons sisters which has lately been made public

property. In this, as in his incautious relations

with the Princess of Whales, Lawrence seems
merely to have acted with the heedlessness of

inexperience. As a painter Lawrence showed a

special genius which has perhaps never been
surpassed as an individual. His views on the

practice of art were sound, but his own personality

was not strong enough to cope with and resist the

demands made upon him by his art, by his family

and by society, so that his work became scamped
when finished, and much of it was never finished

at all. Sir Walter Armstrong, in a critical chapter
on the art of Lawrence which is much too short,

remarks most forcibly about Lawrence's pictures;
" His facility, vivacity and real aesthetic gift made
theirinception easy and the firststage of their execu-
tion delightful; while his instability, his alternation

of hot fits with cold, turned their prosecution into

a labour, and made him instinctively choose those

methods which shortened his task." With all his

faults, Lawrence remains a conspicuous figure in

the history of the fine arts. Continental painters

find in Lawrence an inspiration that fails them in

Reynolds or Romney. The slipshod and super-

ficial cannot obscure the light of true genius, as in

the case of El Greco. The narrative is accom-
panied by a catalogue of pictures, carefully com-
piled by Mr. E. Dillon, which does not, however,
seem to add much to that contributed by Mr.
Algernon Graves to the monograph by Lord
Ronald Gower in the Goupil Series. The plates

are inserted without any regard for the text, so that

we find works of Lawrence's latest years illustrat-

ing the story of his childhood. No example of

his early pastel-work is reproduced, and few of his

really exquisite drawings. By a strange mistake,

for which we hardly like to hold Sir Walter
Armstrong responsible, the well-known portrait of

Baron Hardenberg at W^indsor Castle is here

reproduced as the portrait of Earl Bathurst. We
notice also a few errors in the text which suggest the

absence of the author's own inspection. L. C.

L'Art Fran?ais et la Suede de 1637 .i 1816, Par Pierre
Lespixasse. Paris (Champion), 4 fr.

This book deals with the activity of the numerous
French artists working in Sweden during the

17th and i8th centuries. These include the archi-

tects Simon and Jean de la Vallee, the sculptors

Chauveau and Bouchardon, and the painters

Fouquet, Taraval and Masreliez. An appendix
contains a number of interesting documents,
mainly inventories of the Swedish royal collec-

tions. The author has an extensive first-hand

knowledge of the works of the artists of whom he
is treating, and although the book seems to

contain little that is actually new, it will be useful

in bringing within the reach of a larger audience

facts little known outside Sweden. Here and
there some inexactitude may be noticed in details
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thus the painter Ehrenstrahl is spoken of as if he

were a purely Swedish artist, whereas he in reahty

was a German by birth. It also seems a pity that

there is but one illustration in the book. T. B.
Cubism. By Albert Gi.eizes and Jean Metzinger. (Trans-

lated.) (tJnwin.) 5s. net.

For the authors of this book "painting is not—or

is no longer—the art of imitating an object by
means of lines and colours, but the art of giving

our instinct a plastic consciousness ". Many will

follow them so far who will be unable or unwilling

to follow them further on the road to cubisin. Yet
even to the unwilling their book will prove sug-

gestive. Their theory of painting is founded upon
a philosophic idealism. It is impossible to paint

things "as they are", because it is impossible to

know how and what they "really" are. IDecoration

must go by the board ; decorative work is the

antithesis of the picture, which "bears its pretext,

the reason for its existence, within it". The
authors are not afraid of the conclusions which
they find resulting from their premisses. The
ultimate aim of painting is to touch the crowd

;

but it is no business of the painter to explain

himself to the crowd. On the contrary, it is the

business of the crowd to follow the painter in his

transubstantiation of the object, " so that the most
accustomed eye has some difficulty in discovering

it". Yet the authors disapprove of "fantastic

occultism" no less than of the negative truth

conveyed by the conventional symbols of the

academic painters. Indeed, the object of the

whole book is to condemn systems of all kinds,

and to defend cubism as the liberator from systems,

the means of expression of the one truth, which is

the truth in the artist's mind. The short but able

and suggestive essay is followed by twenty- five

half-tone illustrations, from Cezanne to Picabia.

F. A. H.
Thomas Vin?otte et Son Ouvre. Par Paul Lambotte et

Arnold Soffin. Brussels (Van Oest), lo fr.

In Belgium artists are fortunate, for what with the

energy of publication shown by the well-known

house of Van Oest at Brussels, and a cacocthes

scribendi on the part of Belgian writers, it would
seem as if there were not artists enough to distribute

among the press of literary aspirants, Full illus-

trated biographies are therefore devoted to living

artists, with copious reproductions of their works.

For a sculptor this is a special benefit, for the

nature of his work makes it almost impossible to

study it as a whole, and works in sculpture lose less

in reproduction than paintings. It is thus possible

to get an idea of the work done by so capable an

artist as Vin^otte, the subject of this paragraph.

At all events the Belgian race is proud of its

sculptors and gives them opportunities for dis-

tinguishing themselves. This is hardly the case in

England, where sculpture is regarded by the public

almost as an infliction which cannot be helped

and must be endured. In this handsome volume

the work of Thomas Vinfotte tells its own story,

which at the moment does not invite criticism.

L. C.
Storia dell' Arte. By G. Carotti. Vol. ii°

, pt. ii"
, pt. lit .

Milano (Hoepli, " Maniiali Hoepli"), pt. ii* , lol.
;

pt. iii», 12 1.

Concurrently with the unceasing succession of

discoveries which continue to revolutionize our
knowledge of the history of art, attempts are being

made by various learned authors to co-ordinate

these new facts into convenient handbooks for

purposes of education or reference. Certainly the

handiest and in many respects one of the most
useful of such compendia is the "Storia dell' Arte",

by Prof. G. Carotti, of Milan, whereof an English

translation is being issued by Messrs. Duckworth
as the volumes succeed one another. The Italian

edition is extraordinarily compact. Its two volumes
(the second in three parts, so that in fact there are

four volumes) are small in form, compactly printed,

and freely illustrated with small surface prints re-

produced from photographs with astonishing

clearness. Of these prints the four little volumes
contain no less than 2,094, illustrating the history

of art from the tiine of the Pyramids down to the

end of the 14th century. The intention of the

author is to provide an elementary guide to the vast

subject, and that purpose is excellently attained.

His style is clear, his matter compact, and his

bibliographies, indexes, lists of principal works of

art of successive schools, periods, localities, and
kinds are really admirable. The convenient form
of the little volumes makes them very handy for a

traveller. The history, while including a general

sketch of the world's art, specially regards Italy,

more fully mediasval Italy. The two new volumes
(called parts) deal with the mediaeval architecture

and sculpture of the various regions of Italy and
with painting down to the 14th century. The later

centuries are treated more fully than the earlier, but

not more diffusely. A traveller to Italy taking these

volumes with him will be better guided than by the

best of the ordinary guide-books. M. C.

Lutterworth, John Wycliffe's Town. By A. H. Dyson,

Edited by Hugh Goodacre. (Methuen.) 7s. 6d. net.

Mr. Dyson would have been better advised had

he issued his book in less expensive form.

Lutterworth is not the place to compel a lengthy

volume, and it is only by dint of very thick paper,

frequent chapters, and the addition of matter that

can only be of interest to those immediately

concerned, that the book has been swelled out to

library size. If it had been issued, frankly, as a

guide book, it would have served a more useful

purpose. Thus the lengthy descriptive chapter on

the church, though it might be valuable enough

to refer to while actually visiting the building, is

practically useless to a reader sitting in his study and

without previous knowledge of Lutterworth. The
volume is hardly likely to prove of interest except

to those who are already intimately acquainted

with this little midland town. C. E. O. B.
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INVENTAIRE DES LETTRES ET PAPIERS MANUSCRITS DE GASPARE,

Carlo et Lodovico Vigarani, conserves aux archives d'etat

de Modene (1634-1684). Par Gabriel Rouches. Paris

(Champion), 5 fr.

Gaspare Vigarani, born in 1588, was engineer,

architect and pageant-master to Francis I, Duke of

Modena. Having attained great distinction in

these professions, he was invited to Paris by

Cardinal Mazarin to design and build the Tuileries

Theatre in celebration of the wedding of Louis

XIV. He was accompanied to France by his sons

Carlo and Lodovico, and this book is a collection

of 366 letters from them to their patrons at Modena,

the Duchess Laura Martinozzi, Cardinal Rinaldo

d'Este and Count Graziani. The letters have a

mixed historical and artistic interest, with an occa-

sional human one. Descriptions of building

operations and apparatus for producing plays and

spectacles are intermingled with notes on affairs of

the day, the king's health and the cultivation of

useful friends. There are interesting references to

Moli^re, Lully, Perrault, Bernini and other artists,

sometimes spitefully written. In editing the letters

of these men, of similar profession but of less talent

than their contemporary Inigo Jones, M. Rouches
has observed the uselessness of publishing the

whole of them, and offers a digest of each in

modern French, with the most valuable parts

quoted in full. It is a most sensible scheme, and
in this case has been followed with great care and
discretion. A. S. G. B.

George DU Maurier. By T. Martin Wood. (Chatto.) 7s. 6d.

net.

Mr. Wood has written a comprehensive and a

just book, which gives a clear and full picture of

the charming man, the clever artist and the

successful author who forms its subject. There
is so much and so varied material in the volume
that it is impossible to discuss it all ; but what
will appeal to some readers as particularly valu-

able is the emphasis laid on du Maurier's early

work, the illustrations to " Wives and Daughters
"

and other novels which he made for the "Corn-
hill Magazine" in the 'sixties. Mr. Wood speaks

plainly and judicially about du Maurier's work for

"Punch"—its merits and its limitations ; and does

full justice to the manner in which he caught, as

the novelists of the day were catching also, the

very spirit of the comedy of highly civilized

drawing-room life. The book finds du Maurier's

place in the life of his time, and sums him up in a
manner not often employed upon an artist whose
work was so recently finished. Moreover, as the

volume is lavishly illustrated, it has its title to a

place on the drawing-room book-table.
J.

R. W.
FiGURALE HoLZPL.iSTiK ausgewiihlt und herausgegeben von
Julius Leisching. Erster Band. Wiener PrivatbesiLj Dr.
Albert Figdor, Eugen von Miller zu Aichholz, Hans Schwarz,
Graf Hanns Wilczek. Kirchliche und profane Schnitzwerke.
Wien (Schroll), 50 M.

This is an album of 70 collotype plates, accom-
panied only by short descriptive notes, the whole

of which do not occupy more than three pages of

double columns. As may be supposed from the

very brief space allowed to the letterpress, the

latter gives only the barest statement as to date,

provenance, dimensions, and material, and does
not always mention if a work has suffered restora-

tion. Nor is there any sort of plan or classifica-

tion in the order, which appears to be quite

arbitrary. Thus the first subject illustrated is an
Italian work of the i6th century, but the subjects

range actually from the 14th to the i8th. The
majority, however, are of the 15th and early i6th

centuries. They represent a large part of the

continent of Europe, including works of Italian,

French, Prankish, Spanish, Dutch, Netherlandish,

Austrian, and German origin. Many of them are

more specifically described, as from Brussels,

Antwerp, Burgundy, Carinthia, North or South
Tyrol, the Upper Rhine, Bavaria, or Suabia. One
work is actually attributed to Tilmann Riemen-
schneider. Two specimens of the Palmesel are

included, and also a certain number of busts, bas-

relief groups, and pilaster figures as applied to

furniture or panelling, but the vast majority com-
prises separate statues for decorative or devotional

purposes. A few are nude, e.g., Adam and Eve
and S. Sebastian ; but most of the figures are

draped, and when of the late Gothic period

exhibit the characteristic treatment of folds in that

crisp complexity of which the German wood-
sculptor was unrivalled master. One has only to

compare the early 15th-century treatment of

drapery with that of the latter part of the same
century to realize how great an advance took

place within a comparatively short period. Some
of the figures in plate mail, e.g., S. George and
S. Florian, the latter a saint perhaps unknown in

this country, but very popular in parts of Ger-

many, are exquisite works of art, as well as afford-

ing valuable records, if such were needed, of

contemporary armour. The reproductions in

general are excellently clear, and indeed leave

nothing to desire except that they might have

been arranged in some ordered method of

classification. A. V.
In THE National Gallery. A first introduction to tlie works of

the early Italian schools as there represented. By MRS.
C. R. Peers. (Lee Warner.) 5s.

Mrs. Peers's attractive little volume is primarily

addressed to youthful readers, and should well fulfil

its purpose to awaken and guide an interest in the

works of the Italian primitives. In clear, simple

language it traces the development of Italian paint-

ing up to the beginning of the i6th century, setting

forth the characteristics of the various schools, and
dwelling above all on the artists as expressing the

mental attitude of their age. This means, of course,

that considerable attention is given to the subject-

matter of the pictures discussed, the various legends

and myths illustrated being retold at length and in
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an effective style. Even grown-up'readers will find

much of interest in the book, which we heartily wish

all the success it deserves. T. B.

Heraldry for Craftsmen and Designers. By W. H. St.

John Hope, Litt.D. (Hogg.) 7s. 6cl.

To the valuable series of handy books on the

artistic crafts edited by Prof. Lethaby a volume
on heraldry has been added by no less an
authority than Mr. St. John Hope. Heraldry
plays so large a part in design for so many crafts-

men and artists, that it was very wise of Prof.

Lethaby to include this subject, as one the princi-

ples of which are not only together insufficiently

understood by craftsmen, but are difficult enough
in themselves to require special elucidation. For
this purpose no better instructor could be found
than Mr. Hope, who states at the outset that

heraldry is a symbolical and pictorial language
of uncertain and disputed origin, which by the

beginning of the 13th century had already been
reduced to a science with a system, classification,

and nomenclature of its own. The rules thus

laid down affect English heraldry in particular,

as in other countries such restrictions and limita-

tions have never been enforced. Space forbids

us to follow Mr. Hope through the closely-

packed pages of this valuable little book. As an
archaeologist with his eye on the past Mr. Hope
may be considered as without compeer. When
it comes to the future Mr. Hope shows a tendency
to heraldic libertinage which may make him a

dangerous guide to the inexperienced craftsman.

It is natural for such a craftsman to chafe at the

fetters and cramps of heraldic regulations. It

may be much more suitable for an artist's design

to have a square shield, or round, or contorted,

or even upside-down ; Mr. Hope seems to en-

courage the artist in such unbridled license. As
heraldry is to some extent an exact science, such
license should only be taken when the artist is

quite assured that in so doing he is not speaking

words which he did not intend. A mistake in

code language often gives rise to ridiculous

complications, and so with heraldry. To depict

the rampant lion of Scotland without the double
tressure, as on the Victoria Memorial at Bucking-
ham Palace, is to use armorial bearings which do
not represent the Scottish nation, and is therefore

silly and meaningless, revealing the ignorance of

the designer. It is dangerous to break a lance with
Mr. St. John Hope, but perhaps it is somewhat
misleading, in dealing with crowns and coronets,

to say that coronets originated as early as 1343,
Surely the serttijii or circlet on the head had been
the mark of princely rank for many centuries

before this date. Again, we are surprised to find

that so great a stickler for accuracy as Mr. Hope
should give as a coloured frontispiece a repre-

sentation of a banner stated to be the arms of

King George V, without any indication that this

banner is only what Mr. Hope himself would wish

it to be, while the King's banner as actually in use

is relegated to a half-tone reproduction on p. 227.

A study of Mr. Hope's remarks on the Union
Jack would help many people to avoid the

ridiculous mistakes which so often accompany
the use of this national emblem. L. C.
Proces-verbaux de l'Ac.\demie Royale d'Architecture,

1671-1793. Piiblies pour la Societe de I'Histoire de I'.^rt

Frangais. Par M. Henry Lemonnier. Tome l. Paris

(Schemit).

The completion of the present publication, of

which we now have the first volume, will see the

end of the work projected by the founders of this

Society at its commencement some forty years

ago. The Society's publications have included

the " Proces-verbaux de I'Acad^mie Royale de

Peinture et de Sculpture", that mine of invaluable

information for the student of the history of

French art during the 17th and i8th centuries,

and to which the architectural records now being

issued will form a companion series. The present

volume covers the period 1671-1681. \V. G. K.
(i) Early English \V.\ter-colour. By C. E. Hughes. 37 illus-

trations. (2) The British School. By E. V. Luc.w. Methuen
(" Little Books on Art"), 23. 6d. net each.

(i) An excellent little handbook, full of information

that one so oftens wastes much time in trying to

find in more pretentious publications. The illustra-

tions are equally good, and there is besides a list of

some 800 water-colour artists, which is really useful.

(2) An anecdotal guide to the British painters and
paintings in the National Gallery, with 16 illustra-

tions. This is not entirely "anecdotal", but in-

formative also. Mr. Lucas is a conscientious as

well as an entertaining guide. R. D.
The China Collector : a guide lo the porcelain of the English

factories. By H. W. Lewer. (Jenkins.) 5s. net.

This is a handy book of reference for collectors of

English porcelain, containing all the necessary in-

formation on the subject, systematically tabulated.

The author evidently takes a deep interest in the

study, and besides consulting the standard works,

he has brought into play the results of much
practical experience. The illustrations, occupying
thirty-two plates, have been selected from the types

which the small collector can still hope to acquire,

and as the book is sold at a popular price it will be

appreciated by a large public. R. L. H.
Nature's Harmonic Unity. A Treatise in its Relation to Pro-

portional Form. By S. C0LM.4N, N.A. Edited by C. A. CoAN,
LL.B. (Putnam.) 12s. 6d. net.

The author, who describes himself as an artist,

declares in the introduction to this book that
" Proportion is a principle in nature which is a

purely mathematical one and can only be rightly

interpreted by man through the means of geometry

;

therefore geometry is not only the gateway to

science but it is also a noble portal opening wide

into the realms of art." He endeavours in this

work of 300 odd pages with copious diagrams by

himself to demonstrate his case with the aid of

mathematical analysis by Mr. Coan, which he
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applies to the forms of crystals, plants, shells,

insects, animals, the human figure, and architecture.

It is admittedly true that harmony exists between

many of the laws of nature, and also, as Mr. Colman
says, that the ancients had a code or canon (since

lost) governing the proportions of their works of

art and architecture which was based on their close

observance of the outward forms of nature. This

can hardly be denied, but whether geometry can

play the important place in art that he claims for

it is open to dispute. No doubt some artists have

studied nature in this way. Diirer wrote on the

theory of proportion and favoured mathematical

measurement. But for an artist to plan and paint

on such principles, though they may be theoreti-

cally correct, the practice of them can only hamper
their talent. The mere effort to make pictures

conform to exact rules of mathematical measure-
ment deprives them of freshness and naturalness

;

these are qualities of greater importance than

literal exactness. The study of fine examples of

architecture is of more advantage to both the

architect and the artist than mathematical inquiry,

for here measurement is easy, far more so than
the application of it to natural objects by the

painter. He must study great work by the masters,

and there he will find without exception that they

developed their faculty of harmonic unity gradually,

and that their later works are generally more subtle

in their proportions than their early ones. Artists

had better judge of the relative size of the masses

by the eye alone, and this can only be done by
constant practice and observation, so as to train

the vision. F. G.

NOTES
The Influence of Rome upon China.—

Some years ago, when Han pottery was a less

common object of merchandize than it has since

become, I happened to mention to Dr. F. R. Martin

some pieces then being shown by Messrs. Yama-
naka. Among them was a hut-shaped cinerary

urn, which interested me considerably from its

close resemblance to the urns found by Com-
mendatore Boni in the necropolis of the Forum.
" Ah ", said Dr. Martin, " I am writing a little book
on that subject, and will send you a copy when it

is ready". The "little book", which has just

reached me, takes the form of a large portfolio of

facsimiles, printed and published by Bruckmann,
of Munich, of "Zeichnungen nach \Vu Tao-tze

aus der Gotter- und Sagenwelt Chinas". With
these remarkable drawings.attributed by Dr. Martin

to Li Lung Mien, I must not attempt to deal
;

but the brief introduction puts forward a theory

which I do not remember to have seen advanced
elsewhere, a theory which bears so directly on the

growth of art both in Europe and in Asia as to

deserve some attention. " Chinese art, if we judge
it by its only authentic relics, the bronzes, begins

in sheer barbarism. What we commonly call

Chinese art has been produced by the joint labours

of Western Asia, Egypt, Greece and Rome working
on those rude beginnings. The most important
influences were those of Rome and Alexandria,

exerted through the trade in iron and silk. With-
out Roman examples Chinese art would never
have developed as it did, and the trade, whether
by caravans through Western Asia or by sea via

Eg^'pt, left its traces all along the route". The
author suggests that in a year or two he may
publish his studies on the subject ; meanwhile
striking illustrations of his theory will occur to

everyone. For example, on the handle of the
sacrificial vessel figured on p. 24 of Tlie Biirliiigion

Magazine, Vol. vii, we find a satyr's head, an

exact imitation of a Pompeian bronze. And the

parallel here is made more close by the fact that,

though the cover of this vessel is possibly of the

Shang dynasty, the vessel itself, as the workman-
ship, the material, and the ornament alike indicate,

is of the Han time, possibly replacing an older

cup which had worn or rusted away. It requires

no great effort of imagination to think of Grseco-

Roman bronzes as the articles de Paris of their

day ; as portable and lucrative objects of commerce
commanding a ready sale in far-off China. There,

and there alone, the adventurous merchants could

procure the silken stuffs which figure so often in

the literature of Imperial Rome, while their makers

were regarded (by Lucan, at least), not perhaps

without some memory of Egypt as the go-between

in the silk trade, as dwelling at the sources of the

Nile, side by side with the Ethiopians! C. J.
H.

The Vasari Society.—The two last portfolios

of the Vasari Society' which I have received

simultaneously aft"ord continued evidence of the

success with which the Society is carrying out the

task it has set itself. The difficulty in finding little

known drawings of first-rate importance must, no

doubt, year by year become greater, but I think

it surprising how many of them the committee have

been able to bring together in these portfolios

—

that of 1913 being, indeed, better off in this respect

than that of 191 2—and in any case little fault can be

found with the Committee's principle as laid down
in the report of 1912, to give drawings "primarily

for their artistic rather than their archaeological

merits", and for this reason to continue to lay

under contribution both the British Museum and

other great repositories. Among the Italian draw-

ings in the portfolios now before us, one of the

earliest and most interesting is the head of a pilgrim

' The Vasari Society for the Reproduction of Draicings by Old

Masters, Part viii, 1912-13 ; Part ix, 1913-14.
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(Christ Church, Oxford) which Mr. Hill shows to

be probably a study for the pilgrim on the shield

of the Pellegrini family in S. Anastasia at Verona,

and therefore in all likelihood the work of Bono
da Ferrara. Leonardo is represented by the two

sketches in the British Museum, first published in

this Magazine,- and by a very interesting newly

discovered drawing in the collection of the Hon.
A. Holland-Hibbert, The Eniiine as an emblem of

purity, illustrating a passage in a mediaeval bestiary

which one of Leonardo's manuscripts shows him
to have been acquainted with. By Andrea del Sarto

there is that truly superb sketch for the ruined fresco

on the Porta a Pinti at Florence—one of the British

Museum's most fortunate acquisitions from the

Heseltine collection. As for the landscape given

to Titian (Xational Gallery of Scotland) I cannot

help thinking that it lacks the inspiration and vitality

which would make it worthy of so great a name.

Very interesting is the sheet (at Christ Church) with

a number of sketches by Sebastiano del Piombo,

one of which can be connected with the Viterbc

Picta. Among the later Italians may be singled out

for mention a delightful Guercino (British Museum,
Salting bequest) and a masterly Canaletto (Mr. H.

Oppenheimer ). Two of the greatest names in German
art are represented by hitherto unpublished draw-

ings : Durer by a Cliiist on the Mount of Olives, dated

1520, belonging to Lord Hampton (recently found

in a folio English bible in which it had been inserted

with a number of engravings and woodcuts), and

Altdorfer by a Repose on the Flight into Egvpt in the

collection of drawings bequeathed in 1878 by Mrs.

George Groote to University College, London. A
singularly captivating portrait of a young woman
(British Museum) has been attributed by several

authorities of note to Jan van Scorel ; I certainly

agree with Mr. Hind that it has nothing but the

vaguest general air of affinity to the school of

Andrea del Sarto, with which it has also been con-

nected. There are several good Rembrandts, the

finest of all being, perhaps, the little landscape

belonging to Mr. Oppenheimer, and Rubens is well

represented by a study for a Feeding of the Five

Thousand (Christ Church") and another study for

the Erection of the Cross in Antwerp Cathedral

(Dr. Weisbach, Berlin). Of the French school

there are the wonderful Fouquet head in the collec-

tion of Mr. Oppenheimer and two Watteau draw-

ings of fine quality, the now well-known studies

of a negro's head belonging to Mr. Max
J.

Bonn,

and a sheet with six studies of heads in the collec-

tion of Mr. E. G. Spencer Churchill. From the

above it will be seen that both the specialized

student and the art-lover in general will get their

full shares in these portfolios, and it is to be hoped

that there will be a response to this wide appeal of

the Society which will enable it to continue with

2 See The Burlington Magazine, Vol. xxiii, p. 264, &c.
^ Wrongly described on the mount as in the British Museum.

even greater success the excellent work it is doing.

Applications for membership may be sent to the

Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. M. Hind, of the British

Museum. T. B.

The Prestel-Gesellschaft.—These are the

first two publications of the Prestel-Gesellschaft,*

a society founded in Germany, on the lines of the

Vasari Society in London and the Societe pour la

publication des Dessins des Maitres at Paris, for

the reproduction of drawings by old masters by

subscription. The new society takes its name from

the Frankfort engraver and dealer,
J.

G. Prestel,

who engraved and etched fascimiles of drawings

u hich were of considerable merit in their day, and it

is issued under the auspices of his modern successor

in the business, Herr A. Voigtlander-Tetzner, to

who-e address (Buchgasse iiA, Frankfurt a. M.)

all enquiries and subscriptions should be sent, as

the publications are issued only to members and

not to the trade. The responsible editor is Herr

Rudolf Schrey, assistant in the Stadel Institute,

who has gained experience by his intimate con-

nexion with the official publication of the Institute

itself. Thus the headquarters of the Society are

at Frankfort, but it employs the services of the

foremost firm for colour collotype, Albert Frisch,

of Berlin, and draws its material from other German
art centres. The Society is rather more ambitious

than ils English and French forerunners. It

issues a larger number of facsimiles (thirty) at a

higher rate of subscription (30 M. annually) and

uses a larger size of mount (21 X 15I inches), which

gives it the great advantage of being able to publish

almost any drawing without reduction of size.

The programme of the Society for some years in

advance is already announced. The two first

annual portfolios, issued in 1912 and 1913, have

been devoted to drawings, nearly all previously

unpublished, in the Grand-Ducal Museum at

Weimar. The edition is nearly exhausted, but a

small number of copies is reserved for future

subscribers to the complete series. In 19 14 the

first of a series of portfolios devoted to the draw-

ings in the Kunsthalle at Bremen will appear,

while a group of more modern work, selected

drawings by Carl Fohr, who worked at Rome and

died in 1818, aged twenty-two, will be issued as an

extra publication. If the drawings at Brunswick,

Coburg, Darmstadt and some others of the smaller

German museums can be included, the society has

many years of useful work before it, and we wish

it all prosperity. It is desirable to draw the atten-

tion of English Museums, Art Schools and private

collectors to the existence of such a valuable and

delightful publication before it becomes rare
;

* Prestel-Gesellschaft. Zeichnungen alter Meister im Museum

zu Weimar in Nachbihiuiigcn. I und II Serie. Herausgcgcben

von Dr. Hans von der GabelenU. A. Voigtliinder-Tctzncr,

Frankfurl-am-Main. 30 M- each.
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for it has been issued, so far, in an edition of

only three hundred copies. The contents are

rich and varied, and the reproductions are

collotypes, printed in colour where necessary,

of the very highest excellence. Their cheapness

proves the advantage of this method of publication

for the benefit of subscribers. The letterpress

belonging to Parts I and ll together, by Dr. Hans
von Gabelentz, has been issued in handy pamphlet

form. Part I contains twelve German, two French,

two Italian and fourteen Dutch and Flemish

drawings. The fine portrait head of a man by

Dttrer, already published, though not in such per-

fection, by Lippmann, is accompanied by a hitherto

neglected sheet of studies of drapery with a kneel-

ing Madonna, in chalk on red-tinted paper, a

technique which suggests a much earlier date than

1521, to which the editor assigns it. The two

Baldungs are of fine quality, and the detailed

design by Cranach for a complete altar-piece, with

its wings open and closed, is very interesting.

The editor mentions a similar drawing at Berlin
;

there are others in the Louvre. Hans Christoph

Stimmer and Lindtmayer are among the minor

artists well represented. A superb drawing of a

triton by Boucher has been recognized, since its

publication, as a study for the picture of Siinst't in

the Wallace Collection. The Watteau is a feeble

copy, the one weak point in the selection. The
Netherlandish drawing of the Dance of Salome is a

very fine example of the group that goes by the

name of Herri met de Bles. The life-sized head

of a woman by Lucas van Leyden is very beautiful.

The later Dutch drawings include fine finished

specimens of Dusart, Ostade, Everdingen and
others. There is a fine small Ecce Homo by Van
Dyck ; a large and striking portrait of the Earl

of Arundel by Rubens is, unfortunately, dis-

figured by re-touching. Part II is, perhaps, not

quite so interesting as Part I, but contains much
more of the Italian School, and a capital group of

drawings by Rembrandt and his pupils. The
German drawings include a portrait (1515) by the

monogramist BB., who is rare except at Berlin, and
a fine large Cranach, The Martyrdom of S. Julian.

Anton Graff's highly finished portrait of himself in

black chalk must have presented difficulties which
have been wonderfully surmounted. The Greuze

head of a girl in red chalk is unusually good.

The Italians include important examples of

Poccetti, Boscoli and Canaletto. The large and im-

pressive sketch of Pentecost by Van Dyck shows the

artist in his boldest and roughest manner. The Good
Samaritan by Rembrandt represents the moment,
so much favoured by the master, of the arrival

of the wounded man and his rescuer at the inn.

The drooping head of the still unconscious
victim, bound feet foremost upon the pony, is

wonderfully expressive of helplessness ; the head
of the pony itself, and the boy who holds it by
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the bridle, are most masterly and full of life. The
gaunt, but solemn, Crucifixion that follows is also

fine and original. The very interesting drawing
of Rembrandt's school depicting a life-class lacks

a name, but a large and elaborate drawing, signed

by Renesse, must be one of the most important
pieces of that rather uncommon pupil of Rem-
brandt. The round drawing by Dirick Vellert is

a typical example, signed with the star, though
not initialled or dated. The Vermeer (a seated

girl), though signed with a monogram, will

probably be disputed. It is said to be on the same
paper as the alleged study for the Vieio of Delft in

the Stadel Institute, but seems, like the Frankfurt
drawing, more smooth and evenly finished than
one would expect genuine preparatory sketches

by this great painter to be. C. D.

The Hands of " Madame Bas".—In accord-

ance with Dr. Bredius's request, a second repro-

duction is added here, in order to give a clearer

illustration of his argument—" the hands of

Madame Bas, so entirely different from those

painted by Rembrandt, and very inferior to them,
show exactly the same technique as the hands of

a large and decorative picture by Bol in Dresden,

a Riposo dated 1644, about five years later than

the Bas portrait. We see here the touches with

which he tries awkwardly to model the hands
with a thin-haired brush. Compare, please, the

hands of Madame Ansloo, Berlin, of 1641 ! That
is real masterly modelling, instead of the uncer-

tain strokes of the brush in the Bol hands

"

{Burlington Magazine, Vol. xxiv, p. 218).

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF AUC-
TIONS IN MARCH
Lepke (Potsdamerstr. 122 a-b, Berlin, W. 35)

will sell (3, 4 March) over 600 English and
P'rench colour-prints, line engravings, etchings,

mezzotints, and other prints belonging to Hamburg
and Berlin collectors, of which 18 are reproduced

in half-tone in the catalogue.

Helbin'G (Wagmullerstr. 15, Munich) will sell

(5, 6 March) the collections of modern water-

colour and other drawings left by the four Munich
artists. Professors Adam, von Baur, Roth, and
Watter, including many of their own works.

The artists represented, best known abroad, are

probably Hendschel, Kaulbach, Overbeck, and
Steinle, together with Herren Adolf von Menzel,

PVanz von Stuck and Hans Thoma. There are

a few drawings by the little-known artist Sion

Longley Wenban, who is now attracting attention

out of Germany.
Sotheby (Wellington Street, Strand) will sell

(9, 10 March) the first portion of the late Mr.

E. J. Reiss's collection of fine engravings. The
first day's sale is of works mostly by foreign
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masters and the second mostly by English. Good
ilkistrations of lot 8, Beauvarlet's Mme. du Barri
after Drouais

; 49, Sir R. Strange's Charles I after

Vandyck ; 195, Burweiler's Guitar-player after

Hals, and McArdell's George, Duke of Buckingham
and his brother after Vandyck, illustrate the cata-

logue, which thus illustrated is priced at 2s. 6d.
Prestel's (Buchgasse iia Frankfurt a. M)

;

Voigtlander-Tetzner will sell (9 March) the
pictures, studies and drawings by the late Hrr.
Peter Burnitz belonging to the estate of his late

widow, with the works of other contemporary
German artists collected by him. On the close of

the sale will begin another, also of modern
masters, collected by Hrr. Albert Oss-Verberg and
others. Among these, besides German works, are

pictures by Courbet, Diaz, Sisley, Troyon, and
Ziem, and a few by older masters, such as

Averkamp and Breughel le jeune. The Courbet,
No. 9, looks a notable one. This catalogue,

illustrated, is priced i mark. The same day

(9 March) the same firm begins a sale of nearly

1,000 lots of fine impressions of prints and artists'

proofs of lithographs by a much larger variety of

contemporary artists, very sensibly arranged in

alphabetical order. Besides the best-known
Germans are works by Muirhead Bone, Brangvvyn,
Burnc-Jones, Cameron, Cezanne, Daumier,
Francis Dodd, Fantin-Latour, van Gogh, Goya,
Guys, and Haden—sufficient to show the com-
prehensiveness of the collection. There is also a

collection of prints of local interest. This
catalogue costs (illustrated) 3 marks. All three

catalogues are very neatly produced in an unpre-
tentious way.

FRENCH PERIODICALS
La Revue de l'Art Ancien et Moderne. October, 1913.

—

First article by M. de Vasselot entitled " La Conquete de la

Toison d'Or et les emailleurs Limousins du xvi« siecle", dealing
with a curious woric by Jean de Mauregard and Jacques Gohory,
publislied simultaneously in Latin and French in 1563. The
illustrations were the work of Leonard Thiry, the painter (who
was associated at Fontainebleau with Primaticcio and other
Italian artists), and Rene Boyvin, the engraver. The influence

of the works of these artists on Limoges enamellcrs was con-
siderable, as the writer proposes' to show in a second article.—
I\L Babelon attempts (by no means convincingly) to identify

the portrait of an unknown man by Titian in the Prado as that

of Gianello delta Torre, the clockmaker of Charles V and
Philip H. He rests his hand upon a clock which stands on a
table beside him ; the cross of the Kniglits of Malta which he
wears on his breast is assumed by the writer to have been .added

at a later date, when tlie identity of the sitter liad been forgotten.

—Second article by M. Magxe on Nicholas Poussin's journey to

France (1640-1642) in the light of unpublished documents.—

•

M. DiMiER discusses the exhibition of last summer at the Pavilion
de Marsan—the Art of the Garden, the first of its kind—which
threw a flood of light on the history of the subject. The number
of designs, plans and paintings of gardens contributed from
private archives and collections for the purposes of this exhibi-

tion was surprising ; in many cases they illustrated gardens
which have entirely disappeared and tlic existence of which
was unknown.—Under the title "Les f^glises de chez nous",
M. Hall.-vys gives some account of M. Moreau-Nclaton's admir-
able book, in which he registers 137 churches of the "Arron-

BOERNER (Universitiitsstr. 26', Leipzig) will sell

(19, 20 March) drawings of the 15th to the i8th
centuries, from the collection of Hrr. A. O. Meyer,
Hamburg, and old Leipzig and other collections.
This perhaps, as Boerner expects, will prove the most
important sale of old drawings since the Heseltine
sale. It is inostly composed of northern drawings,
Dutch, German, and English, including 65
examples by Anton Grafif (the first lot for sale), an
apparently fine Rembrandt (No. 391), Altdorfers,
Ayercamps, Bols, Burgkmairs, Elzheimers, Ever-
dingens. Fries, van Goyens, Hobbemas, Jordaens,
Ostades, Rowlandsons, Ruysdaels, Schongauers,
Terborchs, and Van de Weldes. But there are
also some Italians, Canalettos, Carraccis and
Tiepolos, and many of Fiissli's (Fuselli's) remark-
able drawings of female costume among a col-
lection of 40 examples of his work. The catalogue
contains 38 pages of collotype reproductions and
costs 3 marks.
Helbing of Munich and Lepke of Berlin

announce that they will sell in common in

Lepke's auction-rooms, Berlin, during the autumn
the collections of the late Baron Albert von Oppen-
heim of Cologne. The catalogue of (i) the pictures
and (2) the objets-d'ari will be superintended by
Drs. von Bode and von P'alke, respectively.

Lepke's (10, 11 March).—The illustrated cata-

logues of the late Ludwig Freiherr von Schacky's
collections of pictures by masters from the 15th
to the iSth centuries and of the 19th (89 lots

illustrated on 27 pp.), and of antiquities (512 lots

illustrated on 38 pp.), of which the sale will begin
after the pictures on 10 March, unfortunately

reach us too late for further comment.

dissement" of Chateau-Thierry, and catalogues all the works
of art which they contain, in order to submit the results to

the Ministry of Fine Arts, with a view to their more careful

preservation, a work which ought long since to have been
undertaken for the churches of every " Arrondissement " in

France.—M. Rodocanachi continues his " Notes sur I'histoire

des Monuments de Rome ", dealing in this number with the

Pantheon.
November.—M. DE NuLHAC reproduces a gilt bronze medallion

of Louis XIV hy Antoine Benoist, signed and dated 1705,
recently acquired for the museum at Versailles. The celebrated

wax medallion by Benoist, also at Versailles, which is thought to

be of 1706, has been in that collection since 1856 ; this museum
contains also a drawing from life of the king tiy the same artist,

evidently the study for a portrait. The bronze medallion is not,

according to the writer, Benoist's " exemplaire delinitif" ; this

is in a private collection in Paris, togetlier with six other

examples representing the king and his family.—Second article

by M. DE Vasselot, in which he examines the compositions

met with in Limoges enamels which arc founded upon the

illustrations of " LaConquete de la Toison d'Or ". The earliest

are a set of plates (originally twenty-six in number, of which
fourteen have been identified by the writer in different public

and private collections) by Pierre Kcymond, made for Jean

Jacques II de Mesmes in 1567-1568. Among other examples

enumerated arc : a casket of tlie Lite time of Leonard Limousin

(Victoria and Albert Museum), with numerous scenes all taken

from the compositions of Thiry and Boyvin ; two pieces (in the

museums at Keinies and Cracow) by jean dc Court, a master

£ £ z(>z
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who till recently was known only by liis enamel portrait of

Marguerite of France in the Wallace Collection ; an oval plaque

in the Salting Collection signed I. C. (founded upon a compo-

sition in " La Conquete "
: others taken by this artist from the

same source are referred to) ; the initials have been interpreted

by some as J. Courteys, by others as Jean de Court, but until

the identity of the artist can be settled by documentary proof,

the writer prefers to designate him with initials only.

—

M. Vaudoyer writes on the collections of Le Notre, and espe-

cially on the paintings which he presented, in his lifetime, to

the king. M. LelargeDesar illustrates some of the principal

pictures and tapestries in the collection of the late M. Aynard.

—

Concluding article on the Pantheon by M. Rodocanachi.—
M. DE FoviLLE discusses a small phial for perfumes in t^lue

glass decorated in white with three figures in relief representing,

he believes, three of the seasons. This example of very small

dimensions (in the Cabinet des Medailles, Paris) he designates

the most consummate chef-d'oeuvre of Graeco-Roman glass of the

era of Augustus, more delicate in design and modelling and
purer in composition than the two principal known examples of

blue glass with reliefs in white (London and Naples).

December.—This well-illustrated number is dedicated to the

Musee Jacquemart-Andre, opened to the public on December lo,

J913. M. Bertaux deals with the Italian collections ; M. Gillet
with the Northern and Spanish schools, and M. Dacier with

French art. A note on the donors and the bequest precedes

these articles.

January, 1914.—The recent Spanish Exhibition at the Grafton

Galleries is ably discussed by Dr. Beruete y Moret. Of the

twenty-seven works ascribed to Velazquez five only are regarded

jthe writer as genuine ; among those which he ascribes to

Mazo is the Lady with the Matitilla, who represents, as he
believes, Francisca Velazquez, the wife of Mazo ; of the remain-

ing works some are regarded as copies or examples by followers

or imitators, while others have no conne.xion either with the

master or even with the Spanish school. The attribution to

Valdes Leal of the much disputed S. Bonaventura (.') is upheld,

and many other interesting suggestions and reattributions are

made. Among the less known works reproduced is the fine

portrait of Don Juan de Alarcon by Coello, lent by the UTiter.

—

Works by Bernini in the Church of S. Bruno at Bordeaux are

illustrated by M. Marcel Reymond—i.e., the bust of Cardinal

de Sourdis, executed in Rome in 1622, and the Anniiiiciatiou,

the date of which is uncertain, though it is probably of the same
period as the bust of the cardinal for whom it was produced

;

the bust was the work of Bernini himself ; the Annunciation was
executed in collaboration with his father, Pietro Bernini. At the

end of the article the writer enumerates all the works of Bernini
in France of which the dates are known ;

gives a list of the

busts executed by the sculptor, and proves incidentally that the

Daphne of the celebrated group of Apollo and Daphne was
already completed in 1622.—M. Benoist contributes an illus-

trated article on one of the Dutch little masters, Pieter Codde.

—

M. Diehl gives an account of the architecture and mosaic
decoration of the Basilica of Eski-Djouma at Salonika (a subject

on which he lectured before the Academie des Inscriptions in

October lastl ; this very ancient Christian church, dating from
the second half of the 5th century, was much damaged when
transformed into a mosque in 1454. The restoration of the

building, begun by the Turks in 1910 on the advice of the late

M. Marcel le Tourneau, was interrupted in consequence of the

Balkan war, but has now been resumed by the Hellenic Govern-
ment, and the Basilica is destined eventually to become a museum
of Byzantine art.

February.—M. Claude Cochin contributes a very interesting

article entitled " Michel Colombe et ses projets pour I'eglise de
Brou". The collaborator of this artist was Jean Perreal, and
new documents discovered in the Archives du Nord at Lille

throw much light on the history of these designs. Preparations
for the work were in active progress between the years 1509 and
1512, but unfortunately these sculptures, which would have
ranked among the finest examples of the plastic art of the
renaissance, were never executed, owing to dissensions and
misunderstandings between those principallyconcerned

—

i.e., the
Archduchess Margaret, who commissioned the work, the artists,

and Jean Lemaire, who superintended the whole undertaking. It

is probable that the sculptors who eventually executed the
tombs at Brou— Louis van Boghem and Conrad Meyt—did not
altogether disregard the designs of the earlier masters. The

archives at Lille may In course of time elucidate the matter
further. The writer announces that in collaboration with
M. Max Bruchet he will shortly publish twenty-five documents
hitherto unknown, concerning Perreal and Lemaire. They will be
issued by Champion and will be of the greatest value to students
of that period of the history of French art. M. Male has a first

article on the Abbe Sugcr and mediaeval iconography. The
symbolism of early Christian art had practically become extinct
after the 7th century, but about 1 140 a re-awakening took place,
and at Saint-Denis at the time of Suger its revival was phenome-
nal. The enamels of the great cross in the choir commissioned
by him, which must have been one of the most magnificent
examples of 12th-century goldsmith's work, were a veritable
compendium of theological science, and the influence of the
symbolism at Saint-Denis, which was due to Suger, spread far

and wide. The great cross has perished, but a fragment
preserved at Saint-Omer—the base of a cross of small dimen-
sions—is shown to be an imitation on a small scale of a portion
of Suger's cross, and is a product of the workshop of Godefroy
de Claire, one of the greatest artists of the day ; that he also
worked at Saint-Denis in the service of Suger is proved by
M. Male.—M. DUPUY, in a first article entitled " Un faux portrait

de Napoleon a La Malmaison ", shows that this portrait—a very
poor drawing in profile exhibited in the museum at Malmaison
as the earliest portrait of Napoleon executed in 1785 by his
" friend " Pontornini—is a forgery, and cannot possibly represent
Napoleon at the date alleged. As to the "artist" Pontornini he
is absolutely unknown both in the history of art and among the
friends of Napoleon. The drawing was presented to the Louvre
in 1853 by M. de Baudicour, removed to Versailles in 1896, and
to Malmaison in 1912.—M. Mesxil writes a useful and instruc-

tive paper on Masaccio and the theory of perspective. Other
articles entitled "A propos de la ' Stratonice ' d' Ingres", by
M. Lemonn'IER ; and " Jardins d'ltalie : les Jardins de Caserte ",

by Mlle, Smouse.
Le Bulletin de l'Art Axcien et Moderne. November 27.—A brief account is given of the new Historical Monuments

Act in France for safeguarding works of art. December 27.—

•

M. PiCARD, in " Correspondance de Grece", gives some account
of the excavations during the year 1913 at Delphi, Delos, Thasos,
and elsewhere, conducted by members of the French school at

Athens. January 10, 1914-—M. Gielly chronicles various works
of restoration carried out in Florence, and warmly commends the
admirable organization which controls all matters connected
with the fine arts in Italy. A useful summary is given of notes
on the architecture of Mount Athos, published in a Roumanian
periodical issued at Bukarest. January 17.—M. Bouyer has
an interesting note entitled " Chateaubriand continuateur de Le
Notre ". January 24.—Vandalism in Paris—the destruction of

old buildings necessitated by the opening up of new streets

—

is referred to in an article entitled "Autour du Palais Royal, le

commencement de la fin "
; the historic gardens of the IPalais

Royal are, it appears, also threatened with destruction. Notes
on the Ceramics of la Haute Normandie, with special reference
to a work on the subject recently issued by the Director of the
museum at Rouen. Four pieces of armour belonging to a suit

of Philip II of Spain made by Colmann of Augsburg and the
goldsmith Siegmann in 1549-1550, are, it is stated, to be lent by
the Musee de I'Armee to the Armoury at Madrid, where the
remainder of this priceless suit is preserved, in accordance with
a request of the King of Spain. February 7.—The question

of photographic contracts in museums is discussed with
special reference to that of Messrs. Braun, whose contr.act

with the Louvre of thirty years' standing expires in a year's

time. The important discovery of a Christian basilica of the

era of Constantine, at Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminges, the
ancient Lugdunum Convenarum, by the Societe des fouilles

archeologiques, communicated to the Academie des inscriptions

et belles lettres on Jan. 30 by M. Dieulafoy, is chronicled.

Gazette des Beaux-Arts. October, 1913.—M. Leprieur
writes on the small triptych by Roger de la Pasture now in the
Louvre, which, though well known to earlier art historians, had
been almost forgotten while in the collection of Lady Theodora
Guest (where it was ascribed to Memling). Its remarkable con-
nexion with the celebrated altar-piece at Beaune, which must
have been completed at latest in I452, induces the writer to

place the Paris triptych in Roger's mature period very shortly

after his Italian journey (1450). From documents recently

discovered in the archives at Tournai, the origin and history of
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tlic picture can be traced with absolute certainty. It was

probably executed at Tournai, was evidently produced for

private devotion, and long remained in the possession of the

family for whom it was painted. Commissioned by Catherine

de Brabant in memory of her iirst husband, Jehan Bracquc

(d. 1452), she, by her will of 1497. bequeathed it to her grand-

son (the son of "her daughter by her second marriage), Jehan

Villain. The pedigree of the families of Bracque and Brabant

are exhaustively dealt with—a study of great interest for the

sidelights whicli it throws upon the history of the picture.

—

M. DE M.\N-D.\CH discusses four carved panels (two in the

Arconati-Visconti collection, Paris, and two in the Victoria and

Albert Museum) wliich he identities as having been originally in

the Cathedral of Saint-Claude (Jura) where the magniticent choir

stalls (completed 1465) are signed works of Jean de Vitry,

whose workshop was probably at Geneva, a great centre of

wood-carving in the T5th century.—M. Nelken has some notes

on the exhibition of Spanish art of the first half of the 19th

century held at Madrid in 1912, and M. Rosenthal concludes

his article on " La Gencse du Realisnie avant 1848 ".

November.—M. Durand-Greville contributes some notes

on " Les Primitifs Neerlandais du Louvre ", and M. Marcel
Keymond writes on Lt Conceit Champctrc in the same gallery,

upholding the attribution to Giorgione. Special reference is

made to the contrary opinion recently expressed by Dr. L.

Venturi, who following other critics inclines to ascribe it to

Scbastiano del Piombo. Other articles entitled " Le Chateau de

Versailles de Louis XllI et son Architccte Philibert Le Roy",

by M. Battifol ;
" Le Peintre-Gravcur Chodowiecki ", by

M. Servieres ; and " L'Ameublement Provencal ", by M.

Laban'de.
December.—Two articles, to be continued, deal with the

Musee Jacquemart-Andre : M. Lafenestre writes on the paint-

ings and M. Michel on the sculpture of the 15th and 16th

centuries.—M. Migeon contributes notes on Mussulman Archeo-

logy, with special reference to recent acquisitions in the Louvre,

the collections there having received many notable additions in

the course of the last ten years ; among the objects discussed are,

examples of Persian and Mesopotamian faience and enamelled

glass ; the wonderful Persian carpet from the Cathedral of

Mantes, one of the largest and most beautiful specimens in

existence ;
plaquettes, objects in bronze, &c. ; reference is also

made to a beautiful fragment of an Hispano-Moresque azulejo,

once the property of the painter Senor Madrazo, and to a. 15th-

century lustre plate presented by M. Weill.

January, 1914.—M. Lei'Rieur writes a note as an accompani-

ment to M. Toupcy's lithograph of the Virgin of the "Diptych of

Melun ", i.e., the bust of the central figure in the celebrated altar-

piece of fitienne Chevalier, and takes the opportunity oi refuting

some erroneous conjectures put forward in recent years con-

cerning this work by Kouquet.—Dr. Dorbec has a first article

entitled " La Peinture P>ani;aise, de 1750 a 1820, jugee par le

Factum, la Chanson et la Caricature "
; and MM. Lafenestre

and Michel continue their discussion of the paintings and
sculptures of the Musee Jacquemart-Andre with many repro-

ductions, among them some interesting portraits, of Mary of

Hungary by Seisenegger, of an unknown man by Jan de Bray

—one of the best followers of Hals—and of a monk by Murillo
;

and some good examples of the late Venetian school (Tiepolo

and Guardi). Among sculptures are two busts by Lemoyne, a

portrait of Vleughels, the Director of the French Academy in

Rome, by his pupil, Rene Michel Slodtz, and other 18th-century

works.
February-.—M. Armexag bey Sakisian has an article entitled

" Un 'Brasero' de Duplessis au vieux Serail de Stamboul " and
identifies this superb work in gilded metal—which bears the

signature of Duplessis, a highly-skilled craftsman of the l8th

century—as one of the gifts offered to the Sultan Mahmoud I by

Louis XV and conveyed to Constantinople by Said Pasha, envoy-

extraordinary to the Court of France in 1742. The work is repro-

duced and described in detail, and the writer expresses the hope

that other objects known to have been offered in the i8th century

by the King of France to the Sultans of Turkey and executed by

artists such as Jacques Caffieri and Thomas Germain, may even-

tually be identified and published.—Concluding article on the

Jacquemart-Andre Collection by M. Lafenestre dealing with the

French Painters.—The tapestry and furniture in the museum are

discussed by M. Deshairs.—Dr. Lionello Venturi replies to

M. Marcel Reymond on the subject of Le Concert Champctre and

sets forth his reasons for denying the authorship of Giorgione

and for proposing instead that of Sebastiano del Piombo ;
this

courteous rejoinder to M. Reymond's equally courteous criticism

is a pleasing contrast to the attitude usually adopted by militant

art critics towards each other. Concluding article by M. Doruec
on " La Peinture Fran^aise de 1750 a 1820 ", etc.

La Chronique des Arts et de la Curiosite. November22,
1913.—The text of the discussion in the Chamber of Deputies on
November 13, between M. Theodore Reinach and M. Berard,

Under Secretary of State for the Department of Fine Arts, on the

preservation of ancient monuments, is printed and affords instruc-

tive reading. The Edouard Aynard collection is discussed and four

of the pictures are reproduced. January 10, 1914.—The text of

the new law on historical monuments, which was commented on
under " Propos du Jour " in the " Chronique " of December 6, is

printed. January 31.—A protest is raised against the loan to

Spain of certain pieces of armour, the property of the Musee de
I'Armee (see also " Bulletin ", January 24). It is considered that

reproductions should be forwarded to Madrid, but that the price-

less originals should not be permitted to leave Paris. The De
Grez collection of draw'ings, which contams about four thousand
examples of exceptional interest, was opened to the public in the

Museum at Brussels on January 9. Sympathetic reference is made
to the death of M. Durand-Greville, which took place unexpectedly
on January 20.

Revue de l'Art Chretien. September-October, 1913.—Third
article by Comte Durrieu on " Les Heures du Marechal de
Boucicaut" in the i\Iusee Jacquemart-Andre, in which he deals

with the characteristic features of these miniatures. The two
last paintings in the MS., already referred to in a former article,

are again touched upon, and it is shown that they were additions

made in the first quarter of the 15th century for Jean le Meingre,
the nephew of the Marechal ; one of these miniatures, The Mass
of S. Gregory, must be reckoned among the most remarkable
examples of the French school of the 15th century. Forty-two
miniatures proceeding from one workshop adorned the MS. pro-

duced for the Marechal de Boucicaut, and Comte Durrieu has
recognized the same leading characteristics in numerous other

MSS. (of which he appends a list) in different museums and
libraries, designating the anonymous artist who was supreme
head of the workshop where these paintings were produced,
" Le Maitre des Heures du Marechal de Boucicaut ", from the

most admirable example among all these MSS., the volume in

the Jacquemart-Andre Museum.—An interesting iconographical

study entitled " Nouvclles etudes sur les portails du transept a
la Cathedrale de Rouen " is begun by M,\iE. Lefhan?ois-Pillk)N,

and M. C.iSiER, in a first article, treats of the early art of Flanders

at the Ghent Exhibition.—Under "Melanges" M. Auriol repro-

duces and comments upon the fine 15th-century chandelier in the

Church of Milhars (Tarn), and under "Chronique" the inaugura-

tion of the Van Eyck monument at Ghent and the meetings of the

twenty-third Congress of the Arch;eological and Historical Society

of Belgium are discussed ; among the notes, publicity should be

given to one dealing with the disappearance by theft of two
magnificent 16th-century antiphonaries from the Library at Foix,

which belonged to the series of choral books originally in the

Cathedral of Mirepoix.

November-December.—M. Michel, discussing the triptych by

Roger de la Pasture which has recently been added to the Louvre,

reproduces it in detail together with other pictures for comparison,

including the polyptychat Beaune. This article, with M. Leprieur's

in the "Gazette" already noticed, forms a useful compendium of

all that is at present known concerning this work.—Second article

by Mme. LEKRANgois-PiLLioN On the portals of the Cathedral at

Rouen, and by M. C.\siER on Early Flemish art at the Ghent

Exhibition, the greater part of this instalment being devoted to a

discussion of the altar-piece once at Tongerloo, with scenes from

the legend of S. Dympna, seven reproductions of which are

"iven. M. Mayeux reproduces an early 14th-century ivory (much

mutilated) repesenting the Mailoniia iiml Cliild in the Tello-

Champagne collection at Dreux, and the Exhibition of Ecclesias-

tical Art at Hiirnosand, in the west of Sweden, is discussed by Dk.

C. AF Ugglas under "Melanges".

Les Arts. November, 1913-—M- Gielly studies the g.allery

at Siena (thirteen reproductions, mostly of paintings of the early

Sienese school, are given), and M. Chatrairk, the treasure of

the Cathedral of Sens. M. Girodie writes on a Swiss painter

of the 15th century, some of whose pictures, formerly in the

cathedral at Berne, and now in the museum there, are repro-
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duccd. From the two pinks (red and white) usually found in

some part of his pictures tlie name of " Le Maitre a I'Oeillet"

has been bestowed upon him, though the writer believes him to

be identical with Heinrich Bichler of Berne, who was a painter

of note in the second half of the 15th century, and whose con-

nexion with Conrad Witz and other masters of the Upper Rhine

is evident in his work.
December.—M. Michel gives the history of the Chateau de

Montal (erected in 1523 by Jeanne de Balzac, who married

Amaury de Montal) andjts works of art. Its strange vicissitudes,

its destruction in 1S81, and its acquisition and restoration by
M. Fenaille, who in September last muniticently handed it over

to the French nation, are set forth in detail by the writer.

January, 1914.

—

La Gioconda is reproduced as the frontispiece

to this number, from a negative made in Florence in December
last. M. CoppiER studies the picture, and dwells upon the fact

that the absence of eyebrows, which has always been notice-

able, is due not to over-cleaning, as has been assumed, but to

the fashion of the day, as proved by reference to other contem-
porary paintings. Florentine ladies of the era of Leonardo were
wont to remove their eyebrows by means of a small instrument

called a"pel3toio". The writer puts forward the theory that

the portrait does not represent Mona Lisa, nor any other woman,
but is an ideal conception evolved by the greatest master of the

Renaissance, and is the most perfect expression of the Vincian

prototype.—M. Rene Je.w writes on the very interesting collec-

tion of Asiatic art belonging to M. Victor Goloubew, comprising
paintings, plastic works and miniatures. In respect of oriental

miniatures, few collections in Paris can compare, for richness

and beauty of quality, with that of M. Goloubew.
Les Musees de France. No. 4, 1913.—The " Medici Torso"

so-called, a colossal draped figure of Minerva in the manner of

Phidias, presented to the Louvre by M. Bonnat, is discussed by
M. MiCHON.—M. Caron reproduces and comments upon the

portrait of Jean Baptiste Milhaud by David, signed and dated

1793, which the Marchesa Arconati-Visconti has given to the

Louvre. M. de Mandach reproduces a curious and hitherto

unpublished sculpture in the museum at Dijon, interesting both

iconographically and as a specimen of Burgundian plastic work
of the 15th century.—The exhibition of Buddhist art at the

Musee Cernuschi, organized by MM. Goloubew and d'Ardenne
de Tizac, is discussed by M. Rene Jean, and a number of

additions to the national museums by gift and purchase are

chronicled.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
\_Publications, the price of which should always be stated, cannot be included here unless they have been delivered before the i6th

of the previous month. Brief notes will not preclude the publication of longer reviews.]

Gibson (F.). Charles Conder, his life and work, with a catalogue

of the lithographs and etchings by Campbell Dodgson, with
121 illustrations. (Lane.) 2is.net.

Gallatin (A. E.). Whistler's Pastels and other modern profiles

New edition. (Lane.) los. 6d. net.

We regret that the two publications preceding were accidentally

omitted front previous lists.

Siren (O.). Gamla Stockholmshus af Nicodemus Tersin, D. A.
och naagra samtida byggnader, 2 delar. Stockholm (Xors-
tedt), i 400 numerade exemplar, kr. 120.

An important, well-printed and well-illustrated book,

by a writer of established reputation.

Howard (J. G.). Brunelleschi, a poem. San Francisco.
(Howell). $6.

A very well-printed and nicely produced volume, but
poetry docs not come within the limits of our attention.

Hope (C). Old Persian Carpets and their aesthetic worth, 2nd,
enlarged edition, 8 colour plates, 54 illus. Miinchen.
(Bruckmann), brochure 4s. 6d., bound 5s. net.

The Vasari Society's Reproductions ; Parts viii, 1912-1913
[33 plates] ; ix, 1913-1914 [28 plates]. (Printed at the
University Press, 0.\ford, for the Society.)

The object of this admirable and successful Society is

the reproduction of drawings by old masters. The
annual subscriptions, i guinea, due May i, should be
addressed to the Hon. Sec, Mr. A. M. Hind, British
Museum, IV.C.

CoRTissoz (R.). Art and common sense. (Smith, Elder.) 7s. 6d.
Houses and Gardens by E. L. Lutyens, described and criticized

by L. Weaver. (" Country Life".) 25s. net.

Monographien des Kunstgewerbers (B. i) Vorderasiatische
Knupfsteppiche aus alterer Zeit, von W. Bode, 2'e Aufl., in
neuer Bearbeitung von E. Kiihnel ca. 160 S, mit i farbigen
Tafel u. ca. 90 Abbild. (B. vii) Deutsche Mobel der Ver-
gangenheit, von F. Luthmer, 160 S., I46 Abbild., 2 Aufl.
Leipzig (Klinkhardt), 5 M. each.

\Veigm.\nn (O. a,). Sion Longley Wenban, 1848-1897,
kritisches Verzeichnis seiner Radierungen mit einer bio-
graphischen Einfiihrung, I Bildnis, 76 Abbild. auf 30
Lichtdrucktafeln, Leipzig (Klinkhardt), geb. M 30.

Leonhardt (K. F.). Spiitgotische Grabdenmaler des Salzarch-
gebietes, ein Bietrag zur Geschichte der AltbajTischen
Plastik, 80 Abb. Leipzig (Seemann), M. 15.

Cohn (A. M.). A Bibliographical catalogue of the printed works
illustrated by George Cruikshank. (Longmans.) 15s.net.

Holiday (H.). Reminiscences of my Life. Illustrated. (Heine-
mann ) l6s. net.

Mauritshuis. Musee Royal de La Haye. Catalogue raisonne

des tableaux et des sculptures, 2e ed. • La Haye(Mouton, par

ordre de la Direction).

This excellent catalogue is very welcome, and will be

more fully t:oticcd later.

Senten.ach (N.). Los grandes retratistas en Espaiia, obra

ilustrada con 45 Uiminas en fototipia. Madrid (Hauser),

15 pesetas.

I''-''' ^^K /?7'' H
Chavannes.

, ^ ,.^ illustrations each.]
Folgerat (E.). Holbein. I ^ ^ -'

Paris (Alcan, "Art et Esthetique "). 3 fr. 50 each.

Toesca (P.). Storia dell' arte italiana, fasc. 6-7 [of " Storia dell'

arte classica e italiana", by G. E. Rizzo and P. Toesca].

Torino (UnioneTipografico).
The enumeration of these fascicules is extremely con-

fused. Sig. Rizzo is apparently writing " Storia dell'

arte greca", which will form Vols. 1 and 2, and Sig.

Toesca is 'writing "Storia dell' arte italiana", which
will form Vols. 3-5 of a publication entitled "Storia

dell' arte classica e italiana ". Both ivriters' works

appear in fascicules simultaneously, and to add to the

confusion the fascicules, though belonging to different

volumes of the whole work, are enumerated consecutively.

The Year's Art, 1914. (Hutchinson.) 5s.

Periodicals.—The Arrow, Dec.—Bulletin of the Pennsylvania

Museum, Jan.—The Candid Quarterly Review, No. i, Feb.

—Der Cicerone, Jahrg. vi. Heft 2, 3, 4.—L'Eroica, rassegna

d'ogni poesia (Spezia), Oct.-Nov., 1913—Felix Ravenna,

Oct., 1913—Fine Art Trade Journal, Jan.—Gazette des

Beaux-Arts, Feb., with Chronique des arts, 17, 24, 31 Jan.,

7, 14 Feb.—[Jahrbuch der Kgl. preuszischen Kunstsamm-
lungen] Amtliche Berichte, Feb.—Journal of the Imperial

Arts League, 15 Jan,—Journal of Indian Art and Industry,

Jan.—Die Kunst, Feb.—Madonna Verona, Fasc. 28.

—

Monatshefte fiir Kunstwissenschaft, Jahrg. vii. Heft 2.—
La Nouvelle Revue Fran?aise, Feb.—Onze Kunst, Feb.

—

Quarterly Review, Jan.—Repertoire d'art et d'archeologie,

3"°trim. 1913.—Revue de I'art, Feb.: with Bulletin de

I'art, 17, 24, 31 Jan., 7, 14 Feb.—Starye Gody, Dec, Jan.

—

Zeitschrift fur bildende Kunst, Jahrg. 49, 5.

Trade Catalogues, &c.—The Carroll Gallery, 10 George St.,

Hanover Square, W. The Art of Charles John CoUings

[with reproductions],—Olschki, Florence. Incunables

illustres imitant les Manuscrits ; le passage du manuscrit au

livre imprime. \_A far too learned and sumptuously illustrated

brochure to be regarded merely as a catalogue of the works for

sale at Comm. Leo Olschki's celebrated bookshop].— Kod^ik,

Ltd., Kingsway, W.C. The Art and Practice of photographing

paintings, 3d. [Illustrated. An interesting pamphlet.]
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Persian double dome 94, 152 ; PI., 95
Piranesi 135, 187, 262 ; PI., 139, 189, 192, 193, 196
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the Art of pottery in England. Roger Fry 330 ; PI., 331, 334

Ashby (Thomas). Turner in Rome 218

Auctions—illustrated catalogues—in Oct. 58—Nov. 119

—
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Artists

—

Anonymous
Aragonese primitives 74; PI., 78, 81, 84

Avignonese miniaturist 131 ; PI., 133

Chotscho painters 10 ; PI., 12, 13

Early Netherlands 231 ; PI., 228
English portraitist 4 ; PI., 8
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Piranesi 135, 187, 262 ; PI., 139, 189, 192, 193, 196

Pas (Simon de) 347 ; PL, 346
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St. Aubin (Gabriel de) 287 ; PI., 286
Sassetta 232 (Letter)
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Sullivan (Mr. E. J.) 295
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43, 103
Barnaba da Modena. Corrado Ricci 65 ; Col.-Pl., 64 ; PI., 67

Beck (Egerton). Ecclesiological notes on a catalogue of Spanish

old masters 170
The crozier in heraldry and ornament 335

Bernath (Morton). The prayer-book of a saint 131

Beruete y Moret (A. de). A hitherto unknown Velazquez 127

Binyon (Laurence). Chotscho 10

Biographical notes on Aimee Duvivier. Andre Girodie 307 ;

PI., 306
Blake's Riposo ; a note 185 ; PI., 184
Borenius (Tancred). The reconstruction of a polyptych by

Signorelli 32
Two still-life pictures by Murillo (?) 74
Two Angels making music 247

Bredius (Abraham). The Elisabeth Bas portrait again 217
The hands of Madame Bas 360

Brown (G. Baldwin). An early spoon found in Kent 99
Byzantine silks in London museums. W. R. Lethaby 138,

185 ; PI., 142

Catacomb frescoes—symbolism 43, 103 ; PI., 45
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the Art of pottery in England 330 ; PI., 331, 334
Chinese inscribed vase (Dana collection) 151 ; PI., 150
English ware (B.F.A.C.) 265 ; PI., 269, 272, 273, 276
Sung and Yuan ware 321 ; PI., 320
" Wm. Horlogius " (letter) 348

Chotscho. Laurence Binyon 10 ; PI., 12, 13

Coins

—

sec Medals
la Colonna santa. Alice Baird 128 ; PI., 129

Conway (Sir Martin). A dangerous archieological method—II

85
Coomaraswamy (Ananda K.). Hands and feet in Indian art 204
" Credo " tapestries. D. T. B. Wood 247, 309 ; PI., 249, 252,

311, 314. 317
Creswell (K. A. C). The origin of the Persian double dome

94, 152
the Crozier in heraldry and ornament. Egerton Beck 335
Cust (Lionel). An Elizabethan portrait 4

Notes on pictures in the royal collections XXVII 254
A portrait called " Henry, Prince of Wales, by Isaac Oliver"

347

Dalton (O. M.). Mediaeval engraved gems in the British

Museum—II 28
a Dangerous archasological method—II. Sir Martin Conway

85 ; PI., 87

R. E. D. Art in France 172

Dimier (L.). An idealized portrait of Diane de Poitiers 89
Drawings

Blake (Wm.). Riposo 185 ; PI., 184

Early Netherlands (silver-points) and (design for textile) 224 ;

PI., 225
Menzel (Herr A. von). (Beethoven) PI., 166 [d]
Piranesi 185, 187, 262 ; PI., 189, 192, 193, 196

Triptych—a wing (after Van der Wevden) 231 ; PI., 229
Turner (J. M. W.). (4 of Rome) 218 ; PI., 219, 222

Turner (Wm.). (2 of Oxford) PI., 19, 22

Unknown portrait (copy) 231 ; PL, 228

Early Furniture. Aymer Vallance. XII, XIII. XIV, Linen-fold

panels 40, 146, 203 ; PL, 41, 147, 202—XV, Cradles and beds

288 ; PL, 289, 292

some Early Netherland drawings. Friedrich Winkler 224

;

PL, 225, 228, 229

an Early spoon found in Kent. G. Baldwin Brown 99 ; PL, 101

Ecclesiological notes on a catalogue of Spanish old masters.

Egerton Beck 170

Ecclesiology

—

the crozier 335
symbolism of catacomb frescoes 43, 103 ; PL, 45

the Elisabeth Bas portrait again. Abraham Bredius 217 ; PI,

214, 216
an Elizabethan portrait. Lionel Cust 4 ; PL, 8

English earthenware and stoneware at the Burlington Fine Arts

Club. Bernard Rackham 265 ; PL, 269, 272, 273, 276

Exhibitions—Burlington Fine Arts Club, English ware 177,
"
265, 330—Grafton Galleries for National Art Collections Fund,

Spanish old masters 57, 178 (Note)—Japan Society, at

Knoedler's, N Y. 321 ; PL, 320—Moscow, Ancient Russian

art 55 (Note)

Fogolari (Gino). A new Venetian primitive in the galleries of

the Accademia 27

Fry (Roger). Some pictures by El Greco 3

The art of pottery in England 330

Furniture—carved chests of the high renaissance 69 ; PI ,
71

—

cradles and beds 288 ; PL, 289, 292—linen-panels 40, 146,

203 ; PL, 41, 147, 202

Gabriel de St. Aubin's Vacaddmieparticuliire. Charles Oulmonl

287 PI 286

Girodie (Andre). Biographical notes on Aim^e Duvivier 307

Glass—Three Elizabethan glasses 23 ;
PL, 22

Hands and feet in Indian art. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy 204;

PL, 207
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Hobson (R. L.). Sung and Yuan wares in a New York Exhibi-
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Holmes (C. J.).
The shop of Verrocchio 279

an Idealized portrait of Diane de Poitiers. L. Dimier 89; PI., 91
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301—March 360

the Inscribed vase of the Dana collection. Francis Stewart

Kershaw 151 ; PL, 150

Kershaw (Francis Stewart). The inscribed vase of the Dana
collection 151

a Late Gothic poet of line. Osvald Siren 323 ;
PI., 325, 328

Dr. A. P. Laurie's lectures 178 (Note)

Lethaby (W. R). Byzantine silks in London museums 138, 185

Letters to the Editors

Michele Mazzafirri, goldsmith and medallist (1530-1597)

(Sidney J. A. Churchill) 348

Mr. E. J. Sullivan's Illustrations (Edmund J. Sullivan) 295

the Praver-book of a saint (Egerton Beck, Walter W. Seton
and M. Bernath) 293

Sassetta between 1423 and 1433 (Giacomo de Nicola) 232

the Use of chestnut in mediaeval roofs (W. H. St. John Hope
and K. A. C. Creswell) 294

William Horlogius of Hot Lane (Sir William Lawrence, Bart.)

348

Maclagan (Eric). Two Italian portrait reliefs in the Victoria

and Albert Museum 257
Mather (Frank Jewett, jr.). Some carved chests of the high

renaissance 69
Mayer (August L.). An unknown portrait by Murillo 231

Medals and Coins—devotional medals, 4th c. PI., 129
Italian medals 36, 211 ; Pi., 37, 210

Mediaeval and later engraved gems in the British Museum, II.

O. M. Dalton 28 ; PI., 29
Miniatures
Beethoven (Christian Horneman) PI., 166
Manichxan, fragment, from Chotscho PI., 13 [c]

S. Delphine's book of hours 131, 293, 294 ; PI., 133

a New Venetian primitive in the galleries of the Accademia,
Gino Fogolari 27 ; PI., 26

Notes
Ancient Russian art in Moscow (C. H. W.) 55
the Hands of Madame Bas 360
the Influence of Rome upon China (C. J. H.) 358
the Layard collection 57
Mr. Herbert Home's new discoveries (T. B.) 118
the Municipal Gallery of Modern Art, Dublin (W. T. \\^) 56
a New museum of furniture 176
New periodicals 300
the Prestel-Gesellschaft (C. D.) 359
Professor Laurie's lecture 178
Public statues 177
Restorations at Chester cathedral (A. V.) 55
Rodin's The Burghers of Calais 239
the Spanish e.xhibition 178
the Vasari Society (T. B.) 359
the Walpole Society (A. J.) 299

Notes (current) 55, 118, 176, 239, 299, 358
Notes on Italian medals—XV, XVI. G. F. Hill 36, 211 ; PI.,

37, 210

Notes on pictures in the royal collections—XXVII. The Mantua
collection and Charles I. L. Cust 254

the Origin of the Persian double dome. K. A. C. Creswell 94,

152 ; PI., 95'

Oulmont (Charles). Gabriel de St. Aubin's Vacademic par-

ticuliere 287
Oxford. Rev. A. C. Headlam, D.D. 16 ; PI., 19

Periodicals—Dutch 180—French 59, 363—German 121—
Italian 240—Russian 301—Spanish 181

the Philharmonic society's bust of Beethoven. Edward Speyer
164 ; PI., 166, 167

Phillips (Sir Claude). Some portraits by Cariani 157
Pijoan (Jose). Aragonese primitives 74
Piranesi (Giovanni-Battista) : some further notes and a list of

his works. A. M. Hind 135, 187, 262 ; PI., 139, 189, 192,

193, 196
Plate—early spoons 99 ; PI., 101

Portraits

Acqueville (?) (Marquis d') 307 ; PI., 306
Alfonso II d'Este PI., 29
Anne of Denmark PL, 346
Bas (Eliz.) 21/ ; PL, 214
Beethoven 164 ; PL, 166, 167

Caravaggio (Gian Benedetto) 157 ; PL, 162

Castriota (George) (Scanderbeg) PL, 29
Cepola (Bart.) 211 ; PL, 210
Charles, P. of Wales 347 ; PL, 341, 343, 346

Cinthio (Franc.) 257 ; PL, 259
Cosimo I, Tuscany 261 ; PL, 259
Diane de Poitiers 89 ; PL, 91
Edward II (?) PL, 269 [c]

Farnese (Ottavio) PL, 37

P'erdinand II, Tuscany 261 ; PL, 259
Fermi (Franc.) 212 ; PL. 210
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Henry, P. of Wales 347 ; PL, 341, 343

Madruzzo (Nic.) PL, 37

Martin (Raph.) 211 ; PL, 210
Pallavicini (Ottavio) PL, 37

Radcliffe, E. of Sussex PL, 8

Rene of Anjou PL, 29
Roselli (Ant.) 211 ; PL, 210

Rovere (Giulio della) PL, 37

S. Delphine (?) 131. 293 (Letters) ; PL, 133

Sigismund III, Poland 212 ; PL, 210 [f]

Unknown
Gentleman of Seville (Murillo (?) ) 231 ; PL, 232a

Man PL. 29 [c]

Man (" Har las uber gan ") 231 ; PL, 228

Man and his wife 257 ; PL, 259

Man and woman PL, 29 [m, q]
Man (young) 157 ; PL, 162

Old lady (Bol) 217 ; PL, 214

Roman emperor and empress PL, 29^

Two Venetian patricians 157 ; PL, 159

Woman PL, 29 [d]

Woman PL, 37

a Portrait called " Henry, Prince of Wales, by Isaac Oliver".

Lionel Cust 347 ; PL, 341, 343, 346

some Portraits by Cariani. Sir Claude Phillips 157 ; PL, 159,

162
the Prayer-book of a saint. Morton Bernath 131 ;

PL, 133

Prints _
Equestrian portrait, P. Chas. of Wales. Elstracke PL, 346

Equestrian portrait, Q. Anne of Denmark. De Pas PL, 346

Piranesi PL, 139

Portraits of Beethoven. Neidl, Hofel PL, 166

Publications received 61, 124, 181, 243, 304, 366

Rackham (Bernard).
, „ ,. ^

English earthenware and stoneware at the Burlmgton Fine

Arts Club 265

Three Elizabethan glasses 23
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the Reconstruction of a polyptych by Signorelli. Tancred

Borenius 32 ; PI., 33

Reviews
Admonitions of the instructress in the palace. Ku K'ai-chih.

L. Binyon 50
Album du vieux Gand. P. Bergmans and A. Heins 237

Andrea Solario. L. de Schlegel 298

I'Architecture classique a Saint-Petersburg a la fin du xviii"

siecle. L. Hautecceur 298

Art et esthetique, (1) Greuze. L. Hautecceur. (2) Titian.

H. Caro-Delvaille. (3) Valasque/c. Aman-Jean 117

I'Art franijais et la Suede de 1637 a 1816. P. Lespinasse 354

les Artistes Wallons. L. Cloquet 236

the Art of colour decoration. J. D. Grace 233

the Art of Nijinsky. G. Whitworth _ 353

la Basilica Petroniana. A. Gatti 353

Books of reference—(Publications pour faciliter les etudes d'art

en France. Ed. k. Girodie) Franche Comte- P. Brune

—

Les artistes decorateurs du bois. H. Vial, &c.—A century of

loan exhibitions (1813-1912). A Graves—Dictionnaire reper-

toire des peintres. I. Errera—(Museums Association)

Museums directory. E. Howarth and H. M. Platnauer

—

Merken van Amsterdanibche goud- en zilversmeden. E. Voet

jr.—La corporation des peintres de Bruges. C. v. d. Haute

—

Hilfsbuch zur Kunstgeschichte. P. Schubring—Welsh
painters &c. (1827-1911). Kev. T. M. Rees.—Art prices

current, 1911-12 51

the British school. E. V. Lucas 357
Byzantine churches in Constantinople. A. van Millingen 110

the Canterbury tales of Geoffrey Chaucer, illust. W. R. Flint

353
Catalogue. Exhibition of Spanish old masters (Grafton Gal-

leries 1913) (article) 170

a Catalogue of the paintings at Doughty House, Richmond.
Vol. 1—Italian schools. T. Borenius 295

Cat.ilogue3 of permanent public collections

—

Antwerp. Musee royal des beaux-arts, 1911 54
New-York. Metropolitan museum of art, 1913 54
Stockholm. Musee royal, 1910 54
Victoria and Albert Museum catalogues. English ecclesias-

tical embroideries of the 13th-16th century, 1913 54
Wallace collection, 1913 53

the Chapels royal. Archd. Sinclair 114

the China collector. H. W. Lewer 357

Chotscho. A. von de Coq (article) 10

Church and manor. S. O. .\ddy 51

Church bells of England. H. B, W.alters 117

(he Church chests of Essex. H.W. Lewer and J. C. Wall 174

Cubism. A. Gleizes .and J. Metzinger (trans.) 355
Delia Robbias in America. A. Marquand 234

zum Diskobol des Myron. B. Schroder 116
Early English water colour. C. E. Hughes 357

I'Eglise abbatiale de Westminster. P. Biver 114

the^Engravings of William Blake. X. G. B. Russell 232
die Entwicklung der barockeu Deckenmalerei in Tirol. H.

Hammer 297
Eothen. A. W. Kinglake, illust. F. Brangwyn 115
Ess,ays in fresco. E. McCurdy 51

Etudes sur I'Histoire de I'art Allemand. A. Marignan 233

Festschrift zur Feier des fiinfzigjahrigen Bestehens der Kgl.

Altertumersammlujig in Stuttgart, 1912 236
Figurale Holzplastik. J. Leisching 356
Filippo B.aldinucci's vita des Gio. Lorenzo Bernini 298

the Floral symbolism of the great masters. E. Haig 116

Forty-three drawings by Alastair, with a note ... by R. Ross
353

George du Maurier. T. M. Wood 356
das Grabmal Pauls III in S. Peter in Rom. E. Steinmann 233

die Grabplastik des ehemaligen Bistums Wiirzburg. L. Bruhns
235

Greek art and national life. S. C. K. Smith 297
Greek refinements. W. H. Goodyear 115

Greek sculpture. J. Warrack 51

Guide books—Provinzialmuseum in Bonn—Gula artlstica de

Sevilla. J. Gestoso y Perez 117
Heraldry for craftsmen and designers. W. H. St.-J. Hope 357

Hermann Braun. J. A. Beringer 234
Highways and byways in Somerset. E. Hutton 114

Indian architecture. E. B. Havell 351
In the National Gallery. Mrs. C. R. Peers 356
Inventaire des lettres et papiers manuscrits de Gaspare, Carlo

et Lodovico Vigarani etc. G. Rouches 356
Jan Gossart gen. Mabuse. E. Weisz 237
die Kirchen Gotlands. J. Roosval 113
das Kirchenjahr in 156 gotischen Federzeichnungen, etc. J. E.

Weis-Liebersdorf 233
Lawrence. Sir W. Armstrong 354
Lely and the Stuart portrait painters. C. H. C. Baker 110
Leonardo da Vinci : the Florentine years of Leonardo and

Verrocchio. J. Thiis (article) 279
die Liturgischen Gerate. F. Witte 350
Lutterworth. A. H. Dyson 355
the Meaning of art. P. Gaultier 352
Metalwork and enamelling. H. Maryon 114
Michelangelo und das En'de der Renaissance, Vol. HI, parts 1
and 2. H. Thode 296

Military architecture in England during the middle ages. A.
H. Thompson 234

Nature's harmonic unity. S. Colman, ed. C. A. Coan 357
the Old colleges of Oxford. \. Vallance (article) 16
Ornamental books 175
les Peintres de portraits. P. Lambotte 117
Problems of Periclean buildings. G. W. Elderkin 116
Proces-verbaux de I'Academie Rovale d'Architecture, 1671-

1793, t. 1. H. Lemonnier 357
Recent Reproductions
Album de I'art ancien au pays de Liege 238
Alte Spitzen aus Anlass der Spitzenausstellung im Stad-
tischenkunstgewerbe-Museum zu Leipzig 1911 299

Archiv. fiir Kunstgeschichte 298
Colour-prints by Frederick Hollyer 237
La Peinture au Musee .\ncien de Bru.xelles 238
Les Tres belles miniatures de la Bibliotheque Royale de
Belgique 238

New Loggan prints 237
Oesterreichische Kunstschaetze 238, 298
The Countess of Me.vborough 299
The Landscapes of Corot 238

Royal Commission on Historical Monuments (England),
Buckinghamshire (N. and S.), 1912-13 351

Scythians and Greeks. E. H. Minns 349
Staffordshire pottery and its history. J. C. Wedgwood 235
Storia dell' arte. G. Carotti 355
the Story of a Hida craftsman. Rokujiuyen 114
Survey of London. Vol. iv—Chelsea. Part il 236
the Technique of painting. C. Moreau-Vauthier 113
Thomas Vinfotte et son ceuvre. P. Lambotte & A. Softin 355
on the Truth of decorative art. L. de Fonseka 116

Ricci (Corrado). Barnaba da Modena 65

Sculpture
Bewcastle cross (detail) PI., 87
Busts of Beethoven 164 ; PI., 167
the Colonna santa (Confessional, S. Peter's) 128 ; PI., 129
Early Chinese statues 109 ; PI., 106, 107
Engraved stone (detail) (S. Andrew's, Bishop's Auckland)

PL, 87
Engraved stones (details) (Museum, Ravenna) PI., 87
Relief from Corbridge PI., 87
Reliquary from Samagher, Pola (ivory) 128 ; PI., 129
Rodin's Burghers of Calais 239 (Note)

the Shop of Verrocchio. C. J. Holmes 279 ; PI., 281

Siren (Osvald). A late Gothic poet of line 323
Societies—of Antiquaries PI., 33 1—Japan S., New York

321 ; PI., 320—Kent Archa;ological S. PI., 101—Prestel
Gesellschaft 359—Roval London Harmonic S. 164; PI.,

166, 167—Vasari S. 358—Walpole S. 299—Yorkshire Philo-
logical S. PI., 269

Some carved chests of the high renaissance. F. J. Mather, jr.

69 ; PI., 71

Some pictures by El Greco. Roger Fry 3 ; PI., 2, 5
Speyer (Edward). The Philharmonic Society's bust of Beet-

hoven 164

369



General Index to Volume XXIV
Sung and Yiian wares in a New York exhibition. R. L. Hobson

321 ; Pl„ 320

the Symbolism of certain catacomb frescoes— I, II. Ethel Ross

Barlcer 43, 103 ; PI., 45

Textiles—Byzantine silks 138 ; PI., 142, 185—" Credo " tapestries

247, 309 ; PI., 249, 252, 311, 314, 317—designs for cope 224 ;

PI„ 225
Three Elizabethan glasses. Bernard Rackham 23 ; PI., 22

Turner in Rome. Thomas Ashby 218 ; PI., 219, 222

Two Angels making Music. Tancred Borenius 247 ; PI., 246

Two early Chinese statues 109 ; PI., 106, 107

Two Italian portrait reliefs in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Eric Maclagan 257 ; PI., 259

Two still-life pictures by Murillo. Tancred Borenius 74

;

PI., 75

an Unknown portrait by Murillo. August L. Mayer 231 ; PI.

232a

Vallance (Avmer). Early furniture—XII, XIII, XIV, XV 40,

146, 203, 288
Verzelini (jacomo), called Jacob Vessaline 24

A. V. (Note). Restorations at Chester cathedral 55

Wall paintings—at Chotscho 10 ; PI. (a & b), 12, (d) 13—in the

catacombs (frescoes) 43, 103 ; PI., 45

Winkler (Friedrich). Some earlv Netherland drawings 224

Wood (D. T. B.). " Credo " tapestries 247, 309

C. H. W. (Note). Ancient Russian art in Moscow 55

W. T. W. (Note). The Municipal Gallery of modern art, Dublin

56

370
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